Mokelumne/Amador/Calaveras Integrated Regional Water Management Plan Update 2018

Appendix A: DWR IRWMP Standards Review Form

September 2018

IRWM Plan Standard: Governance

Overall Standard Sufficient

Requirement

From IRWM 2016 Guidelines

Included

Evidence of Plan Sufficiency

y/n ‐ Present/Not
Location of
IRWM 2016
Present in the IRWM
Standard in
Guidelines
Plan. If y/n/q, qualitative Grantee IRWM
Page Number
evaluation needed.
Plan

The RWMG and individual project proponents who adopted
37
the Plan
A description of the IRWM governance structure including a
discussion of whether or how Native American tribes will
37
participate in the RWMG.
A description of how the chosen form of governance addresses and insures:

y/n

Y

Section 2.6

Y

y/n

Y

Section 2.2

Y

37

y/n/q

Y

Section 2.2.5

Effective decision making

37

y/n/q

Y

Section 2.2.5

Balanced access and opportunity for participation in the
IRWM process

37

y/n/q

Y

Section 2.2.5

Effective communication – both internal and external to the
IRWM region

37

y/n/q

Y

Section 2.2.5

Long term implementation of the IRWM Plan

37

y/n/q

Y

Section 2.2.5

Coordination with neighboring IRWM efforts and State and
federal agencies

37

y/n/q

Y

Section 2.2.5

The collaborative process(es) used to establish plan objectives

38

y/n/q

Y

Section 2.2.5

How interim changes and formal changes to the IRWM Plan
will be performed

38

y/n/q

Y

Section 2.2.5

38

Sufficient

y/n

Public outreach and involvement processes

Updating or amending the IRWM Plan

Brief Qualitative Evaluation

Yes

y/n/q

Y

Section 2.2.5

A Community Outreach Plan was developed and endorsed by
the RPC and guides public involvement through the MAC
planning process and facilitates relationship building by
promoting the active participation of stakeholders
The three‐tiered structure with defined roles and
responsibilities facilitates effective decision‐making
There is representation from all relevant areas of water
reources management and public, open meeting provides
opportunity for participation
The RPC is an effective forum for communicating with internal
and external stakeholders
The RPC is responsible for compiling data and information on
benefits, impacts, and plan performance over time through
the IRWM program
UMRWA interfaces with neighboring IRWM regions, as well as
State and federal agencies
The RPC makes decisions according to the adopted RPC
Governing Procedures Guidebook which outlines decision‐
making procedures
The governance structure establishes clear roles and
responsibilities; in the event that interim and/or formal
changes are needed, the Board would direct the RPC to
oversee completion and incorporation of changes
Each group identified in the governance structure has specific
responsibility with respect to IRWM Plan updates: the RPC is
tasked with overseeing the consultant updating the Plan, the
Steering Committee is charged with advising the Board on all
matters related to the Plan Update, and the Board is
responsible for ultimately approving the Plan Update

Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y

Y

IRWM Plan Standard: Region Description

Overall Standard Sufficient

Requirement

From IRWM 2016 Guidelines

If applicable, describe and explain how the plan will help
reduce dependence on the Delta supply regionally.
Describe watersheds and water systems
Describe internal boundaries
Describe water supplies and demands for minimum 20 year
planning horizon

Describe social and cultural makeup,including specific
information on DACs and tribal communities in the region and
their water challenges.

Describe major water related objectives and conflicts (1).

Included

Evidence of Plan Sufficiency

y/n ‐ Present/Not
Location of
IRWM 2016
Present in the IRWM
Standard in
Guidelines
Plan. If y/n/q, qualitative Grantee IRWM
Page Number
evaluation needed.
Plan

Brief Qualitative Evaluation

This is not applicable to the Region as the MAC Region does
not rely on Delta supply

Yes
Sufficient

y/n

38

y/n

N

‐

38
38

y/n
y/n

Y
Y

Section 1.1.3
Section 1.1.4

Y
Y

38

y/n

Y

Section 1.2.1

Y

38

38

y/n/q

y/n/q

Y

Y

Y

Section 1.1.6

The MAC Region is home to approximately 83,000 people,
translating to an approximate population density of 55 people
per square mile on average. The population density in rural
areas is about 40 people per square mile. he cities or
communities of Jackson, San Andreas, Sutter Creek, Pine
Grove, Red Corral, Mountain Ranch, Pioneer, Plymouth, West
Point, Rail Road Flat, Amador City, Martell, and Fiddletown,
are DACs. Murphys, Avery, River Pines, and Kirkwood are
DACs that are partially located in the MAC Region.

Y

Section 1.4

The following list of water resource conflicts and issues in the
MAC Region was developed for the 2013 MAC Plan and
confirmed by the RPC at their June 2018 meeting: 1. Land Use
and Water Use Conflicts, 2. Environmental Protection, 3.
Water Quality Conflicts, 4. Supply Management, 5. Forest
Management, 6. Fire Management, 7. Economic Impacts

Y

IRWM Plan Standard: Region Description

Overall Standard Sufficient

Requirement

From IRWM 2016 Guidelines

Included

Evidence of Plan Sufficiency

y/n ‐ Present/Not
Location of
IRWM 2016
Present in the IRWM
Standard in
Guidelines
Plan. If y/n/q, qualitative Grantee IRWM
Page Number
evaluation needed.
Plan

Yes
Sufficient

Brief Qualitative Evaluation

y/n

The boundaries of the MAC Region were determined using a
variety of physical, political, and water management
considerations as discussed below. The primary physical
determinant in establishing the region was the Mokelumne
River watershed. The secondary determinant was the
Calaveras River watershed. These two rivers and their
watersheds are the predominant water features in the region,
and during the past 150 years, have supported a myriad of
activities including hydropower generation, agriculture,
mining, timber harvesting, cattle grazing, domestic water
supply, recreation, fisheries and more. One of the primary
purposes in establishing the MAC Region has been to promote
and facilitate a collaborative planning process to develop
program and project solutions which address future Amador,
Calaveras, and East Bay water resource needs.

Y

Explain how IRWM regional boundary was determined and
why region is an appropriate area for IRWM planning.

38

y/n/q

Y

Section 1.1.1

Describe neighboring and/or overlapping IRWM efforts

38

y/n

Y

Section 1.1.2

Y

38

y/n

Y

Section 2.4

Y

38

y/n

Y

Section 1.2.2

Y

38

y/n

Y

Section 1.3.5

Y

Explain how opportunities are maximized (e.g. people at the
table, natural features, infrastructure) for integration of water
management activities
Describe water quality conditions. If the IRWM region has
areas of nitrate, arsenic, perchlorate, or hexavalent chromium
contamination, the Plan must include a description of
location, extent, and impacts of the contamination; actions
undertaken to address the contamination, and a description of
any additional actions needed to address the contamination
(2).
Describe likely Climate Change impacts on their region as
determined from the vulnerability assessment.

IRWM Plan Standard Requirements for 2016 IRWM Guidelines in Addition to Previously Required 2012 IRWM Guideline
Requirements. See Appendix H in IRWM 2016 Guidelines.
(1) Requirement must be addressed per CWC §10541 (e)(3).
(2) Requirement must be addressed per CWC §10541 (e)(14).

IRWM Plan Standard: Plan Objectives

Overall Standard Sufficient

Requirement

From IRWM 2016 Guidelines

Through the objectives or other areas of the plan, the 7 items
on pg 49 of GL are addressed (1).
Describe the collaborative process and tools used to establish
objectives:
‐ How the objectives were developed
‐ What information was considered (i.e.,
water management or local land use
plans, etc.)
‐ What groups were involved in the process
‐ How the final decision was made and
accepted by the IRWM effort
Identify quantitative or qualitative metrics and measureable
objectives:
Objectives must be measurable ‐ there must be some metric
the IRWM region can use to determine if the objective is
being met as the IRWM Plan is implemented. Neither
quantitative nor qualitative metrics are considered inherently
better (2).

Explain how objectives are prioritized or reason why the
objectives are not prioritized
Reference specific overall goals for the region:
RWMGs may choose to use goals as an additional layer for
organizing and prioritizing objectives, or they may choose to
not use the term at all.
Address adapting to changes in the amount, intensity, timing,
quality and variability of runoff and recharge.
Consider the effects of sea level rise (SLR) on water supply
conditions and identify suitable adaptation measures.
Reducing energy consumption, especially the energy
embedded in water use, and ultimately reducing GHG
emissions.
In evaluating different ways to meet IRWM plan objectives,
where practical, consider the strategies adopted by CARB in
its AB 32 Scoping Plan1.
Consider options for carbon sequestration and using
renewable energy where such options are integrally tied to
supporting IRWM Plan objectives.

Included

Evidence of Plan Sufficiency

y/n ‐ Present/Not
IRWM 2016
Present in the IRWM
Guidelines
Plan. If y/n/q, qualitative
Page Number
evaluation needed.

Location of
Standard in
Grantee
IRWM Plan

Brief Qualitative Evaluation

y/n

49

y/n

Y

Section 3.1.1,
Policies 1‐4

Y

48 ‐ 50

y/n

Y

Section 3.1.1

Y

Y

To track the extent to which the MAC Region’s objectives are
Section 3.1.2, being achieved, a series of performance measures have been
Tables 3‐1, 3‐ established. These performance measures and their
2, 3‐3, and 3‐4 associated water resource goals and objectives are presented
in Tables 3-1, 3-2, 3-3 and 3-4

Y

Y

49

y/n/q

50

y/n/q

Y

The RPC chose not to prioritize the MAC Plan objectives
because all are equally important and implementation of
Section 3.1.3
projects that contribute to any of the objectives would benefit
the Region

50

y/n

Y

Section 3.1.1

Y

39

y/n

Y

Section 3.1.1,
Policy 5

Y

39

y/n

Y

Section 3.3

39

y/n

Y

Section 3.1.1,
Policy 5

Y

39

y/n

Y

Section 3.1.1,
Policy 5

Y

39

y/n

Y

Section 3.1.1,
Policy 5

Y

Sea level rise is not a vulnerability for the MAC Region

IRWM Plan Standard Requirements for 2016 IRWM Guidelines in Addition to Previously Required 2012 IRWM Guideline
Requirements. See Appendix H in IRWM 2016 Guidelines.
(1) Requirement must be addressed per CWC §10540 (c).
(2) Requirement must be addressed per CWC §10541 (e).

Yes
Sufficient

Y

IRWM Plan Standard: Resource Management Strategies (RMS)
Requirement

From IRWM 2016 Guidelines

Address which RMS will be implemented in achieving IRWM
Plan Objectives (1).
Identify RMS incorporated in the IRWM Plan:
Consider all California Water Plan (CWP)RMS criteria (29)
listed in Table 3 from the CWP Update 2013
Consideration of climate change effects on the IRWM region
must be factored into RMS. Identify and implement, using
vulnerability assessments and tools such as those provided in
the Climate Change Handbook, RMS and adaptation
strategies that address region‐specific climate change
impacts.
Demonstrate how the effects of climate change on its region
are factored into its RMS.
Reducing energy consumption, especially the energy
embedded in water use, and ultimately reducing GHG
emissions.
 An evaluation of RMS and other adaptation strategies and
ability of such strategies to eliminate or minimize those
vulnerabilities, especially those impacting water
infrastructure systems (2).

IRWM 2016
Guidelines
Page Number

Overall Standard Sufficient

Included
y/n ‐ Present/Not
Present in the IRWM
Plan. If y/n/q,
qualitative evaluation
needed.

Evidence of Plan Sufficiency
Location of
Standard in
Grantee
IRWM Plan

Brief Qualitative Evaluation

y/n

39

y/n

Y

Section 3.2.1,
Table 3‐6

Y

39

y/n

Y

Section 3.2.1

Y

39

y/n

Y

Section 3.3,
Table 3‐8

Y

IRWM Plan Standard Requirements for 2016 IRWM Guidelines in Addition to Previously Required 2012 IRWM Guideline
Requirements. See Appendix H in IRWM 2016 Guidelines.
(1) Requirement must be addressed per CWC §10540 (e)(1).
(2) Requirement must be addressed per CWC §10540 (e)(10).

Yes
Sufficient

IRWM Plan Standard:Integration

Overall Standard Sufficient

Requirement

From IRWM 2016 Guidelines

Included
IRWM 2016
Guidelines
Page Number

Evidence of Plan Sufficiency

y/n ‐ Present/Not
Present in the IRWM
Plan. If y/n/q,
qualitative evaluation
needed.

Contains structure and processes for developing and fostering
1

integration :
‐ Stakeholder/institutional
‐ Resource
‐ Project implementation

39

y/n/q

Y

Location of
Standard in
Grantee
IRWM Plan

Brief Qualitative Evaluation

The governance structure, previously described, fosters
integration by allowing a diverse group of stakeholders and
interested parties to participate at all levels of the IRWM
planning process. Resource integration has occurred through
the creation of UMRWA by combining six water agencies and
two counties into one Joint Powers Authority, providing a
Section 2.4, focus and lead voice to the IRWM planning process in the
Section 4.1.5 MAC region. The RPC developed the project review and
evaluation process to foster integration and identify project
efficiencies and maximize benefits. The high priority projects,
as identified through the project review process, integrate
RMS and tend to be multi‐benefit projects. The more RMS a
project integrates, and the more benefits it will achieve, the
more likely it is to receive a High score.

1. If not included as an individual section use Governance, Project Review Process, and Data Management Standards per 2016 IRWM Guidelines, p. 52.

Yes
Sufficient

y/n

Y

IRWM Plan Standard: Project Review Process
Requirement
From IRWM 2016 Guidelines

Process for projects included in IRWM plan must address 3
components:
‐ procedures for submitting projects
‐ procedures for reviewing projects
‐ procedures for communicating lists of selected projects
Does the project review process in the plan incorporate the
following factors:
How a project contributes to plan objectives
How a project is related to Resource Management Strategies
identified in the plan.
The technical feasibility of a project.
A projects specific benefits to a DAC water issue.
Environmental Justice considerations.
Project costs and financing
Address economic feasibility
Project status
Strategic implementation of plan and project merit
Status of the Project Proponent's IRWM plan adoption

Project's contribution to reducing dependence on Delta
supply (for IRWM regions receiving water from the Delta).

Overall Standard

Included
y/n ‐ Present/Not
IRWM 2016
Present in the IRWM
Guidelines
Plan. If y/n/q, qualitative
Page Number
evaluation needed.

Evidence of Plan Sufficiency
Location of Standard in Grantee
IRWM Plan

Brief Qualitative
Evaluation

Yes
Sufficient
y/n

39 ‐ 40

y/n

Y

Section 4.1.1 and Section 4.1.2

Y

40

y/n

Y

Section 4.1.2, Appendix E, Appendix F

Y

40

y/n

Y

Section 4.1.2, Appendix E, Appendix F

Y

40

y/n

Y

Section 4.1.2, Appendix E, Appendix F

Y

40

y/n

Y

Section 4.1.2, Appendix E, Appendix F

Y

40

y/n

Y

Section 4.1.2, Appendix E, Appendix F

Y

40

y/n

Y

Section 4.1.2, Appendix E, Appendix F

Y

40

y/n

Y

Section 4.1.2, Appendix E, Appendix F

Y

40

y/n

Y

Section 4.1.2, Appendix E, Appendix F

Y

40

y/n

Y

Section 4.1.2, Appendix E, Appendix F

Y

40

y/n

Y

Section 4.1.2, Appendix E, Appendix F

Y

40

y/n

N

N/A

This is not applicable to
the Region as the MAC
Region does not rely on
Delta supply

Y

IRWM Plan Standard: Project Review Process
Requirement
From IRWM 2016 Guidelines
Project's contribution to climate change adaptation.
Include potential effects of Climate Change on the region
and consider if adaptations to the water management system
are necessary (1).
Consider the contribution of the project to adapting to
identified system vulnerabilities to climate change effects on
the region.
Consider changes in the amount, intensity, timing, quality
and variability of runoff and recharge.
Consider the effects of SLR on water supply conditions and
identify suitable adaptation measures.
Contribution of project in reducing GHGs compared to project
alternatives.
Consider the contribution of the project in reducing GHG
emissions as compared to project alternatives
Consider a project’s ability to help the IRWM region reduce
GHG emissions as new projects are implemented over the 20‐
year planning horizon.
Reducing energy consumption, especially the energy
embedded in water use, and ultimately reducing GHG
emissions.
Specific benefits to critical water issues for Native American
tribal communities.

Overall Standard

Included
y/n ‐ Present/Not
IRWM 2016
Present in the IRWM
Guidelines
Plan. If y/n/q, qualitative
Page Number
evaluation needed.

Evidence of Plan Sufficiency
Location of Standard in Grantee
IRWM Plan

Brief Qualitative
Evaluation

y/n

40

y/n

Y

Section 4.1.2, Appendix E, Appendix F

Y

40

y/n

Y

Section 4.1.2, Appendix E, Appendix F

Y

53

y/n

Y

Section 4.1.2, Appendix E, Appendix F

Y

IRWM Plan Standard Requirements for 2016 IRWM Guidelines in Addition to Previously Required 2012 IRWM Guideline
Requirements. See Appendix H in IRWM 2016 Guidelines.
(1) Requirement must be addressed per CWC §10540 (e)(10).

Yes
Sufficient

IRWM Plan Standard: Impact and Benefit

Overall Standard Sufficient

Requirement

IRWM 2016 Guidelines Requirement

Discuss potential impacts and benefits of plan
implementation within IRWM region, between regions, with
DAC/EJ concerns and Native American Tribal communities
State when a more detailed project‐specific impact and
benefit analysis will occur (prior to any implementation
activity)
Review and update the impacts and benefits section of the
plan as part of the normal plan management activities

Included
IRWM 2016
Guidelines
Page Number

Evidence of Plan Sufficiency

y/n ‐ Present/Not
Present in the IRWM
Plan. If y/n/q,
qualitative evaluation
needed.

Location of
Standard in
Grantee
IRWM Plan

Brief Qualitative Evaluation

Yes
Sufficient

y/n

40

y/n

Y

Section 4.3,
Table 4‐3

Y

55

y/n

Y

Section 4.3

Y

55 ‐ 56

y/n

Y

Section 4.3

Y

IRWM Plan Standard: Plan Performance and Monitoring
Requirement

IRWM 2016 Guidelines Requirement

Contain performance measures and monitoring methods to
ensure that IRWM objectives are met (1).
Contain a methodology that the RWMG will use to oversee
and evaluate implementation of projects.
Each project in the IRWM Plan is monitored to comply with all
applicable rules, laws, and permit requirements.
Contain policies and procedures that promote adaptive
management and, as more effects of Climate Change
manifest, new tools are developed, and new information
becomes available, adjust IRWM plans accordingly.

Overall Standard Sufficient
Included

IRWM 2016
Guidelines
Page Number

Evidence of Plan Sufficiency

y/n ‐ Present/Not
Present in the IRWM
Plan. If y/n/q,
qualitative evaluation
needed.

Location of
Standard in
Grantee
IRWM Plan

Brief Qualitative Evaluation

y/n

40

y/n

Y

Section 5.1.1

Y

40

y/n

Y

Section 5.1.2

Y

58

y/n

Y

Section 5.1.2

Y

40

y/n

Y

Section 5.1.3

Y

IRWM Plan Standard Requirements for 2016 IRWM Guidelines in Addition to Previously Required 2012 IRWM Guideline
Requirements. See Appendix H in IRWM 2016 Guidelines.
(1) Requirement must be addressed per CWC §10541 (e)(7).

Yes
Sufficient

IRWM Plan Standard: Data Management

Overall Standard Sufficient

Requirement

IRWM 2016 Guidelines Requirement

Included
IRWM 2016
Guidelines
Page Number

Evidence of Plan Sufficiency

y/n ‐ Present/Not
Present in the IRWM
Plan. If y/n/q,
qualitative evaluation
needed.

Describe data needs within the IRWM region

59 ‐ 60

y/n

Y

Describe typical data collection techniques

59 ‐ 60

y/n

Location of
Standard in
Grantee
IRWM Plan

Brief Qualitative Evaluation

Yes
Sufficient

y/n

Section 5.2.1

Y

Y

Section 5.2.2

Y
Y

Describe stakeholder contributions of data to a data
management system

59 ‐ 60

y/n

Y

Section 5.2.2,
Table 5‐4,
Section 5.2.3

Describe the entity responsible for maintaining data in the
data management system

59 ‐ 60

y/n

Y

Section 5.2.4

Y

Describe the QA/QC measures for data

59 ‐ 60

y/n

Y

Section 5.2.4

Y

59 ‐ 60

y/n

Y

Section 5.2.5

Y

59 ‐ 60

y/n

Y

Section 5.2.4

Y

59 ‐ 60

y/n

Y

Section 5.2.2
and Section
5.2.5

Y

Explain how data collected will be transferred or shared
between members of the RWMG and other interested parties
throughout the IRWM region, including local, State, and
federal agencies (1).
Explain how the Data Management System supports the
RWMG's efforts to share collected data
Outline how data saved in the data management system will
be distributed and remain compatible with State databases
including CEDEN, Water Data Library (WDL), CASGEM,
California Environmental Information Catalog (CEIC), and the
California Environmental Resources Evaluation System
(CERES).
(1) Requirement must be addressed per CWC §10541 (e)(12).

IRWM Plan Standard: Finance

Overall Standard Sufficient

Requirement

IRWM 2016 Guidelines Requirement

Included
IRWM 2016
Guidelines
Page Number

Evidence of Plan Sufficiency

y/n ‐ Present/Not
Present in the IRWM
Plan. If y/n/q,
qualitative evaluation
needed.

Location of
Standard in
Grantee
IRWM Plan

Brief Qualitative Evaluation

Yes
Sufficient

y/n

Include a programmatic level (i.e. general) plan for
implementation and financing of identified projects and
programs (1) including the following:

41

y/n

Y

Section 4.4

Y

List known, as well as, possible funding sources, programs,
and grant opportunities for the development and ongoing
funding of the IRWM Plan.

41

y/n

Y

Section 4.4.1

Y

List the funding mechanisms, including water enterprise
funds, rate structures, and private financing options, for
projects that implement the IRWM Plan.

41

y/n

Y

Section 4.4.1

Y

An explanation of the certainty and longevity of known or
potential funding for the IRWM Plan and projects that
implement the Plan.

41

y/n

Y

Section 4.4.1,
Table 4‐4

Y

An explanation of how operation and maintenance (O&M)
costs for projects that implement the IRWM Plan would be
covered and the certainty of operation and maintenance
funding.

41

y/n

Y

Section 4.4.2

Y

(1) Requirement must be addressed per CWC §10541 (e)(8).

IRWM Plan Standard: Technical Analysis

Overall Standard Sufficient

Requirement

IRWM 2016 Guidelines Requirement

Document the data and technical analyses that were used in
the development of the plan (1).
(1) Requirement must be addressed per CWC §10541 (e)(11).

Included
IRWM 2016
Guidelines
Page Number
41

Evidence of Plan Sufficiency

y/n ‐ Present/Not
Present in the IRWM
Plan. If y/n/q,
qualitative evaluation
needed.
y/n

Y

Location of
Standard in
Grantee
IRWM Plan
Section 4.5

Brief Qualitative Evaluation

Yes
Sufficient

y/n

Y

IRWM Plan Standard: Relation to Local Water Planning
Requirement

IRWM 2016 Guidelines Requirement

Identify a list of local water plans used in the IRWM plan
Describe the dynamics between the IRWM plan and other
planning documents
Describe how the RWMG will coordinate its water mgmt
planning activities
Discuss how the plan relates to these other planning
documents and programs. Same as 2012 GL with the
following addition: "It should be noted that Water Code §
10562 (b)(7) requires the development of a stormwater
resource plan and compliance with these provisions to
receive grants for stormwater and dry weather runoff
capture projects. Upon development of the stormwater
resource plan, the RWMG shall incorporate it into IRWM
plan. The IRWM Plan should discuss the processes that it
will use to incorporate such plans." Minor wording
differences ‐ e.g. Groundwater Sustainability Plan example
in the 2016 Guidelines instead of Groundwater
Managemenbt Plan in the 2012 Guidelines.
Consider and incorporate water management issues and
climate change adaptation and mitigation strategies from
local plans into the IRWM Plan.

Overall Standard Sufficient
Included

Evidence of Plan Sufficiency

y/n ‐ Present/Not
IRWM 2016
Present in the IRWM Location of Standard
Guidelines
Plan. If y/n/q,
in Grantee IRWM
Page
qualitative evaluation
Plan
Number
needed.

Brief Qualitative Evaluation

Section 4.2.2, Table 4‐
2
Section 4.2.2, Figure
4‐2
Section 4.2.1, Section
2.3.3

Yes
Sufficient

y/n

Y

41

y/n

Y

41

y/n

Y

41

y/n

Y

63 ‐ 64

y/n

Y

Section 4.2.2, Table 4‐
2

Y

63 ‐ 64

y/n

Y

Section 4.2.2, Table 4‐
2

Y

IRWM Plan Standard Requirements for 2016 IRWM Guidelines in Addition to Previously Required 2012 IRWM Guideline
Requirements. See Appendix H in IRWM 2016 Guidelines.

Y
Y

IRWM Plan Standard: Relation to Local Land Use Planning
Requirement

IRWM 2016 Guidelines Requirement

Document current relationship between local land use
planning, regional water issues, and water management
objectives
Document future plans to further a collaborative, proactive
relationship between land use planners and water managers
Demonstrate information sharing and collaboration with
regional land use planning in order to manage multiple water
demands throughout the state, adapt water management
systems to climate change, and potentially offset climate
change impacts to water supply in California.

Overall Standard Sufficient
Included

IRWM 2016
Guidelines
Page Number

Evidence of Plan Sufficiency

y/n ‐ Present/Not
Present in the IRWM
Plan. If y/n/q,
qualitative evaluation
needed.

Location of
Standard in
Grantee
IRWM Plan

Brief Qualitative Evaluation

Yes
Sufficient

y/n

41

y/n

Y

Section 4.2.3

Y

41

y/n

Y

Section 4.2.3

Y

41

y/n

Y

Section 4.2.3

Y

IRWM Plan Standard Requirements for 2016 IRWM Guidelines in Addition to Previously Required 2012 IRWM Guideline
Requirements. See Appendix H in IRWM 2016 Guidelines.

IRWM Plan Standard: Stakeholder Involvement

Overall Standard Sufficient

Requirement

IRWM 2016 Guidelines Requirement

Included
IRWM 2016
Guidelines
Page Number

Evidence of Plan Sufficiency

y/n ‐ Present/Not
Present in the IRWM
Plan. If y/n/q,
qualitative evaluation
needed.

Location of
Standard in
Grantee
IRWM Plan

Brief Qualitative Evaluation

Yes
Sufficient

y/n

Discuss involvement of DACs and tribal communities in the
IRWM planning effort

41 ‐ 42

y/n

Y

Section 2.3.1,
Table 2‐2

Y

Describe decision‐making process and roles that stakeholders
can occupy

41 ‐ 42

y/n

Y

Section 2.2.1,
Section 2.3.1

Y

Discuss how stakeholders are necessary to address objectives
and RMS

41 ‐ 42

y/n

Y

Section 2.2,
Section 2.2.5

Y

Discuss how a collaborative process will engage a balance in
interest groups

41 ‐ 42

y/n

Y

Section 2.2,
Section 2.2.5

Y

Contain a public process that provides outreach and
opportunity to participate in the IRWM plan (1). Per 2016 GL:
“Native American tribes – It should be noted that tribes are
sovereign nations, and as such coordination with tribes is on a
government‐to‐government basis.”

41 ‐ 42

y/n

Y

Section 2.3

Y

Identify process to involve and facilitate stakeholders during
development and implementation of IRWM plan regardless of
ability to pay; include description of any barriers to
involvement (2). "Stakeholder Involvement" in the 2012 GL is
referred to "Native American Tribe and Stakeholder
Involvement" in the 2016 GL and Tribes are referred to
specifically.

41 ‐ 42

y/n

Y

Section 2.3

Y

IRWM Plan Standard Requirements for 2016 IRWM Guidelines in Addition to Previously Required 2012 IRWM Guideline
Requirements. See Appendix H in IRWM 2016 Guidelines.
(1) Requirement must be addressed per CWC §10541 (g).
(2) Requirement must be addressed per CWC §10541 (h)(2).

IRWM Plan Standard: Coordination

Overall Standard Sufficient

Requirement

IRWM 2016 Guidelines Requirement

Included
IRWM 2016
Guidelines
Page Number

Evidence of Plan Sufficiency

y/n ‐ Present/Not
Present in the IRWM
Plan. If y/n/q,
qualitative evaluation
needed.

Location of
Standard in
Grantee
IRWM Plan

Brief Qualitative Evaluation

Yes
Sufficient

y/n

Identify the process to coordinate water management
projects and activities of participating local agencies and
stakeholders to avoid conflicts and take advantage of
efficiencies (1).

42

y/n

Y

Section 2.5

Y

Identify neighboring IRWM efforts and ways to cooperate or
coordinate, and a discussion of any ongoing water
management conflicts with adjacent IRWM efforts

42

y/n

Y

Section 1.1.2

Y

Identify areas where a state agency or other agencies may be
able to assist in communication or cooperation, or
implementation of IRWM Plan components, processes, and
projects, or where State or federal regulatory decisions are
required before implementing the projects.

42

y/n

Y

Section 2.5

Y

(1) Requirement must be addressed per CWC §10541 (e)(13).
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Agency Name

Location and Services Provided

Amador County Service
Areas (CSAs) 1, 2, and 3

Provides water services to communities of Silver Lake Pines,
Tiger Creek Estates, Sierra Highlands, Mace Meadows, and
Camanche Village. Beginning in 2001, AWA provided
operations, maintenance, administration, accounting and billing
for these CSAs.
Provides fire suppression, fire prevention, emergency medical
and rescue services in its boundaries, to approximately 85% of
unincorporated Amador County, and also to the City of
Plymouth, by contract.
Provides conservation technical assistance to agricultural and
individual landowners and initiates community-wide
conservation programs in resource management (e.g.
agricultural, watershed, woodland resource management,
habitat restoration, irrigation water management, fuels
reduction).
The City began providing water service to its citizens in 1985
upon the purchase of a water system from PG&E. It directly
provides domestic water services to the area within the city
limits, including surface water treatment and distribution, raw
water delivery and recycled water delivery to a golf course. The
City owns and operates a WWTP and provides wastewater
collection, treatment and disposal options to its sewer
customers within its city limits and treatment and disposal
services to the Six Mile Village community by contract with
CCWD. The City entered into a JPA with Union Public Utility
District (UPUD) to form the UPA to purchase and operate two
hydroelectric projects – the Utica Hydroelectric Project and
Angels Hydroelectric Project.
Blue Lake Springs MWC relies on groundwater wells to serve
approximately half of its resort community near Arnold which
has a about 1,700 water connections; CCWD supplies wholesale
water to serve the other half. The MWC owns and operates the
storage and distribution system within the subdivision.
CALFIRE provides fire prevention, suppression, and fire related
law enforcement for timberlands, wildlands and urban forests in
the State Responsibility Area.
DCWD purchases treated surface water from AWA and
distributes it to residential and commercial users. DCWD does
not provide water treatment services, but provides a majority of
the necessary operation and maintenance of the water
distribution system.
Fiddletown CSD provides treated groundwater to its residential
users in Fiddletown. It owns and operates the domestic
groundwater well and distribution system serving ~66
connections.
CCWD supplies wholesale treated water to this 160-parcel
community near Arnold. The Fly-in Acres MWC owns and
operates the storage and distribution system within the
subdivision.

Amador Fire Protection
District
Amador Resource
Conservation District
(ARCD)

City of Angels

Blue Lakes Springs Mutual
Water Company (MWC)

California Department of
Forestry and Fire
Protection (CALFIRE)
Drytown County Water
District (DCWD)

Fiddletown Community
Services District (CSD)
Fly-in Acres MWC

Agency Name

Location and Services Provided

Jackson Valley Fire
Protection District
(JVFPD)

Provides fire prevention, protection and suppression services as
well as BLS
emergency response. JVFPD overlaps with CALFIRE State
Response Area, but
provides primary structure fire response.
Provides treated water for domestic irrigation uses to its service
area located in Amador, Alpine and El Dorado counties. It relies
on groundwater to serve 848 connections.
Provides groundwater production and distribution to 55 homes
in a small subdivision east of West Point. The Company owns
and operates two groundwater wells, a storage tank and a
treatment system to control copper corrosion.
Provides fire protection, fire suppression and BLS. Overlaps
with State and Federal Responsibility Areas, but has the primary
responsibility for fire structure responses.
Provides wastewater collection, treatment and disposal services
to the unincorporated community of Mokelumne Hill. All
services are provided by MHSD except for billing which is
provided by CPUD.
Provides wastewater collection, treatment and disposal services
directly through district staff to the unincorporated community
of Murphys and surrounding areas within its boundaries. It
owns and operates a WWTP and sewer collection infrastructure.
Rabb Park CSD purchases treated surface water from AWA
through the CAWP system and distributes it to residential users.
The CSD provides operation and maintenance of the water
distribution system serving ~100 connections.
Supplies treated groundwater and surface water from the South
Fork Cosumnes River to domestic users. The PUD pumps, treats
and distributes the water and bills customers, but relies on AWA
for emergency maintenance services and technical services.
RPPUD serves ~200 connections.
Provide water distribution and road services to approximately
130 residents. Beginning in 2006, water service responsibilities
transferred to AWA.
Provides fire prevention, fire suppression services, basic life
support and rescue services in its boundary area in addition to
~39 square miles outside its bounds.
The MWA provides groundwater production and distribution to
34 connections in a subdivision near Sheep Ranch Road
between the communities of Sheep Ranch and Murphys. It
operates three groundwater wells, a water treatment system,
and a storage tank.
Provides wastewater collection, treatment and disposal services
to the community of San Andreas and neighboring areas.

Kirkwood Meadows Public
Utilities District (KMPUD)
Lili Valley Water Company

Lockwood Fire Protection
District
Mokelumne Hill Sanitary
District (MHSD)
Murphys Sanitary District
(MSD)
Rabb Park CSD

River Pines Public Utility
District (RPPUD)

Sunset Heights CSD
Sutter Creek Fire
Protection District
(SCFPD)
Mineral Mountain Estates
Mutual Water Association
(MWA)
San Andreas Sanitary
District (SASD)

Agency Name

Location and Services Provided

Snowshoe Springs
Association

CCWD provides wholesale treated water to Snowshoe Springs
Association to serve its 300-home subdivision near Big Trees
Village. Snowshoe Springs Association previously relied on its
own groundwater wells, but they were forced to abandon them
in the 1970s due to poor water quality. The Association owns
and operates the storage and distribution system within the
subdivision.
UPUD provides raw and treated water services, relying on
CCWD and UPA for delivery of surface water. It provides
services within its bounds to the communities of Murphys,
Douglas Flat, Vallecito, Six Mile Village, and Carson Hill. UPUD
does not provide recycled water services. Utica Power Authority
(UPA)UPA was formed as a JPA in 1995 by the City of Angels,
CCWD, and UPUD. The JPA was formed to manage a water
conveyance and hydroelectric power system that PG&E was in
the process of selling to CCWD
VSPUD provides groundwater extraction, treatment and
distribution for domestic use directly with district staff to
unincorporated Town of Valley Springs. It also provides
wastewater collection, treatment and disposal services to the
unincorporated Valley Springs.
Volcano CSD provides groundwater extraction, water treatment
and water distribution services to the community of Volcano,
serving about 75 connections. AWA provides contract
maintenance services to the CSD.
WCSD provides well water treatment and distribution for
domestic use and wastewater collection, treatment and disposal
services, but contracted with CCWD in 2009 for operation and
maintenance of WCSD water and wastewater facilities. WCSD
provides water and wastewater services to the gated community
of Wallace Lake Estates and the unincorporated Town of
Wallace.
WSWD is an inactive agency; it previously diverted water from
the Arroyo Ditch, but there are no longer flows through Arroyo
Ditch during irrigation season and WSWD does not have any
water rights or the capacity to provide services. District
landowners rely on private wells.

Union Public Utility
District (UPUD)

Valley Springs Public
Utility District (VSPUD)

Volcano CSD

Wallace Community
Service District (WCSD)

Willow Springs Water
District (WSWD)
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Vulnerability Assessment Checklist

I. Water Demand


Are there major industries that require cooling/process water in your planning region?
-



Does water use vary by more than 50% seasonally in parts of your region?
-

-



Droughts are expected to become more frequent and more severe in the future. Areas with a more
hardened demand may be particularly vulnerable to droughts and may become more dependent on
groundwater pumping.

Are water use curtailment measures effective in your region?
-



Fruit and nut crops are climate-sensitive and may require additional water as the climate warms.

Do groundwater supplies in your region lack resiliency after drought events?
-



Seasonal water use, which is primarily outdoor water use, is expected to increase as average
temperatures increase and droughts become more frequent.
Where water use records are available, look at total monthly water uses averaged over the last five
years (if available). If maximum and minimum monthly water uses vary by more than 25%, then the
answer to this question is "yes".
Where no water use records exist, is crop irrigation responsible for a significant (say >50%) percentage
of water demand in parts of your region?

Are crops grown in your region climate-sensitive? Would shifts in daily heat patterns, such
as how long heat lingers before night-time cooling, be prohibitive for some crops?
-



As average temperatures increase, cooling water needs may also increase.
Identify major industrial water users in your region and assess their current and projected needs for
cooling and process water.

Droughts are expected to become more frequent and more severe in the future. Areas with a more
hardened demand may be particularly vulnerable to droughts.

Are some instream flow requirements in your region either currently insufficient to support
aquatic life, or occasionally unmet?
-

Changes in snowmelt patterns in the future may make it difficult to balance water demands.
Vulnerabilities for ecosystems and municipal/agricultural water needs may be exacerbated by
instream flow requirements that are:
1. not quantified,
2. not accurate for ecosystem needs under multiple environmental conditions including
droughts, and
3. not met by regional water managers.

II. Water Supply


Does a portion of the water supply in your region come from snowmelt?
-



Snowmelt is expected to decrease as the climate warms. Water systems supplied by snowmelt are
therefore potentially vulnerable to climate change.
Where watershed planning documents are available, refer to these in identifying parts of your region
that rely on surface water for supplies; if your region contains surface water supplies originating in
watersheds where snowpack accumulates, the answer to this question is "Yes."

Climate Change Handbook for Regional Water Planning
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Vulnerability Assessment Checklist

Where planning documents are not available, identify major rivers in your region with large users.
Identify whether the river's headwaters are fed by snowpack.

Does part of your region rely on water diverted from the Delta, imported from the Colorado
River, or imported from other climate-sensitive systems outside your region?
-



Does part of your region rely on coastal aquifers? Has salt intrusion been a problem in the
past?
-



Droughts are expected to become more severe in the future. Systems that can store more water may
be more resilient to droughts.

Has your region faced a drought in the past during which it failed to meet local water
demands?
-



Coastal aquifers are susceptible to salt intrusion as sea levels rise, and many have already observed
salt intrusion due to over-extraction, such as the West Coast Basin in southern California.

Would your region have difficulty in storing carryover supply surpluses from year to year?
-



Some imported or transferred water supplies are sources from climate-sensitive watersheds, such as
water imported from the Delta and the Colorado River.

Droughts are expected to become more severe in the future. Systems that have already come close to
their supply thresholds may be especially vulnerable to droughts in the future.

Does your region have invasive species management issues at your facilities, along
conveyance structures, or in habitat areas?
-

As invasive species are expected to become more prevalent with climate change, existing invasive
species issues may indicate an ecological vulnerability to climate change.

III. Water Quality
Are increased wildfires a threat in your region?

If so, does your region include reservoirs
with fire-susceptible vegetation nearby which could pose a water quality concern from
increased erosion?
-



Does part of your region rely on surface water bodies with current or recurrent water quality
issues related to eutrophication, such as low dissolved oxygen or algal blooms? Are there
other water quality constituents potentially exacerbated by climate change?
-



Some areas are expected to become more vulnerable to wildfires over time. To identify whether this
is the case for parts of your region, the California Public Interest Energy Research (PIER) Program has
posted wildfire susceptibility projections as a Google Earth application at: http://cal-adapt.org/fire/.
These projections are only the results of a single study and are not intended for analysis, but can aid in
qualitatively answering this question. Read the application's disclaimers carefully to be aware of its
limitations.

Warming temperatures will result in lower dissolved oxygen levels in water bodies, which are
exacerbated by algal blooms and in turn enhance eutrophication. Changes in streamflows may alter
pollutant concentrations in water bodies.

Are seasonal low flows decreasing for some waterbodies in your region? If so, are the
reduced low flows limiting the waterbodies’ assimilative capacity?
-

B-2

In the future, low flow conditions are expected to be more extreme and last longer. This may result in
higher pollutant concentrations where loadings increase or remain constant.
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Are there beneficial uses designated for some water bodies in your region that cannot
always be met due to water quality issues?
-



Vulnerability Assessment Checklist

In the future, low flows are expected decrease, and to last longer. This may result in higher pollutant
concentrations where loadings increase or remain constant.

Does part of your region currently observe water quality shifts during rain events that impact
treatment facility operation?
-

While it is unclear how average precipitation will change with temperature, it is generally agreed that
storm severity will probably increase. More intense, severe storms may lead to increased erosion,
which will increase turbidity in surface waters. Areas that already observe water quality responses to
rainstorm intensity may be especially vulnerable.

IV. Sea Level Rise
Has coastal erosion already been observed in your region?
-

Coastal erosion is expected to occur over the next century as sea levels rise.

Are there coastal structures, such as levees or breakwaters, in your region?
-

Coastal structures designed for a specific mean sea level may be impacted by sea level rise.

Is there significant coastal infrastructure, such as residences, recreation, water and
wastewater treatment, tourism, and transportation) at less than six feet above mean sea
level in your region?
-



Are there climate-sensitive low-lying coastal habitats in your region?
-



Land subsidence may compound the impacts of sea level rise.

Do tidal gauges along the coastal parts of your region show an increase over the past
several decades?
-



Areas that are already experiencing flooding during storm surges and very high tides, are more likely
to experience increased flooding as sea levels rise.

Is there land subsidence in the coastal areas of your region?
-



Low-lying coastal habitats that are particularly vulnerable to climate change include estuaries and
coastal wetlands that rely on a delicate balance of freshwater and salt water.

Are there areas in your region that currently flood during extreme high tides or storm
surges?
-



Coastal flooding will become more common, and will impact a greater extent of property, as sea levels
rise. Critical infrastructure in the coastal floodplain may be at risk.
Digital elevation maps should be compared with locations of coastal infrastructure.

Local sea level rise may be higher or lower than state, national, or continental projections.
Planners can find information on local tidal gauges at
http://tidesandcurrents.noaa.gov/sltrends/sltrends_states.shtml?region=ca.

Climate Change Handbook for Regional Water Planning
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V. Flooding


Does critical infrastructure in your region lie within the 200-year floodplain? DWR’s best
available floodplain maps are available at:
http://www.water.ca.gov/floodmgmt/lrafmo/fmb/fes/best_available_maps/.
-

-



Does part of your region lie within the Sacramento-San Joaquin Drainage District?
-



While it is unclear how average precipitation will change with temperature, it is generally agreed that
storm severity will probably increase. More intense, severe storms may lead to higher peak flows and
more severe floods.
Refer to FEMA floodplain maps and any recent FEMA, US Army Corps of Engineers, or DWR studies
that might help identify specific local vulnerabilities for your region. Other follow-up questions that
might help answer this question:
1. What public safety issues could be affected by increased flooding events or intensity?
For example, evacuation routes, emergency personnel access, hospitals, water
treatment and wastewater treatment plants, power generation plants and fire stations
should be considered.
2. Could key regional or economic functions be impacted from more frequent and/or
intense flooding?

The SSJDD contains lands that are susceptible to overflows from the Sacramento and San Joaquin
Rivers, and are a key focus of the Central Valley Flood Protection Plan.
(http://www.water.ca.gov/cvfmp/program.cfm).

Does aging critical flood protection infrastructure exist in your region?
-

-

Levees and other flood protection facilities across the state of California are aging and in need of
repair. Due to their overall lowered resiliency, these facilities may be particularly vulnerable to
climate change impacts.
DWR is evaluating more than 300 miles of levees in the San Joaquin and Sacramento Rivers Valleys
and the Delta (http://www.water.ca.gov/levees/).

 Have flood control facilities (such as impoundment structures) been insufficient in the past?
-



Reservoirs and other facilities with impoundment capacity may be insufficient for severe storms in the
future. Facilities that have been insufficient in the past may be particularly vulnerable.

Are wildfires a concern in parts of your region?
-

Wildfires alter the landscape and soil conditions, increasing the risk of flooding within the burn and
downstream areas. Some areas are expected to become more vulnerable to wildfires over time. To
identify whether this is the case for parts of your region, the California Public Interest Energy Research
Program (PIER) has posted wildfire susceptibility projections as a Google Earth application at:
http://cal-adapt.org/fire/. These projections are the results of only a single study and are not
intended for analysis, but can aid in qualitatively answering this question. Read the application's
disclaimers carefully to be aware of its limitations.

VI. Ecosystem and Habitat Vulnerability
Does your region include inland or coastal aquatic habitats vulnerable to erosion and
sedimentation issues?
-

Erosion is expected to increase with climate change, and sedimentation is expected to shift. Habitats
sensitive to these events may be particularly vulnerable to climate change.

Does your region include estuarine habitats which rely on seasonal freshwater flow
patterns?
-

B-4

Seasonal high and low flows, especially those originating from snowmelt, are already shifting in many
locations.
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Do climate-sensitive fauna or flora populations live in your region?
-

Some specific species are more sensitive to climate variations than others.

Do endangered or threatened species exist in your region?

Are changes in species

distribution already being observed in parts of your region?
-

Species that are already threatened or endangered may have a lowered capacity to adapt to climate
change.

Does the region rely on aquatic or water-dependent habitats for recreation or other
economic activities?
-

Economic values associated with natural habitat can influence prioritization.

Are there rivers in your region with quantified environmental flow requirements or known
water quality/quantity stressors to aquatic life?
-

Constrained water quality and quantity requirements may be difficult to meet in the future.

Do estuaries, coastal dunes, wetlands, marshes, or exposed beaches exist in your region?

If

so, are coastal storms possible/frequent in your region?
-

Storm surges are expected to result in greater damage in the future due to sea level rise. This makes
fragile coastal ecosystems vulnerable.

Does your region include one or more of the habitats described in the Endangered Species
Coalition’s Top 10 habitats vulnerable to climate change
(http://www.itsgettinghotoutthere.org/)?
-

These ecosystems are particularly vulnerable to climate change.

Are there areas of fragmented estuarine, aquatic, or wetland wildlife habitat within your
region? Are there movement corridors for species to naturally migrate? Are there
infrastructure projects planned that might preclude species movement?
-

These ecosystems are particularly vulnerable to climate change.

VII. Hydropower
Is hydropower a source of electricity in your region?
-

As seasonal river flows shift, hydropower is expected to become less reliable in the future.

Are energy needs in your region expected to increase in the future? If so, are there future
plans for hydropower generation facilities or conditions for hydropower generation in your
region?
-



Energy needs are expected to increase in many locations as the climate warms. This increase in
electricity demand may compound decreases in hydropower production, increasing its priority for a
region.

Climate Change Handbook for Regional Water Planning
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101 Montgomery Street | Suite 1850
San Francisco California 94104
www.woodardcurran.com

T 415.321.3400

Meeting Summary
MEETING: 2018 MAC IRWMP
MEETING DATE: 6/28/2018
LOCATION: 810 Court St, Jackson, CA
ATTENDEES: Amador Fire Safe Council, Amador Tuolumne Community Action
Agency, Amador Water Agency, Buena Vista Rancheria, Calaveras Amador
Forestry Team, Calaveras County Water District, Calaveras Public Utility District,
East Bay Municipal Water District, Foothill Conservancy, Jackson Valley Irrigation
District, UMRWA, Woodard & Curran

1) Introductions
2) RPC Membership Confirmation
a) ACCG should have official representation on the RPC.
i)

Jill Micheau did not respond to UMRWA’s invitation to ACCG to join RPC.
UMRWA will contact ACCG again about sending an official rep to the next
meeting *.

ii) Joel Metzger to be alternate for CCWD.
b) Buena Vista Rancheria to be added to RPC and represented by Haley Miller.
c) RPC list was confirmed with the noted additions.
d) Other entities can be added to the RPC with approval from existing RPC
members.
3) RPC and Community Meeting Communication and Outreach
a) A press release announcing the Community Meeting was sent to two local
papers (Amador Ledger Dispatch and Calaveras Enterprise).
b) Next community meeting to be advertised by radio, if feasible*.
c) Additionally, email notices were sent to individuals on the MAC Plan notification
list, and RPC members were encouraged to promote the workshop with their
constituents.
4) MAC IRWMP Schedule
a) RPC comments on updated chapters 1-3 due July 6.

*

Denotes Action Item

b) Project solicitation period open from July 9 through August 6.
c) IRWMP to be finalized in November, transmitted to DWR in December, and
approved by UMRWA in January.
i)

DWR will review and approve the Plan. This process typically takes 2-3
months.

d) Woodard & Curran to confirm DAC involvement grant timeline to ensure
coordination between IRWM RPC and DAC grant*.
i)

DWR is planning workshops with different IRWM regions in August –
October. These workshops are expected to discuss how to engage DACs
in the region and are not focused on project implementation.

5) Project Solicitation and Review Process
a) All current projects that are in the Plan need to be resubmitted
i)

Need to update the information

ii) New project evaluation criteria need to be applied to all projects
b) At least one goal and one state priority must be met by the project to be eligible
for funding.
c) The submitting entity may be different than the project proponent if appropriate.
The project proponent is the group that is eligible to receive funding.
d) If a project is submitted after the Plan is approved, it can only be included in
the Plan if the RPC is reconvened, the project scored, and the project list is
updated.
e) RPC approved the proposed Policies, Goals, and Objectives for the 2018
update to the Plan.
6) Evaluation Criteria and Performance Measures
a) The MAC IRMWP has good, well developed performance measures that were
useful in the previous version of the Plan. These criteria were approved by
DWR for the 2013 MAC Plan.
i)

Woodard & Curran to run the new climate change performance measures
by DWR before the Plan is finalized*.

b) The current criteria recognize that priorities will change and allow for flexibility.
c) RPC approved the proposed evaluation criteria for the 2018 update to the Plan.
7) Project Information Sheet
a) The IRWMP/Proposition 1 definition of a DAC may be too restrictive; however,
this is the definition that Prop 1 funding will use.

Upper Mokelumne River Watershed Authority
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i)

Another box will be added to the Project Information Sheet that allows for
“other” definitions of DAC*.

b) The “high”, “medium”, and “low” scoring for each evaluation criterion for each
project will determine the prioritization of that project.
8) Plan Approval and Adoption
a) Any agency that applies for Proposition 1 grant money for a project in the Plan
must approve the Plan.
b) Agencies should plan to adopt in the beginning of next year, by the end of
March. Woodard & Curran has a resolution template that we can provide to
RPC members to adopt the IRWMP.
9) Disadvantaged Communities (DAC)/Small Water Retailer Inclusion
a) There are many small retailers in the MAC Region that have aging
infrastructure and have needs that need to be addressed. These smaller
agencies should be contacted and included in this process.
i)

Wholesalers will contact their retailers and inform them about the project
solicitation period*.

ii) These smaller retailers will be included in the coordination with the DAC
involvement grant.
iii) Woodard & Curran will find Department of Drinking Water list of small
retailers and will pass on that information to the Sierra Institute to ensure
that they are invited to take part in the DAC involvement grant process.
iv) RPC members are encouraged to attend and participate in the DAC
Involvement workshops hosted by the Sierra Institute.
b) The DAC list included in the IRWM based on DWR’s DAC Mapping Tool, which
uses the 80% of statewide median household income (MHI) as the DAC
definition, is not an exhaustive list of all DACs in the area. Others may be
included in the list if there is sufficient evidence to support doing so.
10) Next Steps
a) RPC comments on the updated Chapters 1-3 are due on July 6.
i)

Woodard & Curran to resend updated chapters to entire RPC*.

b) The project solicitation period opens July 9 and closes August 6.
c) Woodard & Curran will send out updated chapters 4 and 5 and initial project
review and prioritization by August 23.
d) The second RPC meeting will be on August 30.

Upper Mokelumne River Watershed Authority
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101 Montgomery Street | Suite 1850
San Francisco California 94104
www.woodardcurran.com

T 415.321.3400

Meeting Summary
MEETING: 2018 MAC IRWMP RPC Meeting 2
MEETING DATE: 8/30/2018
LOCATION: 810 Court St, Jackson, CA
ATTENDEES: Amador Tuolumne Community Action Agency, Amador Water
Agency, Buena Vista Rancheria, Calaveras Amador Forestry Team, Calaveras
County Water District, East Bay Municipal Water District, Foothill Conservancy,
Jackson Valley Irrigation District, UMRWA, Woodard & Curran
1. Introductions and Meeting Procedure Review
a. There were no questions on meeting procedure and the RPC
accepted the guidelines for discussion.
2. MAC IRWMP Plan Chapters 1 – 3 RPC Comments
a. Climate Change Priorities
i. AWA proposed to move Water Quality from “High” to “Highest”
and Ecosystem & Habitat from “Highest” to “High”.
ii. The RPC approved the prioritized climate change
vulnerabilities list with both Water Quality and Ecosystem &
Habitat as “Highest” priorities.
iii. There was discussion around what Hydropower meant and it
was clarified that it was only pertaining to climate change
impacts on existing hydropower facilities.
1. A footnote will be added to the prioritization table to
clarify the above statement.
3. Proposed Project Scoring and List
a. The RPC approved the new recommended scoring system, in which
projects with nine “highs” were prioritized “High” and two “medium”
scores were counted as one “high” score.
b. Most project scores remained the same as what was submitted on the
project information sheet by the project proponent, but reviewers did
make some changes to scores that they felt were inappropriate or
where no score was provided by the project proponent.
i. The most common evaluation criteria scores that were altered
by the reviewers are climate change adaptation and mitigation,
as the two concepts were often confused.
ii. The reviewers initially did not count projects with wildfire
prevention benefits as climate change mitigation projects, but
wildfires do cause a large amount of CO2 to be emitted into

the atmosphere, so the climate change mitigation evaluation
criteria will be re-evaluated for these projects. *
c. The DAC Benefits and Native American Tribal Benefits evaluation
criteria were scored such that projects that provided targeted benefits
to DACs or Native American Tribes received a High score, projects
that benefited an entire service area that includes DACs or Native
American Tribes received a Medium score, and projects that did not
provide benefits to DACs or Native American Tribes received a Low
score.
d. There was a concern raised about the number of planning projects
submitted since many grants require environmental review to be
complete.
i. This Plan will not be updated for several years, so these
projects may have moved through environmental review by
then.
ii. The DAC grants are also waiving the requirements to have
environmental review done before they get funding, so
planning projects will be eligible for those grants.
iii. There is no drawback to including a large number of planning
projects in the Plan.
e. Project information sheets submitted after the deadline will be added
as appendices to the Plan. These projects are not scored, prioritized,
or included in the text of the Plan.
f. The RPC approved the project list for the 2018 MAC Plan.
4. Next Steps
a. Materials for review will be re-sent to the group to ensure everyone
gets a chance to review them.*
b. Comments on Chapters 4 and 5 of the Plan are due September 7.
c. The public review period will open on September 20 and close on
October 11.
d. RPC Meeting 3 and Community Workshop 2 is scheduled for October
25.
e. The Plan will be finalized in November.

*

Denotes Action Item.
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Mokelumne/Amador/Calaveras (MAC)
Integrated Regional Water Management Plan Update
Project Information Sheet
PLEASE SUBMIT COMPLETED FORMS BY AUGUST 6, 2018
Questions and completed forms should be directed to:
Rachel Gross
Woodard & Curran
415-321-3424
rgross@woodardcurran.com

Proposed Project and Responsible Agency Information
Project Title: Soil Health & Climate Resilient Agriculture Education Program
Project Location: Amador County
Submitting Entity / Project Proponent: Amador Resource Conservation District
Other Participating Agencies (if applicable): Main Project Partners: Climate Cycle Institute,
and University Cooperative Extension
Contact Name for Project Proponent: Amanda Watson
Mailing Address for Project Proponent: 12200 B Airport Road, Jackson CA 95655
Phone Number for Project Proponent: 916 612 5163
Email Address for Project Proponent: amanda@amadorRCD.org
To the best of your knowledge, do you anticipate that your agency will adopt/approve the
2018 MAC IRWMP?
Yes
No
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Eligibility
In order to be considered for inclusion in the MAC Plan 2018 Update, the project must meet at
least one MAC Plan Goal, at least one Statewide Priority, and address at least two Resource
Management Strategies. If your project does not meet these minimum requirements it will not be
included in the MAC Plan 2018 Update.
MAC Plan Update Goals
1)

Does your project advance one or more of the MAC IRWM goals?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)

If yes, please indicate which goal and explain how.
Policy 1: Maintain and Improve Water Quality
Goal: Reduce sources of contaminants.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Goal: Manage stormwater flows and transport of sediment and contaminants.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Policy 2: Improve Water Supply Reliability and Ensure Long-Term Balance of Supply and
Demand
Goal: Ensure sufficient firm yield water supply.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Goal: Maintain and improve water infrastructure reliability.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Goal: Promote water conservation, recycling and reuse for urban and agricultural uses.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Goal: Develop appropriate drought mitigation measures.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Policy 3: Practice Resource Stewardship
Goal: Identify opportunities to conserve, enhance and restore the region’s natural
resources.
Description: Click here to enter text.
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Goal: Minimize adverse effects on biological and cultural resources.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Goal: Identify opportunities for public access, open spaces, trails, and other
recreational benefits.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Policy 4 is not included here because it is more relevant to the MAC Plan than to individual
projects.
Policy 5 is incorporated in Questions 10 and 11 below.

Statewide Priorities
2)

Does your project advance one or more of the Statewide Priorities?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)

If yes, please indicate which priorities. Check all that apply. More information on
each priority is included on the last two pages of this form.
Make Conservation a California Way of Life
Increase Regional Self-Reliance and Integrated Water Management Across All Levels
of Government
Achieve Co-Equal Goals for the Delta
Protect and Restore Important Ecosystems
Manage and Prepare for Dry Periods
Expand Water Storage Capacity and Improve Groundwater Management
Provide Safe Water for All Communities
Increase Flood Protection
Increase Operational and Regulatory Efficiency
Identify Sustainable and Integrated Financing Opportunities
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Resource Management Strategies
3)

Does your project address two or more of the Resource Management Strategies?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)

If yes, please indicate which strategies. Check all that apply to your project.
Agricultural Water Use Efficiency

Pollution Prevention

Urban Water Use Efficiency

Salt and Salinity Management

Flood Management

Urban Stormwater Runoff Management

Conveyance – Delta

Agricultural Lands Stewardship

Conveyance – Regional/local

Ecosystem Restoration

System Reoperation

Forest Management

Water Transfers

Land Use Planning and Management

Conjunctive Management &
Groundwater Storage
Desalination – Brackish and Sea
Water

Recharge Area Protection
Sediment Management
Watershed Management

Recycled Municipal Water

Economic Incentives

Precipitation Enhancement

Outreach and Engagement

Surface Storage – CALFED

Water and Culture

Surface Storage – Regional/local

Water-Dependent Recreation

Drinking Water Treatment and
Distribution
Groundwater and Aquifer
Remediation
Matching Water Quality to Use

Other Strategies (Crop Idling for Water
Transfers, Dewvaporation or Atmospheric
Pressure Desalination, Fog Collection,
Irrigated Land Retirement, Rainfed
Agriculture, Snow Fences, Waterbag
Transport/Storage Technology
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Project Description
4)

Project Description

Please provide a description of your project, including the project location (please provide GPS
coordinates if available), area and/or entities that will be affected by or will benefit from your
project, related water and environmental resources within the project boundaries, and any
potential obstacles to implementation. Attach extra pages if necessary. If feasible, please
attach a copy of all relevant project literature.
The "Soil Health & Climate Resilient Agriculture Education" project will provide assistance to
farmers and ranchers in Amador County to develop and implement carbon farm planning
projects. The Amador RCD will work with landowners and partners to provide education and
develop demonstration projects to be used to study the effectiveness of management practices.
The project will provide education, such as farm tours and workshops about soil health and
carbon farm planning.
Rangelands and other agricultural lands support the livelihoods of agriculturists; these lands
also contribute to carbon sequestration, water quality, groundwater recharge, and wildlife
habitat. These lands have the potential to remove significant amounts of carbon dioxide from
the atmosphere. Working with the private ranching community to optimize carbon sequestration
and the ecosystem services that take place on their lands is important to safeguarding many of
our natural resources. Promoting intensive grazing methods, applying compost, and maintaining
a balance between soil capacity and maximum yield are all elements of rangeland and other
agricultural operation Best Management Practices that enhance carbon capture.
Achieving enhanced carbon sequestration on Amador County’s rangelands and other
agricultural lands has a greater likelihood of success through the use of management practices
that correspond to natural ecological processes. In other words, actions consistent with the ‘way
things work’ principle will be more successful than solely trying to engineer ourselves out of
unfavorable conditions. For example, compost application on California’s livestock grazing land
is a relatively inexpensive, low tech approach to capturing and absorbing carbon emissions that
works with natural processes.
The Soil Health & Climate Resilient Agriculture Education project will investigate the potential for
specific land management practices to enhance sequestration of atmospheric carbon dioxide as
organic matter in rangeland and agricultural soils in the county. Increasing soil organic matter
has innumerable benefits in addition to helping to slow or reverse global warming. Improved
water holding capacity, fertility, tilth and water quality decreased need for petroleum-based
pesticides and fertilizers, decreased erosion and increased production are all known effects of
increasing soil organic matter.
Ranchers and farmers in Amador County are interested in implementing these agricultural
practices, but multiple barriers to adoption exist. Project data will help producers assess the
costs and benefits of carbon farming practices, both in the bottom line of their operation and in
marketing their products. It will also provide information for regulators and policy makers to
better understand the potential for agriculture to address climate issues.
The project proposes to work with PT Ranch, an agricultural operation in Amador County, and
other willing agricultural operators. The owners and operators of PT Ranch are dedicated to
land stewardship in the region and committed to encouraging carbon farm planning and
implementation in Amador County. The project will implement practices of carbon farm planning
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in various crop-type and micro-climate demonstration sites over the course of the four-year
project. This study will test the effectiveness of these practices in increasing soil health, plant
productivity, and water holding capacity. This study will provide real world-local data for farmers
and ranchers in Amador County and help the RCD to provide increased technical assistance in
developing farm plans.
In coordination with the Carbon Cycle Institute and the University Cooperative Extension the
Amador RCD will work with PT Ranch and other agricultural operations to develop a Carbon
Farm Plan and implement a demonstration project. Education opportunities will be offered to
ranchers and farmers to provide information about soil health, climate resiliency and carbon
farm planning. Education opportunities will include a farm tour, workshops and a lector series.
The Amador RCD will use information gained from the demonstration sites to assist additional
ranchers and farmers to prepare Carbon Farm Plans.
5)

Readiness to Proceed

Please indicate your project’s readiness. In the text box, please provide more information on
timing, such as when design may be complete, when permits/environmental documentation may
be acquired, or when construction may begin.
Planning/Initial Study
Conceptual Design
In Design
Design Complete
In Environmental Review
Environmental Review Complete
Click here to enter text.
6)

Planning Horizon

Is the project expected to be completed by 2027?
Yes
No
7)

Technical Feasibility

Please list background information, studies, or other documentation (including author and year)
that detail the technical feasibility of the project.
Carbon Farming Leaflet, Pelayo Alvarez, January 2018 http://www.carboncycle.org/wpcontent/uploads/2018/01/carbon-farming-brochure-Jan2018-CCI.pdf
Marin Carbon Project: This project has been a successful project to prove the positive effects of best
management practices to increase carbon sequestration on agricultural lands (ongoing project).
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https://www.marincarbonproject.org/about
Impacts of organic matter amendments on carbon and nitrogen dynamics in grassland
soils (2014): Ryals_et_al_2014
Effects of organic matter amendments on net primary productivity and greenhouse gas emissions in
annual grasslands (2013): Ryals-and-Silver-EcoApps2013

8)

Economic Feasibility and Project Costs

Please provide estimated project costs (capital, operations and maintenance, and replacement)
and estimated project life.
Capital Cost: $ 70,000
Annual O&M Costs: $ 180,000
Replacement Costs, Description of Equipment to be Replaced, & Frequency of
Replacement (e.g., every 5 years): N/A
Estimated Project Life (Years): 4 years
Cost Basis (if not 2018 dollars): N/A
What is the basis for your project costs? At what stage in the project were they developed? If a
cost estimate has been prepared, please provide.
The Amador RCD is requesting $250,000 for the implementation of this 4-year project. This cost
is based off the equipment and materials cost as well as the staff time and project management
needed to accomplish the project. These cost will include: the development of a Carbon Farm
Plan on PT Ranch and at least one other locations in Amador County. The capitol costs of this
project include purchasing equipment and implementing the demonstration projects. The
Amador RCD will work with UCCE and Carbon Cycle Institute to test the effectiveness of the
management practices, this will include staff time, soil testing, and maintenance costs. Project
cost also include hosting of multiple educational opportunities over the four-year period. This
project will also allow the Amador RCD to offer Carbon Farm Planning technical assistance and
plan writing for interested farmers and ranchers over the project timeframe.
Please describe the economic feasibility of the project. If an economic analysis (benefit/cost
analysis or cost-effectiveness analysis) of the project has been completed, please provide the
findings of that analysis and the reference (including author and year).
This project will provide much needed education and data collection in Amador County to help
ranchers and farmers increase soil health and work toward climate resiliency. This project is
economically feasible through the use of IRWM funding and additional grant and foundation
funding.
9)

Financing

How will your project be financed? What are the funding sources for your project?
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The Integrated Regional Water Management Plan funding will be the main source of funding for
this project. UCCE and PT Ranch will provide in-kind services on this project. The Amador RCD
and the Climate Cycle Institute are working to apply for some foundation funding for this project.
The Natural Resource Conservation Service (NRCS) provides funding for best management
practices. The Amador RCD and PT Ranch will work with NRCS to attempt to bring in this
federal funding to implement best management practices identified in the Carbon Farm Plan
developed.
10) Climate Change Adaptation
Does your project help adapt to climate change? E.g., how your project helps the region adapt
to identified climate change regional vulnerabilities; how your project may address changes to
the amount, intensity, timing, quality, and variability of runoff and recharge.
Yes
No
If yes, please explain how and the likelihood of the climate change adaptation benefits.

Soil health and the implementation of carbon farm planning projects on agricultural
lands can increase the health of soils, which increase water holding capacity of soils.
Greater water holding capacity and increased soil health will increase the likely hood
that agricultural lands will be able to be sustainable in longer drier periods. Increased
soil health and the development and implementation of carbon farm plans is a step in
the process of preparing agricultural landowners to be adaptive to climate change.
11) Climate Change Mitigation
Does your project help mitigate against the effects of climate change? E.g., how your project
may reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions as compared to project alternatives; how your
project may reduce energy consumption, especially the energy embedded in water use; or if
your project includes renewable energy sources.
Yes
No
If yes, please explain how and the likelihood of the climate change mitigation benefits.

Agriculture and working lands play a significant role in climate change, both as a source
of roughly one-quarter of global emissions, but maybe more importantly as a potential
sink to reduce atmospheric CO2 through sequestration in agricultural soils and biomass.
Building upon existing programs in the agricultural sector, climate-beneficial agricultural
practices, through a comprehensive Carbon Farm Planning process, can play a key role
in significantly reducing atmospheric GHG, while simultaneously improving the
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productivity, resilience and ecological sustainability of agricultural landscapes and
improving environmental health. Click here to enter text.
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More Information
12) Multi-entity Integration and Benefits
Is your project linked to or combined with another project or provide benefits to more than one
entity?
Yes
No
If yes, please describe the linked / integrated projects and other possible project participants.
Describe entities that benefit from the project and describe the benefits to each entity.
Click here to enter text.
13) Disadvantaged Communities Benefits
Does your project provide specific benefits to critical DAC water issues? For the purposes of
Proposition 1 funding, a DAC is defined as “a community with a median household income
(MHI) less than 80% of the Statewide average.” If you are unsure if your project is located in a
DAC, please use the DWR mapping tool, located here: https://gis.water.ca.gov/app/dacs/.
Yes, my project provides benefits to DACs as defined by Prop 1
Yes, my project provides benefits to DACs using some other definition (please
indicate the definition you are using in the comment box below)
No
If yes, please identify the DAC benefits and explain the magnitude of each benefit.
Click here to enter text.
14) Native American Tribal Communities Benefits
Does your project provide specific benefits to critical water issues for Native American tribal
communities?
Yes
No
If yes, please identify the benefits and explain the magnitude of each benefit.
Click here to enter text.
15) Environmental Justice Concerns
Does your project have environmental justice concerns? Environmental Justice is defined by
State Law as: “the fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all people regardless of race,
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color, sex national origin, or income with respect to the development, implementation and
enforcement of environmental laws, regulations, and policies.”
Yes
No
Please provide a rationale for your response.
There are no negative environmental justice impacts of this project. The project will
provide much needed assistance to the agricultural community.
16) Best Project for Intended Purpose
Please indicate the score below that best reflects your project and provide a justification of how
you arrived at your score.
High: Project is the best possible alternative to meet the stated need from a social,
environmental, and economic perspective.
Medium: Other alternatives exist that may be preferable from a social, environmental,
and economic perspective.
Low: Other alternatives clearly exist that will be better to meet the intended need from
a social, environmental, and economic perspective.
This project provides much needed education and data collection to assist the
agricultural community in addressing climate change. Soil health education and climate
farm planning is a cost effective solution to increase water holding capacity and help
agricultural lands and agricultural economy stay viable in the face of climate change.
17) Minimize Implementation Risk
Please indicate the score below that best reflects your project and provide a justification of how
you arrived at your score.
High: Minimal implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such as
regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and low degree of controversy,
potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
Medium: Moderate implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such
as regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and moderate degree of
controversy, potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
Low: High implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such as
regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and high degree of controversy,
potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
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This is a voluntary program for agricultural landowners. This program encourages soil
health and is not a controversial issue. There is little risk associated with this project.
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California Statewide Priorities
Make Conservation a Way of Life
 Building on current water conservation efforts and promoting the innovation of new
systems for increased water conservation.
 Expand agricultural and urban water conservation and efficiency to exceed SBX7-7
targets
 Provide funding for conservation and efficiency
 Increase water sector energy efficiency and greenhouse gas reduction capacity
 Promote local urban conservation ordinances and programs
Increase Regional Self-Reliance and Integrated Water Management Across All Levels of
Government
 Ensure water security at the local level, where individual government efforts integrate
into one combined regional commitment where the sum becomes greater than any
single piece.
 Support and expand funding for Integrated Water Management planning and projects
 Improve land use and water alignment
 Provide assistance to disadvantaged communities
 Encourage State focus on projects with multiple benefits
 Increase the use of recycled water
Achieve Co-Equal Goals for the Delta
 This action is directed towards State and federal agencies; however, consideration will
be afforded to eligible local or regional projects that also support achieving the co-equal
goals providing a more reliable water supply for California and to protect, restore, and
enhance the Delta ecosystem.
Protect and Restore Important Ecosystems
 Continue protecting and restoring the resiliency of our ecosystems to support fish and
wildlife populations, improve water quality, and restore natural system functions.
 Restore key mountain meadow habitat
 Manage headwaters for multiple benefits
 Protect key habitat of the Salton Sea through local partnership
 Restore coastal watersheds
 Continue restoration efforts in the Lake Tahoe Basin
 Continue restoration efforts in the Klamath Basin
 Water for wetlands and waterfowl
 Eliminate barriers to fish migration
 Assess fish passage at large dams
 Enhance water flows in stream systems statewide
Manage and Prepare for Dry Periods
 Effectively manage water resources through all hydrologic conditions to reduce impacts
of shortages and lessen costs of state response actions. Secure more reliable water
supplies and consequently improve drought preparedness and make California’s water
system more resilient.
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Revise operations to respond to extreme conditions
Encourage healthy soils

Expand Water Storage Capacity and Improve Groundwater Management
 Increase water storage for widespread public and environmental benefits, especially in
increasingly dry years and better manage our groundwater to reduce overdraft.
 Provide essential data to enable Sustainable Groundwater Management
 Support funding partnerships for storage projects
 Improve Sustainable Groundwater Management
 Support distributed groundwater storage
 Increase statewide groundwater recharge
 Accelerate clean-up of contaminated groundwater and prevent future contamination
Provide Safe Water for All Communities
 Provide all Californians the right to safe, clean, affordable and accessible water
adequate for human consumption, cooking, and sanitary purposes.
 Consolidate water quality programs
 Provide funding assistance for vulnerable communities
 Manage the supply status of community water systems
o

Additionally, as required by Water Code §10545, in areas that have nitrate, arsenic,
perchlorate, or hexavalent chromium contamination, consideration will be given to grant
proposals that included projects that help address the impacts caused by nitrate, arsenic,
perchlorate, or hexavalent chromium contamination, including projects that provide safe
drinking water to small disadvantaged communities.

Increase Flood Protection
 Collaboratively plan for integrated flood and water management systems, and implement
flood projects that protect public safety, increase water supply reliability, conserve
farmlands, and restore ecosystems.
 Improve access to emergency funds
 Better coordinate flood response operations
 Prioritize funding to reduce flood risk and improve flood response
 Encourage flood projects that plan for climate change and achieve multiple benefits
Increase Operational and Regulatory Efficiency
 This action is directed towards State and federal agencies; however, consideration will
be afforded to eligible local or regional projects that also support increased operational
of the State Water Project or Central Valley Project.
Identify Sustainable and Integrated Financing Opportunities
 This action is directed towards State agencies and the legislature.
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Mokelumne/Amador/Calaveras (MAC)
Integrated Regional Water Management Plan Update
Project Information Sheet
PLEASE SUBMIT COMPLETED FORMS BY AUGUST 6, 2018
Questions and completed forms should be directed to:
Rachel Gross
Woodard & Curran
415-321-3424
rgross@woodardcurran.com

Proposed Project and Responsible Agency Information
Project Title: Groundwater Banking Conjunctive Use Study
Project Location: Amador County
Submitting Entity / Project Proponent: Amador Water Agency
Other Participating Agencies (if applicable): Amador County, JVID
Contact Name for Project Proponent: Gene Mancebo, General Manager
Mailing Address for Project Proponent: 12800 Ridge Road, Sutter Creek, CA 95685
Phone Number for Project Proponent: 209.257.5245
Email Address for Project Proponent: gmancebo@amadorwater.org
To the best of your knowledge, do you anticipate that your agency will adopt/approve the
2018 MAC IRWMP?
Yes
No
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Eligibility
In order to be considered for inclusion in the MAC Plan 2018 Update, the project must meet at
least one MAC Plan Goal, at least one Statewide Priority, and address at least two Resource
Management Strategies. If your project does not meet these minimum requirements it will not be
included in the MAC Plan 2018 Update.
MAC Plan Update Goals
1)

Does your project advance one or more of the MAC IRWM goals?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)

If yes, please indicate which goal and explain how.
Policy 1: Maintain and Improve Water Quality
Goal: Reduce sources of contaminants.
Description: Minimize contamination of groundwater
Goal: Manage stormwater flows and transport of sediment and contaminants.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Policy 2: Improve Water Supply Reliability and Ensure Long-Term Balance of Supply and
Demand
Goal: Ensure sufficient firm yield water supply.
Description: Making sure groundwater sources are protected from contamination.
Goal: Maintain and improve water infrastructure reliability.
Description: Study impact of contaminates and water levels in groundwater.
Goal: Promote water conservation, recycling and reuse for urban and agricultural uses.
Description: Study would look at groundwater recharge, groundwater levels,
groundwater contaminates and groundwater extraction.
Goal: Develop appropriate drought mitigation measures.
Description: Long-term water availability from wells without contamination and
maintaining sustainable yields.
Policy 3: Practice Resource Stewardship
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Goal: Identify opportunities to conserve, enhance and restore the region’s natural
resources.
Description: Potential recharging of the aquifer to maximize groundwater usage.
Goal: Minimize adverse effects on biological and cultural resources.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Goal: Identify opportunities for public access, open spaces, trails, and other
recreational benefits.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Policy 4 is not included here because it is more relevant to the MAC Plan than to individual
projects.
Policy 5 is incorporated in Questions 10 and 11 below.

Statewide Priorities
2)

Does your project advance one or more of the Statewide Priorities?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)
If yes, please indicate which priorities. Check all that apply. More information on
each priority is included on the last two pages of this form.
Make Conservation a California Way of Life
Increase Regional Self-Reliance and Integrated Water Management Across All Levels
of Government
Achieve Co-Equal Goals for the Delta
Protect and Restore Important Ecosystems
Manage and Prepare for Dry Periods
Expand Water Storage Capacity and Improve Groundwater Management
Provide Safe Water for All Communities
Increase Flood Protection
Increase Operational and Regulatory Efficiency
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Identify Sustainable and Integrated Financing Opportunities

Resource Management Strategies
3)

Does your project address two or more of the Resource Management Strategies?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)
If yes, please indicate which strategies. Check all that apply to your project.
Agricultural Water Use Efficiency

Pollution Prevention

Urban Water Use Efficiency

Salt and Salinity Management

Flood Management

Urban Stormwater Runoff Management

Conveyance – Delta

Agricultural Lands Stewardship

Conveyance – Regional/local

Ecosystem Restoration

System Reoperation

Forest Management

Water Transfers

Land Use Planning and Management

Conjunctive Management &
Groundwater Storage
Desalination – Brackish and Sea
Water

Recharge Area Protection
Sediment Management
Watershed Management

Recycled Municipal Water

Economic Incentives

Precipitation Enhancement

Outreach and Engagement

Surface Storage – CALFED

Water and Culture

Surface Storage – Regional/local

Water-Dependent Recreation

Drinking Water Treatment and
Distribution
Groundwater and Aquifer
Remediation
Matching Water Quality to Use

Other Strategies (Crop Idling for Water
Transfers, Dewvaporation or Atmospheric
Pressure Desalination, Fog Collection,
Irrigated Land Retirement, Rainfed
Agriculture, Snow Fences, Waterbag
Transport/Storage Technology
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Project Description
4)

Project Description

Please provide a description of your project, including the project location (please provide GPS
coordinates if available), area and/or entities that will be affected by or will benefit from your
project, related water and environmental resources within the project boundaries, and any
potential obstacles to implementation. Attach extra pages if necessary. If feasible, please
attach a copy of all relevant project literature.

This project is seen as a regional effort whereby one or more partner agencies could obtain a new
water right and /or modify an existing water right to enable surface water to be diverted from the
Mokelumne River and banked in groundwater basins for later use by one or more partners (and
further to improve over-drafted groundwater conditions).The Amador Water Agency will study
potential conjunctive use groundwater banking projects in the County of Amador.

5)

Readiness to Proceed

Please indicate your project’s readiness. In the text box, please provide more information on
timing, such as when design may be complete, when permits/environmental documentation may
be acquired, or when construction may begin.
Planning/Initial Study
Conceptual Design
In Design
Design Complete
In Environmental Review
Environmental Review Complete
Click here to enter text.
6)

Planning Horizon

Is the project expected to be completed by 2027?
Yes
No
7)

Technical Feasibility
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Please list background information, studies, or other documentation (including author and year)
that detail the technical feasibility of the project.
Click here to enter text.
8)

Economic Feasibility and Project Costs

Please provide estimated project costs (capital, operations and maintenance, and replacement)
and estimated project life.
Capital Cost: $ 200,000
Annual O&M Costs:
Replacement Costs, Description of Equipment to be Replaced, & Frequency of
Replacement (e.g., every 5 years): Click here to enter text.
Estimated Project Life (Years): 2
Cost Basis (if not 2018 dollars): Click here to enter text.
What is the basis for your project costs? At what stage in the project were they developed? If a
cost estimate has been prepared, please provide.
Click here to enter text.
Please describe the economic feasibility of the project. If an economic analysis (benefit/cost
analysis or cost-effectiveness analysis) of the project has been completed, please provide the
findings of that analysis and the reference (including author and year).
Click here to enter text.
9)

Financing

How will your project be financed? What are the funding sources for your project?
Grants and loans
10) Climate Change Adaptation
Does your project help adapt to climate change? E.g., how your project helps the region adapt
to identified climate change regional vulnerabilities; how your project may address changes to
the amount, intensity, timing, quality, and variability of runoff and recharge.
Yes
No
If yes, please explain how and the likelihood of the climate change adaptation benefits.
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With climate change and limited snow runoff during drought events, surface water can be
banked or stored during high flow years in groundwater aquifers and pulled out when needed.
11) Climate Change Mitigation
Does your project help mitigate against the effects of climate change? E.g., how your project
may reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions as compared to project alternatives; how your
project may reduce energy consumption, especially the energy embedded in water use; or if
your project includes renewable energy sources.
Yes
No
If yes, please explain how and the likelihood of the climate change mitigation benefits.
Groundwater banking provides storage in aquifers that eliminate evaporation found in surface
reservoirs, especially during long drought events.
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More Information
12) Multi-entity Integration and Benefits
Is your project linked to or combined with another project or provide benefits to more than one
entity?
Yes
No
If yes, please describe the linked / integrated projects and other possible project participants.
Describe entities that benefit from the project and describe the benefits to each entity.
Amador and Calaveras Counties, CCWD, JVID and others.
13) Disadvantaged Communities Benefits
Does your project provide specific benefits to critical DAC water issues? For the purposes of
Proposition 1 funding, a DAC is defined as “a community with a median household income
(MHI) less than 80% of the Statewide average.” If you are unsure if your project is located in a
DAC, please use the DWR mapping tool, located here: https://gis.water.ca.gov/app/dacs/.
Yes, my project provides benefits to DACs as defined by Prop 1
Yes, my project provides benefits to DACs using some other definition (please
indicate the definition you are using in the comment box below)
No
If yes, please identify the DAC benefits and explain the magnitude of each benefit.
Click here to enter text.
14) Native American Tribal Communities Benefits
Does your project provide specific benefits to critical water issues for Native American tribal
communities?
Yes
No
If yes, please identify the benefits and explain the magnitude of each benefit.
15) Environmental Justice Concerns
Does your project have environmental justice concerns? Environmental Justice is defined by
State Law as: “the fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all people regardless of race,
color, sex national origin, or income with respect to the development, implementation and
enforcement of environmental laws, regulations, and policies.”
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Yes
No
Please provide a rationale for your response.
Yes, there is fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all. All people have a right to
drinking water at their households.
16) Best Project for Intended Purpose
Please indicate the score below that best reflects your project and provide a justification of how
you arrived at your score.
High: Project is the best possible alternative to meet the stated need from a social,
environmental, and economic perspective.
Medium: Other alternatives exist that may be preferable from a social, environmental,
and economic perspective.
Low: Other alternatives clearly exist that will be better to meet the intended need from
a social, environmental, and economic perspective.
Excessive stormwater runoff in surface waters can be banked in the groundwater
aquifers for removal during long-term drought events without evaporation losses normal
to surface water storage.
17) Minimize Implementation Risk
Please indicate the score below that best reflects your project and provide a justification of how
you arrived at your score.
High: Minimal implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such as
regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and low degree of controversy,
potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
Medium: Moderate implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such
as regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and moderate degree of
controversy, potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
Low: High implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such as
regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and high degree of controversy,
potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
Study would look at options for Amador County to maintain a sustainable groundwater
source.
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California Statewide Priorities
Make Conservation a Way of Life
 Building on current water conservation efforts and promoting the innovation of new
systems for increased water conservation.
 Expand agricultural and urban water conservation and efficiency to exceed SBX7-7
targets
 Provide funding for conservation and efficiency
 Increase water sector energy efficiency and greenhouse gas reduction capacity
 Promote local urban conservation ordinances and programs
Increase Regional Self-Reliance and Integrated Water Management Across All Levels of
Government
 Ensure water security at the local level, where individual government efforts integrate
into one combined regional commitment where the sum becomes greater than any
single piece.
 Support and expand funding for Integrated Water Management planning and projects
 Improve land use and water alignment
 Provide assistance to disadvantaged communities
 Encourage State focus on projects with multiple benefits
 Increase the use of recycled water
Achieve Co-Equal Goals for the Delta
 This action is directed towards State and federal agencies; however, consideration will
be afforded to eligible local or regional projects that also support achieving the co-equal
goals providing a more reliable water supply for California and to protect, restore, and
enhance the Delta ecosystem.
Protect and Restore Important Ecosystems
 Continue protecting and restoring the resiliency of our ecosystems to support fish and
wildlife populations, improve water quality, and restore natural system functions.
 Restore key mountain meadow habitat
 Manage headwaters for multiple benefits
 Protect key habitat of the Salton Sea through local partnership
 Restore coastal watersheds
 Continue restoration efforts in the Lake Tahoe Basin
 Continue restoration efforts in the Klamath Basin
 Water for wetlands and waterfowl
 Eliminate barriers to fish migration
 Assess fish passage at large dams
 Enhance water flows in stream systems statewide
Manage and Prepare for Dry Periods
 Effectively manage water resources through all hydrologic conditions to reduce impacts
of shortages and lessen costs of state response actions. Secure more reliable water
supplies and consequently improve drought preparedness and make California’s water
system more resilient.
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Revise operations to respond to extreme conditions
Encourage healthy soils

Expand Water Storage Capacity and Improve Groundwater Management
 Increase water storage for widespread public and environmental benefits, especially in
increasingly dry years and better manage our groundwater to reduce overdraft.
 Provide essential data to enable Sustainable Groundwater Management
 Support funding partnerships for storage projects
 Improve Sustainable Groundwater Management
 Support distributed groundwater storage
 Increase statewide groundwater recharge
 Accelerate clean-up of contaminated groundwater and prevent future contamination
Provide Safe Water for All Communities
 Provide all Californians the right to safe, clean, affordable and accessible water
adequate for human consumption, cooking, and sanitary purposes.
 Consolidate water quality programs
 Provide funding assistance for vulnerable communities
 Manage the supply status of community water systems
o

Additionally, as required by Water Code §10545, in areas that have nitrate, arsenic,
perchlorate, or hexavalent chromium contamination, consideration will be given to grant
proposals that included projects that help address the impacts caused by nitrate, arsenic,
perchlorate, or hexavalent chromium contamination, including projects that provide safe
drinking water to small disadvantaged communities.

Increase Flood Protection
 Collaboratively plan for integrated flood and water management systems, and implement
flood projects that protect public safety, increase water supply reliability, conserve
farmlands, and restore ecosystems.
 Improve access to emergency funds
 Better coordinate flood response operations
 Prioritize funding to reduce flood risk and improve flood response
 Encourage flood projects that plan for climate change and achieve multiple benefits
Increase Operational and Regulatory Efficiency
 This action is directed towards State and federal agencies; however, consideration will
be afforded to eligible local or regional projects that also support increased operational
of the State Water Project or Central Valley Project.
Identify Sustainable and Integrated Financing Opportunities
 This action is directed towards State agencies and the legislature.
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Mokelumne/Amador/Calaveras (MAC)
Integrated Regional Water Management Plan Update
Project Information Sheet
PLEASE SUBMIT COMPLETED FORMS BY AUGUST 6, 2018
Questions and completed forms should be directed to:
Rachel Gross
Woodard & Curran
415-321-3424
rgross@woodardcurran.com

Proposed Project and Responsible Agency Information
Project Title: Groundwater Capacity in Amador County
Project Location: Amador County
Submitting Entity / Project Proponent: Amador Water Agency
Other Participating Agencies (if applicable): Amador County, JVID
Contact Name for Project Proponent: Gene Mancebo, General Manager
Mailing Address for Project Proponent: 12800 Ridge Road, Sutter Creek, CA 95685
Phone Number for Project Proponent: 209.257.5245
Email Address for Project Proponent: gmancebo@amadorwater.org
To the best of your knowledge, do you anticipate that your agency will adopt/approve the
2018 MAC IRWMP?
Yes
No
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Eligibility
In order to be considered for inclusion in the MAC Plan 2018 Update, the project must meet at
least one MAC Plan Goal, at least one Statewide Priority, and address at least two Resource
Management Strategies. If your project does not meet these minimum requirements it will not be
included in the MAC Plan 2018 Update.
MAC Plan Update Goals
1)

Does your project advance one or more of the MAC IRWM goals?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)

If yes, please indicate which goal and explain how.
Policy 1: Maintain and Improve Water Quality
Goal: Reduce sources of contaminants.
Description: Minimize contamination of groundwater and list areas of groundwater
contamination.
Goal: Manage stormwater flows and transport of sediment and contaminants.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Policy 2: Improve Water Supply Reliability and Ensure Long-Term Balance of Supply and
Demand
Goal: Ensure sufficient firm yield water supply.
Description: Making sure groundwater sources are protected from contamination.
Goal: Maintain and improve water infrastructure reliability.
Description: Study impact of contaminates and water levels in groundwater.
Goal: Promote water conservation, recycling and reuse for urban and agricultural uses.
Description: Study would look at groundwater recharge, groundwater levels,
groundwater contaminates and groundwater extraction.
Goal: Develop appropriate drought mitigation measures.
Description: Long-term water availability from wells without contamination and
maintaining sustainable yields.
Policy 3: Practice Resource Stewardship
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Goal: Identify opportunities to conserve, enhance and restore the region’s natural
resources.
Description: Potential recharging of the aquifer to maximize groundwater usage.
Goal: Minimize adverse effects on biological and cultural resources.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Goal: Identify opportunities for public access, open spaces, trails, and other
recreational benefits.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Policy 4 is not included here because it is more relevant to the MAC Plan than to individual
projects.
Policy 5 is incorporated in Questions 10 and 11 below.

Statewide Priorities
2)

Does your project advance one or more of the Statewide Priorities?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)
If yes, please indicate which priorities. Check all that apply. More information on
each priority is included on the last two pages of this form.
Make Conservation a California Way of Life
Increase Regional Self-Reliance and Integrated Water Management Across All Levels
of Government
Achieve Co-Equal Goals for the Delta
Protect and Restore Important Ecosystems
Manage and Prepare for Dry Periods
Expand Water Storage Capacity and Improve Groundwater Management
Provide Safe Water for All Communities
Increase Flood Protection
Increase Operational and Regulatory Efficiency
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Identify Sustainable and Integrated Financing Opportunities

Resource Management Strategies
3)

Does your project address two or more of the Resource Management Strategies?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)
If yes, please indicate which strategies. Check all that apply to your project.
Agricultural Water Use Efficiency

Pollution Prevention

Urban Water Use Efficiency

Salt and Salinity Management

Flood Management

Urban Stormwater Runoff Management

Conveyance – Delta

Agricultural Lands Stewardship

Conveyance – Regional/local

Ecosystem Restoration

System Reoperation

Forest Management

Water Transfers

Land Use Planning and Management

Conjunctive Management &
Groundwater Storage
Desalination – Brackish and Sea
Water

Recharge Area Protection
Sediment Management
Watershed Management

Recycled Municipal Water

Economic Incentives

Precipitation Enhancement

Outreach and Engagement

Surface Storage – CALFED

Water and Culture

Surface Storage – Regional/local

Water-Dependent Recreation

Drinking Water Treatment and
Distribution
Groundwater and Aquifer
Remediation
Matching Water Quality to Use

Other Strategies (Crop Idling for Water
Transfers, Dewvaporation or Atmospheric
Pressure Desalination, Fog Collection,
Irrigated Land Retirement, Rainfed
Agriculture, Snow Fences, Waterbag
Transport/Storage Technology
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Project Description
4)

Project Description

Please provide a description of your project, including the project location (please provide GPS
coordinates if available), area and/or entities that will be affected by or will benefit from your
project, related water and environmental resources within the project boundaries, and any
potential obstacles to implementation. Attach extra pages if necessary. If feasible, please
attach a copy of all relevant project literature.

This study will identify aquifer parameters throughout Amador County such as safe yield,
contaminants, seasonal groundwater levels, perched aquifers, deep aquifers, fractured rock, areas
where wells are unsuccessful, etc. Information can be used by Amador County and AWA for
future ground water development.

5)

Readiness to Proceed

Please indicate your project’s readiness. In the text box, please provide more information on
timing, such as when design may be complete, when permits/environmental documentation may
be acquired, or when construction may begin.
Planning/Initial Study
Conceptual Design
In Design
Design Complete
In Environmental Review
Environmental Review Complete
Click here to enter text.
6)

Planning Horizon

Is the project expected to be completed by 2027?
Yes
No
7)

Technical Feasibility

Please list background information, studies, or other documentation (including author and year)
that detail the technical feasibility of the project.
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Click here to enter text.
8)

Economic Feasibility and Project Costs

Please provide estimated project costs (capital, operations and maintenance, and replacement)
and estimated project life.
Capital Cost: $ 300,000
Annual O&M Costs:
Replacement Costs, Description of Equipment to be Replaced, & Frequency of
Replacement (e.g., every 5 years): Click here to enter text.
Estimated Project Life (Years): 2
Cost Basis (if not 2018 dollars): Click here to enter text.
What is the basis for your project costs? At what stage in the project were they developed? If a
cost estimate has been prepared, please provide.
Click here to enter text.
Please describe the economic feasibility of the project. If an economic analysis (benefit/cost
analysis or cost-effectiveness analysis) of the project has been completed, please provide the
findings of that analysis and the reference (including author and year).
Click here to enter text.
9)

Financing

How will your project be financed? What are the funding sources for your project?
Grants and loans
10) Climate Change Adaptation
Does your project help adapt to climate change? E.g., how your project helps the region adapt
to identified climate change regional vulnerabilities; how your project may address changes to
the amount, intensity, timing, quality, and variability of runoff and recharge.
Yes
No
If yes, please explain how and the likelihood of the climate change adaptation benefits.
With climate change and limited snow runoff during drought events, ground water will become
even more important
11) Climate Change Mitigation
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Does your project help mitigate against the effects of climate change? E.g., how your project
may reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions as compared to project alternatives; how your
project may reduce energy consumption, especially the energy embedded in water use; or if
your project includes renewable energy sources.
Yes
No
If yes, please explain how and the likelihood of the climate change mitigation benefits.
Groundwater usage has increased dramatically in California during the long six year drought.
Understanding the parameters of Amador County’s aquifers is vital in providing source water for
drinking and other beneficial uses during future long-term drought events..
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More Information
12) Multi-entity Integration and Benefits
Is your project linked to or combined with another project or provide benefits to more than one
entity?
Yes
No
If yes, please describe the linked / integrated projects and other possible project participants.
Describe entities that benefit from the project and describe the benefits to each entity.
Amador and Calaveras Counties, CCWD, JVID and others.
13) Disadvantaged Communities Benefits
Does your project provide specific benefits to critical DAC water issues? For the purposes of
Proposition 1 funding, a DAC is defined as “a community with a median household income
(MHI) less than 80% of the Statewide average.” If you are unsure if your project is located in a
DAC, please use the DWR mapping tool, located here: https://gis.water.ca.gov/app/dacs/.
Yes, my project provides benefits to DACs as defined by Prop 1
Yes, my project provides benefits to DACs using some other definition (please
indicate the definition you are using in the comment box below)
No
If yes, please identify the DAC benefits and explain the magnitude of each benefit.
Click here to enter text.
14) Native American Tribal Communities Benefits
Does your project provide specific benefits to critical water issues for Native American tribal
communities?
Yes
No
If yes, please identify the benefits and explain the magnitude of each benefit.
15) Environmental Justice Concerns
Does your project have environmental justice concerns? Environmental Justice is defined by
State Law as: “the fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all people regardless of race,
color, sex national origin, or income with respect to the development, implementation and
enforcement of environmental laws, regulations, and policies.”
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Yes
No
Please provide a rationale for your response.
Yes, there is fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all. All people have a right to
drinking water at their households.
16) Best Project for Intended Purpose
Please indicate the score below that best reflects your project and provide a justification of how
you arrived at your score.
High: Project is the best possible alternative to meet the stated need from a social,
environmental, and economic perspective.
Medium: Other alternatives exist that may be preferable from a social, environmental,
and economic perspective.
Low: Other alternatives clearly exist that will be better to meet the intended need from
a social, environmental, and economic perspective.
Climate change will bring more long-term drought events and understanding the
capacities of the Amador County groundwater aquifers is vital to future drinking water
needs and other beneficial uses.
17) Minimize Implementation Risk
Please indicate the score below that best reflects your project and provide a justification of how
you arrived at your score.
High: Minimal implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such as
regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and low degree of controversy,
potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
Medium: Moderate implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such
as regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and moderate degree of
controversy, potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
Low: High implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such as
regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and high degree of controversy,
potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
Study would look at options for Amador County to maintain a sustainable groundwater
source.
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California Statewide Priorities
Make Conservation a Way of Life
 Building on current water conservation efforts and promoting the innovation of new
systems for increased water conservation.
 Expand agricultural and urban water conservation and efficiency to exceed SBX7-7
targets
 Provide funding for conservation and efficiency
 Increase water sector energy efficiency and greenhouse gas reduction capacity
 Promote local urban conservation ordinances and programs
Increase Regional Self-Reliance and Integrated Water Management Across All Levels of
Government
 Ensure water security at the local level, where individual government efforts integrate
into one combined regional commitment where the sum becomes greater than any
single piece.
 Support and expand funding for Integrated Water Management planning and projects
 Improve land use and water alignment
 Provide assistance to disadvantaged communities
 Encourage State focus on projects with multiple benefits
 Increase the use of recycled water
Achieve Co-Equal Goals for the Delta
 This action is directed towards State and federal agencies; however, consideration will
be afforded to eligible local or regional projects that also support achieving the co-equal
goals providing a more reliable water supply for California and to protect, restore, and
enhance the Delta ecosystem.
Protect and Restore Important Ecosystems
 Continue protecting and restoring the resiliency of our ecosystems to support fish and
wildlife populations, improve water quality, and restore natural system functions.
 Restore key mountain meadow habitat
 Manage headwaters for multiple benefits
 Protect key habitat of the Salton Sea through local partnership
 Restore coastal watersheds
 Continue restoration efforts in the Lake Tahoe Basin
 Continue restoration efforts in the Klamath Basin
 Water for wetlands and waterfowl
 Eliminate barriers to fish migration
 Assess fish passage at large dams
 Enhance water flows in stream systems statewide
Manage and Prepare for Dry Periods
 Effectively manage water resources through all hydrologic conditions to reduce impacts
of shortages and lessen costs of state response actions. Secure more reliable water
supplies and consequently improve drought preparedness and make California’s water
system more resilient.
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Revise operations to respond to extreme conditions
Encourage healthy soils

Expand Water Storage Capacity and Improve Groundwater Management
 Increase water storage for widespread public and environmental benefits, especially in
increasingly dry years and better manage our groundwater to reduce overdraft.
 Provide essential data to enable Sustainable Groundwater Management
 Support funding partnerships for storage projects
 Improve Sustainable Groundwater Management
 Support distributed groundwater storage
 Increase statewide groundwater recharge
 Accelerate clean-up of contaminated groundwater and prevent future contamination
Provide Safe Water for All Communities
 Provide all Californians the right to safe, clean, affordable and accessible water
adequate for human consumption, cooking, and sanitary purposes.
 Consolidate water quality programs
 Provide funding assistance for vulnerable communities
 Manage the supply status of community water systems
o

Additionally, as required by Water Code §10545, in areas that have nitrate, arsenic,
perchlorate, or hexavalent chromium contamination, consideration will be given to grant
proposals that included projects that help address the impacts caused by nitrate, arsenic,
perchlorate, or hexavalent chromium contamination, including projects that provide safe
drinking water to small disadvantaged communities.

Increase Flood Protection
 Collaboratively plan for integrated flood and water management systems, and implement
flood projects that protect public safety, increase water supply reliability, conserve
farmlands, and restore ecosystems.
 Improve access to emergency funds
 Better coordinate flood response operations
 Prioritize funding to reduce flood risk and improve flood response
 Encourage flood projects that plan for climate change and achieve multiple benefits
Increase Operational and Regulatory Efficiency
 This action is directed towards State and federal agencies; however, consideration will
be afforded to eligible local or regional projects that also support increased operational
of the State Water Project or Central Valley Project.
Identify Sustainable and Integrated Financing Opportunities
 This action is directed towards State agencies and the legislature.
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Mokelumne/Amador/Calaveras (MAC)
Integrated Regional Water Management Plan Update
Project Information Sheet
PLEASE SUBMIT COMPLETED FORMS BY AUGUST 6, 2018
Questions and completed forms should be directed to:
Rachel Gross
Woodard & Curran
415-321-3424
rgross@woodardcurran.com

Proposed Project and Responsible Agency Information
Project Title: Amador Canal Water Conservation Project
Project Location: Amador County in the vicinity of Pine Grove (38° 23’ 58.299” N Lat 120° 40’
4.46” W Long) Lake Tabeaud (38° 20’ 57.71” N Lat 120° 39’ 29.12” W Long), and Jackson (38°
23’ 4.115” N Lat 120° 42’ 31.401” W Long.)
Submitting Entity / Project Proponent: Amador Water Agency
Other Participating Agencies (if applicable): Click here to enter text.
Contact Name for Project Proponent: Gene Mancebo, General Manager
Mailing Address for Project Proponent: 12800 Ridge Road, Sutter Creek, CA 95685
Phone Number for Project Proponent: 209.257.5245
Email Address for Project Proponent: gmancebo@amadorwater.org
To the best of your knowledge, do you anticipate that your agency will adopt/approve the
2018 MAC IRWMP?
Yes
No
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Eligibility
In order to be considered for inclusion in the MAC Plan 2018 Update, the project must meet at
least one MAC Plan Goal, at least one Statewide Priority, and address at least two Resource
Management Strategies. If your project does not meet these minimum requirements it will not be
included in the MAC Plan 2018 Update.
MAC Plan Update Goals
1)

Does your project advance one or more of the MAC IRWM goals?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)

If yes, please indicate which goal and explain how.
Policy 1: Maintain and Improve Water Quality
Goal: Reduce sources of contaminants.
Description: Provides conservation to open channel canals
Goal: Manage stormwater flows and transport of sediment and contaminants.
Description: Avoids stormwater sediment and contaminants loading.
Policy 2: Improve Water Supply Reliability and Ensure Long-Term Balance of Supply and
Demand
Goal: Ensure sufficient firm yield water supply.
Description: Eliminates evaporation and percolation water losses.
Goal: Maintain and improve water infrastructure reliability.
Description: Creates very high efficiencies in water transport.
Goal: Promote water conservation, recycling and reuse for urban and agricultural uses.
Description: Creates very high efficiencies in water transport.
Goal: Develop appropriate drought mitigation measures.
Description: Lower water wastage.
Policy 3: Practice Resource Stewardship
Goal: Identify opportunities to conserve, enhance and restore the region’s natural
resources.
Description: Conserves raw water for beneficial uses and minimizes losses.
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Goal: Minimize adverse effects on biological and cultural resources.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Goal: Identify opportunities for public access, open spaces, trails, and other
recreational benefits.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Policy 4 is not included here because it is more relevant to the MAC Plan than to individual
projects.
Policy 5 is incorporated in Questions 10 and 11 below.

Statewide Priorities
2)

Does your project advance one or more of the Statewide Priorities?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)
If yes, please indicate which priorities. Check all that apply. More information on
each priority is included on the last two pages of this form.
Make Conservation a California Way of Life
Increase Regional Self-Reliance and Integrated Water Management Across All Levels
of Government
Achieve Co-Equal Goals for the Delta
Protect and Restore Important Ecosystems
Manage and Prepare for Dry Periods
Expand Water Storage Capacity and Improve Groundwater Management
Provide Safe Water for All Communities
Increase Flood Protection
Increase Operational and Regulatory Efficiency
Identify Sustainable and Integrated Financing Opportunities
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Resource Management Strategies
3)

Does your project address two or more of the Resource Management Strategies?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)
If yes, please indicate which strategies. Check all that apply to your project.
Agricultural Water Use Efficiency

Pollution Prevention

Urban Water Use Efficiency

Salt and Salinity Management

Flood Management

Urban Stormwater Runoff Management

Conveyance – Delta

Agricultural Lands Stewardship

Conveyance – Regional/local

Ecosystem Restoration

System Reoperation

Forest Management

Water Transfers

Land Use Planning and Management

Conjunctive Management &
Groundwater Storage
Desalination – Brackish and Sea
Water

Recharge Area Protection
Sediment Management
Watershed Management

Recycled Municipal Water

Economic Incentives

Precipitation Enhancement

Outreach and Engagement

Surface Storage – CALFED

Water and Culture

Surface Storage – Regional/local

Water-Dependent Recreation

Drinking Water Treatment and
Distribution
Groundwater and Aquifer
Remediation
Matching Water Quality to Use

Other Strategies (Crop Idling for Water
Transfers, Dewvaporation or Atmospheric
Pressure Desalination, Fog Collection,
Irrigated Land Retirement, Rainfed
Agriculture, Snow Fences, Waterbag
Transport/Storage Technology
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Project Description
4)

Project Description

Please provide a description of your project, including the project location (please provide GPS
coordinates if available), area and/or entities that will be affected by or will benefit from your
project, related water and environmental resources within the project boundaries, and any
potential obstacles to implementation. Attach extra pages if necessary. If feasible, please
attach a copy of all relevant project literature.
The Amador Canal provides raw rater to the Tanner WTP and customers. The water flows both
in an uncovered earthen canal and a 120 year old riveted pipe. This untreated water system
has extensive leaks, excessive percolation and is a tremendous waste of water. A conservative
estimate is piping the Amador Canal would save approx. 1,000 A.F. / year. This annual raw
water savings equates to conservation in that the water that is not lost through leaks and
evaporation is available to make its way down the watershed providing a need elsewhere.
Unmitigated leaks along the canal also have the potential to erode embankments above
waterways and is subject to contamination simply because parts of the Lower Amador Canal
are exposed to the environment. Alternatives will be considered for the project.
5)

Readiness to Proceed

Please indicate your project’s readiness. In the text box, please provide more information on
timing, such as when design may be complete, when permits/environmental documentation may
be acquired, or when construction may begin.
Planning/Initial Study
Conceptual Design
In Design
Design Complete
In Environmental Review
Environmental Review Complete
Click here to enter text.
6)

Planning Horizon

Is the project expected to be completed by 2027?
Yes
No
7)

Technical Feasibility
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Please list background information, studies, or other documentation (including author and year)
that detail the technical feasibility of the project.
Study on the Feasibility of Supplying Potable Water to Customers Along the Upper Section of
the Amador Canal in Central Amador County, Ken Zeier, P.E., 2009.
Standard design from American Water Works Association and Fire Code, and Industry practice
for 20 psi at minimum flow rate from a 6-inch pipeline or greater.
8)

Economic Feasibility and Project Costs

Please provide estimated project costs (capital, operations and maintenance, and replacement)
and estimated project life.
Capital Cost: $ 250,000
Annual O&M Costs: $ Click here to enter text.
Replacement Costs, Description of Equipment to be Replaced, & Frequency of
Replacement (e.g., every 5 years): Click here to enter text.
Estimated Project Life (Years): Click here to enter text.
Cost Basis (if not 2018 dollars): Click here to enter text.
What is the basis for your project costs? At what stage in the project were they developed? If a
cost estimate has been prepared, please provide.
Click here to enter text.
Please describe the economic feasibility of the project. If an economic analysis (benefit/cost
analysis or cost-effectiveness analysis) of the project has been completed, please provide the
findings of that analysis and the reference (including author and year).
Higher efficiencies in water transport is extremely valuable because of increased beneficial
flows that it provides.
9)

Financing

How will your project be financed? What are the funding sources for your project?
Grants and loans
10) Climate Change Adaptation
Does your project help adapt to climate change? E.g., how your project helps the region adapt
to identified climate change regional vulnerabilities; how your project may address changes to
the amount, intensity, timing, quality, and variability of runoff and recharge.
Yes
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No
If yes, please explain how and the likelihood of the climate change adaptation benefits.
Piping the Amador Canal is a responsible counter-measure to climate change as it dramatically
reduces and / or eliminates the water lost due to evaporation and leakage it currently
experiences. Reduced energy demand and thus a reduction in greenhouse gases is anticipated
because less water will now be pumped out of the river to meet demand.
11) Climate Change Mitigation
Does your project help mitigate against the effects of climate change? E.g., how your project
may reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions as compared to project alternatives; how your
project may reduce energy consumption, especially the energy embedded in water use; or if
your project includes renewable energy sources.
Yes
No
If yes, please explain how and the likelihood of the climate change mitigation benefits.
Piping the Amador Canal is a responsible counter-measure to climate change as it dramatically
reduces and / or eliminates the water lost due to evaporation and leakage it currently
experiences. Reduced energy demand and thus a reduction in greenhouse gases is anticipated
because less water will now be pumped out of the river to meet demand.
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More Information
12) Multi-entity Integration and Benefits
Is your project linked to or combined with another project or provide benefits to more than one
entity?
Yes
No
If yes, please describe the linked / integrated projects and other possible project participants.
Describe entities that benefit from the project and describe the benefits to each entity.
Click here to enter text.
13) Disadvantaged Communities Benefits
Does your project provide specific benefits to critical DAC water issues? For the purposes of
Proposition 1 funding, a DAC is defined as “a community with a median household income
(MHI) less than 80% of the Statewide average.” If you are unsure if your project is located in a
DAC, please use the DWR mapping tool, located here: https://gis.water.ca.gov/app/dacs/.
Yes, my project provides benefits to DACs as defined by Prop 1
Yes, my project provides benefits to DACs using some other definition (please
indicate the definition you are using in the comment box below)
No
If yes, please identify the DAC benefits and explain the magnitude of each benefit.
Click here to enter text.
14) Native American Tribal Communities Benefits
Does your project provide specific benefits to critical water issues for Native American tribal
communities?
Yes
No
If yes, please identify the benefits and explain the magnitude of each benefit.
AWA serves the Jackson Band of Mi-Wuk Native American tribe at Jackson Rancheria
and improving the infrastructure strengthens the system and controls water losses for
more efficient operation and more storage to provide water for drinking and fighting fires.
15) Environmental Justice Concerns
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Does your project have environmental justice concerns? Environmental Justice is defined by
State Law as: “the fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all people regardless of race,
color, sex national origin, or income with respect to the development, implementation and
enforcement of environmental laws, regulations, and policies.”
Yes
No
Please provide a rationale for your response.
Yes, there is fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all.
16) Best Project for Intended Purpose
Please indicate the score below that best reflects your project and provide a justification of how
you arrived at your score.
High: Project is the best possible alternative to meet the stated need from a social,
environmental, and economic perspective.
Medium: Other alternatives exist that may be preferable from a social, environmental,
and economic perspective.
Low: Other alternatives clearly exist that will be better to meet the intended need from
a social, environmental, and economic perspective.
Piping the Amador Canal is a responsible counter-measure to climate change as it dramatically
reduces and / or eliminates the water lost due to evaporation and leakage it currently
experiences. Reduced energy demand and thus a reduction in greenhouse gases is anticipated
because less water will now be pumped out of the river to meet demand.
17) Minimize Implementation Risk
Please indicate the score below that best reflects your project and provide a justification of how
you arrived at your score.
High: Minimal implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such as
regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and low degree of controversy,
potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
Medium: Moderate implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such
as regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and moderate degree of
controversy, potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
Low: High implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such as
regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and high degree of controversy,
potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
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Permitting obstacles are minimal and many permits are already in place. No
implementation risks are known at this time.
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California Statewide Priorities
Make Conservation a Way of Life
 Building on current water conservation efforts and promoting the innovation of new
systems for increased water conservation.
 Expand agricultural and urban water conservation and efficiency to exceed SBX7-7
targets
 Provide funding for conservation and efficiency
 Increase water sector energy efficiency and greenhouse gas reduction capacity
 Promote local urban conservation ordinances and programs
Increase Regional Self-Reliance and Integrated Water Management Across All Levels of
Government
 Ensure water security at the local level, where individual government efforts integrate
into one combined regional commitment where the sum becomes greater than any
single piece.
 Support and expand funding for Integrated Water Management planning and projects
 Improve land use and water alignment
 Provide assistance to disadvantaged communities
 Encourage State focus on projects with multiple benefits
 Increase the use of recycled water
Achieve Co-Equal Goals for the Delta
 This action is directed towards State and federal agencies; however, consideration will
be afforded to eligible local or regional projects that also support achieving the co-equal
goals providing a more reliable water supply for California and to protect, restore, and
enhance the Delta ecosystem.
Protect and Restore Important Ecosystems
 Continue protecting and restoring the resiliency of our ecosystems to support fish and
wildlife populations, improve water quality, and restore natural system functions.
 Restore key mountain meadow habitat
 Manage headwaters for multiple benefits
 Protect key habitat of the Salton Sea through local partnership
 Restore coastal watersheds
 Continue restoration efforts in the Lake Tahoe Basin
 Continue restoration efforts in the Klamath Basin
 Water for wetlands and waterfowl
 Eliminate barriers to fish migration
 Assess fish passage at large dams
 Enhance water flows in stream systems statewide
Manage and Prepare for Dry Periods
 Effectively manage water resources through all hydrologic conditions to reduce impacts
of shortages and lessen costs of state response actions. Secure more reliable water
supplies and consequently improve drought preparedness and make California’s water
system more resilient.
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Revise operations to respond to extreme conditions
Encourage healthy soils

Expand Water Storage Capacity and Improve Groundwater Management
 Increase water storage for widespread public and environmental benefits, especially in
increasingly dry years and better manage our groundwater to reduce overdraft.
 Provide essential data to enable Sustainable Groundwater Management
 Support funding partnerships for storage projects
 Improve Sustainable Groundwater Management
 Support distributed groundwater storage
 Increase statewide groundwater recharge
 Accelerate clean-up of contaminated groundwater and prevent future contamination
Provide Safe Water for All Communities
 Provide all Californians the right to safe, clean, affordable and accessible water
adequate for human consumption, cooking, and sanitary purposes.
 Consolidate water quality programs
 Provide funding assistance for vulnerable communities
 Manage the supply status of community water systems
o

Additionally, as required by Water Code §10545, in areas that have nitrate, arsenic,
perchlorate, or hexavalent chromium contamination, consideration will be given to grant
proposals that included projects that help address the impacts caused by nitrate, arsenic,
perchlorate, or hexavalent chromium contamination, including projects that provide safe
drinking water to small disadvantaged communities.

Increase Flood Protection
 Collaboratively plan for integrated flood and water management systems, and implement
flood projects that protect public safety, increase water supply reliability, conserve
farmlands, and restore ecosystems.
 Improve access to emergency funds
 Better coordinate flood response operations
 Prioritize funding to reduce flood risk and improve flood response
 Encourage flood projects that plan for climate change and achieve multiple benefits
Increase Operational and Regulatory Efficiency
 This action is directed towards State and federal agencies; however, consideration will
be afforded to eligible local or regional projects that also support increased operational
of the State Water Project or Central Valley Project.
Identify Sustainable and Integrated Financing Opportunities
 This action is directed towards State agencies and the legislature.
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Mokelumne/Amador/Calaveras (MAC)
Integrated Regional Water Management Plan Update
Project Information Sheet
PLEASE SUBMIT COMPLETED FORMS BY AUGUST 6, 2018
Questions and completed forms should be directed to:
Rachel Gross
Woodard & Curran
415-321-3424
rgross@woodardcurran.com

Proposed Project and Responsible Agency Information
Project Title: PG&E Storage Recovery
Project Location: Amador County PG&E Reservoir Facilities
Submitting Entity / Project Proponent: Amador Water Agency
Other Participating Agencies (if applicable): Click here to enter text.
Contact Name for Project Proponent: Gene Mancebo, General Manager
Mailing Address for Project Proponent: 12800 Ridge Road, Sutter Creek, CA 95685
Phone Number for Project Proponent: 209.257.5245
Email Address for Project Proponent: gmancebo@amadorwater.org
To the best of your knowledge, do you anticipate that your agency will adopt/approve the
2018 MAC IRWMP?
Yes
No
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Eligibility
In order to be considered for inclusion in the MAC Plan 2018 Update, the project must meet at
least one MAC Plan Goal, at least one Statewide Priority, and address at least two Resource
Management Strategies. If your project does not meet these minimum requirements it will not be
included in the MAC Plan 2018 Update.
MAC Plan Update Goals
1)

Does your project advance one or more of the MAC IRWM goals?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)

If yes, please indicate which goal and explain how.
Policy 1: Maintain and Improve Water Quality
Goal: Reduce sources of contaminants.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Goal: Manage stormwater flows and transport of sediment and contaminants.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Policy 2: Improve Water Supply Reliability and Ensure Long-Term Balance of Supply and
Demand
Goal: Ensure sufficient firm yield water supply.
Description: Dredge to restore initial capacity in PG&E reservoirs for additional water
storage
Goal: Maintain and improve water infrastructure reliability.
Description: Reliable storage of water to provide more water as climate change makes
it more difficult to find more source water for potable use.
Goal: Promote water conservation, recycling and reuse for urban and agricultural uses.
Description: Use existing facilities to store more water
Goal: Develop appropriate drought mitigation measures.
Description: Reliable storage of water to provide more water as climate change makes
it more difficult to find more source water for potable use.
Policy 3: Practice Resource Stewardship
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Goal: Identify opportunities to conserve, enhance and restore the region’s natural
resources.
Description: Dredge existing storage reservoirs to create more space that was
originally there in the reservoirs for more AWA source water storage.
Goal: Minimize adverse effects on biological and cultural resources.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Goal: Identify opportunities for public access, open spaces, trails, and other
recreational benefits.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Policy 4 is not included here because it is more relevant to the MAC Plan than to individual
projects.
Policy 5 is incorporated in Questions 10 and 11 below.

Statewide Priorities
2)

Does your project advance one or more of the Statewide Priorities?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)
If yes, please indicate which priorities. Check all that apply. More information on
each priority is included on the last two pages of this form.
Make Conservation a California Way of Life
Increase Regional Self-Reliance and Integrated Water Management Across All Levels
of Government
Achieve Co-Equal Goals for the Delta
Protect and Restore Important Ecosystems
Manage and Prepare for Dry Periods
Expand Water Storage Capacity and Improve Groundwater Management
Provide Safe Water for All Communities
Increase Flood Protection
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Increase Operational and Regulatory Efficiency
Identify Sustainable and Integrated Financing Opportunities

Resource Management Strategies
3)

Does your project address two or more of the Resource Management Strategies?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)
If yes, please indicate which strategies. Check all that apply to your project.
Agricultural Water Use Efficiency

Matching Water Quality to Use

Urban Water Use Efficiency

Pollution Prevention

Flood Management

Salt and Salinity Management

Conveyance – Delta

Urban Stormwater Runoff Management

Conveyance – Regional/local

Agricultural Lands Stewardship

System Reoperation

Ecosystem Restoration

Water Transfers

Forest Management

Conjunctive Management &
Groundwater Storage
Desalination – Brackish and Sea
Water

Land Use Planning and Management
Recharge Area Protection
Sediment Management

Recycled Municipal Water

Watershed Management

Precipitation Enhancement

Economic Incentives

Surface Storage – CALFED

Outreach and Engagement

Surface Storage – Regional/local

Water and Culture

Drinking Water Treatment and
Distribution
Groundwater and Aquifer
Remediation

Water-Dependent Recreation
Other Strategies (Crop Idling for Water
Transfers, Dewvaporation or Atmospheric
Pressure Desalination, Fog Collection,
Irrigated Land Retirement, Rainfed
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Agriculture, Snow Fences, Waterbag
Transport/Storage Technology
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Project Description
4)

Project Description

Please provide a description of your project, including the project location (please provide GPS
coordinates if available), area and/or entities that will be affected by or will benefit from your
project, related water and environmental resources within the project boundaries, and any
potential obstacles to implementation. Attach extra pages if necessary. If feasible, please
attach a copy of all relevant project literature.
The Agency Water System is owned and operated by the Amador Water Agency. AWA has
agreements in place to utilize the water right for the drinking water of its communities and store
that water in PG&E reservoirs. AWA intends to study the potential of rehabilitating and
expanding the PG&E reservoirs for increase water storage capacity by dredging sediment..

5)

Readiness to Proceed

Please indicate your project’s readiness. In the text box, please provide more information on
timing, such as when design may be complete, when permits/environmental documentation may
be acquired, or when construction may begin.
Planning/Initial Study
Conceptual Design
In Design
Design Complete
In Environmental Review
Environmental Review Complete
Click here to enter text.
6)

Planning Horizon

Is the project expected to be completed by 2027?
Yes
No
7)

Technical Feasibility

Please list background information, studies, or other documentation (including author and year)
that detail the technical feasibility of the project.
Click here to enter text.
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8)

Economic Feasibility and Project Costs

Please provide estimated project costs (capital, operations and maintenance, and replacement)
and estimated project life.
Capital Cost: $ 100,000
Annual O&M Costs: $
Replacement Costs, Description of Equipment to be Replaced, & Frequency of
Replacement (e.g., every 5 years): NA
Estimated Project Life (Years): Click here to enter text.
Cost Basis (if not 2018 dollars): Click here to enter text.
What is the basis for your project costs? At what stage in the project were they developed? If a
cost estimate has been prepared, please provide.
Click here to enter text.
Please describe the economic feasibility of the project. If an economic analysis (benefit/cost
analysis or cost-effectiveness analysis) of the project has been completed, please provide the
findings of that analysis and the reference (including author and year).
Click here to enter text.
9)

Financing

How will your project be financed? What are the funding sources for your project?
Grants and loans
10) Climate Change Adaptation
Does your project help adapt to climate change? E.g., how your project helps the region adapt
to identified climate change regional vulnerabilities; how your project may address changes to
the amount, intensity, timing, quality, and variability of runoff and recharge.
Yes
No
If yes, please explain how and the likelihood of the climate change adaptation benefits.
With climate change there will be a decrease of source water for AWA.
11) Climate Change Mitigation
Does your project help mitigate against the effects of climate change? E.g., how your project
may reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions as compared to project alternatives; how your
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project may reduce energy consumption, especially the energy embedded in water use; or if
your project includes renewable energy sources.
Yes
No
If yes, please explain how and the likelihood of the climate change mitigation benefits.
Additional surface water storage will provide relief to groundwater usage and pumping. Surface
water storage is transferred via gravity to AWA facilities whereas groundwater will need to be
pumped and cause greenhouse gas emissions.
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More Information
12) Multi-entity Integration and Benefits
Is your project linked to or combined with another project or provide benefits to more than one
entity?
Yes
No
If yes, please describe the linked / integrated projects and other possible project participants.
Describe entities that benefit from the project and describe the benefits to each entity.
The County of Amador, PG&E and CCWD would benefit from renewing the storage of PG&E
reservoir by dredging.
13) Disadvantaged Communities Benefits
Does your project provide specific benefits to critical DAC water issues? For the purposes of
Proposition 1 funding, a DAC is defined as “a community with a median household income
(MHI) less than 80% of the Statewide average.” If you are unsure if your project is located in a
DAC, please use the DWR mapping tool, located here: https://gis.water.ca.gov/app/dacs/.
Yes, my project provides benefits to DACs as defined by Prop 1
Yes, my project provides benefits to DACs using some other definition (please
indicate the definition you are using in the comment box below)
No
If yes, please identify the DAC benefits and explain the magnitude of each benefit.
Click here to enter text.
14) Native American Tribal Communities Benefits
Does your project provide specific benefits to critical water issues for Native American tribal
communities?
Yes
No
If yes, please identify the benefits and explain the magnitude of each benefit.
Any new storage options will serve the Jackson Band of Mi-Wuk Indians.

15) Environmental Justice Concerns
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Does your project have environmental justice concerns? Environmental Justice is defined by
State Law as: “the fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all people regardless of race,
color, sex national origin, or income with respect to the development, implementation and
enforcement of environmental laws, regulations, and policies.”
Yes
No
Please provide a rationale for your response.
Yes, there is fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all.
16) Best Project for Intended Purpose
Please indicate the score below that best reflects your project and provide a justification of how
you arrived at your score.
High: Project is the best possible alternative to meet the stated need from a social,
environmental, and economic perspective.
Medium: Other alternatives exist that may be preferable from a social, environmental,
and economic perspective.
Low: Other alternatives clearly exist that will be better to meet the intended need from
a social, environmental, and economic perspective.
Additional water storage is required to combat climate change and lower snow runoff
volumes for longer periods of time.
17) Minimize Implementation Risk
Please indicate the score below that best reflects your project and provide a justification of how
you arrived at your score.
High: Minimal implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such as
regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and low degree of controversy,
potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
Medium: Moderate implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such
as regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and moderate degree of
controversy, potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
Low: High implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such as
regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and high degree of controversy,
potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
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The Water Agency already has agreements in place to utilize volume storage at existing PG&E
reservoirs and would investigate the potential to rehabilitate the PG&E reservoirs by dredging to
return the reservoirs to their original storage capacity.
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California Statewide Priorities
Make Conservation a Way of Life
 Building on current water conservation efforts and promoting the innovation of new
systems for increased water conservation.
 Expand agricultural and urban water conservation and efficiency to exceed SBX7-7
targets
 Provide funding for conservation and efficiency
 Increase water sector energy efficiency and greenhouse gas reduction capacity
 Promote local urban conservation ordinances and programs
Increase Regional Self-Reliance and Integrated Water Management Across All Levels of
Government
 Ensure water security at the local level, where individual government efforts integrate
into one combined regional commitment where the sum becomes greater than any
single piece.
 Support and expand funding for Integrated Water Management planning and projects
 Improve land use and water alignment
 Provide assistance to disadvantaged communities
 Encourage State focus on projects with multiple benefits
 Increase the use of recycled water
Achieve Co-Equal Goals for the Delta
 This action is directed towards State and federal agencies; however, consideration will
be afforded to eligible local or regional projects that also support achieving the co-equal
goals providing a more reliable water supply for California and to protect, restore, and
enhance the Delta ecosystem.
Protect and Restore Important Ecosystems
 Continue protecting and restoring the resiliency of our ecosystems to support fish and
wildlife populations, improve water quality, and restore natural system functions.
 Restore key mountain meadow habitat
 Manage headwaters for multiple benefits
 Protect key habitat of the Salton Sea through local partnership
 Restore coastal watersheds
 Continue restoration efforts in the Lake Tahoe Basin
 Continue restoration efforts in the Klamath Basin
 Water for wetlands and waterfowl
 Eliminate barriers to fish migration
 Assess fish passage at large dams
 Enhance water flows in stream systems statewide
Manage and Prepare for Dry Periods
 Effectively manage water resources through all hydrologic conditions to reduce impacts
of shortages and lessen costs of state response actions. Secure more reliable water
supplies and consequently improve drought preparedness and make California’s water
system more resilient.
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Revise operations to respond to extreme conditions
Encourage healthy soils

Expand Water Storage Capacity and Improve Groundwater Management
 Increase water storage for widespread public and environmental benefits, especially in
increasingly dry years and better manage our groundwater to reduce overdraft.
 Provide essential data to enable Sustainable Groundwater Management
 Support funding partnerships for storage projects
 Improve Sustainable Groundwater Management
 Support distributed groundwater storage
 Increase statewide groundwater recharge
 Accelerate clean-up of contaminated groundwater and prevent future contamination
Provide Safe Water for All Communities
 Provide all Californians the right to safe, clean, affordable and accessible water
adequate for human consumption, cooking, and sanitary purposes.
 Consolidate water quality programs
 Provide funding assistance for vulnerable communities
 Manage the supply status of community water systems
o

Additionally, as required by Water Code §10545, in areas that have nitrate, arsenic,
perchlorate, or hexavalent chromium contamination, consideration will be given to grant
proposals that included projects that help address the impacts caused by nitrate, arsenic,
perchlorate, or hexavalent chromium contamination, including projects that provide safe
drinking water to small disadvantaged communities.

Increase Flood Protection
 Collaboratively plan for integrated flood and water management systems, and implement
flood projects that protect public safety, increase water supply reliability, conserve
farmlands, and restore ecosystems.
 Improve access to emergency funds
 Better coordinate flood response operations
 Prioritize funding to reduce flood risk and improve flood response
 Encourage flood projects that plan for climate change and achieve multiple benefits
Increase Operational and Regulatory Efficiency
 This action is directed towards State and federal agencies; however, consideration will
be afforded to eligible local or regional projects that also support increased operational
of the State Water Project or Central Valley Project.
Identify Sustainable and Integrated Financing Opportunities
 This action is directed towards State agencies and the legislature.
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Mokelumne/Amador/Calaveras (MAC)
Integrated Regional Water Management Plan Update
Project Information Sheet
PLEASE SUBMIT COMPLETED FORMS BY AUGUST 6, 2018
Questions and completed forms should be directed to:
Rachel Gross
Woodard & Curran
415-321-3424
rgross@woodardcurran.com

Proposed Project and Responsible Agency Information
Project Title: Lower Bear River Reservoir Expansion Study
Project Location: Lower Bear River Reservoir, Amador County (38° 32’ 29.988” N Lat 120° 14’
28.233” W Long)
Submitting Entity / Project Proponent: Amador Water Agency
Other Participating Agencies (if applicable): Could potentially include Calaveras County
Water District, East Bay MUD, San Joaquin County, Amador County, Jackson Valley
Irrigation District and other GBA participantsClick here to enter text.
Contact Name for Project Proponent: Gene Mancebo, General Manager
Mailing Address for Project Proponent: 12800 Ridge Road, Sutter Creek, CA 95685
Phone Number for Project Proponent: 209.257.5245
Email Address for Project Proponent: gmancebo@amadorwater.org
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To the best of your knowledge, do you anticipate that your agency will adopt/approve the
2018 MAC IRWMP?
Yes
No
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Eligibility
In order to be considered for inclusion in the MAC Plan 2018 Update, the project must meet at
least one MAC Plan Goal, at least one Statewide Priority, and address at least two Resource
Management Strategies. If your project does not meet these minimum requirements it will not be
included in the MAC Plan 2018 Update.
MAC Plan Update Goals
1)

Does your project advance one or more of the MAC IRWM goals?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)

If yes, please indicate which goal and explain how.
Policy 1: Maintain and Improve Water Quality
Goal: Reduce sources of contaminants.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Goal: Manage stormwater flows and transport of sediment and contaminants.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Policy 2: Improve Water Supply Reliability and Ensure Long-Term Balance of Supply and
Demand
Goal: Ensure sufficient firm yield water supply.
Description: Expand capacity at Lower Bear River Reservoir for additional water
storage
Goal: Maintain and improve water infrastructure reliability.
Description: Reliable storage of water to provide more water as climate change makes
it more difficult to find more source water for potable use.
Goal: Promote water conservation, recycling and reuse for urban and agricultural uses.
Description: Use existing facilities to store more water
Goal: Develop appropriate drought mitigation measures.
Description: Reliable storage of water to provide more water as climate change makes
it more difficult to find more source water for potable use.
Policy 3: Practice Resource Stewardship
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Goal: Identify opportunities to conserve, enhance and restore the region’s natural
resources.
Description: Utilize existing storage reservoir to for more AWA source water storage.
Goal: Minimize adverse effects on biological and cultural resources.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Goal: Identify opportunities for public access, open spaces, trails, and other
recreational benefits.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Policy 4 is not included here because it is more relevant to the MAC Plan than to individual
projects.
Policy 5 is incorporated in Questions 10 and 11 below.

Statewide Priorities
2)

Does your project advance one or more of the Statewide Priorities?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)
If yes, please indicate which priorities. Check all that apply. More information on
each priority is included on the last two pages of this form.
Make Conservation a California Way of Life
Increase Regional Self-Reliance and Integrated Water Management Across All Levels
of Government
Achieve Co-Equal Goals for the Delta
Protect and Restore Important Ecosystems
Manage and Prepare for Dry Periods
Expand Water Storage Capacity and Improve Groundwater Management
Provide Safe Water for All Communities
Increase Flood Protection
Increase Operational and Regulatory Efficiency
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Identify Sustainable and Integrated Financing Opportunities

Resource Management Strategies
3)

Does your project address two or more of the Resource Management Strategies?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)
If yes, please indicate which strategies. Check all that apply to your project.
Agricultural Water Use Efficiency

Pollution Prevention

Urban Water Use Efficiency

Salt and Salinity Management

Flood Management

Urban Stormwater Runoff Management

Conveyance – Delta

Agricultural Lands Stewardship

Conveyance – Regional/local

Ecosystem Restoration

System Reoperation

Forest Management

Water Transfers

Land Use Planning and Management

Conjunctive Management &
Groundwater Storage
Desalination – Brackish and Sea
Water

Recharge Area Protection
Sediment Management
Watershed Management

Recycled Municipal Water

Economic Incentives

Precipitation Enhancement

Outreach and Engagement

Surface Storage – CALFED

Water and Culture

Surface Storage – Regional/local

Water-Dependent Recreation

Drinking Water Treatment and
Distribution
Groundwater and Aquifer
Remediation
Matching Water Quality to Use

Other Strategies (Crop Idling for Water
Transfers, Dewvaporation or Atmospheric
Pressure Desalination, Fog Collection,
Irrigated Land Retirement, Rainfed
Agriculture, Snow Fences, Waterbag
Transport/Storage Technology
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Project Description
4)

Project Description

Please provide a description of your project, including the project location (please provide GPS
coordinates if available), area and/or entities that will be affected by or will benefit from your
project, related water and environmental resources within the project boundaries, and any
potential obstacles to implementation. Attach extra pages if necessary. If feasible, please
attach a copy of all relevant project literature.
This feasibility study will evaluate enlarging Lower Bear Reservoir by raising the existing dam
(embankment) 32 feet to increase surface water storage capacity within the upper Mokelumne
River watershed. This study would be a continuation of previous studies and serve to address
previously unanswered questions and unresolved issues, including operational parameters.
Previous studies performed on behalf of Amador Water Agency suggest that Lower Bear
Reservoir would provide 18,300 feet of additional yield (Willard 2005). In addition to
modifications to the dam itself, other facilities that would need to be constructed include an
updated intake structure and spillway. Also note that the project would require the relocation of
adjacent roads and existing operational facilities. An operational scheme for an enlarged
reservoir would need to be prepared to determine how much yield could be realized for the
partners that elect to take part in the project. East Bay MUD could benefit from the added
supply in dry years. Calaveras County Water District benefit with a water source for northern
county residents currently relying on groundwater, Jackson Valley Irrigation District will benefit
with additional water to meet needs within its district and San Joaquin County benefits by now
having water to use for groundwater recharge and remediation.
While the primary benefit is additional supply for participating entities through increased storage
of winter flows, other benefits include flood control, power generation, improved water quality,
and cold water releases to improve fisheries.
5)

Readiness to Proceed

Please indicate your project’s readiness. In the text box, please provide more information on
timing, such as when design may be complete, when permits/environmental documentation may
be acquired, or when construction may begin.
Planning/Initial Study
Conceptual Design
In Design
Design Complete
In Environmental Review
Environmental Review Complete
Click here to enter text.
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6)

Planning Horizon

Is the project expected to be completed by 2027?
Yes
No
7)

Technical Feasibility

Please list background information, studies, or other documentation (including author and year)
that detail the technical feasibility of the project.
Click here to enter text.
8)

Economic Feasibility and Project Costs

Please provide estimated project costs (capital, operations and maintenance, and replacement)
and estimated project life.
Capital Cost: $ 200,000
Annual O&M Costs: $
Replacement Costs, Description of Equipment to be Replaced, & Frequency of
Replacement (e.g., every 5 years): NA
Estimated Project Life (Years): 100
Cost Basis (if not 2018 dollars): Click here to enter text.
What is the basis for your project costs? At what stage in the project were they developed? If a
cost estimate has been prepared, please provide.
Click here to enter text.
Please describe the economic feasibility of the project. If an economic analysis (benefit/cost
analysis or cost-effectiveness analysis) of the project has been completed, please provide the
findings of that analysis and the reference (including author and year).
Click here to enter text.
9)

Financing

How will your project be financed? What are the funding sources for your project?
Grants and loans
10) Climate Change Adaptation
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Does your project help adapt to climate change? E.g., how your project helps the region adapt
to identified climate change regional vulnerabilities; how your project may address changes to
the amount, intensity, timing, quality, and variability of runoff and recharge.
Yes
No
If yes, please explain how and the likelihood of the climate change adaptation benefits.
This project will provide 72 million kilowatt hours of clean energy. Enough to power to provide
electricity to 6,600 homes for one year thereby reducing the equivalent need for energy from
other sources.
11) Climate Change Mitigation
Does your project help mitigate against the effects of climate change? E.g., how your project
may reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions as compared to project alternatives; how your
project may reduce energy consumption, especially the energy embedded in water use; or if
your project includes renewable energy sources.
Yes
No
If yes, please explain how and the likelihood of the climate change mitigation benefits.
This project will provide 72 million kilowatt hours of clean energy. Enough to power to provide
electricity to 6,600 homes for one year thereby reducing the equivalent need for energy from
other sources. Additional surface water storage will provide relief to groundwater usage and
pumping. Surface water storage is transferred via gravity to AWA facilities whereas groundwater
will need to be pumped and cause greenhouse gas emissions.
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More Information
12) Multi-entity Integration and Benefits
Is your project linked to or combined with another project or provide benefits to more than one
entity?
Yes
No
If yes, please describe the linked / integrated projects and other possible project participants.
Describe entities that benefit from the project and describe the benefits to each entity.
CCWD, EBMUD, PG&E, JVID, CPUD, San Joaquin County and other GBA participants
13) Disadvantaged Communities Benefits
Does your project provide specific benefits to critical DAC water issues? For the purposes of
Proposition 1 funding, a DAC is defined as “a community with a median household income
(MHI) less than 80% of the Statewide average.” If you are unsure if your project is located in a
DAC, please use the DWR mapping tool, located here: https://gis.water.ca.gov/app/dacs/.
Yes, my project provides benefits to DACs as defined by Prop 1
Yes, my project provides benefits to DACs using some other definition (please
indicate the definition you are using in the comment box below)
No
If yes, please identify the DAC benefits and explain the magnitude of each benefit.
Click here to enter text.
14) Native American Tribal Communities Benefits
Does your project provide specific benefits to critical water issues for Native American tribal
communities?
Yes
No
If yes, please identify the benefits and explain the magnitude of each benefit.
Any new storage options will serve the Jackson Band of Mi-Wuk Indians.

15) Environmental Justice Concerns
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Does your project have environmental justice concerns? Environmental Justice is defined by
State Law as: “the fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all people regardless of race,
color, sex national origin, or income with respect to the development, implementation and
enforcement of environmental laws, regulations, and policies.”
Yes
No
Please provide a rationale for your response.
Yes, there is fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all.
16) Best Project for Intended Purpose
Please indicate the score below that best reflects your project and provide a justification of how
you arrived at your score.
High: Project is the best possible alternative to meet the stated need from a social,
environmental, and economic perspective.
Medium: Other alternatives exist that may be preferable from a social, environmental,
and economic perspective.
Low: Other alternatives clearly exist that will be better to meet the intended need from
a social, environmental, and economic perspective.
Additional water storage is required to combat climate change and lower snow runoff
volumes for longer periods of time.
17) Minimize Implementation Risk
Please indicate the score below that best reflects your project and provide a justification of how
you arrived at your score.
High: Minimal implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such as
regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and low degree of controversy,
potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
Medium: Moderate implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such
as regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and moderate degree of
controversy, potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
Low: High implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such as
regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and high degree of controversy,
potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
The Water Agency would investigate the potential to expand the Lower Bear River Reservoir,
however any additional reservoir storage project is difficult to plan, design and construct without
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educating the public on climate change and extreme drought that make any additional storage
vital to sustaining public health and the right of potable water to all.
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California Statewide Priorities
Make Conservation a Way of Life
 Building on current water conservation efforts and promoting the innovation of new
systems for increased water conservation.
 Expand agricultural and urban water conservation and efficiency to exceed SBX7-7
targets
 Provide funding for conservation and efficiency
 Increase water sector energy efficiency and greenhouse gas reduction capacity
 Promote local urban conservation ordinances and programs
Increase Regional Self-Reliance and Integrated Water Management Across All Levels of
Government
 Ensure water security at the local level, where individual government efforts integrate
into one combined regional commitment where the sum becomes greater than any
single piece.
 Support and expand funding for Integrated Water Management planning and projects
 Improve land use and water alignment
 Provide assistance to disadvantaged communities
 Encourage State focus on projects with multiple benefits
 Increase the use of recycled water
Achieve Co-Equal Goals for the Delta
 This action is directed towards State and federal agencies; however, consideration will
be afforded to eligible local or regional projects that also support achieving the co-equal
goals providing a more reliable water supply for California and to protect, restore, and
enhance the Delta ecosystem.
Protect and Restore Important Ecosystems
 Continue protecting and restoring the resiliency of our ecosystems to support fish and
wildlife populations, improve water quality, and restore natural system functions.
 Restore key mountain meadow habitat
 Manage headwaters for multiple benefits
 Protect key habitat of the Salton Sea through local partnership
 Restore coastal watersheds
 Continue restoration efforts in the Lake Tahoe Basin
 Continue restoration efforts in the Klamath Basin
 Water for wetlands and waterfowl
 Eliminate barriers to fish migration
 Assess fish passage at large dams
 Enhance water flows in stream systems statewide
Manage and Prepare for Dry Periods
 Effectively manage water resources through all hydrologic conditions to reduce impacts
of shortages and lessen costs of state response actions. Secure more reliable water
supplies and consequently improve drought preparedness and make California’s water
system more resilient.
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Revise operations to respond to extreme conditions
Encourage healthy soils

Expand Water Storage Capacity and Improve Groundwater Management
 Increase water storage for widespread public and environmental benefits, especially in
increasingly dry years and better manage our groundwater to reduce overdraft.
 Provide essential data to enable Sustainable Groundwater Management
 Support funding partnerships for storage projects
 Improve Sustainable Groundwater Management
 Support distributed groundwater storage
 Increase statewide groundwater recharge
 Accelerate clean-up of contaminated groundwater and prevent future contamination
Provide Safe Water for All Communities
 Provide all Californians the right to safe, clean, affordable and accessible water
adequate for human consumption, cooking, and sanitary purposes.
 Consolidate water quality programs
 Provide funding assistance for vulnerable communities
 Manage the supply status of community water systems
o

Additionally, as required by Water Code §10545, in areas that have nitrate, arsenic,
perchlorate, or hexavalent chromium contamination, consideration will be given to grant
proposals that included projects that help address the impacts caused by nitrate, arsenic,
perchlorate, or hexavalent chromium contamination, including projects that provide safe
drinking water to small disadvantaged communities.

Increase Flood Protection
 Collaboratively plan for integrated flood and water management systems, and implement
flood projects that protect public safety, increase water supply reliability, conserve
farmlands, and restore ecosystems.
 Improve access to emergency funds
 Better coordinate flood response operations
 Prioritize funding to reduce flood risk and improve flood response
 Encourage flood projects that plan for climate change and achieve multiple benefits
Increase Operational and Regulatory Efficiency
 This action is directed towards State and federal agencies; however, consideration will
be afforded to eligible local or regional projects that also support increased operational
of the State Water Project or Central Valley Project.
Identify Sustainable and Integrated Financing Opportunities
 This action is directed towards State agencies and the legislature.
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Mokelumne/Amador/Calaveras (MAC)
Integrated Regional Water Management Plan Update
Project Information Sheet
PLEASE SUBMIT COMPLETED FORMS BY AUGUST 6, 2018
Questions and completed forms should be directed to:
Rachel Gross
Woodard & Curran
415-321-3424
rgross@woodardcurran.com

Proposed Project and Responsible Agency Information
Project Title: Surface Storage Feasibility Study
Project Location: Amador and Calaveras Counties
Submitting Entity / Project Proponent: Amador Water Agency
Other Participating Agencies (if applicable): Could potentially include Calaveras County
Water District, East Bay MUD, San Joaquin County, Amador County, Jackson Valley
Irrigation District and other GBA participantsClick here to enter text.
Contact Name for Project Proponent: Gene Mancebo, General Manager
Mailing Address for Project Proponent: 12800 Ridge Road, Sutter Creek, CA 95685
Phone Number for Project Proponent: 209.257.5245
Email Address for Project Proponent: gmancebo@amadorwater.org
To the best of your knowledge, do you anticipate that your agency will adopt/approve the
2018 MAC IRWMP?
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Yes
No
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Eligibility
In order to be considered for inclusion in the MAC Plan 2018 Update, the project must meet at
least one MAC Plan Goal, at least one Statewide Priority, and address at least two Resource
Management Strategies. If your project does not meet these minimum requirements it will not be
included in the MAC Plan 2018 Update.
MAC Plan Update Goals
1)

Does your project advance one or more of the MAC IRWM goals?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)

If yes, please indicate which goal and explain how.
Policy 1: Maintain and Improve Water Quality
Goal: Reduce sources of contaminants.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Goal: Manage stormwater flows and transport of sediment and contaminants.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Policy 2: Improve Water Supply Reliability and Ensure Long-Term Balance of Supply and
Demand
Goal: Ensure sufficient firm yield water supply.
Description: Expand capacity for additional water storage
Goal: Maintain and improve water infrastructure reliability.
Description: Reliable storage of water to provide more water as climate change makes
it more difficult to find more source water for potable use.
Goal: Promote water conservation, recycling and reuse for urban and agricultural uses.
Description: Look at new surface water storage facilities to store more water
Goal: Develop appropriate drought mitigation measures.
Description: Reliable storage of water to provide more water as climate change makes
it more difficult to find more source water for potable use.
Policy 3: Practice Resource Stewardship
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Goal: Identify opportunities to conserve, enhance and restore the region’s natural
resources.
Description: Study potential new sites for new storage reservoirs for more AWA
source water storage.
Goal: Minimize adverse effects on biological and cultural resources.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Goal: Identify opportunities for public access, open spaces, trails, and other
recreational benefits.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Policy 4 is not included here because it is more relevant to the MAC Plan than to individual
projects.
Policy 5 is incorporated in Questions 10 and 11 below.

Statewide Priorities
2)

Does your project advance one or more of the Statewide Priorities?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)
If yes, please indicate which priorities. Check all that apply. More information on
each priority is included on the last two pages of this form.
Make Conservation a California Way of Life
Increase Regional Self-Reliance and Integrated Water Management Across All Levels
of Government
Achieve Co-Equal Goals for the Delta
Protect and Restore Important Ecosystems
Manage and Prepare for Dry Periods
Expand Water Storage Capacity and Improve Groundwater Management
Provide Safe Water for All Communities
Increase Flood Protection
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Increase Operational and Regulatory Efficiency
Identify Sustainable and Integrated Financing Opportunities

Resource Management Strategies
3)

Does your project address two or more of the Resource Management Strategies?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)
If yes, please indicate which strategies. Check all that apply to your project.
Agricultural Water Use Efficiency

Matching Water Quality to Use

Urban Water Use Efficiency

Pollution Prevention

Flood Management

Salt and Salinity Management

Conveyance – Delta

Urban Stormwater Runoff Management

Conveyance – Regional/local

Agricultural Lands Stewardship

System Reoperation

Ecosystem Restoration

Water Transfers

Forest Management

Conjunctive Management &
Groundwater Storage
Desalination – Brackish and Sea
Water

Land Use Planning and Management
Recharge Area Protection
Sediment Management

Recycled Municipal Water

Watershed Management

Precipitation Enhancement

Economic Incentives

Surface Storage – CALFED

Outreach and Engagement

Surface Storage – Regional/local

Water and Culture

Drinking Water Treatment and
Distribution
Groundwater and Aquifer
Remediation

Water-Dependent Recreation
Other Strategies (Crop Idling for Water
Transfers, Dewvaporation or Atmospheric
Pressure Desalination, Fog Collection,
Irrigated Land Retirement, Rainfed
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Agriculture, Snow Fences, Waterbag
Transport/Storage Technology
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Project Description
4)

Project Description

Please provide a description of your project, including the project location (please provide GPS
coordinates if available), area and/or entities that will be affected by or will benefit from your
project, related water and environmental resources within the project boundaries, and any
potential obstacles to implementation. Attach extra pages if necessary. If feasible, please
attach a copy of all relevant project literature.
This project would conduct a regional assessment to evaluate the feasibility of constructing
additional surface storage – including both on-stream and off-stream storage opportunities- in
Amador and Calaveras Counties. The study would include discussions on location, technical
feasibility, economic feasibility, and legal feasibility.
5)

Readiness to Proceed

Please indicate your project’s readiness. In the text box, please provide more information on
timing, such as when design may be complete, when permits/environmental documentation may
be acquired, or when construction may begin.
Planning/Initial Study
Conceptual Design
In Design
Design Complete
In Environmental Review
Environmental Review Complete
Click here to enter text.
6)

Planning Horizon

Is the project expected to be completed by 2027?
Yes
No
7)

Technical Feasibility

Please list background information, studies, or other documentation (including author and year)
that detail the technical feasibility of the project.
Click here to enter text.
8)

Economic Feasibility and Project Costs
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Please provide estimated project costs (capital, operations and maintenance, and replacement)
and estimated project life.
Capital Cost: $ 200,000
Annual O&M Costs: $
Replacement Costs, Description of Equipment to be Replaced, & Frequency of
Replacement (e.g., every 5 years): NA
Estimated Project Life (Years): 100
Cost Basis (if not 2018 dollars): Click here to enter text.
What is the basis for your project costs? At what stage in the project were they developed? If a
cost estimate has been prepared, please provide.
Click here to enter text.
Please describe the economic feasibility of the project. If an economic analysis (benefit/cost
analysis or cost-effectiveness analysis) of the project has been completed, please provide the
findings of that analysis and the reference (including author and year).
Click here to enter text.
9)

Financing

How will your project be financed? What are the funding sources for your project?
Grants and loans
10) Climate Change Adaptation
Does your project help adapt to climate change? E.g., how your project helps the region adapt
to identified climate change regional vulnerabilities; how your project may address changes to
the amount, intensity, timing, quality, and variability of runoff and recharge.
Yes
No
If yes, please explain how and the likelihood of the climate change adaptation benefits.
These projects could provide many million kilowatt hours of clean energy as well as more water
storage to combat climate change and extreme drought events.
11) Climate Change Mitigation
Does your project help mitigate against the effects of climate change? E.g., how your project
may reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions as compared to project alternatives; how your
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project may reduce energy consumption, especially the energy embedded in water use; or if
your project includes renewable energy sources.
Yes
No
If yes, please explain how and the likelihood of the climate change mitigation benefits.
This projects could provide millions of kilowatt hours of clean energy. Additional surface water
storage will provide relief to groundwater usage and pumping, especially when groundwater will
need to be pumped and cause greenhouse gas emissions.
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More Information
12) Multi-entity Integration and Benefits
Is your project linked to or combined with another project or provide benefits to more than one
entity?
Yes
No
If yes, please describe the linked / integrated projects and other possible project participants.
Describe entities that benefit from the project and describe the benefits to each entity.
CCWD, EBMUD, PG&E, JVID, CPUD, San Joaquin County and other GBA participants
13) Disadvantaged Communities Benefits
Does your project provide specific benefits to critical DAC water issues? For the purposes of
Proposition 1 funding, a DAC is defined as “a community with a median household income
(MHI) less than 80% of the Statewide average.” If you are unsure if your project is located in a
DAC, please use the DWR mapping tool, located here: https://gis.water.ca.gov/app/dacs/.
Yes, my project provides benefits to DACs as defined by Prop 1
Yes, my project provides benefits to DACs using some other definition (please
indicate the definition you are using in the comment box below)
No
If yes, please identify the DAC benefits and explain the magnitude of each benefit.
Click here to enter text.
14) Native American Tribal Communities Benefits
Does your project provide specific benefits to critical water issues for Native American tribal
communities?
Yes
No
If yes, please identify the benefits and explain the magnitude of each benefit.
Any new storage options will serve the Jackson Band of Mi-Wuk Indians.

15) Environmental Justice Concerns
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Does your project have environmental justice concerns? Environmental Justice is defined by
State Law as: “the fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all people regardless of race,
color, sex national origin, or income with respect to the development, implementation and
enforcement of environmental laws, regulations, and policies.”
Yes
No
Please provide a rationale for your response.
Yes, there is fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all.
16) Best Project for Intended Purpose
Please indicate the score below that best reflects your project and provide a justification of how
you arrived at your score.
High: Project is the best possible alternative to meet the stated need from a social,
environmental, and economic perspective.
Medium: Other alternatives exist that may be preferable from a social, environmental,
and economic perspective.
Low: Other alternatives clearly exist that will be better to meet the intended need from
a social, environmental, and economic perspective.
Additional water storage is required to combat climate change and lower snow runoff
volumes for longer periods of time.
17) Minimize Implementation Risk
Please indicate the score below that best reflects your project and provide a justification of how
you arrived at your score.
High: Minimal implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such as
regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and low degree of controversy,
potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
Medium: Moderate implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such
as regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and moderate degree of
controversy, potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
Low: High implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such as
regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and high degree of controversy,
potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
The Water Agency would investigate the potential to construct additional surface storage
facilities, however any additional reservoir storage project is difficult to plan, design and
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construct without educating the public on climate change and extreme drought that make any
additional water storage vital to sustaining public health and the right of potable water to all.
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California Statewide Priorities
Make Conservation a Way of Life
 Building on current water conservation efforts and promoting the innovation of new
systems for increased water conservation.
 Expand agricultural and urban water conservation and efficiency to exceed SBX7-7
targets
 Provide funding for conservation and efficiency
 Increase water sector energy efficiency and greenhouse gas reduction capacity
 Promote local urban conservation ordinances and programs
Increase Regional Self-Reliance and Integrated Water Management Across All Levels of
Government
 Ensure water security at the local level, where individual government efforts integrate
into one combined regional commitment where the sum becomes greater than any
single piece.
 Support and expand funding for Integrated Water Management planning and projects
 Improve land use and water alignment
 Provide assistance to disadvantaged communities
 Encourage State focus on projects with multiple benefits
 Increase the use of recycled water
Achieve Co-Equal Goals for the Delta
 This action is directed towards State and federal agencies; however, consideration will
be afforded to eligible local or regional projects that also support achieving the co-equal
goals providing a more reliable water supply for California and to protect, restore, and
enhance the Delta ecosystem.
Protect and Restore Important Ecosystems
 Continue protecting and restoring the resiliency of our ecosystems to support fish and
wildlife populations, improve water quality, and restore natural system functions.
 Restore key mountain meadow habitat
 Manage headwaters for multiple benefits
 Protect key habitat of the Salton Sea through local partnership
 Restore coastal watersheds
 Continue restoration efforts in the Lake Tahoe Basin
 Continue restoration efforts in the Klamath Basin
 Water for wetlands and waterfowl
 Eliminate barriers to fish migration
 Assess fish passage at large dams
 Enhance water flows in stream systems statewide
Manage and Prepare for Dry Periods
 Effectively manage water resources through all hydrologic conditions to reduce impacts
of shortages and lessen costs of state response actions. Secure more reliable water
supplies and consequently improve drought preparedness and make California’s water
system more resilient.
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Revise operations to respond to extreme conditions
Encourage healthy soils

Expand Water Storage Capacity and Improve Groundwater Management
 Increase water storage for widespread public and environmental benefits, especially in
increasingly dry years and better manage our groundwater to reduce overdraft.
 Provide essential data to enable Sustainable Groundwater Management
 Support funding partnerships for storage projects
 Improve Sustainable Groundwater Management
 Support distributed groundwater storage
 Increase statewide groundwater recharge
 Accelerate clean-up of contaminated groundwater and prevent future contamination
Provide Safe Water for All Communities
 Provide all Californians the right to safe, clean, affordable and accessible water
adequate for human consumption, cooking, and sanitary purposes.
 Consolidate water quality programs
 Provide funding assistance for vulnerable communities
 Manage the supply status of community water systems
o

Additionally, as required by Water Code §10545, in areas that have nitrate, arsenic,
perchlorate, or hexavalent chromium contamination, consideration will be given to grant
proposals that included projects that help address the impacts caused by nitrate, arsenic,
perchlorate, or hexavalent chromium contamination, including projects that provide safe
drinking water to small disadvantaged communities.

Increase Flood Protection
 Collaboratively plan for integrated flood and water management systems, and implement
flood projects that protect public safety, increase water supply reliability, conserve
farmlands, and restore ecosystems.
 Improve access to emergency funds
 Better coordinate flood response operations
 Prioritize funding to reduce flood risk and improve flood response
 Encourage flood projects that plan for climate change and achieve multiple benefits
Increase Operational and Regulatory Efficiency
 This action is directed towards State and federal agencies; however, consideration will
be afforded to eligible local or regional projects that also support increased operational
of the State Water Project or Central Valley Project.
Identify Sustainable and Integrated Financing Opportunities
 This action is directed towards State agencies and the legislature.
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Mokelumne/Amador/Calaveras (MAC)
Integrated Regional Water Management Plan Update
Project Information Sheet
PLEASE SUBMIT COMPLETED FORMS BY AUGUST 6, 2018
Questions and completed forms should be directed to:
Rachel Gross
Woodard & Curran
415-321-3424
rgross@woodardcurran.com

Proposed Project and Responsible Agency Information
Project Title: Lake Camanche Recycling Water Project
Project Location: Lake Camanche, CA (38°14’58.396”N Lat 120°56’59.928”W Long)
Submitting Entity / Project Proponent: Amador Water Agency
Other Participating Agencies (if applicable): Click here to enter text.
Contact Name for Project Proponent: Gene Mancebo, General Manager
Mailing Address for Project Proponent: 12800 Ridge Road, Sutter Creek, CA 95685
Phone Number for Project Proponent: 209.257.5245
Email Address for Project Proponent: gmancebo@amadorwater.org
To the best of your knowledge, do you anticipate that your agency will adopt/approve the
2018 MAC IRWMP?
Yes
No
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Eligibility
In order to be considered for inclusion in the MAC Plan 2018 Update, the project must meet at
least one MAC Plan Goal, at least one Statewide Priority, and address at least two Resource
Management Strategies. If your project does not meet these minimum requirements it will not be
included in the MAC Plan 2018 Update.
MAC Plan Update Goals
1)

Does your project advance one or more of the MAC IRWM goals?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)

If yes, please indicate which goal and explain how.
Policy 1: Maintain and Improve Water Quality
Goal: Reduce sources of contaminants.
Description: Combine wastewater flows for treatment at a central location for better,
more cost effective removal of contaminants in the water and reuse options.
Goal: Manage stormwater flows and transport of sediment and contaminants.
Description: Improve conveyance of the wastewater to prevent overflow or inflow with
stormwater and the excessive movement of sediments or prevent the release of
contaminants to the environment instead of to the wastewater treatment facility.
Policy 2: Improve Water Supply Reliability and Ensure Long-Term Balance of Supply and
Demand
Goal: Ensure sufficient firm yield water supply.
Description: With tertiary treatment, a reuse by recycling the water for irrigation needs.
Goal: Maintain and improve water infrastructure reliability.
Description: Construction and operation of a new tertiary treatment facility will provide
for reliable treatment and will replace an antiquated pond treatment cell that has difficulties
spray irrigating the complete flow during the winter months.
Goal: Promote water conservation, recycling and reuse for urban and agricultural uses.
Description: Title 22 water will be utilized for irrigation and ranch water.
Goal: Develop appropriate drought mitigation measures.
Description: Title 22 will replace part of the potable water quantity utilized for outside
irrigation.
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Policy 3: Practice Resource Stewardship
Goal: Identify opportunities to conserve, enhance and restore the region’s natural
resources.
Description: Conserve the groundwater aquifer and future surface water needs by
recycling the wastewater.
Goal: Minimize adverse effects on biological and cultural resources.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Goal: Identify opportunities for public access, open spaces, trails, and other
recreational benefits.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Policy 4 is not included here because it is more relevant to the MAC Plan than to individual
projects.
Policy 5 is incorporated in Questions 10 and 11 below.

Statewide Priorities
2)

Does your project advance one or more of the Statewide Priorities?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)
If yes, please indicate which priorities. Check all that apply. More information on
each priority is included on the last two pages of this form.
Make Conservation a California Way of Life
Increase Regional Self-Reliance and Integrated Water Management Across All Levels
of Government
Achieve Co-Equal Goals for the Delta
Protect and Restore Important Ecosystems
Manage and Prepare for Dry Periods
Expand Water Storage Capacity and Improve Groundwater Management
Provide Safe Water for All Communities
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Increase Flood Protection
Increase Operational and Regulatory Efficiency
Identify Sustainable and Integrated Financing Opportunities

Resource Management Strategies
3)

Does your project address two or more of the Resource Management Strategies?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)
If yes, please indicate which strategies. Check all that apply to your project.
Agricultural Water Use Efficiency

Groundwater and Aquifer
Remediation

Urban Water Use Efficiency

Matching Water Quality to Use

Flood Management

Pollution Prevention

Conveyance – Delta
Conveyance – Regional/local
System Reoperation
Water Transfers
Conjunctive Management &
Groundwater Storage
Desalination – Brackish and Sea
Water
Recycled Municipal Water
Precipitation Enhancement
Surface Storage – CALFED
Surface Storage – Regional/local
Drinking Water Treatment and
Distribution

Salt and Salinity Management
Urban Stormwater Runoff Management
Agricultural Lands Stewardship
Ecosystem Restoration
Forest Management
Land Use Planning and Management
Recharge Area Protection
Sediment Management
Watershed Management
Economic Incentives
Outreach and Engagement
Water and Culture
Water-Dependent Recreation
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Other Strategies (Crop Idling for Water
Transfers, Dewvaporation or Atmospheric
Pressure Desalination, Fog Collection,

Irrigated Land Retirement, Rainfed
Agriculture, Snow Fences, Waterbag
Transport/Storage Technology
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Project Description
4)

Project Description

Please provide a description of your project, including the project location (please provide GPS
coordinates if available), area and/or entities that will be affected by or will benefit from your
project, related water and environmental resources within the project boundaries, and any
potential obstacles to implementation. Attach extra pages if necessary. If feasible, please
attach a copy of all relevant project literature.
The Lake Camanche Village Wastewater Treatment Plant serves approximately 400 homes in
the Lake Camanche Village Development. The existing storage and spray irrigation system was
unable to handle the effluent loading during the spring storms of 2005 and 2006. The Amador
Water Agency is currently complying with the Regional Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB)
Cease and Desist Order#R5-20030126 by choosing and implementing long term improvements
to the WWTP. AWA has contracted with Stantec Engineering to prepare a PER technical report
and environmental documents to rehabilitate the existing wastewater treatment facility and add
a gravity effluent pipeline, effluent lift station, and new disposal area at the Gansberg Ranch.
Treated wastewater effluent will be used for irrigation during the dryer months and ponds will be
constructed to hold the effluent during wetter months.
This project will upgrade the treatment facility, provide both gravity and forcemain pipelines and
provide a new lift station and disposal area. This recycled water supply will reduce total needed
demand and will provide a reliable and sustainable agricultural water supply.
Storm water impacts will be minimized through BMP’s. This project will enhance and protects
wetlands by avoiding spills. Finally, agencies will achieve regulatory compliance and prevent
water quality degradation. By preventing spills during storms, water quality will be protected
and improved. Potential health risks will also be avoided. This project will cost approximately
$14 million. Other variations are also under consideration. CA 38° 14’ 58.396” N Lat 120° 56’
59.928” W Long.
Readiness to Proceed
Please indicate your project’s readiness. In the text box, please provide more information on
timing, such as when design may be complete, when permits/environmental documentation may
be acquired, or when construction may begin.
Planning/Initial Study
Conceptual Design
In Design
Design Complete
In Environmental Review
Environmental Review Complete
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Click here to enter text.
5)

Planning Horizon

Is the project expected to be completed by 2027?
Yes
No
6)

Technical Feasibility

Please list background information, studies, or other documentation (including author and year)
that detail the technical feasibility of the project.
Similar designs and concepts used throughout Western USA. There are lots of Title 22
Recycling projects throughout California.
7)

Economic Feasibility and Project Costs

Please provide estimated project costs (capital, operations and maintenance, and replacement)
and estimated project life.
Capital Cost: $ 14,000,000
Annual O&M Costs: $ 500,000
Replacement Costs, Description of Equipment to be Replaced, & Frequency of
Replacement (e.g., every 5 years): Pumps, Treatment Process Improvements. Every 25 years.
$1,750,000.
Estimated Project Life (Years): 50
Cost Basis (if not 2018 dollars): Click here to enter text.
What is the basis for your project costs? At what stage in the project were they developed? If a
cost estimate has been prepared, please provide.
Draft PER Technical and Environmental Report from Stantec, 2018.
Please describe the economic feasibility of the project. If an economic analysis (benefit/cost
analysis or cost-effectiveness analysis) of the project has been completed, please provide the
findings of that analysis and the reference (including author and year).
Click here to enter text.
8)

Financing

How will your project be financed? What are the funding sources for your project?
Grants and loans
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9)

Climate Change Adaptation

Does your project help adapt to climate change? E.g., how your project helps the region adapt
to identified climate change regional vulnerabilities; how your project may address changes to
the amount, intensity, timing, quality, and variability of runoff and recharge.
Yes
No
If yes, please explain how and the likelihood of the climate change adaptation benefits.
Climate change has a direct effect on the recharge of the aquifer. The more efficient the
groundwater is utilized, the longer that source water will be available for the public. By replacing
some of the groundwater used for ranch land irrigation with recycled water, the groundwater
source will last longer.
10) Climate Change Mitigation
Does your project help mitigate against the effects of climate change? E.g., how your project
may reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions as compared to project alternatives; how your
project may reduce energy consumption, especially the energy embedded in water use; or if
your project includes renewable energy sources.
Yes
No
If yes, please explain how and the likelihood of the climate change mitigation benefits.
Climate change has a direct effect on the recharge of the aquifer. The more efficient the
groundwater is utilized, the longer that source water will be available for the public. By replacing
some of the groundwater with recycled water, the groundwater source will last longer.
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More Information
11) Multi-entity Integration and Benefits
Is your project linked to or combined with another project or provide benefits to more than one
entity?
Yes
No
If yes, please describe the linked / integrated projects and other possible project participants.
Describe entities that benefit from the project and describe the benefits to each entity.
Click here to enter text.
12) Disadvantaged Communities Benefits
Does your project provide specific benefits to critical DAC water issues? For the purposes of
Proposition 1 funding, a DAC is defined as “a community with a median household income
(MHI) less than 80% of the Statewide average.” If you are unsure if your project is located in a
DAC, please use the DWR mapping tool, located here: https://gis.water.ca.gov/app/dacs/.
Yes, my project provides benefits to DACs as defined by Prop 1
Yes, my project provides benefits to DACs using some other definition (please
indicate the definition you are using in the comment box below)
No
If yes, please identify the DAC benefits and explain the magnitude of each benefit.
Click here to enter text.
13) Native American Tribal Communities Benefits
Does your project provide specific benefits to critical water issues for Native American tribal
communities?
Yes
No
If yes, please identify the benefits and explain the magnitude of each benefit.
14) Environmental Justice Concerns
Does your project have environmental justice concerns? Environmental Justice is defined by
State Law as: “the fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all people regardless of race,
color, sex national origin, or income with respect to the development, implementation and
enforcement of environmental laws, regulations, and policies.”
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Yes
No
Please provide a rationale for your response.
Yes, there is fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all.
15) Best Project for Intended Purpose
Please indicate the score below that best reflects your project and provide a justification of how
you arrived at your score.
High: Project is the best possible alternative to meet the stated need from a social,
environmental, and economic perspective.
Medium: Other alternatives exist that may be preferable from a social, environmental,
and economic perspective.
Low: Other alternatives clearly exist that will be better to meet the intended need from
a social, environmental, and economic perspective.
Treatment of wastewater for recycling is a best management practice for reuse of this
vital resource. The existing wastewater treatment facility is under Cease and Desist
Orders and the WWTF has difficulty treating the wastewater and disposing of the treated
effluent via spray irrigation and insufficient storage during the wet winter months for large
storm events of 100 years or greater.
Minimize Implementation Risk
Please indicate the score below that best reflects your project and provide a justification of how
you arrived at your score.
High: Minimal implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such as
regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and low degree of controversy,
potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
Medium: Moderate implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such
as regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and moderate degree of
controversy, potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
Low: High implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such as
regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and high degree of controversy,
potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
Treatment of wastewater for recycling is a best management practice for reuse of this
vital resource. The existing wastewater treatment facility is under Cease and Desist
Orders and the WWTF has difficulty treating the wastewater and disposing of the treated
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effluent via spray irrigation and insufficient storage during the wet winter months for large
storm events of 100 years or greater.
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California Statewide Priorities
Make Conservation a Way of Life
 Building on current water conservation efforts and promoting the innovation of new
systems for increased water conservation.
 Expand agricultural and urban water conservation and efficiency to exceed SBX7-7
targets
 Provide funding for conservation and efficiency
 Increase water sector energy efficiency and greenhouse gas reduction capacity
 Promote local urban conservation ordinances and programs
Increase Regional Self-Reliance and Integrated Water Management Across All Levels of
Government
 Ensure water security at the local level, where individual government efforts integrate
into one combined regional commitment where the sum becomes greater than any
single piece.
 Support and expand funding for Integrated Water Management planning and projects
 Improve land use and water alignment
 Provide assistance to disadvantaged communities
 Encourage State focus on projects with multiple benefits
 Increase the use of recycled water
Achieve Co-Equal Goals for the Delta
 This action is directed towards State and federal agencies; however, consideration will
be afforded to eligible local or regional projects that also support achieving the co-equal
goals providing a more reliable water supply for California and to protect, restore, and
enhance the Delta ecosystem.
Protect and Restore Important Ecosystems
 Continue protecting and restoring the resiliency of our ecosystems to support fish and
wildlife populations, improve water quality, and restore natural system functions.
 Restore key mountain meadow habitat
 Manage headwaters for multiple benefits
 Protect key habitat of the Salton Sea through local partnership
 Restore coastal watersheds
 Continue restoration efforts in the Lake Tahoe Basin
 Continue restoration efforts in the Klamath Basin
 Water for wetlands and waterfowl
 Eliminate barriers to fish migration
 Assess fish passage at large dams
 Enhance water flows in stream systems statewide
Manage and Prepare for Dry Periods
 Effectively manage water resources through all hydrologic conditions to reduce impacts
of shortages and lessen costs of state response actions. Secure more reliable water
supplies and consequently improve drought preparedness and make California’s water
system more resilient.
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Revise operations to respond to extreme conditions
Encourage healthy soils

Expand Water Storage Capacity and Improve Groundwater Management
 Increase water storage for widespread public and environmental benefits, especially in
increasingly dry years and better manage our groundwater to reduce overdraft.
 Provide essential data to enable Sustainable Groundwater Management
 Support funding partnerships for storage projects
 Improve Sustainable Groundwater Management
 Support distributed groundwater storage
 Increase statewide groundwater recharge
 Accelerate clean-up of contaminated groundwater and prevent future contamination
Provide Safe Water for All Communities
 Provide all Californians the right to safe, clean, affordable and accessible water
adequate for human consumption, cooking, and sanitary purposes.
 Consolidate water quality programs
 Provide funding assistance for vulnerable communities
 Manage the supply status of community water systems
o

Additionally, as required by Water Code §10545, in areas that have nitrate, arsenic,
perchlorate, or hexavalent chromium contamination, consideration will be given to grant
proposals that included projects that help address the impacts caused by nitrate, arsenic,
perchlorate, or hexavalent chromium contamination, including projects that provide safe
drinking water to small disadvantaged communities.

Increase Flood Protection
 Collaboratively plan for integrated flood and water management systems, and implement
flood projects that protect public safety, increase water supply reliability, conserve
farmlands, and restore ecosystems.
 Improve access to emergency funds
 Better coordinate flood response operations
 Prioritize funding to reduce flood risk and improve flood response
 Encourage flood projects that plan for climate change and achieve multiple benefits
Increase Operational and Regulatory Efficiency
 This action is directed towards State and federal agencies; however, consideration will
be afforded to eligible local or regional projects that also support increased operational
of the State Water Project or Central Valley Project.
Identify Sustainable and Integrated Financing Opportunities
 This action is directed towards State agencies and the legislature.
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Mokelumne/Amador/Calaveras (MAC)
Integrated Regional Water Management Plan Update
Project Information Sheet
PLEASE SUBMIT COMPLETED FORMS BY AUGUST 6, 2018
Questions and completed forms should be directed to:
Rachel Gross
Woodard & Curran
415-321-3424
rgross@woodardcurran.com

Proposed Project and Responsible Agency Information
Project Title: Amador Water Agency System Computer Modeling
Project Location: Amador County – Ione (38°21’9.688”N Lat 120°55’57.783”W Long)
Sutter Creek (38°23’34.683”N Lat 120°48’8.768”W Long) Pioneer (38°25’54.768”N Lat
120°34’18.738”W Long)
Submitting Entity / Project Proponent: Amador Water Agency
Other Participating Agencies (if applicable): Click here to enter text.
Contact Name for Project Proponent: Gene Mancebo, General Manager
Mailing Address for Project Proponent: 12800 Ridge Road, Sutter Creek, CA 95685
Phone Number for Project Proponent: 209.257.5245
Email Address for Project Proponent: gmancebo@amadorwater.org
To the best of your knowledge, do you anticipate that your agency will adopt/approve the
2018 MAC IRWMP?
Page 1 of 14

Yes
No
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Eligibility
In order to be considered for inclusion in the MAC Plan 2018 Update, the project must meet at
least one MAC Plan Goal, at least one Statewide Priority, and address at least two Resource
Management Strategies. If your project does not meet these minimum requirements it will not be
included in the MAC Plan 2018 Update.
MAC Plan Update Goals
1)

Does your project advance one or more of the MAC IRWM goals?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)

If yes, please indicate which goal and explain how.
Policy 1: Maintain and Improve Water Quality
Goal: Reduce sources of contaminants.
Description: Target replacement of pipelines and systems that have exceeded their life
expectancy to reduce sources of contaminants. Computer modeling is a first step in
showing inefficiencies in the systems.
Goal: Manage stormwater flows and transport of sediment and contaminants.
Description: Replacement of worn out piping and canal systems to manage stormwater
flows with sediment and contaminants from entering the AWA system. Computer
modeling is a first step in showing inefficiencies in the systems.
Policy 2: Improve Water Supply Reliability and Ensure Long-Term Balance of Supply and
Demand
Goal: Ensure sufficient firm yield water supply.
Description: Computer modeling will show inefficiencies in the systems.
Goal: Maintain and improve water infrastructure reliability.
Description: A master plan is necessary to coordinate funding and expenditures to the
greatest need of AWA infrastructure in a sequenced and phased manner. Computer
modeling is a key element utilized by the master plan.
Goal: Promote water conservation, recycling and reuse for urban and agricultural uses.
Description: Proper adherence to a master plan creates an opportunity to conserve
more water for use and recycling. Computer modeling is a key element utilized by the
master plan.
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Goal: Develop appropriate drought mitigation measures.
Description: Highly efficient systems will conserve the water for its fullest use.
Computer modeling will help identify the areas of low efficiencies.
Policy 3: Practice Resource Stewardship
Goal: Identify opportunities to conserve, enhance and restore the region’s natural
resources.
Description: Computer modeling will show areas to be improved and conservation
opportunities for water savings.
Goal: Minimize adverse effects on biological and cultural resources.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Goal: Identify opportunities for public access, open spaces, trails, and other
recreational benefits.
Description: potential for added public spaces if leachfields and other wastewater
facilities are removed if the Hwy 88 sewer trunk line is constructed and if existing canals
are utilized as public trails once potable water is available to all households along the
canals and adequate irrigation water is provided. Computer modeling will help identify
areas of improvement.
Policy 4 is not included here because it is more relevant to the MAC Plan than to individual
projects.
Policy 5 is incorporated in Questions 10 and 11 below.

Statewide Priorities
2)

Does your project advance one or more of the Statewide Priorities?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)
If yes, please indicate which priorities. Check all that apply. More information on
each priority is included on the last two pages of this form.
Make Conservation a California Way of Life
Increase Regional Self-Reliance and Integrated Water Management Across All Levels
of Government
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Achieve Co-Equal Goals for the Delta
Protect and Restore Important Ecosystems
Manage and Prepare for Dry Periods
Expand Water Storage Capacity and Improve Groundwater Management
Provide Safe Water for All Communities
Increase Flood Protection
Increase Operational and Regulatory Efficiency
Identify Sustainable and Integrated Financing Opportunities

Resource Management Strategies
3)

Does your project address two or more of the Resource Management Strategies?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)
If yes, please indicate which strategies. Check all that apply to your project.
Agricultural Water Use Efficiency

Surface Storage – CALFED

Urban Water Use Efficiency

Surface Storage – Regional/local

Flood Management

Drinking Water Treatment and
Distribution

Conveyance – Delta

Groundwater and Aquifer
Remediation

Conveyance – Regional/local
System Reoperation

Matching Water Quality to Use

Water Transfers

Pollution Prevention

Conjunctive Management &
Groundwater Storage
Desalination – Brackish and Sea
Water

Salt and Salinity Management
Urban Stormwater Runoff Management
Agricultural Lands Stewardship

Recycled Municipal Water

Ecosystem Restoration

Precipitation Enhancement

Forest Management
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Land Use Planning and Management

Water and Culture

Recharge Area Protection

Water-Dependent Recreation

Sediment Management
Watershed Management
Economic Incentives
Outreach and Engagement

Other Strategies (Crop Idling for Water
Transfers, Dewvaporation or Atmospheric
Pressure Desalination, Fog Collection,
Irrigated Land Retirement, Rainfed
Agriculture, Snow Fences, Waterbag
Transport/Storage Technology
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Project Description
4)

Project Description

Please provide a description of your project, including the project location (please provide GPS
coordinates if available), area and/or entities that will be affected by or will benefit from your
project, related water and environmental resources within the project boundaries, and any
potential obstacles to implementation. Attach extra pages if necessary. If feasible, please
attach a copy of all relevant project literature.
The distribution, collection and treatment systems for the Amador Water Agency are old,
antiquated, undersized, and various locations suffer from various states of disrepair. This leaves
certain communities with substandard systems and Health and Safety risks. AWA needs to
evaluate system pressure, peak and fire flow needs throughout its entire distribution system.
AWA needs to evaluate the various wastewater conveyance and treatment systems. Computer
modeling will help identify replacement and modifications to the water and wastewater systems
within the County of Amador to improve water supply delivery and meet minimum fire flow
requirements, as well as wastewater conveyance, treatment and recycling. Ione (38°21’9.688”N
Lat 120°55’57.783”W Long) Sutter Creek (38°23’34.683”N Lat 120°48’8.768”W Long)
Pioneer (38°25’54.768”N Lat 120°34’18.738”W Long)
5)

Readiness to Proceed

Please indicate your project’s readiness. In the text box, please provide more information on
timing, such as when design may be complete, when permits/environmental documentation may
be acquired, or when construction may begin.
Planning/Initial Study
Conceptual Design
In Design
Design Complete
In Environmental Review
Environmental Review Complete
Click here to enter text.
6)

Planning Horizon

Is the project expected to be completed by 2027?
Yes
No
7)

Technical Feasibility
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Please list background information, studies, or other documentation (including author and year)
that detail the technical feasibility of the project.
8)

Economic Feasibility and Project Costs

Please provide estimated project costs (capital, operations and maintenance, and replacement)
and estimated project life.
Capital Cost: $ 70,000
Annual O&M Costs: $ Click here to enter text.
Replacement Costs, Description of Equipment to be Replaced, & Frequency of
Replacement (e.g., every 5 years): Click here to enter text.
Estimated Project Life (Years): Click here to enter text.
Cost Basis (if not 2018 dollars): Click here to enter text.
What is the basis for your project costs? At what stage in the project were they developed? If a
cost estimate has been prepared, please provide.
Click here to enter text.
Please describe the economic feasibility of the project. If an economic analysis (benefit/cost
analysis or cost-effectiveness analysis) of the project has been completed, please provide the
findings of that analysis and the reference (including author and year).
Click here to enter text.
9)

Financing

How will your project be financed? What are the funding sources for your project?
Grants and loans
10) Climate Change Adaptation
Does your project help adapt to climate change? E.g., how your project helps the region adapt
to identified climate change regional vulnerabilities; how your project may address changes to
the amount, intensity, timing, quality, and variability of runoff and recharge.
Yes
No
If yes, please explain how and the likelihood of the climate change adaptation benefits.
Increasing system efficiencies and recycling wastewater provides support to adapt to climate
change. Computer modeling is the first step in analyzing system efficiencies.
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11) Climate Change Mitigation
Does your project help mitigate against the effects of climate change? E.g., how your project
may reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions as compared to project alternatives; how your
project may reduce energy consumption, especially the energy embedded in water use; or if
your project includes renewable energy sources.
Yes
No
If yes, please explain how and the likelihood of the climate change mitigation benefits.
Increasing system efficiencies and recycling wastewater provides support to adapt to climate
change and limits excessive greenhouse gas emissions with said efficiencies. Computer
modeling is the first step in analyzing system efficiencies.
.
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More Information
12) Multi-entity Integration and Benefits
Is your project linked to or combined with another project or provide benefits to more than one
entity?
Yes
No
If yes, please describe the linked / integrated projects and other possible project participants.
Describe entities that benefit from the project and describe the benefits to each entity.
Ione, Plymouth, Jackson, Sutter Creek, Martell, Amador City, Drytown, Pine Grove, Rabb Park
Estates, and First Mace Meadows Water District would benefit from the identification of
distribution, collection, and treatment systems improvements and their installation.
13) Disadvantaged Communities Benefits
Does your project provide specific benefits to critical DAC water issues? For the purposes of
Proposition 1 funding, a DAC is defined as “a community with a median household income
(MHI) less than 80% of the Statewide average.” If you are unsure if your project is located in a
DAC, please use the DWR mapping tool, located here: https://gis.water.ca.gov/app/dacs/.
Yes, my project provides benefits to DACs as defined by Prop 1
Yes, my project provides benefits to DACs using some other definition (please
indicate the definition you are using in the comment box below)
No
If yes, please identify the DAC benefits and explain the magnitude of each benefit.
Click here to enter text.
14) Native American Tribal Communities Benefits
Does your project provide specific benefits to critical water issues for Native American tribal
communities?
Yes
No
If yes, please identify the benefits and explain the magnitude of each benefit.
AWA serves the Jackson Band of Mi-Wuk Native American tribe at Jackson Rancheria
and improving the infrastructure strengthens the system and controls water losses for
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more efficient operation and more water through recycling. Computer modeling is the
first step in analyzing system efficiencies.
15) Environmental Justice Concerns
Does your project have environmental justice concerns? Environmental Justice is defined by
State Law as: “the fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all people regardless of race,
color, sex national origin, or income with respect to the development, implementation and
enforcement of environmental laws, regulations, and policies.”
Yes
No
Please provide a rationale for your response.
Yes, there is fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all.
16) Best Project for Intended Purpose
Please indicate the score below that best reflects your project and provide a justification of how
you arrived at your score.
High: Project is the best possible alternative to meet the stated need from a social,
environmental, and economic perspective.
Medium: Other alternatives exist that may be preferable from a social, environmental,
and economic perspective.
Low: Other alternatives clearly exist that will be better to meet the intended need from
a social, environmental, and economic perspective.
A master plan is needed to guide AWA into the future and place ranking on the needs of
the infrastructure. Computer modeling is the first step in analyzing system efficiencies to
prepare a master plan.
17) Minimize Implementation Risk
Please indicate the score below that best reflects your project and provide a justification of how
you arrived at your score.
High: Minimal implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such as
regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and low degree of controversy,
potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
Medium: Moderate implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such
as regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and moderate degree of
controversy, potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
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Low: High implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such as
regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and high degree of controversy,
potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
A master plan is needed to guide AWA into the future and place ranking on the needs of
the infrastructure. Computer modeling is the first step in analyzing system efficiencies to
prepare a master plan
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California Statewide Priorities
Make Conservation a Way of Life
 Building on current water conservation efforts and promoting the innovation of new
systems for increased water conservation.
 Expand agricultural and urban water conservation and efficiency to exceed SBX7-7
targets
 Provide funding for conservation and efficiency
 Increase water sector energy efficiency and greenhouse gas reduction capacity
 Promote local urban conservation ordinances and programs
Increase Regional Self-Reliance and Integrated Water Management Across All Levels of
Government
 Ensure water security at the local level, where individual government efforts integrate
into one combined regional commitment where the sum becomes greater than any
single piece.
 Support and expand funding for Integrated Water Management planning and projects
 Improve land use and water alignment
 Provide assistance to disadvantaged communities
 Encourage State focus on projects with multiple benefits
 Increase the use of recycled water
Achieve Co-Equal Goals for the Delta
 This action is directed towards State and federal agencies; however, consideration will
be afforded to eligible local or regional projects that also support achieving the co-equal
goals providing a more reliable water supply for California and to protect, restore, and
enhance the Delta ecosystem.
Protect and Restore Important Ecosystems
 Continue protecting and restoring the resiliency of our ecosystems to support fish and
wildlife populations, improve water quality, and restore natural system functions.
 Restore key mountain meadow habitat
 Manage headwaters for multiple benefits
 Protect key habitat of the Salton Sea through local partnership
 Restore coastal watersheds
 Continue restoration efforts in the Lake Tahoe Basin
 Continue restoration efforts in the Klamath Basin
 Water for wetlands and waterfowl
 Eliminate barriers to fish migration
 Assess fish passage at large dams
 Enhance water flows in stream systems statewide
Manage and Prepare for Dry Periods
 Effectively manage water resources through all hydrologic conditions to reduce impacts
of shortages and lessen costs of state response actions. Secure more reliable water
supplies and consequently improve drought preparedness and make California’s water
system more resilient.
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Revise operations to respond to extreme conditions
Encourage healthy soils

Expand Water Storage Capacity and Improve Groundwater Management
 Increase water storage for widespread public and environmental benefits, especially in
increasingly dry years and better manage our groundwater to reduce overdraft.
 Provide essential data to enable Sustainable Groundwater Management
 Support funding partnerships for storage projects
 Improve Sustainable Groundwater Management
 Support distributed groundwater storage
 Increase statewide groundwater recharge
 Accelerate clean-up of contaminated groundwater and prevent future contamination
Provide Safe Water for All Communities
 Provide all Californians the right to safe, clean, affordable and accessible water
adequate for human consumption, cooking, and sanitary purposes.
 Consolidate water quality programs
 Provide funding assistance for vulnerable communities
 Manage the supply status of community water systems
o

Additionally, as required by Water Code §10545, in areas that have nitrate, arsenic,
perchlorate, or hexavalent chromium contamination, consideration will be given to grant
proposals that included projects that help address the impacts caused by nitrate, arsenic,
perchlorate, or hexavalent chromium contamination, including projects that provide safe
drinking water to small disadvantaged communities.

Increase Flood Protection
 Collaboratively plan for integrated flood and water management systems, and implement
flood projects that protect public safety, increase water supply reliability, conserve
farmlands, and restore ecosystems.
 Improve access to emergency funds
 Better coordinate flood response operations
 Prioritize funding to reduce flood risk and improve flood response
 Encourage flood projects that plan for climate change and achieve multiple benefits
Increase Operational and Regulatory Efficiency
 This action is directed towards State and federal agencies; however, consideration will
be afforded to eligible local or regional projects that also support increased operational
of the State Water Project or Central Valley Project.
Identify Sustainable and Integrated Financing Opportunities
 This action is directed towards State agencies and the legislature.
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Mokelumne/Amador/Calaveras (MAC)
Integrated Regional Water Management Plan Update
Project Information Sheet
PLEASE SUBMIT COMPLETED FORMS BY AUGUST 6, 2018
Questions and completed forms should be directed to:
Rachel Gross
Woodard & Curran
415-321-3424
rgross@woodardcurran.com

Proposed Project and Responsible Agency Information
Project Title: Amador Water Agency Master Plan
Project Location: Amador County – Ione (38°21’9.688”N Lat 120°55’57.783”W Long)
Sutter Creek (38°23’34.683”N Lat 120°48’8.768”W Long) Pioneer (38°25’54.768”N Lat
120°34’18.738”W Long)
Submitting Entity / Project Proponent: Amador Water Agency
Other Participating Agencies (if applicable): Click here to enter text.
Contact Name for Project Proponent: Gene Mancebo, General Manager
Mailing Address for Project Proponent: 12800 Ridge Road, Sutter Creek, CA 95685
Phone Number for Project Proponent: 209.257.5245
Email Address for Project Proponent: gmancebo@amadorwater.org
To the best of your knowledge, do you anticipate that your agency will adopt/approve the
2018 MAC IRWMP?
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Yes
No
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Eligibility
In order to be considered for inclusion in the MAC Plan 2018 Update, the project must meet at
least one MAC Plan Goal, at least one Statewide Priority, and address at least two Resource
Management Strategies. If your project does not meet these minimum requirements it will not be
included in the MAC Plan 2018 Update.
MAC Plan Update Goals
1)

Does your project advance one or more of the MAC IRWM goals?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)

If yes, please indicate which goal and explain how.
Policy 1: Maintain and Improve Water Quality
Goal: Reduce sources of contaminants.
Description: Target replacement of pipelines and systems that have exceeded their life
expectancy to reduce sources of contaminants.
Goal: Manage stormwater flows and transport of sediment and contaminants.
Description: Replacement of worn out piping and canal systems to manage stormwater
flows with sediment and contaminants from entering the AWA system.
Policy 2: Improve Water Supply Reliability and Ensure Long-Term Balance of Supply and
Demand
Goal: Ensure sufficient firm yield water supply.
Description: Maintaining low pressure fire flow requires sufficient firm yield water
supply
Goal: Maintain and improve water infrastructure reliability.
Description: A master plan is necessary to coordinate funding and expenditures to the
greatest need of AWA infrastructure in a sequenced and phased manner.
Goal: Promote water conservation, recycling and reuse for urban and agricultural uses.
Description: Proper adherence to a master plan creates an opportunity to conserve
more water for use and recycling.
Goal: Develop appropriate drought mitigation measures.
Description: Highly efficient systems will conserve the water for its fullest use.
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Policy 3: Practice Resource Stewardship
Goal: Identify opportunities to conserve, enhance and restore the region’s natural
resources.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Goal: Minimize adverse effects on biological and cultural resources.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Goal: Identify opportunities for public access, open spaces, trails, and other
recreational benefits.
Description: potential for added public spaces if leachfields and other wastewater
facilities are removed if the Hwy 88 sewer trunk line is constructed.
Policy 4 is not included here because it is more relevant to the MAC Plan than to individual
projects.
Policy 5 is incorporated in Questions 10 and 11 below.

Statewide Priorities
2)

Does your project advance one or more of the Statewide Priorities?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)
If yes, please indicate which priorities. Check all that apply. More information on
each priority is included on the last two pages of this form.
Make Conservation a California Way of Life
Increase Regional Self-Reliance and Integrated Water Management Across All Levels
of Government
Achieve Co-Equal Goals for the Delta
Protect and Restore Important Ecosystems
Manage and Prepare for Dry Periods
Expand Water Storage Capacity and Improve Groundwater Management
Provide Safe Water for All Communities
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Increase Flood Protection
Increase Operational and Regulatory Efficiency
Identify Sustainable and Integrated Financing Opportunities

Resource Management Strategies
3)

Does your project address two or more of the Resource Management Strategies?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)
If yes, please indicate which strategies. Check all that apply to your project.
Agricultural Water Use Efficiency

Groundwater and Aquifer
Remediation

Urban Water Use Efficiency

Matching Water Quality to Use

Flood Management

Pollution Prevention

Conveyance – Delta
Conveyance – Regional/local
System Reoperation
Water Transfers
Conjunctive Management &
Groundwater Storage
Desalination – Brackish and Sea
Water
Recycled Municipal Water
Precipitation Enhancement
Surface Storage – CALFED
Surface Storage – Regional/local
Drinking Water Treatment and
Distribution

Salt and Salinity Management
Urban Stormwater Runoff Management
Agricultural Lands Stewardship
Ecosystem Restoration
Forest Management
Land Use Planning and Management
Recharge Area Protection
Sediment Management
Watershed Management
Economic Incentives
Outreach and Engagement
Water and Culture
Water-Dependent Recreation
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Other Strategies (Crop Idling for Water
Transfers, Dewvaporation or Atmospheric
Pressure Desalination, Fog Collection,

Irrigated Land Retirement, Rainfed
Agriculture, Snow Fences, Waterbag
Transport/Storage Technology
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Project Description
4)

Project Description

Please provide a description of your project, including the project location (please provide GPS
coordinates if available), area and/or entities that will be affected by or will benefit from your
project, related water and environmental resources within the project boundaries, and any
potential obstacles to implementation. Attach extra pages if necessary. If feasible, please
attach a copy of all relevant project literature.
The distribution, collection and treatment systems for the Amador Water Agency are old,
antiquated, undersized, and various locations suffer from various states of disrepair. This leaves
certain communities with substandard systems and Health and Safety risks. AWA needs to
evaluate system pressure, peak and fire flow needs throughout its entire distribution system.
AWA needs to evaluate the various wastewater conveyance and treatment systems. This
project will identify, prioritize and provide for the design, replacement and modifications to the
water and wastewater systems within the County of Amador to improve water supply delivery
and meet minimum fire flow requirements, as well as wastewater conveyance, treatment and
recycling. Ione (38°21’9.688”N Lat 120°55’57.783”W Long) Sutter Creek (38°23’34.683”N
Lat 120°48’8.768”W Long) Pioneer (38°25’54.768”N Lat 120°34’18.738”W Long)
5)

Readiness to Proceed

Please indicate your project’s readiness. In the text box, please provide more information on
timing, such as when design may be complete, when permits/environmental documentation may
be acquired, or when construction may begin.
Planning/Initial Study
Conceptual Design
In Design
Design Complete
In Environmental Review
Environmental Review Complete
Click here to enter text.
6)

Planning Horizon

Is the project expected to be completed by 2027?
Yes
No
7)

Technical Feasibility
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Please list background information, studies, or other documentation (including author and year)
that detail the technical feasibility of the project.
8)

Economic Feasibility and Project Costs

Please provide estimated project costs (capital, operations and maintenance, and replacement)
and estimated project life.
Capital Cost: $ 250,000
Annual O&M Costs: $ Click here to enter text.
Replacement Costs, Description of Equipment to be Replaced, & Frequency of
Replacement (e.g., every 5 years): Click here to enter text.
Estimated Project Life (Years): Click here to enter text.
Cost Basis (if not 2018 dollars): Click here to enter text.
What is the basis for your project costs? At what stage in the project were they developed? If a
cost estimate has been prepared, please provide.
Click here to enter text.
Please describe the economic feasibility of the project. If an economic analysis (benefit/cost
analysis or cost-effectiveness analysis) of the project has been completed, please provide the
findings of that analysis and the reference (including author and year).
Click here to enter text.
9)

Financing

How will your project be financed? What are the funding sources for your project?
Grants and loans
10) Climate Change Adaptation
Does your project help adapt to climate change? E.g., how your project helps the region adapt
to identified climate change regional vulnerabilities; how your project may address changes to
the amount, intensity, timing, quality, and variability of runoff and recharge.
Yes
No
If yes, please explain how and the likelihood of the climate change adaptation benefits.
Increasing system efficiencies and recycling wastewater provides support to adapt to climate
change.
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11) Climate Change Mitigation
Does your project help mitigate against the effects of climate change? E.g., how your project
may reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions as compared to project alternatives; how your
project may reduce energy consumption, especially the energy embedded in water use; or if
your project includes renewable energy sources.
Yes
No
If yes, please explain how and the likelihood of the climate change mitigation benefits.
Increasing system efficiencies and recycling wastewater provides support to adapt to climate
change and limits excessive greenhouse gas emissions with said efficiencies.
.
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More Information
12) Multi-entity Integration and Benefits
Is your project linked to or combined with another project or provide benefits to more than one
entity?
Yes
No
If yes, please describe the linked / integrated projects and other possible project participants.
Describe entities that benefit from the project and describe the benefits to each entity.
Ione, Plymouth, Jackson, Sutter Creek, Martell, Amador City, Drytown, Pine Grove, Rabb Park
Estates, and First Mace Meadows Water District would benefit from the identification of
distribution, collection, and treatment systems improvements and their installation.
13) Disadvantaged Communities Benefits
Does your project provide specific benefits to critical DAC water issues? For the purposes of
Proposition 1 funding, a DAC is defined as “a community with a median household income
(MHI) less than 80% of the Statewide average.” If you are unsure if your project is located in a
DAC, please use the DWR mapping tool, located here: https://gis.water.ca.gov/app/dacs/.
Yes, my project provides benefits to DACs as defined by Prop 1
Yes, my project provides benefits to DACs using some other definition (please
indicate the definition you are using in the comment box below)
No
If yes, please identify the DAC benefits and explain the magnitude of each benefit.
Click here to enter text.
14) Native American Tribal Communities Benefits
Does your project provide specific benefits to critical water issues for Native American tribal
communities?
Yes
No
If yes, please identify the benefits and explain the magnitude of each benefit.
AWA serves the Jackson Band of Mi-Wuk Native American tribe at Jackson Rancheria
and improving the infrastructure strengthens the system and controls water losses for
more efficient operation and more water through recycling.
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15) Environmental Justice Concerns
Does your project have environmental justice concerns? Environmental Justice is defined by
State Law as: “the fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all people regardless of race,
color, sex national origin, or income with respect to the development, implementation and
enforcement of environmental laws, regulations, and policies.”
Yes
No
Please provide a rationale for your response.
Yes, there is fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all.
16) Best Project for Intended Purpose
Please indicate the score below that best reflects your project and provide a justification of how
you arrived at your score.
High: Project is the best possible alternative to meet the stated need from a social,
environmental, and economic perspective.
Medium: Other alternatives exist that may be preferable from a social, environmental,
and economic perspective.
Low: Other alternatives clearly exist that will be better to meet the intended need from
a social, environmental, and economic perspective.
A master plan is needed to guide AWA into the future and place ranking on the needs of
the infrastructure
17) Minimize Implementation Risk
Please indicate the score below that best reflects your project and provide a justification of how
you arrived at your score.
High: Minimal implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such as
regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and low degree of controversy,
potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
Medium: Moderate implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such
as regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and moderate degree of
controversy, potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
Low: High implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such as
regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and high degree of controversy,
potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
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A master plan is needed to guide AWA into the future and place ranking on the needs of
the infrastructure
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California Statewide Priorities
Make Conservation a Way of Life
 Building on current water conservation efforts and promoting the innovation of new
systems for increased water conservation.
 Expand agricultural and urban water conservation and efficiency to exceed SBX7-7
targets
 Provide funding for conservation and efficiency
 Increase water sector energy efficiency and greenhouse gas reduction capacity
 Promote local urban conservation ordinances and programs
Increase Regional Self-Reliance and Integrated Water Management Across All Levels of
Government
 Ensure water security at the local level, where individual government efforts integrate
into one combined regional commitment where the sum becomes greater than any
single piece.
 Support and expand funding for Integrated Water Management planning and projects
 Improve land use and water alignment
 Provide assistance to disadvantaged communities
 Encourage State focus on projects with multiple benefits
 Increase the use of recycled water
Achieve Co-Equal Goals for the Delta
 This action is directed towards State and federal agencies; however, consideration will
be afforded to eligible local or regional projects that also support achieving the co-equal
goals providing a more reliable water supply for California and to protect, restore, and
enhance the Delta ecosystem.
Protect and Restore Important Ecosystems
 Continue protecting and restoring the resiliency of our ecosystems to support fish and
wildlife populations, improve water quality, and restore natural system functions.
 Restore key mountain meadow habitat
 Manage headwaters for multiple benefits
 Protect key habitat of the Salton Sea through local partnership
 Restore coastal watersheds
 Continue restoration efforts in the Lake Tahoe Basin
 Continue restoration efforts in the Klamath Basin
 Water for wetlands and waterfowl
 Eliminate barriers to fish migration
 Assess fish passage at large dams
 Enhance water flows in stream systems statewide
Manage and Prepare for Dry Periods
 Effectively manage water resources through all hydrologic conditions to reduce impacts
of shortages and lessen costs of state response actions. Secure more reliable water
supplies and consequently improve drought preparedness and make California’s water
system more resilient.
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Revise operations to respond to extreme conditions
Encourage healthy soils

Expand Water Storage Capacity and Improve Groundwater Management
 Increase water storage for widespread public and environmental benefits, especially in
increasingly dry years and better manage our groundwater to reduce overdraft.
 Provide essential data to enable Sustainable Groundwater Management
 Support funding partnerships for storage projects
 Improve Sustainable Groundwater Management
 Support distributed groundwater storage
 Increase statewide groundwater recharge
 Accelerate clean-up of contaminated groundwater and prevent future contamination
Provide Safe Water for All Communities
 Provide all Californians the right to safe, clean, affordable and accessible water
adequate for human consumption, cooking, and sanitary purposes.
 Consolidate water quality programs
 Provide funding assistance for vulnerable communities
 Manage the supply status of community water systems
o

Additionally, as required by Water Code §10545, in areas that have nitrate, arsenic,
perchlorate, or hexavalent chromium contamination, consideration will be given to grant
proposals that included projects that help address the impacts caused by nitrate, arsenic,
perchlorate, or hexavalent chromium contamination, including projects that provide safe
drinking water to small disadvantaged communities.

Increase Flood Protection
 Collaboratively plan for integrated flood and water management systems, and implement
flood projects that protect public safety, increase water supply reliability, conserve
farmlands, and restore ecosystems.
 Improve access to emergency funds
 Better coordinate flood response operations
 Prioritize funding to reduce flood risk and improve flood response
 Encourage flood projects that plan for climate change and achieve multiple benefits
Increase Operational and Regulatory Efficiency
 This action is directed towards State and federal agencies; however, consideration will
be afforded to eligible local or regional projects that also support increased operational
of the State Water Project or Central Valley Project.
Identify Sustainable and Integrated Financing Opportunities
 This action is directed towards State agencies and the legislature.
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Mokelumne/Amador/Calaveras (MAC)
Integrated Regional Water Management Plan Update
Project Information Sheet
PLEASE SUBMIT COMPLETED FORMS BY AUGUST 6, 2018
Questions and completed forms should be directed to:
Rachel Gross
Woodard & Curran
415-321-3424
rgross@woodardcurran.com

Proposed Project and Responsible Agency Information
Project Title: Highway 88 Corridor Sewer Trunk Line Study
Project Location: Highway 88 – Buckhorn to Martell (38° 26’ 48.963” N Lat 120° 31’ 44.668” W
Long to 38° 22’ 0.686” N Lat 120° 47’ 45.768” W Long) to Amador City (38° 25’ 9.679” N Lat
120° 49’ 26.77” W Long)
Submitting Entity / Project Proponent: Amador Water Agency
Other Participating Agencies (if applicable): Click here to enter text.
Contact Name for Project Proponent: Gene Mancebo, General Manager
Mailing Address for Project Proponent: 12800 Ridge Road, Sutter Creek, CA 95685
Phone Number for Project Proponent: 209.257.5245
Email Address for Project Proponent: gmancebo@amadorwater.org
To the best of your knowledge, do you anticipate that your agency will adopt/approve the
2018 MAC IRWMP?
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Yes
No
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Eligibility
In order to be considered for inclusion in the MAC Plan 2018 Update, the project must meet at
least one MAC Plan Goal, at least one Statewide Priority, and address at least two Resource
Management Strategies. If your project does not meet these minimum requirements it will not be
included in the MAC Plan 2018 Update.
MAC Plan Update Goals
1)

Does your project advance one or more of the MAC IRWM goals?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)

If yes, please indicate which goal and explain how.
Policy 1: Maintain and Improve Water Quality
Goal: Reduce sources of contaminants.
Description: Reducing or eliminating leach fields and individual septic tank systems will
reduce the amount of contaminants (namely nitrates and salts) that potentially impact
the groundwater aquifer and surrounding environment.
Goal: Manage stormwater flows and transport of sediment and contaminants.
Description: I
Policy 2: Improve Water Supply Reliability and Ensure Long-Term Balance of Supply and
Demand
Goal: Ensure sufficient firm yield water supply.
Description: This project will add to the available recycling water.
Goal: Maintain and improve water infrastructure reliability.
Description: Constructing a sewer trunk line down Hwy 88 ensures transport of
sewage from the mountain area with limited treatment capacity in the soils to a treatment
facility that also has greater potential for recycling and reuse of that wastewater. The
sewer trunk line is gravity and will improve the reliability of the sewage treatment and
conveyance.
Goal: Promote water conservation, recycling and reuse for urban and agricultural uses.
Description: Additional recycling water available with the conservation of groundwater
without potential nitrate and salts contamination.
Goal: Develop appropriate drought mitigation measures.
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Description: Click here to enter text.
Policy 3: Practice Resource Stewardship
Goal: Identify opportunities to conserve, enhance and restore the region’s natural
resources.
Description: Removal of sewage from leachfields and septic tank systems provides
the conservation of the groundwater aquifer and potentially restores the natural resources
for public use.
Goal: Minimize adverse effects on biological and cultural resources.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Goal: Identify opportunities for public access, open spaces, trails, and other
recreational benefits.
Description: Acres of treatment property would be available for public access and
trails.
Policy 4 is not included here because it is more relevant to the MAC Plan than to individual
projects.
Policy 5 is incorporated in Questions 10 and 11 below.

Statewide Priorities
2)

Does your project advance one or more of the Statewide Priorities?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)
If yes, please indicate which priorities. Check all that apply. More information on
each priority is included on the last two pages of this form.
Make Conservation a California Way of Life
Increase Regional Self-Reliance and Integrated Water Management Across All Levels
of Government
Achieve Co-Equal Goals for the Delta
Protect and Restore Important Ecosystems
Manage and Prepare for Dry Periods
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Expand Water Storage Capacity and Improve Groundwater Management
Provide Safe Water for All Communities
Increase Flood Protection
Increase Operational and Regulatory Efficiency
Identify Sustainable and Integrated Financing Opportunities

Resource Management Strategies
3)

Does your project address two or more of the Resource Management Strategies?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)
If yes, please indicate which strategies. Check all that apply to your project.
Agricultural Water Use Efficiency

Drinking Water Treatment and
Distribution

Urban Water Use Efficiency

Groundwater and Aquifer
Remediation

Flood Management
Conveyance – Delta

Matching Water Quality to Use

Conveyance – Regional/local

Pollution Prevention

System Reoperation

Salt and Salinity Management

Water Transfers

Urban Stormwater Runoff Management

Conjunctive Management &
Groundwater Storage
Desalination – Brackish and Sea
Water

Agricultural Lands Stewardship
Ecosystem Restoration
Forest Management

Recycled Municipal Water

Land Use Planning and Management

Precipitation Enhancement

Recharge Area Protection

Surface Storage – CALFED

Sediment Management

Surface Storage – Regional/local

Watershed Management
Economic Incentives
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Outreach and Engagement
Water and Culture
Water-Dependent Recreation

Other Strategies (Crop Idling for Water
Transfers, Dewvaporation or Atmospheric
Pressure Desalination, Fog Collection,
Irrigated Land Retirement, Rainfed
Agriculture, Snow Fences, Waterbag
Transport/Storage Technology
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Project Description
4)

Project Description

Please provide a description of your project, including the project location (please provide GPS
coordinates if available), area and/or entities that will be affected by or will benefit from your
project, related water and environmental resources within the project boundaries, and any
potential obstacles to implementation. Attach extra pages if necessary. If feasible, please
attach a copy of all relevant project literature.
There are seven small developments located along Highway 88 which have community
wastewater systems operated by the Amador Water Agency and others which have been
proposed. These systems utilize community leachfields. Soils in the foothills are generally
marginal and there are concerns with the long term use of leachfields for these wastewater
disposal systems. Future failures of these systems could result in contamination of ground
water and cause environmental harm. There are current concerns over increasing nitrate levels
in monitoring wells of some of these leachfields.
These communities are spread along the Highway from fairway pines to Jackson Pines with the
upper portion located approximately 4 miles east of Pine Grove. This project concept considers
the placement of a sewer trunk line along Highway 88 from the Buckhorn area to Martell area to
collect septic tank effluent wastewater from these systems and the delivery of it to an existing
community wastewater system for further treatment and possible reuse. The 7 leachfields could
then be re-purposed into open space, trails, and recreation areas for the homeowners the
leachfields once served. It is estimated this would open up close to 40 acres of land for
community use.
This project would also provide the ability to collect wastewater from existing homes along
highway 88 where septic systems are failing and / or in disrepair.
This project design is at the conceptual level and would be to investigate the long term viability
in a proactive mode. This project proposes to study the possibility of a future trunk line and
includes a review of the existing community disposal systems and their ability to provide long
term wastewater disposal. Highway 88 – Buckhorn to Martell (38° 26’ 48.963” N Lat 120° 31’
44.668” W Long to 38° 22’ 0.686” N Lat 120° 47’ 45.768” W Long) to Amador City (38° 25’
9.679” N Lat 120° 49’ 26.77” W Long).

5)

Readiness to Proceed

Please indicate your project’s readiness. In the text box, please provide more information on
timing, such as when design may be complete, when permits/environmental documentation may
be acquired, or when construction may begin.
Planning/Initial Study
Conceptual Design
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In Design
Design Complete
In Environmental Review
Environmental Review Complete
Click here to enter text.
6)

Planning Horizon

Is the project expected to be completed by 2027?
Yes
No
7)

Technical Feasibility

Please list background information, studies, or other documentation (including author and year)
that detail the technical feasibility of the project.
Click here to enter text.
8)

Economic Feasibility and Project Costs

Please provide estimated project costs (capital, operations and maintenance, and replacement)
and estimated project life.
Capital Cost: $ 50,000
Annual O&M Costs: $ Click here to enter text.
Replacement Costs, Description of Equipment to be Replaced, & Frequency of
Replacement (e.g., every 5 years): Click here to enter text.
Estimated Project Life (Years): Click here to enter text.
Cost Basis (if not 2018 dollars): 2015Click here to enter text.
What is the basis for your project costs? At what stage in the project were they developed? If a
cost estimate has been prepared, please provide.
Click here to enter text.
Please describe the economic feasibility of the project. If an economic analysis (benefit/cost
analysis or cost-effectiveness analysis) of the project has been completed, please provide the
findings of that analysis and the reference (including author and year).
Click here to enter text.Financing
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How will your project be financed? What are the funding sources for your project?
Grants and loans
9)

Climate Change Adaptation

Does your project help adapt to climate change? E.g., how your project helps the region adapt
to identified climate change regional vulnerabilities; how your project may address changes to
the amount, intensity, timing, quality, and variability of runoff and recharge.
Yes
No
If yes, please explain how and the likelihood of the climate change adaptation benefits.
The redirecting of wastewater from community leachfields and septic tanks into the Highway 88
Corridor wastewater trunk line could lead directly to reuse which results in a reduction in the
need for water supplied by the Mokelumne River.
10) Climate Change Mitigation
Does your project help mitigate against the effects of climate change? E.g., how your project
may reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions as compared to project alternatives; how your
project may reduce energy consumption, especially the energy embedded in water use; or if
your project includes renewable energy sources.
Yes
No
If yes, please explain how and the likelihood of the climate change mitigation benefits.
Wastewater that is now pumped to treatment systems that are further pumped to leachfields will
be gravity conveyed down Hwy 88 saving the greenhouse gas emissions created by the
pumping. .
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More Information
11) Multi-entity Integration and Benefits
Is your project linked to or combined with another project or provide benefits to more than one
entity?
Yes
No
If yes, please describe the linked / integrated projects and other possible project participants.
Describe entities that benefit from the project and describe the benefits to each entity.
Project participants could include Sutter Creek, Amador County, Jackson, and others TBD
12) Disadvantaged Communities Benefits
Does your project provide specific benefits to critical DAC water issues? For the purposes of
Proposition 1 funding, a DAC is defined as “a community with a median household income
(MHI) less than 80% of the Statewide average.” If you are unsure if your project is located in a
DAC, please use the DWR mapping tool, located here: https://gis.water.ca.gov/app/dacs/.
Yes, my project provides benefits to DACs as defined by Prop 1
Yes, my project provides benefits to DACs using some other definition (please
indicate the definition you are using in the comment box below)
No
If yes, please identify the DAC benefits and explain the magnitude of each benefit.
Click here to enter text.
13) Native American Tribal Communities Benefits
Does your project provide specific benefits to critical water issues for Native American tribal
communities?
Yes
No
If yes, please identify the benefits and explain the magnitude of each benefit.
14) Environmental Justice Concerns
Does your project have environmental justice concerns? Environmental Justice is defined by
State Law as: “the fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all people regardless of race,
color, sex national origin, or income with respect to the development, implementation and
enforcement of environmental laws, regulations, and policies.”
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Yes
No
Please provide a rationale for your response.
Yes, there is fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all.
15) Best Project for Intended Purpose
Please indicate the score below that best reflects your project and provide a justification of how
you arrived at your score.
High: Project is the best possible alternative to meet the stated need from a social,
environmental, and economic perspective.
Medium: Other alternatives exist that may be preferable from a social, environmental,
and economic perspective.
Low: Other alternatives clearly exist that will be better to meet the intended need from
a social, environmental, and economic perspective.
Removal of sewage from canyon or mountain areas for beneficial recycling and reuse of
the water is standard practice in many localities in the Western United States.
Conserving the groundwater quality of the aquifer is a top priority.
16) Minimize Implementation Risk
Please indicate the score below that best reflects your project and provide a justification of how
you arrived at your score.
High: Minimal implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such as
regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and low degree of controversy,
potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
Medium: Moderate implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such
as regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and moderate degree of
controversy, potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
Low: High implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such as
regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and high degree of controversy,
potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
Existing right of ways available but some degree of political difficulty in hooking up all
communities to a sewer trunk line with the associated costs to design, build and treat the
sewer trunk line and wastewater treatment for recycling.
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California Statewide Priorities
Make Conservation a Way of Life
 Building on current water conservation efforts and promoting the innovation of new
systems for increased water conservation.
 Expand agricultural and urban water conservation and efficiency to exceed SBX7-7
targets
 Provide funding for conservation and efficiency
 Increase water sector energy efficiency and greenhouse gas reduction capacity
 Promote local urban conservation ordinances and programs
Increase Regional Self-Reliance and Integrated Water Management Across All Levels of
Government
 Ensure water security at the local level, where individual government efforts integrate
into one combined regional commitment where the sum becomes greater than any
single piece.
 Support and expand funding for Integrated Water Management planning and projects
 Improve land use and water alignment
 Provide assistance to disadvantaged communities
 Encourage State focus on projects with multiple benefits
 Increase the use of recycled water
Achieve Co-Equal Goals for the Delta
 This action is directed towards State and federal agencies; however, consideration will
be afforded to eligible local or regional projects that also support achieving the co-equal
goals providing a more reliable water supply for California and to protect, restore, and
enhance the Delta ecosystem.
Protect and Restore Important Ecosystems
 Continue protecting and restoring the resiliency of our ecosystems to support fish and
wildlife populations, improve water quality, and restore natural system functions.
 Restore key mountain meadow habitat
 Manage headwaters for multiple benefits
 Protect key habitat of the Salton Sea through local partnership
 Restore coastal watersheds
 Continue restoration efforts in the Lake Tahoe Basin
 Continue restoration efforts in the Klamath Basin
 Water for wetlands and waterfowl
 Eliminate barriers to fish migration
 Assess fish passage at large dams
 Enhance water flows in stream systems statewide
Manage and Prepare for Dry Periods
 Effectively manage water resources through all hydrologic conditions to reduce impacts
of shortages and lessen costs of state response actions. Secure more reliable water
supplies and consequently improve drought preparedness and make California’s water
system more resilient.
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Revise operations to respond to extreme conditions
Encourage healthy soils

Expand Water Storage Capacity and Improve Groundwater Management
 Increase water storage for widespread public and environmental benefits, especially in
increasingly dry years and better manage our groundwater to reduce overdraft.
 Provide essential data to enable Sustainable Groundwater Management
 Support funding partnerships for storage projects
 Improve Sustainable Groundwater Management
 Support distributed groundwater storage
 Increase statewide groundwater recharge
 Accelerate clean-up of contaminated groundwater and prevent future contamination
Provide Safe Water for All Communities
 Provide all Californians the right to safe, clean, affordable and accessible water
adequate for human consumption, cooking, and sanitary purposes.
 Consolidate water quality programs
 Provide funding assistance for vulnerable communities
 Manage the supply status of community water systems
o

Additionally, as required by Water Code §10545, in areas that have nitrate, arsenic,
perchlorate, or hexavalent chromium contamination, consideration will be given to grant
proposals that included projects that help address the impacts caused by nitrate, arsenic,
perchlorate, or hexavalent chromium contamination, including projects that provide safe
drinking water to small disadvantaged communities.

Increase Flood Protection
 Collaboratively plan for integrated flood and water management systems, and implement
flood projects that protect public safety, increase water supply reliability, conserve
farmlands, and restore ecosystems.
 Improve access to emergency funds
 Better coordinate flood response operations
 Prioritize funding to reduce flood risk and improve flood response
 Encourage flood projects that plan for climate change and achieve multiple benefits
Increase Operational and Regulatory Efficiency
 This action is directed towards State and federal agencies; however, consideration will
be afforded to eligible local or regional projects that also support increased operational
of the State Water Project or Central Valley Project.
Identify Sustainable and Integrated Financing Opportunities
 This action is directed towards State agencies and the legislature.
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Mokelumne/Amador/Calaveras (MAC)
Integrated Regional Water Management Plan Update
Project Information Sheet
PLEASE SUBMIT COMPLETED FORMS BY AUGUST 6, 2018
Questions and completed forms should be directed to:
Rachel Gross
Woodard & Curran
415-321-3424
rgross@woodardcurran.com

Proposed Project and Responsible Agency Information
Project Title: Camanche Area Regional Water Supply Project Phase II (CARWSP II)
Project Location: Lake Camanche Village, CA (38°17’50.488”N Lat 120°57’17.725”W Long)
Submitting Entity / Project Proponent: Amador Water Agency
Other Participating Agencies (if applicable): Click here to enter text.
Contact Name for Project Proponent: Gene Mancebo, General Manager
Mailing Address for Project Proponent: 12800 Ridge Road, Sutter Creek, CA 95685
Phone Number for Project Proponent: 209.257.5245
Email Address for Project Proponent: gmancebo@amadorwater.org
To the best of your knowledge, do you anticipate that your agency will adopt/approve the
2018 MAC IRWMP?
Yes
No
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Eligibility
In order to be considered for inclusion in the MAC Plan 2018 Update, the project must meet at
least one MAC Plan Goal, at least one Statewide Priority, and address at least two Resource
Management Strategies. If your project does not meet these minimum requirements it will not be
included in the MAC Plan 2018 Update.
MAC Plan Update Goals
1)

Does your project advance one or more of the MAC IRWM goals?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)

If yes, please indicate which goal and explain how.
Policy 1: Maintain and Improve Water Quality
Goal: Reduce sources of contaminants.
Description: By combining water sources, both surface and groundwater, AWA can
reduce contaminants naturally occurring in the groundwater and provide safe,
adequate, and economically viable potable water to the community.
Goal: Manage stormwater flows and transport of sediment and contaminants.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Policy 2: Improve Water Supply Reliability and Ensure Long-Term Balance of Supply and
Demand
Goal: Ensure sufficient firm yield water supply.
Description: Project adds additional source water to the community.
Goal: Maintain and improve water infrastructure reliability.
Description: Project adds reliability to the water system with two sources of water with
the existing groundwater source quality questionable at various well sites.
Goal: Promote water conservation, recycling and reuse for urban and agricultural uses.
Description: Title 22 water will be utilized for irrigation and ranch water.
Goal: Develop appropriate drought mitigation measures.
Description: By utilizing two water sources for the community, AWA can better handle
drought conditions.
Policy 3: Practice Resource Stewardship
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Goal: Identify opportunities to conserve, enhance and restore the region’s natural
resources.
Description: Conserve the groundwater aquifer by combining with surface water.
Goal: Minimize adverse effects on biological and cultural resources.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Goal: Identify opportunities for public access, open spaces, trails, and other
recreational benefits.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Policy 4 is not included here because it is more relevant to the MAC Plan than to individual
projects.
Policy 5 is incorporated in Questions 10 and 11 below.

Statewide Priorities
2)

Does your project advance one or more of the Statewide Priorities?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)
If yes, please indicate which priorities. Check all that apply. More information on
each priority is included on the last two pages of this form.
Make Conservation a California Way of Life
Increase Regional Self-Reliance and Integrated Water Management Across All Levels
of Government
Achieve Co-Equal Goals for the Delta
Protect and Restore Important Ecosystems
Manage and Prepare for Dry Periods
Expand Water Storage Capacity and Improve Groundwater Management
Provide Safe Water for All Communities
Increase Flood Protection
Increase Operational and Regulatory Efficiency
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Identify Sustainable and Integrated Financing Opportunities

Resource Management Strategies
3)

Does your project address two or more of the Resource Management Strategies?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)
If yes, please indicate which strategies. Check all that apply to your project.
Agricultural Water Use Efficiency

Pollution Prevention

Urban Water Use Efficiency

Salt and Salinity Management

Flood Management

Urban Stormwater Runoff Management

Conveyance – Delta

Agricultural Lands Stewardship

Conveyance – Regional/local

Ecosystem Restoration

System Reoperation

Forest Management

Water Transfers

Land Use Planning and Management

Conjunctive Management &
Groundwater Storage
Desalination – Brackish and Sea
Water

Recharge Area Protection
Sediment Management
Watershed Management

Recycled Municipal Water

Economic Incentives

Precipitation Enhancement

Outreach and Engagement

Surface Storage – CALFED

Water and Culture

Surface Storage – Regional/local

Water-Dependent Recreation

Drinking Water Treatment and
Distribution
Groundwater and Aquifer
Remediation
Matching Water Quality to Use

Other Strategies (Crop Idling for Water
Transfers, Dewvaporation or Atmospheric
Pressure Desalination, Fog Collection,
Irrigated Land Retirement, Rainfed
Agriculture, Snow Fences, Waterbag
Transport/Storage Technology
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Project Description
4)

Project Description

Please provide a description of your project, including the project location (please provide GPS
coordinates if available), area and/or entities that will be affected by or will benefit from your
project, related water and environmental resources within the project boundaries, and any
potential obstacles to implementation. Attach extra pages if necessary. If feasible, please
attach a copy of all relevant project literature.
In 2011, the Amador Water Agency (AWA) partnered with East Bay MUD (EBMUD) and
Calaveras County Water District (CCWD) to prepare the Camanche Area Regional Water
Supply Plan (CARWSP). CARWSP identified preferred regional projects that would correct the
critical drinking water quality issues in the Camanche Area. The overall purpose of the initial
phase of CARWSP was to identify water supply sources potentially available to improve the
water supply reliability to meet both current and future water demand.
Through discoveries made in identifying sources of supply it was determined conjunctive use
would best serve the Amador Water Agency. AWA could make use of surface water supply
from East Bay MUD’s new water treatment plant, which is being installed during CARWSP
Phase I, to blend with its current groundwater supply in order to meet current and future
demands. This project seeks to implement CARWSP Phase II.
Amador Water Agency’s groundwater system in Lake Camanche consists of 4 wells, 6 tanks
(0.58MG), and 4 booster pump stations. Wells 6, 9, and 12 and their associated redwood tanks
were installed over 25 years ago. Well 14 is our newest well and was installed in 2007. All of
these wells have exhibited sporadic reliability over the years with Wells 6 and 12 losing a
dramatic amount of flow in the early 2000’s. Well 12’s flow rate went from 300+GPM to 100
gpm. Well 6 went from 250+ GPM down to 130 and also suffers from large drawdowns in
summer, and due to storage and pressurization problems it can only run for a portion of each
day. Wells 9 and 14 are the best producing wells with flows of 300 gpm and 270 gpm
respectively but both wells will fail bacteriologic samples when pumped at higher flow rates and
well 14 also has increasing levels of iron and iron bacteria. These well issues, greatly inhibit the
Amador Water Agency’s Lake Camanche system from being able to meet both near and long
term peak demand requirements for approved development. A treated surface water source
(CARWSP II) will allow the Amador Water Agency to reduce growing demands on groundwater.
CARWSP Phase II would connect to EBMUD’s treated surface water via an intertie valve and
would pump the water to two 0.5 MG storage tanks at the Tank 9 site. AWA would then be able
to abandon wells 6 and 12 and reduce the output of wells 9 and 14 and blend surface water with
groundwater. This project would eliminate the contamination issues associated with well over
draft, allow the aquifer to recharge, manage groundwater resources, and provide an adequate
supply with better quality to the ratepayers of Lake Camanche in both the short and long term.
This project could also be implemented in phases. These phases could be - Phase IIA –
intertie EBMUD’s treated surface water to AWA’s well distribution system at Unit 6 and add
some of AWA’s capacity to the new EBMUD water treatment plant (CARWSP I). Phase IIB –
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Install a pump station and pipeline to feed Tank 9 allowing blended surface and well water to
gravity flow throughout the entire system. Phase IIC – Install a pipeline from an area near Well
14 to the Tank 8 and 10 service areas. . Phase IID – Install a new 0.5MG tank at the Tank 9
site which will eliminate tank and pump station 6 and allow tank and pump station 12 to be
turned off and only used as back up supply. Phase IIE – Upsizing of selected distribution mains
for distribution system flow improvements.
Lake Camanche Hills Estates (38° 17’ 50.488” N Lat 120° 57’ 17.725” W Long).
Readiness to Proceed
Please indicate your project’s readiness. In the text box, please provide more information on
timing, such as when design may be complete, when permits/environmental documentation may
be acquired, or when construction may begin.
Planning/Initial Study
Conceptual Design
In Design
Design Complete
In Environmental Review
Environmental Review Complete
Click here to enter text.
5)

Planning Horizon

Is the project expected to be completed by 2027?
Yes
No
6)

Technical Feasibility

Please list background information, studies, or other documentation (including author and year)
that detail the technical feasibility of the project.
2012 CARWSP Alternatives Evaluation Tammy Quails, P.E. - RMC Lindsey Wilcox - RMC
2013 Camanche Area Regional Water Supply Plan (CARWSP) Feasibility Study and
Conceptual Design Lindsey Wilcox – RMC 2015 CARWSP II Design and environmental in
progress - Marc Nakamoto RMC
7)

Economic Feasibility and Project Costs
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Please provide estimated project costs (capital, operations and maintenance, and replacement)
and estimated project life.
Capital Cost: $ 6,500,000
Annual O&M Costs: $ 70,000
Replacement Costs, Description of Equipment to be Replaced, & Frequency of
Replacement (e.g., every 5 years): Isolation Valves, Air Release Valves. Every 25 years.
$150,000.
Estimated Project Life (Years): 50
Cost Basis (if not 2018 dollars): 2012
What is the basis for your project costs? At what stage in the project were they developed? If a
cost estimate has been prepared, please provide.
Based on Engineering Estimates from RMC.
Please describe the economic feasibility of the project. If an economic analysis (benefit/cost
analysis or cost-effectiveness analysis) of the project has been completed, please provide the
findings of that analysis and the reference (including author and year).
Click here to enter text.
8)

Financing

How will your project be financed? What are the funding sources for your project?
Grants and loans
9)

Climate Change Adaptation

Does your project help adapt to climate change? E.g., how your project helps the region adapt
to identified climate change regional vulnerabilities; how your project may address changes to
the amount, intensity, timing, quality, and variability of runoff and recharge.
Yes
No
If yes, please explain how and the likelihood of the climate change adaptation benefits.
Climate change has a direct effect on the recharge of the aquifer. The more efficient the
groundwater is utilized, the longer that source water will be available for the public. By replacing
some of the groundwater with surface water, the groundwater source will last longer.
10) Climate Change Mitigation
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Does your project help mitigate against the effects of climate change? E.g., how your project
may reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions as compared to project alternatives; how your
project may reduce energy consumption, especially the energy embedded in water use; or if
your project includes renewable energy sources.
Yes
No
If yes, please explain how and the likelihood of the climate change mitigation benefits.
Climate change has a direct effect on the recharge of the aquifer. The more efficient the
groundwater is utilized, the longer that source water will be available for the public. By replacing
some of the groundwater with surface water, the groundwater source will last longer.
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More Information
11) Multi-entity Integration and Benefits
Is your project linked to or combined with another project or provide benefits to more than one
entity?
Yes
No
If yes, please describe the linked / integrated projects and other possible project participants.
Describe entities that benefit from the project and describe the benefits to each entity.
This project would benefit the EBMUD as they are the other entity at Lake Camanche servicing
wastewater needs.
12) Disadvantaged Communities Benefits
Does your project provide specific benefits to critical DAC water issues? For the purposes of
Proposition 1 funding, a DAC is defined as “a community with a median household income
(MHI) less than 80% of the Statewide average.” If you are unsure if your project is located in a
DAC, please use the DWR mapping tool, located here: https://gis.water.ca.gov/app/dacs/.
Yes, my project provides benefits to DACs as defined by Prop 1
Yes, my project provides benefits to DACs using some other definition (please
indicate the definition you are using in the comment box below)
No
If yes, please identify the DAC benefits and explain the magnitude of each benefit.
Click here to enter text.
13) Native American Tribal Communities Benefits
Does your project provide specific benefits to critical water issues for Native American tribal
communities?
Yes
No
If yes, please identify the benefits and explain the magnitude of each benefit.
14) Environmental Justice Concerns
Does your project have environmental justice concerns? Environmental Justice is defined by
State Law as: “the fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all people regardless of race,
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color, sex national origin, or income with respect to the development, implementation and
enforcement of environmental laws, regulations, and policies.”
Yes
No
Please provide a rationale for your response.
Yes, there is fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all.
15) Best Project for Intended Purpose
Please indicate the score below that best reflects your project and provide a justification of how
you arrived at your score.
High: Project is the best possible alternative to meet the stated need from a social,
environmental, and economic perspective.
Medium: Other alternatives exist that may be preferable from a social, environmental,
and economic perspective.
Low: Other alternatives clearly exist that will be better to meet the intended need from
a social, environmental, and economic perspective.
Treatment of wastewater for recycling is a best management practice for reuse of this
vital resource. The existing wastewater treatment facility is under Cease and Desist
Orders and the WWTF has difficulty treating the wastewater and disposing of the treated
effluent via spray irrigation and insufficient storage during the wet winter months for large
storm events of 100 years or greater.
Minimize Implementation Risk
Please indicate the score below that best reflects your project and provide a justification of how
you arrived at your score.
High: Minimal implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such as
regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and low degree of controversy,
potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
Medium: Moderate implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such
as regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and moderate degree of
controversy, potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
Low: High implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such as
regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and high degree of controversy,
potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
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Treatment of wastewater for recycling is a best management practice for reuse of this
vital resource. The existing wastewater treatment facility is under Cease and Desist
Orders and the WWTF has difficulty treating the wastewater and disposing of the treated
effluent via spray irrigation and insufficient storage during the wet winter months for large
storm events of 100 years or greater.
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California Statewide Priorities
Make Conservation a Way of Life
 Building on current water conservation efforts and promoting the innovation of new
systems for increased water conservation.
 Expand agricultural and urban water conservation and efficiency to exceed SBX7-7
targets
 Provide funding for conservation and efficiency
 Increase water sector energy efficiency and greenhouse gas reduction capacity
 Promote local urban conservation ordinances and programs
Increase Regional Self-Reliance and Integrated Water Management Across All Levels of
Government
 Ensure water security at the local level, where individual government efforts integrate
into one combined regional commitment where the sum becomes greater than any
single piece.
 Support and expand funding for Integrated Water Management planning and projects
 Improve land use and water alignment
 Provide assistance to disadvantaged communities
 Encourage State focus on projects with multiple benefits
 Increase the use of recycled water
Achieve Co-Equal Goals for the Delta
 This action is directed towards State and federal agencies; however, consideration will
be afforded to eligible local or regional projects that also support achieving the co-equal
goals providing a more reliable water supply for California and to protect, restore, and
enhance the Delta ecosystem.
Protect and Restore Important Ecosystems
 Continue protecting and restoring the resiliency of our ecosystems to support fish and
wildlife populations, improve water quality, and restore natural system functions.
 Restore key mountain meadow habitat
 Manage headwaters for multiple benefits
 Protect key habitat of the Salton Sea through local partnership
 Restore coastal watersheds
 Continue restoration efforts in the Lake Tahoe Basin
 Continue restoration efforts in the Klamath Basin
 Water for wetlands and waterfowl
 Eliminate barriers to fish migration
 Assess fish passage at large dams
 Enhance water flows in stream systems statewide
Manage and Prepare for Dry Periods
 Effectively manage water resources through all hydrologic conditions to reduce impacts
of shortages and lessen costs of state response actions. Secure more reliable water
supplies and consequently improve drought preparedness and make California’s water
system more resilient.
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Revise operations to respond to extreme conditions
Encourage healthy soils

Expand Water Storage Capacity and Improve Groundwater Management
 Increase water storage for widespread public and environmental benefits, especially in
increasingly dry years and better manage our groundwater to reduce overdraft.
 Provide essential data to enable Sustainable Groundwater Management
 Support funding partnerships for storage projects
 Improve Sustainable Groundwater Management
 Support distributed groundwater storage
 Increase statewide groundwater recharge
 Accelerate clean-up of contaminated groundwater and prevent future contamination
Provide Safe Water for All Communities
 Provide all Californians the right to safe, clean, affordable and accessible water
adequate for human consumption, cooking, and sanitary purposes.
 Consolidate water quality programs
 Provide funding assistance for vulnerable communities
 Manage the supply status of community water systems
o

Additionally, as required by Water Code §10545, in areas that have nitrate, arsenic,
perchlorate, or hexavalent chromium contamination, consideration will be given to grant
proposals that included projects that help address the impacts caused by nitrate, arsenic,
perchlorate, or hexavalent chromium contamination, including projects that provide safe
drinking water to small disadvantaged communities.

Increase Flood Protection
 Collaboratively plan for integrated flood and water management systems, and implement
flood projects that protect public safety, increase water supply reliability, conserve
farmlands, and restore ecosystems.
 Improve access to emergency funds
 Better coordinate flood response operations
 Prioritize funding to reduce flood risk and improve flood response
 Encourage flood projects that plan for climate change and achieve multiple benefits
Increase Operational and Regulatory Efficiency
 This action is directed towards State and federal agencies; however, consideration will
be afforded to eligible local or regional projects that also support increased operational
of the State Water Project or Central Valley Project.
Identify Sustainable and Integrated Financing Opportunities
 This action is directed towards State agencies and the legislature.
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Mokelumne/Amador/Calaveras (MAC)
Integrated Regional Water Management Plan Update
Project Information Sheet
PLEASE SUBMIT COMPLETED FORMS BY AUGUST 6, 2018
Questions and completed forms should be directed to:
Rachel Gross
Woodard & Curran
415-321-3424
rgross@woodardcurran.com

Proposed Project and Responsible Agency Information
Project Title: Ione WTP Planning Study
Project Location: Ione WTP (38°21’2.072”N Lat 120°55’3.680”W Long)
Submitting Entity / Project Proponent: Amador Water Agency
Other Participating Agencies (if applicable): Click here to enter text.
Contact Name for Project Proponent: Gene Mancebo, General Manager
Mailing Address for Project Proponent: 12800 Ridge Road, Sutter Creek, CA 95685
Phone Number for Project Proponent: 209.257.5245
Email Address for Project Proponent: gmancebo@amadorwater.org
To the best of your knowledge, do you anticipate that your agency will adopt/approve the
2018 MAC IRWMP?
Yes
No
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Eligibility
In order to be considered for inclusion in the MAC Plan 2018 Update, the project must meet at
least one MAC Plan Goal, at least one Statewide Priority, and address at least two Resource
Management Strategies. If your project does not meet these minimum requirements it will not be
included in the MAC Plan 2018 Update.
MAC Plan Update Goals
1)

Does your project advance one or more of the MAC IRWM goals?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)

If yes, please indicate which goal and explain how.
Policy 1: Maintain and Improve Water Quality
Goal: Reduce sources of contaminants.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Goal: Manage stormwater flows and transport of sediment and contaminants.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Policy 2: Improve Water Supply Reliability and Ensure Long-Term Balance of Supply and
Demand
Goal: Ensure sufficient firm yield water supply.
Description: Make best use of source water and treat potable water as efficiently as
possible with a reliable system
Goal: Maintain and improve water infrastructure reliability.
Description: Rehabilitation of the Tanner WTP will provide years of reliable potable
water service.
Goal: Promote water conservation, recycling and reuse for urban and agricultural uses.
Description: Continue with efficient drinking water treatment design and operation
Goal: Develop appropriate drought mitigation measures.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Policy 3: Practice Resource Stewardship
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Goal: Identify opportunities to conserve, enhance and restore the region’s natural
resources.
Description: Conserve water by treating the raw water as efficiently as possible.
Goal: Minimize adverse effects on biological and cultural resources.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Goal: Identify opportunities for public access, open spaces, trails, and other
recreational benefits.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Policy 4 is not included here because it is more relevant to the MAC Plan than to individual
projects.
Policy 5 is incorporated in Questions 10 and 11 below.

Statewide Priorities
2)

Does your project advance one or more of the Statewide Priorities?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)
If yes, please indicate which priorities. Check all that apply. More information on
each priority is included on the last two pages of this form.
Make Conservation a California Way of Life
Increase Regional Self-Reliance and Integrated Water Management Across All Levels
of Government
Achieve Co-Equal Goals for the Delta
Protect and Restore Important Ecosystems
Manage and Prepare for Dry Periods
Expand Water Storage Capacity and Improve Groundwater Management
Provide Safe Water for All Communities
Increase Flood Protection
Increase Operational and Regulatory Efficiency
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Identify Sustainable and Integrated Financing Opportunities

Resource Management Strategies
3)

Does your project address two or more of the Resource Management Strategies?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)
If yes, please indicate which strategies. Check all that apply to your project.
Agricultural Water Use Efficiency

Pollution Prevention

Urban Water Use Efficiency

Salt and Salinity Management

Flood Management

Urban Stormwater Runoff Management

Conveyance – Delta

Agricultural Lands Stewardship

Conveyance – Regional/local

Ecosystem Restoration

System Reoperation

Forest Management

Water Transfers

Land Use Planning and Management

Conjunctive Management &
Groundwater Storage
Desalination – Brackish and Sea
Water

Recharge Area Protection
Sediment Management
Watershed Management

Recycled Municipal Water

Economic Incentives

Precipitation Enhancement

Outreach and Engagement

Surface Storage – CALFED

Water and Culture

Surface Storage – Regional/local

Water-Dependent Recreation

Drinking Water Treatment and
Distribution
Groundwater and Aquifer
Remediation
Matching Water Quality to Use

Other Strategies (Crop Idling for Water
Transfers, Dewvaporation or Atmospheric
Pressure Desalination, Fog Collection,
Irrigated Land Retirement, Rainfed
Agriculture, Snow Fences, Waterbag
Transport/Storage Technology
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Project Description
4)

Project Description

Please provide a description of your project, including the project location (please provide GPS
coordinates if available), area and/or entities that will be affected by or will benefit from your
project, related water and environmental resources within the project boundaries, and any
potential obstacles to implementation. Attach extra pages if necessary. If feasible, please
attach a copy of all relevant project literature.
The Agency Water System is owned and operated by the Amador Water Agency and includes
of a gravity diversion from the Mokelumne River at PG&E’s Lake Tabeaud to a 9 mile, 30”
CMLC Steel pipeline to the Tanner WTP. The existing WTP is a conventional plant with an
ultimate treatment capacity of 5 MGD and provides treated water on a wholesale basis to the
City of Jackson, City of Plymouth, and Drytown County Services District. The Tanner WTP also
provides water for retail sale to the cities of Sutter Creek, Amador City and the Martell area.
Raw water is delivered from the Tanner WTP to the Ione WTP which has a 3 MGD capacity and
provides treated water on a retail basis in and around the Ione area.
The Ione WTP is a refurbished plant. The plant is at or near their rated capacity. The Ione
Water Treatment Plant is located on top of a small hill and is site constrained for further
expansion. The Ione plant is a conventional treatment plant updated in 1986. This plant is in
need of major improvements which include all control valves, computer control, and other
equipment. It was determined that the best long term solution is to construct a regional WTP at
the Ione Reservoir site and convert the raw water pipeline feeding the Ione WTP to a treated
water transmission line from a new plant at the Ione Reservoir. The New MF WTP will be
conventional treatment like the existing plant and the Tanner WTF. Studies were completed
which investigated conventional versus membrane treatment plants in August of 2007. Staff
has decided that the conventional water treatment system now in operation is adequate and
works well for future improvements.
5)

Readiness to Proceed

Please indicate your project’s readiness. In the text box, please provide more information on
timing, such as when design may be complete, when permits/environmental documentation may
be acquired, or when construction may begin.
Planning/Initial Study
Conceptual Design
In Design
Design Complete
In Environmental Review
Environmental Review Complete
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Click here to enter text.
6)

Planning Horizon

Is the project expected to be completed by 2027?
Yes
No
7)

Technical Feasibility

Please list background information, studies, or other documentation (including author and year)
that detail the technical feasibility of the project.
2008 – Tanner Regional WTP Preliminary Design Report – Stantec Engineering
8)

Economic Feasibility and Project Costs

Please provide estimated project costs (capital, operations and maintenance, and replacement)
and estimated project life.
Capital Cost: $ 200,000
Annual O&M Costs: $
Replacement Costs, Description of Equipment to be Replaced, & Frequency of
Replacement (e.g., every 5 years): NA
Estimated Project Life (Years): Click here to enter text.
Cost Basis (if not 2018 dollars): Click here to enter text.
What is the basis for your project costs? At what stage in the project were they developed? If a
cost estimate has been prepared, please provide.

Please describe the economic feasibility of the project. If an economic analysis (benefit/cost
analysis or cost-effectiveness analysis) of the project has been completed, please provide the
findings of that analysis and the reference (including author and year).
Click here to enter text.
9)

Financing

How will your project be financed? What are the funding sources for your project?
Grants and loans
10) Climate Change Adaptation
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Does your project help adapt to climate change? E.g., how your project helps the region adapt
to identified climate change regional vulnerabilities; how your project may address changes to
the amount, intensity, timing, quality, and variability of runoff and recharge.
Yes
No
If yes, please explain how and the likelihood of the climate change adaptation benefits.
With climate change there will be a decrease of source water and the Ione WTP will need to
process drinking water as efficiently as possible.
11) Climate Change Mitigation
Does your project help mitigate against the effects of climate change? E.g., how your project
may reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions as compared to project alternatives; how your
project may reduce energy consumption, especially the energy embedded in water use; or if
your project includes renewable energy sources.
Yes
No
If yes, please explain how and the likelihood of the climate change mitigation benefits.
The existing facilities will be rehabilitated on AWA property at the Ione Reservoir site.
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More Information
12) Multi-entity Integration and Benefits
Is your project linked to or combined with another project or provide benefits to more than one
entity?
Yes
No
If yes, please describe the linked / integrated projects and other possible project participants.
Describe entities that benefit from the project and describe the benefits to each entity.
The City of Ione and potentially JVID would benefit from a new WTF at the Ione Reservoir.
13) Disadvantaged Communities Benefits
Does your project provide specific benefits to critical DAC water issues? For the purposes of
Proposition 1 funding, a DAC is defined as “a community with a median household income
(MHI) less than 80% of the Statewide average.” If you are unsure if your project is located in a
DAC, please use the DWR mapping tool, located here: https://gis.water.ca.gov/app/dacs/.
Yes, my project provides benefits to DACs as defined by Prop 1
Yes, my project provides benefits to DACs using some other definition (please
indicate the definition you are using in the comment box below)
No
If yes, please identify the DAC benefits and explain the magnitude of each benefit.
Click here to enter text.
14) Native American Tribal Communities Benefits
Does your project provide specific benefits to critical water issues for Native American tribal
communities?
Yes
No
If yes, please identify the benefits and explain the magnitude of each benefit.

15) Environmental Justice Concerns
Does your project have environmental justice concerns? Environmental Justice is defined by
State Law as: “the fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all people regardless of race,
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color, sex national origin, or income with respect to the development, implementation and
enforcement of environmental laws, regulations, and policies.”
Yes
No
Please provide a rationale for your response.
Yes, there is fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all.
16) Best Project for Intended Purpose
Please indicate the score below that best reflects your project and provide a justification of how
you arrived at your score.
High: Project is the best possible alternative to meet the stated need from a social,
environmental, and economic perspective.
Medium: Other alternatives exist that may be preferable from a social, environmental,
and economic perspective.
Low: Other alternatives clearly exist that will be better to meet the intended need from
a social, environmental, and economic perspective.
The water agency believes that a new water treatment facility, with incremental capacity
expansions, and improved chemical usage with conventional treatment technology that
this is the best project to meet social and environmental perspectives once all existing or
incremental water treatment capacity is exhausted. The economic perspective is
dependent on funding sources beyond existing customers.
17) Minimize Implementation Risk
Please indicate the score below that best reflects your project and provide a justification of how
you arrived at your score.
High: Minimal implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such as
regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and low degree of controversy,
potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
Medium: Moderate implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such
as regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and moderate degree of
controversy, potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
Low: High implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such as
regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and high degree of controversy,
potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
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The Water Agency owns the parcel of land anticipated for the new regional water treatment
plant which is adjacent to the Ione Reservoir. The California Department of Public Health under
the jurisdiction of DWR would be responsible for issuing the water permit. The proposed
treatment plant would use the same conventional treatment technology and equipment. The
Water Agency does not expect any permitting barriers for this project. A new plant with
increased efficiency will reduce the operation and maintenance costs. Growth inducement is a
typical area of controversy and this project is designed to accommodate incremental capacity
expansions so capacity would occur only as needed. This method of incremental capacity
should help to minimize the concerns of growth inducement. The recent economic downturn
has reduced the need for new construction, although new growth is continuing to increase in
Ione. The Amador Water Agency will maximize capacity of existing facilities at Ione WTP and
make interim improvements that will cover immediate treated water needs until the construction
is completed for a new WTP at the Ione Reservoir.
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California Statewide Priorities
Make Conservation a Way of Life
 Building on current water conservation efforts and promoting the innovation of new
systems for increased water conservation.
 Expand agricultural and urban water conservation and efficiency to exceed SBX7-7
targets
 Provide funding for conservation and efficiency
 Increase water sector energy efficiency and greenhouse gas reduction capacity
 Promote local urban conservation ordinances and programs
Increase Regional Self-Reliance and Integrated Water Management Across All Levels of
Government
 Ensure water security at the local level, where individual government efforts integrate
into one combined regional commitment where the sum becomes greater than any
single piece.
 Support and expand funding for Integrated Water Management planning and projects
 Improve land use and water alignment
 Provide assistance to disadvantaged communities
 Encourage State focus on projects with multiple benefits
 Increase the use of recycled water
Achieve Co-Equal Goals for the Delta
 This action is directed towards State and federal agencies; however, consideration will
be afforded to eligible local or regional projects that also support achieving the co-equal
goals providing a more reliable water supply for California and to protect, restore, and
enhance the Delta ecosystem.
Protect and Restore Important Ecosystems
 Continue protecting and restoring the resiliency of our ecosystems to support fish and
wildlife populations, improve water quality, and restore natural system functions.
 Restore key mountain meadow habitat
 Manage headwaters for multiple benefits
 Protect key habitat of the Salton Sea through local partnership
 Restore coastal watersheds
 Continue restoration efforts in the Lake Tahoe Basin
 Continue restoration efforts in the Klamath Basin
 Water for wetlands and waterfowl
 Eliminate barriers to fish migration
 Assess fish passage at large dams
 Enhance water flows in stream systems statewide
Manage and Prepare for Dry Periods
 Effectively manage water resources through all hydrologic conditions to reduce impacts
of shortages and lessen costs of state response actions. Secure more reliable water
supplies and consequently improve drought preparedness and make California’s water
system more resilient.
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Revise operations to respond to extreme conditions
Encourage healthy soils

Expand Water Storage Capacity and Improve Groundwater Management
 Increase water storage for widespread public and environmental benefits, especially in
increasingly dry years and better manage our groundwater to reduce overdraft.
 Provide essential data to enable Sustainable Groundwater Management
 Support funding partnerships for storage projects
 Improve Sustainable Groundwater Management
 Support distributed groundwater storage
 Increase statewide groundwater recharge
 Accelerate clean-up of contaminated groundwater and prevent future contamination
Provide Safe Water for All Communities
 Provide all Californians the right to safe, clean, affordable and accessible water
adequate for human consumption, cooking, and sanitary purposes.
 Consolidate water quality programs
 Provide funding assistance for vulnerable communities
 Manage the supply status of community water systems
o

Additionally, as required by Water Code §10545, in areas that have nitrate, arsenic,
perchlorate, or hexavalent chromium contamination, consideration will be given to grant
proposals that included projects that help address the impacts caused by nitrate, arsenic,
perchlorate, or hexavalent chromium contamination, including projects that provide safe
drinking water to small disadvantaged communities.

Increase Flood Protection
 Collaboratively plan for integrated flood and water management systems, and implement
flood projects that protect public safety, increase water supply reliability, conserve
farmlands, and restore ecosystems.
 Improve access to emergency funds
 Better coordinate flood response operations
 Prioritize funding to reduce flood risk and improve flood response
 Encourage flood projects that plan for climate change and achieve multiple benefits
Increase Operational and Regulatory Efficiency
 This action is directed towards State and federal agencies; however, consideration will
be afforded to eligible local or regional projects that also support increased operational
of the State Water Project or Central Valley Project.
Identify Sustainable and Integrated Financing Opportunities
 This action is directed towards State agencies and the legislature.
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Mokelumne/Amador/Calaveras (MAC)
Integrated Regional Water Management Plan Update
Project Information Sheet
PLEASE SUBMIT COMPLETED FORMS BY AUGUST 6, 2018
Questions and completed forms should be directed to:
Rachel Gross
Woodard & Curran
415-321-3424
rgross@woodardcurran.com

Proposed Project and Responsible Agency Information
Project Title: Upper-Lower Water System Reliability Intertie Project
Project Location: Ridge Road (38° 24’1.508” N Lat 120° 43’ 57.014” W Long) New York Ranch
Road (38° 23’ 59.389” N Lat 120° 43’ 56.937” W Long)
Submitting Entity / Project Proponent: Amador Water Agency
Other Participating Agencies (if applicable): Click here to enter text.
Contact Name for Project Proponent: Gene Mancebo, General Manager
Mailing Address for Project Proponent: 12800 Ridge Road, Sutter Creek, CA 95685
Phone Number for Project Proponent: 209.257.5245
Email Address for Project Proponent: gmancebo@amadorwater.org
To the best of your knowledge, do you anticipate that your agency will adopt/approve the
2018 MAC IRWMP?
Yes
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No
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Eligibility
In order to be considered for inclusion in the MAC Plan 2018 Update, the project must meet at
least one MAC Plan Goal, at least one Statewide Priority, and address at least two Resource
Management Strategies. If your project does not meet these minimum requirements it will not be
included in the MAC Plan 2018 Update.
MAC Plan Update Goals
1)

Does your project advance one or more of the MAC IRWM goals?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)

If yes, please indicate which goal and explain how.
Policy 1: Maintain and Improve Water Quality
Goal: Reduce sources of contaminants.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Goal: Manage stormwater flows and transport of sediment and contaminants.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Policy 2: Improve Water Supply Reliability and Ensure Long-Term Balance of Supply and
Demand
Goal: Ensure sufficient firm yield water supply.
Description: Emergency intertie from the CAWP and AWS water systems.
Goal: Maintain and improve water infrastructure reliability.
Description: Maintaining water supply and/or fire demand water available during a
catastrophic failure of the AWS water system
Goal: Promote water conservation, recycling and reuse for urban and agricultural uses.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Goal: Develop appropriate drought mitigation measures.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Policy 3: Practice Resource Stewardship
Goal: Identify opportunities to conserve, enhance and restore the region’s natural
resources.
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Description: Click here to enter text.
Goal: Minimize adverse effects on biological and cultural resources.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Goal: Identify opportunities for public access, open spaces, trails, and other
recreational benefits.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Policy 4 is not included here because it is more relevant to the MAC Plan than to individual
projects.
Policy 5 is incorporated in Questions 10 and 11 below.

Statewide Priorities
2)

Does your project advance one or more of the Statewide Priorities?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)
If yes, please indicate which priorities. Check all that apply. More information on
each priority is included on the last two pages of this form.
Make Conservation a California Way of Life
Increase Regional Self-Reliance and Integrated Water Management Across All Levels
of Government
Achieve Co-Equal Goals for the Delta
Protect and Restore Important Ecosystems
Manage and Prepare for Dry Periods
Expand Water Storage Capacity and Improve Groundwater Management
Provide Safe Water for All Communities
Increase Flood Protection
Increase Operational and Regulatory Efficiency
Identify Sustainable and Integrated Financing Opportunities
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Resource Management Strategies
3)

Does your project address two or more of the Resource Management Strategies?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)
If yes, please indicate which strategies. Check all that apply to your project.
Agricultural Water Use Efficiency

Pollution Prevention

Urban Water Use Efficiency

Salt and Salinity Management

Flood Management

Urban Stormwater Runoff Management

Conveyance – Delta

Agricultural Lands Stewardship

Conveyance – Regional/local

Ecosystem Restoration

System Reoperation

Forest Management

Water Transfers

Land Use Planning and Management

Conjunctive Management &
Groundwater Storage
Desalination – Brackish and Sea
Water

Recharge Area Protection
Sediment Management
Watershed Management

Recycled Municipal Water

Economic Incentives

Precipitation Enhancement

Outreach and Engagement

Surface Storage – CALFED

Water and Culture

Surface Storage – Regional/local

Water-Dependent Recreation

Drinking Water Treatment and
Distribution
Groundwater and Aquifer
Remediation
Matching Water Quality to Use

Other Strategies (Crop Idling for Water
Transfers, Dewvaporation or Atmospheric
Pressure Desalination, Fog Collection,
Irrigated Land Retirement, Rainfed
Agriculture, Snow Fences, Waterbag
Transport/Storage Technology
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Project Description
4)

Project Description

Please provide a description of your project, including the project location (please provide GPS
coordinates if available), area and/or entities that will be affected by or will benefit from your
project, related water and environmental resources within the project boundaries, and any
potential obstacles to implementation. Attach extra pages if necessary. If feasible, please
attach a copy of all relevant project literature.
The Upper-Lower Water System Intertie would allow for emergency water from the CAWP
system to be transferred to the AWS system in a catastrophic failure of the Tanner WTP. The
study would look at the cost vs benefit of pumping water up to the CAWP system from the AWS
system as that type of transfer would be a lot more expensive then gravity flow down to the
AWS system.
5)

Readiness to Proceed

Please indicate your project’s readiness. In the text box, please provide more information on
timing, such as when design may be complete, when permits/environmental documentation may
be acquired, or when construction may begin.
Planning/Initial Study
Conceptual Design
In Design
Design Complete
In Environmental Review
Environmental Review Complete
Click here to enter text.
6)

Planning Horizon

Is the project expected to be completed by 2027?
Yes
No
7)

Technical Feasibility

Please list background information, studies, or other documentation (including author and year)
that detail the technical feasibility of the project.
Click here to enter text.
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8)

Economic Feasibility and Project Costs

Please provide estimated project costs (capital, operations and maintenance, and replacement)
and estimated project life.
Capital Cost: $ 75,000
Annual O&M Costs: $ TBD
Replacement Costs, Description of Equipment to be Replaced, & Frequency of
Replacement (e.g., every 5 years): NA
Estimated Project Life (Years): Click here to enter text.
Cost Basis (if not 2018 dollars): Click here to enter text.
What is the basis for your project costs? At what stage in the project were they developed? If a
cost estimate has been prepared, please provide.
Click here to enter text.
Please describe the economic feasibility of the project. If an economic analysis (benefit/cost
analysis or cost-effectiveness analysis) of the project has been completed, please provide the
findings of that analysis and the reference (including author and year).
Click here to enter text.
9)

Financing

How will your project be financed? What are the funding sources for your project?
Grants and loans
10) Climate Change Adaptation
Does your project help adapt to climate change? E.g., how your project helps the region adapt
to identified climate change regional vulnerabilities; how your project may address changes to
the amount, intensity, timing, quality, and variability of runoff and recharge.
Yes
No
If yes, please explain how and the likelihood of the climate change adaptation benefits.
With climate change there will be an increase in forest fires and the increased need to meet
minimal fire flow requirements throughout. By constructing an intertie, AWA would have an
emergency source of water from the CAWP to the AWS system and potentially an emergency
source pumped from the AWS system to the CAWP system.
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11) Climate Change Mitigation
Does your project help mitigate against the effects of climate change? E.g., how your project
may reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions as compared to project alternatives; how your
project may reduce energy consumption, especially the energy embedded in water use; or if
your project includes renewable energy sources.
Yes
No
If yes, please explain how and the likelihood of the climate change mitigation benefits.
Click here to enter text.
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More Information
12) Multi-entity Integration and Benefits
Is your project linked to or combined with another project or provide benefits to more than one
entity?
Yes
No
If yes, please describe the linked / integrated projects and other possible project participants.
Describe entities that benefit from the project and describe the benefits to each entity.
Ione, Plymouth, Jackson, Sutter Creek, Martell, Amador City, Drytown, and Pine Grove would
benefit from an emergency intertie between the AWS and CAWP systems.
13) Disadvantaged Communities Benefits
Does your project provide specific benefits to critical DAC water issues? For the purposes of
Proposition 1 funding, a DAC is defined as “a community with a median household income
(MHI) less than 80% of the Statewide average.” If you are unsure if your project is located in a
DAC, please use the DWR mapping tool, located here: https://gis.water.ca.gov/app/dacs/.
Yes, my project provides benefits to DACs as defined by Prop 1
Yes, my project provides benefits to DACs using some other definition (please
indicate the definition you are using in the comment box below)
No
If yes, please identify the DAC benefits and explain the magnitude of each benefit.
Click here to enter text.
14) Native American Tribal Communities Benefits
Does your project provide specific benefits to critical water issues for Native American tribal
communities?
Yes
No
If yes, please identify the benefits and explain the magnitude of each benefit.
AWA serves the Jackson Band of Mi-Wuk Native American tribe at Jackson Rancheria
and improving the infrastructure strengthens the system and controls water losses for
more efficient operation, especially in an emergency.
15) Environmental Justice Concerns
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Does your project have environmental justice concerns? Environmental Justice is defined by
State Law as: “the fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all people regardless of race,
color, sex national origin, or income with respect to the development, implementation and
enforcement of environmental laws, regulations, and policies.”
Yes
No
Please provide a rationale for your response.
Yes, there is fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all.
16) Best Project for Intended Purpose
Please indicate the score below that best reflects your project and provide a justification of how
you arrived at your score.
High: Project is the best possible alternative to meet the stated need from a social,
environmental, and economic perspective.
Medium: Other alternatives exist that may be preferable from a social, environmental,
and economic perspective.
Low: Other alternatives clearly exist that will be better to meet the intended need from
a social, environmental, and economic perspective.
An emergency intertie with a way of metering flow is a feature a lot of communities
require for added protection in case of a major catastrophy.
17) Minimize Implementation Risk
Please indicate the score below that best reflects your project and provide a justification of how
you arrived at your score.
High: Minimal implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such as
regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and low degree of controversy,
potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
Medium: Moderate implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such
as regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and moderate degree of
controversy, potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
Low: High implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such as
regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and high degree of controversy,
potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
Pipelines, pressure reducing valves, and possible pumping stations would be required to
transfer emergency water up or down the hill.
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California Statewide Priorities
Make Conservation a Way of Life
 Building on current water conservation efforts and promoting the innovation of new
systems for increased water conservation.
 Expand agricultural and urban water conservation and efficiency to exceed SBX7-7
targets
 Provide funding for conservation and efficiency
 Increase water sector energy efficiency and greenhouse gas reduction capacity
 Promote local urban conservation ordinances and programs
Increase Regional Self-Reliance and Integrated Water Management Across All Levels of
Government
 Ensure water security at the local level, where individual government efforts integrate
into one combined regional commitment where the sum becomes greater than any
single piece.
 Support and expand funding for Integrated Water Management planning and projects
 Improve land use and water alignment
 Provide assistance to disadvantaged communities
 Encourage State focus on projects with multiple benefits
 Increase the use of recycled water
Achieve Co-Equal Goals for the Delta
 This action is directed towards State and federal agencies; however, consideration will
be afforded to eligible local or regional projects that also support achieving the co-equal
goals providing a more reliable water supply for California and to protect, restore, and
enhance the Delta ecosystem.
Protect and Restore Important Ecosystems
 Continue protecting and restoring the resiliency of our ecosystems to support fish and
wildlife populations, improve water quality, and restore natural system functions.
 Restore key mountain meadow habitat
 Manage headwaters for multiple benefits
 Protect key habitat of the Salton Sea through local partnership
 Restore coastal watersheds
 Continue restoration efforts in the Lake Tahoe Basin
 Continue restoration efforts in the Klamath Basin
 Water for wetlands and waterfowl
 Eliminate barriers to fish migration
 Assess fish passage at large dams
 Enhance water flows in stream systems statewide
Manage and Prepare for Dry Periods
 Effectively manage water resources through all hydrologic conditions to reduce impacts
of shortages and lessen costs of state response actions. Secure more reliable water
supplies and consequently improve drought preparedness and make California’s water
system more resilient.
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Revise operations to respond to extreme conditions
Encourage healthy soils

Expand Water Storage Capacity and Improve Groundwater Management
 Increase water storage for widespread public and environmental benefits, especially in
increasingly dry years and better manage our groundwater to reduce overdraft.
 Provide essential data to enable Sustainable Groundwater Management
 Support funding partnerships for storage projects
 Improve Sustainable Groundwater Management
 Support distributed groundwater storage
 Increase statewide groundwater recharge
 Accelerate clean-up of contaminated groundwater and prevent future contamination
Provide Safe Water for All Communities
 Provide all Californians the right to safe, clean, affordable and accessible water
adequate for human consumption, cooking, and sanitary purposes.
 Consolidate water quality programs
 Provide funding assistance for vulnerable communities
 Manage the supply status of community water systems
o

Additionally, as required by Water Code §10545, in areas that have nitrate, arsenic,
perchlorate, or hexavalent chromium contamination, consideration will be given to grant
proposals that included projects that help address the impacts caused by nitrate, arsenic,
perchlorate, or hexavalent chromium contamination, including projects that provide safe
drinking water to small disadvantaged communities.

Increase Flood Protection
 Collaboratively plan for integrated flood and water management systems, and implement
flood projects that protect public safety, increase water supply reliability, conserve
farmlands, and restore ecosystems.
 Improve access to emergency funds
 Better coordinate flood response operations
 Prioritize funding to reduce flood risk and improve flood response
 Encourage flood projects that plan for climate change and achieve multiple benefits
Increase Operational and Regulatory Efficiency
 This action is directed towards State and federal agencies; however, consideration will
be afforded to eligible local or regional projects that also support increased operational
of the State Water Project or Central Valley Project.
Identify Sustainable and Integrated Financing Opportunities
 This action is directed towards State agencies and the legislature.
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Mokelumne/Amador/Calaveras (MAC)
Integrated Regional Water Management Plan Update
Project Information Sheet
PLEASE SUBMIT COMPLETED FORMS BY AUGUST 6, 2018
Questions and completed forms should be directed to:
Rachel Gross
Woodard & Curran
415-321-3424
rgross@woodardcurran.com

Proposed Project and Responsible Agency Information
Project Title: Lake Camanche Transmission Main Project
Project Location: Lake Camanche Village, CA (38°15’55.964”N Lat 120°59’15.295”W Long)
Submitting Entity / Project Proponent: Amador Water Agency
Other Participating Agencies (if applicable): Click here to enter text.
Contact Name for Project Proponent: Gene Mancebo, General Manager
Mailing Address for Project Proponent: 12800 Ridge Road, Sutter Creek, CA 95685
Phone Number for Project Proponent: 209.257.5245
Email Address for Project Proponent: gmancebo@amadorwater.org
To the best of your knowledge, do you anticipate that your agency will adopt/approve the
2018 MAC IRWMP?
Yes
No
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Eligibility
In order to be considered for inclusion in the MAC Plan 2018 Update, the project must meet at
least one MAC Plan Goal, at least one Statewide Priority, and address at least two Resource
Management Strategies. If your project does not meet these minimum requirements it will not be
included in the MAC Plan 2018 Update.
MAC Plan Update Goals
1)

Does your project advance one or more of the MAC IRWM goals?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)

If yes, please indicate which goal and explain how.
Policy 1: Maintain and Improve Water Quality
Goal: Reduce sources of contaminants.
Description: By combining water sources, both surface and groundwater, AWA can
reduce contaminants naturally occurring in the groundwater and provide safe,
adequate, and economically viable potable water to the community.
Goal: Manage stormwater flows and transport of sediment and contaminants.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Policy 2: Improve Water Supply Reliability and Ensure Long-Term Balance of Supply and
Demand
Goal: Ensure sufficient firm yield water supply.
Description: By adding a main transmission line, several tanks and pumping stations
can be eliminated from the system and the water quantity and pressure more guaranteed.
Goal: Maintain and improve water infrastructure reliability.
Description: Project minimizes infrastructure by reducing the number of tanks and
pumping stations needed and provides more reliable pressure and flow to the community
Goal: Promote water conservation, recycling and reuse for urban and agricultural uses.
Description: By adding a main transmission line, several tanks and pumping stations
can be eliminated from the system and the water quantity and pressure more guaranteed.
Goal: Develop appropriate drought mitigation measures.
Description: Project will provide more efficient use of limited potable water resource,
especially during drought events.
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Policy 3: Practice Resource Stewardship
Goal: Identify opportunities to conserve, enhance and restore the region’s natural
resources.
Description: Project will enhance the groundwater natural resource by providing a
more efficient system and more reliability for flow and pressure.
Goal: Minimize adverse effects on biological and cultural resources.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Goal: Identify opportunities for public access, open spaces, trails, and other
recreational benefits.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Policy 4 is not included here because it is more relevant to the MAC Plan than to individual
projects.
Policy 5 is incorporated in Questions 10 and 11 below.

Statewide Priorities
2)

Does your project advance one or more of the Statewide Priorities?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)
If yes, please indicate which priorities. Check all that apply. More information on
each priority is included on the last two pages of this form.
Make Conservation a California Way of Life
Increase Regional Self-Reliance and Integrated Water Management Across All Levels
of Government
Achieve Co-Equal Goals for the Delta
Protect and Restore Important Ecosystems
Manage and Prepare for Dry Periods
Expand Water Storage Capacity and Improve Groundwater Management
Provide Safe Water for All Communities
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Increase Flood Protection
Increase Operational and Regulatory Efficiency
Identify Sustainable and Integrated Financing Opportunities

Resource Management Strategies
3)

Does your project address two or more of the Resource Management Strategies?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)
If yes, please indicate which strategies. Check all that apply to your project.
Agricultural Water Use Efficiency

Groundwater and Aquifer
Remediation

Urban Water Use Efficiency

Matching Water Quality to Use

Flood Management

Pollution Prevention

Conveyance – Delta
Conveyance – Regional/local
System Reoperation
Water Transfers
Conjunctive Management &
Groundwater Storage
Desalination – Brackish and Sea
Water
Recycled Municipal Water
Precipitation Enhancement
Surface Storage – CALFED
Surface Storage – Regional/local
Drinking Water Treatment and
Distribution

Salt and Salinity Management
Urban Stormwater Runoff Management
Agricultural Lands Stewardship
Ecosystem Restoration
Forest Management
Land Use Planning and Management
Recharge Area Protection
Sediment Management
Watershed Management
Economic Incentives
Outreach and Engagement
Water and Culture
Water-Dependent Recreation
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Other Strategies (Crop Idling for Water
Transfers, Dewvaporation or Atmospheric
Pressure Desalination, Fog Collection,

Irrigated Land Retirement, Rainfed
Agriculture, Snow Fences, Waterbag
Transport/Storage Technology
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Project Description
4)

Project Description

Please provide a description of your project, including the project location (please provide GPS
coordinates if available), area and/or entities that will be affected by or will benefit from your
project, related water and environmental resources within the project boundaries, and any
potential obstacles to implementation. Attach extra pages if necessary. If feasible, please
attach a copy of all relevant project literature.
This project will install a transmission pipeline from well 14 to Tank 10. This transmission line
will eliminate for tanks 8, 10, and their associated pump stations, in the distribution system and
will provide additional supply, fire flow protection, and storage for the Front Village during peak
and summer demands. Currently, in order to allow water to flow into Tanks 8 and 10, their
respective booster pump stations must be turned off which reduces domestic pressure and fire
protection. This creates fluctuating system water quality and leaves the system vulnerable
during firefighting events. This system will convey water by gravity and the elimination of the
booster pump stations at 8 and 10 will reduce energy consumption and Greenhouse Gas
Emissions. This transmission line will greatly facilitate the objective of providing a uniform water
supply throughout the subdivision while eliminating aging and failing infrastructure. Tanks 8 and
10 have a history of water loss and are constructed of redwood and other materials now
approaching the end of their useful life. The Amador Water Agency recently provided a short
extension of life by placing liners in the tanks. These are expected to have a life expectancy of
less than 10 years. : Lake Camanche (38° 15’ 55.964” N Lat 120° 59’ 15.295” W Long).
Readiness to Proceed
Please indicate your project’s readiness. In the text box, please provide more information on
timing, such as when design may be complete, when permits/environmental documentation may
be acquired, or when construction may begin.
Planning/Initial Study
Conceptual Design
In Design
Design Complete
In Environmental Review
Environmental Review Complete
Click here to enter text.
5)

Planning Horizon

Is the project expected to be completed by 2027?
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Yes
No
6)

Technical Feasibility

Please list background information, studies, or other documentation (including author and year)
that detail the technical feasibility of the project.
2009 Technical Information Engineering Report for the Camanche System
7)

Economic Feasibility and Project Costs

Please provide estimated project costs (capital, operations and maintenance, and replacement)
and estimated project life.
Capital Cost: $ 900,000
Annual O&M Costs: $ 4,000
Replacement Costs, Description of Equipment to be Replaced, & Frequency of
Replacement (e.g., every 5 years): Isolation Valves, Air Release Valves. 25 years. $50,000.
Estimated Project Life (Years): 50
Cost Basis (if not 2018 dollars): 2009
What is the basis for your project costs? At what stage in the project were they developed? If a
cost estimate has been prepared, please provide.
Based on Engineering Estimates from 2009 Technical Information Engineering Report.
Please describe the economic feasibility of the project. If an economic analysis (benefit/cost
analysis or cost-effectiveness analysis) of the project has been completed, please provide the
findings of that analysis and the reference (including author and year).
Click here to enter text.
8)

Financing

How will your project be financed? What are the funding sources for your project?
Grants and loans
9)

Climate Change Adaptation

Does your project help adapt to climate change? E.g., how your project helps the region adapt
to identified climate change regional vulnerabilities; how your project may address changes to
the amount, intensity, timing, quality, and variability of runoff and recharge.
Yes
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No
If yes, please explain how and the likelihood of the climate change adaptation benefits.
This system will convey water by gravity and the elimination of the booster pump stations at 8
and 10 will reduce energy consumption and Greenhouse Gas Emissions.
10) Climate Change Mitigation
Does your project help mitigate against the effects of climate change? E.g., how your project
may reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions as compared to project alternatives; how your
project may reduce energy consumption, especially the energy embedded in water use; or if
your project includes renewable energy sources.
Yes
No
If yes, please explain how and the likelihood of the climate change mitigation benefits.
This system will convey water by gravity and the elimination of the booster pump stations at 8
and 10 will reduce energy consumption and Greenhouse Gas Emissions.
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More Information
11) Multi-entity Integration and Benefits
Is your project linked to or combined with another project or provide benefits to more than one
entity?
Yes
No
If yes, please describe the linked / integrated projects and other possible project participants.
Describe entities that benefit from the project and describe the benefits to each entity.
This project would benefit the EBMUD as they are the other entity at Lake Camanche servicing
water needs.
12) Disadvantaged Communities Benefits
Does your project provide specific benefits to critical DAC water issues? For the purposes of
Proposition 1 funding, a DAC is defined as “a community with a median household income
(MHI) less than 80% of the Statewide average.” If you are unsure if your project is located in a
DAC, please use the DWR mapping tool, located here: https://gis.water.ca.gov/app/dacs/.
Yes, my project provides benefits to DACs as defined by Prop 1
Yes, my project provides benefits to DACs using some other definition (please
indicate the definition you are using in the comment box below)
No
If yes, please identify the DAC benefits and explain the magnitude of each benefit.
Click here to enter text.
13) Native American Tribal Communities Benefits
Does your project provide specific benefits to critical water issues for Native American tribal
communities?
Yes
No
If yes, please identify the benefits and explain the magnitude of each benefit.
14) Environmental Justice Concerns
Does your project have environmental justice concerns? Environmental Justice is defined by
State Law as: “the fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all people regardless of race,
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color, sex national origin, or income with respect to the development, implementation and
enforcement of environmental laws, regulations, and policies.”
Yes
No
Please provide a rationale for your response.
Yes, there is fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all.
15) Best Project for Intended Purpose
Please indicate the score below that best reflects your project and provide a justification of how
you arrived at your score.
High: Project is the best possible alternative to meet the stated need from a social,
environmental, and economic perspective.
Medium: Other alternatives exist that may be preferable from a social, environmental,
and economic perspective.
Low: Other alternatives clearly exist that will be better to meet the intended need from
a social, environmental, and economic perspective.
Installing a main transmission line to eliminate several water storage tanks that have
reached the end of life and eliminating booster pumping stations and providing better
control of water flow and pressure from a gravity system of higher tanks will provide the
community with a much improved system that is in need of replacement.
Minimize Implementation Risk
Please indicate the score below that best reflects your project and provide a justification of how
you arrived at your score.
High: Minimal implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such as
regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and low degree of controversy,
potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
Medium: Moderate implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such
as regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and moderate degree of
controversy, potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
Low: High implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such as
regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and high degree of controversy,
potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
Project replaces or removes existing infrastructure and places a new transmission
pipeline into existing utility alignments for a new, gravity feed system.
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California Statewide Priorities
Make Conservation a Way of Life
 Building on current water conservation efforts and promoting the innovation of new
systems for increased water conservation.
 Expand agricultural and urban water conservation and efficiency to exceed SBX7-7
targets
 Provide funding for conservation and efficiency
 Increase water sector energy efficiency and greenhouse gas reduction capacity
 Promote local urban conservation ordinances and programs
Increase Regional Self-Reliance and Integrated Water Management Across All Levels of
Government
 Ensure water security at the local level, where individual government efforts integrate
into one combined regional commitment where the sum becomes greater than any
single piece.
 Support and expand funding for Integrated Water Management planning and projects
 Improve land use and water alignment
 Provide assistance to disadvantaged communities
 Encourage State focus on projects with multiple benefits
 Increase the use of recycled water
Achieve Co-Equal Goals for the Delta
 This action is directed towards State and federal agencies; however, consideration will
be afforded to eligible local or regional projects that also support achieving the co-equal
goals providing a more reliable water supply for California and to protect, restore, and
enhance the Delta ecosystem.
Protect and Restore Important Ecosystems
 Continue protecting and restoring the resiliency of our ecosystems to support fish and
wildlife populations, improve water quality, and restore natural system functions.
 Restore key mountain meadow habitat
 Manage headwaters for multiple benefits
 Protect key habitat of the Salton Sea through local partnership
 Restore coastal watersheds
 Continue restoration efforts in the Lake Tahoe Basin
 Continue restoration efforts in the Klamath Basin
 Water for wetlands and waterfowl
 Eliminate barriers to fish migration
 Assess fish passage at large dams
 Enhance water flows in stream systems statewide
Manage and Prepare for Dry Periods
 Effectively manage water resources through all hydrologic conditions to reduce impacts
of shortages and lessen costs of state response actions. Secure more reliable water
supplies and consequently improve drought preparedness and make California’s water
system more resilient.
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Revise operations to respond to extreme conditions
Encourage healthy soils

Expand Water Storage Capacity and Improve Groundwater Management
 Increase water storage for widespread public and environmental benefits, especially in
increasingly dry years and better manage our groundwater to reduce overdraft.
 Provide essential data to enable Sustainable Groundwater Management
 Support funding partnerships for storage projects
 Improve Sustainable Groundwater Management
 Support distributed groundwater storage
 Increase statewide groundwater recharge
 Accelerate clean-up of contaminated groundwater and prevent future contamination
Provide Safe Water for All Communities
 Provide all Californians the right to safe, clean, affordable and accessible water
adequate for human consumption, cooking, and sanitary purposes.
 Consolidate water quality programs
 Provide funding assistance for vulnerable communities
 Manage the supply status of community water systems
o

Additionally, as required by Water Code §10545, in areas that have nitrate, arsenic,
perchlorate, or hexavalent chromium contamination, consideration will be given to grant
proposals that included projects that help address the impacts caused by nitrate, arsenic,
perchlorate, or hexavalent chromium contamination, including projects that provide safe
drinking water to small disadvantaged communities.

Increase Flood Protection
 Collaboratively plan for integrated flood and water management systems, and implement
flood projects that protect public safety, increase water supply reliability, conserve
farmlands, and restore ecosystems.
 Improve access to emergency funds
 Better coordinate flood response operations
 Prioritize funding to reduce flood risk and improve flood response
 Encourage flood projects that plan for climate change and achieve multiple benefits
Increase Operational and Regulatory Efficiency
 This action is directed towards State and federal agencies; however, consideration will
be afforded to eligible local or regional projects that also support increased operational
of the State Water Project or Central Valley Project.
Identify Sustainable and Integrated Financing Opportunities
 This action is directed towards State agencies and the legislature.
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Mokelumne/Amador/Calaveras (MAC)
Integrated Regional Water Management Plan Update
Project Information Sheet
PLEASE SUBMIT COMPLETED FORMS BY AUGUST 6, 2018
Questions and completed forms should be directed to:
Rachel Gross
Woodard & Curran
415-321-3424
rgross@woodardcurran.com

Proposed Project and Responsible Agency Information
Project Title: Amador Water Agency Low Pressure Fire Flow Improvements
Project Location: Amador County – Ione (38°21’9.688”N Lat 120°55’57.783”W Long) Sutter
Creek (38°23’34.683”N Lat 120°48’8.768”W Long) Pioneer (38°25’54.768”N Lat
120°34’18.738”W Long)
Submitting Entity / Project Proponent: Amador Water Agency
Other Participating Agencies (if applicable): Click here to enter text.
Contact Name for Project Proponent: Gene Mancebo, General Manager
Mailing Address for Project Proponent: 12800 Ridge Road, Sutter Creek, CA 95685
Phone Number for Project Proponent: 209.257.5245
Email Address for Project Proponent: gmancebo@amadorwater.org
To the best of your knowledge, do you anticipate that your agency will adopt/approve the
2018 MAC IRWMP?
Yes
No
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Eligibility
In order to be considered for inclusion in the MAC Plan 2018 Update, the project must meet at
least one MAC Plan Goal, at least one Statewide Priority, and address at least two Resource
Management Strategies. If your project does not meet these minimum requirements it will not be
included in the MAC Plan 2018 Update.
MAC Plan Update Goals
1)

Does your project advance one or more of the MAC IRWM goals?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)

If yes, please indicate which goal and explain how.
Policy 1: Maintain and Improve Water Quality
Goal: Reduce sources of contaminants.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Goal: Manage stormwater flows and transport of sediment and contaminants.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Policy 2: Improve Water Supply Reliability and Ensure Long-Term Balance of Supply and
Demand
Goal: Ensure sufficient firm yield water supply.
Description: Maintaining low pressure fire flow requires sufficient firm yield water
supply
Goal: Maintain and improve water infrastructure reliability.
Description: Maintaining low pressure fire flow requires 6-inch or larger pipe sizes
whereas these communities have a lot of existing 2, 3 and 4-inch pipe
Goal: Promote water conservation, recycling and reuse for urban and agricultural uses.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Goal: Develop appropriate drought mitigation measures.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Policy 3: Practice Resource Stewardship
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Goal: Identify opportunities to conserve, enhance and restore the region’s natural
resources.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Goal: Minimize adverse effects on biological and cultural resources.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Goal: Identify opportunities for public access, open spaces, trails, and other
recreational benefits.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Policy 4 is not included here because it is more relevant to the MAC Plan than to individual
projects.
Policy 5 is incorporated in Questions 10 and 11 below.

Statewide Priorities
2)

Does your project advance one or more of the Statewide Priorities?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)
If yes, please indicate which priorities. Check all that apply. More information on
each priority is included on the last two pages of this form.
Make Conservation a California Way of Life
Increase Regional Self-Reliance and Integrated Water Management Across All Levels
of Government
Achieve Co-Equal Goals for the Delta
Protect and Restore Important Ecosystems
Manage and Prepare for Dry Periods
Expand Water Storage Capacity and Improve Groundwater Management
Provide Safe Water for All Communities
Increase Flood Protection
Increase Operational and Regulatory Efficiency
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Identify Sustainable and Integrated Financing Opportunities

Resource Management Strategies
3)

Does your project address two or more of the Resource Management Strategies?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)
If yes, please indicate which strategies. Check all that apply to your project.
Agricultural Water Use Efficiency

Pollution Prevention

Urban Water Use Efficiency

Salt and Salinity Management

Flood Management

Urban Stormwater Runoff Management

Conveyance – Delta

Agricultural Lands Stewardship

Conveyance – Regional/local

Ecosystem Restoration

System Reoperation

Forest Management

Water Transfers

Land Use Planning and Management

Conjunctive Management &
Groundwater Storage
Desalination – Brackish and Sea
Water

Recharge Area Protection
Sediment Management
Watershed Management

Recycled Municipal Water

Economic Incentives

Precipitation Enhancement

Outreach and Engagement

Surface Storage – CALFED

Water and Culture

Surface Storage – Regional/local

Water-Dependent Recreation

Drinking Water Treatment and
Distribution
Groundwater and Aquifer
Remediation
Matching Water Quality to Use

Other Strategies (Crop Idling for Water
Transfers, Dewvaporation or Atmospheric
Pressure Desalination, Fog Collection,
Irrigated Land Retirement, Rainfed
Agriculture, Snow Fences, Waterbag
Transport/Storage Technology
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Project Description
4)

Project Description

Please provide a description of your project, including the project location (please provide GPS
coordinates if available), area and/or entities that will be affected by or will benefit from your
project, related water and environmental resources within the project boundaries, and any
potential obstacles to implementation. Attach extra pages if necessary. If feasible, please
attach a copy of all relevant project literature.
The distribution systems for the Amador Water Agency are old, antiquated, undersized, and
various locations suffer from low pressure in the summer. This leaves certain communities in
the system with minimal water supply and inadequate fire protection or suppression supply.
Much of the distribution system in the Pioneer area is less than 4 inches in diameter with large
sections of 2-inch pipe. AWA also needs to evaluate system pressure and fire flow needs
throughout its entire distribution system and how best to meet those needs. This project will
identify, prioritize and provide for the design, replacement and modifications to the water supply
systems within the community to improve water supply delivery and meet minimum Fire
Department required fire flows.
5)

Readiness to Proceed

Please indicate your project’s readiness. In the text box, please provide more information on
timing, such as when design may be complete, when permits/environmental documentation may
be acquired, or when construction may begin.
Planning/Initial Study
Conceptual Design
In Design
Design Complete
In Environmental Review
Environmental Review Complete
Click here to enter text.
6)

Planning Horizon

Is the project expected to be completed by 2027?
Yes
No
7)

Technical Feasibility
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Please list background information, studies, or other documentation (including author and year)
that detail the technical feasibility of the project.
Standard design from American Water Works Association and Fire Code, and Industry practice
for 20 psi at minimum flow rate from a 6-inch pipeline or greater.
8)

Economic Feasibility and Project Costs

Please provide estimated project costs (capital, operations and maintenance, and replacement)
and estimated project life.
Capital Cost: $ 2,000,000
Annual O&M Costs: $ 50,000
Replacement Costs, Description of Equipment to be Replaced, & Frequency of
Replacement (e.g., every 5 years): NA
Estimated Project Life (Years): 50
Cost Basis (if not 2018 dollars): Click here to enter text.
What is the basis for your project costs? At what stage in the project were they developed? If a
cost estimate has been prepared, please provide.
Ballpark conceptual stage numbers based on other system upgrades
Please describe the economic feasibility of the project. If an economic analysis (benefit/cost
analysis or cost-effectiveness analysis) of the project has been completed, please provide the
findings of that analysis and the reference (including author and year).
With wildfires increasing in California with climate change, there will be an increased need to
have adequate fire flow to give communities a chance at fighting these fires.
9)

Financing

How will your project be financed? What are the funding sources for your project?
Grants and loans
10) Climate Change Adaptation
Does your project help adapt to climate change? E.g., how your project helps the region adapt
to identified climate change regional vulnerabilities; how your project may address changes to
the amount, intensity, timing, quality, and variability of runoff and recharge.
Yes
No
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If yes, please explain how and the likelihood of the climate change adaptation benefits.
With climate change there will be an increase in forest fires and the increased need to meet
minimal fire flow requirements throughout. By increasing pipeline sizes and storage sizes,
adequate water can be provided to protect the communities.
11) Climate Change Mitigation
Does your project help mitigate against the effects of climate change? E.g., how your project
may reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions as compared to project alternatives; how your
project may reduce energy consumption, especially the energy embedded in water use; or if
your project includes renewable energy sources.
Yes
No
If yes, please explain how and the likelihood of the climate change mitigation benefits.
By controlling and extinguishing wildfires faster, there will be less carbon emissions from
burning into the atmosphere.
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More Information
12) Multi-entity Integration and Benefits
Is your project linked to or combined with another project or provide benefits to more than one
entity?
Yes
No
If yes, please describe the linked / integrated projects and other possible project participants.
Describe entities that benefit from the project and describe the benefits to each entity.
Ione, Plymouth, Jackson, Sutter Creek, Martell, Amador City, Drytown, Pine Grove, Rabb Park
Estates, and First Mace Meadows Water District would benefit from the identification of
distribution system improvements and their installation.
13) Disadvantaged Communities Benefits
Does your project provide specific benefits to critical DAC water issues? For the purposes of
Proposition 1 funding, a DAC is defined as “a community with a median household income
(MHI) less than 80% of the Statewide average.” If you are unsure if your project is located in a
DAC, please use the DWR mapping tool, located here: https://gis.water.ca.gov/app/dacs/.
Yes, my project provides benefits to DACs as defined by Prop 1
Yes, my project provides benefits to DACs using some other definition (please
indicate the definition you are using in the comment box below)
No
If yes, please identify the DAC benefits and explain the magnitude of each benefit.
Click here to enter text.
14) Native American Tribal Communities Benefits
Does your project provide specific benefits to critical water issues for Native American tribal
communities?
Yes
No
If yes, please identify the benefits and explain the magnitude of each benefit.
AWA serves the Jackson Band of Mi-Wuk Native American tribe at Jackson Rancheria
and improving the infrastructure strengthens the system and controls water losses for
more efficient operation and more storage to fight fires.
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15) Environmental Justice Concerns
Does your project have environmental justice concerns? Environmental Justice is defined by
State Law as: “the fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all people regardless of race,
color, sex national origin, or income with respect to the development, implementation and
enforcement of environmental laws, regulations, and policies.”
Yes
No
Please provide a rationale for your response.
Yes, there is fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all.
16) Best Project for Intended Purpose
Please indicate the score below that best reflects your project and provide a justification of how
you arrived at your score.
High: Project is the best possible alternative to meet the stated need from a social,
environmental, and economic perspective.
Medium: Other alternatives exist that may be preferable from a social, environmental,
and economic perspective.
Low: Other alternatives clearly exist that will be better to meet the intended need from
a social, environmental, and economic perspective.
Fire flow and necessary minimal pressure is a public safety issue and a high purpose
17) Minimize Implementation Risk
Please indicate the score below that best reflects your project and provide a justification of how
you arrived at your score.
High: Minimal implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such as
regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and low degree of controversy,
potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
Medium: Moderate implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such
as regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and moderate degree of
controversy, potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
Low: High implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such as
regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and high degree of controversy,
potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
Replacing existing pipelines so areas of construction have already been impacted.
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California Statewide Priorities
Make Conservation a Way of Life
 Building on current water conservation efforts and promoting the innovation of new
systems for increased water conservation.
 Expand agricultural and urban water conservation and efficiency to exceed SBX7-7
targets
 Provide funding for conservation and efficiency
 Increase water sector energy efficiency and greenhouse gas reduction capacity
 Promote local urban conservation ordinances and programs
Increase Regional Self-Reliance and Integrated Water Management Across All Levels of
Government
 Ensure water security at the local level, where individual government efforts integrate
into one combined regional commitment where the sum becomes greater than any
single piece.
 Support and expand funding for Integrated Water Management planning and projects
 Improve land use and water alignment
 Provide assistance to disadvantaged communities
 Encourage State focus on projects with multiple benefits
 Increase the use of recycled water
Achieve Co-Equal Goals for the Delta
 This action is directed towards State and federal agencies; however, consideration will
be afforded to eligible local or regional projects that also support achieving the co-equal
goals providing a more reliable water supply for California and to protect, restore, and
enhance the Delta ecosystem.
Protect and Restore Important Ecosystems
 Continue protecting and restoring the resiliency of our ecosystems to support fish and
wildlife populations, improve water quality, and restore natural system functions.
 Restore key mountain meadow habitat
 Manage headwaters for multiple benefits
 Protect key habitat of the Salton Sea through local partnership
 Restore coastal watersheds
 Continue restoration efforts in the Lake Tahoe Basin
 Continue restoration efforts in the Klamath Basin
 Water for wetlands and waterfowl
 Eliminate barriers to fish migration
 Assess fish passage at large dams
 Enhance water flows in stream systems statewide
Manage and Prepare for Dry Periods
 Effectively manage water resources through all hydrologic conditions to reduce impacts
of shortages and lessen costs of state response actions. Secure more reliable water
supplies and consequently improve drought preparedness and make California’s water
system more resilient.
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Revise operations to respond to extreme conditions
Encourage healthy soils

Expand Water Storage Capacity and Improve Groundwater Management
 Increase water storage for widespread public and environmental benefits, especially in
increasingly dry years and better manage our groundwater to reduce overdraft.
 Provide essential data to enable Sustainable Groundwater Management
 Support funding partnerships for storage projects
 Improve Sustainable Groundwater Management
 Support distributed groundwater storage
 Increase statewide groundwater recharge
 Accelerate clean-up of contaminated groundwater and prevent future contamination
Provide Safe Water for All Communities
 Provide all Californians the right to safe, clean, affordable and accessible water
adequate for human consumption, cooking, and sanitary purposes.
 Consolidate water quality programs
 Provide funding assistance for vulnerable communities
 Manage the supply status of community water systems
o

Additionally, as required by Water Code §10545, in areas that have nitrate, arsenic,
perchlorate, or hexavalent chromium contamination, consideration will be given to grant
proposals that included projects that help address the impacts caused by nitrate, arsenic,
perchlorate, or hexavalent chromium contamination, including projects that provide safe
drinking water to small disadvantaged communities.

Increase Flood Protection
 Collaboratively plan for integrated flood and water management systems, and implement
flood projects that protect public safety, increase water supply reliability, conserve
farmlands, and restore ecosystems.
 Improve access to emergency funds
 Better coordinate flood response operations
 Prioritize funding to reduce flood risk and improve flood response
 Encourage flood projects that plan for climate change and achieve multiple benefits
Increase Operational and Regulatory Efficiency
 This action is directed towards State and federal agencies; however, consideration will
be afforded to eligible local or regional projects that also support increased operational
of the State Water Project or Central Valley Project.
Identify Sustainable and Integrated Financing Opportunities
 This action is directed towards State agencies and the legislature.
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Mokelumne/Amador/Calaveras (MAC)
Integrated Regional Water Management Plan Update
Project Information Sheet
PLEASE SUBMIT COMPLETED FORMS BY AUGUST 6, 2018
Questions and completed forms should be directed to:
Rachel Gross
Woodard & Curran
415-321-3424
rgross@woodardcurran.com

Proposed Project and Responsible Agency Information
Project Title: CAWP Fire Protection Project
Project Location: Mace Meadows area (38°24’20.441”N Lat 120°38’46.505”W Long) down
to Sunset Heights area (38°24’51.084”N Lat 120°41’43.801”W Long) along HWY 88
Submitting Entity / Project Proponent: Amador Water Agency
Other Participating Agencies (if applicable): Click here to enter text.
Contact Name for Project Proponent: Gene Mancebo, General Manager
Mailing Address for Project Proponent: 12800 Ridge Road, Sutter Creek, CA 95685
Phone Number for Project Proponent: 209.257.5245
Email Address for Project Proponent: gmancebo@amadorwater.org
To the best of your knowledge, do you anticipate that your agency will adopt/approve the
2018 MAC IRWMP?
Yes
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No
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Eligibility
In order to be considered for inclusion in the MAC Plan 2018 Update, the project must meet at
least one MAC Plan Goal, at least one Statewide Priority, and address at least two Resource
Management Strategies. If your project does not meet these minimum requirements it will not be
included in the MAC Plan 2018 Update.
MAC Plan Update Goals
1)

Does your project advance one or more of the MAC IRWM goals?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)

If yes, please indicate which goal and explain how.
Policy 1: Maintain and Improve Water Quality
Goal: Reduce sources of contaminants.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Goal: Manage stormwater flows and transport of sediment and contaminants.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Policy 2: Improve Water Supply Reliability and Ensure Long-Term Balance of Supply and
Demand
Goal: Ensure sufficient firm yield water supply.
Description: Maintaining low pressure fire flow requires sufficient firm yield water
supply
Goal: Maintain and improve water infrastructure reliability.
Description: Maintaining low pressure fire flow requires 6-inch or larger pipe sizes
whereas these communities have a lot of existing 2, 3 and 4-inch pipe
Goal: Promote water conservation, recycling and reuse for urban and agricultural uses.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Goal: Develop appropriate drought mitigation measures.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Policy 3: Practice Resource Stewardship
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Goal: Identify opportunities to conserve, enhance and restore the region’s natural
resources.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Goal: Minimize adverse effects on biological and cultural resources.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Goal: Identify opportunities for public access, open spaces, trails, and other
recreational benefits.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Policy 4 is not included here because it is more relevant to the MAC Plan than to individual
projects.
Policy 5 is incorporated in Questions 10 and 11 below.

Statewide Priorities
2)

Does your project advance one or more of the Statewide Priorities?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)
If yes, please indicate which priorities. Check all that apply. More information on
each priority is included on the last two pages of this form.
Make Conservation a California Way of Life
Increase Regional Self-Reliance and Integrated Water Management Across All Levels
of Government
Achieve Co-Equal Goals for the Delta
Protect and Restore Important Ecosystems
Manage and Prepare for Dry Periods
Expand Water Storage Capacity and Improve Groundwater Management
Provide Safe Water for All Communities
Increase Flood Protection
Increase Operational and Regulatory Efficiency
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Identify Sustainable and Integrated Financing Opportunities

Resource Management Strategies
3)

Does your project address two or more of the Resource Management Strategies?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)
If yes, please indicate which strategies. Check all that apply to your project.
Agricultural Water Use Efficiency

Pollution Prevention

Urban Water Use Efficiency

Salt and Salinity Management

Flood Management

Urban Stormwater Runoff Management

Conveyance – Delta

Agricultural Lands Stewardship

Conveyance – Regional/local

Ecosystem Restoration

System Reoperation

Forest Management

Water Transfers

Land Use Planning and Management

Conjunctive Management &
Groundwater Storage
Desalination – Brackish and Sea
Water

Recharge Area Protection
Sediment Management
Watershed Management

Recycled Municipal Water

Economic Incentives

Precipitation Enhancement

Outreach and Engagement

Surface Storage – CALFED

Water and Culture

Surface Storage – Regional/local

Water-Dependent Recreation

Drinking Water Treatment and
Distribution
Groundwater and Aquifer
Remediation
Matching Water Quality to Use

Other Strategies (Crop Idling for Water
Transfers, Dewvaporation or Atmospheric
Pressure Desalination, Fog Collection,
Irrigated Land Retirement, Rainfed
Agriculture, Snow Fences, Waterbag
Transport/Storage Technology
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Project Description
4)

Project Description

Please provide a description of your project, including the project location (please provide GPS
coordinates if available), area and/or entities that will be affected by or will benefit from your
project, related water and environmental resources within the project boundaries, and any
potential obstacles to implementation. Attach extra pages if necessary. If feasible, please
attach a copy of all relevant project literature.
The Central Amador Water Project (CAWP) water system is located in and around 3000’
elevation in the Sierra Nevada Mountains next to the El Dorado National Forest. Most of the
CAWP distribution system is located in heavily forested areas and the possibility of wildfire is an
ever present danger and a very real possibility. The Fire Hazard Severity Zone Map in SRA
adopted by CALFire on November 7th 2007 places the entire CAWP system in the “Very High
Fire Danger” severity zone. The State of California’s most severe fire danger ranking.
The majority of the CAWP distribution system was constructed in the 1960’s and the 1970’s with
approximately half of the pipe 4” diameters or less (42/92 miles). Nearly 12 miles of the
distribution system piping is less than 3” in diameter. Much of the system experiences low
pressure events during the summer months and some portions of the system are not capable of
providing adequate fire flow. It is not uncommon to have a 2” water main feeding a 1.5”
standpipe. In the event of a fire, pipe and hydrants like these would not be able to provide an
adequate water supply for fire protection. This project would create a hydraulic model of the
entire wholesale and retail CAWP system which would then facilitate the hydraulic
improvements the CAWP distribution system needs in order to achieve the best available fire
protection for homes and properties. This will also provide support for fire protection agencies
within the region.
5)

Readiness to Proceed

Please indicate your project’s readiness. In the text box, please provide more information on
timing, such as when design may be complete, when permits/environmental documentation may
be acquired, or when construction may begin.
Planning/Initial Study
Conceptual Design
In Design
Design Complete
In Environmental Review
Environmental Review Complete
Click here to enter text.
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6)

Planning Horizon

Is the project expected to be completed by 2027?
Yes
No
7)

Technical Feasibility

Please list background information, studies, or other documentation (including author and year)
that detail the technical feasibility of the project.
Standard design from American Water Works Association and Fire Code, and Industry practice
for 20 psi at minimum flow rate from a 6-inch pipeline or greater.
8)

Economic Feasibility and Project Costs

Please provide estimated project costs (capital, operations and maintenance, and replacement)
and estimated project life.
Capital Cost: $ 150,000
Annual O&M Costs: $ TBD
Replacement Costs, Description of Equipment to be Replaced, & Frequency of
Replacement (e.g., every 5 years): NA
Estimated Project Life (Years): 50
Cost Basis (if not 2018 dollars): Click here to enter text.
What is the basis for your project costs? At what stage in the project were they developed? If a
cost estimate has been prepared, please provide.
Ballpark conceptual stage numbers based on other system upgrades
Please describe the economic feasibility of the project. If an economic analysis (benefit/cost
analysis or cost-effectiveness analysis) of the project has been completed, please provide the
findings of that analysis and the reference (including author and year).
With wildfires increasing in California with climate change, there will be an increased need to
have adequate fire flow to give communities a chance at fighting these fires.
9)

Financing

How will your project be financed? What are the funding sources for your project?
Grants and loans
10) Climate Change Adaptation
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Does your project help adapt to climate change? E.g., how your project helps the region adapt
to identified climate change regional vulnerabilities; how your project may address changes to
the amount, intensity, timing, quality, and variability of runoff and recharge.
Yes
No
If yes, please explain how and the likelihood of the climate change adaptation benefits.
With climate change there will be an increase in forest fires and the increased need to meet
minimal fire flow requirements throughout. By increasing pipeline sizes and storage sizes,
adequate water can be provided to protect the communities.
11) Climate Change Mitigation
Does your project help mitigate against the effects of climate change? E.g., how your project
may reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions as compared to project alternatives; how your
project may reduce energy consumption, especially the energy embedded in water use; or if
your project includes renewable energy sources.
Yes
No
If yes, please explain how and the likelihood of the climate change mitigation benefits.
By controlling and extinguishing wildfires faster, there will be less carbon emissions from
burning into the atmosphere.
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More Information
12) Multi-entity Integration and Benefits
Is your project linked to or combined with another project or provide benefits to more than one
entity?
Yes
No
If yes, please describe the linked / integrated projects and other possible project participants.
Describe entities that benefit from the project and describe the benefits to each entity.
This project would benefit the Amador Water Agency’s retail customers as well as wholesale
customers First Mace Meadows Water District and Pine Grove CSD.
13) Disadvantaged Communities Benefits
Does your project provide specific benefits to critical DAC water issues? For the purposes of
Proposition 1 funding, a DAC is defined as “a community with a median household income
(MHI) less than 80% of the Statewide average.” If you are unsure if your project is located in a
DAC, please use the DWR mapping tool, located here: https://gis.water.ca.gov/app/dacs/.
Yes, my project provides benefits to DACs as defined by Prop 1
Yes, my project provides benefits to DACs using some other definition (please
indicate the definition you are using in the comment box below)
No
If yes, please identify the DAC benefits and explain the magnitude of each benefit.
Click here to enter text.
14) Native American Tribal Communities Benefits
Does your project provide specific benefits to critical water issues for Native American tribal
communities?
Yes
No
If yes, please identify the benefits and explain the magnitude of each benefit.
15) Environmental Justice Concerns
Does your project have environmental justice concerns? Environmental Justice is defined by
State Law as: “the fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all people regardless of race,
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color, sex national origin, or income with respect to the development, implementation and
enforcement of environmental laws, regulations, and policies.”
Yes
No
Please provide a rationale for your response.
Yes, there is fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all.
16) Best Project for Intended Purpose
Please indicate the score below that best reflects your project and provide a justification of how
you arrived at your score.
High: Project is the best possible alternative to meet the stated need from a social,
environmental, and economic perspective.
Medium: Other alternatives exist that may be preferable from a social, environmental,
and economic perspective.
Low: Other alternatives clearly exist that will be better to meet the intended need from
a social, environmental, and economic perspective.
Fire flow and necessary minimal pressure is a public safety issue and a high priority
17) Minimize Implementation Risk
Please indicate the score below that best reflects your project and provide a justification of how
you arrived at your score.
High: Minimal implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such as
regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and low degree of controversy,
potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
Medium: Moderate implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such
as regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and moderate degree of
controversy, potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
Low: High implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such as
regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and high degree of controversy,
potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
Replacing existing pipelines so areas of construction have already been impacted.
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California Statewide Priorities
Make Conservation a Way of Life
 Building on current water conservation efforts and promoting the innovation of new
systems for increased water conservation.
 Expand agricultural and urban water conservation and efficiency to exceed SBX7-7
targets
 Provide funding for conservation and efficiency
 Increase water sector energy efficiency and greenhouse gas reduction capacity
 Promote local urban conservation ordinances and programs
Increase Regional Self-Reliance and Integrated Water Management Across All Levels of
Government
 Ensure water security at the local level, where individual government efforts integrate
into one combined regional commitment where the sum becomes greater than any
single piece.
 Support and expand funding for Integrated Water Management planning and projects
 Improve land use and water alignment
 Provide assistance to disadvantaged communities
 Encourage State focus on projects with multiple benefits
 Increase the use of recycled water
Achieve Co-Equal Goals for the Delta
 This action is directed towards State and federal agencies; however, consideration will
be afforded to eligible local or regional projects that also support achieving the co-equal
goals providing a more reliable water supply for California and to protect, restore, and
enhance the Delta ecosystem.
Protect and Restore Important Ecosystems
 Continue protecting and restoring the resiliency of our ecosystems to support fish and
wildlife populations, improve water quality, and restore natural system functions.
 Restore key mountain meadow habitat
 Manage headwaters for multiple benefits
 Protect key habitat of the Salton Sea through local partnership
 Restore coastal watersheds
 Continue restoration efforts in the Lake Tahoe Basin
 Continue restoration efforts in the Klamath Basin
 Water for wetlands and waterfowl
 Eliminate barriers to fish migration
 Assess fish passage at large dams
 Enhance water flows in stream systems statewide
Manage and Prepare for Dry Periods
 Effectively manage water resources through all hydrologic conditions to reduce impacts
of shortages and lessen costs of state response actions. Secure more reliable water
supplies and consequently improve drought preparedness and make California’s water
system more resilient.
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Revise operations to respond to extreme conditions
Encourage healthy soils

Expand Water Storage Capacity and Improve Groundwater Management
 Increase water storage for widespread public and environmental benefits, especially in
increasingly dry years and better manage our groundwater to reduce overdraft.
 Provide essential data to enable Sustainable Groundwater Management
 Support funding partnerships for storage projects
 Improve Sustainable Groundwater Management
 Support distributed groundwater storage
 Increase statewide groundwater recharge
 Accelerate clean-up of contaminated groundwater and prevent future contamination
Provide Safe Water for All Communities
 Provide all Californians the right to safe, clean, affordable and accessible water
adequate for human consumption, cooking, and sanitary purposes.
 Consolidate water quality programs
 Provide funding assistance for vulnerable communities
 Manage the supply status of community water systems
o

Additionally, as required by Water Code §10545, in areas that have nitrate, arsenic,
perchlorate, or hexavalent chromium contamination, consideration will be given to grant
proposals that included projects that help address the impacts caused by nitrate, arsenic,
perchlorate, or hexavalent chromium contamination, including projects that provide safe
drinking water to small disadvantaged communities.

Increase Flood Protection
 Collaboratively plan for integrated flood and water management systems, and implement
flood projects that protect public safety, increase water supply reliability, conserve
farmlands, and restore ecosystems.
 Improve access to emergency funds
 Better coordinate flood response operations
 Prioritize funding to reduce flood risk and improve flood response
 Encourage flood projects that plan for climate change and achieve multiple benefits
Increase Operational and Regulatory Efficiency
 This action is directed towards State and federal agencies; however, consideration will
be afforded to eligible local or regional projects that also support increased operational
of the State Water Project or Central Valley Project.
Identify Sustainable and Integrated Financing Opportunities
 This action is directed towards State agencies and the legislature.
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Mokelumne/Amador/Calaveras (MAC)
Integrated Regional Water Management Plan Update
Project Information Sheet
PLEASE SUBMIT COMPLETED FORMS BY AUGUST 6, 2018
Questions and completed forms should be directed to:
Rachel Gross
Woodard & Curran
415-321-3424
rgross@woodardcurran.com

Proposed Project and Responsible Agency Information
Project Title: CAWP Tanks Replacement and Consolidation Project
Project Location: Mace Meadows area (38°24’20.441”N Lat 120°38’46.505”W Long) down
to Sunset Heights area (38°24’51.084”N Lat 120°41’43.801”W Long) along HWY 88
Submitting Entity / Project Proponent: Amador Water Agency
Other Participating Agencies (if applicable): Click here to enter text.
Contact Name for Project Proponent: Gene Mancebo, General Manager
Mailing Address for Project Proponent: 12800 Ridge Road, Sutter Creek, CA 95685
Phone Number for Project Proponent: 209.257.5245
Email Address for Project Proponent: gmancebo@amadorwater.org
To the best of your knowledge, do you anticipate that your agency will adopt/approve the
2018 MAC IRWMP?
Yes
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No
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Eligibility
In order to be considered for inclusion in the MAC Plan 2018 Update, the project must meet at
least one MAC Plan Goal, at least one Statewide Priority, and address at least two Resource
Management Strategies. If your project does not meet these minimum requirements it will not be
included in the MAC Plan 2018 Update.
MAC Plan Update Goals
1)

Does your project advance one or more of the MAC IRWM goals?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)

If yes, please indicate which goal and explain how.
Policy 1: Maintain and Improve Water Quality
X Goal: Reduce sources of contaminants.
Description: By reducing the overall number of aged tanks the Agency will thereby
reduce the potential for contamination overall both from failing, aged tanks (metals)
and point source contamination points. (leaks, failing roofs, vents, etc.)
Goal: Manage stormwater flows and transport of sediment and contaminants.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Policy 2: Improve Water Supply Reliability and Ensure Long-Term Balance of Supply and
Demand
Goal: Ensure sufficient firm yield water supply.
Description: Add adequate storage in the right locations and consolidate smaller tanks
for fewer smaller ones for fire flow requires sufficient firm yield water supply
Goal: Maintain and improve water infrastructure reliability.
Description: To maintain low pressure fire flow requires adequate water storage in
tanks at the right locations in the system.
Goal: Promote water conservation, recycling and reuse for urban and agricultural uses.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Goal: Develop appropriate drought mitigation measures.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Policy 3: Practice Resource Stewardship
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Goal: Identify opportunities to conserve, enhance and restore the region’s natural
resources.
Description: By eliminating some tank sites, that ground can be restored
Goal: Minimize adverse effects on biological and cultural resources.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Goal: Identify opportunities for public access, open spaces, trails, and other
recreational benefits.
Description: Eliminated storage tank sites could provide public access opportunities
Policy 4 is not included here because it is more relevant to the MAC Plan than to individual
projects.
Policy 5 is incorporated in Questions 10 and 11 below.

Statewide Priorities
2)

Does your project advance one or more of the Statewide Priorities?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)
If yes, please indicate which priorities. Check all that apply. More information on
each priority is included on the last two pages of this form.
Make Conservation a California Way of Life
Increase Regional Self-Reliance and Integrated Water Management Across All Levels
of Government
Achieve Co-Equal Goals for the Delta
Protect and Restore Important Ecosystems
Manage and Prepare for Dry Periods
Expand Water Storage Capacity and Improve Groundwater Management
Provide Safe Water for All Communities
Increase Flood Protection
Increase Operational and Regulatory Efficiency
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Identify Sustainable and Integrated Financing Opportunities

Resource Management Strategies
3)

Does your project address two or more of the Resource Management Strategies?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)
If yes, please indicate which strategies. Check all that apply to your project.
Agricultural Water Use Efficiency

Pollution Prevention

Urban Water Use Efficiency

Salt and Salinity Management

Flood Management

Urban Stormwater Runoff Management

Conveyance – Delta

Agricultural Lands Stewardship

Conveyance – Regional/local

Ecosystem Restoration

System Reoperation

Forest Management

Water Transfers

Land Use Planning and Management

Conjunctive Management &
Groundwater Storage
Desalination – Brackish and Sea
Water

Recharge Area Protection
Sediment Management
Watershed Management

Recycled Municipal Water

Economic Incentives

Precipitation Enhancement

Outreach and Engagement

Surface Storage – CALFED

Water and Culture

Surface Storage – Regional/local

Water-Dependent Recreation

Drinking Water Treatment and
Distribution
Groundwater and Aquifer
Remediation
Matching Water Quality to Use

Other Strategies (Crop Idling for Water
Transfers, Dewvaporation or Atmospheric
Pressure Desalination, Fog Collection,
Irrigated Land Retirement, Rainfed
Agriculture, Snow Fences, Waterbag
Transport/Storage Technology
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Project Description
4)

Project Description

Please provide a description of your project, including the project location (please provide GPS
coordinates if available), area and/or entities that will be affected by or will benefit from your
project, related water and environmental resources within the project boundaries, and any
potential obstacles to implementation. Attach extra pages if necessary. If feasible, please
attach a copy of all relevant project literature.
The Central Amador Water Project (CAWP) is a combination of water systems that have been
consolidated over time to form the CAWP system. The distribution system for CAWP has 27
tanks totaling 4.8 MG of available storage serving AWA’s retail customers and two wholesale
customers, First Mace Meadows Water District and Pine Grove CSD. Many of these tanks
within this system have reached the end of their useful life. The structural steel of some of
these tanks have reached a point where their structural integrity is questionable and they have
developed leaks and leaks continue to develop at an increasing rate over time. Because of
these facts, CADPH has urged the Amador Water Agency to find ways to replace and eliminate
tanks within the CAWP system not only to reduce the threat of potable water contamination due
to Tank leakage into the tank which can introduce animal feces from birds, bats, rats and other
small animals, but also tank leakage from out of the tank resulting in water losses. This project
will improve fire protection and eliminate the many safety hazards associated with failing
infrastructure.
To feed the distribution system, treated water is pumped up to Tank A from the Buckhorn Water
Treatment Plant by way of a transmission line. Tank A then feeds the majority of the other
tanks within the CAWP system, including Tank B which feeds the town of Pioneer. This
transmission line also feeds other tanks. Some of them serve the homes and businesses in the
Silver Lake Pines Subdivision. There are 540 active service connections and 100 stand-by
connection within the subdivision fed by 4 storage tanks, 2 hydropneumatic tanks, and four
PRV’s.
This project proposes to remove two Tanks at the Tank A and Tank B, and build two larger 1
MG tanks at the site to replace Tank A and B. This new tank storage would facilitate the
removal of three of the four tanks within the Silver Lake Pines Subdivision, Alpine 1, McKenzie
Tank, and Madrone Tank. This would eliminate three tanks within the CAWP system that are
failing and move their storage to the 2 new 1 MG each tanks.
The Mt Crossman Tank site has a pump station that feeds 7 other tanks and two wholesale
customers. AWA would also like to place one new larger tank fed by this pump station which
would facilitate the elimination of CAWP Tank, Franks Tank, and Rabb Tank to comply with the
Department of Public Health’s recommendation to eliminate failing tanks within the CAWP
system with new, reliable infrastructure thus eliminating sources of potable water contamination,
and safety hazards all while greatly reducing O&M costs associated with Tank and
appurtenance maintenance Pioneer area (38° 25’ 54.678” N Lat 120° 34’ 18.738” W Long).
Readiness to Proceed
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Please indicate your project’s readiness. In the text box, please provide more information on
timing, such as when design may be complete, when permits/environmental documentation may
be acquired, or when construction may begin.
Planning/Initial Study
Conceptual Design
In Design
Design Complete
In Environmental Review
Environmental Review Complete
Click here to enter text.
5)

Planning Horizon

Is the project expected to be completed by 2027?
Yes
No
6)

Technical Feasibility

Please list background information, studies, or other documentation (including author and year)
that detail the technical feasibility of the project.
Standard design from American Water Works Association for steel storage tanks and all are
existing water storage tank sites.
7)

Economic Feasibility and Project Costs

Please provide estimated project costs (capital, operations and maintenance, and replacement)
and estimated project life.
Capital Cost: $ 2,500,000
Annual O&M Costs: $ 25,000
Replacement Costs, Description of Equipment to be Replaced, & Frequency of
Replacement (e.g., every 5 years): Check Valves, Radio Telemetry, Depth Gauge Sensor.
Every 15 years. $100,000.
Estimated Project Life (Years): 50
Cost Basis (if not 2018 dollars): Click here to enter text.
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What is the basis for your project costs? At what stage in the project were they developed? If a
cost estimate has been prepared, please provide.
Ballpark conceptual stage numbers based on other system upgrades
Please describe the economic feasibility of the project. If an economic analysis (benefit/cost
analysis or cost-effectiveness analysis) of the project has been completed, please provide the
findings of that analysis and the reference (including author and year).
With wildfires increasing in California with climate change, there will be an increased need to
have adequate fire flow to give communities a chance at fighting these fires.
8)

Financing

How will your project be financed? What are the funding sources for your project?
Grants and loans
9)

Climate Change Adaptation

Does your project help adapt to climate change? E.g., how your project helps the region adapt
to identified climate change regional vulnerabilities; how your project may address changes to
the amount, intensity, timing, quality, and variability of runoff and recharge.
Yes
No
If yes, please explain how and the likelihood of the climate change adaptation benefits.
With climate change there will be an increase in forest fires and the increased need to meet
minimal fire flow requirements throughout. By increasing pipeline sizes and storage sizes,
adequate water can be provided to protect the communities.
10) Climate Change Mitigation
Does your project help mitigate against the effects of climate change? E.g., how your project
may reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions as compared to project alternatives; how your
project may reduce energy consumption, especially the energy embedded in water use; or if
your project includes renewable energy sources.
Yes
No
If yes, please explain how and the likelihood of the climate change mitigation benefits.
More efficient larger potable water storage tank will allow AWA to provide service with less
tanks and require less pumping to meet peak hourly demand as the tank volumes will handle
that demand.
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More Information
11) Multi-entity Integration and Benefits
Is your project linked to or combined with another project or provide benefits to more than one
entity?
Yes
No
If yes, please describe the linked / integrated projects and other possible project participants.
Describe entities that benefit from the project and describe the benefits to each entity.
This project would benefit the Amador Water Agency’s retail customers as well as wholesale
customers First Mace Meadows Water District and Pine Grove CSD.
12) Disadvantaged Communities Benefits
Does your project provide specific benefits to critical DAC water issues? For the purposes of
Proposition 1 funding, a DAC is defined as “a community with a median household income
(MHI) less than 80% of the Statewide average.” If you are unsure if your project is located in a
DAC, please use the DWR mapping tool, located here: https://gis.water.ca.gov/app/dacs/.
Yes, my project provides benefits to DACs as defined by Prop 1
Yes, my project provides benefits to DACs using some other definition (please
indicate the definition you are using in the comment box below)
No
If yes, please identify the DAC benefits and explain the magnitude of each benefit.
Click here to enter text.
13) Native American Tribal Communities Benefits
Does your project provide specific benefits to critical water issues for Native American tribal
communities?
Yes
No
If yes, please identify the benefits and explain the magnitude of each benefit.
14) Environmental Justice Concerns
Does your project have environmental justice concerns? Environmental Justice is defined by
State Law as: “the fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all people regardless of race,
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color, sex national origin, or income with respect to the development, implementation and
enforcement of environmental laws, regulations, and policies.”
Yes
No
Please provide a rationale for your response.
Yes, there is fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all.
15) Best Project for Intended Purpose
Please indicate the score below that best reflects your project and provide a justification of how
you arrived at your score.
High: Project is the best possible alternative to meet the stated need from a social,
environmental, and economic perspective.
Medium: Other alternatives exist that may be preferable from a social, environmental,
and economic perspective.
Low: Other alternatives clearly exist that will be better to meet the intended need from
a social, environmental, and economic perspective.
Fire flow and necessary minimal pressure is a public safety issue and a high purpose
16) Minimize Implementation Risk
Please indicate the score below that best reflects your project and provide a justification of how
you arrived at your score.
High: Minimal implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such as
regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and low degree of controversy,
potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
Medium: Moderate implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such
as regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and moderate degree of
controversy, potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
Low: High implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such as
regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and high degree of controversy,
potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
Replacing existing pipelines so areas of construction have already been impacted.
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California Statewide Priorities
Make Conservation a Way of Life
 Building on current water conservation efforts and promoting the innovation of new
systems for increased water conservation.
 Expand agricultural and urban water conservation and efficiency to exceed SBX7-7
targets
 Provide funding for conservation and efficiency
 Increase water sector energy efficiency and greenhouse gas reduction capacity
 Promote local urban conservation ordinances and programs
Increase Regional Self-Reliance and Integrated Water Management Across All Levels of
Government
 Ensure water security at the local level, where individual government efforts integrate
into one combined regional commitment where the sum becomes greater than any
single piece.
 Support and expand funding for Integrated Water Management planning and projects
 Improve land use and water alignment
 Provide assistance to disadvantaged communities
 Encourage State focus on projects with multiple benefits
 Increase the use of recycled water
Achieve Co-Equal Goals for the Delta
 This action is directed towards State and federal agencies; however, consideration will
be afforded to eligible local or regional projects that also support achieving the co-equal
goals providing a more reliable water supply for California and to protect, restore, and
enhance the Delta ecosystem.
Protect and Restore Important Ecosystems
 Continue protecting and restoring the resiliency of our ecosystems to support fish and
wildlife populations, improve water quality, and restore natural system functions.
 Restore key mountain meadow habitat
 Manage headwaters for multiple benefits
 Protect key habitat of the Salton Sea through local partnership
 Restore coastal watersheds
 Continue restoration efforts in the Lake Tahoe Basin
 Continue restoration efforts in the Klamath Basin
 Water for wetlands and waterfowl
 Eliminate barriers to fish migration
 Assess fish passage at large dams
 Enhance water flows in stream systems statewide
Manage and Prepare for Dry Periods
 Effectively manage water resources through all hydrologic conditions to reduce impacts
of shortages and lessen costs of state response actions. Secure more reliable water
supplies and consequently improve drought preparedness and make California’s water
system more resilient.
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Revise operations to respond to extreme conditions
Encourage healthy soils

Expand Water Storage Capacity and Improve Groundwater Management
 Increase water storage for widespread public and environmental benefits, especially in
increasingly dry years and better manage our groundwater to reduce overdraft.
 Provide essential data to enable Sustainable Groundwater Management
 Support funding partnerships for storage projects
 Improve Sustainable Groundwater Management
 Support distributed groundwater storage
 Increase statewide groundwater recharge
 Accelerate clean-up of contaminated groundwater and prevent future contamination
Provide Safe Water for All Communities
 Provide all Californians the right to safe, clean, affordable and accessible water
adequate for human consumption, cooking, and sanitary purposes.
 Consolidate water quality programs
 Provide funding assistance for vulnerable communities
 Manage the supply status of community water systems
o

Additionally, as required by Water Code §10545, in areas that have nitrate, arsenic,
perchlorate, or hexavalent chromium contamination, consideration will be given to grant
proposals that included projects that help address the impacts caused by nitrate, arsenic,
perchlorate, or hexavalent chromium contamination, including projects that provide safe
drinking water to small disadvantaged communities.

Increase Flood Protection
 Collaboratively plan for integrated flood and water management systems, and implement
flood projects that protect public safety, increase water supply reliability, conserve
farmlands, and restore ecosystems.
 Improve access to emergency funds
 Better coordinate flood response operations
 Prioritize funding to reduce flood risk and improve flood response
 Encourage flood projects that plan for climate change and achieve multiple benefits
Increase Operational and Regulatory Efficiency
 This action is directed towards State and federal agencies; however, consideration will
be afforded to eligible local or regional projects that also support increased operational
of the State Water Project or Central Valley Project.
Identify Sustainable and Integrated Financing Opportunities
 This action is directed towards State agencies and the legislature.
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Mokelumne/Amador/Calaveras (MAC)
Integrated Regional Water Management Plan Update
Project Information Sheet
PLEASE SUBMIT COMPLETED FORMS BY AUGUST 6, 2018
Questions and completed forms should be directed to:
Rachel Gross
Woodard & Curran
415-321-3424
rgross@woodardcurran.com

Proposed Project and Responsible Agency Information
Project Title: Floating Covers Replacement Project
Project Location: Ione WTP (38°21’2.072”N Lat 120°55’3.680”W Long) and Tanner WTP
(38°22’56.492”N Lat 120°47’17.983”W Long)
Submitting Entity / Project Proponent: Amador Water Agency
Other Participating Agencies (if applicable): Click here to enter text.
Contact Name for Project Proponent: Gene Mancebo, General Manager
Mailing Address for Project Proponent: 12800 Ridge Road, Sutter Creek, CA 95685
Phone Number for Project Proponent: 209.257.5245
Email Address for Project Proponent: gmancebo@amadorwater.org
To the best of your knowledge, do you anticipate that your agency will adopt/approve the
2018 MAC IRWMP?
Yes
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No
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Eligibility
In order to be considered for inclusion in the MAC Plan 2018 Update, the project must meet at
least one MAC Plan Goal, at least one Statewide Priority, and address at least two Resource
Management Strategies. If your project does not meet these minimum requirements it will not be
included in the MAC Plan 2018 Update.
MAC Plan Update Goals
1)

Does your project advance one or more of the MAC IRWM goals?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)

If yes, please indicate which goal and explain how.
Policy 1: Maintain and Improve Water Quality
Goal: Reduce sources of contaminants.
Description: Animals get entrapped in the liner and claw their way out or die, causing
damage to the liner and introducing contaminants to the water.
Goal: Manage stormwater flows and transport of sediment and contaminants.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Policy 2: Improve Water Supply Reliability and Ensure Long-Term Balance of Supply and
Demand
Goal: Ensure sufficient firm yield water supply.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Goal: Maintain and improve water infrastructure reliability.
Description: The floating covers will melt immediately in a fire event. By replacing the
plastic covers with aluminum or steel covers, the water supply will remain intact for a
longer period of time.
Goal: Promote water conservation, recycling and reuse for urban and agricultural uses.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Goal: Develop appropriate drought mitigation measures.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Policy 3: Practice Resource Stewardship
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Goal: Identify opportunities to conserve, enhance and restore the region’s natural
resources.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Goal: Minimize adverse effects on biological and cultural resources.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Goal: Identify opportunities for public access, open spaces, trails, and other
recreational benefits.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Policy 4 is not included here because it is more relevant to the MAC Plan than to individual
projects.
Policy 5 is incorporated in Questions 10 and 11 below.

Statewide Priorities
2)

Does your project advance one or more of the Statewide Priorities?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)
If yes, please indicate which priorities. Check all that apply. More information on
each priority is included on the last two pages of this form.
Make Conservation a California Way of Life
Increase Regional Self-Reliance and Integrated Water Management Across All Levels
of Government
Achieve Co-Equal Goals for the Delta
Protect and Restore Important Ecosystems
Manage and Prepare for Dry Periods
Expand Water Storage Capacity and Improve Groundwater Management
Provide Safe Water for All Communities
Increase Flood Protection
Increase Operational and Regulatory Efficiency
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Identify Sustainable and Integrated Financing Opportunities

Resource Management Strategies
3)

Does your project address two or more of the Resource Management Strategies?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)
If yes, please indicate which strategies. Check all that apply to your project.
Agricultural Water Use Efficiency

Pollution Prevention

Urban Water Use Efficiency

Salt and Salinity Management

Flood Management

Urban Stormwater Runoff Management

Conveyance – Delta

Agricultural Lands Stewardship

Conveyance – Regional/local

Ecosystem Restoration

System Reoperation

Forest Management

Water Transfers

Land Use Planning and Management

Conjunctive Management &
Groundwater Storage
Desalination – Brackish and Sea
Water

Recharge Area Protection
Sediment Management
Watershed Management

Recycled Municipal Water

Economic Incentives

Precipitation Enhancement

Outreach and Engagement

Surface Storage – CALFED

Water and Culture

Surface Storage – Regional/local

Water-Dependent Recreation

Drinking Water Treatment and
Distribution
Groundwater and Aquifer
Remediation
Matching Water Quality to Use

Other Strategies (Crop Idling for Water
Transfers, Dewvaporation or Atmospheric
Pressure Desalination, Fog Collection,
Irrigated Land Retirement, Rainfed
Agriculture, Snow Fences, Waterbag
Transport/Storage Technology
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Project Description
4)

Project Description

Please provide a description of your project, including the project location (please provide GPS
coordinates if available), area and/or entities that will be affected by or will benefit from your
project, related water and environmental resources within the project boundaries, and any
potential obstacles to implementation. Attach extra pages if necessary. If feasible, please
attach a copy of all relevant project literature.
The Amador Water Agency has four floating covers over treated water storage facilities. One is
at the Ione Water Treatment Plant and a second is at the Tanner Water Treatment Plant. The
other two act as floating covers at Jackson Pine Tank and Ranch House Tank and are actually
incorporated with the wall and floor lining of the tanks and AWA has FEMA and CalOES
financing to fix those two tank ccovers. All of these covers are made of hypalon
(chlorosulphonated polyethylene) and are prone to pinhole leaks on the surface and cracks in
the folds where water, derbris, and dead animals can collect. These issues compromise the
public water supply and are possible sources of contamination as identified in various CA DPH
annual inspections. The California Department of Public Health no longer allows floating covers
to be installed on treated water storage supplies. To maintain these covers, it is necessary to
keep small, submersible pumps on top of these covers in order to pump off rain water and
reduce the potential for contaminant infiltration through these leaks. The Ranch House and
Jackson Pines covers have gutters within them that convey rain water and debris down through
the tanks. These also pose a threat to the water supply as the gutters can develop leaks.
Debris from trees, birds, animals, etc. can mix with the standing water on these covers which in
turn creates a potent source of contamination for the water supply. This project would replace
the floating covers at the Ione and Tanner WTPs with a structural roof or dome or concrete
tankage that will better protect the quality of the treated water. Replacing these covers will also
eliminate the routine maintenance necessary to keep these covers in operational shape which
also helps to reduce staff exposure to the dangers associated with climbing tanks and walking /
working on buoyant, floating covers including wear and tear on the cover exacerbating cover
failure, and the possibility of drowning / engulfment.
Readiness to Proceed
Please indicate your project’s readiness. In the text box, please provide more information on
timing, such as when design may be complete, when permits/environmental documentation may
be acquired, or when construction may begin.
Planning/Initial Study
Conceptual Design
In Design
Design Complete
In Environmental Review
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Environmental Review Complete
Click here to enter text.
5)

Planning Horizon

Is the project expected to be completed by 2027?
Yes
No
6)

Technical Feasibility

Please list background information, studies, or other documentation (including author and year)
that detail the technical feasibility of the project.
Standard design from American Water Works Association for steel storage tanks and all are
existing water storage tank sites.
7)

Economic Feasibility and Project Costs

Please provide estimated project costs (capital, operations and maintenance, and replacement)
and estimated project life.
Capital Cost: $ 550,000
Annual O&M Costs: $ $2,000
Replacement Costs, Description of Equipment to be Replaced, & Frequency of
Replacement (e.g., every 5 years): NA
Estimated Project Life (Years): 50
Cost Basis (if not 2018 dollars): Click here to enter text.
What is the basis for your project costs? At what stage in the project were they developed? If a
cost estimate has been prepared, please provide.
Ballpark conceptual stage numbers based on other system upgrades
Please describe the economic feasibility of the project. If an economic analysis (benefit/cost
analysis or cost-effectiveness analysis) of the project has been completed, please provide the
findings of that analysis and the reference (including author and year).
Click here to enter text.
8)

Financing

How will your project be financed? What are the funding sources for your project?
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Grants and loans
9)

Climate Change Adaptation

Does your project help adapt to climate change? E.g., how your project helps the region adapt
to identified climate change regional vulnerabilities; how your project may address changes to
the amount, intensity, timing, quality, and variability of runoff and recharge.
Yes
No
If yes, please explain how and the likelihood of the climate change adaptation benefits.
With climate change there will be an increase in forest fires and a need to have a cover with
better resistance to heat. Steel, aluminum and concrete structures allow for better heat
resistance. Also, more extreme weather and higher temperatures, the cover will have more
integrity issues.
10) Climate Change Mitigation
Does your project help mitigate against the effects of climate change? E.g., how your project
may reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions as compared to project alternatives; how your
project may reduce energy consumption, especially the energy embedded in water use; or if
your project includes renewable energy sources.
Yes
No
If yes, please explain how and the likelihood of the climate change mitigation benefits.
Because the plastic liner will be replaced by a solid concrete, steel or aluminum liner, there will
be no need to replace the liner with another plastic liner.
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More Information
11) Multi-entity Integration and Benefits
Is your project linked to or combined with another project or provide benefits to more than one
entity?
Yes
No
If yes, please describe the linked / integrated projects and other possible project participants.
Describe entities that benefit from the project and describe the benefits to each entity.
This project would benefit the Amador Water Agency’s retail customers as well as wholesale
customers First Mace Meadows Water District and Pine Grove CSD.
12) Disadvantaged Communities Benefits
Does your project provide specific benefits to critical DAC water issues? For the purposes of
Proposition 1 funding, a DAC is defined as “a community with a median household income
(MHI) less than 80% of the Statewide average.” If you are unsure if your project is located in a
DAC, please use the DWR mapping tool, located here: https://gis.water.ca.gov/app/dacs/.
Yes, my project provides benefits to DACs as defined by Prop 1
Yes, my project provides benefits to DACs using some other definition (please
indicate the definition you are using in the comment box below)
No
If yes, please identify the DAC benefits and explain the magnitude of each benefit.
The Cities of Jackson, Plymouth, Sutter Creek, Martell, and the community of Drytown
are all disadvantaged communities and are all served by the Tanner clearwell at the
WTP. Eliminating the floating covers greatly reduces a potential source of drinking water
contamination for these disadvantaged communities.
13) Native American Tribal Communities Benefits
Does your project provide specific benefits to critical water issues for Native American tribal
communities?
Yes
No
If yes, please identify the benefits and explain the magnitude of each benefit.
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The Tanner WTP and its floating clearwell cover services the Jackson Band of Mi-Wuk Native
Americans.
14) Environmental Justice Concerns
Does your project have environmental justice concerns? Environmental Justice is defined by
State Law as: “the fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all people regardless of race,
color, sex national origin, or income with respect to the development, implementation and
enforcement of environmental laws, regulations, and policies.”
Yes
No
Please provide a rationale for your response.
Yes, there is fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all.
15) Best Project for Intended Purpose
Please indicate the score below that best reflects your project and provide a justification of how
you arrived at your score.
High: Project is the best possible alternative to meet the stated need from a social,
environmental, and economic perspective.
Medium: Other alternatives exist that may be preferable from a social, environmental,
and economic perspective.
Low: Other alternatives clearly exist that will be better to meet the intended need from
a social, environmental, and economic perspective.
The covers represent a high potential for contamination and damage during a fire.
16) Minimize Implementation Risk
Please indicate the score below that best reflects your project and provide a justification of how
you arrived at your score.
High: Minimal implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such as
regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and low degree of controversy,
potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
Medium: Moderate implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such
as regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and moderate degree of
controversy, potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
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Low: High implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such as
regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and high degree of controversy,
potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
The covers at existing facilities will mitigate any environmental concerns.
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California Statewide Priorities
Make Conservation a Way of Life
 Building on current water conservation efforts and promoting the innovation of new
systems for increased water conservation.
 Expand agricultural and urban water conservation and efficiency to exceed SBX7-7
targets
 Provide funding for conservation and efficiency
 Increase water sector energy efficiency and greenhouse gas reduction capacity
 Promote local urban conservation ordinances and programs
Increase Regional Self-Reliance and Integrated Water Management Across All Levels of
Government
 Ensure water security at the local level, where individual government efforts integrate
into one combined regional commitment where the sum becomes greater than any
single piece.
 Support and expand funding for Integrated Water Management planning and projects
 Improve land use and water alignment
 Provide assistance to disadvantaged communities
 Encourage State focus on projects with multiple benefits
 Increase the use of recycled water
Achieve Co-Equal Goals for the Delta
 This action is directed towards State and federal agencies; however, consideration will
be afforded to eligible local or regional projects that also support achieving the co-equal
goals providing a more reliable water supply for California and to protect, restore, and
enhance the Delta ecosystem.
Protect and Restore Important Ecosystems
 Continue protecting and restoring the resiliency of our ecosystems to support fish and
wildlife populations, improve water quality, and restore natural system functions.
 Restore key mountain meadow habitat
 Manage headwaters for multiple benefits
 Protect key habitat of the Salton Sea through local partnership
 Restore coastal watersheds
 Continue restoration efforts in the Lake Tahoe Basin
 Continue restoration efforts in the Klamath Basin
 Water for wetlands and waterfowl
 Eliminate barriers to fish migration
 Assess fish passage at large dams
 Enhance water flows in stream systems statewide
Manage and Prepare for Dry Periods
 Effectively manage water resources through all hydrologic conditions to reduce impacts
of shortages and lessen costs of state response actions. Secure more reliable water
supplies and consequently improve drought preparedness and make California’s water
system more resilient.
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Revise operations to respond to extreme conditions
Encourage healthy soils

Expand Water Storage Capacity and Improve Groundwater Management
 Increase water storage for widespread public and environmental benefits, especially in
increasingly dry years and better manage our groundwater to reduce overdraft.
 Provide essential data to enable Sustainable Groundwater Management
 Support funding partnerships for storage projects
 Improve Sustainable Groundwater Management
 Support distributed groundwater storage
 Increase statewide groundwater recharge
 Accelerate clean-up of contaminated groundwater and prevent future contamination
Provide Safe Water for All Communities
 Provide all Californians the right to safe, clean, affordable and accessible water
adequate for human consumption, cooking, and sanitary purposes.
 Consolidate water quality programs
 Provide funding assistance for vulnerable communities
 Manage the supply status of community water systems
o

Additionally, as required by Water Code §10545, in areas that have nitrate, arsenic,
perchlorate, or hexavalent chromium contamination, consideration will be given to grant
proposals that included projects that help address the impacts caused by nitrate, arsenic,
perchlorate, or hexavalent chromium contamination, including projects that provide safe
drinking water to small disadvantaged communities.

Increase Flood Protection
 Collaboratively plan for integrated flood and water management systems, and implement
flood projects that protect public safety, increase water supply reliability, conserve
farmlands, and restore ecosystems.
 Improve access to emergency funds
 Better coordinate flood response operations
 Prioritize funding to reduce flood risk and improve flood response
 Encourage flood projects that plan for climate change and achieve multiple benefits
Increase Operational and Regulatory Efficiency
 This action is directed towards State and federal agencies; however, consideration will
be afforded to eligible local or regional projects that also support increased operational
of the State Water Project or Central Valley Project.
Identify Sustainable and Integrated Financing Opportunities
 This action is directed towards State agencies and the legislature.
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Mokelumne/Amador/Calaveras (MAC)
Integrated Regional Water Management Plan Update
Project Information Sheet
PLEASE SUBMIT COMPLETED FORMS BY AUGUST 6, 2018
Questions and completed forms should be directed to:
Rachel Gross
Woodard & Curran
415-321-3424
rgross@woodardcurran.com

Proposed Project and Responsible Agency Information
Project Title: Lake Camanche Water Service Replacement – Phase IV
Project Location: Lake Camanche, CA (38°14’58.396”N Lat 120°56’59.928”W Long)
Submitting Entity / Project Proponent: Amador Water Agency
Other Participating Agencies (if applicable): Click here to enter text.
Contact Name for Project Proponent: Gene Mancebo, General Manager
Mailing Address for Project Proponent: 12800 Ridge Road, Sutter Creek, CA 95685
Phone Number for Project Proponent: 209.257.5245
Email Address for Project Proponent: gmancebo@amadorwater.org
To the best of your knowledge, do you anticipate that your agency will adopt/approve the
2018 MAC IRWMP?
Yes
No
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Eligibility
In order to be considered for inclusion in the MAC Plan 2018 Update, the project must meet at
least one MAC Plan Goal, at least one Statewide Priority, and address at least two Resource
Management Strategies. If your project does not meet these minimum requirements it will not be
included in the MAC Plan 2018 Update.
MAC Plan Update Goals
1)

Does your project advance one or more of the MAC IRWM goals?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)

If yes, please indicate which goal and explain how.
Policy 1: Maintain and Improve Water Quality
Goal: Reduce sources of contaminants.
Description: Laterals feed each house potable drinking water. With the failures of the
lateral pipelines, the potential for contamination goes up and therefore these defective
service laterals need to be replaced.
Goal: Manage stormwater flows and transport of sediment and contaminants.
Description: Leaking service laterals contribute to stormwater and transport of
sediment and contaminants.
Policy 2: Improve Water Supply Reliability and Ensure Long-Term Balance of Supply and
Demand
Goal: Ensure sufficient firm yield water supply.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Goal: Maintain and improve water infrastructure reliability.
Description: Replacement of defective service laterals provides system reliability.
Goal: Promote water conservation, recycling and reuse for urban and agricultural uses.
Description: Replacement of defective service laterals provide an efficient system that
helps reach water conservation goals.
Goal: Develop appropriate drought mitigation measures.
Description: Provides more water as less is lost.
Policy 3: Practice Resource Stewardship
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Goal: Identify opportunities to conserve, enhance and restore the region’s natural
resources.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Goal: Minimize adverse effects on biological and cultural resources.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Goal: Identify opportunities for public access, open spaces, trails, and other
recreational benefits.
Description: Bad water service laterals need to be replaced to prevent health and
safety issues and improve the efficiency of the system to avoid unneeded system losses.
Policy 4 is not included here because it is more relevant to the MAC Plan than to individual
projects.
Policy 5 is incorporated in Questions 10 and 11 below.

Statewide Priorities
2)

Does your project advance one or more of the Statewide Priorities?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)
If yes, please indicate which priorities. Check all that apply. More information on
each priority is included on the last two pages of this form.
Make Conservation a California Way of Life
Increase Regional Self-Reliance and Integrated Water Management Across All Levels
of Government
Achieve Co-Equal Goals for the Delta
Protect and Restore Important Ecosystems
Manage and Prepare for Dry Periods
Expand Water Storage Capacity and Improve Groundwater Management
Provide Safe Water for All Communities
Increase Flood Protection
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Increase Operational and Regulatory Efficiency
Identify Sustainable and Integrated Financing Opportunities

Resource Management Strategies
3)

Does your project address two or more of the Resource Management Strategies?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)
If yes, please indicate which strategies. Check all that apply to your project.
Agricultural Water Use Efficiency

Matching Water Quality to Use

Urban Water Use Efficiency

Pollution Prevention

Flood Management

Salt and Salinity Management

Conveyance – Delta

Urban Stormwater Runoff Management

Conveyance – Regional/local

Agricultural Lands Stewardship

System Reoperation

Ecosystem Restoration

Water Transfers

Forest Management

Conjunctive Management &
Groundwater Storage
Desalination – Brackish and Sea
Water

Land Use Planning and Management
Recharge Area Protection
Sediment Management

Recycled Municipal Water

Watershed Management

Precipitation Enhancement

Economic Incentives

Surface Storage – CALFED

Outreach and Engagement

Surface Storage – Regional/local

Water and Culture

Drinking Water Treatment and
Distribution
Groundwater and Aquifer
Remediation

Water-Dependent Recreation
Other Strategies (Crop Idling for Water
Transfers, Dewvaporation or Atmospheric
Pressure Desalination, Fog Collection,
Irrigated Land Retirement, Rainfed
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Agriculture, Snow Fences, Waterbag
Transport/Storage Technology
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Project Description
4)

Project Description

Please provide a description of your project, including the project location (please provide GPS
coordinates if available), area and/or entities that will be affected by or will benefit from your
project, related water and environmental resources within the project boundaries, and any
potential obstacles to implementation. Attach extra pages if necessary. If feasible, please
attach a copy of all relevant project literature.
Lake Camanche Water Improvement District No. 7 (WID #7) is a groundwater system with a
series of wells, storage tanks, hydro-pneumatic tanks and booster pumping stations with an
estimated yearly production of 100 million gallons that serves over 740 service connections.
Approximately 540 service connections will have been replaced with the completion of phases
one, two and three. Phase 1 and 2 are complete and has reduced system losses over 2.4
million gallons. Phase three is currently under construction and is anticipated to reduce system
losses an additional 1 MG. Increasing the water supply by an additional 1.8 AFY. Phase four is
anticipated to increase annual water savings by an additional 3 MG for a total annual water
savings of 2.75 AF.
This project proposes to replace the remaining 200 polyethylene (“poly-tube”) service laterals
within the system. These laterals were originally installed in the late 1970’s and as they
continue to age, the material becomes very brittle and subject to severe longitudinal cracking.
Thus, they regularly leak and fail, causing significant damage to other infrastructure and
substantial water losses. Agency crews, on average, repair and replace twenty laterals each
year as they fail.
Readiness to Proceed
Please indicate your project’s readiness. In the text box, please provide more information on
timing, such as when design may be complete, when permits/environmental documentation may
be acquired, or when construction may begin.
Planning/Initial Study
Conceptual Design
In Design
Design Complete
In Environmental Review
Environmental Review Complete
Click here to enter text.
5)

Planning Horizon
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Is the project expected to be completed by 2027?
Yes
No
6)

Technical Feasibility

Please list background information, studies, or other documentation (including author and year)
that detail the technical feasibility of the project.
Standard design from American Water Works Association for service laterals.
7)

Economic Feasibility and Project Costs

Please provide estimated project costs (capital, operations and maintenance, and replacement)
and estimated project life.
Capital Cost: $ 495,000
Annual O&M Costs: $ 5,000
Replacement Costs, Description of Equipment to be Replaced, & Frequency of
Replacement (e.g., every 5 years): Corporation Stops. Every 15 years. $250.
Estimated Project Life (Years): 25
Cost Basis (if not 2018 dollars): Click here to enter text.
What is the basis for your project costs? At what stage in the project were they developed? If a
cost estimate has been prepared, please provide.
Based on past Phase I - III system upgrades
Please describe the economic feasibility of the project. If an economic analysis (benefit/cost
analysis or cost-effectiveness analysis) of the project has been completed, please provide the
findings of that analysis and the reference (including author and year).
The service laterals are failing and need to be replaced as soon as practical to avoid Health and
Safety issues as well as conservation goals with the climate change factors limited water
supply.
8)

Financing

How will your project be financed? What are the funding sources for your project?
Grants and loans
9)

Climate Change Adaptation
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Does your project help adapt to climate change? E.g., how your project helps the region adapt
to identified climate change regional vulnerabilities; how your project may address changes to
the amount, intensity, timing, quality, and variability of runoff and recharge.
Yes
No
If yes, please explain how and the likelihood of the climate change adaptation benefits.
Climate change has a direct effect on the recharge of the aquifer. The more efficient the
groundwater is utilized, the longer that source water will be available for the public.
10) Climate Change Mitigation
Does your project help mitigate against the effects of climate change? E.g., how your project
may reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions as compared to project alternatives; how your
project may reduce energy consumption, especially the energy embedded in water use; or if
your project includes renewable energy sources.
Yes
No
If yes, please explain how and the likelihood of the climate change mitigation benefits.
Climate change has a direct effect on the recharge of the aquifer. The more efficient the
groundwater is utilized, the longer that source water will be available for the public.
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More Information
11) Multi-entity Integration and Benefits
Is your project linked to or combined with another project or provide benefits to more than one
entity?
Yes
No
If yes, please describe the linked / integrated projects and other possible project participants.
Describe entities that benefit from the project and describe the benefits to each entity.
This project would benefit the EBMUD as they are the other entity at Lake Camanche servicing
potable water needs.
12) Disadvantaged Communities Benefits
Does your project provide specific benefits to critical DAC water issues? For the purposes of
Proposition 1 funding, a DAC is defined as “a community with a median household income
(MHI) less than 80% of the Statewide average.” If you are unsure if your project is located in a
DAC, please use the DWR mapping tool, located here: https://gis.water.ca.gov/app/dacs/.
Yes, my project provides benefits to DACs as defined by Prop 1
Yes, my project provides benefits to DACs using some other definition (please
indicate the definition you are using in the comment box below)
No
If yes, please identify the DAC benefits and explain the magnitude of each benefit.
Click here to enter text.
13) Native American Tribal Communities Benefits
Does your project provide specific benefits to critical water issues for Native American tribal
communities?
Yes
No
If yes, please identify the benefits and explain the magnitude of each benefit.
14) Environmental Justice Concerns
Does your project have environmental justice concerns? Environmental Justice is defined by
State Law as: “the fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all people regardless of race,
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color, sex national origin, or income with respect to the development, implementation and
enforcement of environmental laws, regulations, and policies.”
Yes
No
Please provide a rationale for your response.
Yes, there is fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all.
15) Best Project for Intended Purpose
Please indicate the score below that best reflects your project and provide a justification of how
you arrived at your score.
High: Project is the best possible alternative to meet the stated need from a social,
environmental, and economic perspective.
Medium: Other alternatives exist that may be preferable from a social, environmental,
and economic perspective.
Low: Other alternatives clearly exist that will be better to meet the intended need from
a social, environmental, and economic perspective.
No other alternatives exist to replacing leaking laterals that provide the same levels of
service to the existing ratepayers. Additionally, by reducing water loss, the treatment
and distribution costs for the ratepayers should be reduced proportionally.
Minimize Implementation Risk
Please indicate the score below that best reflects your project and provide a justification of how
you arrived at your score.
High: Minimal implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such as
regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and low degree of controversy,
potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
Medium: Moderate implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such
as regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and moderate degree of
controversy, potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
Low: High implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such as
regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and high degree of controversy,
potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
No other alternatives exist to replacing leaking laterals that provide the same levels of service to
the existing ratepayers. Additionally, by reducing water loss, the treatment and distribution
costs for the ratepayers should be reduced proportionally.
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California Statewide Priorities
Make Conservation a Way of Life
 Building on current water conservation efforts and promoting the innovation of new
systems for increased water conservation.
 Expand agricultural and urban water conservation and efficiency to exceed SBX7-7
targets
 Provide funding for conservation and efficiency
 Increase water sector energy efficiency and greenhouse gas reduction capacity
 Promote local urban conservation ordinances and programs
Increase Regional Self-Reliance and Integrated Water Management Across All Levels of
Government
 Ensure water security at the local level, where individual government efforts integrate
into one combined regional commitment where the sum becomes greater than any
single piece.
 Support and expand funding for Integrated Water Management planning and projects
 Improve land use and water alignment
 Provide assistance to disadvantaged communities
 Encourage State focus on projects with multiple benefits
 Increase the use of recycled water
Achieve Co-Equal Goals for the Delta
 This action is directed towards State and federal agencies; however, consideration will
be afforded to eligible local or regional projects that also support achieving the co-equal
goals providing a more reliable water supply for California and to protect, restore, and
enhance the Delta ecosystem.
Protect and Restore Important Ecosystems
 Continue protecting and restoring the resiliency of our ecosystems to support fish and
wildlife populations, improve water quality, and restore natural system functions.
 Restore key mountain meadow habitat
 Manage headwaters for multiple benefits
 Protect key habitat of the Salton Sea through local partnership
 Restore coastal watersheds
 Continue restoration efforts in the Lake Tahoe Basin
 Continue restoration efforts in the Klamath Basin
 Water for wetlands and waterfowl
 Eliminate barriers to fish migration
 Assess fish passage at large dams
 Enhance water flows in stream systems statewide
Manage and Prepare for Dry Periods
 Effectively manage water resources through all hydrologic conditions to reduce impacts
of shortages and lessen costs of state response actions. Secure more reliable water
supplies and consequently improve drought preparedness and make California’s water
system more resilient.
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Revise operations to respond to extreme conditions
Encourage healthy soils

Expand Water Storage Capacity and Improve Groundwater Management
 Increase water storage for widespread public and environmental benefits, especially in
increasingly dry years and better manage our groundwater to reduce overdraft.
 Provide essential data to enable Sustainable Groundwater Management
 Support funding partnerships for storage projects
 Improve Sustainable Groundwater Management
 Support distributed groundwater storage
 Increase statewide groundwater recharge
 Accelerate clean-up of contaminated groundwater and prevent future contamination
Provide Safe Water for All Communities
 Provide all Californians the right to safe, clean, affordable and accessible water
adequate for human consumption, cooking, and sanitary purposes.
 Consolidate water quality programs
 Provide funding assistance for vulnerable communities
 Manage the supply status of community water systems
o

Additionally, as required by Water Code §10545, in areas that have nitrate, arsenic,
perchlorate, or hexavalent chromium contamination, consideration will be given to grant
proposals that included projects that help address the impacts caused by nitrate, arsenic,
perchlorate, or hexavalent chromium contamination, including projects that provide safe
drinking water to small disadvantaged communities.

Increase Flood Protection
 Collaboratively plan for integrated flood and water management systems, and implement
flood projects that protect public safety, increase water supply reliability, conserve
farmlands, and restore ecosystems.
 Improve access to emergency funds
 Better coordinate flood response operations
 Prioritize funding to reduce flood risk and improve flood response
 Encourage flood projects that plan for climate change and achieve multiple benefits
Increase Operational and Regulatory Efficiency
 This action is directed towards State and federal agencies; however, consideration will
be afforded to eligible local or regional projects that also support increased operational
of the State Water Project or Central Valley Project.
Identify Sustainable and Integrated Financing Opportunities
 This action is directed towards State agencies and the legislature.
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Mokelumne/Amador/Calaveras (MAC)
Integrated Regional Water Management Plan Update
Project Information Sheet
PLEASE SUBMIT COMPLETED FORMS BY AUGUST 6, 2018
Questions and completed forms should be directed to:
Rachel Gross
Woodard & Curran
415-321-3424
rgross@woodardcurran.com

Proposed Project and Responsible Agency Information
Project Title: Amador Water Agency Treated Water Supply Study
Project Location: Amador County in the vicinity of Pine Grove (38° 23’ 58.299” N Lat 120° 40’
4.46” W Long) Lake Tabeaud (38° 20’ 57.71” N Lat 120° 39’ 29.12” W Long), and Jackson (38°
23’ 4.115” N Lat 120° 42’ 31.401” W Long.)
Submitting Entity / Project Proponent: Amador Water Agency
Other Participating Agencies (if applicable): Click here to enter text.
Contact Name for Project Proponent: Gene Mancebo, General Manager
Mailing Address for Project Proponent: 12800 Ridge Road, Sutter Creek, CA 95685
Phone Number for Project Proponent: 209.257.5245
Email Address for Project Proponent: gmancebo@amadorwater.org
To the best of your knowledge, do you anticipate that your agency will adopt/approve the
2018 MAC IRWMP?
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Yes
No
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Eligibility
In order to be considered for inclusion in the MAC Plan 2018 Update, the project must meet at
least one MAC Plan Goal, at least one Statewide Priority, and address at least two Resource
Management Strategies. If your project does not meet these minimum requirements it will not be
included in the MAC Plan 2018 Update.
MAC Plan Update Goals
1)

Does your project advance one or more of the MAC IRWM goals?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)

If yes, please indicate which goal and explain how.
Policy 1: Maintain and Improve Water Quality
Goal: Reduce sources of contaminants.
Description: Provide drinking water to raw water only service connections
Goal: Manage stormwater flows and transport of sediment and contaminants.
Description: Provide drinking water and avoid stormwater sediment and contaminants
loading to the existing raw water service connections.
Policy 2: Improve Water Supply Reliability and Ensure Long-Term Balance of Supply and
Demand
Goal: Ensure sufficient firm yield water supply.
Description: Connecting homes with raw water only source to a potable water system
that will provide sufficient drinking water to their homes.
Goal: Maintain and improve water infrastructure reliability.
Description: Connecting homes with raw water only source to a potable water system
that will provide sufficient drinking water to their homes and provide adequate fire
protection of flow and pressure to their homes.
Goal: Promote water conservation, recycling and reuse for urban and agricultural uses.
Description: Potable water for drinking water and raw water for agricultural/irrigation
uses.
Goal: Develop appropriate drought mitigation measures.
Description: Lower water usage on metered water for potable water use is well
documented.
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Policy 3: Practice Resource Stewardship
Goal: Identify opportunities to conserve, enhance and restore the region’s natural
resources.
Description: Conserve raw water for irrigation uses and provide drinking water to
households without proper drinking water.
Goal: Minimize adverse effects on biological and cultural resources.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Goal: Identify opportunities for public access, open spaces, trails, and other
recreational benefits.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Policy 4 is not included here because it is more relevant to the MAC Plan than to individual
projects.
Policy 5 is incorporated in Questions 10 and 11 below.

Statewide Priorities
2)

Does your project advance one or more of the Statewide Priorities?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)
If yes, please indicate which priorities. Check all that apply. More information on
each priority is included on the last two pages of this form.
Make Conservation a California Way of Life
Increase Regional Self-Reliance and Integrated Water Management Across All Levels
of Government
Achieve Co-Equal Goals for the Delta
Protect and Restore Important Ecosystems
Manage and Prepare for Dry Periods
Expand Water Storage Capacity and Improve Groundwater Management
Provide Safe Water for All Communities
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Increase Flood Protection
Increase Operational and Regulatory Efficiency
Identify Sustainable and Integrated Financing Opportunities

Resource Management Strategies
3)

Does your project address two or more of the Resource Management Strategies?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)
If yes, please indicate which strategies. Check all that apply to your project.
Agricultural Water Use Efficiency

Groundwater and Aquifer
Remediation

Urban Water Use Efficiency

Matching Water Quality to Use

Flood Management

Pollution Prevention

Conveyance – Delta
Conveyance – Regional/local
System Reoperation
Water Transfers
Conjunctive Management &
Groundwater Storage
Desalination – Brackish and Sea
Water
Recycled Municipal Water
Precipitation Enhancement
Surface Storage – CALFED
Surface Storage – Regional/local
Drinking Water Treatment and
Distribution

Salt and Salinity Management
Urban Stormwater Runoff Management
Agricultural Lands Stewardship
Ecosystem Restoration
Forest Management
Land Use Planning and Management
Recharge Area Protection
Sediment Management
Watershed Management
Economic Incentives
Outreach and Engagement
Water and Culture
Water-Dependent Recreation
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Other Strategies (Crop Idling for Water
Transfers, Dewvaporation or Atmospheric
Pressure Desalination, Fog Collection,

Irrigated Land Retirement, Rainfed
Agriculture, Snow Fences, Waterbag
Transport/Storage Technology
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Project Description
4)

Project Description

Please provide a description of your project, including the project location (please provide GPS
coordinates if available), area and/or entities that will be affected by or will benefit from your
project, related water and environmental resources within the project boundaries, and any
potential obstacles to implementation. Attach extra pages if necessary. If feasible, please
attach a copy of all relevant project literature.
Historically, some residents of Amador County along the Amador Canal have utilized untreated
(raw) water in their homes for domestic use. They have no access to a potable water supply.
This study would look at options to bring a treated water pipeline and in turn provide treated
water to those residents. The project would also bring fire flow to the households to provide
adequate flow and pressure during a fire. Supplying treated water will eliminate the potential
health hazards / concerns that arise from using untreated (raw) water for domestic use. This
project encompasses areas within the vicinity of Jackson, Lake Tabeaud, and Pine Grove in
Amador County. Amador County in the vicinity of Pine Grove (38° 23’ 58.299” N Lat 120° 40’
4.46” W Long) Lake Tabeaud (38° 20’ 57.71” N Lat 120° 39’ 29.12” W Long), and Jackson (38°
23’ 4.115” N Lat 120° 42’ 31.401” W Long.)
5)

Readiness to Proceed

Please indicate your project’s readiness. In the text box, please provide more information on
timing, such as when design may be complete, when permits/environmental documentation may
be acquired, or when construction may begin.
Planning/Initial Study
Conceptual Design
In Design
Design Complete
In Environmental Review
Environmental Review Complete
Click here to enter text.
6)

Planning Horizon

Is the project expected to be completed by 2027?
Yes
No
7)

Technical Feasibility
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Please list background information, studies, or other documentation (including author and year)
that detail the technical feasibility of the project.
Study on the Feasibility of Supplying Potable Water to Customers Along the Upper Section of
the Amador Canal in Central Amador County, Ken Zeier, P.E., 2009
Standard design from American Water Works Association and Fire Code, and Industry practice
for 20 psi at minimum flow rate from a 6-inch pipeline or greater.
8)

Economic Feasibility and Project Costs

Please provide estimated project costs (capital, operations and maintenance, and replacement)
and estimated project life.
Capital Cost: $ 100,000 (study)
Annual O&M Costs: $ TBD
Replacement Costs, Description of Equipment to be Replaced, & Frequency of
Replacement (e.g., every 5 years): NA
Estimated Project Life (Years): 50
Cost Basis (if not 2018 dollars): Click here to enter text.
What is the basis for your project costs? At what stage in the project were they developed? If a
cost estimate has been prepared, please provide.
Click here to enter text.
Please describe the economic feasibility of the project. If an economic analysis (benefit/cost
analysis or cost-effectiveness analysis) of the project has been completed, please provide the
findings of that analysis and the reference (including author and year).
Everyone deserves potable drinking water as a human right.
9)

Financing

How will your project be financed? What are the funding sources for your project?
Grants and loans
10) Climate Change Adaptation
Does your project help adapt to climate change? E.g., how your project helps the region adapt
to identified climate change regional vulnerabilities; how your project may address changes to
the amount, intensity, timing, quality, and variability of runoff and recharge.
Yes
No
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If yes, please explain how and the likelihood of the climate change adaptation benefits.
With climate change, raw water for irrigation will become less available and drinking water will
become a priority for indoor water use. This project will provide drinking and fire protection water
to households that presently only have raw water connections off of the canal.
11) Climate Change Mitigation
Does your project help mitigate against the effects of climate change? E.g., how your project
may reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions as compared to project alternatives; how your
project may reduce energy consumption, especially the energy embedded in water use; or if
your project includes renewable energy sources.
Yes
No
If yes, please explain how and the likelihood of the climate change mitigation benefits.
With climate change, raw water for irrigation will become less available and drinking water will
become a priority for indoor water use. This project will provide drinking and fire protection water
to households that presently only have raw water connections off of the canal.
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More Information
12) Multi-entity Integration and Benefits
Is your project linked to or combined with another project or provide benefits to more than one
entity?
Yes
No
If yes, please describe the linked / integrated projects and other possible project participants.
Describe entities that benefit from the project and describe the benefits to each entity.
Click here to enter text.
13) Disadvantaged Communities Benefits
Does your project provide specific benefits to critical DAC water issues? For the purposes of
Proposition 1 funding, a DAC is defined as “a community with a median household income
(MHI) less than 80% of the Statewide average.” If you are unsure if your project is located in a
DAC, please use the DWR mapping tool, located here: https://gis.water.ca.gov/app/dacs/.
Yes, my project provides benefits to DACs as defined by Prop 1
Yes, my project provides benefits to DACs using some other definition (please
indicate the definition you are using in the comment box below)
No
If yes, please identify the DAC benefits and explain the magnitude of each benefit.
Click here to enter text.
14) Native American Tribal Communities Benefits
Does your project provide specific benefits to critical water issues for Native American tribal
communities?
Yes
No
If yes, please identify the benefits and explain the magnitude of each benefit.
AWA serves the Jackson Band of Mi-Wuk Native American tribe at Jackson Rancheria
and improving the infrastructure strengthens the system and controls water losses for
more efficient operation and more storage to fight fires.
15) Environmental Justice Concerns
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Does your project have environmental justice concerns? Environmental Justice is defined by
State Law as: “the fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all people regardless of race,
color, sex national origin, or income with respect to the development, implementation and
enforcement of environmental laws, regulations, and policies.”
Yes
No
Please provide a rationale for your response.
Yes, there is fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all. All people have a right to
drinking water at their households.
16) Best Project for Intended Purpose
Please indicate the score below that best reflects your project and provide a justification of how
you arrived at your score.
High: Project is the best possible alternative to meet the stated need from a social,
environmental, and economic perspective.
Medium: Other alternatives exist that may be preferable from a social, environmental,
and economic perspective.
Low: Other alternatives clearly exist that will be better to meet the intended need from
a social, environmental, and economic perspective.
Drinking water and fire flow are a public safety issue and a human right
17) Minimize Implementation Risk
Please indicate the score below that best reflects your project and provide a justification of how
you arrived at your score.
High: Minimal implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such as
regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and low degree of controversy,
potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
Medium: Moderate implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such
as regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and moderate degree of
controversy, potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
Low: High implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such as
regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and high degree of controversy,
potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
Most options in the study would utilize the existing canal right-a-way
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California Statewide Priorities
Make Conservation a Way of Life
 Building on current water conservation efforts and promoting the innovation of new
systems for increased water conservation.
 Expand agricultural and urban water conservation and efficiency to exceed SBX7-7
targets
 Provide funding for conservation and efficiency
 Increase water sector energy efficiency and greenhouse gas reduction capacity
 Promote local urban conservation ordinances and programs
Increase Regional Self-Reliance and Integrated Water Management Across All Levels of
Government
 Ensure water security at the local level, where individual government efforts integrate
into one combined regional commitment where the sum becomes greater than any
single piece.
 Support and expand funding for Integrated Water Management planning and projects
 Improve land use and water alignment
 Provide assistance to disadvantaged communities
 Encourage State focus on projects with multiple benefits
 Increase the use of recycled water
Achieve Co-Equal Goals for the Delta
 This action is directed towards State and federal agencies; however, consideration will
be afforded to eligible local or regional projects that also support achieving the co-equal
goals providing a more reliable water supply for California and to protect, restore, and
enhance the Delta ecosystem.
Protect and Restore Important Ecosystems
 Continue protecting and restoring the resiliency of our ecosystems to support fish and
wildlife populations, improve water quality, and restore natural system functions.
 Restore key mountain meadow habitat
 Manage headwaters for multiple benefits
 Protect key habitat of the Salton Sea through local partnership
 Restore coastal watersheds
 Continue restoration efforts in the Lake Tahoe Basin
 Continue restoration efforts in the Klamath Basin
 Water for wetlands and waterfowl
 Eliminate barriers to fish migration
 Assess fish passage at large dams
 Enhance water flows in stream systems statewide
Manage and Prepare for Dry Periods
 Effectively manage water resources through all hydrologic conditions to reduce impacts
of shortages and lessen costs of state response actions. Secure more reliable water
supplies and consequently improve drought preparedness and make California’s water
system more resilient.
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Revise operations to respond to extreme conditions
Encourage healthy soils

Expand Water Storage Capacity and Improve Groundwater Management
 Increase water storage for widespread public and environmental benefits, especially in
increasingly dry years and better manage our groundwater to reduce overdraft.
 Provide essential data to enable Sustainable Groundwater Management
 Support funding partnerships for storage projects
 Improve Sustainable Groundwater Management
 Support distributed groundwater storage
 Increase statewide groundwater recharge
 Accelerate clean-up of contaminated groundwater and prevent future contamination
Provide Safe Water for All Communities
 Provide all Californians the right to safe, clean, affordable and accessible water
adequate for human consumption, cooking, and sanitary purposes.
 Consolidate water quality programs
 Provide funding assistance for vulnerable communities
 Manage the supply status of community water systems
o

Additionally, as required by Water Code §10545, in areas that have nitrate, arsenic,
perchlorate, or hexavalent chromium contamination, consideration will be given to grant
proposals that included projects that help address the impacts caused by nitrate, arsenic,
perchlorate, or hexavalent chromium contamination, including projects that provide safe
drinking water to small disadvantaged communities.

Increase Flood Protection
 Collaboratively plan for integrated flood and water management systems, and implement
flood projects that protect public safety, increase water supply reliability, conserve
farmlands, and restore ecosystems.
 Improve access to emergency funds
 Better coordinate flood response operations
 Prioritize funding to reduce flood risk and improve flood response
 Encourage flood projects that plan for climate change and achieve multiple benefits
Increase Operational and Regulatory Efficiency
 This action is directed towards State and federal agencies; however, consideration will
be afforded to eligible local or regional projects that also support increased operational
of the State Water Project or Central Valley Project.
Identify Sustainable and Integrated Financing Opportunities
 This action is directed towards State agencies and the legislature.
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Mokelumne/Amador/Calaveras (MAC)
Integrated Regional Water Management Plan Update
Project Information Sheet
PLEASE SUBMIT COMPLETED FORMS BY AUGUST 6, 2018
Questions and completed forms should be directed to:
Rachel Gross
Woodard & Curran
415-321-3424
rgross@woodardcurran.com

Proposed Project and Responsible Agency Information
Project Title: Community Leachfield Groundwater Nitrate Study
Project Location: Amador County – (Pine Grove (38° 24’ 48.”066 N Lat 120° 39’ 32.873” W
Long) and Pioneer (38° 25’ 54.678” N Lat 120° 34’ 18.738” W Long) areas
Submitting Entity / Project Proponent: Amador Water Agency
Other Participating Agencies (if applicable): Click here to enter text.
Contact Name for Project Proponent: Gene Mancebo, General Manager
Mailing Address for Project Proponent: 12800 Ridge Road, Sutter Creek, CA 95685
Phone Number for Project Proponent: 209.257.5245
Email Address for Project Proponent: gmancebo@amadorwater.org
To the best of your knowledge, do you anticipate that your agency will adopt/approve the
2018 MAC IRWMP?
Yes
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No
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Eligibility
In order to be considered for inclusion in the MAC Plan 2018 Update, the project must meet at
least one MAC Plan Goal, at least one Statewide Priority, and address at least two Resource
Management Strategies. If your project does not meet these minimum requirements it will not be
included in the MAC Plan 2018 Update.
MAC Plan Update Goals
1)

Does your project advance one or more of the MAC IRWM goals?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)

If yes, please indicate which goal and explain how.
Policy 1: Maintain and Improve Water Quality
Goal: Reduce sources of contaminants.
Description: Minimize nitrate contamination of groundwater
Goal: Manage stormwater flows and transport of sediment and contaminants.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Policy 2: Improve Water Supply Reliability and Ensure Long-Term Balance of Supply and
Demand
Goal: Ensure sufficient firm yield water supply.
Description: Making sure groundwater sources are protected from nitrate
contamination.
Goal: Maintain and improve water infrastructure reliability.
Description: Study impact of nitrates in groundwater on existing infrastructure.
Goal: Promote water conservation, recycling and reuse for urban and agricultural uses.
Description: Study would look at recycling of the wastewater to minimize nitrate impact
to groundwater.
Goal: Develop appropriate drought mitigation measures.
Description: Long-term water availability from wells without contamination of nitrates.
Policy 3: Practice Resource Stewardship
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Goal: Identify opportunities to conserve, enhance and restore the region’s natural
resources.
Description: Potential recycling of the wastewater to minimize nitrates in groundwater.
Goal: Minimize adverse effects on biological and cultural resources.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Goal: Identify opportunities for public access, open spaces, trails, and other
recreational benefits.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Policy 4 is not included here because it is more relevant to the MAC Plan than to individual
projects.
Policy 5 is incorporated in Questions 10 and 11 below.

Statewide Priorities
2)

Does your project advance one or more of the Statewide Priorities?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)
If yes, please indicate which priorities. Check all that apply. More information on
each priority is included on the last two pages of this form.
Make Conservation a California Way of Life
Increase Regional Self-Reliance and Integrated Water Management Across All Levels
of Government
Achieve Co-Equal Goals for the Delta
Protect and Restore Important Ecosystems
Manage and Prepare for Dry Periods
Expand Water Storage Capacity and Improve Groundwater Management
Provide Safe Water for All Communities
Increase Flood Protection
Increase Operational and Regulatory Efficiency
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Identify Sustainable and Integrated Financing Opportunities

Resource Management Strategies
3)

Does your project address two or more of the Resource Management Strategies?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)
If yes, please indicate which strategies. Check all that apply to your project.
Agricultural Water Use Efficiency

Pollution Prevention

Urban Water Use Efficiency

Salt and Salinity Management

Flood Management

Urban Stormwater Runoff Management

Conveyance – Delta

Agricultural Lands Stewardship

Conveyance – Regional/local

Ecosystem Restoration

System Reoperation

Forest Management

Water Transfers

Land Use Planning and Management

Conjunctive Management &
Groundwater Storage
Desalination – Brackish and Sea
Water

Recharge Area Protection
Sediment Management
Watershed Management

Recycled Municipal Water

Economic Incentives

Precipitation Enhancement

Outreach and Engagement

Surface Storage – CALFED

Water and Culture

Surface Storage – Regional/local

Water-Dependent Recreation

Drinking Water Treatment and
Distribution
Groundwater and Aquifer
Remediation
Matching Water Quality to Use

Other Strategies (Crop Idling for Water
Transfers, Dewvaporation or Atmospheric
Pressure Desalination, Fog Collection,
Irrigated Land Retirement, Rainfed
Agriculture, Snow Fences, Waterbag
Transport/Storage Technology
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Project Description
4)

Project Description

Please provide a description of your project, including the project location (please provide GPS
coordinates if available), area and/or entities that will be affected by or will benefit from your
project, related water and environmental resources within the project boundaries, and any
potential obstacles to implementation. Attach extra pages if necessary. If feasible, please
attach a copy of all relevant project literature.
The Amador Water Agency operates nine small community leachfield systems. Some of these
systems’ monitoring wells (particularly Wildwood Estates Leachfield System) have showed
continuing nitrate level increases over time. The Agency would like to complete a study that
analyzes nitrate level rise in all of the community leachfield systems they operate to develop a
course of action for the best possible long term solution to minimize nitrate level rise in the
systems which might otherwise exceed state levels. Amador County – (Pine Grove (38° 24’
48.”066 N Lat 120° 39’ 32.873” W Long) and Pioneer (38° 25’ 54.678” N Lat 120° 34’ 18.738” W
Long) areas.
5)

Readiness to Proceed

Please indicate your project’s readiness. In the text box, please provide more information on
timing, such as when design may be complete, when permits/environmental documentation may
be acquired, or when construction may begin.
Planning/Initial Study
Conceptual Design
In Design
Design Complete
In Environmental Review
Environmental Review Complete
Click here to enter text.
6)

Planning Horizon

Is the project expected to be completed by 2027?
Yes
No
7)

Technical Feasibility
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Please list background information, studies, or other documentation (including author and year)
that detail the technical feasibility of the project.
Click here to enter text.
8)

Economic Feasibility and Project Costs

Please provide estimated project costs (capital, operations and maintenance, and replacement)
and estimated project life.
Capital Cost: $ 100,000
Annual O&M Costs: $ TBD
Replacement Costs, Description of Equipment to be Replaced, & Frequency of
Replacement (e.g., every 5 years): NA
Estimated Project Life (Years): Click here to enter text.
Cost Basis (if not 2018 dollars): Click here to enter text.
What is the basis for your project costs? At what stage in the project were they developed? If a
cost estimate has been prepared, please provide.
Click here to enter text.
Please describe the economic feasibility of the project. If an economic analysis (benefit/cost
analysis or cost-effectiveness analysis) of the project has been completed, please provide the
findings of that analysis and the reference (including author and year).
Everyone deserves potable drinking water as a human right.
9)

Financing

How will your project be financed? What are the funding sources for your project?
Grants and loans
10) Climate Change Adaptation
Does your project help adapt to climate change? E.g., how your project helps the region adapt
to identified climate change regional vulnerabilities; how your project may address changes to
the amount, intensity, timing, quality, and variability of runoff and recharge.
Yes
No
If yes, please explain how and the likelihood of the climate change adaptation benefits.
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With climate change, groundwater quality and wastewater recycling will become even more
important.
11) Climate Change Mitigation
Does your project help mitigate against the effects of climate change? E.g., how your project
may reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions as compared to project alternatives; how your
project may reduce energy consumption, especially the energy embedded in water use; or if
your project includes renewable energy sources.
Yes
No
If yes, please explain how and the likelihood of the climate change mitigation benefits.
Project would potentially include renewable energy sources for water and wastewater treatment.
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More Information
12) Multi-entity Integration and Benefits
Is your project linked to or combined with another project or provide benefits to more than one
entity?
Yes
No
If yes, please describe the linked / integrated projects and other possible project participants.
Describe entities that benefit from the project and describe the benefits to each entity.
Click here to enter text.
13) Disadvantaged Communities Benefits
Does your project provide specific benefits to critical DAC water issues? For the purposes of
Proposition 1 funding, a DAC is defined as “a community with a median household income
(MHI) less than 80% of the Statewide average.” If you are unsure if your project is located in a
DAC, please use the DWR mapping tool, located here: https://gis.water.ca.gov/app/dacs/.
Yes, my project provides benefits to DACs as defined by Prop 1
Yes, my project provides benefits to DACs using some other definition (please
indicate the definition you are using in the comment box below)
No
If yes, please identify the DAC benefits and explain the magnitude of each benefit.
Click here to enter text.
14) Native American Tribal Communities Benefits
Does your project provide specific benefits to critical water issues for Native American tribal
communities?
Yes
No
If yes, please identify the benefits and explain the magnitude of each benefit.
15) Environmental Justice Concerns
Does your project have environmental justice concerns? Environmental Justice is defined by
State Law as: “the fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all people regardless of race,
color, sex national origin, or income with respect to the development, implementation and
enforcement of environmental laws, regulations, and policies.”
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Yes
No
Please provide a rationale for your response.
Yes, there is fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all. All people have a right to
drinking water at their households.
16) Best Project for Intended Purpose
Please indicate the score below that best reflects your project and provide a justification of how
you arrived at your score.
High: Project is the best possible alternative to meet the stated need from a social,
environmental, and economic perspective.
Medium: Other alternatives exist that may be preferable from a social, environmental,
and economic perspective.
Low: Other alternatives clearly exist that will be better to meet the intended need from
a social, environmental, and economic perspective.
Groundwater must be protected from contamination of nitrates that exceed the States
MCL
17) Minimize Implementation Risk
Please indicate the score below that best reflects your project and provide a justification of how
you arrived at your score.
High: Minimal implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such as
regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and low degree of controversy,
potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
Medium: Moderate implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such
as regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and moderate degree of
controversy, potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
Low: High implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such as
regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and high degree of controversy,
potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
Study would look at options on existing AWA property or right of ways.
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California Statewide Priorities
Make Conservation a Way of Life
 Building on current water conservation efforts and promoting the innovation of new
systems for increased water conservation.
 Expand agricultural and urban water conservation and efficiency to exceed SBX7-7
targets
 Provide funding for conservation and efficiency
 Increase water sector energy efficiency and greenhouse gas reduction capacity
 Promote local urban conservation ordinances and programs
Increase Regional Self-Reliance and Integrated Water Management Across All Levels of
Government
 Ensure water security at the local level, where individual government efforts integrate
into one combined regional commitment where the sum becomes greater than any
single piece.
 Support and expand funding for Integrated Water Management planning and projects
 Improve land use and water alignment
 Provide assistance to disadvantaged communities
 Encourage State focus on projects with multiple benefits
 Increase the use of recycled water
Achieve Co-Equal Goals for the Delta
 This action is directed towards State and federal agencies; however, consideration will
be afforded to eligible local or regional projects that also support achieving the co-equal
goals providing a more reliable water supply for California and to protect, restore, and
enhance the Delta ecosystem.
Protect and Restore Important Ecosystems
 Continue protecting and restoring the resiliency of our ecosystems to support fish and
wildlife populations, improve water quality, and restore natural system functions.
 Restore key mountain meadow habitat
 Manage headwaters for multiple benefits
 Protect key habitat of the Salton Sea through local partnership
 Restore coastal watersheds
 Continue restoration efforts in the Lake Tahoe Basin
 Continue restoration efforts in the Klamath Basin
 Water for wetlands and waterfowl
 Eliminate barriers to fish migration
 Assess fish passage at large dams
 Enhance water flows in stream systems statewide
Manage and Prepare for Dry Periods
 Effectively manage water resources through all hydrologic conditions to reduce impacts
of shortages and lessen costs of state response actions. Secure more reliable water
supplies and consequently improve drought preparedness and make California’s water
system more resilient.
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Revise operations to respond to extreme conditions
Encourage healthy soils

Expand Water Storage Capacity and Improve Groundwater Management
 Increase water storage for widespread public and environmental benefits, especially in
increasingly dry years and better manage our groundwater to reduce overdraft.
 Provide essential data to enable Sustainable Groundwater Management
 Support funding partnerships for storage projects
 Improve Sustainable Groundwater Management
 Support distributed groundwater storage
 Increase statewide groundwater recharge
 Accelerate clean-up of contaminated groundwater and prevent future contamination
Provide Safe Water for All Communities
 Provide all Californians the right to safe, clean, affordable and accessible water
adequate for human consumption, cooking, and sanitary purposes.
 Consolidate water quality programs
 Provide funding assistance for vulnerable communities
 Manage the supply status of community water systems
o

Additionally, as required by Water Code §10545, in areas that have nitrate, arsenic,
perchlorate, or hexavalent chromium contamination, consideration will be given to grant
proposals that included projects that help address the impacts caused by nitrate, arsenic,
perchlorate, or hexavalent chromium contamination, including projects that provide safe
drinking water to small disadvantaged communities.

Increase Flood Protection
 Collaboratively plan for integrated flood and water management systems, and implement
flood projects that protect public safety, increase water supply reliability, conserve
farmlands, and restore ecosystems.
 Improve access to emergency funds
 Better coordinate flood response operations
 Prioritize funding to reduce flood risk and improve flood response
 Encourage flood projects that plan for climate change and achieve multiple benefits
Increase Operational and Regulatory Efficiency
 This action is directed towards State and federal agencies; however, consideration will
be afforded to eligible local or regional projects that also support increased operational
of the State Water Project or Central Valley Project.
Identify Sustainable and Integrated Financing Opportunities
 This action is directed towards State agencies and the legislature.
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Mokelumne/Amador/Calaveras (MAC)
Integrated Regional Water Management Plan Update
Project Information Sheet
PLEASE SUBMIT COMPLETED FORMS BY AUGUST 6, 2018
Questions and completed forms should be directed to:
Rachel Gross
Woodard & Curran
415-321-3424
rgross@woodardcurran.com

Proposed Project and Responsible Agency Information
Project Title: Martell Wastewater Lift Station Reduction Project
Project Location: Martell (38° 22’ 0.686” N Lat 120° 47’ 45.768” W Long)
Submitting Entity / Project Proponent: Amador Water Agency
Other Participating Agencies (if applicable): Click here to enter text.
Contact Name for Project Proponent: Gene Mancebo, General Manager
Mailing Address for Project Proponent: 12800 Ridge Road, Sutter Creek, CA 95685
Phone Number for Project Proponent: 209.257.5245
Email Address for Project Proponent: gmancebo@amadorwater.org
To the best of your knowledge, do you anticipate that your agency will adopt/approve the
2018 MAC IRWMP?
Yes
No
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Eligibility
In order to be considered for inclusion in the MAC Plan 2018 Update, the project must meet at
least one MAC Plan Goal, at least one Statewide Priority, and address at least two Resource
Management Strategies. If your project does not meet these minimum requirements it will not be
included in the MAC Plan 2018 Update.
MAC Plan Update Goals
1)

Does your project advance one or more of the MAC IRWM goals?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)

If yes, please indicate which goal and explain how.
Policy 1: Maintain and Improve Water Quality
Goal: Reduce sources of contaminants.
Description: Reducing number of lift stations reducing changes of leaks and spillage
Goal: Manage stormwater flows and transport of sediment and contaminants.
Description: Reducing the number of lift stations reduces the opportunity of receiving
additional flows from stormwater I/I
Policy 2: Improve Water Supply Reliability and Ensure Long-Term Balance of Supply and
Demand
Goal: Ensure sufficient firm yield water supply.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Goal: Maintain and improve water infrastructure reliability.
Description: Minimizing lift stations removes additional O&M that is required to operate
the system reliable.
Goal: Promote water conservation, recycling and reuse for urban and agricultural uses.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Goal: Develop appropriate drought mitigation measures.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Policy 3: Practice Resource Stewardship
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Goal: Identify opportunities to conserve, enhance and restore the region’s natural
resources.
Description: Power conservation with higher efficiency equipment and less of it.
Goal: Minimize adverse effects on biological and cultural resources.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Goal: Identify opportunities for public access, open spaces, trails, and other
recreational benefits.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Policy 4 is not included here because it is more relevant to the MAC Plan than to individual
projects.
Policy 5 is incorporated in Questions 10 and 11 below.

Statewide Priorities
2)

Does your project advance one or more of the Statewide Priorities?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)
If yes, please indicate which priorities. Check all that apply. More information on
each priority is included on the last two pages of this form.
Make Conservation a California Way of Life
Increase Regional Self-Reliance and Integrated Water Management Across All Levels
of Government
Achieve Co-Equal Goals for the Delta
Protect and Restore Important Ecosystems
Manage and Prepare for Dry Periods
Expand Water Storage Capacity and Improve Groundwater Management
Provide Safe Water for All Communities
Increase Flood Protection
Increase Operational and Regulatory Efficiency
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Identify Sustainable and Integrated Financing Opportunities

Resource Management Strategies
3)

Does your project address two or more of the Resource Management Strategies?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)
If yes, please indicate which strategies. Check all that apply to your project.
Agricultural Water Use Efficiency

Pollution Prevention

Urban Water Use Efficiency

Salt and Salinity Management

Flood Management

Urban Stormwater Runoff Management

Conveyance – Delta

Agricultural Lands Stewardship

Conveyance – Regional/local

Ecosystem Restoration

System Reoperation

Forest Management

Water Transfers

Land Use Planning and Management

Conjunctive Management &
Groundwater Storage
Desalination – Brackish and Sea
Water

Recharge Area Protection
Sediment Management
Watershed Management

Recycled Municipal Water

Economic Incentives

Precipitation Enhancement

Outreach and Engagement

Surface Storage – CALFED

Water and Culture

Surface Storage – Regional/local

Water-Dependent Recreation

Drinking Water Treatment and
Distribution
Groundwater and Aquifer
Remediation
Matching Water Quality to Use

Other Strategies (Crop Idling for Water
Transfers, Dewvaporation or Atmospheric
Pressure Desalination, Fog Collection,
Irrigated Land Retirement, Rainfed
Agriculture, Snow Fences, Waterbag
Transport/Storage Technology
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Project Description
4)

Project Description

Please provide a description of your project, including the project location (please provide GPS
coordinates if available), area and/or entities that will be affected by or will benefit from your
project, related water and environmental resources within the project boundaries, and any
potential obstacles to implementation. Attach extra pages if necessary. If feasible, please
attach a copy of all relevant project literature.
Martell’s wastewater collection system consists of 6 lift stations that convey the wastewater
collected from the homes and businesses in Martell to Sutter Creek for treatment and disposal.
At least 2 of the lift stations in Martell are at least 35 years old and require an ever increasing
amount of maintenance and repair to keep operational. Wastewater in parts of Martell is also
pumped twice – from lift station to lift station before being sent to Sutter Creek for treatment and
disposal.
This project seeks to eliminate double pumping of wastewater by reducing the number of lift
stations within the Martell area and expanding the ones that would remain. This would save
pumping costs, improve infrastructure reliability and in the end save the Amador Water Agency
and its customers money.

5)

Readiness to Proceed

Please indicate your project’s readiness. In the text box, please provide more information on
timing, such as when design may be complete, when permits/environmental documentation may
be acquired, or when construction may begin.
Planning/Initial Study
Conceptual Design
In Design
Design Complete
In Environmental Review
Environmental Review Complete
Click here to enter text.
6)

Planning Horizon

Is the project expected to be completed by 2027?
Yes
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No
7)

Technical Feasibility

Please list background information, studies, or other documentation (including author and year)
that detail the technical feasibility of the project.
Click here to enter text.
8)

Economic Feasibility and Project Costs

Please provide estimated project costs (capital, operations and maintenance, and replacement)
and estimated project life.
Capital Cost: $ 150,000
Annual O&M Costs: $ TBD
Replacement Costs, Description of Equipment to be Replaced, & Frequency of
Replacement (e.g., every 5 years): NA
Estimated Project Life (Years): 50
Cost Basis (if not 2018 dollars): Click here to enter text.
What is the basis for your project costs? At what stage in the project were they developed? If a
cost estimate has been prepared, please provide.
Click here to enter text.
Please describe the economic feasibility of the project. If an economic analysis (benefit/cost
analysis or cost-effectiveness analysis) of the project has been completed, please provide the
findings of that analysis and the reference (including author and year).
Everyone deserves potable drinking water as a human right.
9)

Financing

How will your project be financed? What are the funding sources for your project?
Grants and loans
10) Climate Change Adaptation
Does your project help adapt to climate change? E.g., how your project helps the region adapt
to identified climate change regional vulnerabilities; how your project may address changes to
the amount, intensity, timing, quality, and variability of runoff and recharge.
Yes
No
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If yes, please explain how and the likelihood of the climate change adaptation benefits.
Double pumping would be eliminated and therefore the carbon footprint minimized.
11) Climate Change Mitigation
Does your project help mitigate against the effects of climate change? E.g., how your project
may reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions as compared to project alternatives; how your
project may reduce energy consumption, especially the energy embedded in water use; or if
your project includes renewable energy sources.
Yes
No
If yes, please explain how and the likelihood of the climate change mitigation benefits.
Double pumping would be eliminated and therefore the carbon footprint minimized .
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More Information
12) Multi-entity Integration and Benefits
Is your project linked to or combined with another project or provide benefits to more than one
entity?
Yes
No
If yes, please describe the linked / integrated projects and other possible project participants.
Describe entities that benefit from the project and describe the benefits to each entity.
Click here to enter text.
13) Disadvantaged Communities Benefits
Does your project provide specific benefits to critical DAC water issues? For the purposes of
Proposition 1 funding, a DAC is defined as “a community with a median household income
(MHI) less than 80% of the Statewide average.” If you are unsure if your project is located in a
DAC, please use the DWR mapping tool, located here: https://gis.water.ca.gov/app/dacs/.
Yes, my project provides benefits to DACs as defined by Prop 1
Yes, my project provides benefits to DACs using some other definition (please
indicate the definition you are using in the comment box below)
No
If yes, please identify the DAC benefits and explain the magnitude of each benefit.
Click here to enter text.
14) Native American Tribal Communities Benefits
Does your project provide specific benefits to critical water issues for Native American tribal
communities?
Yes
No
If yes, please identify the benefits and explain the magnitude of each benefit.
15) Environmental Justice Concerns
Does your project have environmental justice concerns? Environmental Justice is defined by
State Law as: “the fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all people regardless of race,
color, sex national origin, or income with respect to the development, implementation and
enforcement of environmental laws, regulations, and policies.”
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Yes
No
Please provide a rationale for your response.
Yes, there is fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all.
16) Best Project for Intended Purpose
Please indicate the score below that best reflects your project and provide a justification of how
you arrived at your score.
High: Project is the best possible alternative to meet the stated need from a social,
environmental, and economic perspective.
Medium: Other alternatives exist that may be preferable from a social, environmental,
and economic perspective.
Low: Other alternatives clearly exist that will be better to meet the intended need from
a social, environmental, and economic perspective.
Poor design and uneven buildout has left AWA with a sewage lift station system that
pumps sewage twice in some locations and does not provide the customers with a more
efficient system with lower costs of O&M.
17) Minimize Implementation Risk
Please indicate the score below that best reflects your project and provide a justification of how
you arrived at your score.
High: Minimal implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such as
regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and low degree of controversy,
potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
Medium: Moderate implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such
as regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and moderate degree of
controversy, potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
Low: High implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such as
regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and high degree of controversy,
potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
All facilities are existing.
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California Statewide Priorities
Make Conservation a Way of Life
 Building on current water conservation efforts and promoting the innovation of new
systems for increased water conservation.
 Expand agricultural and urban water conservation and efficiency to exceed SBX7-7
targets
 Provide funding for conservation and efficiency
 Increase water sector energy efficiency and greenhouse gas reduction capacity
 Promote local urban conservation ordinances and programs
Increase Regional Self-Reliance and Integrated Water Management Across All Levels of
Government
 Ensure water security at the local level, where individual government efforts integrate
into one combined regional commitment where the sum becomes greater than any
single piece.
 Support and expand funding for Integrated Water Management planning and projects
 Improve land use and water alignment
 Provide assistance to disadvantaged communities
 Encourage State focus on projects with multiple benefits
 Increase the use of recycled water
Achieve Co-Equal Goals for the Delta
 This action is directed towards State and federal agencies; however, consideration will
be afforded to eligible local or regional projects that also support achieving the co-equal
goals providing a more reliable water supply for California and to protect, restore, and
enhance the Delta ecosystem.
Protect and Restore Important Ecosystems
 Continue protecting and restoring the resiliency of our ecosystems to support fish and
wildlife populations, improve water quality, and restore natural system functions.
 Restore key mountain meadow habitat
 Manage headwaters for multiple benefits
 Protect key habitat of the Salton Sea through local partnership
 Restore coastal watersheds
 Continue restoration efforts in the Lake Tahoe Basin
 Continue restoration efforts in the Klamath Basin
 Water for wetlands and waterfowl
 Eliminate barriers to fish migration
 Assess fish passage at large dams
 Enhance water flows in stream systems statewide
Manage and Prepare for Dry Periods
 Effectively manage water resources through all hydrologic conditions to reduce impacts
of shortages and lessen costs of state response actions. Secure more reliable water
supplies and consequently improve drought preparedness and make California’s water
system more resilient.
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Revise operations to respond to extreme conditions
Encourage healthy soils

Expand Water Storage Capacity and Improve Groundwater Management
 Increase water storage for widespread public and environmental benefits, especially in
increasingly dry years and better manage our groundwater to reduce overdraft.
 Provide essential data to enable Sustainable Groundwater Management
 Support funding partnerships for storage projects
 Improve Sustainable Groundwater Management
 Support distributed groundwater storage
 Increase statewide groundwater recharge
 Accelerate clean-up of contaminated groundwater and prevent future contamination
Provide Safe Water for All Communities
 Provide all Californians the right to safe, clean, affordable and accessible water
adequate for human consumption, cooking, and sanitary purposes.
 Consolidate water quality programs
 Provide funding assistance for vulnerable communities
 Manage the supply status of community water systems
o

Additionally, as required by Water Code §10545, in areas that have nitrate, arsenic,
perchlorate, or hexavalent chromium contamination, consideration will be given to grant
proposals that included projects that help address the impacts caused by nitrate, arsenic,
perchlorate, or hexavalent chromium contamination, including projects that provide safe
drinking water to small disadvantaged communities.

Increase Flood Protection
 Collaboratively plan for integrated flood and water management systems, and implement
flood projects that protect public safety, increase water supply reliability, conserve
farmlands, and restore ecosystems.
 Improve access to emergency funds
 Better coordinate flood response operations
 Prioritize funding to reduce flood risk and improve flood response
 Encourage flood projects that plan for climate change and achieve multiple benefits
Increase Operational and Regulatory Efficiency
 This action is directed towards State and federal agencies; however, consideration will
be afforded to eligible local or regional projects that also support increased operational
of the State Water Project or Central Valley Project.
Identify Sustainable and Integrated Financing Opportunities
 This action is directed towards State agencies and the legislature.
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Mokelumne/Amador/Calaveras (MAC)
Integrated Regional Water Management Plan Update
Project Information Sheet
PLEASE SUBMIT COMPLETED FORMS BY AUGUST 6, 2018
Questions and completed forms should be directed to:
Rachel Gross
Woodard & Curran
415-321-3424
rgross@woodardcurran.com

Proposed Project and Responsible Agency Information
Project Title: Regional Wastewater Treatment and Recycling Project
Project Location: Jackson (38° 20’ 55.688” N Lat 120° 26’ 26.766” W Long) Martell (38° 22’
0.686” N Lat 120° 47’ 45.767” W Long) Sutter Creek (38° 23’ 34.683” N Lat 120°48’ 8.768” W
Long) Amador City (38° 25’ 9.679” N Lat 120° 49’ 26.77” W Long)
Submitting Entity / Project Proponent: Amador Water Agency
Other Participating Agencies (if applicable): Click here to enter text.
Contact Name for Project Proponent: Gene Mancebo, General Manager
Mailing Address for Project Proponent: 12800 Ridge Road, Sutter Creek, CA 95685
Phone Number for Project Proponent: 209.257.5245
Email Address for Project Proponent: gmancebo@amadorwater.org
To the best of your knowledge, do you anticipate that your agency will adopt/approve the
2018 MAC IRWMP?
Page 1 of 14

Yes
No
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Eligibility
In order to be considered for inclusion in the MAC Plan 2018 Update, the project must meet at
least one MAC Plan Goal, at least one Statewide Priority, and address at least two Resource
Management Strategies. If your project does not meet these minimum requirements it will not be
included in the MAC Plan 2018 Update.
MAC Plan Update Goals
1)

Does your project advance one or more of the MAC IRWM goals?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)

If yes, please indicate which goal and explain how.
Policy 1: Maintain and Improve Water Quality
Goal: Reduce sources of contaminants.
Description: One regional wastewater treatment and recycling plant will eliminate
multiple locations of potential contaminant releases.
Goal: Manage stormwater flows and transport of sediment and contaminants.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Policy 2: Improve Water Supply Reliability and Ensure Long-Term Balance of Supply and
Demand
Goal: Ensure sufficient firm yield water supply.
Description: Recycled water can replace potable drinking water for outdoor irrigation
and industrial usages.
Goal: Maintain and improve water infrastructure reliability.
Description: Minimizing number wastewater treatment facilities removes additional
O&M that is required to operate the systems reliable.
Goal: Promote water conservation, recycling and reuse for urban and agricultural uses.
Description: Replace some potable water uses with recycled water
Goal: Develop appropriate drought mitigation measures.
Description: Additional water source with recycled water
Policy 3: Practice Resource Stewardship
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Goal: Identify opportunities to conserve, enhance and restore the region’s natural
resources.
Description: Conserve water with recycling of wastewater.
Goal: Minimize adverse effects on biological and cultural resources.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Goal: Identify opportunities for public access, open spaces, trails, and other
recreational benefits.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Policy 4 is not included here because it is more relevant to the MAC Plan than to individual
projects.
Policy 5 is incorporated in Questions 10 and 11 below.

Statewide Priorities
2)

Does your project advance one or more of the Statewide Priorities?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)
If yes, please indicate which priorities. Check all that apply. More information on
each priority is included on the last two pages of this form.
Make Conservation a California Way of Life
Increase Regional Self-Reliance and Integrated Water Management Across All Levels
of Government
Achieve Co-Equal Goals for the Delta
Protect and Restore Important Ecosystems
Manage and Prepare for Dry Periods
Expand Water Storage Capacity and Improve Groundwater Management
Provide Safe Water for All Communities
Increase Flood Protection
Increase Operational and Regulatory Efficiency
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Identify Sustainable and Integrated Financing Opportunities

Resource Management Strategies
3)

Does your project address two or more of the Resource Management Strategies?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)
If yes, please indicate which strategies. Check all that apply to your project.
Agricultural Water Use Efficiency

Pollution Prevention

Urban Water Use Efficiency

Salt and Salinity Management

Flood Management

Urban Stormwater Runoff Management

Conveyance – Delta

Agricultural Lands Stewardship

Conveyance – Regional/local

Ecosystem Restoration

System Reoperation

Forest Management

Water Transfers

Land Use Planning and Management

Conjunctive Management &
Groundwater Storage
Desalination – Brackish and Sea
Water

Recharge Area Protection
Sediment Management
Watershed Management

Recycled Municipal Water

Economic Incentives

Precipitation Enhancement

Outreach and Engagement

Surface Storage – CALFED

Water and Culture

Surface Storage – Regional/local

Water-Dependent Recreation

Drinking Water Treatment and
Distribution
Groundwater and Aquifer
Remediation
Matching Water Quality to Use

Other Strategies (Crop Idling for Water
Transfers, Dewvaporation or Atmospheric
Pressure Desalination, Fog Collection,
Irrigated Land Retirement, Rainfed
Agriculture, Snow Fences, Waterbag
Transport/Storage Technology
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Project Description
4)

Project Description

Please provide a description of your project, including the project location (please provide GPS
coordinates if available), area and/or entities that will be affected by or will benefit from your
project, related water and environmental resources within the project boundaries, and any
potential obstacles to implementation. Attach extra pages if necessary. If feasible, please
attach a copy of all relevant project literature.
The communities of Jackson, Martell, Sutter Creek, and Amador City all have independently
operated wastewater facilities. All of the facilities are old (with the exception of the Jackson
upgrade), and in need of repair and upgrades. With this in mind, coupled with the
understanding that reclaimed wastewater has become a reliable, sustainable, and currently
untapped water resource in Amador County, the Amador Water Agency (AWA) developed this
Regional Wastewater Reuse Project. Given the size, location, and number of cities in Amador
County, a regional approach to reclamation facilities is the best method take advantage of the
potentially available reclaimed water. Ultimately Amador County will need additional water
supplies and reclaimed water needs to become a part of the portfolio for meeting those water
needs. In 2013 AWA accepted the “Regional Approach for Reuse” study and wishes to seek
funding to provide environmental review and critical implementation steps. Overall, the project
will reduce potable water demand by providing recycled water for land disposal on parks,
schools, shopping centers, medians, ball fields, golf courses, and various other recreational
facilities. This project will further define pipeline alignments, storage sites, pump station layouts,
and required upgrades to existing WWTP’s. It will also provide engineering cost estimates, and
enough information for an environmental review. Providing recycled water improves wastewater
treatment efficiency, meets regulatory requirements, and protects surface /ground water
resources. This regional plan may involve facility upgrades and will also utilize existing facilities
for each existing community. The project will rely heavily on reclamation and reuse for effluent
disposal. Jackson (38° 20’ 55.688” N Lat 120° 26’ 26.766” W Long) Martell (38° 22’ 0.686” N Lat
120° 47’ 45.767” W Long) Sutter Creek (38° 23’ 34.683” N Lat 120°48’ 8.768” W Long) Amador
City (38° 25’ 9.679” N Lat 120° 49’ 26.77” W Long)
5)

Readiness to Proceed

Please indicate your project’s readiness. In the text box, please provide more information on
timing, such as when design may be complete, when permits/environmental documentation may
be acquired, or when construction may begin.
Planning/Initial Study
Conceptual Design
In Design
Design Complete
In Environmental Review
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Environmental Review Complete
Click here to enter text.
6)

Planning Horizon

Is the project expected to be completed by 2027?
Yes
No
7)

Technical Feasibility

Please list background information, studies, or other documentation (including author and year)
that detail the technical feasibility of the project.
Amador County Regional Wastewater Management Plan
2013 – A Regional Approach for Reuse – Aegis Engineering
8)

Economic Feasibility and Project Costs

Please provide estimated project costs (capital, operations and maintenance, and replacement)
and estimated project life.
Capital Cost: $ 100,000
Annual O&M Costs: $ TBD
Replacement Costs, Description of Equipment to be Replaced, & Frequency of
Replacement (e.g., every 5 years): Click here to enter text.
Estimated Project Life (Years): Click here to enter text.
Cost Basis (if not 2018 dollars): Click here to enter text.
What is the basis for your project costs? At what stage in the project were they developed? If a
cost estimate has been prepared, please provide.
Click here to enter text.
Please describe the economic feasibility of the project. If an economic analysis (benefit/cost
analysis or cost-effectiveness analysis) of the project has been completed, please provide the
findings of that analysis and the reference (including author and year).
Click here to enter text.
9)

Financing

How will your project be financed? What are the funding sources for your project?
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Grants and loans
10) Climate Change Adaptation
Does your project help adapt to climate change? E.g., how your project helps the region adapt
to identified climate change regional vulnerabilities; how your project may address changes to
the amount, intensity, timing, quality, and variability of runoff and recharge.
Yes
No
If yes, please explain how and the likelihood of the climate change adaptation benefits.
This project, when fully realized, will reduce the need for raw water by supplementing AWA’s
water supply with tertiary water. This project maximizes the available water resources available
and makes complete use of the raw water taken out of the watershed. All of these are direct
adaptions to climate change and reflect resource stewardship relative to it.
11) Climate Change Mitigation
Does your project help mitigate against the effects of climate change? E.g., how your project
may reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions as compared to project alternatives; how your
project may reduce energy consumption, especially the energy embedded in water use; or if
your project includes renewable energy sources.
Yes
No
If yes, please explain how and the likelihood of the climate change mitigation benefits.
Environmental: This project would consolidate treatment facilities, reduce surface water
discharge and maximize water reuse. This is the most environmentally friendly and responsible
option when compared to continually operating multiple facilities with minimal water reuse.
Social: In light of the current drought, and with water reuse gaining traction statewide, this
project would be met with positive feedback. Economic: This project has higher capital costs
versus maintaining the existing plants, however, as those plants require replacement, this then
becomes the least costly alternative. Additionally, the pooling of resources between entities for
a regional approach may lessen the economic impact to the ratepayers.
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More Information
12) Multi-entity Integration and Benefits
Is your project linked to or combined with another project or provide benefits to more than one
entity?
Yes
No
If yes, please describe the linked / integrated projects and other possible project participants.
Describe entities that benefit from the project and describe the benefits to each entity.
Potentially beneficial to all communities in the AWA service area.
13) Disadvantaged Communities Benefits
Does your project provide specific benefits to critical DAC water issues? For the purposes of
Proposition 1 funding, a DAC is defined as “a community with a median household income
(MHI) less than 80% of the Statewide average.” If you are unsure if your project is located in a
DAC, please use the DWR mapping tool, located here: https://gis.water.ca.gov/app/dacs/.
Yes, my project provides benefits to DACs as defined by Prop 1
Yes, my project provides benefits to DACs using some other definition (please
indicate the definition you are using in the comment box below)
No
If yes, please identify the DAC benefits and explain the magnitude of each benefit.
Click here to enter text.
14) Native American Tribal Communities Benefits
Does your project provide specific benefits to critical water issues for Native American tribal
communities?
Yes
No
If yes, please identify the benefits and explain the magnitude of each benefit.
15) Environmental Justice Concerns
Does your project have environmental justice concerns? Environmental Justice is defined by
State Law as: “the fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all people regardless of race,
color, sex national origin, or income with respect to the development, implementation and
enforcement of environmental laws, regulations, and policies.”
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Yes
No
Please provide a rationale for your response.
Yes, there is fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all.
16) Best Project for Intended Purpose
Please indicate the score below that best reflects your project and provide a justification of how
you arrived at your score.
High: Project is the best possible alternative to meet the stated need from a social,
environmental, and economic perspective.
Medium: Other alternatives exist that may be preferable from a social, environmental,
and economic perspective.
Low: Other alternatives clearly exist that will be better to meet the intended need from
a social, environmental, and economic perspective.
Recycling has become a high priority with climate change and limited source water
quality and quantity.
17) Minimize Implementation Risk
Please indicate the score below that best reflects your project and provide a justification of how
you arrived at your score.
High: Minimal implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such as
regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and low degree of controversy,
potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
Medium: Moderate implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such
as regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and moderate degree of
controversy, potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
Low: High implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such as
regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and high degree of controversy,
potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
Regulatory barriers would include CADPH, SWRCB, and RWQCB, but should be reasonable
given the plethora of entities throughout the state engaging in reuse. Environmental barriers
have not been addressed and are unknown at this time. Permitting obstacles should be minimal
as the facilities will represent the recommendations of state agencies at the outset. Once again,
in light of the current drought and California’s water situation overall this project should be met
with minimal social controversy. Each of the potential partners currently run their own facilities
and may be resistant to relinquish control. Furthermore, the partners are pursuing independent
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solutions to meet their regulatory obligations. Although they continue to take individual
approaches, this project can still complement their efforts and will continue to become more
viable in the future.
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California Statewide Priorities
Make Conservation a Way of Life
 Building on current water conservation efforts and promoting the innovation of new
systems for increased water conservation.
 Expand agricultural and urban water conservation and efficiency to exceed SBX7-7
targets
 Provide funding for conservation and efficiency
 Increase water sector energy efficiency and greenhouse gas reduction capacity
 Promote local urban conservation ordinances and programs
Increase Regional Self-Reliance and Integrated Water Management Across All Levels of
Government
 Ensure water security at the local level, where individual government efforts integrate
into one combined regional commitment where the sum becomes greater than any
single piece.
 Support and expand funding for Integrated Water Management planning and projects
 Improve land use and water alignment
 Provide assistance to disadvantaged communities
 Encourage State focus on projects with multiple benefits
 Increase the use of recycled water
Achieve Co-Equal Goals for the Delta
 This action is directed towards State and federal agencies; however, consideration will
be afforded to eligible local or regional projects that also support achieving the co-equal
goals providing a more reliable water supply for California and to protect, restore, and
enhance the Delta ecosystem.
Protect and Restore Important Ecosystems
 Continue protecting and restoring the resiliency of our ecosystems to support fish and
wildlife populations, improve water quality, and restore natural system functions.
 Restore key mountain meadow habitat
 Manage headwaters for multiple benefits
 Protect key habitat of the Salton Sea through local partnership
 Restore coastal watersheds
 Continue restoration efforts in the Lake Tahoe Basin
 Continue restoration efforts in the Klamath Basin
 Water for wetlands and waterfowl
 Eliminate barriers to fish migration
 Assess fish passage at large dams
 Enhance water flows in stream systems statewide
Manage and Prepare for Dry Periods
 Effectively manage water resources through all hydrologic conditions to reduce impacts
of shortages and lessen costs of state response actions. Secure more reliable water
supplies and consequently improve drought preparedness and make California’s water
system more resilient.
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Revise operations to respond to extreme conditions
Encourage healthy soils

Expand Water Storage Capacity and Improve Groundwater Management
 Increase water storage for widespread public and environmental benefits, especially in
increasingly dry years and better manage our groundwater to reduce overdraft.
 Provide essential data to enable Sustainable Groundwater Management
 Support funding partnerships for storage projects
 Improve Sustainable Groundwater Management
 Support distributed groundwater storage
 Increase statewide groundwater recharge
 Accelerate clean-up of contaminated groundwater and prevent future contamination
Provide Safe Water for All Communities
 Provide all Californians the right to safe, clean, affordable and accessible water
adequate for human consumption, cooking, and sanitary purposes.
 Consolidate water quality programs
 Provide funding assistance for vulnerable communities
 Manage the supply status of community water systems
o

Additionally, as required by Water Code §10545, in areas that have nitrate, arsenic,
perchlorate, or hexavalent chromium contamination, consideration will be given to grant
proposals that included projects that help address the impacts caused by nitrate, arsenic,
perchlorate, or hexavalent chromium contamination, including projects that provide safe
drinking water to small disadvantaged communities.

Increase Flood Protection
 Collaboratively plan for integrated flood and water management systems, and implement
flood projects that protect public safety, increase water supply reliability, conserve
farmlands, and restore ecosystems.
 Improve access to emergency funds
 Better coordinate flood response operations
 Prioritize funding to reduce flood risk and improve flood response
 Encourage flood projects that plan for climate change and achieve multiple benefits
Increase Operational and Regulatory Efficiency
 This action is directed towards State and federal agencies; however, consideration will
be afforded to eligible local or regional projects that also support increased operational
of the State Water Project or Central Valley Project.
Identify Sustainable and Integrated Financing Opportunities
 This action is directed towards State agencies and the legislature.
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Mokelumne/Amador/Calaveras (MAC)
Integrated Regional Water Management Plan Update
Project Information Sheet
PLEASE SUBMIT COMPLETED FORMS BY AUGUST 6, 2018
Questions and completed forms should be directed to:
Rachel Gross
Woodard & Curran
415-321-3424
rgross@woodardcurran.com

Proposed Project and Responsible Agency Information
Project Title: Lake Camanche Regional Wastewater System
Project Location: Lake Camanche, CA (38°14’58.396”N Lat 120°56’59.928”W Long)
Submitting Entity / Project Proponent: Amador Water Agency
Other Participating Agencies (if applicable): Click here to enter text.
Contact Name for Project Proponent: Gene Mancebo, General Manager
Mailing Address for Project Proponent: 12800 Ridge Road, Sutter Creek, CA 95685
Phone Number for Project Proponent: 209.257.5245
Email Address for Project Proponent: gmancebo@amadorwater.org
To the best of your knowledge, do you anticipate that your agency will adopt/approve the
2018 MAC IRWMP?
Yes
No
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Eligibility
In order to be considered for inclusion in the MAC Plan 2018 Update, the project must meet at
least one MAC Plan Goal, at least one Statewide Priority, and address at least two Resource
Management Strategies. If your project does not meet these minimum requirements it will not be
included in the MAC Plan 2018 Update.
MAC Plan Update Goals
1)

Does your project advance one or more of the MAC IRWM goals?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)

If yes, please indicate which goal and explain how.
Policy 1: Maintain and Improve Water Quality
Goal: Reduce sources of contaminants.
Description: Combine wastewater flows for treatment at a central location for better,
more cost effective removal of contaminants in the water and reuse options.
Goal: Manage stormwater flows and transport of sediment and contaminants.
Description: Improve conveyance of the wastewater to prevent overflow or inflow with
stormwater and the excessive movement of sediments or prevent the release of
contaminants to the environment instead of to the wastewater treatment facility.
Policy 2: Improve Water Supply Reliability and Ensure Long-Term Balance of Supply and
Demand
Goal: Ensure sufficient firm yield water supply.
Description: With tertiary treatment, a reuse by recycling the water for irrigation needs.
Goal: Maintain and improve water infrastructure reliability.
Description: Construction and operation of a new tertiary treatment facility will provide
for reliable treatment and will replace an antiquated pond treatment cell that has difficulties
spray irrigating the complete flow during the winter months.
Goal: Promote water conservation, recycling and reuse for urban and agricultural uses.
Description: Title 22 water will be utilized for irrigation and ranch water.
Goal: Develop appropriate drought mitigation measures.
Description: Title 22 will replace part of the potable water quantity utilized for outside
irrigation.
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Policy 3: Practice Resource Stewardship
Goal: Identify opportunities to conserve, enhance and restore the region’s natural
resources.
Description: Conserve the groundwater aquifer and future surface water needs by
recycling the wastewater.
Goal: Minimize adverse effects on biological and cultural resources.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Goal: Identify opportunities for public access, open spaces, trails, and other
recreational benefits.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Policy 4 is not included here because it is more relevant to the MAC Plan than to individual
projects.
Policy 5 is incorporated in Questions 10 and 11 below.

Statewide Priorities
2)

Does your project advance one or more of the Statewide Priorities?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)
If yes, please indicate which priorities. Check all that apply. More information on
each priority is included on the last two pages of this form.
Make Conservation a California Way of Life
Increase Regional Self-Reliance and Integrated Water Management Across All Levels
of Government
Achieve Co-Equal Goals for the Delta
Protect and Restore Important Ecosystems
Manage and Prepare for Dry Periods
Expand Water Storage Capacity and Improve Groundwater Management
Provide Safe Water for All Communities
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Increase Flood Protection
Increase Operational and Regulatory Efficiency
Identify Sustainable and Integrated Financing Opportunities

Resource Management Strategies
3)

Does your project address two or more of the Resource Management Strategies?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)
If yes, please indicate which strategies. Check all that apply to your project.
Agricultural Water Use Efficiency

Groundwater and Aquifer
Remediation

Urban Water Use Efficiency

Matching Water Quality to Use

Flood Management

Pollution Prevention

Conveyance – Delta
Conveyance – Regional/local
System Reoperation
Water Transfers
Conjunctive Management &
Groundwater Storage
Desalination – Brackish and Sea
Water
Recycled Municipal Water
Precipitation Enhancement
Surface Storage – CALFED
Surface Storage – Regional/local
Drinking Water Treatment and
Distribution

Salt and Salinity Management
Urban Stormwater Runoff Management
Agricultural Lands Stewardship
Ecosystem Restoration
Forest Management
Land Use Planning and Management
Recharge Area Protection
Sediment Management
Watershed Management
Economic Incentives
Outreach and Engagement
Water and Culture
Water-Dependent Recreation
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Other Strategies (Crop Idling for Water
Transfers, Dewvaporation or Atmospheric
Pressure Desalination, Fog Collection,

Irrigated Land Retirement, Rainfed
Agriculture, Snow Fences, Waterbag
Transport/Storage Technology
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Project Description
4)

Project Description

Please provide a description of your project, including the project location (please provide GPS
coordinates if available), area and/or entities that will be affected by or will benefit from your
project, related water and environmental resources within the project boundaries, and any
potential obstacles to implementation. Attach extra pages if necessary. If feasible, please
attach a copy of all relevant project literature.
The Lake Camanche Village Wastewater Treatment Plant serves approximately 400 homes in
the Lake Camanche Village Development. The existing storage and spray irrigation system was
unable to handle the effluent loading during the spring storms of 2005 and 2006. The Amador
Water Agency is currently complying with the Regional Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB)
Cease and Desist Order#R5-20030126 by choosing and implementing long term improvements
to the WWTP. EBMUD and AWA are considering a joint project to build a regional reclamation
system with tertiary treatment for EBMUD’s North Shore facilities and the AWA Lake Camanche
Village system. The technology to be utilized is anticipated to be a Membrane Bio Reactor
(MBR) system. Reclaimed water will be used for irrigation during the dryer months and surface
water discharges during wetter months.
This project will upgrade the treatment facility to MBR or an equivalent and provide a new lift
station and collection line for EBMUD’s North Shore Recreation Area. The project will also
develop surface discharge and reclamation opportunities, particularly in the JVID service area
for agricultural purposes. JIVID’s seasonal irrigation demand is sufficient to utilize all of the
reclamation water. Jackson Valley Irrigation District (JVID) does not have an adequate water
supply for all users in their system. This reclaimed supply will reduce their total needed demand
and will provide a reliable and sustainable agricultural water supply.
Storm water impacts will be minimized through BMP’s. This project will enhance and protects
wetlands by avoiding spills. Finally, agencies will achieve regulatory compliance and prevent
water quality degradation. By preventing spills during storms, water quality will be protected
and improved. Potential health risks will also be avoided. This project will cost approximately
$14 million. Other variations are also under consideration.
In addition to the existing wastewater customers, approximately 400 additional existing homes
are on individual on-site septic systems. The Amador County Environmental Health Department
has urged the Amador Water Agency to proceed with a project that could be expanded as a
substantial number of these existing on-site wastewater systems have or are expected to fail.
The County requires that all new on-site wastewater systems in this area be an “engineered
system”, which are quite expensive and can range from $20,000 to $60,000. There are also
approved parcels that are in need of wastewater service. The Water Agency is not accepting
new wastewater applications until an acceptable wastewater solution can be implemented.
Lake Camanche, CA 38° 14’ 58.396” N Lat 120° 56’ 59.928” W Long.
Readiness to Proceed
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Please indicate your project’s readiness. In the text box, please provide more information on
timing, such as when design may be complete, when permits/environmental documentation may
be acquired, or when construction may begin.
Planning/Initial Study
Conceptual Design
In Design
Design Complete
In Environmental Review
Environmental Review Complete
Click here to enter text.
5)

Planning Horizon

Is the project expected to be completed by 2027?
Yes
No
6)

Technical Feasibility

Please list background information, studies, or other documentation (including author and year)
that detail the technical feasibility of the project.
Similar designs and concepts used throughout Western USA. CCWD has a MBR Membrane
Bioreactor tertiary treatment wastewater plant. Lots of Title 22 Recycling projects throughout
California.
7)

Economic Feasibility and Project Costs

Please provide estimated project costs (capital, operations and maintenance, and replacement)
and estimated project life.
Capital Cost: $ 14,000,000
Annual O&M Costs: $ 250,000
Replacement Costs, Description of Equipment to be Replaced, & Frequency of
Replacement (e.g., every 5 years): Pumps, Treatment Process Improvements. Every 25 years.
$2,500,000.
Estimated Project Life (Years): 50
Cost Basis (if not 2018 dollars): Click here to enter text.
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What is the basis for your project costs? At what stage in the project were they developed? If a
cost estimate has been prepared, please provide.
Based on similar projects like the MBR at CCWD.
Please describe the economic feasibility of the project. If an economic analysis (benefit/cost
analysis or cost-effectiveness analysis) of the project has been completed, please provide the
findings of that analysis and the reference (including author and year).
Click here to enter text.
8)

Financing

How will your project be financed? What are the funding sources for your project?
Grants and loans
9)

Climate Change Adaptation

Does your project help adapt to climate change? E.g., how your project helps the region adapt
to identified climate change regional vulnerabilities; how your project may address changes to
the amount, intensity, timing, quality, and variability of runoff and recharge.
Yes
No
If yes, please explain how and the likelihood of the climate change adaptation benefits.
Climate change has a direct effect on the recharge of the aquifer. The more efficient the
groundwater is utilized, the longer that source water will be available for the public. By replacing
some of the groundwater with recycled water, the groundwater source will last longer.
10) Climate Change Mitigation
Does your project help mitigate against the effects of climate change? E.g., how your project
may reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions as compared to project alternatives; how your
project may reduce energy consumption, especially the energy embedded in water use; or if
your project includes renewable energy sources.
Yes
No
If yes, please explain how and the likelihood of the climate change mitigation benefits.
Climate change has a direct effect on the recharge of the aquifer. The more efficient the
groundwater is utilized, the longer that source water will be available for the public. By replacing
some of the groundwater with recycled water, the groundwater source will last longer.
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More Information
11) Multi-entity Integration and Benefits
Is your project linked to or combined with another project or provide benefits to more than one
entity?
Yes
No
If yes, please describe the linked / integrated projects and other possible project participants.
Describe entities that benefit from the project and describe the benefits to each entity.
This project would benefit the EBMUD as they are the other entity at Lake Camanche servicing
wastewater needs.
12) Disadvantaged Communities Benefits
Does your project provide specific benefits to critical DAC water issues? For the purposes of
Proposition 1 funding, a DAC is defined as “a community with a median household income
(MHI) less than 80% of the Statewide average.” If you are unsure if your project is located in a
DAC, please use the DWR mapping tool, located here: https://gis.water.ca.gov/app/dacs/.
Yes, my project provides benefits to DACs as defined by Prop 1
Yes, my project provides benefits to DACs using some other definition (please
indicate the definition you are using in the comment box below)
No
If yes, please identify the DAC benefits and explain the magnitude of each benefit.
Click here to enter text.
13) Native American Tribal Communities Benefits
Does your project provide specific benefits to critical water issues for Native American tribal
communities?
Yes
No
If yes, please identify the benefits and explain the magnitude of each benefit.
14) Environmental Justice Concerns
Does your project have environmental justice concerns? Environmental Justice is defined by
State Law as: “the fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all people regardless of race,
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color, sex national origin, or income with respect to the development, implementation and
enforcement of environmental laws, regulations, and policies.”
Yes
No
Please provide a rationale for your response.
Yes, there is fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all.
15) Best Project for Intended Purpose
Please indicate the score below that best reflects your project and provide a justification of how
you arrived at your score.
High: Project is the best possible alternative to meet the stated need from a social,
environmental, and economic perspective.
Medium: Other alternatives exist that may be preferable from a social, environmental,
and economic perspective.
Low: Other alternatives clearly exist that will be better to meet the intended need from
a social, environmental, and economic perspective.
Treatment of wastewater for recycling is a best management practice for reuse of this
vital resource. The existing wastewater treatment facility is under Cease and Desist
Orders and the WWTF has difficulty treating the wastewater and disposing of the treated
effluent via spray irrigation and insufficient storage during the wet winter months for large
storm events of 100 years or greater.
Minimize Implementation Risk
Please indicate the score below that best reflects your project and provide a justification of how
you arrived at your score.
High: Minimal implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such as
regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and low degree of controversy,
potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
Medium: Moderate implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such
as regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and moderate degree of
controversy, potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
Low: High implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such as
regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and high degree of controversy,
potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
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Treatment of wastewater for recycling is a best management practice for reuse of this
vital resource. The existing wastewater treatment facility is under Cease and Desist
Orders and the WWTF has difficulty treating the wastewater and disposing of the treated
effluent via spray irrigation and insufficient storage during the wet winter months for large
storm events of 100 years or greater.
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California Statewide Priorities
Make Conservation a Way of Life
 Building on current water conservation efforts and promoting the innovation of new
systems for increased water conservation.
 Expand agricultural and urban water conservation and efficiency to exceed SBX7-7
targets
 Provide funding for conservation and efficiency
 Increase water sector energy efficiency and greenhouse gas reduction capacity
 Promote local urban conservation ordinances and programs
Increase Regional Self-Reliance and Integrated Water Management Across All Levels of
Government
 Ensure water security at the local level, where individual government efforts integrate
into one combined regional commitment where the sum becomes greater than any
single piece.
 Support and expand funding for Integrated Water Management planning and projects
 Improve land use and water alignment
 Provide assistance to disadvantaged communities
 Encourage State focus on projects with multiple benefits
 Increase the use of recycled water
Achieve Co-Equal Goals for the Delta
 This action is directed towards State and federal agencies; however, consideration will
be afforded to eligible local or regional projects that also support achieving the co-equal
goals providing a more reliable water supply for California and to protect, restore, and
enhance the Delta ecosystem.
Protect and Restore Important Ecosystems
 Continue protecting and restoring the resiliency of our ecosystems to support fish and
wildlife populations, improve water quality, and restore natural system functions.
 Restore key mountain meadow habitat
 Manage headwaters for multiple benefits
 Protect key habitat of the Salton Sea through local partnership
 Restore coastal watersheds
 Continue restoration efforts in the Lake Tahoe Basin
 Continue restoration efforts in the Klamath Basin
 Water for wetlands and waterfowl
 Eliminate barriers to fish migration
 Assess fish passage at large dams
 Enhance water flows in stream systems statewide
Manage and Prepare for Dry Periods
 Effectively manage water resources through all hydrologic conditions to reduce impacts
of shortages and lessen costs of state response actions. Secure more reliable water
supplies and consequently improve drought preparedness and make California’s water
system more resilient.
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Revise operations to respond to extreme conditions
Encourage healthy soils

Expand Water Storage Capacity and Improve Groundwater Management
 Increase water storage for widespread public and environmental benefits, especially in
increasingly dry years and better manage our groundwater to reduce overdraft.
 Provide essential data to enable Sustainable Groundwater Management
 Support funding partnerships for storage projects
 Improve Sustainable Groundwater Management
 Support distributed groundwater storage
 Increase statewide groundwater recharge
 Accelerate clean-up of contaminated groundwater and prevent future contamination
Provide Safe Water for All Communities
 Provide all Californians the right to safe, clean, affordable and accessible water
adequate for human consumption, cooking, and sanitary purposes.
 Consolidate water quality programs
 Provide funding assistance for vulnerable communities
 Manage the supply status of community water systems
o

Additionally, as required by Water Code §10545, in areas that have nitrate, arsenic,
perchlorate, or hexavalent chromium contamination, consideration will be given to grant
proposals that included projects that help address the impacts caused by nitrate, arsenic,
perchlorate, or hexavalent chromium contamination, including projects that provide safe
drinking water to small disadvantaged communities.

Increase Flood Protection
 Collaboratively plan for integrated flood and water management systems, and implement
flood projects that protect public safety, increase water supply reliability, conserve
farmlands, and restore ecosystems.
 Improve access to emergency funds
 Better coordinate flood response operations
 Prioritize funding to reduce flood risk and improve flood response
 Encourage flood projects that plan for climate change and achieve multiple benefits
Increase Operational and Regulatory Efficiency
 This action is directed towards State and federal agencies; however, consideration will
be afforded to eligible local or regional projects that also support increased operational
of the State Water Project or Central Valley Project.
Identify Sustainable and Integrated Financing Opportunities
 This action is directed towards State agencies and the legislature.
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Mokelumne/Amador/Calaveras (MAC)
Integrated Regional Water Management Plan Update
Project Information Sheet
PLEASE SUBMIT COMPLETED FORMS BY AUGUST 6, 2018
Questions and completed forms should be directed to:
Rachel Gross
Woodard & Curran
415-321-3424
rgross@woodardcurran.com

Proposed Project and Responsible Agency Information
Project Title: Tanner WTP Rehabilitation and Efficiency Project
Project Location: Martell area (38° 22’ 56.785” N Lat 120°47’ 19.056” W Long)
Submitting Entity / Project Proponent: Amador Water Agency
Other Participating Agencies (if applicable): Click here to enter text.
Contact Name for Project Proponent: Gene Mancebo, General Manager
Mailing Address for Project Proponent: 12800 Ridge Road, Sutter Creek, CA 95685
Phone Number for Project Proponent: 209.257.5245
Email Address for Project Proponent: gmancebo@amadorwater.org
To the best of your knowledge, do you anticipate that your agency will adopt/approve the
2018 MAC IRWMP?
Yes
No
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Eligibility
In order to be considered for inclusion in the MAC Plan 2018 Update, the project must meet at
least one MAC Plan Goal, at least one Statewide Priority, and address at least two Resource
Management Strategies. If your project does not meet these minimum requirements it will not be
included in the MAC Plan 2018 Update.
MAC Plan Update Goals
1)

Does your project advance one or more of the MAC IRWM goals?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)

If yes, please indicate which goal and explain how.
Policy 1: Maintain and Improve Water Quality
Goal: Reduce sources of contaminants.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Goal: Manage stormwater flows and transport of sediment and contaminants.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Policy 2: Improve Water Supply Reliability and Ensure Long-Term Balance of Supply and
Demand
Goal: Ensure sufficient firm yield water supply.
Description: Make best use of source water and treat potable water as efficiently as
possible with a reliable system
Goal: Maintain and improve water infrastructure reliability.
Description: Rehabilitation of the Tanner WTP will provide years of reliable potable
water service.
Goal: Promote water conservation, recycling and reuse for urban and agricultural uses.
Description: Continue with efficient drinking water treatment design and operation
Goal: Develop appropriate drought mitigation measures.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Policy 3: Practice Resource Stewardship
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Goal: Identify opportunities to conserve, enhance and restore the region’s natural
resources.
Description: Conserve water by treating the raw water as efficiently as possible.
Goal: Minimize adverse effects on biological and cultural resources.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Goal: Identify opportunities for public access, open spaces, trails, and other
recreational benefits.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Policy 4 is not included here because it is more relevant to the MAC Plan than to individual
projects.
Policy 5 is incorporated in Questions 10 and 11 below.

Statewide Priorities
2)

Does your project advance one or more of the Statewide Priorities?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)
If yes, please indicate which priorities. Check all that apply. More information on
each priority is included on the last two pages of this form.
Make Conservation a California Way of Life
Increase Regional Self-Reliance and Integrated Water Management Across All Levels
of Government
Achieve Co-Equal Goals for the Delta
Protect and Restore Important Ecosystems
Manage and Prepare for Dry Periods
Expand Water Storage Capacity and Improve Groundwater Management
Provide Safe Water for All Communities
Increase Flood Protection
Increase Operational and Regulatory Efficiency
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Identify Sustainable and Integrated Financing Opportunities

Resource Management Strategies
3)

Does your project address two or more of the Resource Management Strategies?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)
If yes, please indicate which strategies. Check all that apply to your project.
Agricultural Water Use Efficiency

Pollution Prevention

Urban Water Use Efficiency

Salt and Salinity Management

Flood Management

Urban Stormwater Runoff Management

Conveyance – Delta

Agricultural Lands Stewardship

Conveyance – Regional/local

Ecosystem Restoration

System Reoperation

Forest Management

Water Transfers

Land Use Planning and Management

Conjunctive Management &
Groundwater Storage
Desalination – Brackish and Sea
Water

Recharge Area Protection
Sediment Management
Watershed Management

Recycled Municipal Water

Economic Incentives

Precipitation Enhancement

Outreach and Engagement

Surface Storage – CALFED

Water and Culture

Surface Storage – Regional/local

Water-Dependent Recreation

Drinking Water Treatment and
Distribution
Groundwater and Aquifer
Remediation
Matching Water Quality to Use

Other Strategies (Crop Idling for Water
Transfers, Dewvaporation or Atmospheric
Pressure Desalination, Fog Collection,
Irrigated Land Retirement, Rainfed
Agriculture, Snow Fences, Waterbag
Transport/Storage Technology
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Project Description
4)

Project Description

Please provide a description of your project, including the project location (please provide GPS
coordinates if available), area and/or entities that will be affected by or will benefit from your
project, related water and environmental resources within the project boundaries, and any
potential obstacles to implementation. Attach extra pages if necessary. If feasible, please
attach a copy of all relevant project literature.
The Agency Water System is owned and operated by the Amador Water Agency and includes
of a gravity diversion from the Mokelumne River at PG&E’s Lake Tabeaud to a 9 mile, 30”
CMLC Steel pipeline to the Tanner WTP. The existing WTP is a conventional plant with an
ultimate treatment capacity of 5 MGD and provides treated water on a wholesale basis to the
City of Jackson, City of Plymouth, and Drytown County Services District. The Tanner WTP also
provides water for retail sale to the cities of Sutter Creek, Amador City and the Martell area.
Raw water is also delivered from the Tanner WTP to the Ione WTP which has a 3 MGD capacity
and provides treated water on a retail basis in and around the Ione area.
The Tanner WTP is a refurbished plant that was reconstructed in 1992. The Tanner plant is in
need of major improvements which include all control valves, computer control, and other
equipment. It was determined that the best long term solution is to rehabilitate the WTP at the
Tanner site. Studies were completed which investigated conventional versus membrane
treatment plants in August of 2007. Staff has decided that the conventional water treatment
system now in operation is adequate and works well for future improvements. (38° 22’ 56.785”
N Lat 120°47’ 19.056” W Long)
5)

Readiness to Proceed

Please indicate your project’s readiness. In the text box, please provide more information on
timing, such as when design may be complete, when permits/environmental documentation may
be acquired, or when construction may begin.
Planning/Initial Study
Conceptual Design
In Design
Design Complete
In Environmental Review
Environmental Review Complete
Click here to enter text.
6)

Planning Horizon
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Is the project expected to be completed by 2027?
Yes
No
7)

Technical Feasibility

Please list background information, studies, or other documentation (including author and year)
that detail the technical feasibility of the project.
2008 – Tanner Regional WTP Preliminary Design Report – Stantec Engineering
8)

Economic Feasibility and Project Costs

Please provide estimated project costs (capital, operations and maintenance, and replacement)
and estimated project life.
Capital Cost: $ 10,000,000
Annual O&M Costs: $ 350,000
Replacement Costs, Description of Equipment to be Replaced, & Frequency of
Replacement (e.g., every 5 years): Pumps, Filter Media. Every 25 years. $750,000.
Estimated Project Life (Years): 50
Cost Basis (if not 2018 dollars): 2008Click here to enter text.
What is the basis for your project costs? At what stage in the project were they developed? If a
cost estimate has been prepared, please provide.
Stantec 2008 report and staff estimates
Please describe the economic feasibility of the project. If an economic analysis (benefit/cost
analysis or cost-effectiveness analysis) of the project has been completed, please provide the
findings of that analysis and the reference (including author and year).
Click here to enter text.
9)

Financing

How will your project be financed? What are the funding sources for your project?
Grants and loans
10) Climate Change Adaptation
Does your project help adapt to climate change? E.g., how your project helps the region adapt
to identified climate change regional vulnerabilities; how your project may address changes to
the amount, intensity, timing, quality, and variability of runoff and recharge.
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Yes
No
If yes, please explain how and the likelihood of the climate change adaptation benefits.
With climate change there will be a decrease of source water and the Tanner WTP will need to
process drinking water as efficiently as possible.
11) Climate Change Mitigation
Does your project help mitigate against the effects of climate change? E.g., how your project
may reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions as compared to project alternatives; how your
project may reduce energy consumption, especially the energy embedded in water use; or if
your project includes renewable energy sources.
Yes
No
If yes, please explain how and the likelihood of the climate change mitigation benefits.
The existing facilities will be rehabilitated on AWA property at the Tanner WTF site.
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More Information
12) Multi-entity Integration and Benefits
Is your project linked to or combined with another project or provide benefits to more than one
entity?
Yes
No
If yes, please describe the linked / integrated projects and other possible project participants.
Describe entities that benefit from the project and describe the benefits to each entity.
Plymouth, Jackson, Sutter Creek, Martell, Amador City, and Drytown would benefit from the
identification of distribution system improvements and their installation.
13) Disadvantaged Communities Benefits
Does your project provide specific benefits to critical DAC water issues? For the purposes of
Proposition 1 funding, a DAC is defined as “a community with a median household income
(MHI) less than 80% of the Statewide average.” If you are unsure if your project is located in a
DAC, please use the DWR mapping tool, located here: https://gis.water.ca.gov/app/dacs/.
Yes, my project provides benefits to DACs as defined by Prop 1
Yes, my project provides benefits to DACs using some other definition (please
indicate the definition you are using in the comment box below)
No
If yes, please identify the DAC benefits and explain the magnitude of each benefit.
Click here to enter text.
14) Native American Tribal Communities Benefits
Does your project provide specific benefits to critical water issues for Native American tribal
communities?
Yes
No
If yes, please identify the benefits and explain the magnitude of each benefit.
The Tanner Water Treatment Facility serves the Jackson Band of Mi-Wuk Indians who will
realize the benefit of a new regional WTP.
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15) Environmental Justice Concerns
Does your project have environmental justice concerns? Environmental Justice is defined by
State Law as: “the fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all people regardless of race,
color, sex national origin, or income with respect to the development, implementation and
enforcement of environmental laws, regulations, and policies.”
Yes
No
Please provide a rationale for your response.
Yes, there is fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all.
16) Best Project for Intended Purpose
Please indicate the score below that best reflects your project and provide a justification of how
you arrived at your score.
High: Project is the best possible alternative to meet the stated need from a social,
environmental, and economic perspective.
Medium: Other alternatives exist that may be preferable from a social, environmental,
and economic perspective.
Low: Other alternatives clearly exist that will be better to meet the intended need from
a social, environmental, and economic perspective.
The water agency believes that with rehabilitation of the facility, incremental capacity
expansions, and improved chemical usage with conventional treatment technology that
this is the best project to meet social and environmental perspectives once all existing or
incremental water treatment capacity is exhausted. The economic perspective is
dependent on funding sources beyond existing customers.
17) Minimize Implementation Risk
Please indicate the score below that best reflects your project and provide a justification of how
you arrived at your score.
High: Minimal implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such as
regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and low degree of controversy,
potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
Medium: Moderate implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such
as regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and moderate degree of
controversy, potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
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Low: High implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such as
regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and high degree of controversy,
potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
The Water Agency owns the parcel of land anticipated for the expansion of the existing regional
water treatment plant which is adjacent to the Tanner WTP. The California Department of
Public Health under the jurisdiction of DWR would be responsible for issuing the water permit.
The proposed rehabilitation of the treatment plant would use the same conventional treatment
technology and equipment. The Water Agency does not expect any permitting barriers for this
project. Rehabilitation and increased efficiency will reduce the operation and maintenance
costs. Growth inducement is a typical area of controversy and this project is designed to
accommodate incremental capacity expansions so capacity would occur only as needed. This
method of incremental capacity should help to minimize the concerns of growth inducement.
The recent economic downturn has reduced the need for new construction. The Amador Water
Agency will maximize capacity of existing facilities at Tanner WTP and making interim
improvements that will cover immediate treated water needs.
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California Statewide Priorities
Make Conservation a Way of Life
 Building on current water conservation efforts and promoting the innovation of new
systems for increased water conservation.
 Expand agricultural and urban water conservation and efficiency to exceed SBX7-7
targets
 Provide funding for conservation and efficiency
 Increase water sector energy efficiency and greenhouse gas reduction capacity
 Promote local urban conservation ordinances and programs
Increase Regional Self-Reliance and Integrated Water Management Across All Levels of
Government
 Ensure water security at the local level, where individual government efforts integrate
into one combined regional commitment where the sum becomes greater than any
single piece.
 Support and expand funding for Integrated Water Management planning and projects
 Improve land use and water alignment
 Provide assistance to disadvantaged communities
 Encourage State focus on projects with multiple benefits
 Increase the use of recycled water
Achieve Co-Equal Goals for the Delta
 This action is directed towards State and federal agencies; however, consideration will
be afforded to eligible local or regional projects that also support achieving the co-equal
goals providing a more reliable water supply for California and to protect, restore, and
enhance the Delta ecosystem.
Protect and Restore Important Ecosystems
 Continue protecting and restoring the resiliency of our ecosystems to support fish and
wildlife populations, improve water quality, and restore natural system functions.
 Restore key mountain meadow habitat
 Manage headwaters for multiple benefits
 Protect key habitat of the Salton Sea through local partnership
 Restore coastal watersheds
 Continue restoration efforts in the Lake Tahoe Basin
 Continue restoration efforts in the Klamath Basin
 Water for wetlands and waterfowl
 Eliminate barriers to fish migration
 Assess fish passage at large dams
 Enhance water flows in stream systems statewide
Manage and Prepare for Dry Periods
 Effectively manage water resources through all hydrologic conditions to reduce impacts
of shortages and lessen costs of state response actions. Secure more reliable water
supplies and consequently improve drought preparedness and make California’s water
system more resilient.
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Revise operations to respond to extreme conditions
Encourage healthy soils

Expand Water Storage Capacity and Improve Groundwater Management
 Increase water storage for widespread public and environmental benefits, especially in
increasingly dry years and better manage our groundwater to reduce overdraft.
 Provide essential data to enable Sustainable Groundwater Management
 Support funding partnerships for storage projects
 Improve Sustainable Groundwater Management
 Support distributed groundwater storage
 Increase statewide groundwater recharge
 Accelerate clean-up of contaminated groundwater and prevent future contamination
Provide Safe Water for All Communities
 Provide all Californians the right to safe, clean, affordable and accessible water
adequate for human consumption, cooking, and sanitary purposes.
 Consolidate water quality programs
 Provide funding assistance for vulnerable communities
 Manage the supply status of community water systems
o

Additionally, as required by Water Code §10545, in areas that have nitrate, arsenic,
perchlorate, or hexavalent chromium contamination, consideration will be given to grant
proposals that included projects that help address the impacts caused by nitrate, arsenic,
perchlorate, or hexavalent chromium contamination, including projects that provide safe
drinking water to small disadvantaged communities.

Increase Flood Protection
 Collaboratively plan for integrated flood and water management systems, and implement
flood projects that protect public safety, increase water supply reliability, conserve
farmlands, and restore ecosystems.
 Improve access to emergency funds
 Better coordinate flood response operations
 Prioritize funding to reduce flood risk and improve flood response
 Encourage flood projects that plan for climate change and achieve multiple benefits
Increase Operational and Regulatory Efficiency
 This action is directed towards State and federal agencies; however, consideration will
be afforded to eligible local or regional projects that also support increased operational
of the State Water Project or Central Valley Project.
Identify Sustainable and Integrated Financing Opportunities
 This action is directed towards State agencies and the legislature.
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Mokelumne/Amador/Calaveras (MAC)
Integrated Regional Water Management Plan Update
Project Information Sheet
PLEASE SUBMIT COMPLETED FORMS BY AUGUST 6, 2018
Questions and completed forms should be directed to:
Rachel Gross
Woodard & Curran
415-321-3424
rgross@woodardcurran.com

Proposed Project and Responsible Agency Information
Project Title: Water Storage Reoperation Study
Project Location: Amador County PG&E Reservoir Facilities
Submitting Entity / Project Proponent: Amador Water Agency
Other Participating Agencies (if applicable): Click here to enter text.
Contact Name for Project Proponent: Gene Mancebo, General Manager
Mailing Address for Project Proponent: 12800 Ridge Road, Sutter Creek, CA 95685
Phone Number for Project Proponent: 209.257.5245
Email Address for Project Proponent: gmancebo@amadorwater.org
To the best of your knowledge, do you anticipate that your agency will adopt/approve the
2018 MAC IRWMP?
Yes
No
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Eligibility
In order to be considered for inclusion in the MAC Plan 2018 Update, the project must meet at
least one MAC Plan Goal, at least one Statewide Priority, and address at least two Resource
Management Strategies. If your project does not meet these minimum requirements it will not be
included in the MAC Plan 2018 Update.
MAC Plan Update Goals
1)

Does your project advance one or more of the MAC IRWM goals?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)

If yes, please indicate which goal and explain how.
Policy 1: Maintain and Improve Water Quality
Goal: Reduce sources of contaminants.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Goal: Manage stormwater flows and transport of sediment and contaminants.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Policy 2: Improve Water Supply Reliability and Ensure Long-Term Balance of Supply and
Demand
Goal: Ensure sufficient firm yield water supply.
Description: Lease space in PG&E reservoirs for additional water storage
Goal: Maintain and improve water infrastructure reliability.
Description: Reliable storage of water to provide more water as climate change makes
it more difficult to find more source water for potable use.
Goal: Promote water conservation, recycling and reuse for urban and agricultural uses.
Description: Use existing facilities to store more water
Goal: Develop appropriate drought mitigation measures.
Description: Reliable storage of water to provide more water as climate change makes
it more difficult to find more source water for potable use.
Policy 3: Practice Resource Stewardship
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Goal: Identify opportunities to conserve, enhance and restore the region’s natural
resources.
Description: Utilize existing storage reservoirs to lease space for more AWA source
water storage.
Goal: Minimize adverse effects on biological and cultural resources.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Goal: Identify opportunities for public access, open spaces, trails, and other
recreational benefits.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Policy 4 is not included here because it is more relevant to the MAC Plan than to individual
projects.
Policy 5 is incorporated in Questions 10 and 11 below.

Statewide Priorities
2)

Does your project advance one or more of the Statewide Priorities?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)
If yes, please indicate which priorities. Check all that apply. More information on
each priority is included on the last two pages of this form.
Make Conservation a California Way of Life
Increase Regional Self-Reliance and Integrated Water Management Across All Levels
of Government
Achieve Co-Equal Goals for the Delta
Protect and Restore Important Ecosystems
Manage and Prepare for Dry Periods
Expand Water Storage Capacity and Improve Groundwater Management
Provide Safe Water for All Communities
Increase Flood Protection
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Increase Operational and Regulatory Efficiency
Identify Sustainable and Integrated Financing Opportunities

Resource Management Strategies
3)

Does your project address two or more of the Resource Management Strategies?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)
If yes, please indicate which strategies. Check all that apply to your project.
Agricultural Water Use Efficiency

Matching Water Quality to Use

Urban Water Use Efficiency

Pollution Prevention

Flood Management

Salt and Salinity Management

Conveyance – Delta

Urban Stormwater Runoff Management

Conveyance – Regional/local

Agricultural Lands Stewardship

System Reoperation

Ecosystem Restoration

Water Transfers

Forest Management

Conjunctive Management &
Groundwater Storage
Desalination – Brackish and Sea
Water

Land Use Planning and Management
Recharge Area Protection
Sediment Management

Recycled Municipal Water

Watershed Management

Precipitation Enhancement

Economic Incentives

Surface Storage – CALFED

Outreach and Engagement

Surface Storage – Regional/local

Water and Culture

Drinking Water Treatment and
Distribution
Groundwater and Aquifer
Remediation

Water-Dependent Recreation
Other Strategies (Crop Idling for Water
Transfers, Dewvaporation or Atmospheric
Pressure Desalination, Fog Collection,
Irrigated Land Retirement, Rainfed
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Agriculture, Snow Fences, Waterbag
Transport/Storage Technology
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Project Description
4)

Project Description

Please provide a description of your project, including the project location (please provide GPS
coordinates if available), area and/or entities that will be affected by or will benefit from your
project, related water and environmental resources within the project boundaries, and any
potential obstacles to implementation. Attach extra pages if necessary. If feasible, please
attach a copy of all relevant project literature.
The Agency Water System is owned and operated by the Amador Water Agency. AWA has
agreements in place to utilize the water right for the drinking water of its communities and store
that water in PG&E reservoirs. AWA intends to lease additional storage capacity in these
reservoirs and therefore meet Amador County’s drinking water needs in the future without
additional surface water storage. AWA will explore the opportunity to utilize PG&E reservoirs for
additional storage and evaluate the added cost of such storage.

5)

Readiness to Proceed

Please indicate your project’s readiness. In the text box, please provide more information on
timing, such as when design may be complete, when permits/environmental documentation may
be acquired, or when construction may begin.
Planning/Initial Study
Conceptual Design
In Design
Design Complete
In Environmental Review
Environmental Review Complete
Click here to enter text.
6)

Planning Horizon

Is the project expected to be completed by 2027?
Yes
No
7)

Technical Feasibility

Please list background information, studies, or other documentation (including author and year)
that detail the technical feasibility of the project.
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Click here to enter text.
8)

Economic Feasibility and Project Costs

Please provide estimated project costs (capital, operations and maintenance, and replacement)
and estimated project life.
Capital Cost: $ 50,000
Annual O&M Costs: $
Replacement Costs, Description of Equipment to be Replaced, & Frequency of
Replacement (e.g., every 5 years): NA
Estimated Project Life (Years): 50
Cost Basis (if not 2018 dollars): Click here to enter text.
What is the basis for your project costs? At what stage in the project were they developed? If a
cost estimate has been prepared, please provide.
Click here to enter text.
Please describe the economic feasibility of the project. If an economic analysis (benefit/cost
analysis or cost-effectiveness analysis) of the project has been completed, please provide the
findings of that analysis and the reference (including author and year).
Click here to enter text.
9)

Financing

How will your project be financed? What are the funding sources for your project?
Grants and loans
10) Climate Change Adaptation
Does your project help adapt to climate change? E.g., how your project helps the region adapt
to identified climate change regional vulnerabilities; how your project may address changes to
the amount, intensity, timing, quality, and variability of runoff and recharge.
Yes
No
If yes, please explain how and the likelihood of the climate change adaptation benefits.
With climate change there will be a decrease of source water for AWA.
11) Climate Change Mitigation
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Does your project help mitigate against the effects of climate change? E.g., how your project
may reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions as compared to project alternatives; how your
project may reduce energy consumption, especially the energy embedded in water use; or if
your project includes renewable energy sources.
Yes
No
If yes, please explain how and the likelihood of the climate change mitigation benefits.
This project will delay the cost and greenhouse gas emission of future water storage reservoirs
in Amador County.
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More Information
12) Multi-entity Integration and Benefits
Is your project linked to or combined with another project or provide benefits to more than one
entity?
Yes
No
If yes, please describe the linked / integrated projects and other possible project participants.
Describe entities that benefit from the project and describe the benefits to each entity.
The County of Amador would benefit from long-term water storage options.
13) Disadvantaged Communities Benefits
Does your project provide specific benefits to critical DAC water issues? For the purposes of
Proposition 1 funding, a DAC is defined as “a community with a median household income
(MHI) less than 80% of the Statewide average.” If you are unsure if your project is located in a
DAC, please use the DWR mapping tool, located here: https://gis.water.ca.gov/app/dacs/.
Yes, my project provides benefits to DACs as defined by Prop 1
Yes, my project provides benefits to DACs using some other definition (please
indicate the definition you are using in the comment box below)
No
If yes, please identify the DAC benefits and explain the magnitude of each benefit.
Click here to enter text.
14) Native American Tribal Communities Benefits
Does your project provide specific benefits to critical water issues for Native American tribal
communities?
Yes
No
If yes, please identify the benefits and explain the magnitude of each benefit.
Any new storage options will serve the Jackson Band of Mi-Wuk Indians.

15) Environmental Justice Concerns
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Does your project have environmental justice concerns? Environmental Justice is defined by
State Law as: “the fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all people regardless of race,
color, sex national origin, or income with respect to the development, implementation and
enforcement of environmental laws, regulations, and policies.”
Yes
No
Please provide a rationale for your response.
Yes, there is fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all.
16) Best Project for Intended Purpose
Please indicate the score below that best reflects your project and provide a justification of how
you arrived at your score.
High: Project is the best possible alternative to meet the stated need from a social,
environmental, and economic perspective.
Medium: Other alternatives exist that may be preferable from a social, environmental,
and economic perspective.
Low: Other alternatives clearly exist that will be better to meet the intended need from
a social, environmental, and economic perspective.
This is a low-cost option for additional water storage in the watershed for use in the
potable water supply.
17) Minimize Implementation Risk
Please indicate the score below that best reflects your project and provide a justification of how
you arrived at your score.
High: Minimal implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such as
regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and low degree of controversy,
potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
Medium: Moderate implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such
as regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and moderate degree of
controversy, potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
Low: High implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such as
regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and high degree of controversy,
potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
The Water Agency already has agreements in place to utilize volume storage at existing PG&E
reservoirs and would lease additional storage capacity with minimal risk.
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California Statewide Priorities
Make Conservation a Way of Life
 Building on current water conservation efforts and promoting the innovation of new
systems for increased water conservation.
 Expand agricultural and urban water conservation and efficiency to exceed SBX7-7
targets
 Provide funding for conservation and efficiency
 Increase water sector energy efficiency and greenhouse gas reduction capacity
 Promote local urban conservation ordinances and programs
Increase Regional Self-Reliance and Integrated Water Management Across All Levels of
Government
 Ensure water security at the local level, where individual government efforts integrate
into one combined regional commitment where the sum becomes greater than any
single piece.
 Support and expand funding for Integrated Water Management planning and projects
 Improve land use and water alignment
 Provide assistance to disadvantaged communities
 Encourage State focus on projects with multiple benefits
 Increase the use of recycled water
Achieve Co-Equal Goals for the Delta
 This action is directed towards State and federal agencies; however, consideration will
be afforded to eligible local or regional projects that also support achieving the co-equal
goals providing a more reliable water supply for California and to protect, restore, and
enhance the Delta ecosystem.
Protect and Restore Important Ecosystems
 Continue protecting and restoring the resiliency of our ecosystems to support fish and
wildlife populations, improve water quality, and restore natural system functions.
 Restore key mountain meadow habitat
 Manage headwaters for multiple benefits
 Protect key habitat of the Salton Sea through local partnership
 Restore coastal watersheds
 Continue restoration efforts in the Lake Tahoe Basin
 Continue restoration efforts in the Klamath Basin
 Water for wetlands and waterfowl
 Eliminate barriers to fish migration
 Assess fish passage at large dams
 Enhance water flows in stream systems statewide
Manage and Prepare for Dry Periods
 Effectively manage water resources through all hydrologic conditions to reduce impacts
of shortages and lessen costs of state response actions. Secure more reliable water
supplies and consequently improve drought preparedness and make California’s water
system more resilient.
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Revise operations to respond to extreme conditions
Encourage healthy soils

Expand Water Storage Capacity and Improve Groundwater Management
 Increase water storage for widespread public and environmental benefits, especially in
increasingly dry years and better manage our groundwater to reduce overdraft.
 Provide essential data to enable Sustainable Groundwater Management
 Support funding partnerships for storage projects
 Improve Sustainable Groundwater Management
 Support distributed groundwater storage
 Increase statewide groundwater recharge
 Accelerate clean-up of contaminated groundwater and prevent future contamination
Provide Safe Water for All Communities
 Provide all Californians the right to safe, clean, affordable and accessible water
adequate for human consumption, cooking, and sanitary purposes.
 Consolidate water quality programs
 Provide funding assistance for vulnerable communities
 Manage the supply status of community water systems
o

Additionally, as required by Water Code §10545, in areas that have nitrate, arsenic,
perchlorate, or hexavalent chromium contamination, consideration will be given to grant
proposals that included projects that help address the impacts caused by nitrate, arsenic,
perchlorate, or hexavalent chromium contamination, including projects that provide safe
drinking water to small disadvantaged communities.

Increase Flood Protection
 Collaboratively plan for integrated flood and water management systems, and implement
flood projects that protect public safety, increase water supply reliability, conserve
farmlands, and restore ecosystems.
 Improve access to emergency funds
 Better coordinate flood response operations
 Prioritize funding to reduce flood risk and improve flood response
 Encourage flood projects that plan for climate change and achieve multiple benefits
Increase Operational and Regulatory Efficiency
 This action is directed towards State and federal agencies; however, consideration will
be afforded to eligible local or regional projects that also support increased operational
of the State Water Project or Central Valley Project.
Identify Sustainable and Integrated Financing Opportunities
 This action is directed towards State agencies and the legislature.
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Mokelumne/Amador/Calaveras (MAC)
Integrated Regional Water Management Plan Update
Project Information Sheet
PLEASE SUBMIT COMPLETED FORMS BY AUGUST 6, 2018
Questions and completed forms should be directed to:
Rachel Gross
Woodard & Curran
415-321-3424
rgross@woodardcurran.com

Proposed Project and Responsible Agency Information
Project Title: SGMA Implementation for Amador County
Project Location: Amador County
Submitting Entity / Project Proponent: Amador Water Agency
Other Participating Agencies (if applicable): Amador County, JVID
Contact Name for Project Proponent: Gene Mancebo, General Manager
Mailing Address for Project Proponent: 12800 Ridge Road, Sutter Creek, CA 95685
Phone Number for Project Proponent: 209.257.5245
Email Address for Project Proponent: gmancebo@amadorwater.org
To the best of your knowledge, do you anticipate that your agency will adopt/approve the
2018 MAC IRWMP?
Yes
No
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Eligibility
In order to be considered for inclusion in the MAC Plan 2018 Update, the project must meet at
least one MAC Plan Goal, at least one Statewide Priority, and address at least two Resource
Management Strategies. If your project does not meet these minimum requirements it will not be
included in the MAC Plan 2018 Update.
MAC Plan Update Goals
1)

Does your project advance one or more of the MAC IRWM goals?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)

If yes, please indicate which goal and explain how.
Policy 1: Maintain and Improve Water Quality
Goal: Reduce sources of contaminants.
Description: Minimize contamination of groundwater
Goal: Manage stormwater flows and transport of sediment and contaminants.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Policy 2: Improve Water Supply Reliability and Ensure Long-Term Balance of Supply and
Demand
Goal: Ensure sufficient firm yield water supply.
Description: Making sure groundwater sources are protected from contamination.
Goal: Maintain and improve water infrastructure reliability.
Description: Study impact of contaminates and water levels in groundwater.
Goal: Promote water conservation, recycling and reuse for urban and agricultural uses.
Description: Study would look at groundwater recharge, groundwater levels,
groundwater contaminates and groundwater extraction.
Goal: Develop appropriate drought mitigation measures.
Description: Long-term water availability from wells without contamination and
maintaining sustainable yields.
Policy 3: Practice Resource Stewardship
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Goal: Identify opportunities to conserve, enhance and restore the region’s natural
resources.
Description: Potential recharging of the aquifer to maximize groundwater usage.
Goal: Minimize adverse effects on biological and cultural resources.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Goal: Identify opportunities for public access, open spaces, trails, and other
recreational benefits.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Policy 4 is not included here because it is more relevant to the MAC Plan than to individual
projects.
Policy 5 is incorporated in Questions 10 and 11 below.

Statewide Priorities
2)

Does your project advance one or more of the Statewide Priorities?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)
If yes, please indicate which priorities. Check all that apply. More information on
each priority is included on the last two pages of this form.
Make Conservation a California Way of Life
Increase Regional Self-Reliance and Integrated Water Management Across All Levels
of Government
Achieve Co-Equal Goals for the Delta
Protect and Restore Important Ecosystems
Manage and Prepare for Dry Periods
Expand Water Storage Capacity and Improve Groundwater Management
Provide Safe Water for All Communities
Increase Flood Protection
Increase Operational and Regulatory Efficiency
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Identify Sustainable and Integrated Financing Opportunities

Resource Management Strategies
3)

Does your project address two or more of the Resource Management Strategies?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)
If yes, please indicate which strategies. Check all that apply to your project.
Agricultural Water Use Efficiency

Pollution Prevention

Urban Water Use Efficiency

Salt and Salinity Management

Flood Management

Urban Stormwater Runoff Management

Conveyance – Delta

Agricultural Lands Stewardship

Conveyance – Regional/local

Ecosystem Restoration

System Reoperation

Forest Management

Water Transfers

Land Use Planning and Management

Conjunctive Management &
Groundwater Storage
Desalination – Brackish and Sea
Water

Recharge Area Protection
Sediment Management
Watershed Management

Recycled Municipal Water

Economic Incentives

Precipitation Enhancement

Outreach and Engagement

Surface Storage – CALFED

Water and Culture

Surface Storage – Regional/local

Water-Dependent Recreation

Drinking Water Treatment and
Distribution
Groundwater and Aquifer
Remediation
Matching Water Quality to Use

Other Strategies (Crop Idling for Water
Transfers, Dewvaporation or Atmospheric
Pressure Desalination, Fog Collection,
Irrigated Land Retirement, Rainfed
Agriculture, Snow Fences, Waterbag
Transport/Storage Technology
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Project Description
4)

Project Description

Please provide a description of your project, including the project location (please provide GPS
coordinates if available), area and/or entities that will be affected by or will benefit from your
project, related water and environmental resources within the project boundaries, and any
potential obstacles to implementation. Attach extra pages if necessary. If feasible, please
attach a copy of all relevant project literature.
The Amador Water Agency along with the County of Amador and JVID formed the Amador
County Groundwater Management Authority to act as a Groundwater Sustainable Agency
(GSA) under 2014 Sustainable Groundwater Management Act for the Cosumnes Groundwater
Subbasin of the San Joaquin Valley Groundwater Basin. Along with 6 other GSAs, the Amador
County Groundwater Management Authority is preparing a Groundwater Sustainability Plan
(GSP) and will investigate six possible undesirable results in the subbasin: lowering
groundwater levels, reduction of groundwater storage, seawater intrusion, groundwater quality
degradation, land subsidence, and depletion of interconnected surface water. The identification
of any of these undesirable results at unacceptable levels will result in the need for corrective
actions and improvements. The GSP is underway, but the results and identification of potential
improvement projects will not be known for at least 6-12 months. This project application is
intended to assist with any of the projects to reduce, improve, or eliminate undesirable results
that may exist in the Cosumnes Subbasin within Amador County. The evaluation of this project
is limited to the benefits associated with reduction/elimination of undesirable results which have
not yet been confirmed. Specific improvement projects and costs will prepared in the future as
part of the GSP.
5)

Readiness to Proceed

Please indicate your project’s readiness. In the text box, please provide more information on
timing, such as when design may be complete, when permits/environmental documentation may
be acquired, or when construction may begin.
Planning/Initial Study
Conceptual Design
In Design
Design Complete
In Environmental Review
Environmental Review Complete
Click here to enter text.
6)

Planning Horizon
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Is the project expected to be completed by 2027?
Yes
No
7)

Technical Feasibility

Please list background information, studies, or other documentation (including author and year)
that detail the technical feasibility of the project.
Click here to enter text.
8)

Economic Feasibility and Project Costs

Please provide estimated project costs (capital, operations and maintenance, and replacement)
and estimated project life.
Capital Cost: $ 100,000
Annual O&M Costs: $ TBD
Replacement Costs, Description of Equipment to be Replaced, & Frequency of
Replacement (e.g., every 5 years): Click here to enter text.
Estimated Project Life (Years): Click here to enter text.
Cost Basis (if not 2018 dollars): Click here to enter text.
What is the basis for your project costs? At what stage in the project were they developed? If a
cost estimate has been prepared, please provide.
Click here to enter text.
Please describe the economic feasibility of the project. If an economic analysis (benefit/cost
analysis or cost-effectiveness analysis) of the project has been completed, please provide the
findings of that analysis and the reference (including author and year).
Click here to enter text.
9)

Financing

How will your project be financed? What are the funding sources for your project?
Grants and loans
10) Climate Change Adaptation
Does your project help adapt to climate change? E.g., how your project helps the region adapt
to identified climate change regional vulnerabilities; how your project may address changes to
the amount, intensity, timing, quality, and variability of runoff and recharge.
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Yes
No
If yes, please explain how and the likelihood of the climate change adaptation benefits.
With climate change, groundwater quality and quantity will become even more important.
11) Climate Change Mitigation
Does your project help mitigate against the effects of climate change? E.g., how your project
may reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions as compared to project alternatives; how your
project may reduce energy consumption, especially the energy embedded in water use; or if
your project includes renewable energy sources.
Yes
No
If yes, please explain how and the likelihood of the climate change mitigation benefits.
A lower groundwater table would require more pumping capacity to provide the same amount of
water. By maintaining a sustainable groundwater quantity and level, the energy to pump the
groundwater will be less and therefore less carbons emissions..
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More Information
12) Multi-entity Integration and Benefits
Is your project linked to or combined with another project or provide benefits to more than one
entity?
Yes
No
If yes, please describe the linked / integrated projects and other possible project participants.
Describe entities that benefit from the project and describe the benefits to each entity.
Multiple GSAs are preparing their GSPs and linking groundwater models as best they can to
look at the impacts on groundwater.
13) Disadvantaged Communities Benefits
Does your project provide specific benefits to critical DAC water issues? For the purposes of
Proposition 1 funding, a DAC is defined as “a community with a median household income
(MHI) less than 80% of the Statewide average.” If you are unsure if your project is located in a
DAC, please use the DWR mapping tool, located here: https://gis.water.ca.gov/app/dacs/.
Yes, my project provides benefits to DACs as defined by Prop 1
Yes, my project provides benefits to DACs using some other definition (please
indicate the definition you are using in the comment box below)
No
If yes, please identify the DAC benefits and explain the magnitude of each benefit.
Click here to enter text.
14) Native American Tribal Communities Benefits
Does your project provide specific benefits to critical water issues for Native American tribal
communities?
Yes
No
If yes, please identify the benefits and explain the magnitude of each benefit.
15) Environmental Justice Concerns
Does your project have environmental justice concerns? Environmental Justice is defined by
State Law as: “the fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all people regardless of race,
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color, sex national origin, or income with respect to the development, implementation and
enforcement of environmental laws, regulations, and policies.”
Yes
No
Please provide a rationale for your response.
Yes, there is fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all. All people have a right to
drinking water at their households.
16) Best Project for Intended Purpose
Please indicate the score below that best reflects your project and provide a justification of how
you arrived at your score.
High: Project is the best possible alternative to meet the stated need from a social,
environmental, and economic perspective.
Medium: Other alternatives exist that may be preferable from a social, environmental,
and economic perspective.
Low: Other alternatives clearly exist that will be better to meet the intended need from
a social, environmental, and economic perspective.
Groundwater must be protected from contamination and unstainable practices
17) Minimize Implementation Risk
Please indicate the score below that best reflects your project and provide a justification of how
you arrived at your score.
High: Minimal implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such as
regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and low degree of controversy,
potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
Medium: Moderate implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such
as regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and moderate degree of
controversy, potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
Low: High implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such as
regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and high degree of controversy,
potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
Study would look at options for Amador County to maintain a sustainable groundwater
source.
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California Statewide Priorities
Make Conservation a Way of Life
 Building on current water conservation efforts and promoting the innovation of new
systems for increased water conservation.
 Expand agricultural and urban water conservation and efficiency to exceed SBX7-7
targets
 Provide funding for conservation and efficiency
 Increase water sector energy efficiency and greenhouse gas reduction capacity
 Promote local urban conservation ordinances and programs
Increase Regional Self-Reliance and Integrated Water Management Across All Levels of
Government
 Ensure water security at the local level, where individual government efforts integrate
into one combined regional commitment where the sum becomes greater than any
single piece.
 Support and expand funding for Integrated Water Management planning and projects
 Improve land use and water alignment
 Provide assistance to disadvantaged communities
 Encourage State focus on projects with multiple benefits
 Increase the use of recycled water
Achieve Co-Equal Goals for the Delta
 This action is directed towards State and federal agencies; however, consideration will
be afforded to eligible local or regional projects that also support achieving the co-equal
goals providing a more reliable water supply for California and to protect, restore, and
enhance the Delta ecosystem.
Protect and Restore Important Ecosystems
 Continue protecting and restoring the resiliency of our ecosystems to support fish and
wildlife populations, improve water quality, and restore natural system functions.
 Restore key mountain meadow habitat
 Manage headwaters for multiple benefits
 Protect key habitat of the Salton Sea through local partnership
 Restore coastal watersheds
 Continue restoration efforts in the Lake Tahoe Basin
 Continue restoration efforts in the Klamath Basin
 Water for wetlands and waterfowl
 Eliminate barriers to fish migration
 Assess fish passage at large dams
 Enhance water flows in stream systems statewide
Manage and Prepare for Dry Periods
 Effectively manage water resources through all hydrologic conditions to reduce impacts
of shortages and lessen costs of state response actions. Secure more reliable water
supplies and consequently improve drought preparedness and make California’s water
system more resilient.
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Revise operations to respond to extreme conditions
Encourage healthy soils

Expand Water Storage Capacity and Improve Groundwater Management
 Increase water storage for widespread public and environmental benefits, especially in
increasingly dry years and better manage our groundwater to reduce overdraft.
 Provide essential data to enable Sustainable Groundwater Management
 Support funding partnerships for storage projects
 Improve Sustainable Groundwater Management
 Support distributed groundwater storage
 Increase statewide groundwater recharge
 Accelerate clean-up of contaminated groundwater and prevent future contamination
Provide Safe Water for All Communities
 Provide all Californians the right to safe, clean, affordable and accessible water
adequate for human consumption, cooking, and sanitary purposes.
 Consolidate water quality programs
 Provide funding assistance for vulnerable communities
 Manage the supply status of community water systems
o

Additionally, as required by Water Code §10545, in areas that have nitrate, arsenic,
perchlorate, or hexavalent chromium contamination, consideration will be given to grant
proposals that included projects that help address the impacts caused by nitrate, arsenic,
perchlorate, or hexavalent chromium contamination, including projects that provide safe
drinking water to small disadvantaged communities.

Increase Flood Protection
 Collaboratively plan for integrated flood and water management systems, and implement
flood projects that protect public safety, increase water supply reliability, conserve
farmlands, and restore ecosystems.
 Improve access to emergency funds
 Better coordinate flood response operations
 Prioritize funding to reduce flood risk and improve flood response
 Encourage flood projects that plan for climate change and achieve multiple benefits
Increase Operational and Regulatory Efficiency
 This action is directed towards State and federal agencies; however, consideration will
be afforded to eligible local or regional projects that also support increased operational
of the State Water Project or Central Valley Project.
Identify Sustainable and Integrated Financing Opportunities
 This action is directed towards State agencies and the legislature.
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Mokelumne/Amador/Calaveras (MAC)
Integrated Regional Water Management Plan Update
Project Information Sheet
PLEASE SUBMIT COMPLETED FORMS BY AUGUST 6, 2018
Questions and completed forms should be directed to:
Rachel Gross
Woodard & Curran
415-321-3424
rgross@woodardcurran.com

Proposed Project and Responsible Agency Information
Project Title: Fishery Habitat Improvements
Project Location: Upper Mokelumne River Watershed
Submitting Entity / Project Proponent: Amador Water Agency
Other Participating Agencies (if applicable): Click here to enter text.
Contact Name for Project Proponent: Gene Mancebo, General Manager
Mailing Address for Project Proponent: 12800 Ridge Road, Sutter Creek, CA 95685
Phone Number for Project Proponent: 209.257.5245
Email Address for Project Proponent: gmancebo@amadorwater.org
To the best of your knowledge, do you anticipate that your agency will adopt/approve the
2018 MAC IRWMP?
Yes
No
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Eligibility
In order to be considered for inclusion in the MAC Plan 2018 Update, the project must meet at
least one MAC Plan Goal, at least one Statewide Priority, and address at least two Resource
Management Strategies. If your project does not meet these minimum requirements it will not be
included in the MAC Plan 2018 Update.
MAC Plan Update Goals
1)

Does your project advance one or more of the MAC IRWM goals?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)

If yes, please indicate which goal and explain how.
Policy 1: Maintain and Improve Water Quality
Goal: Reduce sources of contaminants.
Description: Minimize man-made sediment runoff in watershed
Goal: Manage stormwater flows and transport of sediment and contaminants.
Description: Minimize man-made sediment runoff in watershed
Policy 2: Improve Water Supply Reliability and Ensure Long-Term Balance of Supply and
Demand
Goal: Ensure sufficient firm yield water supply.
Description: Volume at New York Reservoir utilized for downstream customers still on
raw water laterals
Goal: Maintain and improve water infrastructure reliability.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Goal: Promote water conservation, recycling and reuse for urban and agricultural uses.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Goal: Develop appropriate drought mitigation measures.
Description: .
Policy 3: Practice Resource Stewardship
Goal: Identify opportunities to conserve, enhance and restore the region’s natural
resources.
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Description: Conserve the watershed to improve water quality
Goal: Minimize adverse effects on biological and cultural resources.
Description: Prevent man-made sediment runoff as much as possible within the
watershed
Goal: Identify opportunities for public access, open spaces, trails, and other
recreational benefits.
Description:
Policy 4 is not included here because it is more relevant to the MAC Plan than to individual
projects.
Policy 5 is incorporated in Questions 10 and 11 below.

Statewide Priorities
2)

Does your project advance one or more of the Statewide Priorities?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)
If yes, please indicate which priorities. Check all that apply. More information on
each priority is included on the last two pages of this form.
Make Conservation a California Way of Life
Increase Regional Self-Reliance and Integrated Water Management Across All Levels
of Government
Achieve Co-Equal Goals for the Delta
Protect and Restore Important Ecosystems
Manage and Prepare for Dry Periods
Expand Water Storage Capacity and Improve Groundwater Management
Provide Safe Water for All Communities
Increase Flood Protection
Increase Operational and Regulatory Efficiency
Identify Sustainable and Integrated Financing Opportunities
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Resource Management Strategies
3)

Does your project address two or more of the Resource Management Strategies?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)
If yes, please indicate which strategies. Check all that apply to your project.
Agricultural Water Use Efficiency

Pollution Prevention

Urban Water Use Efficiency

Salt and Salinity Management

Flood Management

Urban Stormwater Runoff Management

Conveyance – Delta

Agricultural Lands Stewardship

Conveyance – Regional/local

Ecosystem Restoration

System Reoperation

Forest Management

Water Transfers

Land Use Planning and Management

Conjunctive Management &
Groundwater Storage
Desalination – Brackish and Sea
Water

Recharge Area Protection
Sediment Management
Watershed Management

Recycled Municipal Water

Economic Incentives

Precipitation Enhancement

Outreach and Engagement

Surface Storage – CALFED

Water and Culture

Surface Storage – Regional/local

Water-Dependent Recreation

Drinking Water Treatment and
Distribution
Groundwater and Aquifer
Remediation
Matching Water Quality to Use

Other Strategies (Crop Idling for Water
Transfers, Dewvaporation or Atmospheric
Pressure Desalination, Fog Collection,
Irrigated Land Retirement, Rainfed
Agriculture, Snow Fences, Waterbag
Transport/Storage Technology
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Project Description
4)

Project Description

Please provide a description of your project, including the project location (please provide GPS
coordinates if available), area and/or entities that will be affected by or will benefit from your
project, related water and environmental resources within the project boundaries, and any
potential obstacles to implementation. Attach extra pages if necessary. If feasible, please
attach a copy of all relevant project literature.
Salmon and steelhead populations are threatened in the Upper Mokelumne River. The project
would study potential fish habitat improvements in the Upper Mokelumne watershed. The
concept would develop a program in the Mokelumne River Watershed upstream of Pardee
Reservoir to benefit fishery habitat. Fish habitat would be improved through various projects.
5)

Readiness to Proceed

Please indicate your project’s readiness. In the text box, please provide more information on
timing, such as when design may be complete, when permits/environmental documentation may
be acquired, or when construction may begin.
Planning/Initial Study
Conceptual Design
In Design
Design Complete
In Environmental Review
Environmental Review Complete
Click here to enter text.
6)

Planning Horizon

Is the project expected to be completed by 2027?
Yes
No
7)

Technical Feasibility

Please list background information, studies, or other documentation (including author and year)
that detail the technical feasibility of the project.
This project would coordinate with Amador County, Calaveras County, and the US Forest
Service.
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8)

Economic Feasibility and Project Costs

Please provide estimated project costs (capital, operations and maintenance, and replacement)
and estimated project life.
Capital Cost: $ 100,000
Annual O&M Costs: $
Replacement Costs, Description of Equipment to be Replaced, & Frequency of
Replacement (e.g., every 5 years): Click here to enter text.
Estimated Project Life (Years): Click here to enter text.
Cost Basis (if not 2018 dollars): Click here to enter text.
What is the basis for your project costs? At what stage in the project were they developed? If a
cost estimate has been prepared, please provide.
Click here to enter text.
Please describe the economic feasibility of the project. If an economic analysis (benefit/cost
analysis or cost-effectiveness analysis) of the project has been completed, please provide the
findings of that analysis and the reference (including author and year).
Click here to enter text.
9)

Financing

How will your project be financed? What are the funding sources for your project?
Grants and loans
10) Climate Change Adaptation
Does your project help adapt to climate change? E.g., how your project helps the region adapt
to identified climate change regional vulnerabilities; how your project may address changes to
the amount, intensity, timing, quality, and variability of runoff and recharge.
Yes
No
If yes, please explain how and the likelihood of the climate change adaptation benefits.
This study will help determine future direction in fishery habitat within the watershed and it is not
anticipated to face obstacles for its implementation

11) Climate Change Mitigation
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Does your project help mitigate against the effects of climate change? E.g., how your project
may reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions as compared to project alternatives; how your
project may reduce energy consumption, especially the energy embedded in water use; or if
your project includes renewable energy sources.
Yes
No
If yes, please explain how and the likelihood of the climate change mitigation benefits.
This project is a fishery habitat improvement project that will mitigate the negative effects of soil
erosion and other impacts to the native fishery.
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More Information
12) Multi-entity Integration and Benefits
Is your project linked to or combined with another project or provide benefits to more than one
entity?
Yes
No
If yes, please describe the linked / integrated projects and other possible project participants.
Describe entities that benefit from the project and describe the benefits to each entity.
This project would coordinate with Amador County, Calaveras County, and the CA Fish and
Wildlife.
13) Disadvantaged Communities Benefits
Does your project provide specific benefits to critical DAC water issues? For the purposes of
Proposition 1 funding, a DAC is defined as “a community with a median household income
(MHI) less than 80% of the Statewide average.” If you are unsure if your project is located in a
DAC, please use the DWR mapping tool, located here: https://gis.water.ca.gov/app/dacs/.
Yes, my project provides benefits to DACs as defined by Prop 1
Yes, my project provides benefits to DACs using some other definition (please
indicate the definition you are using in the comment box below)
No
If yes, please identify the DAC benefits and explain the magnitude of each benefit.

14) Native American Tribal Communities Benefits
Does your project provide specific benefits to critical water issues for Native American tribal
communities?
Yes
No
If yes, please identify the benefits and explain the magnitude of each benefit.

15) Environmental Justice Concerns
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Does your project have environmental justice concerns? Environmental Justice is defined by
State Law as: “the fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all people regardless of race,
color, sex national origin, or income with respect to the development, implementation and
enforcement of environmental laws, regulations, and policies.”
Yes
No
Please provide a rationale for your response.
Click here to enter text.
16) Best Project for Intended Purpose
Please indicate the score below that best reflects your project and provide a justification of how
you arrived at your score.
High: Project is the best possible alternative to meet the stated need from a social,
environmental, and economic perspective.
Medium: Other alternatives exist that may be preferable from a social, environmental,
and economic perspective.
Low: Other alternatives clearly exist that will be better to meet the intended need from
a social, environmental, and economic perspective.
Protecting native fishery habitat is vital in keeping the river healthy
.
17) Minimize Implementation Risk
Please indicate the score below that best reflects your project and provide a justification of how
you arrived at your score.
High: Minimal implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such as
regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and low degree of controversy,
potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
Medium: Moderate implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such
as regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and moderate degree of
controversy, potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
Low: High implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such as
regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and high degree of controversy,
potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
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There is minimal implementation risk in this program. Improving native fishery habitat is not
controversial and has no institutional barriers given that it is widely accepted throughout
California.
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California Statewide Priorities
Make Conservation a Way of Life
 Building on current water conservation efforts and promoting the innovation of new
systems for increased water conservation.
 Expand agricultural and urban water conservation and efficiency to exceed SBX7-7
targets
 Provide funding for conservation and efficiency
 Increase water sector energy efficiency and greenhouse gas reduction capacity
 Promote local urban conservation ordinances and programs
Increase Regional Self-Reliance and Integrated Water Management Across All Levels of
Government
 Ensure water security at the local level, where individual government efforts integrate
into one combined regional commitment where the sum becomes greater than any
single piece.
 Support and expand funding for Integrated Water Management planning and projects
 Improve land use and water alignment
 Provide assistance to disadvantaged communities
 Encourage State focus on projects with multiple benefits
 Increase the use of recycled water
Achieve Co-Equal Goals for the Delta
 This action is directed towards State and federal agencies; however, consideration will
be afforded to eligible local or regional projects that also support achieving the co-equal
goals providing a more reliable water supply for California and to protect, restore, and
enhance the Delta ecosystem.
Protect and Restore Important Ecosystems
 Continue protecting and restoring the resiliency of our ecosystems to support fish and
wildlife populations, improve water quality, and restore natural system functions.
 Restore key mountain meadow habitat
 Manage headwaters for multiple benefits
 Protect key habitat of the Salton Sea through local partnership
 Restore coastal watersheds
 Continue restoration efforts in the Lake Tahoe Basin
 Continue restoration efforts in the Klamath Basin
 Water for wetlands and waterfowl
 Eliminate barriers to fish migration
 Assess fish passage at large dams
 Enhance water flows in stream systems statewide
Manage and Prepare for Dry Periods
 Effectively manage water resources through all hydrologic conditions to reduce impacts
of shortages and lessen costs of state response actions. Secure more reliable water
supplies and consequently improve drought preparedness and make California’s water
system more resilient.
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Revise operations to respond to extreme conditions
Encourage healthy soils

Expand Water Storage Capacity and Improve Groundwater Management
 Increase water storage for widespread public and environmental benefits, especially in
increasingly dry years and better manage our groundwater to reduce overdraft.
 Provide essential data to enable Sustainable Groundwater Management
 Support funding partnerships for storage projects
 Improve Sustainable Groundwater Management
 Support distributed groundwater storage
 Increase statewide groundwater recharge
 Accelerate clean-up of contaminated groundwater and prevent future contamination
Provide Safe Water for All Communities
 Provide all Californians the right to safe, clean, affordable and accessible water
adequate for human consumption, cooking, and sanitary purposes.
 Consolidate water quality programs
 Provide funding assistance for vulnerable communities
 Manage the supply status of community water systems
o

Additionally, as required by Water Code §10545, in areas that have nitrate, arsenic,
perchlorate, or hexavalent chromium contamination, consideration will be given to grant
proposals that included projects that help address the impacts caused by nitrate, arsenic,
perchlorate, or hexavalent chromium contamination, including projects that provide safe
drinking water to small disadvantaged communities.

Increase Flood Protection
 Collaboratively plan for integrated flood and water management systems, and implement
flood projects that protect public safety, increase water supply reliability, conserve
farmlands, and restore ecosystems.
 Improve access to emergency funds
 Better coordinate flood response operations
 Prioritize funding to reduce flood risk and improve flood response
 Encourage flood projects that plan for climate change and achieve multiple benefits
Increase Operational and Regulatory Efficiency
 This action is directed towards State and federal agencies; however, consideration will
be afforded to eligible local or regional projects that also support increased operational
of the State Water Project or Central Valley Project.
Identify Sustainable and Integrated Financing Opportunities
 This action is directed towards State agencies and the legislature.
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Mokelumne/Amador/Calaveras (MAC)
Integrated Regional Water Management Plan Update
Project Information Sheet
PLEASE SUBMIT COMPLETED FORMS BY AUGUST 6, 2018
Questions and completed forms should be directed to:
Rachel Gross
Woodard & Curran
415-321-3424
rgross@woodardcurran.com

Proposed Project and Responsible Agency Information
Project Title: New York Ranch Reservoir Conservation and Management Study
Project Location: Amador County off Ridge Road (38° 23’ 58.905” N Lat 120° 43’ 12.957” W
Long)
Submitting Entity / Project Proponent: Amador Water Agency
Other Participating Agencies (if applicable): Click here to enter text.
Contact Name for Project Proponent: Gene Mancebo, General Manager
Mailing Address for Project Proponent: 12800 Ridge Road, Sutter Creek, CA 95685
Phone Number for Project Proponent: 209.257.5245
Email Address for Project Proponent: gmancebo@amadorwater.org
To the best of your knowledge, do you anticipate that your agency will adopt/approve the
2018 MAC IRWMP?
Yes
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No
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Eligibility
In order to be considered for inclusion in the MAC Plan 2018 Update, the project must meet at
least one MAC Plan Goal, at least one Statewide Priority, and address at least two Resource
Management Strategies. If your project does not meet these minimum requirements it will not be
included in the MAC Plan 2018 Update.
MAC Plan Update Goals
1)

Does your project advance one or more of the MAC IRWM goals?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)

If yes, please indicate which goal and explain how.
Policy 1: Maintain and Improve Water Quality
Goal: Reduce sources of contaminants.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Goal: Manage stormwater flows and transport of sediment and contaminants.
Description: Stormwater runoff enters the Amador Canal and then the New York
Reservoir
Policy 2: Improve Water Supply Reliability and Ensure Long-Term Balance of Supply and
Demand
Goal: Ensure sufficient firm yield water supply.
Description: Volume at New York Reservoir utilized for downstream customers still on
raw water laterals
Goal: Maintain and improve water infrastructure reliability.
Description: Reservoir still utilized for downstream raw water customers until those
customers can get potable water supply.
Goal: Promote water conservation, recycling and reuse for urban and agricultural uses.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Goal: Develop appropriate drought mitigation measures.
Description: Storage is needed to provide downstream raw water users their water.
The study will analysis getting potable water to the raw water users so they will have
potable drinking water.
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Policy 3: Practice Resource Stewardship
Goal: Identify opportunities to conserve, enhance and restore the region’s natural
resources.
Description: Utilize existing storage reservoir until such time that downstream raw
water users get potable drinking water.
Goal: Minimize adverse effects on biological and cultural resources.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Goal: Identify opportunities for public access, open spaces, trails, and other
recreational benefits.
Description: Analyze public access opportunity for the New York Reservoir and
Amador Canal.
Policy 4 is not included here because it is more relevant to the MAC Plan than to individual
projects.
Policy 5 is incorporated in Questions 10 and 11 below.

Statewide Priorities
2)

Does your project advance one or more of the Statewide Priorities?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)
If yes, please indicate which priorities. Check all that apply. More information on
each priority is included on the last two pages of this form.
Make Conservation a California Way of Life
Increase Regional Self-Reliance and Integrated Water Management Across All Levels
of Government
Achieve Co-Equal Goals for the Delta
Protect and Restore Important Ecosystems
Manage and Prepare for Dry Periods
Expand Water Storage Capacity and Improve Groundwater Management
Provide Safe Water for All Communities
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Increase Flood Protection
Increase Operational and Regulatory Efficiency
Identify Sustainable and Integrated Financing Opportunities

Resource Management Strategies
3)

Does your project address two or more of the Resource Management Strategies?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)
If yes, please indicate which strategies. Check all that apply to your project.
Agricultural Water Use Efficiency

Groundwater and Aquifer
Remediation

Urban Water Use Efficiency

Matching Water Quality to Use

Flood Management

Pollution Prevention

Conveyance – Delta
Conveyance – Regional/local
System Reoperation
Water Transfers
Conjunctive Management &
Groundwater Storage
Desalination – Brackish and Sea
Water
Recycled Municipal Water
Precipitation Enhancement
Surface Storage – CALFED
Surface Storage – Regional/local
Drinking Water Treatment and
Distribution

Salt and Salinity Management
Urban Stormwater Runoff Management
Agricultural Lands Stewardship
Ecosystem Restoration
Forest Management
Land Use Planning and Management
Recharge Area Protection
Sediment Management
Watershed Management
Economic Incentives
Outreach and Engagement
Water and Culture
Water-Dependent Recreation
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Other Strategies (Crop Idling for Water
Transfers, Dewvaporation or Atmospheric
Pressure Desalination, Fog Collection,

Irrigated Land Retirement, Rainfed
Agriculture, Snow Fences, Waterbag
Transport/Storage Technology
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Project Description
4)

Project Description

Please provide a description of your project, including the project location (please provide GPS
coordinates if available), area and/or entities that will be affected by or will benefit from your
project, related water and environmental resources within the project boundaries, and any
potential obstacles to implementation. Attach extra pages if necessary. If feasible, please
attach a copy of all relevant project literature.
New York Ranch Reservoir is a balancing reservoir in the AWA canal system. New York Ranch
Reservoir is five miles east of Sutter Creek, just south of the Ridge and Climax Roads
intersection. It currently serves as a holding basin for water flowing in the Amador Canal from
Lake Tabeaud to the Tanner Reservoir.
In 2005, the Amador Water Agency entered into an agreement with Central Sierra Resource
Conservation and Development, Inc., theFoothill Conservancy, and the California Department of
Fish and Game regarding the conservation management of the New York Ranch Reservoir to
ensure that the reservoir site is preserved for its cultural, historic, and educational value. In this
way, the site will continue to be a resource for people to learn about wetlands, wildlife, plants,
surrounding culture, and local history. The Amador Water Agency will place a permanent
conservation easement over the New York Ranch Reservoir and property which will be held by
an outside party approved by the California Department of Fish and Game (now California
Department of Fish and Wildlife) once the Amador Transmission Pipeline Project is complete. A
portion of the project (a 9-mile 30-inch pipeline) was completed in 2007, but the remainder of
the project which includes placing a small diameter pipe in the canal and eliminating surface
flow in the canal has not yet been completed. Currently, there is no specific date for completion
of the Amador Transmission Pipeline Project, however, the Water Agency would like to develop
management plans in preparation for the planned permanent conservation easement.
A Natural Resource Conservation & Management Plan was completed in 2010. This study
identified the need to further investigate water diversions from the upper gulch, role of
groundwater, maintenance of existing structures and facilities, dry season conditions, a water
management strategy, enhancing conditions for special status species, and upland habitat
enhancement. In addition to investigating these key resource management issues, the Water
Agency wishes to develop a public access plan and long-term management plan to protect
cultural resources. The Water Agency’s project is to prepare a study to address these items In
the future, an environmental review will be required to implement the plan and is not a part of
this study or project. The estimated costs for this study is $150,000.
5)

Readiness to Proceed

Please indicate your project’s readiness. In the text box, please provide more information on
timing, such as when design may be complete, when permits/environmental documentation may
be acquired, or when construction may begin.
Planning/Initial Study
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Conceptual Design
In Design
Design Complete
In Environmental Review
Environmental Review Complete
Click here to enter text.
6)

Planning Horizon

Is the project expected to be completed by 2027?
Yes
No
7)

Technical Feasibility

Please list background information, studies, or other documentation (including author and year)
that detail the technical feasibility of the project.
2007- New York Ranch Reservoir Conservation and Management Plan- Edith Read, Center for
Natural Lands Management & Jim Robins, Alnus Ecologic 2008- Technical Report, New York
Ranch Reservoir Model, HIS Hydrologic Systems 2010- New York Ranch Reservoir Natural
Resource Conservation & Management Plan- Jim Robins, Alnus Ecologic
8)

Economic Feasibility and Project Costs

Please provide estimated project costs (capital, operations and maintenance, and replacement)
and estimated project life.
Capital Cost: $ 35,000
Annual O&M Costs: $
Replacement Costs, Description of Equipment to be Replaced, & Frequency of
Replacement (e.g., every 5 years): NA
Estimated Project Life (Years): Click here to enter text.
Cost Basis (if not 2018 dollars): 2005
What is the basis for your project costs? At what stage in the project were they developed? If a
cost estimate has been prepared, please provide.
2006 Integrated Regional Water Management Plan
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Please describe the economic feasibility of the project. If an economic analysis (benefit/cost
analysis or cost-effectiveness analysis) of the project has been completed, please provide the
findings of that analysis and the reference (including author and year).
Click here to enter text.
9)

Financing

How will your project be financed? What are the funding sources for your project?
Grants and loans
10) Climate Change Adaptation
Does your project help adapt to climate change? E.g., how your project helps the region adapt
to identified climate change regional vulnerabilities; how your project may address changes to
the amount, intensity, timing, quality, and variability of runoff and recharge.
Yes
No
If yes, please explain how and the likelihood of the climate change adaptation benefits.
With climate change there will be a decrease of source water for AWA.
11) Climate Change Mitigation
Does your project help mitigate against the effects of climate change? E.g., how your project
may reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions as compared to project alternatives; how your
project may reduce energy consumption, especially the energy embedded in water use; or if
your project includes renewable energy sources.
Yes
No
If yes, please explain how and the likelihood of the climate change mitigation benefits.
By reducing the percolation of water in the Amador Canal, water efficiency will increase and
provide more available water for consumption and this will limit the need for new water sources
potentially pumped from groundwater. Less pumping means less greenhouse gas emissions.
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More Information
12) Multi-entity Integration and Benefits
Is your project linked to or combined with another project or provide benefits to more than one
entity?
Yes
No
If yes, please describe the linked / integrated projects and other possible project participants.
Describe entities that benefit from the project and describe the benefits to each entity.
The County of Amador would benefit from long-term water storage options.
13) Disadvantaged Communities Benefits
Does your project provide specific benefits to critical DAC water issues? For the purposes of
Proposition 1 funding, a DAC is defined as “a community with a median household income
(MHI) less than 80% of the Statewide average.” If you are unsure if your project is located in a
DAC, please use the DWR mapping tool, located here: https://gis.water.ca.gov/app/dacs/.
Yes, my project provides benefits to DACs as defined by Prop 1
Yes, my project provides benefits to DACs using some other definition (please
indicate the definition you are using in the comment box below)
No
If yes, please identify the DAC benefits and explain the magnitude of each benefit.
Click here to enter text.
14) Native American Tribal Communities Benefits
Does your project provide specific benefits to critical water issues for Native American tribal
communities?
Yes
No
If yes, please identify the benefits and explain the magnitude of each benefit.
Any increase in water volume with decrease in percolation in the canal will serve the Jackson
Band of Mi-Wuk Indians.

15) Environmental Justice Concerns
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Does your project have environmental justice concerns? Environmental Justice is defined by
State Law as: “the fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all people regardless of race,
color, sex national origin, or income with respect to the development, implementation and
enforcement of environmental laws, regulations, and policies.”
Yes
No
Please provide a rationale for your response.
Yes, there is fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all.
16) Best Project for Intended Purpose
Please indicate the score below that best reflects your project and provide a justification of how
you arrived at your score.
High: Project is the best possible alternative to meet the stated need from a social,
environmental, and economic perspective.
Medium: Other alternatives exist that may be preferable from a social, environmental,
and economic perspective.
Low: Other alternatives clearly exist that will be better to meet the intended need from
a social, environmental, and economic perspective.
The Water Agency already has agreements in place to discontinue the use of the New York
Reservoir contingent on the installation of potable water laterals to the raw water only users
along the Amador Canal. Another project is to study ways to get these customers potable water.
.
17) Minimize Implementation Risk
Please indicate the score below that best reflects your project and provide a justification of how
you arrived at your score.
High: Minimal implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such as
regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and low degree of controversy,
potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
Medium: Moderate implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such
as regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and moderate degree of
controversy, potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
Low: High implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such as
regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and high degree of controversy,
potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
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The Water Agency already has agreements in place to discontinue the use of the New York
Reservoir contingent on the installation of potable water laterals to the raw water only users
along the Amador Canal. Another project is to study ways to get these customers potable water.
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California Statewide Priorities
Make Conservation a Way of Life
 Building on current water conservation efforts and promoting the innovation of new
systems for increased water conservation.
 Expand agricultural and urban water conservation and efficiency to exceed SBX7-7
targets
 Provide funding for conservation and efficiency
 Increase water sector energy efficiency and greenhouse gas reduction capacity
 Promote local urban conservation ordinances and programs
Increase Regional Self-Reliance and Integrated Water Management Across All Levels of
Government
 Ensure water security at the local level, where individual government efforts integrate
into one combined regional commitment where the sum becomes greater than any
single piece.
 Support and expand funding for Integrated Water Management planning and projects
 Improve land use and water alignment
 Provide assistance to disadvantaged communities
 Encourage State focus on projects with multiple benefits
 Increase the use of recycled water
Achieve Co-Equal Goals for the Delta
 This action is directed towards State and federal agencies; however, consideration will
be afforded to eligible local or regional projects that also support achieving the co-equal
goals providing a more reliable water supply for California and to protect, restore, and
enhance the Delta ecosystem.
Protect and Restore Important Ecosystems
 Continue protecting and restoring the resiliency of our ecosystems to support fish and
wildlife populations, improve water quality, and restore natural system functions.
 Restore key mountain meadow habitat
 Manage headwaters for multiple benefits
 Protect key habitat of the Salton Sea through local partnership
 Restore coastal watersheds
 Continue restoration efforts in the Lake Tahoe Basin
 Continue restoration efforts in the Klamath Basin
 Water for wetlands and waterfowl
 Eliminate barriers to fish migration
 Assess fish passage at large dams
 Enhance water flows in stream systems statewide
Manage and Prepare for Dry Periods
 Effectively manage water resources through all hydrologic conditions to reduce impacts
of shortages and lessen costs of state response actions. Secure more reliable water
supplies and consequently improve drought preparedness and make California’s water
system more resilient.
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Revise operations to respond to extreme conditions
Encourage healthy soils

Expand Water Storage Capacity and Improve Groundwater Management
 Increase water storage for widespread public and environmental benefits, especially in
increasingly dry years and better manage our groundwater to reduce overdraft.
 Provide essential data to enable Sustainable Groundwater Management
 Support funding partnerships for storage projects
 Improve Sustainable Groundwater Management
 Support distributed groundwater storage
 Increase statewide groundwater recharge
 Accelerate clean-up of contaminated groundwater and prevent future contamination
Provide Safe Water for All Communities
 Provide all Californians the right to safe, clean, affordable and accessible water
adequate for human consumption, cooking, and sanitary purposes.
 Consolidate water quality programs
 Provide funding assistance for vulnerable communities
 Manage the supply status of community water systems
o

Additionally, as required by Water Code §10545, in areas that have nitrate, arsenic,
perchlorate, or hexavalent chromium contamination, consideration will be given to grant
proposals that included projects that help address the impacts caused by nitrate, arsenic,
perchlorate, or hexavalent chromium contamination, including projects that provide safe
drinking water to small disadvantaged communities.

Increase Flood Protection
 Collaboratively plan for integrated flood and water management systems, and implement
flood projects that protect public safety, increase water supply reliability, conserve
farmlands, and restore ecosystems.
 Improve access to emergency funds
 Better coordinate flood response operations
 Prioritize funding to reduce flood risk and improve flood response
 Encourage flood projects that plan for climate change and achieve multiple benefits
Increase Operational and Regulatory Efficiency
 This action is directed towards State and federal agencies; however, consideration will
be afforded to eligible local or regional projects that also support increased operational
of the State Water Project or Central Valley Project.
Identify Sustainable and Integrated Financing Opportunities
 This action is directed towards State agencies and the legislature.
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Mokelumne/Amador/Calaveras (MAC)
Integrated Regional Water Management Plan Update
Project Information Sheet
PLEASE SUBMIT COMPLETED FORMS BY AUGUST 6, 2018
Questions and completed forms should be directed to:
Rachel Gross
Woodard & Curran
415-321-3424
rgross@woodardcurran.com

Proposed Project and Responsible Agency Information
Project Title: MAC Conservation Program Implementation
Project Location: MAC IRWM Region
Submitting Entity / Project Proponent: Amador Water Agency
Other Participating Agencies (if applicable): Click here to enter text.
Contact Name for Project Proponent: Gene Mancebo, General Manager
Mailing Address for Project Proponent: 12800 Ridge Road, Sutter Creek, CA 95685
Phone Number for Project Proponent: 209.257.5245
Email Address for Project Proponent: gmancebo@amadorwater.org
To the best of your knowledge, do you anticipate that your agency will adopt/approve the
2018 MAC IRWMP?
Yes
No
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Eligibility
In order to be considered for inclusion in the MAC Plan 2018 Update, the project must meet at
least one MAC Plan Goal, at least one Statewide Priority, and address at least two Resource
Management Strategies. If your project does not meet these minimum requirements it will not be
included in the MAC Plan 2018 Update.
MAC Plan Update Goals
1)

Does your project advance one or more of the MAC IRWM goals?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)

If yes, please indicate which goal and explain how.
Policy 1: Maintain and Improve Water Quality
Goal: Reduce sources of contaminants.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Goal: Manage stormwater flows and transport of sediment and contaminants.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Policy 2: Improve Water Supply Reliability and Ensure Long-Term Balance of Supply and
Demand
Goal: Ensure sufficient firm yield water supply.
Description: Volume at New York Reservoir utilized for downstream customers still on
raw water laterals
Goal: Maintain and improve water infrastructure reliability.
Description: water conservation implementation will help maintain and improve water
infrastructure reliability.
Goal: Promote water conservation, recycling and reuse for urban and agricultural uses.
Description: Main focus of Projects
Goal: Develop appropriate drought mitigation measures.
Description: .
Policy 3: Practice Resource Stewardship
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Goal: Identify opportunities to conserve, enhance and restore the region’s natural
resources.
Description: Conservation opportunities explored in these projects.
Goal: Minimize adverse effects on biological and cultural resources.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Goal: Identify opportunities for public access, open spaces, trails, and other
recreational benefits.
Description:
Policy 4 is not included here because it is more relevant to the MAC Plan than to individual
projects.
Policy 5 is incorporated in Questions 10 and 11 below.

Statewide Priorities
2)

Does your project advance one or more of the Statewide Priorities?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)
If yes, please indicate which priorities. Check all that apply. More information on
each priority is included on the last two pages of this form.
Make Conservation a California Way of Life
Increase Regional Self-Reliance and Integrated Water Management Across All Levels
of Government
Achieve Co-Equal Goals for the Delta
Protect and Restore Important Ecosystems
Manage and Prepare for Dry Periods
Expand Water Storage Capacity and Improve Groundwater Management
Provide Safe Water for All Communities
Increase Flood Protection
Increase Operational and Regulatory Efficiency
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Identify Sustainable and Integrated Financing Opportunities

Resource Management Strategies
3)

Does your project address two or more of the Resource Management Strategies?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)
If yes, please indicate which strategies. Check all that apply to your project.
Agricultural Water Use Efficiency

Pollution Prevention

Urban Water Use Efficiency

Salt and Salinity Management

Flood Management

Urban Stormwater Runoff Management

Conveyance – Delta

Agricultural Lands Stewardship

Conveyance – Regional/local

Ecosystem Restoration

System Reoperation

Forest Management

Water Transfers

Land Use Planning and Management

Conjunctive Management &
Groundwater Storage
Desalination – Brackish and Sea
Water

Recharge Area Protection
Sediment Management
Watershed Management

Recycled Municipal Water

Economic Incentives

Precipitation Enhancement

Outreach and Engagement

Surface Storage – CALFED

Water and Culture

Surface Storage – Regional/local

Water-Dependent Recreation

Drinking Water Treatment and
Distribution
Groundwater and Aquifer
Remediation
Matching Water Quality to Use

Other Strategies (Crop Idling for Water
Transfers, Dewvaporation or Atmospheric
Pressure Desalination, Fog Collection,
Irrigated Land Retirement, Rainfed
Agriculture, Snow Fences, Waterbag
Transport/Storage Technology
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Project Description
4)

Project Description

Please provide a description of your project, including the project location (please provide GPS
coordinates if available), area and/or entities that will be affected by or will benefit from your
project, related water and environmental resources within the project boundaries, and any
potential obstacles to implementation. Attach extra pages if necessary. If feasible, please
attach a copy of all relevant project literature.
The MAC Conservation Program is intended to implement and expand conservation programs
throughout the MAC IRWM Region. This program is a partnership between the Amador Water
Agency, the Foothill Conservancy and the Amador Tuolumne Community Action Agency. This
project will be divided into tasks comprised of each partner’s conservation projects.
Task 1: Amador Water Agency Conservation Plan Implementation Project
The Amador Water Agency’s Conservation Plan Implementation Project entails 15 different
Demand Management Strategies (DMMS) and will include the following components:
Residential Assistance & Survey Programs (DMM 1 = $10,900). Plumbing retrofits (DMM 2 =
$7,780 - including 1,750 free high-efficiency showerheads,). System water audits, leak
detection and repair (DMM 3 = $85,000). Metering with commodity rates for all new
connections and retrofit for existing connections (DMM4 = 0). ), $2/sq ft rebates for 15,000 sq. ft
of turf replacement with xeriscape landscaping (DMM5 = $30,000). 315 $75 rebates for highefficiency washing machines (DMM 6 = $23,625). Public Education Program (DMM7 = $4,100).
School Education Program (DMM8 = $6,465). Commercial, Industrial and Institutional
Programs including 45 $100 rebates for commercial/industrial restroom fixtures (DMM9 =
5,800). Wholesale Agency Programs (DMM 10 = $2,680). Retail Conservation Pricing (DMM11
= 0). Conservation Coordinator (DMM 12 = $36,500). Water Waste Prohibition (DMM 13 = 0).
WaterSense Specification (WSS) Toilet Rebate Program - 135 $50 rebates for toilets (DMM14 =
$6750). WSS for new residential development (DMM 15 = 0). Not all of these DMM’s have cost
associated and some cost (DMM 12) would be captured in O&M costs. AWA seeks full
implementation of all DMM’s for 3 years.
Task 1: Amador Water Agency Leak Detection/Master Metering Project
The Amador Water Agency’s Leak Detection/Master Metering Project will install meters on key
pipelines in areas within Amador Water Agency’s distribution system to determine locations of
leakage to help to prioritize leak detection efforts. The first phase of this project will be to install
the meters and monitor the flows and identify locations of water losses. The second phase will
be to implement a repair program.
Task 3: Foothill Conservancy Household Water Use Efficiency Project
The Foothill Conservancy’s Household Water Use Efficiency Project is intended to implement
and expand on the conservation program adopted by the Amador Water Agency in 2010, and
will include the following components: residential surveys and assistance, high-efficiency
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washer rebate program, ultra low-flow toilet replacement program, school education programs,
and a turf replacement program.
Task 4: Foothill Conservancy Rainwater Capture Demonstration and Distribution Project
The Foothill Conservancy’s Rainwater Capture Demonstration and Distribution Project is
intended to plan and implement a program where free or discounted rain barrels or water
storage tanks and technical guidance would be made available to county residents to construct
stormwater capture facilities at home. This project will include an assessment of interest
between Calaveras and Amador Counties and the construction of a demonstration project that
would highlight a functional system where interested parties could learn about how systems
work and how to construct their own. The project would also include the procurement of at least
one shipment of rainwater catchment tanks, or more, based on interest. These tanks would then
be provided below retail cost to interested parties.
Task 5: Amador Tuolumne Community Action Agency Home-Level Water Conservation
for the DAC
The Amador Tuolumne Community Action Agency will implement the Home-Level Water
Conservation for the DAC. This project will conduct outreach, take applications, perform water
usage assessments, develop a list of water conservation measures that can be cost-effectively
installed, and install water conservation measures in the homes of disadvantaged community
members who live within the region.
Overall, the MAC Conservation Program is expected to yield benefits that would directly reach
participants, including increased water reliability, drought preparedness, reduced groundwater
pumping and reduced water bills. In addition, some projects would reduce erosion around
participating residences and reduce transport of contaminants in stormwater into creeks,
waterways, and downstream storage from urban and residential areas. Indirect benefits could
potentially be seen by neighbors whose wells pump from the same groundwater sources as
participating homes, and through reduced demand on surface water supplies, especially during
summer months.
5)

Readiness to Proceed

Please indicate your project’s readiness. In the text box, please provide more information on
timing, such as when design may be complete, when permits/environmental documentation may
be acquired, or when construction may begin.
Planning/Initial Study
Conceptual Design
In Design
Design Complete
In Environmental Review
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Environmental Review Complete
Click here to enter text.
6)

Planning Horizon

Is the project expected to be completed by 2027?
Yes
No
7)

Technical Feasibility

Please list background information, studies, or other documentation (including author and year)
that detail the technical feasibility of the project.
Amador Water System Leak Detection and Repair Project – 2013 Amador Water Agency Water
Conservation Plan – 2010 Residential Indoor Water Conservation study: Evaluation of High
Efficiency Indoor Plumbing Fixture Retrofits in Single-Family Homes – EBMED and US EPA –
2003 In addition to these documents, the partnering agencies, many NGOs, cities, counties and
other organizations have similar projects and programs that have been successfully
implemented, and have been shown to provide the claimed benefits.
8)

Economic Feasibility and Project Costs

Please provide estimated project costs (capital, operations and maintenance, and replacement)
and estimated project life.
Capital Cost: $ 1,664,000
Annual O&M Costs: $ 122,000
Replacement Costs, Description of Equipment to be Replaced, & Frequency of
Replacement (e.g., every 5 years): Click here to enter text.
Estimated Project Life (Years): 10
Cost Basis (if not 2018 dollars): 2013
What is the basis for your project costs? At what stage in the project were they developed? If a
cost estimate has been prepared, please provide.
Click here to enter text.
Please describe the economic feasibility of the project. If an economic analysis (benefit/cost
analysis or cost-effectiveness analysis) of the project has been completed, please provide the
findings of that analysis and the reference (including author and year).
Click here to enter text.
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9)

Financing

How will your project be financed? What are the funding sources for your project?
Grants and loans
10) Climate Change Adaptation
Does your project help adapt to climate change? E.g., how your project helps the region adapt
to identified climate change regional vulnerabilities; how your project may address changes to
the amount, intensity, timing, quality, and variability of runoff and recharge.
Yes
No
If yes, please explain how and the likelihood of the climate change adaptation benefits.
The Conservation Program includes projects that will reduce demand for water supplies which
are projected to be reduced in the future due to climate change. In addition, reducing demand
will reduce the need to convey and treat potable supplies, reducing energy consumption and
greenhouse gas emissions.
11) Climate Change Mitigation
Does your project help mitigate against the effects of climate change? E.g., how your project
may reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions as compared to project alternatives; how your
project may reduce energy consumption, especially the energy embedded in water use; or if
your project includes renewable energy sources.
Yes
No
If yes, please explain how and the likelihood of the climate change mitigation benefits.
The Conservation Program includes projects that will reduce demand for water supplies which
are projected to be reduced in the future due to climate change. In addition, reducing demand
will reduce the need to convey and treat potable supplies, reducing energy consumption and
greenhouse gas emissions.
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More Information
12) Multi-entity Integration and Benefits
Is your project linked to or combined with another project or provide benefits to more than one
entity?
Yes
No
If yes, please describe the linked / integrated projects and other possible project participants.
Describe entities that benefit from the project and describe the benefits to each entity.
Amador Water Agency, Foothill Conservancy, Amador Tuolumne Community Action Agency
13) Disadvantaged Communities Benefits
Does your project provide specific benefits to critical DAC water issues? For the purposes of
Proposition 1 funding, a DAC is defined as “a community with a median household income
(MHI) less than 80% of the Statewide average.” If you are unsure if your project is located in a
DAC, please use the DWR mapping tool, located here: https://gis.water.ca.gov/app/dacs/.
Yes, my project provides benefits to DACs as defined by Prop 1
Yes, my project provides benefits to DACs using some other definition (please
indicate the definition you are using in the comment box below)
No
If yes, please identify the DAC benefits and explain the magnitude of each benefit.
Click here to enter text.
14) Native American Tribal Communities Benefits
Does your project provide specific benefits to critical water issues for Native American tribal
communities?
Yes
No
If yes, please identify the benefits and explain the magnitude of each benefit.
Any tribal communities that elect to participate in the program would benefit by acquiring
subsidized materials and education to install rainwater catchment systems that could reduce
home water bills and reliance on surface or groundwater supplies. Projects would reduce
stormwater runoff contamination to creeks and streams that could negatively affect cultural
resource or harvesting sites.
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.

15) Environmental Justice Concerns
Does your project have environmental justice concerns? Environmental Justice is defined by
State Law as: “the fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all people regardless of race,
color, sex national origin, or income with respect to the development, implementation and
enforcement of environmental laws, regulations, and policies.”
Yes
No
Please provide a rationale for your response.
Yes, there is fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all.
16) Best Project for Intended Purpose
Please indicate the score below that best reflects your project and provide a justification of how
you arrived at your score.
High: Project is the best possible alternative to meet the stated need from a social,
environmental, and economic perspective.
Medium: Other alternatives exist that may be preferable from a social, environmental,
and economic perspective.
Low: Other alternatives clearly exist that will be better to meet the intended need from
a social, environmental, and economic perspective.
The MAC Water Conservation Program combines water conservation projects from across the
region to reduce demand for water and allow for a more reliable supply. Conservation projects
provide economic incentives to the ratepayers, reduce the impacts of water supply use on the
environment, and provides more water to watershed users downstream. In addition,
conservation projects are far less expensive than building new water storage projects and much
less environmentally harmful. The program will also have long-lasting education components,
which will help instill water-saving habits over time.
.
17) Minimize Implementation Risk
Please indicate the score below that best reflects your project and provide a justification of how
you arrived at your score.
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High: Minimal implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such as
regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and low degree of controversy,
potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
Medium: Moderate implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such
as regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and moderate degree of
controversy, potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
Low: High implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such as
regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and high degree of controversy,
potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
There is minimal implementation risk in this program. Water conservation is not controversial
and has no institutional barriers given that it is widely accepted and endorsed that water
conservation is effective throughout California. There is virtually no potential for a legal
challenge given that the participation by end users is voluntary, and there is no uncertainty
among project partners in implementing the projects included in the program. In light of climate
change, it is expected that this program will be seen as a proactive way to counteract its effects.
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California Statewide Priorities
Make Conservation a Way of Life
 Building on current water conservation efforts and promoting the innovation of new
systems for increased water conservation.
 Expand agricultural and urban water conservation and efficiency to exceed SBX7-7
targets
 Provide funding for conservation and efficiency
 Increase water sector energy efficiency and greenhouse gas reduction capacity
 Promote local urban conservation ordinances and programs
Increase Regional Self-Reliance and Integrated Water Management Across All Levels of
Government
 Ensure water security at the local level, where individual government efforts integrate
into one combined regional commitment where the sum becomes greater than any
single piece.
 Support and expand funding for Integrated Water Management planning and projects
 Improve land use and water alignment
 Provide assistance to disadvantaged communities
 Encourage State focus on projects with multiple benefits
 Increase the use of recycled water
Achieve Co-Equal Goals for the Delta
 This action is directed towards State and federal agencies; however, consideration will
be afforded to eligible local or regional projects that also support achieving the co-equal
goals providing a more reliable water supply for California and to protect, restore, and
enhance the Delta ecosystem.
Protect and Restore Important Ecosystems
 Continue protecting and restoring the resiliency of our ecosystems to support fish and
wildlife populations, improve water quality, and restore natural system functions.
 Restore key mountain meadow habitat
 Manage headwaters for multiple benefits
 Protect key habitat of the Salton Sea through local partnership
 Restore coastal watersheds
 Continue restoration efforts in the Lake Tahoe Basin
 Continue restoration efforts in the Klamath Basin
 Water for wetlands and waterfowl
 Eliminate barriers to fish migration
 Assess fish passage at large dams
 Enhance water flows in stream systems statewide
Manage and Prepare for Dry Periods
 Effectively manage water resources through all hydrologic conditions to reduce impacts
of shortages and lessen costs of state response actions. Secure more reliable water
supplies and consequently improve drought preparedness and make California’s water
system more resilient.
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Revise operations to respond to extreme conditions
Encourage healthy soils

Expand Water Storage Capacity and Improve Groundwater Management
 Increase water storage for widespread public and environmental benefits, especially in
increasingly dry years and better manage our groundwater to reduce overdraft.
 Provide essential data to enable Sustainable Groundwater Management
 Support funding partnerships for storage projects
 Improve Sustainable Groundwater Management
 Support distributed groundwater storage
 Increase statewide groundwater recharge
 Accelerate clean-up of contaminated groundwater and prevent future contamination
Provide Safe Water for All Communities
 Provide all Californians the right to safe, clean, affordable and accessible water
adequate for human consumption, cooking, and sanitary purposes.
 Consolidate water quality programs
 Provide funding assistance for vulnerable communities
 Manage the supply status of community water systems
o

Additionally, as required by Water Code §10545, in areas that have nitrate, arsenic,
perchlorate, or hexavalent chromium contamination, consideration will be given to grant
proposals that included projects that help address the impacts caused by nitrate, arsenic,
perchlorate, or hexavalent chromium contamination, including projects that provide safe
drinking water to small disadvantaged communities.

Increase Flood Protection
 Collaboratively plan for integrated flood and water management systems, and implement
flood projects that protect public safety, increase water supply reliability, conserve
farmlands, and restore ecosystems.
 Improve access to emergency funds
 Better coordinate flood response operations
 Prioritize funding to reduce flood risk and improve flood response
 Encourage flood projects that plan for climate change and achieve multiple benefits
Increase Operational and Regulatory Efficiency
 This action is directed towards State and federal agencies; however, consideration will
be afforded to eligible local or regional projects that also support increased operational
of the State Water Project or Central Valley Project.
Identify Sustainable and Integrated Financing Opportunities
 This action is directed towards State agencies and the legislature.
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Mokelumne/Amador/Calaveras (MAC)
Integrated Regional Water Management Plan Update
Project Information Sheet
PLEASE SUBMIT COMPLETED FORMS BY AUGUST 6, 2018
Questions and completed forms should be directed to:
Rachel Gross
Woodard & Curran
415-321-3424
rgross@woodardcurran.com

Proposed Project and Responsible Agency Information
Project Title: Sheep Ranch Drinking Water Treatment & Distribution Compliance Project
Project Location: 11719 Armstrong Road, Sheep Ranch, CA 38 12 39.13”N,120 27 19.53W
Submitting Entity / Project Proponent: Calaveras County Water District
Other Participating Agencies (if applicable):
Contact Name for Project Proponent: Peter Martin
Mailing Address for Project Proponent: PO Box 846, San Andreas, CA 95249
Phone Number for Project Proponent: 209-754-3094
Email Address for Project Proponent: peterm@ccwd.org
To the best of your knowledge, do you anticipate that your agency will adopt/approve the
2018 MAC IRWMP?
Yes
No
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Eligibility
In order to be considered for inclusion in the MAC Plan 2018 Update, the project must meet at
least one MAC Plan Goal, at least one Statewide Priority, and address at least two Resource
Management Strategies. If your project does not meet these minimum requirements it will not be
included in the MAC Plan 2018 Update.
MAC Plan Update Goals
1)

Does your project advance one or more of the MAC IRWM goals?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)

If yes, please indicate which goal and explain how.
Policy 1: Maintain and Improve Water Quality
Goal: Reduce sources of contaminants.
Description:
Goal: Manage stormwater flows and transport of sediment and contaminants.
Description:
Policy 2: Improve Water Supply Reliability and Ensure Long-Term Balance of Supply and
Demand
Goal: Ensure sufficient firm yield water supply.
Description: The Sheep Ranch Drinking Water Treatment & Distribution Compliance
Project involves upgrading the small water treatment plant and distribution system serving
about 100 people, which is currently out of compliance. The Sheep Ranch Water
Treatment Plant (WTP) currently produces 30 gallons per minute using an out-of-date,
non-compliant pressure filter, according to the California Department of Public Health (CA
DPH). CCWD was first notified in 1993 that the current system is out of compliance and
not an approved technology. CA DPH recommends current technology to include a
membrane filter system with sodium hypochlorite disinfection.
Goal: Maintain and improve water infrastructure reliability.
Description: The current water treatment plant filtration technology cannot treat water to
drinking water standards during storm events when turbidity levels increase. When water
supply is severely restricted by drought, the plant also struggles to remove organics, which
lead to taste and odor problems. During these times, the WTP must slow, or shut down.
Installing a modern filter would ensure safe, reliable water could be provided to the Sheep
Ranch Community, even during drought and storm events. Additionally, the plant’s output
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and water distribution infrastructure do not meet fire-flow standards, and firefighters cannot
rely upon this system to combat wildfires in Central Calaveras.
Goal: Promote water conservation, recycling and reuse for urban and agricultural uses.
Description:
Goal: Develop appropriate drought mitigation measures.
Description:
Policy 3: Practice Resource Stewardship
Goal: Identify opportunities to conserve, enhance and restore the region’s natural
resources.
Description:
Goal: Minimize adverse effects on biological and cultural resources.
Description:
Goal: Identify opportunities for public access, open spaces, trails, and other
recreational benefits.
Description:
Policy 4 is not included here because it is more relevant to the MAC Plan than to individual
projects.
Policy 5 is incorporated in Questions 10 and 11 below.

Statewide Priorities
2)

Does your project advance one or more of the Statewide Priorities?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)

If yes, please indicate which priorities. Check all that apply. More information on
each priority is included on the last two pages of this form.
Make Conservation a California Way of Life
Increase Regional Self-Reliance and Integrated Water Management Across All Levels
of Government
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Achieve Co-Equal Goals for the Delta
Protect and Restore Important Ecosystems
Manage and Prepare for Dry Periods
Expand Water Storage Capacity and Improve Groundwater Management
Provide Safe Water for All Communities
Increase Flood Protection
Increase Operational and Regulatory Efficiency
Identify Sustainable and Integrated Financing Opportunities

Resource Management Strategies
3)

Does your project address two or more of the Resource Management Strategies?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)

If yes, please indicate which strategies. Check all that apply to your project.
Agricultural Water Use Efficiency

Surface Storage – CALFED

Urban Water Use Efficiency

Surface Storage – Regional/local
Drinking Water Treatment and
Distribution

Flood Management
Conveyance – Delta

Groundwater and Aquifer
Remediation

Conveyance – Regional/local
System Reoperation

Matching Water Quality to Use

Water Transfers

Pollution Prevention

Conjunctive Management &
Groundwater Storage
Desalination – Brackish and Sea
Water

Salt and Salinity Management
Urban Stormwater Runoff Management
Agricultural Lands Stewardship

Recycled Municipal Water

Ecosystem Restoration

Precipitation Enhancement

Forest Management
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Land Use Planning and Management

Water and Culture

Recharge Area Protection

Water-Dependent Recreation

Sediment Management
Watershed Management
Economic Incentives
Outreach and Engagement

Other Strategies (Crop Idling for Water
Transfers, Dewvaporation or Atmospheric
Pressure Desalination, Fog Collection,
Irrigated Land Retirement, Rainfed
Agriculture, Snow Fences, Waterbag
Transport/Storage Technology
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Project Description
4)

Project Description

Please provide a description of your project, including the project location (please provide GPS
coordinates if available), area and/or entities that will be affected by or will benefit from your
project, related water and environmental resources within the project boundaries, and any
potential obstacles to implementation. Attach extra pages if necessary. If feasible, please
attach a copy of all relevant project literature.
38 12 39.13N, 120 27 19.53 W
The small, historic town of Sheep Ranch is a remote, rural, severely disadvantaged community
in central Calaveras County between Mountain Ranch and Murphys. The Sheep Ranch
Improvement District was formed on March 2, 1960 and serves about 100 people.
The community water supply is obtained from one source, that being White Pines Lake, which is
an onstream dam on San Antonio Creek near Arnold. CCWD stores water in White Pines,
releases it into the San Antonio Creek and diverts it from the creek about 6 miles downstream of
the dam. The water flows through an old mining-era ditch in a remote location with a history of
catastrophic failure due to erosion, rock slides and destruction by wildfire.
The existing Sheep Ranch water system consists of a raw water pump, small 4-foot diameter x
5-foot tall pressure filter (with 40-inches of granular media) packaged treatment plant with a 30gpm capacity, sodium hypochlorite disinfection and a 100,000-gallon steel water storage tank.
No improvements have been made to the system since 1997, and the system is in relatively
poor condition and in need of replacement and modernization. The existing 100,000-gallon
painted steel water storage reservoir is severely corroded on the interior and needs to be
replaced and/or repaired. The storage tank and water distribution system piping do not have
capacity to meet ISO standards typically requiring a 1,000 to 1,500 gpm fire flow for minimum of
4 hours. The existing packaged plant is more than 20 years old and near end of its useful
lifecycle and ultimately needs to be replaced. The source water in San Antonio creek often has
higher turbidity than the pressure filter is capable of treating, and during these times the filter
must be shut down and rely upon minimal storage reserve in the one storage tank. During times
of drought, the system is unable to remove organics that cause taste and odor issues. In the
past, the District has had to haul/import water from outside of the system by truck, which leads
to the possibility of water supply shortages and unnecessary risk to human health and welfare.
The Sheep Ranch Road and Avery-Sheep Ranch Road serves as a key route for firefighters on
the southeast perimeter of the recent Butte Fire and other historic fires in the area. The fire
perimeter was held at Sheep Ranch and stopped from progressing into the Stanislaus River
Canyon. During the Butte Fire, the firefighters used the community’s water system as an
emergency water source, but the system was quickly overwhelmed and drained due to its
limited reliability and capacity. The community’s water system was not significantly damaged
due to the outstanding efforts of the firefighters, but the system was in disarray and nonoperational; boiled water notices were issued to all Sheep Ranch community members using
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CCWD water until the system could be disinfected/tested and placed back into regular service
and water had to be hauled/delivered by trucks to serve the community.
The Sheep Ranch Drinking Water Compliance Project involves upgrading the small water
treatment plant that is out of compliance with the State. The Sheep Ranch Water Treatment
Plant (WTP) currently produces 30 GPM of treated water via an out-of-date, non-compliant
pressure filter, according to the California Department of Public Health (CA DPH). CCWD was
first notified in 1993 that the current system is out of compliance and not an approved
technology. CADPH recommends current technology to include a membrane filter system with
sodium hypochlorite disinfection.
Points of consideration
• The existing system is in deteriorating condition, is not reliable, and does not meet current
standards; complete replacement of the package treatment plant, storage tank and distribution
system is proposed provide more fire water storage and system reliability.
• New water plant and associated electrical systems and backup generator could be contained
within a fire-resistant structure to increase its likelihood of surviving a fire and would increase
the chances of protecting critical potable water facilities from wildfire damage. A more reliable,
safeguarded potable water system in this remote location could be a helpful resource for
firefighting crews during a future wildfire event.
• The existing water distribution system is obsolete and consists of a variety of materials with the
majority being very old 2-inch galvanized steel, which is not capable of delivering fire flows.
• The existing water filter is incapable of treating periodic high raw water turbidity from the San
Antonio Creek diversion. A new packaged treatment system must be capable of treating the
higher turbidity waters in order to maintain a continuous water supply.
• Raw water storage in White Pines/Blagen Mill Pond during the summer months has been
reduced by sediment accumulation and the District has been evaluating options to restore and
assure a reliable raw water supply through the summer months; the situation was worse and
more apparent during recent drought conditions.
• In order to store larger amounts of potable water, there are challenges with water age is an
important water quality concern. As water ages, disinfection byproducts are more likely to form
as organics react with chlorine in the system; significant measures will need to be taken to
assure disinfection byproducts are prevented or removed to meet mandated water quality
standards.
• The nearest alternate water source is 6-miles or more from Sheep Ranch, a transmission
pipeline would be costly, approximately $4-to-$5 million, and may not be practicable solution
given the long distance and difficult terrain/topography.
• A small, rural, disadvantaged community of 100 customers cannot alone pay cost for needed
water supply, treatment, distribution, transmission and other system improvements.
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Recommendations/Remediation Solutions
The District is proposing a $4,000,000 project for a new water plant, reliable fire water storage,
and distribution system improvements for the community of Sheep Ranch. The District proposes
to do the following potable water system projects:
1) Replace the existing, obsolete pressure filter with a modern package potable water
treatment unit that can handle higher turbidity levels in the raw source water and likewise
provide a higher level of treatment in an effort to remove more organics from the water,
which otherwise react to form disinfection byproducts. The treatment unit would be
nominal 50 gpm and have built-in redundancy per State requirements. The entire new
treatment unit including electrical equipment, controls and backup generator would be
located inside a fire-resistant concrete masonry unit structure with tile or metal roof. The
system would be automated and capable of being operated, monitored and controlled
via SCADA radio from a remote location.
2) Two large water storage tanks would be installed to capacity of 350,000 gallons or
greater of water storage, (more than tripling the existing storage). Tanks will be fireresistant welded steel construction in accordance with current water works standards.
The tanks can be designed with enhanced tank mixing and in-tank diffused air aeration
systems in an effort to minimize and eliminate formation of disinfection byproducts with
greater water age.
3) All major portions of the water distribution system throughout the town of Sheep Ranch
will be replaced with new materials meeting current NSF-61 potable water standards
including new 6-inch and 8-inch water mains sized for 1,000 gpm fire flow, new gate
valves and fire hydrants. These will replace an obsolete distribution system consisting of
largely 2-inch galvanized steel. The new system would not only provide reliable fire flows
to protect Sheep Ranch but would serve as a critical asset for firefighters battling
wildfires in central Calaveras County.
5)

Readiness to Proceed

Please indicate your project’s readiness. In the text box, please provide more information on
timing, such as when design may be complete, when permits/environmental documentation may
be acquired, or when construction may begin.
Planning/Initial Study
Conceptual Design
In Design
Design Complete
In Environmental Review
Environmental Review Complete
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6)

Planning Horizon

Is the project expected to be completed by 2027?
Yes
No
7)

Technical Feasibility

Please list background information, studies, or other documentation (including author and year)
that detail the technical feasibility of the project.
This project was designed by the CCWD Engineering Department. Because of the small size of
this plant and remote location, the Engineering Department is certain that this design is the best
and most cost-effective option to bring the plant into compliance with state regulations
governing water treatment standards and fire flows.
8)

Economic Feasibility and Project Costs

Please provide estimated project costs (capital, operations and maintenance, and replacement)
and estimated project life.
Capital Cost: $ 4,000,000
Annual O&M Costs: $ No additional O&M costs above current costs as a result of this
project.
Replacement Costs, Description of Equipment to be Replaced, & Frequency of
Replacement (e.g., every 5 years): No additional costs above current costs.
Estimated Project Life (Years): 50 years
Cost Basis (if not 2018 dollars):
What is the basis for your project costs? At what stage in the project were they developed? If a
cost estimate has been prepared, please provide.
The projects costs were developed in 2015 when the District first developed a grant application
for this project.
Please describe the economic feasibility of the project. If an economic analysis (benefit/cost
analysis or cost-effectiveness analysis) of the project has been completed, please provide the
findings of that analysis and the reference (including author and year).
This project is economically feasible if grant funding is provided by the MAC IRWM. The District
could come up with a matching component using funds from the District’s 2018 Water Capital
Renovation and Replacement Program fund.
9)

Financing
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How will your project be financed? What are the funding sources for your project?
Grant funds from the MAC with matching funds from the District’s Water Capital Renovation and
Replacement Fund, which is funded by customer rates.
10) Climate Change Adaptation
Does your project help adapt to climate change? E.g., how your project helps the region adapt
to identified climate change regional vulnerabilities; how your project may address changes to
the amount, intensity, timing, quality, and variability of runoff and recharge.
Yes
No
If yes, please explain how and the likelihood of the climate change adaptation benefits.
As the climate warms, droughts and floods are likely to become much more common. Water
quality often suffers in times of both these extremes. When droughts occur, water supplies are
reduced and water stored in reservoirs often becomes stagnant and warm, which leads to an
increase in organic materials that can lead to taste and odor problems. During times of severe
flooding, water supplies often become increasingly turbid. The current water treatment plant at
Sheep Ranch is not properly equipped to treat water containing high levels of organics or highly
turbid water. Upgrading the Sheep Ranch water system would help ensure that the community
has access to a safe, reliable water supply, during increasingly extreme water supply conditions.
11) Climate Change Mitigation
Does your project help mitigate against the effects of climate change? E.g., how your project
may reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions as compared to project alternatives; how your
project may reduce energy consumption, especially the energy embedded in water use; or if
your project includes renewable energy sources.
Yes
No
If yes, please explain how and the likelihood of the climate change mitigation benefits.
Upgrading the Sheep Ranch Water Treatment Plant and distribution infrastructure will provide
firefighters with a reliable source of water to help fight fires in the central portion of Calaveras
County. At this time, there is no public water supply with hydrants in this part of Calaveras
County that firefighters can rely upon. This project will give firefighters the ability to stop wildland
fires more quickly and therefore reduce the amount of vegetation burned, which will reduce the
greenhouse gas emissions and reduce emergency consumption used to fight fires that get out
of control and last longer. A more efficient plant with upgraded treatment technology will also
have a more favorable ratio of energy used per gallon of water treated.
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More Information
12) Multi-entity Integration and Benefits
Is your project linked to or combined with another project or provide benefits to more than one
entity?
Yes
No
If yes, please describe the linked / integrated projects and other possible project participants.
Describe entities that benefit from the project and describe the benefits to each entity.
13) Disadvantaged Communities Benefits
Does your project provide specific benefits to critical DAC water issues? For the purposes of
Proposition 1 funding, a DAC is defined as “a community with a median household income
(MHI) less than 80% of the Statewide average.” If you are unsure if your project is located in a
DAC, please use the DWR mapping tool, located here: https://gis.water.ca.gov/app/dacs/.
Yes, my project provides benefits to DACs as defined by Prop 1
Yes, my project provides benefits to DACs using some other definition (please
indicate the definition you are using in the comment box below)
No
If yes, please identify the DAC benefits and explain the magnitude of each benefit.
Per the Department of Water Resources map, Sheep Ranch is a disadvantaged
community. The installation of a new water treatment plant and distribution system would
provide safe, reliable water to the community, even during storms and droughts that
currently make the water difficult to treat.
14) Native American Tribal Communities Benefits
Does your project provide specific benefits to critical water issues for Native American tribal
communities?
Yes
No
If yes, please identify the benefits and explain the magnitude of each benefit.
15) Environmental Justice Concerns
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Does your project have environmental justice concerns? Environmental Justice is defined by
State Law as: “the fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all people regardless of race,
color, sex national origin, or income with respect to the development, implementation and
enforcement of environmental laws, regulations, and policies.”
Yes
No
Please provide a rationale for your response.
The Sheep Ranch community is disadvantaged and has a much lower income that other
areas of the state. The community is lacking financial resources and community capacity
to replace the water treatment plant on its own or through a special assessment. Grant
funding is the only viable solution to fund the much-needed treatment and distribution
upgrades.
16) Best Project for Intended Purpose
Please indicate the score below that best reflects your project and provide a justification of how
you arrived at your score.
High: Project is the best possible alternative to meet the stated need from a social,
environmental, and economic perspective.
Medium: Other alternatives exist that may be preferable from a social, environmental,
and economic perspective.
Low: Other alternatives clearly exist that will be better to meet the intended need from
a social, environmental, and economic perspective.
The staff at CCWD strongly believe that this is the best project alternative. As outlined in
the project description, bringing potable water in from the Ebbetts Pass corridor would
require a 6-mile pipeline that would be cost prohibitive to construct and maintain. There
are no other reliable water sources other than the San Antonio Creek to serve Sheep
Ranch. The plant CCWD’s Engineers have outlined is the best solution for a small, rural
community with a relatively low population. This project is clearly the best approach to
solving the water treatment and disribution problems impacting Sheep Ranch residents.
17) Minimize Implementation Risk
Please indicate the score below that best reflects your project and provide a justification of how
you arrived at your score.
High: Minimal implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such as
regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and low degree of controversy,
potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
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Medium: Moderate implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such
as regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and moderate degree of
controversy, potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
Low: High implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such as
regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and high degree of controversy,
potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
The District believes this project would have minimal implementation risk in terms of
environmental permitting, community controversy and legal challenges. The community
of Sheep Ranch, and fire departments throughout the county, have been asking CCWD
to find a way to provide adequate fire flows to this critical location in Central Calaveras
County. We would expect there would be widespread support for this project. As for
environmental, we do not expect there will be any barriers that are outside the normal
process through which any project of this type goes through.
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California Statewide Priorities
Make Conservation a Way of Life
• Building on current water conservation efforts and promoting the innovation of new
systems for increased water conservation.
• Expand agricultural and urban water conservation and efficiency to exceed SBX7-7
targets
• Provide funding for conservation and efficiency
• Increase water sector energy efficiency and greenhouse gas reduction capacity
• Promote local urban conservation ordinances and programs
Increase Regional Self-Reliance and Integrated Water Management Across All Levels of
Government
• Ensure water security at the local level, where individual government efforts integrate
into one combined regional commitment where the sum becomes greater than any
single piece.
• Support and expand funding for Integrated Water Management planning and projects
• Improve land use and water alignment
• Provide assistance to disadvantaged communities
• Encourage State focus on projects with multiple benefits
• Increase the use of recycled water
Achieve Co-Equal Goals for the Delta
• This action is directed towards State and federal agencies; however, consideration will
be afforded to eligible local or regional projects that also support achieving the co-equal
goals providing a more reliable water supply for California and to protect, restore, and
enhance the Delta ecosystem.
Protect and Restore Important Ecosystems
• Continue protecting and restoring the resiliency of our ecosystems to support fish and
wildlife populations, improve water quality, and restore natural system functions.
• Restore key mountain meadow habitat
• Manage headwaters for multiple benefits
• Protect key habitat of the Salton Sea through local partnership
• Restore coastal watersheds
• Continue restoration efforts in the Lake Tahoe Basin
• Continue restoration efforts in the Klamath Basin
• Water for wetlands and waterfowl
• Eliminate barriers to fish migration
• Assess fish passage at large dams
• Enhance water flows in stream systems statewide
Manage and Prepare for Dry Periods
• Effectively manage water resources through all hydrologic conditions to reduce impacts
of shortages and lessen costs of state response actions. Secure more reliable water
supplies and consequently improve drought preparedness and make California’s water
system more resilient.
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•
•

Revise operations to respond to extreme conditions
Encourage healthy soils

Expand Water Storage Capacity and Improve Groundwater Management
• Increase water storage for widespread public and environmental benefits, especially in
increasingly dry years and better manage our groundwater to reduce overdraft.
• Provide essential data to enable Sustainable Groundwater Management
• Support funding partnerships for storage projects
• Improve Sustainable Groundwater Management
• Support distributed groundwater storage
• Increase statewide groundwater recharge
• Accelerate clean-up of contaminated groundwater and prevent future contamination
Provide Safe Water for All Communities
• Provide all Californians the right to safe, clean, affordable and accessible water
adequate for human consumption, cooking, and sanitary purposes.
• Consolidate water quality programs
• Provide funding assistance for vulnerable communities
• Manage the supply status of community water systems
o

Additionally, as required by Water Code §10545, in areas that have nitrate, arsenic,
perchlorate, or hexavalent chromium contamination, consideration will be given to grant
proposals that included projects that help address the impacts caused by nitrate, arsenic,
perchlorate, or hexavalent chromium contamination, including projects that provide safe
drinking water to small disadvantaged communities.

Increase Flood Protection
• Collaboratively plan for integrated flood and water management systems, and implement
flood projects that protect public safety, increase water supply reliability, conserve
farmlands, and restore ecosystems.
• Improve access to emergency funds
• Better coordinate flood response operations
• Prioritize funding to reduce flood risk and improve flood response
• Encourage flood projects that plan for climate change and achieve multiple benefits
Increase Operational and Regulatory Efficiency
• This action is directed towards State and federal agencies; however, consideration will
be afforded to eligible local or regional projects that also support increased operational
of the State Water Project or Central Valley Project.
Identify Sustainable and Integrated Financing Opportunities
• This action is directed towards State agencies and the legislature.
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Mokelumne/Amador/Calaveras (MAC)
Integrated Regional Water Management Plan Update
Project Information Sheet
PLEASE SUBMIT COMPLETED FORMS BY AUGUST 6, 2018
Questions and completed forms should be directed to:
Rachel Gross
Woodard & Curran
415-321-3424
rgross@woodardcurran.com

Proposed Project and Responsible Agency Information
Project Title: West Point Automated Meter Reading Project
Project Location: West Point service area, including West Point, Wilseyville and Bummerville
Submitting Entity / Project Proponent: Calaveras County Water District
Other Participating Agencies (if applicable):
Contact Name for Project Proponent: Peter Martin
Mailing Address for Project Proponent: P.O. Box 846, San Andreas, CA 95249
Phone Number for Project Proponent: 209-754-3094
Email Address for Project Proponent: peterm@ccwd.org
To the best of your knowledge, do you anticipate that your agency will adopt/approve the
2018 MAC IRWMP?
Yes
No
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Eligibility
In order to be considered for inclusion in the MAC Plan 2018 Update, the project must meet at
least one MAC Plan Goal, at least one Statewide Priority, and address at least two Resource
Management Strategies. If your project does not meet these minimum requirements it will not be
included in the MAC Plan 2018 Update.
MAC Plan Update Goals
1)

Does your project advance one or more of the MAC IRWM goals?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)

If yes, please indicate which goal and explain how.
Policy 1: Maintain and Improve Water Quality
Goal: Reduce sources of contaminants.
Description:
Goal: Manage stormwater flows and transport of sediment and contaminants.
Description:
Policy 2: Improve Water Supply Reliability and Ensure Long-Term Balance of Supply and
Demand
Goal: Ensure sufficient firm yield water supply.
Description:
Goal: Maintain and improve water infrastructure reliability.
Description: The District has many meters in the West Point service area that are 20 or
30+ years old. As meters age, they generally become less reliable and allow more water
to pass through than what is actually recorded. It is very hard to identify meter failure,
especially when it occurs slowly over a long period of time. This inaccuracy causes the
District to receive less revenue, and it does not give customers an accurate picture of their
water use, which is needed to have a clear picture of water use efficiency. When radio
read meters malfunction or fail, the District can be alerted through the software program
used to process meter reading data, which will allow the District to immediately address
the problem. Replacing all antiquated meters with new, radio read meters will greatly
improve the water delivery infrastructure and reliability.
Goal: Promote water conservation, recycling and reuse for urban and agricultural uses.
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Description: The District currently manually reads water meters once every two
months. If a leak occurs shortly after the meter reader has visited the property, the District
may not be aware of it until 2-3 months after it occurs when the water consumption data is
being reviewed. When District staff sees an unusually high reading, the customer is
alerted that they may have a water leak. While the District does its best to keep customers
informed of possible water leaks, the current system is slow, inefficient and allows massive
quantities of water to be wasted via leaks prior to customer notification.
Many of these problems would be solved with the installation of an automated meter
reading system (AMR). Instead of reading meters every two months, the District could
read meters monthly using drive-by reading technology. Water usage data can be tracked
by the minute, hour or day using AMR-equipped meters, and that data can be provided to
customers to help inform their efforts to use water more efficiently. As soon as the meter
reading data comes in from the field, it could be run through a software program that will
identify possible leaks, failed meters and water waste. Automatic emails or phone calls
can be sent to customers to inform them of the suspected water waste, along with
guidelines to fix the problems. We believe this system will lead to a significant reduction in
water lost to leaks, give our customers the tools they need to conserve water and
encourage our customers to make water conservation a way of life, per the Governor’s
direction.

Goal: Develop appropriate drought mitigation measures.
Description: AMR technology will help the District identify leaks more quickly and
encourage customers to use water more efficiently. These are especially important in
times of drought when water can become scarce, and there may be water conservation
state mandates in place.
Policy 3: Practice Resource Stewardship
Goal: Identify opportunities to conserve, enhance and restore the region’s natural
resources.
Description:
Goal: Minimize adverse effects on biological and cultural resources.
Description:
Goal: Identify opportunities for public access, open spaces, trails, and other
recreational benefits.
Description:
Policy 4 is not included here because it is more relevant to the MAC Plan than to individual
projects.
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Policy 5 is incorporated in Questions 10 and 11 below.

Statewide Priorities
2)

Does your project advance one or more of the Statewide Priorities?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)

If yes, please indicate which priorities. Check all that apply. More information on
each priority is included on the last two pages of this form.
Make Conservation a California Way of Life
Increase Regional Self-Reliance and Integrated Water Management Across All Levels
of Government
Achieve Co-Equal Goals for the Delta
Protect and Restore Important Ecosystems
Manage and Prepare for Dry Periods
Expand Water Storage Capacity and Improve Groundwater Management
Provide Safe Water for All Communities
Increase Flood Protection
Increase Operational and Regulatory Efficiency
Identify Sustainable and Integrated Financing Opportunities

Resource Management Strategies
3)

Does your project address two or more of the Resource Management Strategies?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)

If yes, please indicate which strategies. Check all that apply to your project.
Agricultural Water Use Efficiency

Urban Water Use Efficiency
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Flood Management

Salt and Salinity Management

Conveyance – Delta

Urban Stormwater Runoff Management

Conveyance – Regional/local

Agricultural Lands Stewardship

System Reoperation

Ecosystem Restoration

Water Transfers

Forest Management

Conjunctive Management &
Groundwater Storage
Desalination – Brackish and Sea
Water

Land Use Planning and Management
Recharge Area Protection
Sediment Management

Recycled Municipal Water

Watershed Management

Precipitation Enhancement

Economic Incentives

Surface Storage – CALFED

Outreach and Engagement

Surface Storage – Regional/local

Water and Culture

Drinking Water Treatment and
Distribution
Groundwater and Aquifer
Remediation
Matching Water Quality to Use
Pollution Prevention

Water-Dependent Recreation
Other Strategies (Crop Idling for Water
Transfers, Dewvaporation or Atmospheric
Pressure Desalination, Fog Collection,
Irrigated Land Retirement, Rainfed
Agriculture, Snow Fences, Waterbag
Transport/Storage Technology
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Project Description
4)

Project Description

Please provide a description of your project, including the project location (please provide GPS
coordinates if available), area and/or entities that will be affected by or will benefit from your
project, related water and environmental resources within the project boundaries, and any
potential obstacles to implementation. Attach extra pages if necessary. If feasible, please
attach a copy of all relevant project literature.
38.4000602, -120.529259
The District serves six separate water service areas within the county of Calaveras as shown in
the Service Area Map (see Attachment #1), which are owned, operated, and maintained by the
District. The water meters the District uses are a mix as follows: 21% of Neptune, 52% of
Sensus, 22% Rockwell, and 5% Badger, none of which have automatic meter reading (AMR)
capabilities. Existing meters are located in a variety of boxes from plastic to concrete with a
plastic, concrete, or metal lid. Two meter-reading staff members drive Jeeps to every customer
property, park, get out, walk/hike to the meter, lift the lid, clean out the cobwebs and scoop out
the dirt, flip up the meter cap, clean the glass, and type in the meter read to a handheld
computer called a Sensus AR5002. That data is later transferred to the District’s billing system
(Springbrook) after meter routes are completed. This is not an efficient system. It is the District’s
intent to convert all six of its service areas from the existing, antiquated technology to AMRequipped units that can be wirelessly read from a vehicle as it drives down the street.
The District intends to begin this process in West Point as a “pilot project”. Lessons learned
from this project will be applied to meter replacements in the rest of the county. The District
completed an audit of the West Point area where there about 584 meters serving more than
1,000 people. The District is in the process of putting out an RFP for the West Point pilot project
that will include the hardware, software, programming, setup and installation of a radio read
meter system for all District meters in West Point.
This project is listed in the District’s Water Capital Renovation and Replacement fund project
list, and matching funds are available. The District is confident this project will save water,
promote conservation, save energy, provide better customer service, increase staffing
efficiencies and provide much-needed help for disadvantaged communities to reduce their water
bills.
5)

Readiness to Proceed

Please indicate your project’s readiness. In the text box, please provide more information on
timing, such as when design may be complete, when permits/environmental documentation may
be acquired, or when construction may begin.
Planning/Initial Study
Conceptual Design
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In Design
Design Complete
In Environmental Review
Environmental Review Complete
6)

Planning Horizon

Is the project expected to be completed by 2027?
Yes
No
7)

Technical Feasibility

Please list background information, studies, or other documentation (including author and year)
that detail the technical feasibility of the project.
The installation of AMR hardware is becoming increasingly common throughout California and
the United States, as water providers see the clear benefits of such systems. There are many
companies that specialize in helping agencies make this transition. There is a clear blueprint for
agencies to follow for streamlined AMR implementation, and we do not believe there will be any
technical feasibility issues with this project. As CCWD moves forward with an RFP and selects a
contractor to do the work, more technical details will be available.
8)

Economic Feasibility and Project Costs

Please provide estimated project costs (capital, operations and maintenance, and replacement)
and estimated project life.
Capital Cost: $ 500,000
Annual O&M Costs: $ To be determined.
Replacement Costs, Description of Equipment to be Replaced, & Frequency of
Replacement (e.g., every 5 years): Meters are expected to last 20+ years.
Estimated Project Life (Years): 20-30 years
Cost Basis (if not 2018 dollars):
What is the basis for your project costs? At what stage in the project were they developed? If a
cost estimate has been prepared, please provide.
The cost was developed by the CCWD Engineering Department as part of the 2018-2019
Capital Improvement Program budget.
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Please describe the economic feasibility of the project. If an economic analysis (benefit/cost
analysis or cost-effectiveness analysis) of the project has been completed, please provide the
findings of that analysis and the reference (including author and year).
This analysis not been performed.
9)

Financing

How will your project be financed? What are the funding sources for your project?
Financing is available from the Water Capital Renovation and Replacement Fund, which is
funded by customer rates that are specifically reserved for capital improvements. Ideally these
funds would be used as the matching component of a grant.
10) Climate Change Adaptation
Does your project help adapt to climate change? E.g., how your project helps the region adapt
to identified climate change regional vulnerabilities; how your project may address changes to
the amount, intensity, timing, quality, and variability of runoff and recharge.
Yes
No
If yes, please explain how and the likelihood of the climate change adaptation benefits.
11) Climate Change Mitigation
Does your project help mitigate against the effects of climate change? E.g., how your project
may reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions as compared to project alternatives; how your
project may reduce energy consumption, especially the energy embedded in water use; or if
your project includes renewable energy sources.
Yes
No
If yes, please explain how and the likelihood of the climate change mitigation benefits.
This project would help the District identify water leaks much more quickly than the current,
antiquated meters that are being used. It would also help inform customers of water waste and
inefficiencies and provide them with the tools and knowledge to conserve water. Stopping leaks
quickly and helping customers conserve water means the water treatment plant doesn’t have to
treat as much water, which saves energy and reduces GHG emissions.
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More Information
12) Multi-entity Integration and Benefits
Is your project linked to or combined with another project or provide benefits to more than one
entity?
Yes
No
If yes, please describe the linked / integrated projects and other possible project participants.
Describe entities that benefit from the project and describe the benefits to each entity.
13) Disadvantaged Communities Benefits
Does your project provide specific benefits to critical DAC water issues? For the purposes of
Proposition 1 funding, a DAC is defined as “a community with a median household income
(MHI) less than 80% of the Statewide average.” If you are unsure if your project is located in a
DAC, please use the DWR mapping tool, located here: https://gis.water.ca.gov/app/dacs/.
Yes, my project provides benefits to DACs as defined by Prop 1
Yes, my project provides benefits to DACs using some other definition (please
indicate the definition you are using in the comment box below)
No
If yes, please identify the DAC benefits and explain the magnitude of each benefit.
The West Point / Wilseyville service area qualifies as a severely disadvantaged
community under Prop. 1. The installation of AMR infrastructure will help us notify
customers of leaks much more quickly, which could save them hundreds or thousands of
dollars in unnecessary water consumption fees. Additionally, using the AMR data to help
our customers conserve water will also help reduce their bills, which can make a huge
difference to community members who live on low and fixed incomes. We believe this
project will provide immense benefits to this disadvantaged community.
14) Native American Tribal Communities Benefits
Does your project provide specific benefits to critical water issues for Native American tribal
communities?
Yes
No
If yes, please identify the benefits and explain the magnitude of each benefit.
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15) Environmental Justice Concerns
Does your project have environmental justice concerns? Environmental Justice is defined by
State Law as: “the fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all people regardless of race,
color, sex national origin, or income with respect to the development, implementation and
enforcement of environmental laws, regulations, and policies.”
Yes
No
Please provide a rationale for your response.
16) Best Project for Intended Purpose
Please indicate the score below that best reflects your project and provide a justification of how
you arrived at your score.
High: Project is the best possible alternative to meet the stated need from a social,
environmental, and economic perspective.
Medium: Other alternatives exist that may be preferable from a social, environmental,
and economic perspective.
Low: Other alternatives clearly exist that will be better to meet the intended need from
a social, environmental, and economic perspective.
CCWD staff has evaluated the alternatives to this project, and we are confident that
installing AMR technology is the best option. While automated metering infrastructure
(AMI) works well in some areas, the topography of the West Point area makes this
approach economically infeasible. Keeping the status quo is also not preferred, due to
the large amount of leakage that goes undetected for months at a time and the lack of
data we need to help educate and inform our customers to encourage water
conservation. The District must embrace new technologies to save energy, water and
provide excellent customer service, and this project fulfills all of these goals.
17) Minimize Implementation Risk
Please indicate the score below that best reflects your project and provide a justification of how
you arrived at your score.
High: Minimal implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such as
regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and low degree of controversy,
potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
Medium: Moderate implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such
as regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and moderate degree of
controversy, potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
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Low: High implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such as
regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and high degree of controversy,
potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
Because this work would be done within CCWD’s existing utility easements and is
merely a modification of existing infrastructure, there should be minimal to no
institutional barriers. We do not anticipate this project creating controversy within the
community, and we will hold community meetings to ensure our customers understand
and embrace this new technology.
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California Statewide Priorities
Make Conservation a Way of Life
• Building on current water conservation efforts and promoting the innovation of new
systems for increased water conservation.
• Expand agricultural and urban water conservation and efficiency to exceed SBX7-7
targets
• Provide funding for conservation and efficiency
• Increase water sector energy efficiency and greenhouse gas reduction capacity
• Promote local urban conservation ordinances and programs
Increase Regional Self-Reliance and Integrated Water Management Across All Levels of
Government
• Ensure water security at the local level, where individual government efforts integrate
into one combined regional commitment where the sum becomes greater than any
single piece.
• Support and expand funding for Integrated Water Management planning and projects
• Improve land use and water alignment
• Provide assistance to disadvantaged communities
• Encourage State focus on projects with multiple benefits
• Increase the use of recycled water
Achieve Co-Equal Goals for the Delta
• This action is directed towards State and federal agencies; however, consideration will
be afforded to eligible local or regional projects that also support achieving the co-equal
goals providing a more reliable water supply for California and to protect, restore, and
enhance the Delta ecosystem.
Protect and Restore Important Ecosystems
• Continue protecting and restoring the resiliency of our ecosystems to support fish and
wildlife populations, improve water quality, and restore natural system functions.
• Restore key mountain meadow habitat
• Manage headwaters for multiple benefits
• Protect key habitat of the Salton Sea through local partnership
• Restore coastal watersheds
• Continue restoration efforts in the Lake Tahoe Basin
• Continue restoration efforts in the Klamath Basin
• Water for wetlands and waterfowl
• Eliminate barriers to fish migration
• Assess fish passage at large dams
• Enhance water flows in stream systems statewide
Manage and Prepare for Dry Periods
• Effectively manage water resources through all hydrologic conditions to reduce impacts
of shortages and lessen costs of state response actions. Secure more reliable water
supplies and consequently improve drought preparedness and make California’s water
system more resilient.
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•
•

Revise operations to respond to extreme conditions
Encourage healthy soils

Expand Water Storage Capacity and Improve Groundwater Management
• Increase water storage for widespread public and environmental benefits, especially in
increasingly dry years and better manage our groundwater to reduce overdraft.
• Provide essential data to enable Sustainable Groundwater Management
• Support funding partnerships for storage projects
• Improve Sustainable Groundwater Management
• Support distributed groundwater storage
• Increase statewide groundwater recharge
• Accelerate clean-up of contaminated groundwater and prevent future contamination
Provide Safe Water for All Communities
• Provide all Californians the right to safe, clean, affordable and accessible water
adequate for human consumption, cooking, and sanitary purposes.
• Consolidate water quality programs
• Provide funding assistance for vulnerable communities
• Manage the supply status of community water systems
o

Additionally, as required by Water Code §10545, in areas that have nitrate, arsenic,
perchlorate, or hexavalent chromium contamination, consideration will be given to grant
proposals that included projects that help address the impacts caused by nitrate, arsenic,
perchlorate, or hexavalent chromium contamination, including projects that provide safe
drinking water to small disadvantaged communities.

Increase Flood Protection
• Collaboratively plan for integrated flood and water management systems, and implement
flood projects that protect public safety, increase water supply reliability, conserve
farmlands, and restore ecosystems.
• Improve access to emergency funds
• Better coordinate flood response operations
• Prioritize funding to reduce flood risk and improve flood response
• Encourage flood projects that plan for climate change and achieve multiple benefits
Increase Operational and Regulatory Efficiency
• This action is directed towards State and federal agencies; however, consideration will
be afforded to eligible local or regional projects that also support increased operational
of the State Water Project or Central Valley Project.
Identify Sustainable and Integrated Financing Opportunities
• This action is directed towards State agencies and the legislature.
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Mokelumne/Amador/Calaveras (MAC)
Integrated Regional Water Management Plan Update
Project Information Sheet
PLEASE SUBMIT COMPLETED FORMS BY AUGUST 6, 2018
Questions and completed forms should be directed to:
Rachel Gross
Woodard & Curran
415-321-3424
rgross@woodardcurran.com

Proposed Project and Responsible Agency Information
Project Title: West Point Water Treatment Plant Drinking Water Compliance Project
Project Location: Smitty Lane West Point, California
Submitting Entity / Project Proponent: Calaveras County Water District
Other Participating Agencies (if applicable):
Contact Name for Project Proponent: Peter Martin, Manager of Water Resources
Mailing Address for Project Proponent: P.O. Box 846, San Andreas, CA 95249
Phone Number for Project Proponent: 209-754-3094
Email Address for Project Proponent: peterm@ccwd.org
To the best of your knowledge, do you anticipate that your agency will adopt/approve the
2018 MAC IRWMP?
Yes
No
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Eligibility
In order to be considered for inclusion in the MAC Plan 2018 Update, the project must meet at
least one MAC Plan Goal, at least one Statewide Priority, and address at least two Resource
Management Strategies. If your project does not meet these minimum requirements it will not be
included in the MAC Plan 2018 Update.
MAC Plan Update Goals
1)

Does your project advance one or more of the MAC IRWM goals?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)

If yes, please indicate which goal and explain how.
Policy 1: Maintain and Improve Water Quality
Goal: Reduce sources of contaminants.
Description: The new water filter would provide a state-of-the-art water treatment,
which would greatly reduce sources of contaminants in the raw water supply coming
from the Middle Fork of the Mokelumne River.
Goal: Manage stormwater flows and transport of sediment and contaminants.
Description:
Policy 2: Improve Water Supply Reliability and Ensure Long-Term Balance of Supply and
Demand
Goal: Ensure sufficient firm yield water supply.
Description:
Goal: Maintain and improve water infrastructure reliability.
Description: The West Point / Wilseyville water treatment plant currently has only one
filter with no back up, which is a violation of CA DPH policy and puts firefighting efforts in
jeopardy if the single filter were to fail during a wildland fire.
Goal: Promote water conservation, recycling and reuse for urban and agricultural uses.
Description:
Goal: Develop appropriate drought mitigation measures.
Description:
Policy 3: Practice Resource Stewardship
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Goal: Identify opportunities to conserve, enhance and restore the region’s natural
resources.
Description:
Goal: Minimize adverse effects on biological and cultural resources.
Description:
Goal: Identify opportunities for public access, open spaces, trails, and other
recreational benefits.
Description:
Policy 4 is not included here because it is more relevant to the MAC Plan than to individual
projects.
Policy 5 is incorporated in Questions 10 and 11 below.

Statewide Priorities
2)

Does your project advance one or more of the Statewide Priorities?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)

If yes, please indicate which priorities. Check all that apply. More information on
each priority is included on the last two pages of this form.
Make Conservation a California Way of Life
Increase Regional Self-Reliance and Integrated Water Management Across All Levels
of Government
Achieve Co-Equal Goals for the Delta
Protect and Restore Important Ecosystems
Manage and Prepare for Dry Periods
Expand Water Storage Capacity and Improve Groundwater Management
Provide Safe Water for All Communities
Increase Flood Protection
Increase Operational and Regulatory Efficiency
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Identify Sustainable and Integrated Financing Opportunities

Resource Management Strategies
3)

Does your project address two or more of the Resource Management Strategies?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)

If yes, please indicate which strategies. Check all that apply to your project.
Agricultural Water Use Efficiency

Pollution Prevention

Urban Water Use Efficiency

Salt and Salinity Management

Flood Management

Urban Stormwater Runoff Management

Conveyance – Delta

Agricultural Lands Stewardship

Conveyance – Regional/local

Ecosystem Restoration

System Reoperation

Forest Management

Water Transfers

Land Use Planning and Management

Conjunctive Management &
Groundwater Storage
Desalination – Brackish and Sea
Water

Recharge Area Protection
Sediment Management
Watershed Management

Recycled Municipal Water

Economic Incentives

Precipitation Enhancement

Outreach and Engagement

Surface Storage – CALFED

Water and Culture

Surface Storage – Regional/local

Water-Dependent Recreation

Drinking Water Treatment and
Distribution
Groundwater and Aquifer
Remediation
Matching Water Quality to Use

Other Strategies (Crop Idling for Water
Transfers, Dewvaporation or Atmospheric
Pressure Desalination, Fog Collection,
Irrigated Land Retirement, Rainfed
Agriculture, Snow Fences, Waterbag
Transport/Storage Technology
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Project Description
4)

Project Description

Please provide a description of your project, including the project location (please provide GPS
coordinates if available), area and/or entities that will be affected by or will benefit from your
project, related water and environmental resources within the project boundaries, and any
potential obstacles to implementation. Attach extra pages if necessary. If feasible, please
attach a copy of all relevant project literature.
The West Point Drinking Water Compliance Project is designed to address a current violation
with the CA Department Public Health (CA DPH) regarding the lack of a backup filter system for
an economically disadvantaged community of more than 1,000 people. Currently, the water
treatment process is an absorption clarifier followed by sodium hypochlorite disinfection.
However, the West Point Water Treatment Plant does not include a backup water filtration
system, as required by CA DPH. The West Point backup filtration system is required to produce
potable water for a period of at least two weeks per year. Since there is no backup system, the
District is unable to produce potable water if the water plant is taken offline. As a result, the
community of West Point was out of potable water for three days during a treatment plant
outage through the Fourth of July weekend in 2008, risking both the health and safety of the
community and its ability to combat a high risk of wildfire.
The region is a densely wooded area at risk to a large devastating fire with a probability of fire
identified as 100-percent chance in any given year. According to the Tuolumne-Calaveras Unit
Pre-Fire Management Plan, completed in 2005 by the Tuolumne-Calaveras Unit (TCU) of the
California Department of Forestry and Fire protection (CDF), the fire environment in Calaveras
County, and more specifically in the West Point area, is conductive to large, catastrophic fires,
as evidenced by the 2015 Butte Fire that burned more than 70,000 acres and hundreds of
homes. Fire history in combination with the occurrence of hazardous fuels, topography, and
weather create conditions that are likely to result in damaging fires on a regular basis in the
proposed project area. Without the quick access to fire hydrants served by the potable water
supply, the risk of a catastrophic fire is extreme.
Throughout the implementation of this project, CCWD would be actively engaged with the
community served by this backup filter. The District would hold community meetings, arrange for
education about water treatment and potentially treatment plant tours and continue to keep the
community updated and informed on the status of its water supply and treatment capabilities.
5)

Readiness to Proceed

Please indicate your project’s readiness. In the text box, please provide more information on
timing, such as when design may be complete, when permits/environmental documentation may
be acquired, or when construction may begin.
Planning/Initial Study
Conceptual Design
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In Design
Design Complete
In Environmental Review
Environmental Review Complete
6)

Planning Horizon

Is the project expected to be completed by 2027?
Yes
No
7)

Technical Feasibility

Please list background information, studies, or other documentation (including author and year)
that detail the technical feasibility of the project.
8)

Economic Feasibility and Project Costs

Please provide estimated project costs (capital, operations and maintenance, and replacement)
and estimated project life.
Capital Cost: $ 1,250,000
Annual O&M Costs: $ 10,000
Replacement Costs, Description of Equipment to be Replaced, & Frequency of
Replacement (e.g., every 5 years):
Estimated Project Life (Years): 40
Cost Basis (if not 2018 dollars):
What is the basis for your project costs? At what stage in the project were they developed? If a
cost estimate has been prepared, please provide.
Project cost was updated by CCWD’s District Engineer in early 2018 and was included in
CCWD’s 2018 Capital Improvement Program annual report.
Please describe the economic feasibility of the project. If an economic analysis (benefit/cost
analysis or cost-effectiveness analysis) of the project has been completed, please provide the
findings of that analysis and the reference (including author and year).
An economic analysis has not been completed. The project is designed to address a current
violation with the CA Department Public Health regarding the lack of a backup filter system for
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the West Point Water Treatment Plant. A backup filtration system is required to produce potable
water for a period of at least two weeks per year, which the plant cannot currently meet. The
lack of a backup system is a risk to both the health and safety of the community and its ability to
combat fires in a high fire risk area.
9)

Financing

How will your project be financed? What are the funding sources for your project?
CCWD has cost share funds available in the Water Capital Renovation and Replacement Fund
and Operations Budgets.
10) Climate Change Adaptation
Does your project help adapt to climate change? E.g., how your project helps the region adapt
to identified climate change regional vulnerabilities; how your project may address changes to
the amount, intensity, timing, quality, and variability of runoff and recharge.
Yes
No
If yes, please explain how and the likelihood of the climate change adaptation benefits.
11) Climate Change Mitigation
Does your project help mitigate against the effects of climate change? E.g., how your project
may reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions as compared to project alternatives; how your
project may reduce energy consumption, especially the energy embedded in water use; or if
your project includes renewable energy sources.
Yes
No
If yes, please explain how and the likelihood of the climate change mitigation benefits.
Click here to enter text.
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More Information
12) Multi-entity Integration and Benefits
Is your project linked to or combined with another project or provide benefits to more than one
entity?
Yes
No
If yes, please describe the linked / integrated projects and other possible project participants.
Describe entities that benefit from the project and describe the benefits to each entity.
13) Disadvantaged Communities Benefits
Does your project provide specific benefits to critical DAC water issues? For the purposes of
Proposition 1 funding, a DAC is defined as “a community with a median household income
(MHI) less than 80% of the Statewide average.” If you are unsure if your project is located in a
DAC, please use the DWR mapping tool, located here: https://gis.water.ca.gov/app/dacs/.
Yes, my project provides benefits to DACs as defined by Prop 1
Yes, my project provides benefits to DACs using some other definition (please
indicate the definition you are using in the comment box below)
No
If yes, please identify the DAC benefits and explain the magnitude of each benefit.
The West Point / Wilseyville communities served by the back-up filter are disadvantaged
based on the Prop. 1 criteria. It is absolutely critical that these communities have a
backup filter to ensure a safe, reliable water supply, especially in times of wildfire. These
communities would not be able to pay for a backup filter without grant assistance.
14) Native American Tribal Communities Benefits
Does your project provide specific benefits to critical water issues for Native American tribal
communities?
Yes
No
If yes, please identify the benefits and explain the magnitude of each benefit.
A significant Native American population exists in the West Point community. This
project will ensure that they have access to safe, reliable potable water and fire
protection.
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15) Environmental Justice Concerns
Does your project have environmental justice concerns? Environmental Justice is defined by
State Law as: “the fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all people regardless of race,
color, sex national origin, or income with respect to the development, implementation and
enforcement of environmental laws, regulations, and policies.”
Yes
No
Please provide a rationale for your response.
16) Best Project for Intended Purpose
Please indicate the score below that best reflects your project and provide a justification of how
you arrived at your score.
High: Project is the best possible alternative to meet the stated need from a social,
environmental, and economic perspective.
Medium: Other alternatives exist that may be preferable from a social, environmental,
and economic perspective.
Low: Other alternatives clearly exist that will be better to meet the intended need from
a social, environmental, and economic perspective.
Installing a backup water filter to serve the West Point / Wilseyville communities is a
long-overdue project that continues to create a CA DPH violation. CCWD is eager to
move forward with this project, if grant funding can be secured. This is a critical project
for this disadvantaged community to have a reliable water supply and wildfire protection.
17) Minimize Implementation Risk
Please indicate the score below that best reflects your project and provide a justification of how
you arrived at your score.
High: Minimal implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such as
regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and low degree of controversy,
potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
Medium: Moderate implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such
as regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and moderate degree of
controversy, potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
Low: High implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such as
regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and high degree of controversy,
potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
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The backup water filter can be built on the existing footprint of the West Point /
Wilseyville water treatment plant, and we do not expect there to be any significant
institutional barriers that would complicate or delay this project. The District hopes to
remedy the CA DPH violation as soon as possible, and we are certain this project will
enjoy strong community support and controversy will be virtually nonexistent. We do not
expect there will be any permitting challenges that are out of the ordinary for this type of
project.
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California Statewide Priorities
Make Conservation a Way of Life
• Building on current water conservation efforts and promoting the innovation of new
systems for increased water conservation.
• Expand agricultural and urban water conservation and efficiency to exceed SBX7-7
targets
• Provide funding for conservation and efficiency
• Increase water sector energy efficiency and greenhouse gas reduction capacity
• Promote local urban conservation ordinances and programs
Increase Regional Self-Reliance and Integrated Water Management Across All Levels of
Government
• Ensure water security at the local level, where individual government efforts integrate
into one combined regional commitment where the sum becomes greater than any
single piece.
• Support and expand funding for Integrated Water Management planning and projects
• Improve land use and water alignment
• Provide assistance to disadvantaged communities
• Encourage State focus on projects with multiple benefits
• Increase the use of recycled water
Achieve Co-Equal Goals for the Delta
• This action is directed towards State and federal agencies; however, consideration will
be afforded to eligible local or regional projects that also support achieving the co-equal
goals providing a more reliable water supply for California and to protect, restore, and
enhance the Delta ecosystem.
Protect and Restore Important Ecosystems
• Continue protecting and restoring the resiliency of our ecosystems to support fish and
wildlife populations, improve water quality, and restore natural system functions.
• Restore key mountain meadow habitat
• Manage headwaters for multiple benefits
• Protect key habitat of the Salton Sea through local partnership
• Restore coastal watersheds
• Continue restoration efforts in the Lake Tahoe Basin
• Continue restoration efforts in the Klamath Basin
• Water for wetlands and waterfowl
• Eliminate barriers to fish migration
• Assess fish passage at large dams
• Enhance water flows in stream systems statewide
Manage and Prepare for Dry Periods
• Effectively manage water resources through all hydrologic conditions to reduce impacts
of shortages and lessen costs of state response actions. Secure more reliable water
supplies and consequently improve drought preparedness and make California’s water
system more resilient.
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•
•

Revise operations to respond to extreme conditions
Encourage healthy soils

Expand Water Storage Capacity and Improve Groundwater Management
• Increase water storage for widespread public and environmental benefits, especially in
increasingly dry years and better manage our groundwater to reduce overdraft.
• Provide essential data to enable Sustainable Groundwater Management
• Support funding partnerships for storage projects
• Improve Sustainable Groundwater Management
• Support distributed groundwater storage
• Increase statewide groundwater recharge
• Accelerate clean-up of contaminated groundwater and prevent future contamination
Provide Safe Water for All Communities
• Provide all Californians the right to safe, clean, affordable and accessible water
adequate for human consumption, cooking, and sanitary purposes.
• Consolidate water quality programs
• Provide funding assistance for vulnerable communities
• Manage the supply status of community water systems
o

Additionally, as required by Water Code §10545, in areas that have nitrate, arsenic,
perchlorate, or hexavalent chromium contamination, consideration will be given to grant
proposals that included projects that help address the impacts caused by nitrate, arsenic,
perchlorate, or hexavalent chromium contamination, including projects that provide safe
drinking water to small disadvantaged communities.

Increase Flood Protection
• Collaboratively plan for integrated flood and water management systems, and implement
flood projects that protect public safety, increase water supply reliability, conserve
farmlands, and restore ecosystems.
• Improve access to emergency funds
• Better coordinate flood response operations
• Prioritize funding to reduce flood risk and improve flood response
• Encourage flood projects that plan for climate change and achieve multiple benefits
Increase Operational and Regulatory Efficiency
• This action is directed towards State and federal agencies; however, consideration will
be afforded to eligible local or regional projects that also support increased operational
of the State Water Project or Central Valley Project.
Identify Sustainable and Integrated Financing Opportunities
• This action is directed towards State agencies and the legislature.
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Mokelumne/Amador/Calaveras (MAC)
Integrated Regional Water Management Plan Update
Project Information Sheet
PLEASE SUBMIT COMPLETED FORMS BY AUGUST 6, 2018
Questions and completed forms should be directed to:
Rachel Gross
Woodard & Curran
415-321-3424
rgross@woodardcurran.com

Proposed Project and Responsible Agency Information
Project Title: Wilson Dam Meadow Restoration and Habitat Enhancement Plan
Project Location: Bear Creek, Tributary to the Middle Fork of the Mokelumne River/ West
Point, Calaveras County Lat: 38.432380 Long: -120.465213
Submitting Entity / Project Proponent: Calaveras County Water District
Other Participating Agencies (if applicable): Sierra Pacific Industries
Contact Name for Project Proponent: Peter Martin, Manager of Water Resources
Mailing Address for Project Proponent: P.O. Box 846
Phone Number for Project Proponent: (209) 754-3094
Email Address for Project Proponent: peterm@ccwd.org
To the best of your knowledge, do you anticipate that your agency will adopt/approve the
2018 MAC IRWMP?
Yes
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No
Eligibility
In order to be considered for inclusion in the MAC Plan 2018 Update, the project must meet at
least one MAC Plan Goal, at least one Statewide Priority, and address at least two Resource
Management Strategies. If your project does not meet these minimum requirements it will not be
included in the MAC Plan 2018 Update.
MAC Plan Update Goals
1)

Does your project advance one or more of the MAC IRWM goals?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)

If yes, please indicate which goal and explain how.
Policy 1: Maintain and Improve Water Quality
Goal: Reduce sources of contaminants.
Description: A restoration of the upland areas of Wilson Dam would restore natural
functions of the watershed and capacity for pollutant load reductions
Goal: Manage stormwater flows and transport of sediment and contaminants.
Description:
Policy 2: Improve Water Supply Reliability and Ensure Long-Term Balance of Supply and
Demand
Goal: Ensure sufficient firm yield water supply.
Description:
Goal: Maintain and improve water infrastructure reliability.
Description:
Goal: Promote water conservation, recycling and reuse for urban and agricultural uses.
Description:
Goal: Develop appropriate drought mitigation measures.
Description:
Policy 3: Practice Resource Stewardship
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Goal: Identify opportunities to conserve, enhance and restore the region’s natural
resources.
Description: This could result in a project that would focus on the restoration of the
natural function of the surrounding riverine habitat and meadow functions in the terrestrial
area above Wilson Dam
Goal: Minimize adverse effects on biological and cultural resources.
Description: There are opportunities to restore suitable habitat for special species of
concern in the area, including Mountain yellow legged frogs.
Goal: Identify opportunities for public access, open spaces, trails, and other
recreational benefits.
Description: Consideration should be given to include planning for public access and
historical preservation activities.
Policy 4 is not included here because it is more relevant to the MAC Plan than to individual
projects.
Policy 5 is incorporated in Questions 10 and 11 below.

Statewide Priorities
2)

Does your project advance one or more of the Statewide Priorities?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)

If yes, please indicate which priorities. Check all that apply. More information on
each priority is included on the last two pages of this form.
Make Conservation a California Way of Life
Increase Regional Self-Reliance and Integrated Water Management Across All Levels
of Government
Achieve Co-Equal Goals for the Delta
Protect and Restore Important Ecosystems
Manage and Prepare for Dry Periods
Expand Water Storage Capacity and Improve Groundwater Management
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Provide Safe Water for All Communities
Increase Flood Protection
Increase Operational and Regulatory Efficiency
Identify Sustainable and Integrated Financing Opportunities

Resource Management Strategies
3)

Does your project address two or more of the Resource Management Strategies?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)

If yes, please indicate which strategies. Check all that apply to your project.
Groundwater and Aquifer
Remediation

Agricultural Water Use Efficiency
Urban Water Use Efficiency

Matching Water Quality to Use

Flood Management

Pollution Prevention

Conveyance – Delta
Conveyance – Regional/local
System Reoperation
Water Transfers
Conjunctive Management &
Groundwater Storage
Desalination – Brackish and Sea
Water
Recycled Municipal Water
Precipitation Enhancement
Surface Storage – CALFED
Surface Storage – Regional/local
Drinking Water Treatment and
Distribution

Salt and Salinity Management
Urban Stormwater Runoff Management
Agricultural Lands Stewardship
Ecosystem Restoration
Forest Management
Land Use Planning and Management
Recharge Area Protection
Sediment Management
Watershed Management
Economic Incentives
Outreach and Engagement
Water and Culture
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Water-Dependent Recreation
Other Strategies (Crop Idling for Water
Transfers, Dewvaporation or Atmospheric

Pressure Desalination, Fog Collection,
Irrigated Land Retirement, Rainfed
Agriculture, Snow Fences, Waterbag
Transport/Storage Technology
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Project Description
4)

Project Description

Please provide a description of your project, including the project location (please provide GPS
coordinates if available), area and/or entities that will be affected by or will benefit from your
project, related water and environmental resources within the project boundaries, and any
potential obstacles to implementation. Attach extra pages if necessary. If feasible, please
attach a copy of all relevant project literature.
38.432380 Long: -120.465213
Wilson Lake, which is located on the Bear Creek drainage, tributary to the Mokelumne River, is
one of two raw water storage reservoirs owned by Calaveras County Water District (CCWD) to
serve the customers of West Point, Wilseyville and Bummerville. The lake was created by an
earthen embankment (Wilson Dam) constructed by a timber mining company in the 1940s and
is approximately 25 feet high and 150 feet long. Water from Bear Creek flows into Wilson Lake
and then continues downstream to the Bear Creek Diversion structure which services CCWD’s
customers in Bummerville, West Point, and Wilseyville.
Although Wilson Dam was designed to store up to 40-acre-feet of water, the estimated amount
of useable storage in Wilson Lake is significantly diminished due to the fact that the dam was
not designed with a seepage cutoff and has no functional outlet controls. The lakeside
(upstream) face of the dam has historically had weathering that slumped into the lake required
temporary repairs. CCWD has developed some limited concepts and plans to restore the
functionality of the Dam, but has not pursued an actual project due to a proven limited benefit to
customers in the way of practical storage.
Directly upstream of Wilson Lake is what is considered restorable montane meadow habitat that
resides on Sierra Pacific Industries’ land. The upstream areas consist of a flat topography with
some grassy meadow area that has been taken over by dense conifers due to a lack of water
supply. CCWD is interested in determining the best alternative to retrofitting, restoring, or
decommissioning Wilson Dam and utilizing connectivity of the riverine habitat to conjunctively
restore the upstream meadow habitat. The meadow habitat would require some targeted
clearing of conifers and invasive vegetation, and additional for potential creek bed restoration.
CCWD believes that evaluating these alternatives in partnership with Sierra Pacific Industries
could provide plans to restore invaluable habitat for targeted species in the watershed.
Conjunctively, CCWD also believes that this provides significant opportunity to benefit the
downstream customers’ water supply by restoring the functionality of the meadow for the
purposes of water retention, water quality and extending the release of supplies in dry seasons
and drought years.
With this proposal CCWD would develop a comprehensive feasibility study, alternatives
analysis, preliminary design plans, and necessary environmental documentation for a future
project anticipated to rehabilitate historic Wilson Lake and conjunctively restore the mountain
meadow habitat upstream. As part of the final outcome of the effort, CCWD would submit all
required permits to implement a preferred alternative project, establishing a phased approach to
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final constructing a project. After the completion of planning phase proposed in this grant,
CCWD would be able to continue to seek funding through other opportunities to implement and
construct the preferred alternative.

Objectives
Based on the background of the issues stated above, the objectives of the proposal for a
planning grant are as follows:
•

Develop a preferred concept and plan to: 1) determine the best available approach to
addressing the functionality issues at Wilson Dam and Lake 2) determine the potential
for upstream restoration of mountain meadow habitat adjacent to Wilson Lake,

•

Establish necessary background technical information to execute a future project
through the completion of feasibility, environmental, cultural, and biological analyses,

•

Establish a preliminary design and final project report based on the preferred alternative
to rehabilitate Wilson Lake and restore the upland meadow habitat,

•

Develop all necessary environmental documentation and obtain permit approvals for the
preferred alternative project ,

•

Prepare a complete planning and environmental package in order to be competitive for
future grants to implement and construct a future project.

Approach to Address Recognized Objectives
Through the completion of the proposed planning effort, CCWD would eventually have the
following: a comprehensive project feasibility and alternatives analysis, 2) preliminary project
design and final report, and 3) environmental documentation permit submittal in order to
implement and construct a future preferred project. CCWD would act as the administrator of
project and oversee the work of a selected consultant team in the development of various tasks
to complete these objectives.

1) Comprehensive Project Feasibility and Alternatives Analysis
CCWD would consult with staff from Sierra Pacific Industries throughout the development of this
planning effort. The following is a list of tasks associated with this Objective:
A) Preliminary Outreach Efforts - CCWD would likely need to establish an outreach effort
to stakeholders in the watershed and neighboring communities as part of this project
objective.
B) Land Survey and Hydrologic Analysis – The contract team would complete a full land
survey and hydrologic analysis to determine the landscape and hydrologic potential and
storage needs to rehabilitate Wilson Dam and the upstream meadow habitats.
C) Initial Studies to lead into environmental documentation
D) Establish a Feasibility and Alternatives Analysis – The contract team will develop a
feasibility and alternatives analysis for addressing the needs to rehabilitate Wilson Lake
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and restoring the upstream meadow habitat. Based on a variety of selected factors, a
best alternative will be selected.

2) Preliminary Project Design and Final Report
Based on the preferred alternative completed in the project feasibility and alternatives analysis,
the consultant team would develop a preliminary project design and final report. This final report
would include costs and preliminary design for future implementation of a preferred project
alternative.

3) Environmental Documentation and Permitting Submittal
With the Final Project Report completion, CCWD and the consultant team would prepare the
necessary environmental documentation and permit applications to submit to the appropriate
regulatory agencies. Here is a list of the anticipated environmental documentation and permits
necessary for a future project that would be developed as part of this proposal:

5)

A) California Environmental Quality Act Documentation preparation – Initial Statement
and Mitigated Negative Declaration are anticipated for this project
B) U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Section 404 Permit
C) State Water Resources Control Board 401 General Water Quality Certification for
Small Habitat Restoration Projects
D) California Department of Fish and Wildlife Section 1600 Lake or Streambed
Alteration Agreement,
E) Potential for California Department of Fish and Wildlife Incidental Take Permit, or
Consistency Determination
F) Potential for opportunity to apply for the streamlined permitting under provisions of
the Habitat Restoration and Enhancement Act of 2014
Readiness to Proceed

Please indicate your project’s readiness. In the text box, please provide more information on
timing, such as when design may be complete, when permits/environmental documentation may
be acquired, or when construction may begin.
Planning/Initial Study
Conceptual Design
In Design
Design Complete
In Environmental Review
Environmental Review Complete
6)

Planning Horizon

Is the project expected to be completed by 2027?
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Yes
No
7)

Technical Feasibility

Please list background information, studies, or other documentation (including author and year)
that detail the technical feasibility of the project.
Calaveras County Mokelumne River Long-Term Water Needs Study (2017) CCWD and CPUD,
ECORP Consulting, West Point Water Supply Master Plan (Draft) 2018, ECORP Consulting
All reports can be found under the “About” and “Publications” tabs on the district’s website:
www.ccwd.org.
8)

Economic Feasibility and Project Costs

Please provide estimated project costs (capital, operations and maintenance, and replacement)
and estimated project life.
Capital Cost: $ $290,000
Annual O&M Costs: $ 0
Replacement Costs, Description of Equipment to be Replaced, & Frequency of
Replacement (e.g., every 5 years): 0
Estimated Project Life (Years): 50 years
Cost Basis (if not 2018 dollars):
What is the basis for your project costs? At what stage in the project were they developed? If a
cost estimate has been prepared, please provide.
CCWD developed a project budget for a grant proposal under CDFW’s Meadow Restoration
Program for Proposition 1 funds in 2015.
Please describe the economic feasibility of the project. If an economic analysis (benefit/cost
analysis or cost-effectiveness analysis) of the project has been completed, please provide the
findings of that analysis and the reference (including author and year).
This is a planning study only and cost-benefit would be developed as part of the project and
evaluation of project alternatives.
9)

Financing

How will your project be financed? What are the funding sources for your project?
CCWD has cost share funds available in the Water Capital Renovation and Replacement Fund
and Operations Budgets.
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10) Climate Change Adaptation
Does your project help adapt to climate change? E.g., how your project helps the region adapt
to identified climate change regional vulnerabilities; how your project may address changes to
the amount, intensity, timing, quality, and variability of runoff and recharge.
Yes
No
If yes, please explain how and the likelihood of the climate change adaptation benefits.
As project alternatives are evaluated in the study, a high value would be placed on restoration
activities in the meadow upstream purposes of water retention, water quality and extending the
release of supplies in dry seasons and drought years. CCWD has a municipal diversion
downstream of the proposed project area and given that climate change projections could
change the timing of water supply deliveries, this would help bolster the water supply for the
areas of West Point.
11) Climate Change Mitigation
Does your project help mitigate against the effects of climate change? E.g., how your project
may reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions as compared to project alternatives; how your
project may reduce energy consumption, especially the energy embedded in water use; or if
your project includes renewable energy sources.
Yes
No
If yes, please explain how and the likelihood of the climate change mitigation benefits.
Unknown, study could determine cost-benefit and GHG benefits
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More Information
12) Multi-entity Integration and Benefits
Is your project linked to or combined with another project or provide benefits to more than one
entity?
Yes
No
If yes, please describe the linked / integrated projects and other possible project participants.
Describe entities that benefit from the project and describe the benefits to each entity.
13) Disadvantaged Communities Benefits
Does your project provide specific benefits to critical DAC water issues? For the purposes of
Proposition 1 funding, a DAC is defined as “a community with a median household income
(MHI) less than 80% of the Statewide average.” If you are unsure if your project is located in a
DAC, please use the DWR mapping tool, located here: https://gis.water.ca.gov/app/dacs/.
Yes, my project provides benefits to DACs as defined by Prop 1
Yes, my project provides benefits to DACs using some other definition (please
indicate the definition you are using in the comment box below)
No
If yes, please identify the DAC benefits and explain the magnitude of each benefit.
The project would benefit CCWD’s water supply for the West Point Water System, which
serves the areas of West Point, Wilseyville, and Bummerville. These are designated as
DACs as defined by Prop 1.
14) Native American Tribal Communities Benefits
Does your project provide specific benefits to critical water issues for Native American tribal
communities?
Yes
No
If yes, please identify the benefits and explain the magnitude of each benefit.
15) Environmental Justice Concerns
Does your project have environmental justice concerns? Environmental Justice is defined by
State Law as: “the fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all people regardless of race,
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color, sex national origin, or income with respect to the development, implementation and
enforcement of environmental laws, regulations, and policies.”
Yes
No
Please provide a rationale for your response.
16) Best Project for Intended Purpose
Please indicate the score below that best reflects your project and provide a justification of how
you arrived at your score.
High: Project is the best possible alternative to meet the stated need from a social,
environmental, and economic perspective.
Medium: Other alternatives exist that may be preferable from a social, environmental,
and economic perspective.
Low: Other alternatives clearly exist that will be better to meet the intended need from
a social, environmental, and economic perspective.
CCWD is confident that the best course of action for addressing the growing concerns
regarding Wilson Lake is to develop a comprehensive feasibility study, alternatives
analysis, preliminary design plans, and necessary environmental documentation for a
future project anticipated to rehabilitate historic Wilson Lake and conjunctively restore
the mountain meadow habitat upstream. This study is critical to making sure the District
identifies the preferred alternative and that the communities of West Point, Wilseyville
and Bummerville are included in this process every step of the way. This analysis will
ensure the preferred alternative aligns with social, environmental and economic realities
of the community and project site.
17) Minimize Implementation Risk
Please indicate the score below that best reflects your project and provide a justification of how
you arrived at your score.
High: Minimal implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such as
regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and low degree of controversy,
potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
Medium: Moderate implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such
as regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and moderate degree of
controversy, potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
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Low: High implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such as
regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and high degree of controversy,
potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
The District is confident that the proposed study and subsequent project plan will reflect
a careful analysis of institutional barriers and the result of the study will recommend a
project that enjoys widespread support from both community organizations and
regulatory agencies.
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California Statewide Priorities
Make Conservation a Way of Life
• Building on current water conservation efforts and promoting the innovation of new
systems for increased water conservation.
• Expand agricultural and urban water conservation and efficiency to exceed SBX7-7
targets
• Provide funding for conservation and efficiency
• Increase water sector energy efficiency and greenhouse gas reduction capacity
• Promote local urban conservation ordinances and programs
Increase Regional Self-Reliance and Integrated Water Management Across All Levels of
Government
• Ensure water security at the local level, where individual government efforts integrate
into one combined regional commitment where the sum becomes greater than any
single piece.
• Support and expand funding for Integrated Water Management planning and projects
• Improve land use and water alignment
• Provide assistance to disadvantaged communities
• Encourage State focus on projects with multiple benefits
• Increase the use of recycled water
Achieve Co-Equal Goals for the Delta
• This action is directed towards State and federal agencies; however, consideration will
be afforded to eligible local or regional projects that also support achieving the co-equal
goals providing a more reliable water supply for California and to protect, restore, and
enhance the Delta ecosystem.
Protect and Restore Important Ecosystems
• Continue protecting and restoring the resiliency of our ecosystems to support fish and
wildlife populations, improve water quality, and restore natural system functions.
• Restore key mountain meadow habitat
• Manage headwaters for multiple benefits
• Protect key habitat of the Salton Sea through local partnership
• Restore coastal watersheds
• Continue restoration efforts in the Lake Tahoe Basin
• Continue restoration efforts in the Klamath Basin
• Water for wetlands and waterfowl
• Eliminate barriers to fish migration
• Assess fish passage at large dams
• Enhance water flows in stream systems statewide
Manage and Prepare for Dry Periods
• Effectively manage water resources through all hydrologic conditions to reduce impacts
of shortages and lessen costs of state response actions. Secure more reliable water
supplies and consequently improve drought preparedness and make California’s water
system more resilient.
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•
•

Revise operations to respond to extreme conditions
Encourage healthy soils

Expand Water Storage Capacity and Improve Groundwater Management
• Increase water storage for widespread public and environmental benefits, especially in
increasingly dry years and better manage our groundwater to reduce overdraft.
• Provide essential data to enable Sustainable Groundwater Management
• Support funding partnerships for storage projects
• Improve Sustainable Groundwater Management
• Support distributed groundwater storage
• Increase statewide groundwater recharge
• Accelerate clean-up of contaminated groundwater and prevent future contamination
Provide Safe Water for All Communities
• Provide all Californians the right to safe, clean, affordable and accessible water
adequate for human consumption, cooking, and sanitary purposes.
• Consolidate water quality programs
• Provide funding assistance for vulnerable communities
• Manage the supply status of community water systems
o

Additionally, as required by Water Code §10545, in areas that have nitrate, arsenic,
perchlorate, or hexavalent chromium contamination, consideration will be given to grant
proposals that included projects that help address the impacts caused by nitrate, arsenic,
perchlorate, or hexavalent chromium contamination, including projects that provide safe
drinking water to small disadvantaged communities.

Increase Flood Protection
• Collaboratively plan for integrated flood and water management systems, and implement
flood projects that protect public safety, increase water supply reliability, conserve
farmlands, and restore ecosystems.
• Improve access to emergency funds
• Better coordinate flood response operations
• Prioritize funding to reduce flood risk and improve flood response
• Encourage flood projects that plan for climate change and achieve multiple benefits
Increase Operational and Regulatory Efficiency
• This action is directed towards State and federal agencies; however, consideration will
be afforded to eligible local or regional projects that also support increased operational
of the State Water Project or Central Valley Project.
Identify Sustainable and Integrated Financing Opportunities
• This action is directed towards State agencies and the legislature.
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Mokelumne/Amador/Calaveras (MAC)
Integrated Regional Water Management Plan Update
Project Information Sheet
PLEASE SUBMIT COMPLETED FORMS BY AUGUST 6, 2018
Questions and completed forms should be directed to:
Rachel Gross
Woodard & Curran
415-321-3424
rgross@woodardcurran.com

Proposed Project and Responsible Agency Information
Project Title: Amador Household Water Efficiency Project
Project Location: Amador Water Agency and other water retailers’ service areas
Submitting Entity / Project Proponent: Foothill Conservancy
Other Participating Agencies (if applicable): Potentially Amador Water Agency, Jackson
Valley Irrigation District, City of Jackson, Amador-Tuolumne Community Action Agency, Central
Amador Water Project-area retail agencies
Contact Name for Project Proponent: Katherine Evatt
Mailing Address for Project Proponent: 35 Court St, Ste 1 Jackson, CA 95642
Phone Number for Project Proponent: 209-296-5734
Email Address for Project Proponent: Katherine@mokeriver.com
To the best of your knowledge, do you anticipate that your agency will adopt/approve the
2018 MAC IRWMP?
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Yes
No
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Eligibility
In order to be considered for inclusion in the MAC Plan 2018 Update, the project must meet at
least one MAC Plan Goal, at least one Statewide Priority, and address at least two Resource
Management Strategies. If your project does not meet these minimum requirements it will not be
included in the MAC Plan 2018 Update.
MAC Plan Update Goals
1)

Does your project advance one or more of the MAC IRWM goals?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)

If yes, please indicate which goal and explain how.
Policy 1: Maintain and Improve Water Quality
Goal: Reduce sources of contaminants.
Description:
Goal: Manage stormwater flows and transport of sediment and contaminants.
Description:
Policy 2: Improve Water Supply Reliability and Ensure Long-Term Balance of Supply and
Demand
Goal: Ensure sufficient firm yield water supply.
Description: Reducing demand helps extend available supply.
Goal: Maintain and improve water infrastructure reliability.
Description:
Goal: Promote water conservation, recycling and reuse for urban and agricultural uses.
Description: Project is intended to focus on demand-side reduction in urban uses.
Goal: Develop appropriate drought mitigation measures.
Description: Implementing urban conservation helps in times of drought.
Policy 3: Practice Resource Stewardship
Goal: Identify opportunities to conserve, enhance and restore the region’s natural
resources.
Description:
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Goal: Minimize adverse effects on biological and cultural resources.
Description: Water saved from the project can remain in the Mokelumne River where
it benefits aquatic organisms.
Goal: Identify opportunities for public access, open spaces, trails, and other
recreational benefits.
Description:
Policy 4 is not included here because it is more relevant to the MAC Plan than to individual
projects.
Policy 5 is incorporated in Questions 10 and 11 below.

Statewide Priorities
2)

Does your project advance one or more of the Statewide Priorities?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)

If yes, please indicate which priorities. Check all that apply. More information on
each priority is included on the last two pages of this form.
Make Conservation a California Way of Life
Increase Regional Self-Reliance and Integrated Water Management Across All Levels
of Government
Achieve Co-Equal Goals for the Delta
Protect and Restore Important Ecosystems
Manage and Prepare for Dry Periods
Expand Water Storage Capacity and Improve Groundwater Management
Provide Safe Water for All Communities
Increase Flood Protection
Increase Operational and Regulatory Efficiency
Identify Sustainable and Integrated Financing Opportunities
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Resource Management Strategies
3)

Does your project address two or more of the Resource Management Strategies?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)

If yes, please indicate which strategies. Check all that apply to your project.
Agricultural Water Use Efficiency

Pollution Prevention

Urban Water Use Efficiency

Salt and Salinity Management

Flood Management

Urban Stormwater Runoff Management

Conveyance – Delta

Agricultural Lands Stewardship

Conveyance – Regional/local

Ecosystem Restoration

System Reoperation

Forest Management

Water Transfers

Land Use Planning and Management

Conjunctive Management &
Groundwater Storage
Desalination – Brackish and Sea
Water

Recharge Area Protection
Sediment Management
Watershed Management

Recycled Municipal Water

Economic Incentives

Precipitation Enhancement

Outreach and Engagement

Surface Storage – CALFED

Water and Culture

Surface Storage – Regional/local

Water-Dependent Recreation

Drinking Water Treatment and
Distribution
Groundwater and Aquifer
Remediation
Matching Water Quality to Use

Other Strategies (Crop Idling for Water
Transfers, Dewvaporation or Atmospheric
Pressure Desalination, Fog Collection,
Irrigated Land Retirement, Rainfed
Agriculture, Snow Fences, Waterbag
Transport/Storage Technology
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Project Description
4)

Project Description

Please provide a description of your project, including the project location (please provide GPS
coordinates if available), area and/or entities that will be affected by or will benefit from your
project, related water and environmental resources within the project boundaries, and any
potential obstacles to implementation. Attach extra pages if necessary. If feasible, please
attach a copy of all relevant project literature.
The Amador Household Water Efficiency Project is intended to implement and expand on the
conservation program adopted by the Amador Water Agency in 2010, much of which has not
been implemented due to lack of funds. The conservation program is intended to ensure optimal
use of the county’s developed water supplies while saving ratepayers money on water and
energy. It will include the following components:
• Residential surveys and assistance
• High-efficiency washer rebate program
• Ultra low-flush toilet replacement program
• School education programs
• Turf replacement program
• Rainwater capture program
5)

Readiness to Proceed

Please indicate your project’s readiness. In the text box, please provide more information on
timing, such as when design may be complete, when permits/environmental documentation may
be acquired, or when construction may begin.
Planning/Initial Study
Conceptual Design
In Design
Design Complete
In Environmental Review
Environmental Review Complete
The project is in the planning stage. We need to design the full program and then implement
it. There is no environmental documentation required.
6)

Planning Horizon
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Is the project expected to be completed by 2027?
Yes
No
7)

Technical Feasibility

Please list background information, studies, or other documentation (including author and year)
that detail the technical feasibility of the project.
The project would rely on AWA’s water conservation study, the Pacific Institute’s 2017 analysis
of AWA’s Long-Term Water Needs Study, and well-established conservation and efficiency best
practices and measures, including those developed by the California Urban Water Conservation
Council.

8)

Economic Feasibility and Project Costs

Please provide estimated project costs (capital, operations and maintenance, and replacement)
and estimated project life.
Capital Cost: $ $695,000
Annual O&M Costs: $ 35,000
Replacement Costs, Description of Equipment to be Replaced, & Frequency of
Replacement (e.g., every 5 years):
Estimated Project Life (Years): 30 years
Cost Basis (if not 2018 dollars): 2010 dollars
What is the basis for your project costs? At what stage in the project were they developed? If a
cost estimate has been prepared, please provide.
Amador Water Agency conservation study, 2015 program estimates
Please describe the economic feasibility of the project. If an economic analysis (benefit/cost
analysis or cost-effectiveness analysis) of the project has been completed, please provide the
findings of that analysis and the reference (including author and year).
Project is feasible if funding is available.
Water Supply Avoided Costs
Avoided Water Treatment Costs: $61,000
Avoided Costs of New Supplies: $300,000 (est cost of new storage needed for water saved
@$10,000 per afa x 30 years)
9)

Financing
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How will your project be financed? What are the funding sources for your project?
Funding sources will include state IRWMP and other grants, EPA grants, foundation and
corporate funding
10) Climate Change Adaptation
Does your project help adapt to climate change? E.g., how your project helps the region adapt
to identified climate change regional vulnerabilities; how your project may address changes to
the amount, intensity, timing, quality, and variability of runoff and recharge.
Yes
No
If yes, please explain how and the likelihood of the climate change adaptation benefits.
Upgrading household appliances and fixtures, replacing turf, and capturing rainwater all help our
region’s residents live with less water in a world where climate change may serious affect our
available water supply.
11) Climate Change Mitigation
Does your project help mitigate against the effects of climate change? E.g., how your project
may reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions as compared to project alternatives; how your
project may reduce energy consumption, especially the energy embedded in water use; or if
your project includes renewable energy sources.
Yes
No
If yes, please explain how and the likelihood of the climate change mitigation benefits.
Water efficiency and conservation measures reduce the need for GHG-emitting, large
construction projects like dams and major diversions, and will reduce the energy needed
to treat and convey consumptive water and wastewater.
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More Information
12) Multi-entity Integration and Benefits
Is your project linked to or combined with another project or provide benefits to more than one
entity?
Yes
No
If yes, please describe the linked / integrated projects and other possible project participants.
Describe entities that benefit from the project and describe the benefits to each entity.
The project will expand on, complement, and coordinate with the Amador Water Agency’s
existing conservation program. AWA and other water retailers will benefit from the additional
system conservation at no direct cost for implementation, while ratepayers benefit from reduced
bills for water and power. The project will also help water agencies meet state requirement for
water conservation and comply with the new “conservation as a way of life” statutes. In addition,
the project will coordinate with and complement the low-income energy conservation programs
currently implemented by the Amador-Tuolumne Community Action Agency and benefit the
agency’s low-income clientele by reducing their household expenses for water and power.
13) Disadvantaged Communities Benefits
Does your project provide specific benefits to critical DAC water issues? For the purposes of
Proposition 1 funding, a DAC is defined as “a community with a median household income
(MHI) less than 80% of the Statewide average.” If you are unsure if your project is located in a
DAC, please use the DWR mapping tool, located here: https://gis.water.ca.gov/app/dacs/.
Yes, my project provides benefits to DACs as defined by Prop 1
Yes, my project provides benefits to DACs using some other definition (please
indicate the definition you are using in the comment box below)
No
If yes, please identify the DAC benefits and explain the magnitude of each benefit.
DAC residents will benefit from reduced water and energy costs.
14) Native American Tribal Communities Benefits
Does your project provide specific benefits to critical water issues for Native American tribal
communities?
Yes
No
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If yes, please identify the benefits and explain the magnitude of each benefit.
Water efficiency frees up more water for instream uses, including benefits to fish and
plants native communities harvest from our rivers and streams.
15) Environmental Justice Concerns
Does your project have environmental justice concerns? Environmental Justice is defined by
State Law as: “the fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all people regardless of race,
color, sex national origin, or income with respect to the development, implementation and
enforcement of environmental laws, regulations, and policies.”
Yes
No
Please provide a rationale for your response.
Does not adversely affect any group or community.
Best Project for Intended Purpose
Please indicate the score below that best reflects your project and provide a justification of how
you arrived at your score.
High: Project is the best possible alternative to meet the stated need from a social,
environmental, and economic perspective.
Medium: Other alternatives exist that may be preferable from a social, environmental,
and economic perspective.
Low: Other alternatives clearly exist that will be better to meet the intended need from
a social, environmental, and economic perspective.
The project is far less expensive than building new water storage projects and much less environmentally
harmful. It will benefit the local economy by providing an incentive for purchasing new fixtures and
appliances from local businesses, by providing work for local contractors and tradespeople, and by
freeing up ratepayer funds now spent on water and power for other expenditures in the local economy. It
will benefit families by reducing the amount they pay for water and adding to the value of their homes with
updated, efficient fixtures, landscaping and appliances. The program has lasting community benefits in its
education component, which will help instill water-saving habits over time. The program will also have
indirect and induced community economic and government revenue benefits resulting from the increased
local purchases of fixtures, appliances and landscaping materials. The rebates for fixtures and
appliances will be limited to items purchased from locally owned businesses.

16) Minimize Implementation Risk
Please indicate the score below that best reflects your project and provide a justification of how
you arrived at your score.
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High: Minimal implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such as
regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and low degree of controversy,
potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
Medium: Moderate implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such
as regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and moderate degree of
controversy, potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
Low: High implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such as
regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and high degree of controversy,
potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
There is minimal implementation risk in this program. It uses widely accepted and
endorsed water conservation/efficiency measures that have proven to be effective
throughout California. There are no regulatory, environmental or permitting obstacles,
there’s no foreseeable legal basis for challenging the program because participation is
fully voluntary, and the AWA partner has an incentive to join because of its mandate to
reduce overall water use.
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California Statewide Priorities
Make Conservation a Way of Life
• Building on current water conservation efforts and promoting the innovation of new
systems for increased water conservation.
• Expand agricultural and urban water conservation and efficiency to exceed SBX7-7
targets
• Provide funding for conservation and efficiency
• Increase water sector energy efficiency and greenhouse gas reduction capacity
• Promote local urban conservation ordinances and programs
Increase Regional Self-Reliance and Integrated Water Management Across All Levels of
Government
• Ensure water security at the local level, where individual government efforts integrate
into one combined regional commitment where the sum becomes greater than any
single piece.
• Support and expand funding for Integrated Water Management planning and projects
• Improve land use and water alignment
• Provide assistance to disadvantaged communities
• Encourage State focus on projects with multiple benefits
• Increase the use of recycled water
Achieve Co-Equal Goals for the Delta
• This action is directed towards State and federal agencies; however, consideration will
be afforded to eligible local or regional projects that also support achieving the co-equal
goals providing a more reliable water supply for California and to protect, restore, and
enhance the Delta ecosystem.
Protect and Restore Important Ecosystems
• Continue protecting and restoring the resiliency of our ecosystems to support fish and
wildlife populations, improve water quality, and restore natural system functions.
• Restore key mountain meadow habitat
• Manage headwaters for multiple benefits
• Protect key habitat of the Salton Sea through local partnership
• Restore coastal watersheds
• Continue restoration efforts in the Lake Tahoe Basin
• Continue restoration efforts in the Klamath Basin
• Water for wetlands and waterfowl
• Eliminate barriers to fish migration
• Assess fish passage at large dams
• Enhance water flows in stream systems statewide
Manage and Prepare for Dry Periods
• Effectively manage water resources through all hydrologic conditions to reduce impacts
of shortages and lessen costs of state response actions. Secure more reliable water
supplies and consequently improve drought preparedness and make California’s water
system more resilient.
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•
•

Revise operations to respond to extreme conditions
Encourage healthy soils

Expand Water Storage Capacity and Improve Groundwater Management
• Increase water storage for widespread public and environmental benefits, especially in
increasingly dry years and better manage our groundwater to reduce overdraft.
• Provide essential data to enable Sustainable Groundwater Management
• Support funding partnerships for storage projects
• Improve Sustainable Groundwater Management
• Support distributed groundwater storage
• Increase statewide groundwater recharge
• Accelerate clean-up of contaminated groundwater and prevent future contamination
Provide Safe Water for All Communities
• Provide all Californians the right to safe, clean, affordable and accessible water
adequate for human consumption, cooking, and sanitary purposes.
• Consolidate water quality programs
• Provide funding assistance for vulnerable communities
• Manage the supply status of community water systems
o

Additionally, as required by Water Code §10545, in areas that have nitrate, arsenic,
perchlorate, or hexavalent chromium contamination, consideration will be given to grant
proposals that included projects that help address the impacts caused by nitrate, arsenic,
perchlorate, or hexavalent chromium contamination, including projects that provide safe
drinking water to small disadvantaged communities.

Increase Flood Protection
• Collaboratively plan for integrated flood and water management systems, and implement
flood projects that protect public safety, increase water supply reliability, conserve
farmlands, and restore ecosystems.
• Improve access to emergency funds
• Better coordinate flood response operations
• Prioritize funding to reduce flood risk and improve flood response
• Encourage flood projects that plan for climate change and achieve multiple benefits
Increase Operational and Regulatory Efficiency
• This action is directed towards State and federal agencies; however, consideration will
be afforded to eligible local or regional projects that also support increased operational
of the State Water Project or Central Valley Project.
Identify Sustainable and Integrated Financing Opportunities
• This action is directed towards State agencies and the legislature.
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Mokelumne/Amador/Calaveras (MAC)
Integrated Regional Water Management Plan Update
Project Information Sheet
PLEASE SUBMIT COMPLETED FORMS BY AUGUST 6, 2018
Questions and completed forms should be directed to:
Rachel Gross
Woodard & Curran
415-321-3424
rgross@woodardcurran.com

Proposed Project and Responsible Agency Information
Project Title: Mokelumne High Country Meadow Restoration
Project Location: Upper Mokelumne Watershed east of Pioneer and West Point
Submitting Entity / Project Proponent: Foothill Conservancy
Other Participating Agencies (if applicable): Point Blue Conservation Science, AmadorCalaveras Consensus Group, U.S. Forest Service, American Rivers, Upper Mokelumne River
Watershed Authority and its member agencies, state and federal wildlife agencies.
Contact Name for Project Proponent: Katherine Evatt
Mailing Address for Project Proponent: 35 Court St, Ste 1, Jackson, CA 9562
Phone Number for Project Proponent: 209-296-5734
Email Address for Project Proponent: Katherine@mokeriver.com
To the best of your knowledge, do you anticipate that your agency will adopt/approve the
2018 MAC IRWMP?
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Yes
No
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Eligibility
In order to be considered for inclusion in the MAC Plan 2018 Update, the project must meet at
least one MAC Plan Goal, at least one Statewide Priority, and address at least two Resource
Management Strategies. If your project does not meet these minimum requirements it will not be
included in the MAC Plan 2018 Update.
MAC Plan Update Goals
1)

Does your project advance one or more of the MAC IRWM goals?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)

If yes, please indicate which goal and explain how.
Policy 1: Maintain and Improve Water Quality
Goal: Reduce sources of contaminants.
Description: Healthy meadows better filter point source and nonpoint source pollutants.
Goal: Manage stormwater flows and transport of sediment and contaminants.
Description: Healthy meadows attenuate stormwater flows and reduce sediment
transport
Policy 2: Improve Water Supply Reliability and Ensure Long-Term Balance of Supply and
Demand
Goal: Ensure sufficient firm yield water supply.
Description: Healthy meadows act as sponges to store more water through the
summer months.
Goal: Maintain and improve water infrastructure reliability.
Description:
Goal: Promote water conservation, recycling and reuse for urban and agricultural uses.
Description:
Goal: Develop appropriate drought mitigation measures.
Description:
Policy 3: Practice Resource Stewardship
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Goal: Identify opportunities to conserve, enhance and restore the region’s natural
resources.
Description: This project is intended to assess meadow restoration projects in the
watershed, which will benefit native flora and fauna.
Goal: Minimize adverse effects on biological and cultural resources.
Description: This project is designed to improve biological resources and individual
projects that stem from it will be designed to avoid adverse effects on cultural resources.
Goal: Identify opportunities for public access, open spaces, trails, and other
recreational benefits.
Description: Meadow assessments may include evaluation of recreational
opportunities.
Policy 4 is not included here because it is more relevant to the MAC Plan than to individual
projects.
Policy 5 is incorporated in Questions 10 and 11 below.

Statewide Priorities
2)

Does your project advance one or more of the Statewide Priorities?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)

If yes, please indicate which priorities. Check all that apply. More information on
each priority is included on the last two pages of this form.
Make Conservation a California Way of Life
Increase Regional Self-Reliance and Integrated Water Management Across All Levels
of Government
Achieve Co-Equal Goals for the Delta
Protect and Restore Important Ecosystems
Manage and Prepare for Dry Periods
Expand Water Storage Capacity and Improve Groundwater Management
Provide Safe Water for All Communities
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Increase Flood Protection
Increase Operational and Regulatory Efficiency
Identify Sustainable and Integrated Financing Opportunities

Resource Management Strategies
3)

Does your project address two or more of the Resource Management Strategies?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)

If yes, please indicate which strategies. Check all that apply to your project.
Groundwater and Aquifer
Remediation

Agricultural Water Use Efficiency
Urban Water Use Efficiency

Matching Water Quality to Use

Flood Management

Pollution Prevention

Conveyance – Delta
Conveyance – Regional/local
System Reoperation
Water Transfers
Conjunctive Management &
Groundwater Storage
Desalination – Brackish and Sea
Water
Recycled Municipal Water
Precipitation Enhancement
Surface Storage – CALFED
Surface Storage – Regional/local
Drinking Water Treatment and
Distribution

Salt and Salinity Management
Urban Stormwater Runoff Management
Agricultural Lands Stewardship
Ecosystem Restoration
Forest Management
Land Use Planning and Management
Recharge Area Protection
Sediment Management
Watershed Management
Economic Incentives
Outreach and Engagement
Water and Culture
Water-Dependent Recreation
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Other Strategies (Crop Idling for Water
Transfers, Dewvaporation or Atmospheric
Pressure Desalination, Fog Collection,

Irrigated Land Retirement, Rainfed
Agriculture, Snow Fences, Waterbag
Transport/Storage Technology
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Project Description
4)

Project Description

Please provide a description of your project, including the project location (please provide GPS
coordinates if available), area and/or entities that will be affected by or will benefit from your
project, related water and environmental resources within the project boundaries, and any
potential obstacles to implementation. Attach extra pages if necessary. If feasible, please
attach a copy of all relevant project literature.
The High Country Meadow Restoration program would develop an implementation/prioritization
plan for upper elevation meadows in the Mokelumne River Watershed and move at least 2-5
projects to conceptual design stage.
Phase I would compile existing assessments with in the watershed and identify additional
meadows that require assessment.
Phase II would fund conceptual design through environmental analysis for some of the projects
in the plan.
The overall goal is to restore high-elevation meadows to approximate natural function to provide
water supply, water storage, and ecosystem enhancement benefits. The program would involve
identifying and assessing potential meadows for restoration through coordination with local
groups such as the Amador-Calaveras Consensus Group and U.S. Forest Service who are
actively involved in meadow restoration projects in the watershed, and other organizations
including Point Blue Conservation Science, which has been working on similar Mokelumne
projects.
Benefits of restoration of this type could come in many forms depending on the location,
ownership, need, and function of each identified meadow. Previously completed meadow
restorations in the Sierra Nevada have shown benefits to ecological function, water quality,
attenuation of peak flows, wildlife and bird habitat, and high-country grazing for livestock

5)

Readiness to Proceed

Please indicate your project’s readiness. In the text box, please provide more information on
timing, such as when design may be complete, when permits/environmental documentation may
be acquired, or when construction may begin.
Planning/Initial Study
Conceptual Design
In Design
Design Complete
In Environmental Review
Environmental Review Complete
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We estimate that the assessments could be done in year 1 of the project, and the design
and NEPA/CEQA work completed by the end of year 3.
6)

Planning Horizon

Is the project expected to be completed by 2027?
Yes
No
7)

Technical Feasibility

Please list background information, studies, or other documentation (including author and year)
that detail the technical feasibility of the project.
Similar evaluations have been completed that show technical feasibility of such a project. See
American Rivers’ 2012 “Evaluating and Prioritizing Meadow Restoration in the Sierra,” which
created a process that could greatly accelerate future work that needs to be done. See:
http://www.americanrivers.org/assets/pdfs/meadow -restoration/evaluating- and- prioritizing meadow -restoration- in-the -sierra.pdf?c8031c
8)

Economic Feasibility and Project Costs

Please provide estimated project costs (capital, operations and maintenance, and replacement)
and estimated project life.
Capital Cost: $ 1.5 million
Annual O&M Costs: $ n/a
Replacement Costs, Description of Equipment to be Replaced, & Frequency of
Replacement (e.g., every 5 years): n/a
Estimated Project Life (Years): For planning through NEPA, three years.
Cost Basis (if not 2018 dollars):
What is the basis for your project costs? At what stage in the project were they developed? If a
cost estimate has been prepared, please provide.
Estimates prepared for Pt. Blue Conservation Science on other watersheds.
Please describe the economic feasibility of the project. If an economic analysis (benefit/cost
analysis or cost-effectiveness analysis) of the project has been completed, please provide the
findings of that analysis and the reference (including author and year).
The project is feasible if funding is available for it. The National Fish and Wildlife Foundation
published a business plan in March 2010 to guide their prioritization of grant-making for Sierra
Nevada meadow restoration. It has general evaluation of costs/benefits to water supply, water
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quality, natural resources and other metrics resultant of meadow restoration work. See
http://www.nfwf.org/sierranevada/Documents/Sierra_Meadow_Restoration_business_plan.pdf
9)

Financing

How will your project be financed? What are the funding sources for your project?
IRWMP and other state grants, UMRWA assistance, U.S. Forest Service funds for projects on
FS lands.
10) Climate Change Adaptation
Does your project help adapt to climate change? E.g., how your project helps the region adapt
to identified climate change regional vulnerabilities; how your project may address changes to
the amount, intensity, timing, quality, and variability of runoff and recharge.
Yes
No
If yes, please explain how and the likelihood of the climate change adaptation benefits.
The project will lead to restoration of meadows and change the timing, quality and intensity of
runoff.
11) Climate Change Mitigation
Does your project help mitigate against the effects of climate change? E.g., how your project
may reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions as compared to project alternatives; how your
project may reduce energy consumption, especially the energy embedded in water use; or if
your project includes renewable energy sources.
Yes
No
If yes, please explain how and the likelihood of the climate change mitigation benefits.
Healthy, growing meadows with native plants will absorb and store more carbon than
degraded meadows. Delivering higher quality water to the Mokelumne could reduce
water treatment energy consumption.
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More Information
12) Multi-entity Integration and Benefits
Is your project linked to or combined with another project or provide benefits to more than one
entity?
Yes
No
If yes, please describe the linked / integrated projects and other possible project participants.
Describe entities that benefit from the project and describe the benefits to each entity.
The project will benefit public agencies by identifying priority lands for restoration, it will benefit
water agencies by attenuating peak flows and releasing cold water into streams later into the
summer, and it will benefit PG&E by again, delivering cold water later in the summer to help
PG&E meet its temperature goals in the hydro-project affected reaches of the Mokelumne.
13) Disadvantaged Communities Benefits
Does your project provide specific benefits to critical DAC water issues? For the purposes of
Proposition 1 funding, a DAC is defined as “a community with a median household income
(MHI) less than 80% of the Statewide average.” If you are unsure if your project is located in a
DAC, please use the DWR mapping tool, located here: https://gis.water.ca.gov/app/dacs/.
Yes, my project provides benefits to DACs as defined by Prop 1
Yes, my project provides benefits to DACs using some other definition (please
indicate the definition you are using in the comment box below)
No
If yes, please identify the DAC benefits and explain the magnitude of each benefit.
Restoring areas of public land to proper function will ensure that visitors from local
disadvantaged communities will be able to appreciate the physical benefits of restored
meadows and help local residents learn why restoration and environmental function is
important for wildlife and people.

14) Native American Tribal Communities Benefits
Does your project provide specific benefits to critical water issues for Native American tribal
communities?
Yes
No
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If yes, please identify the benefits and explain the magnitude of each benefit.
Benefits to environmental function as a result of meadow restoration will allow for multiple educational
possibilities as well as stewardship of natural resources and sites traditionally used by tribal communities.

15) Environmental Justice Concerns
Does your project have environmental justice concerns? Environmental Justice is defined by
State Law as: “the fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all people regardless of race,
color, sex national origin, or income with respect to the development, implementation and
enforcement of environmental laws, regulations, and policies.”
Yes
No
Please provide a rationale for your response.
Does not adversely affect any group or community.
16) Best Project for Intended Purpose
Please indicate the score below that best reflects your project and provide a justification of how
you arrived at your score.
High: Project is the best possible alternative to meet the stated need from a social,
environmental, and economic perspective.
Medium: Other alternatives exist that may be preferable from a social, environmental,
and economic perspective.
Low: Other alternatives clearly exist that will be better to meet the intended need from
a social, environmental, and economic perspective.
This project works with a diverse collaborative that is currently planning and has
completed other meadow restorations in the Mokelumne watershed. This project would
be put before the Amador-Calaveras Consensus group, which makes policy and
decisions based on local input for their triple bottom line principles that consider social,
environmental, and economic outcomes of any project

17) Minimize Implementation Risk
Please indicate the score below that best reflects your project and provide a justification of how
you arrived at your score.
High: Minimal implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such as
regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and low degree of controversy,
potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
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Medium: Moderate implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such
as regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and moderate degree of
controversy, potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
Low: High implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such as
regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and high degree of controversy,
potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
This project would have minimal implementation risk due to the long-standing and
successful history of the Amador Calaveras Consensus Group and the solid track record
of Pt. Blue Conservation Science and American Rivers. The ACCG has been united on
meadow restoration projects to date and would have little to no controversy and little to
no implementation risk. The group has many examples throughout its eight-year history
of collaboration and finding agreement on challenging subjects and has won awards for
its work.
Because of this history, institutional barriers, permitting obstacles, and controversial
topics can generally be resolved quickly and efficiently.
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California Statewide Priorities
Make Conservation a Way of Life
• Building on current water conservation efforts and promoting the innovation of new
systems for increased water conservation.
• Expand agricultural and urban water conservation and efficiency to exceed SBX7-7
targets
• Provide funding for conservation and efficiency
• Increase water sector energy efficiency and greenhouse gas reduction capacity
• Promote local urban conservation ordinances and programs
Increase Regional Self-Reliance and Integrated Water Management Across All Levels of
Government
• Ensure water security at the local level, where individual government efforts integrate
into one combined regional commitment where the sum becomes greater than any
single piece.
• Support and expand funding for Integrated Water Management planning and projects
• Improve land use and water alignment
• Aid disadvantaged communities
• Encourage State focus on projects with multiple benefits
• Increase the use of recycled water
Achieve Co-Equal Goals for the Delta
• This action is directed towards State and federal agencies; however, consideration will
be afforded to eligible local or regional projects that also support achieving the co-equal
goals providing a more reliable water supply for California and to protect, restore, and
enhance the Delta ecosystem.
Protect and Restore Important Ecosystems
• Continue protecting and restoring the resiliency of our ecosystems to support fish and
wildlife populations, improve water quality, and restore natural system functions.
• Restore key mountain meadow habitat
• Manage headwaters for multiple benefits
• Protect key habitat of the Salton Sea through local partnership
• Restore coastal watersheds
• Continue restoration efforts in the Lake Tahoe Basin
• Continue restoration efforts in the Klamath Basin
• Water for wetlands and waterfowl
• Eliminate barriers to fish migration
• Assess fish passage at large dams
• Enhance water flows in stream systems statewide
Manage and Prepare for Dry Periods
• Effectively manage water resources through all hydrologic conditions to reduce impacts
of shortages and lessen costs of state response actions. Secure more reliable water
supplies and consequently improve drought preparedness and make California’s water
system more resilient.
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•
•

Revise operations to respond to extreme conditions
Encourage healthy soils

Expand Water Storage Capacity and Improve Groundwater Management
• Increase water storage for widespread public and environmental benefits, especially in
increasingly dry years and better manage our groundwater to reduce overdraft.
• Provide essential data to enable Sustainable Groundwater Management
• Support funding partnerships for storage projects
• Improve Sustainable Groundwater Management
• Support distributed groundwater storage
• Increase statewide groundwater recharge
• Accelerate clean-up of contaminated groundwater and prevent future contamination
Provide Safe Water for All Communities
• Provide all Californians the right to safe, clean, affordable and accessible water
adequate for human consumption, cooking, and sanitary purposes.
• Consolidate water quality programs
• Provide funding assistance for vulnerable communities
• Manage the supply status of community water systems
o

Additionally, as required by Water Code §10545, in areas that have nitrate, arsenic,
perchlorate, or hexavalent chromium contamination, consideration will be given to grant
proposals that included projects that help address the impacts caused by nitrate, arsenic,
perchlorate, or hexavalent chromium contamination, including projects that provide safe
drinking water to small disadvantaged communities.

Increase Flood Protection
• Collaboratively plan for integrated flood and water management systems, and implement
flood projects that protect public safety, increase water supply reliability, conserve
farmlands, and restore ecosystems.
• Improve access to emergency funds
• Better coordinate flood response operations
• Prioritize funding to reduce flood risk and improve flood response
• Encourage flood projects that plan for climate change and achieve multiple benefits
Increase Operational and Regulatory Efficiency
• This action is directed towards State and federal agencies; however, consideration will
be afforded to eligible local or regional projects that also support increased operational
of the State Water Project or Central Valley Project.
Identify Sustainable and Integrated Financing Opportunities
• This action is directed towards State agencies and the legislature.
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Mokelumne/Amador/Calaveras (MAC)
Integrated Regional Water Management Plan Update
Project Information Sheet
PLEASE SUBMIT COMPLETED FORMS BY AUGUST 6, 2018
Questions and completed forms should be directed to:
Rachel Gross
Woodard & Curran
415-321-3424
rgross@woodardcurran.com

Proposed Project and Responsible Agency Information
Project Title: Riparian Noxious Weed Abatement Plan
Project Location: Amador and Calaveras counties
Submitting Entity / Project Proponent: Foothill Conservancy
Other Participating Agencies (if applicable): Potential partners: UC Cooperative Extension,
Amador and Calaveras County Resource Conservation Districts, PG&E, East Bay MUD, Natural
Resource Conservation Service, Bureau of Land Management, private landowners.
Contact Name for Project Proponent: Amanda Nelson
Mailing Address for Project Proponent: 35 Court St, Ste 1, Jackson, CA 95642
Phone Number for Project Proponent: 209-223-3508
Email Address for Project Proponent: Amanda@foothillconservancy.org
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To the best of your knowledge, do you anticipate that your agency will adopt/approve the
2018 MAC IRWMP?
Yes
No
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Eligibility
In order to be considered for inclusion in the MAC Plan 2018 Update, the project must meet at
least one MAC Plan Goal, at least one Statewide Priority, and address at least two Resource
Management Strategies. If your project does not meet these minimum requirements it will not be
included in the MAC Plan 2018 Update.
MAC Plan Update Goals
1)

Does your project advance one or more of the MAC IRWM goals?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)

If yes, please indicate which goal and explain how.
Policy 1: Maintain and Improve Water Quality
Goal: Reduce sources of contaminants.
Description:
Goal: Manage stormwater flows and transport of sediment and contaminants.
Description:
Policy 2: Improve Water Supply Reliability and Ensure Long-Term Balance of Supply and
Demand
Goal: Ensure sufficient firm yield water supply.
Description:
Goal: Maintain and improve water infrastructure reliability.
Description:
Goal: Promote water conservation, recycling and reuse for urban and agricultural uses.
Description:
Goal: Develop appropriate drought mitigation measures.
Description:
Policy 3: Practice Resource Stewardship
Goal: Identify opportunities to conserve, enhance and restore the region’s natural
resources.
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Description: The project is intended to develop a plan for addressing the proliferation
of noxious weeds that harm habitat and wildlife by crowding out native plants.
Goal: Minimize adverse effects on biological and cultural resources.
Description: The project will explore low-impact, low-or-no chemical solutions for
eradicating noxious weeds along waterways.
Goal: Identify opportunities for public access, open spaces, trails, and other
recreational benefits.
Description:
Policy 4 is not included here because it is more relevant to the MAC Plan than to individual
projects.
Policy 5 is incorporated in Questions 10 and 11 below.

Statewide Priorities
2)

Does your project advance one or more of the Statewide Priorities?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)

If yes, please indicate which priorities. Check all that apply. More information on
each priority is included on the last two pages of this form.
Make Conservation a California Way of Life
Increase Regional Self-Reliance and Integrated Water Management Across All Levels
of Government
Achieve Co-Equal Goals for the Delta
Protect and Restore Important Ecosystems
Manage and Prepare for Dry Periods
Expand Water Storage Capacity and Improve Groundwater Management
Provide Safe Water for All Communities
Increase Flood Protection
Increase Operational and Regulatory Efficiency
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Identify Sustainable and Integrated Financing Opportunities

Resource Management Strategies
3)

Does your project address two or more of the Resource Management Strategies?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)

If yes, please indicate which strategies. Check all that apply to your project.
Agricultural Water Use Efficiency

Pollution Prevention

Urban Water Use Efficiency

Salt and Salinity Management

Flood Management

Urban Stormwater Runoff Management

Conveyance – Delta

Agricultural Lands Stewardship

Conveyance – Regional/local

Ecosystem Restoration

System Reoperation

Forest Management

Water Transfers

Land Use Planning and Management

Conjunctive Management &
Groundwater Storage
Desalination – Brackish and Sea
Water

Recharge Area Protection
Sediment Management
Watershed Management

Recycled Municipal Water

Economic Incentives

Precipitation Enhancement

Outreach and Engagement

Surface Storage – CALFED

Water and Culture

Surface Storage – Regional/local

Water-Dependent Recreation

Drinking Water Treatment and
Distribution
Groundwater and Aquifer
Remediation
Matching Water Quality to Use

Other Strategies (Crop Idling for Water
Transfers, Dewvaporation or Atmospheric
Pressure Desalination, Fog Collection,
Irrigated Land Retirement, Rainfed
Agriculture, Snow Fences, Waterbag
Transport/Storage Technology
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Project Description
4)

Project Description

Please provide a description of your project, including the project location (please provide GPS
coordinates if available), area and/or entities that will be affected by or will benefit from your
project, related water and environmental resources within the project boundaries, and any
potential obstacles to implementation. Attach extra pages if necessary. If feasible, please
attach a copy of all relevant project literature.
Especially in recent years, noxious and nonnative weeds and plants have been proliferating
along Amador and Calaveras County waterways. They include yellow star thistle, oblong
spurge, poison hemlock, brooms, and Himalayan blackberry. The nonnative plants are a
nuisance to river recreators, can be highly flammable and/or toxic, and can crowd out native
plant species that are important for native wildlife, birds and insects. This project proposes to
develop maps of noxious weed infestations along local waterways and to work with community
and river/water stakeholders to explore eradication options and develop an eradication plan.
5)

Readiness to Proceed

Please indicate your project’s readiness. In the text box, please provide more information on
timing, such as when design may be complete, when permits/environmental documentation may
be acquired, or when construction may begin.
Planning/Initial Study
Conceptual Design
In Design
Design Complete
In Environmental Review
Environmental Review Complete
6)

Planning Horizon

Is the project expected to be completed by 2027?
Yes
No
7)

Technical Feasibility

Please list background information, studies, or other documentation (including author and year)
that detail the technical feasibility of the project.
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This is a planning project and well within the capabilities of local agencies and stakeholders to
carry out.
8)

Economic Feasibility and Project Costs

Please provide estimated project costs (capital, operations and maintenance, and replacement)
and estimated project life.
Capital Cost: $ 25,000
Annual O&M Costs: $ n/a
Replacement Costs, Description of Equipment to be Replaced, & Frequency of
Replacement (e.g., every 5 years):
Estimated Project Life (Years): One year.
Cost Basis (if not 2018 dollars):
What is the basis for your project costs? At what stage in the project were they developed? If a
cost estimate has been prepared, please provide.
Estimated based on staffing costs, meeting room rentals, materials and supplies.
Please describe the economic feasibility of the project. If an economic analysis (benefit/cost
analysis or cost-effectiveness analysis) of the project has been completed, please provide the
findings of that analysis and the reference (including author and year).
n/a
9)

Financing

How will your project be financed? What are the funding sources for your project?
IRMWP grants, foundation and corporate grants, RCD funds, potentially other state grants
10) Climate Change Adaptation
Does your project help adapt to climate change? E.g., how your project helps the region adapt
to identified climate change regional vulnerabilities; how your project may address changes to
the amount, intensity, timing, quality, and variability of runoff and recharge.
Yes
No
If yes, please explain how and the likelihood of the climate change adaptation benefits.
Making way for the restoration of native plants will make local ecosystems more resilient in the
face of climate change.
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11) Climate Change Mitigation
Does your project help mitigate against the effects of climate change? E.g., how your project
may reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions as compared to project alternatives; how your
project may reduce energy consumption, especially the energy embedded in water use; or if
your project includes renewable energy sources.
Yes
No
If yes, please explain how and the likelihood of the climate change mitigation benefits.
Project could reduce GHG emissions by focusing on hand work and livestock rather than
mechanical methods.
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More Information
12) Multi-entity Integration and Benefits
Is your project linked to or combined with another project or provide benefits to more than one
entity?
Yes
No
If yes, please describe the linked / integrated projects and other possible project participants.
Describe entities that benefit from the project and describe the benefits to each entity.
Not linked to other projects, but would benefit riverside landowners, public land managers, river
recreators and water and power utilities by reducing fire risk, reducing exposure to toxic or
thorny plants, and increasing space for riparian recreation.
13) Disadvantaged Communities Benefits
Does your project provide specific benefits to critical DAC water issues? For the purposes of
Proposition 1 funding, a DAC is defined as “a community with a median household income
(MHI) less than 80% of the Statewide average.” If you are unsure if your project is located in a
DAC, please use the DWR mapping tool, located here: https://gis.water.ca.gov/app/dacs/.
Yes, my project provides benefits to DACs as defined by Prop 1
Yes, my project provides benefits to DACs using some other definition (please
indicate the definition you are using in the comment box below)
No
If yes, please identify the DAC benefits and explain the magnitude of each benefit.
DAC members recreation along the Mokelumne and other streams and would benefit
from a less flammable, less toxic, more pleasant riparian environment.
14) Native American Tribal Communities Benefits
Does your project provide specific benefits to critical water issues for Native American tribal
communities?
Yes
No
If yes, please identify the benefits and explain the magnitude of each benefit.
Developing a plan to eradicate invasive, noxious plants benefits tribal members who
collect native plants for basket weaving and medicinal uses.
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15) Environmental Justice Concerns
Does your project have environmental justice concerns? Environmental Justice is defined by
State Law as: “the fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all people regardless of race,
color, sex national origin, or income with respect to the development, implementation and
enforcement of environmental laws, regulations, and policies.”
Yes
No
Please provide a rationale for your response.
Does not adversely affect any group or community..
16) Best Project for Intended Purpose
Please indicate the score below that best reflects your project and provide a justification of how
you arrived at your score.
High: Project is the best possible alternative to meet the stated need from a social,
environmental, and economic perspective.
Medium: Other alternatives exist that may be preferable from a social, environmental,
and economic perspective.
Low: Other alternatives clearly exist that will be better to meet the intended need from
a social, environmental, and economic perspective.
The only alternative to not developing a plan is the status quo, which will only worsen
over time, or uncoordinated efforts that may not be effective.
17) Minimize Implementation Risk
Please indicate the score below that best reflects your project and provide a justification of how
you arrived at your score.
High: Minimal implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such as
regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and low degree of controversy,
potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
Medium: Moderate implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such
as regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and moderate degree of
controversy, potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
Low: High implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such as
regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and high degree of controversy,
potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
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With a broad group of involved stakeholders that includes organizations and entities
landowners trust, it should be relative simply to develop a weed eradication plan that can
move forward for environmental review and implementation.
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California Statewide Priorities
Make Conservation a Way of Life
• Building on current water conservation efforts and promoting the innovation of new
systems for increased water conservation.
• Expand agricultural and urban water conservation and efficiency to exceed SBX7-7
targets
• Provide funding for conservation and efficiency
• Increase water sector energy efficiency and greenhouse gas reduction capacity
• Promote local urban conservation ordinances and programs
Increase Regional Self-Reliance and Integrated Water Management Across All Levels of
Government
• Ensure water security at the local level, where individual government efforts integrate
into one combined regional commitment where the sum becomes greater than any
single piece.
• Support and expand funding for Integrated Water Management planning and projects
• Improve land use and water alignment
• Provide assistance to disadvantaged communities
• Encourage State focus on projects with multiple benefits
• Increase the use of recycled water
Achieve Co-Equal Goals for the Delta
• This action is directed towards State and federal agencies; however, consideration will
be afforded to eligible local or regional projects that also support achieving the co-equal
goals providing a more reliable water supply for California and to protect, restore, and
enhance the Delta ecosystem.
Protect and Restore Important Ecosystems
• Continue protecting and restoring the resiliency of our ecosystems to support fish and
wildlife populations, improve water quality, and restore natural system functions.
• Restore key mountain meadow habitat
• Manage headwaters for multiple benefits
• Protect key habitat of the Salton Sea through local partnership
• Restore coastal watersheds
• Continue restoration efforts in the Lake Tahoe Basin
• Continue restoration efforts in the Klamath Basin
• Water for wetlands and waterfowl
• Eliminate barriers to fish migration
• Assess fish passage at large dams
• Enhance water flows in stream systems statewide
Manage and Prepare for Dry Periods
• Effectively manage water resources through all hydrologic conditions to reduce impacts
of shortages and lessen costs of state response actions. Secure more reliable water
supplies and consequently improve drought preparedness and make California’s water
system more resilient.
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•
•

Revise operations to respond to extreme conditions
Encourage healthy soils

Expand Water Storage Capacity and Improve Groundwater Management
• Increase water storage for widespread public and environmental benefits, especially in
increasingly dry years and better manage our groundwater to reduce overdraft.
• Provide essential data to enable Sustainable Groundwater Management
• Support funding partnerships for storage projects
• Improve Sustainable Groundwater Management
• Support distributed groundwater storage
• Increase statewide groundwater recharge
• Accelerate clean-up of contaminated groundwater and prevent future contamination
Provide Safe Water for All Communities
• Provide all Californians the right to safe, clean, affordable and accessible water
adequate for human consumption, cooking, and sanitary purposes.
• Consolidate water quality programs
• Provide funding assistance for vulnerable communities
• Manage the supply status of community water systems
o

Additionally, as required by Water Code §10545, in areas that have nitrate, arsenic,
perchlorate, or hexavalent chromium contamination, consideration will be given to grant
proposals that included projects that help address the impacts caused by nitrate, arsenic,
perchlorate, or hexavalent chromium contamination, including projects that provide safe
drinking water to small disadvantaged communities.

Increase Flood Protection
• Collaboratively plan for integrated flood and water management systems, and implement
flood projects that protect public safety, increase water supply reliability, conserve
farmlands, and restore ecosystems.
• Improve access to emergency funds
• Better coordinate flood response operations
• Prioritize funding to reduce flood risk and improve flood response
• Encourage flood projects that plan for climate change and achieve multiple benefits
Increase Operational and Regulatory Efficiency
• This action is directed towards State and federal agencies; however, consideration will
be afforded to eligible local or regional projects that also support increased operational
of the State Water Project or Central Valley Project.
Identify Sustainable and Integrated Financing Opportunities
• This action is directed towards State agencies and the legislature.
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Mokelumne/Amador/Calaveras (MAC)
Integrated Regional Water Management Plan Update
Project Information Sheet
PLEASE SUBMIT COMPLETED FORMS BY AUGUST 6, 2018
Questions and completed forms should be directed to:
Rachel Gross
Woodard & Curran
415-321-3424
rgross@woodardcurran.com

Proposed Project and Responsible Agency Information
Project Title: Restoring the Upper Mokelumne’s Anadromous Fish
Project Location: Upper Mokelumne River - from Camanche Dam east
Submitting Entity / Project Proponent: Foothill Conservancy
Other Participating Agencies (if applicable): East Bay Municipal Utility District, California
Department of Fish and Wildlife, National Marine Fisheries Service, U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, nonprofit fish and conservation groups, Golden Gate Salmon Association, Bureau of
Land Management, U.S. Forest Service, Pacific Gas and Electric Company, tribal interests,
Roaring Camp
Contact Name for Project Proponent: Pete Bell
Mailing Address for Project Proponent: 35 Court St, Ste 1, Jackson, CA 95642
Phone Number for Project Proponent: 209-296-5734
Email Address for Project Proponent: pete@mokeriver.com
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To the best of your knowledge, do you anticipate that your agency will adopt/approve the
2018 MAC IRWMP?
Yes
No
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Eligibility
In order to be considered for inclusion in the MAC Plan 2018 Update, the project must meet at
least one MAC Plan Goal, at least one Statewide Priority, and address at least two Resource
Management Strategies. If your project does not meet these minimum requirements it will not be
included in the MAC Plan 2018 Update.
MAC Plan Update Goals
1)

Does your project advance one or more of the MAC IRWM goals?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)

If yes, please indicate which goal and explain how.
Policy 1: Maintain and Improve Water Quality
Goal: Reduce sources of contaminants.
Description:
Goal: Manage stormwater flows and transport of sediment and contaminants.
Description:
Policy 2: Improve Water Supply Reliability and Ensure Long-Term Balance of Supply and
Demand
Goal: Ensure sufficient firm yield water supply.
Description:
Goal: Maintain and improve water infrastructure reliability.
Description:
Goal: Promote water conservation, recycling and reuse for urban and agricultural uses.
Description:
Goal: Develop appropriate drought mitigation measures.
Description:
Policy 3: Practice Resource Stewardship
Goal: Identify opportunities to conserve, enhance and restore the region’s natural
resources.
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Description: The project seeks to determine the feasibility of restoring native
salmonids to their ancestral spawning habitat in the Upper Mokelumne River.
Goal: Minimize adverse effects on biological and cultural resources.
Description: Our project would advance efforts to protect biological resources in the
Mokelumne River.
Goal: Identify opportunities for public access, open spaces, trails, and other
recreational benefits.
Description:
Policy 4 is not included here because it is more relevant to the MAC Plan than to individual
projects.
Policy 5 is incorporated in Questions 10 and 11 below.

Statewide Priorities
2)

Does your project advance one or more of the Statewide Priorities?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)

If yes, please indicate which priorities. Check all that apply. More information on
each priority is included on the last two pages of this form.
Make Conservation a California Way of Life
Increase Regional Self-Reliance and Integrated Water Management Across All Levels
of Government
Achieve Co-Equal Goals for the Delta
Protect and Restore Important Ecosystems
Manage and Prepare for Dry Periods
Expand Water Storage Capacity and Improve Groundwater Management
Provide Safe Water for All Communities
Increase Flood Protection
Increase Operational and Regulatory Efficiency
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Identify Sustainable and Integrated Financing Opportunities

Resource Management Strategies
3)

Does your project address two or more of the Resource Management Strategies?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)

If yes, please indicate which strategies. Check all that apply to your project.
Agricultural Water Use Efficiency

Pollution Prevention

Urban Water Use Efficiency

Salt and Salinity Management

Flood Management

Urban Stormwater Runoff Management

Conveyance – Delta

Agricultural Lands Stewardship

Conveyance – Regional/local

Ecosystem Restoration

System Reoperation

Forest Management

Water Transfers

Land Use Planning and Management

Conjunctive Management &
Groundwater Storage
Desalination – Brackish and Sea
Water

Recharge Area Protection
Sediment Management
Watershed Management

Recycled Municipal Water

Economic Incentives

Precipitation Enhancement

Outreach and Engagement

Surface Storage – CALFED

Water and Culture

Surface Storage – Regional/local

Water-Dependent Recreation

Drinking Water Treatment and
Distribution
Groundwater and Aquifer
Remediation
Matching Water Quality to Use

Other Strategies (Crop Idling for Water
Transfers, Dewvaporation or Atmospheric
Pressure Desalination, Fog Collection,
Irrigated Land Retirement, Rainfed
Agriculture, Snow Fences, Waterbag
Transport/Storage Technology
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Project Description
4)

Project Description

Please provide a description of your project, including the project location (please provide GPS
coordinates if available), area and/or entities that will be affected by or will benefit from your
project, related water and environmental resources within the project boundaries, and any
potential obstacles to implementation. Attach extra pages if necessary. If feasible, please
attach a copy of all relevant project literature.
The Upper Mokelumne Anadromous Fish Restoration Program is intended to benefit California’s
anadromous fish populations while restoring nutrients to the upper Mokelumne watershed’s
forests and streams. The program would design and implement a program to study the
feasibility of moving anadromous fish from the Mokelumne at the Mokelumne River Fish
Hatchery to the river above Pardee Reservoir, and back. The project would be completed in
phases. A salmon spawning habitat survey, has already been completed and a draft pilot project
developed. The next phases include completion of a wild fish survey and other steps to identify
barriers and seek solutions for transporting fish to the river upstream of Pardee Reservoir. The
pilot would seek to identify any potential benefits, impacts, and constraints to the following:
domestic water supply; river flows; technical, political, environmental, economic, legal, and
recreation. The study also will recognize that, prior to implementation, the project will require
analysis under CEQA and/or NEPA and will also need to comply with other applicable law.
Based on results of the pilot study, long-term goals of establishing a self-sustaining population
in the upper watershed could begin. This phase may incorporate further spawning habitat
assessment, habitat restoration, and monitoring components, all of which would be subject to
environmental analysis and applicable law. The project will be guided by a collaborative steering
committee (the Upper Mokelumne River Salmon Restoration Team) to ensure stakeholder
concerns are addressed.
In addition, the project proposes to add a water treatment system to the Mokelumne Fish
Hatchery. The system may be necessary to protect fish in the hatchery from river-borne
pathogens and critical for project success.

5)

Readiness to Proceed

Please indicate your project’s readiness. In the text box, please provide more information on
timing, such as when design may be complete, when permits/environmental documentation may
be acquired, or when construction may begin.
Planning/Initial Study
Conceptual Design
In Design
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Design Complete
In Environmental Review
Environmental Review Complete
Completion of project design depends on completion of the wild fish study and other habitat
assessment follow-up efforts. The project design could be completed in 2018.
6)

Planning Horizon

Is the project expected to be completed by 2027?
Yes
No
7)

Technical Feasibility

Please list background information, studies, or other documentation (including author and year)
that detail the technical feasibility of the project.
“Salmonid Habitat Analysis on the Upper Mokelumne River; Assessing the potential for Chinook
salmon reintroduction above Pardee Dam,” Cramer Fish Sciences; Rocko Brown, Ph.D; Joseph
Merz, Ph.D; Mike Beakes, Ph.D; 2018.
8)

Economic Feasibility and Project Costs

Please provide estimated project costs (capital, operations and maintenance, and replacement)
and estimated project life.
Capital Cost: $ $2.1 million (estimate)
Annual O&M Costs: $ 30,000 (estimate)
Replacement Costs, Description of Equipment to be Replaced, & Frequency of
Replacement (e.g., every 5 years): N/A
Estimated Project Life (Years): Pilot project 2 years; if successful, restoration would be
ongoing.
Cost Basis (if not 2018 dollars):
What is the basis for your project costs? At what stage in the project were they developed? If a
cost estimate has been prepared, please provide.
Professional opinion from EBMUD staff.
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Please describe the economic feasibility of the project. If an economic analysis (benefit/cost
analysis or cost-effectiveness analysis) of the project has been completed, please provide the
findings of that analysis and the reference (including author and year).
The project will depend on securing funding from a variety of sources. See below.
9)

Financing

How will your project be financed? What are the funding sources for your project?
We expect the funding to come from foundations, corporations, engaged agencies, the State of
California, and nonprofit organizations. Funding sources include funds available from the Lower
Mokelumne River Partnership, Golden Gate Salmon Association, Rose Foundation, corporate
funders, tribal interests and state grants.
10) Climate Change Adaptation
Does your project help adapt to climate change? E.g., how your project helps the region adapt
to identified climate change regional vulnerabilities; how your project may address changes to
the amount, intensity, timing, quality, and variability of runoff and recharge.
Yes
No
If yes, please explain how and the likelihood of the climate change adaptation benefits.
The project will help ensure that adequate amounts of cold water are made available for the
Mokelumne’s native fish.
11) Climate Change Mitigation
Does your project help mitigate against the effects of climate change? E.g., how your project
may reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions as compared to project alternatives; how your
project may reduce energy consumption, especially the energy embedded in water use; or if
your project includes renewable energy sources.
Yes
No
If yes, please explain how and the likelihood of the climate change mitigation benefits.
The project will mitigate the effects of climate change on the state’s anadromous
fisheries by providing additional spawning habitat.
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More Information
12) Multi-entity Integration and Benefits
Is your project linked to or combined with another project or provide benefits to more than one
entity?
Yes
No
If yes, please describe the linked / integrated projects and other possible project participants.
Describe entities that benefit from the project and describe the benefits to each entity.
The project has multiple participants, as noted above. Beneficiaries include local anglers who
gain access to native fish; native communities seeking the restoration of their native fish;
tourism organizations and businesses that benefit from river-based tourism; salmon fishing
families and communities that benefit from healthy salmon stocks; the East Bay Municipal
Utility District, which benefits from having healthy salmon stocks in the lower Mokelumne River;
and private and public landowners who would benefit from the return of marine nutrients to the
upper Mokelumne River watershed.
13) Disadvantaged Communities Benefits
Does your project provide specific benefits to critical DAC water issues? For the purposes of
Proposition 1 funding, a DAC is defined as “a community with a median household income
(MHI) less than 80% of the Statewide average.” If you are unsure if your project is located in a
DAC, please use the DWR mapping tool, located here: https://gis.water.ca.gov/app/dacs/.
Yes, my project provides benefits to DACs as defined by Prop 1
Yes, my project provides benefits to DACs using some other definition (please
indicate the definition you are using in the comment box below)
No
If yes, please identify the DAC benefits and explain the magnitude of each benefit.
Many members of our local DAC communities rely on subsistence fishing from the
Mokelumne River and use the river as a free site for family recreation. The project
benefits them by supporting healthy conditions for all native fish and a healthy
ecosystem.
14) Native American Tribal Communities Benefits
Does your project provide specific benefits to critical water issues for Native American tribal
communities?
Yes
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No
If yes, please identify the benefits and explain the magnitude of each benefit.
Our native communities revere the native species in our area, and this project would
help restore a missing piece of the web of life that supported native peope for thousands
of years. The benefit is not financial, but social and spiritual, so therefore difficult to
quantify.
15) Environmental Justice Concerns
Does your project have environmental justice concerns? Environmental Justice is defined by
State Law as: “the fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all people regardless of race,
color, sex national origin, or income with respect to the development, implementation and
enforcement of environmental laws, regulations, and policies.”
Yes
No
Please provide a rationale for your response.
16) Best Project for Intended Purpose
Please indicate the score below that best reflects your project and provide a justification of how
you arrived at your score.
High: Project is the best possible alternative to meet the stated need from a social,
environmental, and economic perspective.
Medium: Other alternatives exist that may be preferable from a social, environmental,
and economic perspective.
Low: Other alternatives clearly exist that will be better to meet the intended need from
a social, environmental, and economic perspective.
The only alternative to this project would be to place salmon and steelhead carcasses in
the river to restore nutrients. That would not have any of the other benefits provided by
the project.
17) Minimize Implementation Risk
Please indicate the score below that best reflects your project and provide a justification of how
you arrived at your score.
High: Minimal implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such as
regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and low degree of controversy,
potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
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Medium: Moderate implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such
as regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and moderate degree of
controversy, potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
Low: High implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such as
regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and high degree of controversy,
potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
This is a very popular project, so unlikely to cause a great deal of controversy. Being a
pilot project, it’s intended not only to test the ability of salmonids to spawn in the river,
but to identify potential challenges and obstacles as well as ways to resolve them. We
are starting the project with fall-run Chinook salmon, which are not a special status
species, which reduces implementation complexity. Project partners are dedicated to
seeing the project through.
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California Statewide Priorities
Make Conservation a Way of Life
• Building on current water conservation efforts and promoting the innovation of new
systems for increased water conservation.
• Expand agricultural and urban water conservation and efficiency to exceed SBX7-7
targets
• Provide funding for conservation and efficiency
• Increase water sector energy efficiency and greenhouse gas reduction capacity
• Promote local urban conservation ordinances and programs
Increase Regional Self-Reliance and Integrated Water Management Across All Levels of
Government
• Ensure water security at the local level, where individual government efforts integrate
into one combined regional commitment where the sum becomes greater than any
single piece.
• Support and expand funding for Integrated Water Management planning and projects
• Improve land use and water alignment
• Provide assistance to disadvantaged communities
• Encourage State focus on projects with multiple benefits
• Increase the use of recycled water
Achieve Co-Equal Goals for the Delta
• This action is directed towards State and federal agencies; however, consideration will
be afforded to eligible local or regional projects that also support achieving the co-equal
goals providing a more reliable water supply for California and to protect, restore, and
enhance the Delta ecosystem.
Protect and Restore Important Ecosystems
• Continue protecting and restoring the resiliency of our ecosystems to support fish and
wildlife populations, improve water quality, and restore natural system functions.
• Restore key mountain meadow habitat
• Manage headwaters for multiple benefits
• Protect key habitat of the Salton Sea through local partnership
• Restore coastal watersheds
• Continue restoration efforts in the Lake Tahoe Basin
• Continue restoration efforts in the Klamath Basin
• Water for wetlands and waterfowl
• Eliminate barriers to fish migration
• Assess fish passage at large dams
• Enhance water flows in stream systems statewide
Manage and Prepare for Dry Periods
• Effectively manage water resources through all hydrologic conditions to reduce impacts
of shortages and lessen costs of state response actions. Secure more reliable water
supplies and consequently improve drought preparedness and make California’s water
system more resilient.
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•
•

Revise operations to respond to extreme conditions
Encourage healthy soils

Expand Water Storage Capacity and Improve Groundwater Management
• Increase water storage for widespread public and environmental benefits, especially in
increasingly dry years and better manage our groundwater to reduce overdraft.
• Provide essential data to enable Sustainable Groundwater Management
• Support funding partnerships for storage projects
• Improve Sustainable Groundwater Management
• Support distributed groundwater storage
• Increase statewide groundwater recharge
• Accelerate clean-up of contaminated groundwater and prevent future contamination
Provide Safe Water for All Communities
• Provide all Californians the right to safe, clean, affordable and accessible water
adequate for human consumption, cooking, and sanitary purposes.
• Consolidate water quality programs
• Provide funding assistance for vulnerable communities
• Manage the supply status of community water systems
o

Additionally, as required by Water Code §10545, in areas that have nitrate, arsenic,
perchlorate, or hexavalent chromium contamination, consideration will be given to grant
proposals that included projects that help address the impacts caused by nitrate, arsenic,
perchlorate, or hexavalent chromium contamination, including projects that provide safe
drinking water to small disadvantaged communities.

Increase Flood Protection
• Collaboratively plan for integrated flood and water management systems, and implement
flood projects that protect public safety, increase water supply reliability, conserve
farmlands, and restore ecosystems.
• Improve access to emergency funds
• Better coordinate flood response operations
• Prioritize funding to reduce flood risk and improve flood response
• Encourage flood projects that plan for climate change and achieve multiple benefits
Increase Operational and Regulatory Efficiency
• This action is directed towards State and federal agencies; however, consideration will
be afforded to eligible local or regional projects that also support increased operational
of the State Water Project or Central Valley Project.
Identify Sustainable and Integrated Financing Opportunities
• This action is directed towards State agencies and the legislature.
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Mokelumne/Amador/Calaveras (MAC)
Integrated Regional Water Management Plan Update
Project Information Sheet
PLEASE SUBMIT COMPLETED FORMS BY AUGUST 6, 2018
Questions and completed forms should be directed to:
Rachel Gross
Woodard & Curran
415-321-3424
rgross@woodardcurran.com

Proposed Project and Responsible Agency Information
Project Title: Upper Mokelumne Watershed Landowner Guide
Project Location: Upper Mokelumne River Watershed in Amador and Calaveras counties
Submitting Entity / Project Proponent: Foothill Conservancy
Other Participating Agencies (if applicable): Potential: Amador and Calaveras County
Resource Conservation Districts, Natural Resource Conservation Service, East Bay Municipal
Utility District, cattlemen’s association, Farms of Amador, Upper Mokelumne River Watershed
Authority, Amador-Calaveras Consensus Group, state and federal land and wildlife agencies,
Amador Fire Safe Council, Calaveras Foothills Fire Safe Council, UC Cooperative Extension
Contact Name for Project Proponent: Amanda Nelson
Mailing Address for Project Proponent: 35 Court St, Ste 1, Jackson, CA 95642
Phone Number for Project Proponent: 209-223-3508
Email Address for Project Proponent: Amanda@foothillconservancy.org
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To the best of your knowledge, do you anticipate that your agency will adopt/approve the
2018 MAC IRWMP?
Yes
No
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Eligibility
In order to be considered for inclusion in the MAC Plan 2018 Update, the project must meet at
least one MAC Plan Goal, at least one Statewide Priority, and address at least two Resource
Management Strategies. If your project does not meet these minimum requirements it will not be
included in the MAC Plan 2018 Update.
MAC Plan Update Goals
1)

Does your project advance one or more of the MAC IRWM goals?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)

If yes, please indicate which goal and explain how.
Policy 1: Maintain and Improve Water Quality
Goal: Reduce sources of contaminants.
Description: The landowner guide would be intended to help property owners in the
watershed understand how to better manage their land to avoid sedimentation,
pollutant runoff, and other contaminants.
Goal: Manage stormwater flows and transport of sediment and contaminants.
Description: The landowner guide would be intended to help property owners in the
watershed understand how to better manage their land to avoid sediment and
contaminant transport to the river and its tributaries.
Policy 2: Improve Water Supply Reliability and Ensure Long-Term Balance of Supply and
Demand
Goal: Ensure sufficient firm yield water supply.
Description:
Goal: Maintain and improve water infrastructure reliability.
Description:
Goal: Promote water conservation, recycling and reuse for urban and agricultural uses.
Description: The landowner guide would include information on ways to conserve
water and capture and use rainwater.
Goal: Develop appropriate drought mitigation measures.
Description:
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Policy 3: Practice Resource Stewardship
Goal: Identify opportunities to conserve, enhance and restore the region’s natural
resources.
Description: The landowner guide would help landowners understand how to protect,
enhance and restore important resources on their land.
Goal: Minimize adverse effects on biological and cultural resources.
Description: The landowner guide would help landowners learn to better manage their
watershed lands to avoid adverse effects on biological resources.
Goal: Identify opportunities for public access, open spaces, trails, and other
recreational benefits.
Description:
Policy 4 is not included here because it is more relevant to the MAC Plan than to individual
projects.
Policy 5 is incorporated in Questions 10 and 11 below.

Statewide Priorities
2)

Does your project advance one or more of the Statewide Priorities?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)

If yes, please indicate which priorities. Check all that apply. More information on
each priority is included on the last two pages of this form.
Make Conservation a California Way of Life
Increase Regional Self-Reliance and Integrated Water Management Across All Levels
of Government
Achieve Co-Equal Goals for the Delta
Protect and Restore Important Ecosystems
Manage and Prepare for Dry Periods
Expand Water Storage Capacity and Improve Groundwater Management
Provide Safe Water for All Communities
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Increase Flood Protection
Increase Operational and Regulatory Efficiency
Identify Sustainable and Integrated Financing Opportunities

Resource Management Strategies
3)

Does your project address two or more of the Resource Management Strategies?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)

If yes, please indicate which strategies. Check all that apply to your project.
Groundwater and Aquifer
Remediation

Agricultural Water Use Efficiency
Urban Water Use Efficiency

Matching Water Quality to Use

Flood Management

Pollution Prevention

Conveyance – Delta
Conveyance – Regional/local
System Reoperation
Water Transfers
Conjunctive Management &
Groundwater Storage
Desalination – Brackish and Sea
Water
Recycled Municipal Water
Precipitation Enhancement
Surface Storage – CALFED
Surface Storage – Regional/local
Drinking Water Treatment and
Distribution

Salt and Salinity Management
Urban Stormwater Runoff Management
Agricultural Lands Stewardship
Ecosystem Restoration
Forest Management
Land Use Planning and Management
Recharge Area Protection
Sediment Management
Watershed Management
Economic Incentives
Outreach and Engagement
Water and Culture
Water-Dependent Recreation
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Other Strategies (Crop Idling for Water
Transfers, Dewvaporation or Atmospheric
Pressure Desalination, Fog Collection,

Irrigated Land Retirement, Rainfed
Agriculture, Snow Fences, Waterbag
Transport/Storage Technology
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Project Description
4)

Project Description

Please provide a description of your project, including the project location (please provide GPS
coordinates if available), area and/or entities that will be affected by or will benefit from your
project, related water and environmental resources within the project boundaries, and any
potential obstacles to implementation. Attach extra pages if necessary. If feasible, please
attach a copy of all relevant project literature.
The project would focus on developing a Landowner’s Guide to the Upper Mokelumne
Watershed, similar to watershed landowner guides produced in other areas. We would involve
diverse stakeholders to develop an illustrated, plain-language guide that would help landowners
understand how to reduce sediment and pollution runoff, maximize irrigation efficiency, avoid
destructive wildland fires, capture rainwater, adapt to climate change, control noxious weeds,
and in general, manage their lands in ways that benefit the water quality and ecosystems of the
upper Mokelumne River. The landowner guide would be made available in digital and printed
form free of charge to local landowners.
5)

Readiness to Proceed

Please indicate your project’s readiness. In the text box, please provide more information on
timing, such as when design may be complete, when permits/environmental documentation may
be acquired, or when construction may begin.
Planning/Initial Study
Conceptual Design
In Design
Design Complete
In Environmental Review
Environmental Review Complete
This is a project concept that will need to be fleshed out with stakeholder involvement. It will
not require permits, environmental review, or construction. We believe the project could be
completed in 1-2 years or less.
6)

Planning Horizon

Is the project expected to be completed by 2027?
Yes
No
7)

Technical Feasibility
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Please list background information, studies, or other documentation (including author and year)
that detail the technical feasibility of the project.
This is not a technically complex project, and myriad examples exist.
8)

Economic Feasibility and Project Costs

Please provide estimated project costs (capital, operations and maintenance, and replacement)
and estimated project life.
Capital Cost: $ $50,000
Annual O&M Costs: $ $500 for updates
Replacement Costs, Description of Equipment to be Replaced, & Frequency of
Replacement (e.g., every 5 years): n/a
Estimated Project Life (Years): 5 years
Cost Basis (if not 2018 dollars):
What is the basis for your project costs? At what stage in the project were they developed? If a
cost estimate has been prepared, please provide.
Estimated cost to hire project coordinator, editor, and designer and print 250 copies at a cost of
$4 per copy.
Please describe the economic feasibility of the project. If an economic analysis (benefit/cost
analysis or cost-effectiveness analysis) of the project has been completed, please provide the
findings of that analysis and the reference (including author and year).
Feasible provided funds can be secured.
9)

Financing

How will your project be financed? What are the funding sources for your project?
Potential funding sources include state grants, foundation and corporate grants, and in-kind
donations of time by agency staff.
10) Climate Change Adaptation
Does your project help adapt to climate change? E.g., how your project helps the region adapt
to identified climate change regional vulnerabilities; how your project may address changes to
the amount, intensity, timing, quality, and variability of runoff and recharge.
Yes
No
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If yes, please explain how and the likelihood of the climate change adaptation benefits.
The project will help local landowners better understand how to manage their lands in response
to climate change.
11) Climate Change Mitigation
Does your project help mitigate against the effects of climate change? E.g., how your project
may reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions as compared to project alternatives; how your
project may reduce energy consumption, especially the energy embedded in water use; or if
your project includes renewable energy sources.
Yes
No
If yes, please explain how and the likelihood of the climate change mitigation benefits.
Providing landowners with information on effective rainwater capture can reduce the
energy required to convey and treat water and reduce energy demand for groundwater
pumping.
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More Information
12) Multi-entity Integration and Benefits
Is your project linked to or combined with another project or provide benefits to more than one
entity?
Yes
No
If yes, please describe the linked / integrated projects and other possible project participants.
Describe entities that benefit from the project and describe the benefits to each entity.
The project is not linked directly to other projects, but would dovetail nicely with local water
conservation programs. Municipal water suppliers would benefit from reduced sedimentation
and other pollution as well as lower fire risk, and fishery managers and river users would benefit
from maintenance or improvement of water quality.
13) Disadvantaged Communities Benefits
Does your project provide specific benefits to critical DAC water issues? For the purposes of
Proposition 1 funding, a DAC is defined as “a community with a median household income
(MHI) less than 80% of the Statewide average.” If you are unsure if your project is located in a
DAC, please use the DWR mapping tool, located here: https://gis.water.ca.gov/app/dacs/.
Yes, my project provides benefits to DACs as defined by Prop 1
Yes, my project provides benefits to DACs using some other definition (please
indicate the definition you are using in the comment box below)
No
If yes, please identify the DAC benefits and explain the magnitude of each benefit.
Many landowners in local DACs live within the watershed. The project would provide
them with a single source of information that could help the better manage their home
and land water use.
14) Native American Tribal Communities Benefits
Does your project provide specific benefits to critical water issues for Native American tribal
communities?
Yes
No
If yes, please identify the benefits and explain the magnitude of each benefit.
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Native communities in the watershed would benefit from reduced pollution runoff to the
river and potentially, eradication of noxious weeds that compete with culturally valuable
plants.
15) Environmental Justice Concerns
Does your project have environmental justice concerns? Environmental Justice is defined by
State Law as: “the fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all people regardless of race,
color, sex national origin, or income with respect to the development, implementation and
enforcement of environmental laws, regulations, and policies.”
Yes
No
Please provide a rationale for your response.
Does not adversely affect any group or community.
16) Best Project for Intended Purpose
Please indicate the score below that best reflects your project and provide a justification of how
you arrived at your score.
High: Project is the best possible alternative to meet the stated need from a social,
environmental, and economic perspective.
Medium: Other alternatives exist that may be preferable from a social, environmental,
and economic perspective.
Low: Other alternatives clearly exist that will be better to meet the intended need from
a social, environmental, and economic perspective.
Publications, and especially web publications, are a cost-effective way to distribute
information to people in a community. Since this would be developed by local people, it’s
likely to have a higher level of landowner acceptance than a state or federal or agency
publication, and all printing and other professional work would be done in our
communities, if at all possible.
17) Minimize Implementation Risk
Please indicate the score below that best reflects your project and provide a justification of how
you arrived at your score.
High: Minimal implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such as
regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and low degree of controversy,
potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
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Medium: Moderate implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such
as regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and moderate degree of
controversy, potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
Low: High implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such as
regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and high degree of controversy,
potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
There are few obvious obstacles to implementation. Minimizing controversy would
require that the steering committee for the project include respected local landowners
and organizations trusted by the landowner community.
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California Statewide Priorities
Make Conservation a Way of Life
• Building on current water conservation efforts and promoting the innovation of new
systems for increased water conservation.
• Expand agricultural and urban water conservation and efficiency to exceed SBX7-7
targets
• Provide funding for conservation and efficiency
• Increase water sector energy efficiency and greenhouse gas reduction capacity
• Promote local urban conservation ordinances and programs
Increase Regional Self-Reliance and Integrated Water Management Across All Levels of
Government
• Ensure water security at the local level, where individual government efforts integrate
into one combined regional commitment where the sum becomes greater than any
single piece.
• Support and expand funding for Integrated Water Management planning and projects
• Improve land use and water alignment
• Provide assistance to disadvantaged communities
• Encourage State focus on projects with multiple benefits
• Increase the use of recycled water
Achieve Co-Equal Goals for the Delta
• This action is directed towards State and federal agencies; however, consideration will
be afforded to eligible local or regional projects that also support achieving the co-equal
goals providing a more reliable water supply for California and to protect, restore, and
enhance the Delta ecosystem.
Protect and Restore Important Ecosystems
• Continue protecting and restoring the resiliency of our ecosystems to support fish and
wildlife populations, improve water quality, and restore natural system functions.
• Restore key mountain meadow habitat
• Manage headwaters for multiple benefits
• Protect key habitat of the Salton Sea through local partnership
• Restore coastal watersheds
• Continue restoration efforts in the Lake Tahoe Basin
• Continue restoration efforts in the Klamath Basin
• Water for wetlands and waterfowl
• Eliminate barriers to fish migration
• Assess fish passage at large dams
• Enhance water flows in stream systems statewide
Manage and Prepare for Dry Periods
• Effectively manage water resources through all hydrologic conditions to reduce impacts
of shortages and lessen costs of state response actions. Secure more reliable water
supplies and consequently improve drought preparedness and make California’s water
system more resilient.
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•
•

Revise operations to respond to extreme conditions
Encourage healthy soils

Expand Water Storage Capacity and Improve Groundwater Management
• Increase water storage for widespread public and environmental benefits, especially in
increasingly dry years and better manage our groundwater to reduce overdraft.
• Provide essential data to enable Sustainable Groundwater Management
• Support funding partnerships for storage projects
• Improve Sustainable Groundwater Management
• Support distributed groundwater storage
• Increase statewide groundwater recharge
• Accelerate clean-up of contaminated groundwater and prevent future contamination
Provide Safe Water for All Communities
• Provide all Californians the right to safe, clean, affordable and accessible water
adequate for human consumption, cooking, and sanitary purposes.
• Consolidate water quality programs
• Provide funding assistance for vulnerable communities
• Manage the supply status of community water systems
o

Additionally, as required by Water Code §10545, in areas that have nitrate, arsenic,
perchlorate, or hexavalent chromium contamination, consideration will be given to grant
proposals that included projects that help address the impacts caused by nitrate, arsenic,
perchlorate, or hexavalent chromium contamination, including projects that provide safe
drinking water to small disadvantaged communities.

Increase Flood Protection
• Collaboratively plan for integrated flood and water management systems, and implement
flood projects that protect public safety, increase water supply reliability, conserve
farmlands, and restore ecosystems.
• Improve access to emergency funds
• Better coordinate flood response operations
• Prioritize funding to reduce flood risk and improve flood response
• Encourage flood projects that plan for climate change and achieve multiple benefits
Increase Operational and Regulatory Efficiency
• This action is directed towards State and federal agencies; however, consideration will
be afforded to eligible local or regional projects that also support increased operational
of the State Water Project or Central Valley Project.
Identify Sustainable and Integrated Financing Opportunities
• This action is directed towards State agencies and the legislature.
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Mokelumne/Amador/Calaveras (MAC)
Integrated Regional Water Management Plan Update
Project Information Sheet
PLEASE SUBMIT COMPLETED FORMS BY AUGUST 6, 2018
Questions and completed forms should be directed to:
Rachel Gross
Woodard & Curran
415-321-3424
rgross@woodardcurran.com

Proposed Project and Responsible Agency Information
Project Title: Jackson Creek Sewer Line Relocation – Conceptual Design/Feasibility Study
Project Location: Jackson Creek (including North & South Forks)
Submitting Entity / Project Proponent: City of Jackson
Other Participating Agencies (if applicable): None
Contact Name for Project Proponent: Yvonne Kimball, City Manager
Mailing Address for Project Proponent: 33 Broadway, Jackson, CA 95642
Phone Number for Project Proponent: 209.223.1646
Email Address for Project Proponent: ykimball@ci.jackson.ca.us
To the best of your knowledge, do you anticipate that your agency will adopt/approve the
2018 MAC IRWMP?
Yes
No
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Eligibility
In order to be considered for inclusion in the MAC Plan 2018 Update, the project must meet at
least one MAC Plan Goal, at least one Statewide Priority, and address at least two Resource
Management Strategies. If your project does not meet these minimum requirements it will not be
included in the MAC Plan 2018 Update.
MAC Plan Update Goals
1)

Does your project advance one or more of the MAC IRWM goals?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)

If yes, please indicate which goal and explain how.
Policy 1: Maintain and Improve Water Quality
Goal: Reduce sources of contaminants.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Goal: Manage stormwater flows and transport of sediment and contaminants.
Description: During storm events wastewater and storm water have the potential to
come into contact with each other because of the location and condition of the City’s
existing sewer mains. Replacement and relocation of the sewer lines will significantly
reduce the potential for storm water to be polluted by municipal waste water.
Policy 2: Improve Water Supply Reliability and Ensure Long-Term Balance of Supply and
Demand
Goal: Ensure sufficient firm yield water supply.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Goal: Maintain and improve water infrastructure reliability.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Goal: Promote water conservation, recycling and reuse for urban and agricultural uses.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Goal: Develop appropriate drought mitigation measures.
Description: Click here to enter text.
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Policy 3: Practice Resource Stewardship
Goal: Identify opportunities to conserve, enhance and restore the region’s natural
resources.
Description: Relocation of the City’s sewer mains will restore the creek to a more
natural state.
Goal: Minimize adverse effects on biological and cultural resources.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Goal: Identify opportunities for public access, open spaces, trails, and other
recreational benefits.
Description: Click here to enter text.
Policy 4 is not included here because it is more relevant to the MAC Plan than to individual
projects.
Policy 5 is incorporated in Questions 10 and 11 below.

Statewide Priorities
2)

Does your project advance one or more of the Statewide Priorities?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)
If yes, please indicate which priorities. Check all that apply. More information on
each priority is included on the last two pages of this form.
Make Conservation a California Way of Life
Increase Regional Self-Reliance and Integrated Water Management Across All Levels
of Government
Achieve Co-Equal Goals for the Delta
Protect and Restore Important Ecosystems
Manage and Prepare for Dry Periods
Expand Water Storage Capacity and Improve Groundwater Management
Provide Safe Water for All Communities
Increase Flood Protection
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Increase Operational and Regulatory Efficiency
Identify Sustainable and Integrated Financing Opportunities

Resource Management Strategies
3)

Does your project address two or more of the Resource Management Strategies?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)
If yes, please indicate which strategies. Check all that apply to your project.
Agricultural Water Use Efficiency

Pollution Prevention

Urban Water Use Efficiency

Salt and Salinity Management

Flood Management

Urban Stormwater Runoff Management

Conveyance – Delta

Agricultural Lands Stewardship

Conveyance – Regional/local

Ecosystem Restoration

System Reoperation

Forest Management

Water Transfers

Land Use Planning and Management

Conjunctive Management &
Groundwater Storage
Desalination – Brackish and Sea
Water

Recharge Area Protection
Sediment Management
Watershed Management

Recycled Municipal Water

Economic Incentives

Precipitation Enhancement

Outreach and Engagement

Surface Storage – CALFED

Water and Culture

Surface Storage – Regional/local

Water-Dependent Recreation

Drinking Water Treatment and
Distribution
Groundwater and Aquifer
Remediation
Matching Water Quality to Use

Other Strategies (Crop Idling for Water
Transfers, Dewvaporation or Atmospheric
Pressure Desalination, Fog Collection,
Irrigated Land Retirement, Rainfed
Agriculture, Snow Fences, Waterbag
Transport/Storage Technology
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Project Description
4)

Project Description

Please provide a description of your project, including the project location (please provide GPS
coordinates if available), area and/or entities that will be affected by or will benefit from your
project, related water and environmental resources within the project boundaries, and any
potential obstacles to implementation. Attach extra pages if necessary. If feasible, please
attach a copy of all relevant project literature.
When the City’s sewer lines were installed in the 1930s, the obvious location was the City’s
creek beds because they provided the necessary gradient difference to affectively transport
wastewater to the treatment plant (see attached Sewer Map). These lines were upgraded in the
1970’s however over time these lines have degraded so that during storm events there is the
potential for municipal wastewater contamination of the water in the creek. Maintenance of
these sewer lines is difficult because of their location in the creek – repairs have to be done
during the summer or fall when the water level is low. Additionally, the repairs are disruptive to
the flora and fauna in the riparian area. The City has embarked in a robust monitoring and
maintenance program for identifying and repairing deficiencies with the sewer mains, however
the risk of potential contamination of the creek will remain high as long as the lines are located
below the high water mark.
The City would like to have a conceptual design and feasibility study prepared to review the
possibility removing approximately 10,300 linear feet of sewer mains from Jackson Creek. The
objective is two-fold: First, to reduce the potential pollution that can result from wastewater
mixing with the creek water. Second, replacement and relocation of the sewer lines will restore
the creeks to their natural state.
5)

Readiness to Proceed

Please indicate your project’s readiness. In the text box, please provide more information on
timing, such as when design may be complete, when permits/environmental documentation may
be acquired, or when construction may begin.
Planning/Initial Study
Conceptual Design
In Design
Design Complete
In Environmental Review
Environmental Review Complete
The City is seeking grant funds to initiate a conceptual design and feasibility study for this
project.
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6)

Planning Horizon

Is the project expected to be completed by 2027?
Yes
No
7)

Technical Feasibility

Please list background information, studies, or other documentation (including author and year)
that detail the technical feasibility of the project.
To be completed.
8)

Economic Feasibility and Project Costs

Please provide estimated project costs (capital, operations and maintenance, and replacement)
and estimated project life.
Capital Cost: $ $200,000
Annual O&M Costs: $ n/a
Replacement Costs, Description of Equipment to be Replaced, & Frequency of
Replacement (e.g., every 5 years): n/a
Estimated Project Life (Years): n/a
Cost Basis (if not 2018 dollars): n/a
What is the basis for your project costs? At what stage in the project were they developed? If a
cost estimate has been prepared, please provide.
Estimated cost of the conceptual design and feasibility study was provided by West Yost
Associates based on similar work for other clients.
Please describe the economic feasibility of the project. If an economic analysis (benefit/cost
analysis or cost-effectiveness analysis) of the project has been completed, please provide the
findings of that analysis and the reference (including author and year).
An economic analysis will be incorporated into the feasibility study. It is anticipated that the
benefit will considerably outweigh the cost. Replacing and relocating the sewer lines will correct
deficiencies in the system and reduce the amount of effluent to the WWTP thereby reducing
treatment costs. Additionally, the cost to address contamination and potential fines from the
Regional Water Quality Control Board will also reduce costs to the City’s rate payers.
9)

Financing

How will your project be financed? What are the funding sources for your project?
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The City’s sewer enterprise fund in conjunction with grant funds.
10) Climate Change Adaptation
Does your project help adapt to climate change? E.g., how your project helps the region adapt
to identified climate change regional vulnerabilities; how your project may address changes to
the amount, intensity, timing, quality, and variability of runoff and recharge.
Yes
No
If yes, please explain how and the likelihood of the climate change adaptation benefits.
Click here to enter text.
11) Climate Change Mitigation
Does your project help mitigate against the effects of climate change? E.g., how your project
may reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions as compared to project alternatives; how your
project may reduce energy consumption, especially the energy embedded in water use; or if
your project includes renewable energy sources.
Yes
No
If yes, please explain how and the likelihood of the climate change mitigation benefits.
Click here to enter text. Click here to enter text.
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More Information
12) Multi-entity Integration and Benefits
Is your project linked to or combined with another project or provide benefits to more than one
entity?
Yes
No
If yes, please describe the linked / integrated projects and other possible project participants.
Describe entities that benefit from the project and describe the benefits to each entity.
Click here to enter text.
13) Disadvantaged Communities Benefits
Does your project provide specific benefits to critical DAC water issues? For the purposes of
Proposition 1 funding, a DAC is defined as “a community with a median household income
(MHI) less than 80% of the Statewide average.” If you are unsure if your project is located in a
DAC, please use the DWR mapping tool, located here: https://gis.water.ca.gov/app/dacs/.
Yes, my project provides benefits to DACs as defined by Prop 1
Yes, my project provides benefits to DACs using some other definition (please
indicate the definition you are using in the comment box below)
No
If yes, please identify the DAC benefits and explain the magnitude of each benefit.
Click here to enter text.
14) Native American Tribal Communities Benefits
Does your project provide specific benefits to critical water issues for Native American tribal
communities?
Yes
No
If yes, please identify the benefits and explain the magnitude of each benefit.
Click here to enter text.
15) Environmental Justice Concerns
Does your project have environmental justice concerns? Environmental Justice is defined by
State Law as: “the fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all people regardless of race,
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color, sex national origin, or income with respect to the development, implementation and
enforcement of environmental laws, regulations, and policies.”
Yes
No
Please provide a rationale for your response.
Relocation of the sewer lines out of the creek benefits all City citizens by reducing
potential pollution and restoring the creek to its natural state.
16) Best Project for Intended Purpose
Please indicate the score below that best reflects your project and provide a justification of how
you arrived at your score.
High: Project is the best possible alternative to meet the stated need from a social,
environmental, and economic perspective.
Medium: Other alternatives exist that may be preferable from a social, environmental,
and economic perspective.
Low: Other alternatives clearly exist that will be better to meet the intended need from
a social, environmental, and economic perspective.
Without a professionally prepared feasibility study the City would be unable to implement
removal of the aging sewer lines from Jackson Creek.
17) Minimize Implementation Risk
Please indicate the score below that best reflects your project and provide a justification of how
you arrived at your score.
High: Minimal implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such as
regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and low degree of controversy,
potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
Medium: Moderate implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such
as regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and moderate degree of
controversy, potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
Low: High implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such as
regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and high degree of controversy,
potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
The Feasibility Study will document implementation risk in order to mitigate them. There
is no implementation risk associated with preparation of the study.
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California Statewide Priorities
Make Conservation a Way of Life
• Building on current water conservation efforts and promoting the innovation of new
systems for increased water conservation.
• Expand agricultural and urban water conservation and efficiency to exceed SBX7-7
targets
• Provide funding for conservation and efficiency
• Increase water sector energy efficiency and greenhouse gas reduction capacity
• Promote local urban conservation ordinances and programs
Increase Regional Self-Reliance and Integrated Water Management Across All Levels of
Government
• Ensure water security at the local level, where individual government efforts integrate
into one combined regional commitment where the sum becomes greater than any
single piece.
• Support and expand funding for Integrated Water Management planning and projects
• Improve land use and water alignment
• Provide assistance to disadvantaged communities
• Encourage State focus on projects with multiple benefits
• Increase the use of recycled water
Achieve Co-Equal Goals for the Delta
• This action is directed towards State and federal agencies; however, consideration will
be afforded to eligible local or regional projects that also support achieving the co-equal
goals providing a more reliable water supply for California and to protect, restore, and
enhance the Delta ecosystem.
Protect and Restore Important Ecosystems
• Continue protecting and restoring the resiliency of our ecosystems to support fish and
wildlife populations, improve water quality, and restore natural system functions.
• Restore key mountain meadow habitat
• Manage headwaters for multiple benefits
• Protect key habitat of the Salton Sea through local partnership
• Restore coastal watersheds
• Continue restoration efforts in the Lake Tahoe Basin
• Continue restoration efforts in the Klamath Basin
• Water for wetlands and waterfowl
• Eliminate barriers to fish migration
• Assess fish passage at large dams
• Enhance water flows in stream systems statewide
Manage and Prepare for Dry Periods
• Effectively manage water resources through all hydrologic conditions to reduce impacts
of shortages and lessen costs of state response actions. Secure more reliable water
supplies and consequently improve drought preparedness and make California’s water
system more resilient.
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•
•

Revise operations to respond to extreme conditions
Encourage healthy soils

Expand Water Storage Capacity and Improve Groundwater Management
• Increase water storage for widespread public and environmental benefits, especially in
increasingly dry years and better manage our groundwater to reduce overdraft.
• Provide essential data to enable Sustainable Groundwater Management
• Support funding partnerships for storage projects
• Improve Sustainable Groundwater Management
• Support distributed groundwater storage
• Increase statewide groundwater recharge
• Accelerate clean-up of contaminated groundwater and prevent future contamination
Provide Safe Water for All Communities
• Provide all Californians the right to safe, clean, affordable and accessible water
adequate for human consumption, cooking, and sanitary purposes.
• Consolidate water quality programs
• Provide funding assistance for vulnerable communities
• Manage the supply status of community water systems
o

Additionally, as required by Water Code §10545, in areas that have nitrate, arsenic,
perchlorate, or hexavalent chromium contamination, consideration will be given to grant
proposals that included projects that help address the impacts caused by nitrate, arsenic,
perchlorate, or hexavalent chromium contamination, including projects that provide safe
drinking water to small disadvantaged communities.

Increase Flood Protection
• Collaboratively plan for integrated flood and water management systems, and implement
flood projects that protect public safety, increase water supply reliability, conserve
farmlands, and restore ecosystems.
• Improve access to emergency funds
• Better coordinate flood response operations
• Prioritize funding to reduce flood risk and improve flood response
• Encourage flood projects that plan for climate change and achieve multiple benefits
Increase Operational and Regulatory Efficiency
• This action is directed towards State and federal agencies; however, consideration will
be afforded to eligible local or regional projects that also support increased operational
of the State Water Project or Central Valley Project.
Identify Sustainable and Integrated Financing Opportunities
• This action is directed towards State agencies and the legislature.
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Mokelumne/Amador/Calaveras (MAC)
Integrated Regional Water Management Plan Update
Project Information Sheet
PLEASE SUBMIT COMPLETED FORMS BY AUGUST 6, 2018
Questions and completed forms should be directed to:
Rachel Gross
Woodard & Curran
415-321-3424
rgross@woodardcurran.com

Proposed Project and Responsible Agency Information
Project Title: Hemlock Forest Restoration Water Yield Project Study
Project Location: The 12,000-acre landscape-restoration project is located in the Stanislaus
National Forest and Mokelumne River basin in Calaveras County, California.
Submitting Entity / Project Proponent: Upper Mokelumne River Watershed Authority
Other Participating Agencies (if applicable): Sierra Nevada Research Institute at the

University of California, Merced in partnership with the Bureau of Reclamation, the US
Forest service and the University of California at Berkley.
Contact Name for Project Proponent: Ms. Karen Quidachay
Mailing Address for Project Proponent: Landmark Environmental, Inc., 2864 Ray Lawyer
Drive, Suite 205 Placerville, California 95667
Phone Number for Project Proponent: 530-295-8124
Email Address for Project Proponent: karenq@innercite.com
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To the best of your knowledge, do you anticipate that your agency will adopt/approve the
2018 MAC IRWMP?
Yes
No
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Eligibility
In order to be considered for inclusion in the MAC Plan 2018 Update, the project must meet at
least one MAC Plan Goal, at least one Statewide Priority, and address at least two Resource
Management Strategies. If your project does not meet these minimum requirements it will not be
included in the MAC Plan 2018 Update.
MAC Plan Update Goals
1)

Does your project advance one or more of the MAC IRWM goals?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)

If yes, please indicate which goal and explain how.
Policy 1: Maintain and Improve Water Quality
Goal: Reduce sources of contaminants.
Description:
Goal: Manage stormwater flows and transport of sediment and contaminants.
Description:
Policy 2: Improve Water Supply Reliability and Ensure Long-Term Balance of Supply and
Demand
Goal: Ensure sufficient firm yield water supply.
Description:
Goal: Maintain and improve water infrastructure reliability.
Description:
Goal: Promote water conservation, recycling and reuse for urban and agricultural uses.
Description:
Goal: Develop appropriate drought mitigation measures.
Description:
Policy 3: Practice Resource Stewardship
Goal: Identify opportunities to conserve, enhance and restore the region’s natural
resources.
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Description:
Goal: Minimize adverse effects on biological and cultural resources.
Description:
Goal: Identify opportunities for public access, open spaces, trails, and other
recreational benefits.
Description:
Policy 4 is not included here because it is more relevant to the MAC Plan than to individual
projects.
Policy 5 is incorporated in Questions 10 and 11 below.

Statewide Priorities
2)

Does your project advance one or more of the Statewide Priorities?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)

If yes, please indicate which priorities. Check all that apply. More information on
each priority is included on the last two pages of this form.
Make Conservation a California Way of Life
Increase Regional Self-Reliance and Integrated Water Management Across All Levels
of Government
Achieve Co-Equal Goals for the Delta
Protect and Restore Important Ecosystems
Manage and Prepare for Dry Periods
Expand Water Storage Capacity and Improve Groundwater Management
Provide Safe Water for All Communities
Increase Flood Protection
Increase Operational and Regulatory Efficiency
Identify Sustainable and Integrated Financing Opportunities
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Resource Management Strategies
3)

Does your project address two or more of the Resource Management Strategies?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)

If yes, please indicate which strategies. Check all that apply to your project.
Agricultural Water Use Efficiency

Pollution Prevention

Urban Water Use Efficiency

Salt and Salinity Management

Flood Management

Urban Stormwater Runoff Management

Conveyance – Delta

Agricultural Lands Stewardship

Conveyance – Regional/local

Ecosystem Restoration

System Reoperation

Forest Management

Water Transfers

Land Use Planning and Management

Conjunctive Management &
Groundwater Storage
Desalination – Brackish and Sea
Water

Recharge Area Protection
Sediment Management
Watershed Management

Recycled Municipal Water

Economic Incentives

Precipitation Enhancement

Outreach and Engagement

Surface Storage – CALFED

Water and Culture

Surface Storage – Regional/local

Water-Dependent Recreation

Drinking Water Treatment and
Distribution
Groundwater and Aquifer
Remediation
Matching Water Quality to Use

Other Strategies (Crop Idling for Water
Transfers, Dewvaporation or Atmospheric
Pressure Desalination, Fog Collection,
Irrigated Land Retirement, Rainfed
Agriculture, Snow Fences, Waterbag
Transport/Storage Technology
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Project Description
4)

Project Description

Please provide a description of your project, including the project location (please provide GPS
coordinates if available), area and/or entities that will be affected by or will benefit from your
project, related water and environmental resources within the project boundaries, and any
potential obstacles to implementation. Attach extra pages if necessary. If feasible, please
attach a copy of all relevant project literature.
The ten-year Hemlock Forest Restoration Water Yield Project is the first comprehensive,
quantitative assessment of the water-cycle consequences (both positive and negative) of forest
restoration in a Sierra Nevada mixed-conifer forest. The 12,000-acre landscape-restoration
water-yield project is located in the Stanislaus National Forest and Mokelumne River watershed,
which is an area that Congress has authorized the Bureau of Reclamation to undertake for
feasibility studies for water storage and improved water-management reliability. The Stanislaus
National Forest expects that their forest restoration actions will improve watershed functions by
creating different forest-stand structures and densities; reducing the forest’s susceptibility to
insect, disease, and drought-related mortality; reducing surface fuels, increasing the height to
canopy, and decreasing crown density; retaining large, fire-resistant trees; maintaining and
enhancing wildlife habitat; enhancing the extent and connectivity of aspen stands; and
improving resource and watershed conditions. These actions are also expected to enhance
water-supply reliability by restoring the fraction of precipitation that leaves the basin as runoff
versus evapotranspiration; guard against erosion, water-quality problems and snowpack losses
associated with wildfire; and maintain water and forest health as the climate warms and
evaporative demand increases.
The Sierra Nevada Research Institute has initiated the Hemlock Project to blend strategically
placed in-situ measurements with broad-coverage satellite and aircraft measurements allowing
estimates of snowpack, soil moisture, vegetation state, energy balance, and snowmelt. The
Hemlock Project is the first comprehensive, quantitative assessment of the water-cycle impacts
of forest restoration in the Sierra Nevada mixed-conifer forest.
The Hemlock Project has been designed to quantitatively evaluate the effects of differences in
forest tree stand structure on fire resiliency and water yield from catchments in the snow-rain
transition zone. The fundamental goal of this investigation is to provide quantitative, credible
assessments of the water-cycle impacts of forest vegetation density, structure, disturbance and
management actions that can be scaled across the Sierra Nevada (and other forests).
To fulfill project goals requires an on-the-ground measurement and assessment program that
generates data and information specific to the Sierra Nevada. Three main hydrologic
hypotheses that are to be tested under this project are:
• Changes in stand structure to a lower stand density will enhance snow retention, affect
runoff timing, and increase the overall water yield.
• The magnitude of these changes can be detected and verified using a combination of
field measurements in paired catchments and hydrologic modeling.
• Periodic vegetation treatments will be required to sustain changes in water cycle.
Management objectives in the Hemlock Project include multiple factors that affect future fire
intensity and severity, including reducing surface fuels, increasing the height to canopy,
severity.
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5)

Readiness to Proceed

Please indicate your project’s readiness. In the text box, please provide more information on
timing, such as when design may be complete, when permits/environmental documentation may
be acquired, or when construction may begin.
Planning/Initial Study
Conceptual Design
In Design
Design Complete
In Environmental Review
Environmental Review Complete
The Hemlock Project NEPA Decision Notice was signed in October 2015, and the first contract
for thinning was issued in 2016. In 2017, UC Merced installed two complete weather stations,
three soil moisture, metric potential, and snow monitoring clusters, and four water-stage
recorders. This project is currently in the Phase 2 implementation stage.
6)

Planning Horizon

Is the project expected to be completed by 2027?
Yes
No
7)

Technical Feasibility

Please list background information, studies, or other documentation (including author and year)
that detail the technical feasibility of the project.
An ecosystems management strategy for Sierra mixed-conifer forests. General Technical
Report PSW-GTR-220. U.S. Department of Agriculture, Forest Service, Pacific Southwest
Research Station, Albany, California, USA. 2 Collins, B. M., Everett, R. G., & Stephens, S. L.
(2011)
Impacts of fire exclusion and recent managed fire on forest structure in old growth Sierra
Nevada mixed-conifer forests. Ecosphere, 2(4): 1-14. 3 Podolak, K., Edelson, D., Kruse, S.,
Aylward, B., Zimring, M., & Wobbrock, N. (2015)
Estimating the Water Supply Benefits from Forest Restoration in the Northern Sierra Nevada.
An unpublished report of The Nature Conservancy prepared with Ecosystem Economics. San
Francisco, CA. 4 Final California Water Plan Update 2013
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A restoration framework for federal forests in the Pacific Northwest. Journal of Forestry, 110(8),
429-439. 6 Seymour, R. S., & White, A. S. (2002).
Natural disturbance regimes in northeastern North America - evaluating silvicultural systems
using natural scales and frequencies. Forest Ecology and Management, 155(1), 357-367. 7
Covington, W.W. (2000)
Helping western forests heal. Nature, 408:135-136. 8 Chmura, D. J., Anderson, P. D., Howe, G.
T., Harrington, C. A., Halofsky, J. E., Peterson, D. L., ... & Clair, J. B. S. (2011).
Forest responses to climate change in the northwestern United States: ecophysiological
foundations for adaptive management. Forest Ecology and Management, 261(7), 1121-1142. 9
Harrison, B. & Bales, R.C. (2015).
Forests and water in the Sierra Nevada: Sierra Nevada watershed ecosystem enhancement
project. Sierra Nevada Research Institute Report, 11. 12 Goulden, M. L., & Bales, R. C. (2014)
Mountain runoff vulnerability to increased evapotranspiration with vegetation expansion.
Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, 111(39), 14071-14075. 13 Sierra Nevada
Adaptive Management Project. http://snamp.cnr.berkeley.edu. 14 Kings River Experimental
Watersheds Project, Pacific Southwest Research Station.
8)

Economic Feasibility and Project Costs

Please provide estimated project costs (capital, operations and maintenance, and replacement)
and estimated project life.
Capital Cost: Previously funded
Annual O&M Study Costs: $ 275,000 per year @ two years = $550,000
Replacement Costs, Description of Equipment to be Replaced, & Frequency of
Replacement (e.g., every 5 years):
Estimated Project Life (Years): 2 years (out of total 10-year study period)
Cost Basis (if not 2018 dollars): 2018 dollars
What is the basis for your project costs? At what stage in the project were they developed? If a
cost estimate has been prepared, please provide.
Project Budget & Schedule:
The Hemlock Project is envisioned as a ten-year program. Most of the “Year 1” funding was
devoted to installing measurement instrumentation. This project proposal provides support for
enhancing the measurement instrumentation, conducting on-the-ground vegetation surveys, and
data processing in years 2 and 3. Project proponents plan to do the initial on the ground and
LiDAR vegetation surveys in year 3 and then again in year 5 or 6 following treatment. Results
addressing the core project will be produced annually, following initiation of the regional analysis
and modeling task. Definitive results addressing the harder validation questions would depend
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in part on post-thinning data and modeling. It is assumed that forest thinning would occur in
years 4-5, allowing for 3-4 years of pre-treatment measurements.
Please describe the economic feasibility of the project. If an economic analysis (benefit/cost
analysis or cost-effectiveness analysis) of the project has been completed, please provide the
findings of that analysis and the reference (including author and year).
Not available.
9)

Financing

How will your project be financed? What are the funding sources for your project?
Year 1 project funding was awarded by the Bureau of Reclamation. Additional funding was also
awarded through a forest resiliency grant from PG&E. Through a partnership with Blue Forest
Conservation efforts are underway to secure private capital.
10) Climate Change Adaptation
Does your project help adapt to climate change? E.g., how your project helps the region adapt
to identified climate change regional vulnerabilities; how your project may address changes to
the amount, intensity, timing, quality, and variability of runoff and recharge.
Yes
No
If yes, please explain how and the likelihood of the climate change adaptation benefits.
The results of this study will inform land managers as to the multi-year impacts of landscapescale vegetation treatments in wet versus dry years. It will inform water managers of the
quantitative benefits of watershed management in source-water areas, and stimulate their
further participation in both restoration and longer-term management. It will provide quantitative
tools for assessment, backed by solid measurements, which will enable extending the
assessments to larger scales. It will provide feedback for adaptive management for watershed
enhancement, wildfire risk reduction through forest thinning, prescribed fire and other foresthealth treatments. This project fills a critical gap in our knowledge base around water, climate
and forest management; and it has the potential to be transformative in bringing the dialog and
inter-agency, multi-stakeholder cooperation to a new level.
11) Climate Change Mitigation
Does your project help mitigate against the effects of climate change? E.g., how your project
may reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions as compared to project alternatives; how your
project may reduce energy consumption, especially the energy embedded in water use; or if
your project includes renewable energy sources.
Yes
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No
If yes, please explain how and the likelihood of the climate change mitigation benefits.
Click here to enter text.
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More Information
12) Multi-entity Integration and Benefits
Is your project linked to or combined with another project or provide benefits to more than one
entity?
Yes
No
If yes, please describe the linked / integrated projects and other possible project participants.
Describe entities that benefit from the project and describe the benefits to each entity.
Amador and Calaveras water suppliers that rely on the Mokleumne River, along with east Bay
MUD, could benefit from improved forest management and increased water supply as a result of
this study.
13) Disadvantaged Communities Benefits
Does your project provide specific benefits to critical DAC water issues? For the purposes of
Proposition 1 funding, a DAC is defined as “a community with a median household income
(MHI) less than 80% of the Statewide average.” If you are unsure if your project is located in a
DAC, please use the DWR mapping tool, located here: https://gis.water.ca.gov/app/dacs/.
Yes, my project provides benefits to DACs as defined by Prop 1
Yes, my project provides benefits to DACs using some other definition (please
indicate the definition you are using in the comment box below)
No
If yes, please identify the DAC benefits and explain the magnitude of each benefit.
14) Native American Tribal Communities Benefits
Does your project provide specific benefits to critical water issues for Native American tribal
communities?
Yes
No
If yes, please identify the benefits and explain the magnitude of each benefit.
15) Environmental Justice Concerns
Does your project have environmental justice concerns? Environmental Justice is defined by
State Law as: “the fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all people regardless of race,
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color, sex national origin, or income with respect to the development, implementation and
enforcement of environmental laws, regulations, and policies.”
Yes
No
Please provide a rationale for your response.
16) Best Project for Intended Purpose
Please indicate the score below that best reflects your project and provide a justification of how
you arrived at your score.
High: Project is the best possible alternative to meet the stated need from a social,
environmental, and economic perspective.
Medium: Other alternatives exist that may be preferable from a social, environmental,
and economic perspective.
Low: Other alternatives clearly exist that will be better to meet the intended need from
a social, environmental, and economic perspective.
17) Minimize Implementation Risk
Please indicate the score below that best reflects your project and provide a justification of how
you arrived at your score.
High: Minimal implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such as
regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and low degree of controversy,
potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
Medium: Moderate implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such
as regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and moderate degree of
controversy, potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
Low: High implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such as
regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and high degree of controversy,
potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
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California Statewide Priorities
Make Conservation a Way of Life
• Building on current water conservation efforts and promoting the innovation of new
systems for increased water conservation.
• Expand agricultural and urban water conservation and efficiency to exceed SBX7-7
targets
• Provide funding for conservation and efficiency
• Increase water sector energy efficiency and greenhouse gas reduction capacity
• Promote local urban conservation ordinances and programs
Increase Regional Self-Reliance and Integrated Water Management Across All Levels of
Government
• Ensure water security at the local level, where individual government efforts integrate
into one combined regional commitment where the sum becomes greater than any
single piece.
• Support and expand funding for Integrated Water Management planning and projects
• Improve land use and water alignment
• Provide assistance to disadvantaged communities
• Encourage State focus on projects with multiple benefits
• Increase the use of recycled water
Achieve Co-Equal Goals for the Delta
• This action is directed towards State and federal agencies; however, consideration will
be afforded to eligible local or regional projects that also support achieving the co-equal
goals providing a more reliable water supply for California and to protect, restore, and
enhance the Delta ecosystem.
Protect and Restore Important Ecosystems
• Continue protecting and restoring the resiliency of our ecosystems to support fish and
wildlife populations, improve water quality, and restore natural system functions.
• Restore key mountain meadow habitat
• Manage headwaters for multiple benefits
• Protect key habitat of the Salton Sea through local partnership
• Restore coastal watersheds
• Continue restoration efforts in the Lake Tahoe Basin
• Continue restoration efforts in the Klamath Basin
• Water for wetlands and waterfowl
• Eliminate barriers to fish migration
• Assess fish passage at large dams
• Enhance water flows in stream systems statewide
Manage and Prepare for Dry Periods
• Effectively manage water resources through all hydrologic conditions to reduce impacts
of shortages and lessen costs of state response actions. Secure more reliable water
supplies and consequently improve drought preparedness and make California’s water
system more resilient.
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•
•

Revise operations to respond to extreme conditions
Encourage healthy soils

Expand Water Storage Capacity and Improve Groundwater Management
• Increase water storage for widespread public and environmental benefits, especially in
increasingly dry years and better manage our groundwater to reduce overdraft.
• Provide essential data to enable Sustainable Groundwater Management
• Support funding partnerships for storage projects
• Improve Sustainable Groundwater Management
• Support distributed groundwater storage
• Increase statewide groundwater recharge
• Accelerate clean-up of contaminated groundwater and prevent future contamination
Provide Safe Water for All Communities
• Provide all Californians the right to safe, clean, affordable and accessible water
adequate for human consumption, cooking, and sanitary purposes.
• Consolidate water quality programs
• Provide funding assistance for vulnerable communities
• Manage the supply status of community water systems
o

Additionally, as required by Water Code §10545, in areas that have nitrate, arsenic,
perchlorate, or hexavalent chromium contamination, consideration will be given to grant
proposals that included projects that help address the impacts caused by nitrate, arsenic,
perchlorate, or hexavalent chromium contamination, including projects that provide safe
drinking water to small disadvantaged communities.

Increase Flood Protection
• Collaboratively plan for integrated flood and water management systems, and implement
flood projects that protect public safety, increase water supply reliability, conserve
farmlands, and restore ecosystems.
• Improve access to emergency funds
• Better coordinate flood response operations
• Prioritize funding to reduce flood risk and improve flood response
• Encourage flood projects that plan for climate change and achieve multiple benefits
Increase Operational and Regulatory Efficiency
• This action is directed towards State and federal agencies; however, consideration will
be afforded to eligible local or regional projects that also support increased operational
of the State Water Project or Central Valley Project.
Identify Sustainable and Integrated Financing Opportunities
• This action is directed towards State agencies and the legislature.
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Mokelumne/Amador/Calaveras (MAC)
Integrated Regional Water Management Plan Update
Project Information Sheet
PLEASE SUBMIT COMPLETED FORMS BY AUGUST 6, 2018
Questions and completed forms should be directed to:
Rachel Gross
Woodard & Curran
415-321-3424
rgross@woodardcurran.com

Proposed Project and Responsible Agency Information
Project Title: MAC Region DAC Small Communities Water Needs Assessment
Project Location: Amador, Alpine and Calaveras Counties
Submitting Entity / Project Proponent: UMRWA
Other Participating Agencies (if applicable):
Contact Name for Project Proponent: Rob Alcott
Mailing Address for Project Proponent: POB 383, Sea Ranch, CA 95497
Phone Number for Project Proponent: 707-785-1008
Email Address for Project Proponent: robalcott@aol.com
To the best of your knowledge, do you anticipate that your agency will adopt/approve the
2018 MAC IRWMP?
XX

Yes
No
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Eligibility
In order to be considered for inclusion in the MAC Plan 2018 Update, the project must meet at
least one MAC Plan Goal, at least one Statewide Priority, and address at least two Resource
Management Strategies. If your project does not meet these minimum requirements it will not be
included in the MAC Plan 2018 Update.
MAC Plan Update Goals
1)

Does your project advance one or more of the MAC IRWM goals? XX

Yes

No (if No, the project is ineligible)
If yes, please indicate which goal and explain how.
Policy 1: Maintain and Improve Water Quality
XX

Goal: Reduce sources of contaminants.
Description:
Goal: Manage stormwater flows and transport of sediment and contaminants.
Description:

Policy 2: Improve Water Supply Reliability and Ensure Long-Term Balance of Supply and
Demand
XX

Goal: Ensure sufficient firm yield water supply.
Description:

XX

Goal: Maintain and improve water infrastructure reliability.
Description:

XX Goal: Promote water conservation, recycling and reuse for urban and agricultural
uses.
Description:
Goal: Develop appropriate drought mitigation measures.
Description:
Policy 3: Practice Resource Stewardship
Goal: Identify opportunities to conserve, enhance and restore the region’s natural
resources.
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Description:
Goal: Minimize adverse effects on biological and cultural resources.
Description:
Goal: Identify opportunities for public access, open spaces, trails, and other
recreational benefits.
Description:
Policy 4 is not included here because it is more relevant to the MAC Plan than to individual
projects.
Policy 5 is incorporated in Questions 10 and 11 below.

Statewide Priorities
2)

Does your project advance one or more of the Statewide Priorities?
XX

Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)

If yes, please indicate which priorities. Check all that apply. More information on
each priority is included on the last two pages of this form.
Make Conservation a California Way of Life
XX Increase Regional Self-Reliance and Integrated Water Management Across All
Levels of Government
Achieve Co-Equal Goals for the Delta
Protect and Restore Important Ecosystems
Manage and Prepare for Dry Periods
Expand Water Storage Capacity and Improve Groundwater Management
XX

Provide Safe Water for All Communities
Increase Flood Protection

XX

Increase Operational and Regulatory Efficiency
Identify Sustainable and Integrated Financing Opportunities
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Resource Management Strategies
3)

Does your project address two or more of the Resource Management Strategies?
XX

Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)

If yes, please indicate which strategies. Check all that apply to your project.
Agricultural Water Use Efficiency
XX

Urban Water Use Efficiency

Pollution Prevention
Salt and Salinity Management

Flood Management

Urban Stormwater Runoff Management

Conveyance – Delta

Agricultural Lands Stewardship

Conveyance – Regional/local

Ecosystem Restoration

System Reoperation

Forest Management

Water Transfers

Land Use Planning and Management

Conjunctive Management &
Groundwater Storage
Desalination – Brackish and Sea
Water
Recycled Municipal Water
Precipitation Enhancement

Recharge Area Protection
Sediment Management
Watershed Management
Economic Incentives
XX

Outreach and Engagement

Surface Storage – CALFED

Water and Culture

Surface Storage – Regional/local

Water-Dependent Recreation

Drinking Water Treatment and
Distribution
Groundwater and Aquifer
Remediation
Matching Water Quality to Use

Other Strategies (Crop Idling for Water
Transfers, Dewvaporation or Atmospheric
Pressure Desalination, Fog Collection,
Irrigated Land Retirement, Rainfed
Agriculture, Snow Fences, Waterbag
Transport/Storage Technology
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Project Description
4)

Project Description

Please provide a description of your project, including the project location (please provide GPS
coordinates if available), area and/or entities that will be affected by or will benefit from your
project, related water and environmental resources within the project boundaries, and any
potential obstacles to implementation. Attach extra pages if necessary. If feasible, please
attach a copy of all relevant project literature.
The DAC Small Communities Water Needs Assessment will identify, catalogue and assess
water systems that serve small disadvantaged and potentially disadvantaged communities in
the MAC Region. The goal of the plan will be the development of an overall program to address
water supply reliability, infrastructure, and other water management actions necessary for these
small disadvantaged communities to sustain affordable and regulatory-compliant water systems.
Under the Safe Drinking Water Act, community water systems have been defined as those
serving at least 25 people or 15 service connections year-round. Size categories have also
been defined as very small, serving between 25 and 500 people, and small, serving between
501 and 3,300 people. Based on an inquiry to the CA Dept. of Drinking Water there are more
than 240 small water systems serving fewer than 200 connections in zip codes that overlap the
MAC Region.
Within the context of this DAC-focused project, the lack of adequate water supplies in rural,
sparsely populated areas is generally associated with a lack of financial resources. Provision of
high-quality water to individual households is a costly enterprise. Many economically
disadvantaged communities simply cannot afford to construct and maintain water systems.
Community size is a compounding influence. Many of the water systems serving communities of
less than a few thousand people are at the losing end of “economies of scale” (costs per unit
tend to decrease with increased number of units). The “fixed” costs of a system - the
fundamental construction and operation costs - do not change much as the amount of water
provided increases. When the large costs of the wells, dams, tanks, canals, pipelines, treatment
equipment, and other infrastructure cannot be spread among many thousands of customers, the
per-capita share of the system can be quite high.
Another challenge especially burdensome for small, disadvantaged systems, is the
maintenance of water distribution system infrastructure. In older systems, water mains and
pipes, storage tanks, and wells may be up to 100 years old. Few small rural systems water
purveyors have capital improvement programs in place to replace aging infrastructure. Thus, a
dilemma exists for these small systems between updating infrastructure or complying with water
quality standards – often, they cannot do both. Many small water systems have a minimal
customer base that is insufficient to meet basic technical, financial, and managerial needs to
maintain the system.
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5)

Readiness to Proceed

Please indicate your project’s readiness. In the text box, please provide more information on
timing, such as when design may be complete, when permits/environmental documentation may
be acquired, or when construction may begin.
XX

Planning/Initial Study
Conceptual Design
In Design
Design Complete
In Environmental Review
Environmental Review Complete

6)

Planning Horizon

Is the project expected to be completed by 2027?
XX

Yes
No

7)

Technical Feasibility

Please list background information, studies, or other documentation (including author and year)
that detail the technical feasibility of the project.
8)

Economic Feasibility and Project Costs

Please provide estimated project costs (capital, operations and maintenance, and replacement)
and estimated project life.
Capital (Planning & Engineering) Cost: $ 200,000
Annual O&M Costs: $
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Replacement Costs, Description of Equipment to be Replaced, & Frequency of
Replacement (e.g., every 5 years):
Estimated Project Life (Years):
Cost Basis (if not 2018 dollars):
What is the basis for your project costs? At what stage in the project were they developed? If a
cost estimate has been prepared, please provide.
No technical basis for cost estimate. It’s an educated guess.
Please describe the economic feasibility of the project. If an economic analysis (benefit/cost
analysis or cost-effectiveness analysis) of the project has been completed, please provide the
findings of that analysis and the reference (including author and year).
9)

Financing

How will your project be financed? What are the funding sources for your project?
Grant.
10) Climate Change Adaptation
Does your project help adapt to climate change? E.g., how your project helps the region adapt
to identified climate change regional vulnerabilities; how your project may address changes to
the amount, intensity, timing, quality, and variability of runoff and recharge.
Yes
XX

No

If yes, please explain how and the likelihood of the climate change adaptation benefits.
11) Climate Change Mitigation
Does your project help mitigate against the effects of climate change? E.g., how your project
may reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions as compared to project alternatives; how your
project may reduce energy consumption, especially the energy embedded in water use; or if
your project includes renewable energy sources.
Yes
XX

No

If yes, please explain how and the likelihood of the climate change mitigation benefits.
Click here to enter text.
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More Information
12) Multi-entity Integration and Benefits
Is your project linked to or combined with another project or provide benefits to more than one
entity?
XX

Yes
No

If yes, please describe the linked / integrated projects and other possible project participants.
Describe entities that benefit from the project and describe the benefits to each entity.
While not actualy linked to another project, this assessment will target and potential benefit
many communities.
13) Disadvantaged Communities Benefits
Does your project provide specific benefits to critical DAC water issues? For the purposes of
Proposition 1 funding, a DAC is defined as “a community with a median household income
(MHI) less than 80% of the Statewide average.” If you are unsure if your project is located in a
DAC, please use the DWR mapping tool, located here: https://gis.water.ca.gov/app/dacs/.
XX

Yes, my project provides benefits to DACs as defined by Prop 1

Yes, my project provides benefits to DACs using some other definition (please
indicate the definition you are using in the comment box below)
No
If yes, please identify the DAC benefits and explain the magnitude of each benefit.
14) Native American Tribal Communities Benefits
Does your project provide specific benefits to critical water issues for Native American tribal
communities?
XX

Yes
No

If yes, please identify the benefits and explain the magnitude of each benefit.
This presumes there are Native American communities that are also DACs in the region.
15) Environmental Justice Concerns
Does your project have environmental justice concerns? Environmental Justice is defined by
State Law as: “the fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all people regardless of race,
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color, sex national origin, or income with respect to the development, implementation and
enforcement of environmental laws, regulations, and policies.”
Yes
XX

No

Please provide a rationale for your response.
16) Best Project for Intended Purpose
Please indicate the score below that best reflects your project and provide a justification of how
you arrived at your score.
XX High: Project is the best possible alternative to meet the stated need from a social,
environmental, and economic perspective.
Medium: Other alternatives exist that may be preferable from a social, environmental,
and economic perspective.
Low: Other alternatives clearly exist that will be better to meet the intended need from
a social, environmental, and economic perspective.
17) Minimize Implementation Risk
Please indicate the score below that best reflects your project and provide a justification of how
you arrived at your score.
XX High: Minimal implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such as
regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and low degree of controversy,
potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
Medium: Moderate implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such
as regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and moderate degree of
controversy, potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
Low: High implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such as
regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and high degree of controversy,
potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
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California Statewide Priorities
Make Conservation a Way of Life
• Building on current water conservation efforts and promoting the innovation of new
systems for increased water conservation.
• Expand agricultural and urban water conservation and efficiency to exceed SBX7-7
targets
• Provide funding for conservation and efficiency
• Increase water sector energy efficiency and greenhouse gas reduction capacity
• Promote local urban conservation ordinances and programs
Increase Regional Self-Reliance and Integrated Water Management Across All Levels of
Government
• Ensure water security at the local level, where individual government efforts integrate
into one combined regional commitment where the sum becomes greater than any
single piece.
• Support and expand funding for Integrated Water Management planning and projects
• Improve land use and water alignment
• Provide assistance to disadvantaged communities
• Encourage State focus on projects with multiple benefits
• Increase the use of recycled water
Achieve Co-Equal Goals for the Delta
• This action is directed towards State and federal agencies; however, consideration will
be afforded to eligible local or regional projects that also support achieving the co-equal
goals providing a more reliable water supply for California and to protect, restore, and
enhance the Delta ecosystem.
Protect and Restore Important Ecosystems
• Continue protecting and restoring the resiliency of our ecosystems to support fish and
wildlife populations, improve water quality, and restore natural system functions.
• Restore key mountain meadow habitat
• Manage headwaters for multiple benefits
• Protect key habitat of the Salton Sea through local partnership
• Restore coastal watersheds
• Continue restoration efforts in the Lake Tahoe Basin
• Continue restoration efforts in the Klamath Basin
• Water for wetlands and waterfowl
• Eliminate barriers to fish migration
• Assess fish passage at large dams
• Enhance water flows in stream systems statewide
Manage and Prepare for Dry Periods
• Effectively manage water resources through all hydrologic conditions to reduce impacts
of shortages and lessen costs of state response actions. Secure more reliable water
supplies and consequently improve drought preparedness and make California’s water
system more resilient.
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•
•

Revise operations to respond to extreme conditions
Encourage healthy soils

Expand Water Storage Capacity and Improve Groundwater Management
• Increase water storage for widespread public and environmental benefits, especially in
increasingly dry years and better manage our groundwater to reduce overdraft.
• Provide essential data to enable Sustainable Groundwater Management
• Support funding partnerships for storage projects
• Improve Sustainable Groundwater Management
• Support distributed groundwater storage
• Increase statewide groundwater recharge
• Accelerate clean-up of contaminated groundwater and prevent future contamination
Provide Safe Water for All Communities
• Provide all Californians the right to safe, clean, affordable and accessible water
adequate for human consumption, cooking, and sanitary purposes.
• Consolidate water quality programs
• Provide funding assistance for vulnerable communities
• Manage the supply status of community water systems
o

Additionally, as required by Water Code §10545, in areas that have nitrate, arsenic,
perchlorate, or hexavalent chromium contamination, consideration will be given to grant
proposals that included projects that help address the impacts caused by nitrate, arsenic,
perchlorate, or hexavalent chromium contamination, including projects that provide safe
drinking water to small disadvantaged communities.

Increase Flood Protection
• Collaboratively plan for integrated flood and water management systems, and implement
flood projects that protect public safety, increase water supply reliability, conserve
farmlands, and restore ecosystems.
• Improve access to emergency funds
• Better coordinate flood response operations
• Prioritize funding to reduce flood risk and improve flood response
• Encourage flood projects that plan for climate change and achieve multiple benefits
Increase Operational and Regulatory Efficiency
• This action is directed towards State and federal agencies; however, consideration will
be afforded to eligible local or regional projects that also support increased operational
of the State Water Project or Central Valley Project.
Identify Sustainable and Integrated Financing Opportunities
• This action is directed towards State agencies and the legislature.
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Mokelumne/Amador/Calaveras (MAC)
Integrated Regional Water Management Plan Update
Project Information Sheet
PLEASE SUBMIT COMPLETED FORMS BY AUGUST 6, 2018
Questions and completed forms should be directed to:
Rachel Gross
Woodard & Curran
415-321-3424
rgross@woodardcurran.com

Proposed Project and Responsible Agency Information
Project Title: North Fork Mokelumne Watershed Erosion Control & Water Quality Restoration
Plan.
Project Location: Upper North Fork Mokelumne River watershed (see 2 figures below).
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Submitting Entity / Project Proponent: UMRWA
Other Participating Agencies (if applicable): Eldorado National Forest
Contact Name for Project Proponent: Rob Alcott
Mailing Address for Project Proponent: POB 383, Sea Ranch, CA 95497
Phone Number for Project Proponent: 707-785-1008
Email Address for Project Proponent: robalcott@aol.com
To the best of your knowledge, do you anticipate that your agency will adopt/approve the
2018 MAC IRWMP?
X

Yes
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Eligibility
In order to be considered for inclusion in the MAC Plan 2018 Update, the project must meet at
least one MAC Plan Goal, at least one Statewide Priority, and address at least two Resource
Management Strategies. If your project does not meet these minimum requirements it will not be
included in the MAC Plan 2018 Update.
MAC Plan Update Goals
1)

Does your project advance one or more of the MAC IRWM goals?
XX

Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)

If yes, please indicate which goal and explain how.
Policy 1: Maintain and Improve Water Quality
XX

Goal: Reduce sources of contaminants.
Description: Project erosion control improvements will correct and control surface
water flows to minimize and/or eliminate undesirable water quality and environmental
impacts.

XX

Goal: Manage stormwater flows and transport of sediment and contaminants.
Description: Project erosion control improvements will correct and control surface
water flows to minimize and/or eliminate undesirable water quality and environmental
impacts.

Policy 2: Improve Water Supply Reliability and Ensure Long-Term Balance of Supply and
Demand
Goal: Ensure sufficient firm yield water supply.
Description:
XX

Goal: Maintain and improve water infrastructure reliability.

Description: Project erosion control improvements will correct and control surface
water flows to minimize and/or eliminate impediments to natural surface water flows.
Goal: Promote water conservation, recycling and reuse for urban and agricultural uses.
Description:
Goal: Develop appropriate drought mitigation measures.
Description:
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Policy 3: Practice Resource Stewardship
Goal: Identify opportunities to conserve, enhance and restore the region’s natural
resources.
Description:
XX

Goal: Minimize adverse effects on biological and cultural resources.

Description: Project erosion control improvements will correct and control surface
water flows to minimize and/or eliminate undesirable water quality and environmental
impacts.
Goal: Identify opportunities for public access, open spaces, trails, and other
recreational benefits.
Description:
Policy 4 is not included here because it is more relevant to the MAC Plan than to individual
projects.
Policy 5 is incorporated in Questions 10 and 11 below.

Statewide Priorities
2)

Does your project advance one or more of the Statewide Priorities?
XX

Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)

If yes, please indicate which priorities. Check all that apply. More information on
each priority is included on the last two pages of this form.
Make Conservation a California Way of Life
Increase Regional Self-Reliance and Integrated Water Management Across All Levels
of Government
Achieve Co-Equal Goals for the Delta
XX

Protect and Restore Important Ecosystems
Manage and Prepare for Dry Periods

XX

Expand Water Storage Capacity and Improve Groundwater Management
Provide Safe Water for All Communities
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Increase Flood Protection
XX

Increase Operational and Regulatory Efficiency
Identify Sustainable and Integrated Financing Opportunities

Resource Management Strategies
3)

Does your project address two or more of the Resource Management Strategies?
XX

Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)

If yes, please indicate which strategies. Check all that apply to your project.
Groundwater and Aquifer
Remediation

Agricultural Water Use Efficiency
Urban Water Use Efficiency
XX

Matching Water Quality to Use

Flood Management

Pollution Prevention

Conveyance – Delta

Salt and Salinity Management

Conveyance – Regional/local

Urban Stormwater Runoff Management

System Reoperation

Agricultural Lands Stewardship

Water Transfers
Conjunctive Management &
Groundwater Storage
Desalination – Brackish and Sea
Water

XX

Forest Management

Recharge Area Protection

Precipitation Enhancement
Surface Storage – CALFED

XX

Sediment Management

XX

Watershed Management

Economic Incentives

Surface Storage – Regional/local

Drinking Water Treatment and
Distribution

Ecosystem Restoration

Land Use Planning and Management

Recycled Municipal Water

XX

XX

Outreach and Engagement
Water and Culture
Water-Dependent Recreation
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Other Strategies (Crop Idling for Water
Transfers, Dewvaporation or Atmospheric
Pressure Desalination, Fog Collection,

Irrigated Land Retirement, Rainfed
Agriculture, Snow Fences, Waterbag
Transport/Storage Technology
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Project Description
4)

Project Description

Please provide a description of your project, including the project location (please provide GPS
coordinates if available), area and/or entities that will be affected by or will benefit from your
project, related water and environmental resources within the project boundaries, and any
potential obstacles to implementation. Attach extra pages if necessary. If feasible, please
attach a copy of all relevant project literature.
The result of this project will be a planning report entitled “North Fork Mokelumne Watershed
Erosion Control and Water Quality Restoration Plan”, associated CEQA/NEPA documentation,
and construction bid documents. This project will advance the recommendations made in the
2016 report Power Fire GRAIP Watershed Road Assessment. The GRAIP (Geomorphic Road
Analysis and Inventory Package) study, prepared by the USFS Rocky Mountain Research
Station (Boise, ID), was designed to address the following: (1) Identify the current level of fine
sediment delivery from roads to streams in the Bear River, Panther Creek, and upper North
Fork Mokelumne River watersheds; (2) Identify the types and sources of road-related
hydrogeomorphic risk in the watersheds; (3) Locate and quantify sediment sources and
contributions to streams; (4) Select and prioritize future restoration actions to improve
watershed conditions.
The GRAIP study provides guidance on two potential alternative restoration approaches. One is
based on hydrologic connectivity. Since native roads with rocky surfaces, and non-engineered
drains, broad based dips, stream crossings, and ditch relief represent the largest percentage of
total road surface sediment delivered, remediation efforts for these focus on reducing
contributing road length and, upon road upgrade or new construction, installing drain point types
that have been shown to be most effective. The other approach is to focus remediation efforts
throughout the road system where there are potential threats to infrastructure access and
usability from erosion at certain locations. This approach focuses on drain point problems such
as blocked or partially blocked ditch relief and stream crossing culverts, dips that do not drain,
any areas with flow diversion along the road surface, or where important roads are blocked or
compromised by landslides or gullies. The study provides abundant information (as an example,
the figure below is one of forty two contained in the GRAIP report; this figure displays drain point
problems in the northern reaches of the project area) regarding the locations and conditions of
road infrastructure in the project area for use by hydrologists and engineers to develop a
prioritized infrastructure improvements plan.
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Thus, the proposed North Fork Mokelumne Watershed Erosion Control and Water Quality
Restoration Plan will be developed to include three products:
(1) Preliminary and final engineering for best-suited erosion control improvements, prioritization
of those improvements based on cost/benefit analysis and USFS guidance, maps and crosssections, construction and material specifications.
(2) Environmental documentation to fully address CEQA and NEPA requirements
(3) Construction bid packages and cost estimates
5)

Readiness to Proceed

Please indicate your project’s readiness. In the text box, please provide more information on
timing, such as when design may be complete, when permits/environmental documentation may
be acquired, or when construction may begin.
XX

Planning/Initial Study
Conceptual Design
In Design
Design Complete
In Environmental Review
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Environmental Review Complete
6)

Planning Horizon

Is the project expected to be completed by 2027?
XX

Yes
No

7)

Technical Feasibility

Please list background information, studies, or other documentation (including author and year)
that detail the technical feasibility of the project.
Power Fire GRAIP Watershed Roads Assessment, USFS Rocky Mountain Research Center,
April 2016
8)

Economic Feasibility and Project Costs

Please provide estimated project costs (capital, operations and maintenance, and replacement)
and estimated project life.
Capital (Planning, Engineering and Environmental) Cost: $ 225,000
Annual O&M Costs: $ N/A
Replacement Costs, Description of Equipment to be Replaced, & Frequency of
Replacement (e.g., every 5 years): N/A
Estimated Project Life (Years): N/A
Cost Basis (if not 2018 dollars): N/A
What is the basis for your project costs? At what stage in the project were they developed? If a
cost estimate has been prepared, please provide.
Please describe the economic feasibility of the project. If an economic analysis (benefit/cost
analysis or cost-effectiveness analysis) of the project has been completed, please provide the
findings of that analysis and the reference (including author and year).
N/A
9)

Financing

How will your project be financed? What are the funding sources for your project?
Grant funding with USFS participation
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10) Climate Change Adaptation
Does your project help adapt to climate change? E.g., how your project helps the region adapt
to identified climate change regional vulnerabilities; how your project may address changes to
the amount, intensity, timing, quality, and variability of runoff and recharge.
Yes
XX

No

If yes, please explain how and the likelihood of the climate change adaptation benefits.
11) Climate Change Mitigation
Does your project help mitigate against the effects of climate change? E.g., how your project
may reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions as compared to project alternatives; how your
project may reduce energy consumption, especially the energy embedded in water use; or if
your project includes renewable energy sources.
Yes
XX

No

If yes, please explain how and the likelihood of the climate change mitigation benefits.
Click here to enter text.
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More Information
12) Multi-entity Integration and Benefits
Is your project linked to or combined with another project or provide benefits to more than one
entity?
XX

Yes
No

If yes, please describe the linked / integrated projects and other possible project participants.
Describe entities that benefit from the project and describe the benefits to each entity.
No other linked project(s), however implementation of this project will benefit the Eldorado
National Forest AND downstream water users PG&E, AWA and EBMUD.
13) Disadvantaged Communities Benefits
Does your project provide specific benefits to critical DAC water issues? For the purposes of
Proposition 1 funding, a DAC is defined as “a community with a median household income
(MHI) less than 80% of the Statewide average.” If you are unsure if your project is located in a
DAC, please use the DWR mapping tool, located here: https://gis.water.ca.gov/app/dacs/.
Yes, my project provides benefits to DACs as defined by Prop 1
Yes, my project provides benefits to DACs using some other definition (please
indicate the definition you are using in the comment box below)
XX

No

If yes, please identify the DAC benefits and explain the magnitude of each benefit.
14) Native American Tribal Communities Benefits
Does your project provide specific benefits to critical water issues for Native American tribal
communities?
Yes
XX

No

If yes, please identify the benefits and explain the magnitude of each benefit.
15) Environmental Justice Concerns
Does your project have environmental justice concerns? Environmental Justice is defined by
State Law as: “the fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all people regardless of race,
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color, sex national origin, or income with respect to the development, implementation and
enforcement of environmental laws, regulations, and policies.”
Yes
XX

No

Please provide a rationale for your response.
16) Best Project for Intended Purpose
Please indicate the score below that best reflects your project and provide a justification of how
you arrived at your score.
XX High: Project is the best possible alternative to meet the stated need from a social,
environmental, and economic perspective.
Medium: Other alternatives exist that may be preferable from a social, environmental,
and economic perspective.
Low: Other alternatives clearly exist that will be better to meet the intended need from
a social, environmental, and economic perspective.
17) Minimize Implementation Risk
Please indicate the score below that best reflects your project and provide a justification of how
you arrived at your score.
XX High: Minimal implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such as
regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and low degree of controversy,
potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
Medium: Moderate implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such
as regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and moderate degree of
controversy, potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
Low: High implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such as
regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and high degree of controversy,
potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
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California Statewide Priorities
Make Conservation a Way of Life
• Building on current water conservation efforts and promoting the innovation of new
systems for increased water conservation.
• Expand agricultural and urban water conservation and efficiency to exceed SBX7-7
targets
• Provide funding for conservation and efficiency
• Increase water sector energy efficiency and greenhouse gas reduction capacity
• Promote local urban conservation ordinances and programs
Increase Regional Self-Reliance and Integrated Water Management Across All Levels of
Government
• Ensure water security at the local level, where individual government efforts integrate
into one combined regional commitment where the sum becomes greater than any
single piece.
• Support and expand funding for Integrated Water Management planning and projects
• Improve land use and water alignment
• Provide assistance to disadvantaged communities
• Encourage State focus on projects with multiple benefits
• Increase the use of recycled water
Achieve Co-Equal Goals for the Delta
• This action is directed towards State and federal agencies; however, consideration will
be afforded to eligible local or regional projects that also support achieving the co-equal
goals providing a more reliable water supply for California and to protect, restore, and
enhance the Delta ecosystem.
Protect and Restore Important Ecosystems
• Continue protecting and restoring the resiliency of our ecosystems to support fish and
wildlife populations, improve water quality, and restore natural system functions.
• Restore key mountain meadow habitat
• Manage headwaters for multiple benefits
• Protect key habitat of the Salton Sea through local partnership
• Restore coastal watersheds
• Continue restoration efforts in the Lake Tahoe Basin
• Continue restoration efforts in the Klamath Basin
• Water for wetlands and waterfowl
• Eliminate barriers to fish migration
• Assess fish passage at large dams
• Enhance water flows in stream systems statewide
Manage and Prepare for Dry Periods
• Effectively manage water resources through all hydrologic conditions to reduce impacts
of shortages and lessen costs of state response actions. Secure more reliable water
supplies and consequently improve drought preparedness and make California’s water
system more resilient.
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•
•

Revise operations to respond to extreme conditions
Encourage healthy soils

Expand Water Storage Capacity and Improve Groundwater Management
• Increase water storage for widespread public and environmental benefits, especially in
increasingly dry years and better manage our groundwater to reduce overdraft.
• Provide essential data to enable Sustainable Groundwater Management
• Support funding partnerships for storage projects
• Improve Sustainable Groundwater Management
• Support distributed groundwater storage
• Increase statewide groundwater recharge
• Accelerate clean-up of contaminated groundwater and prevent future contamination
Provide Safe Water for All Communities
• Provide all Californians the right to safe, clean, affordable and accessible water
adequate for human consumption, cooking, and sanitary purposes.
• Consolidate water quality programs
• Provide funding assistance for vulnerable communities
• Manage the supply status of community water systems
o

Additionally, as required by Water Code §10545, in areas that have nitrate, arsenic,
perchlorate, or hexavalent chromium contamination, consideration will be given to grant
proposals that included projects that help address the impacts caused by nitrate, arsenic,
perchlorate, or hexavalent chromium contamination, including projects that provide safe
drinking water to small disadvantaged communities.

Increase Flood Protection
• Collaboratively plan for integrated flood and water management systems, and implement
flood projects that protect public safety, increase water supply reliability, conserve
farmlands, and restore ecosystems.
• Improve access to emergency funds
• Better coordinate flood response operations
• Prioritize funding to reduce flood risk and improve flood response
• Encourage flood projects that plan for climate change and achieve multiple benefits
Increase Operational and Regulatory Efficiency
• This action is directed towards State and federal agencies; however, consideration will
be afforded to eligible local or regional projects that also support increased operational
of the State Water Project or Central Valley Project.
Identify Sustainable and Integrated Financing Opportunities
• This action is directed towards State agencies and the legislature.
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Mokelumne/Amador/Calaveras (MAC)
Integrated Regional Water Management Plan Update
Project Information Sheet
PLEASE SUBMIT COMPLETED FORMS BY AUGUST 6, 2018
Questions and completed forms should be directed to:
Rachel Gross
Woodard & Curran
415-321-3424
rgross@woodardcurran.com

Proposed Project and Responsible Agency Information
Project Title: North Fork Mokelumne Watershed Erosion Control & Water Quality Restoration
Project.
Project Location: Upper North Fork Mokelumne River watershed (see 2 figures below).
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Submitting Entity / Project Proponent: UMRWA
Other Participating Agencies (if applicable): Eldorado National Forest
Contact Name for Project Proponent: Rob Alcott
Mailing Address for Project Proponent: POB 383, Sea Ranch, CA 95497
Phone Number for Project Proponent: 707-785-1008
Email Address for Project Proponent: robalcott@aol.com
To the best of your knowledge, do you anticipate that your agency will adopt/approve the
2018 MAC IRWMP?
X

Yes
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Eligibility
In order to be considered for inclusion in the MAC Plan 2018 Update, the project must meet at
least one MAC Plan Goal, at least one Statewide Priority, and address at least two Resource
Management Strategies. If your project does not meet these minimum requirements it will not be
included in the MAC Plan 2018 Update.
MAC Plan Update Goals
1)

Does your project advance one or more of the MAC IRWM goals?
XX

Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)

If yes, please indicate which goal and explain how.
Policy 1: Maintain and Improve Water Quality
XX

Goal: Reduce sources of contaminants.
Description: Project erosion control improvements will correct and control surface
water flows to minimize and/or eliminate undesirable water quality and environmental
impacts.

XX

Goal: Manage stormwater flows and transport of sediment and contaminants.
Description: Project erosion control improvements will correct and control surface
water flows to minimize and/or eliminate undesirable water quality and environmental
impacts.

Policy 2: Improve Water Supply Reliability and Ensure Long-Term Balance of Supply and
Demand
Goal: Ensure sufficient firm yield water supply.
Description:
XX

Goal: Maintain and improve water infrastructure reliability.

Description: Project erosion control improvements will correct and control surface
water flows to minimize and/or eliminate impediments to natural surface water flows.
Goal: Promote water conservation, recycling and reuse for urban and agricultural uses.
Description:
Goal: Develop appropriate drought mitigation measures.
Description:
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Policy 3: Practice Resource Stewardship
Goal: Identify opportunities to conserve, enhance and restore the region’s natural
resources.
Description:
XX

Goal: Minimize adverse effects on biological and cultural resources.

Description: Project erosion control improvements will correct and control surface
water flows to minimize and/or eliminate undesirable water quality and environmental
impacts.
Goal: Identify opportunities for public access, open spaces, trails, and other
recreational benefits.
Description:
Policy 4 is not included here because it is more relevant to the MAC Plan than to individual
projects.
Policy 5 is incorporated in Questions 10 and 11 below.

Statewide Priorities
2)

Does your project advance one or more of the Statewide Priorities?
XX

Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)

If yes, please indicate which priorities. Check all that apply. More information on
each priority is included on the last two pages of this form.
Make Conservation a California Way of Life
Increase Regional Self-Reliance and Integrated Water Management Across All Levels
of Government
Achieve Co-Equal Goals for the Delta
XX

Protect and Restore Important Ecosystems
Manage and Prepare for Dry Periods

XX

Expand Water Storage Capacity and Improve Groundwater Management
Provide Safe Water for All Communities
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Increase Flood Protection
XX

Increase Operational and Regulatory Efficiency
Identify Sustainable and Integrated Financing Opportunities

Resource Management Strategies
3)

Does your project address two or more of the Resource Management Strategies?
XX

Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)

If yes, please indicate which strategies. Check all that apply to your project.
Groundwater and Aquifer
Remediation

Agricultural Water Use Efficiency
Urban Water Use Efficiency
XX

Matching Water Quality to Use

Flood Management

Pollution Prevention

Conveyance – Delta

Salt and Salinity Management

Conveyance – Regional/local

Urban Stormwater Runoff Management

System Reoperation

Agricultural Lands Stewardship

Water Transfers
Conjunctive Management &
Groundwater Storage
Desalination – Brackish and Sea
Water

XX

Forest Management

Recharge Area Protection

Precipitation Enhancement
Surface Storage – CALFED

XX

Sediment Management

XX

Watershed Management

Economic Incentives

Surface Storage – Regional/local

Drinking Water Treatment and
Distribution

Ecosystem Restoration

Land Use Planning and Management

Recycled Municipal Water

XX

XX

Outreach and Engagement
Water and Culture
Water-Dependent Recreation
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Other Strategies (Crop Idling for Water
Transfers, Dewvaporation or Atmospheric
Pressure Desalination, Fog Collection,

Irrigated Land Retirement, Rainfed
Agriculture, Snow Fences, Waterbag
Transport/Storage Technology
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Project Description
4)

Project Description

Please provide a description of your project, including the project location (please provide GPS
coordinates if available), area and/or entities that will be affected by or will benefit from your
project, related water and environmental resources within the project boundaries, and any
potential obstacles to implementation. Attach extra pages if necessary. If feasible, please
attach a copy of all relevant project literature.
This project will implement the erosion control and water quality improvements recommended in
the final “North Fork Mokelumne Watershed Erosion Control and Water Quality Restoration
Plan”. In conjunction with the development of that plan, the associated CEQA/NEPA
requirements will be fulfilled and construction bid documents prepared.
5)

Readiness to Proceed

Please indicate your project’s readiness. In the text box, please provide more information on
timing, such as when design may be complete, when permits/environmental documentation may
be acquired, or when construction may begin.
XX

Planning/Initial Study
Conceptual Design
In Design
Design Complete
In Environmental Review
Environmental Review Complete

6)

Planning Horizon

Is the project expected to be completed by 2027?
XX

Yes
No

7)

Technical Feasibility

Please list background information, studies, or other documentation (including author and year)
that detail the technical feasibility of the project.
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Power Fire GRAIP Watershed Roads Assessment, USFS Rocky Mountain Research Center,
April 2016
8)

Economic Feasibility and Project Costs

Please provide estimated project costs (capital, operations and maintenance, and replacement)
and estimated project life.
Capital Cost: $ 2,000,000
Annual O&M Costs: $ N/A
Replacement Costs, Description of Equipment to be Replaced, & Frequency of
Replacement (e.g., every 5 years): N/A
Estimated Project Life (Years): N/A
Cost Basis (if not 2018 dollars): N/A
What is the basis for your project costs? At what stage in the project were they developed? If a
cost estimate has been prepared, please provide.
Educated guess.
Please describe the economic feasibility of the project. If an economic analysis (benefit/cost
analysis or cost-effectiveness analysis) of the project has been completed, please provide the
findings of that analysis and the reference (including author and year).
N/A
9)

Financing

How will your project be financed? What are the funding sources for your project?
Grant funding with USFS participation
10) Climate Change Adaptation
Does your project help adapt to climate change? E.g., how your project helps the region adapt
to identified climate change regional vulnerabilities; how your project may address changes to
the amount, intensity, timing, quality, and variability of runoff and recharge.
Yes
XX

No

If yes, please explain how and the likelihood of the climate change adaptation benefits.
11) Climate Change Mitigation
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Does your project help mitigate against the effects of climate change? E.g., how your project
may reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions as compared to project alternatives; how your
project may reduce energy consumption, especially the energy embedded in water use; or if
your project includes renewable energy sources.
Yes
XX

No

If yes, please explain how and the likelihood of the climate change mitigation benefits.
Click here to enter text.
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More Information
12) Multi-entity Integration and Benefits
Is your project linked to or combined with another project or provide benefits to more than one
entity?
XX

Yes
No

If yes, please describe the linked / integrated projects and other possible project participants.
Describe entities that benefit from the project and describe the benefits to each entity.
No other linked project(s), however implementation of this project will benefit the Eldorado
National Forest AND downstream water users PG&E, AWA and EBMUD.
13) Disadvantaged Communities Benefits
Does your project provide specific benefits to critical DAC water issues? For the purposes of
Proposition 1 funding, a DAC is defined as “a community with a median household income
(MHI) less than 80% of the Statewide average.” If you are unsure if your project is located in a
DAC, please use the DWR mapping tool, located here: https://gis.water.ca.gov/app/dacs/.
Yes, my project provides benefits to DACs as defined by Prop 1
Yes, my project provides benefits to DACs using some other definition (please
indicate the definition you are using in the comment box below)
XX

No

If yes, please identify the DAC benefits and explain the magnitude of each benefit.
14) Native American Tribal Communities Benefits
Does your project provide specific benefits to critical water issues for Native American tribal
communities?
Yes
XX

No

If yes, please identify the benefits and explain the magnitude of each benefit.
15) Environmental Justice Concerns
Does your project have environmental justice concerns? Environmental Justice is defined by
State Law as: “the fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all people regardless of race,
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color, sex national origin, or income with respect to the development, implementation and
enforcement of environmental laws, regulations, and policies.”
Yes
XX

No

Please provide a rationale for your response.
16) Best Project for Intended Purpose
Please indicate the score below that best reflects your project and provide a justification of how
you arrived at your score.
XX High: Project is the best possible alternative to meet the stated need from a social,
environmental, and economic perspective.
Medium: Other alternatives exist that may be preferable from a social, environmental,
and economic perspective.
Low: Other alternatives clearly exist that will be better to meet the intended need from
a social, environmental, and economic perspective.
17) Minimize Implementation Risk
Please indicate the score below that best reflects your project and provide a justification of how
you arrived at your score.
XX High: Minimal implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such as
regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and low degree of controversy,
potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
Medium: Moderate implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such
as regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and moderate degree of
controversy, potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
Low: High implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such as
regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and high degree of controversy,
potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
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California Statewide Priorities
Make Conservation a Way of Life
• Building on current water conservation efforts and promoting the innovation of new
systems for increased water conservation.
• Expand agricultural and urban water conservation and efficiency to exceed SBX7-7
targets
• Provide funding for conservation and efficiency
• Increase water sector energy efficiency and greenhouse gas reduction capacity
• Promote local urban conservation ordinances and programs
Increase Regional Self-Reliance and Integrated Water Management Across All Levels of
Government
• Ensure water security at the local level, where individual government efforts integrate
into one combined regional commitment where the sum becomes greater than any
single piece.
• Support and expand funding for Integrated Water Management planning and projects
• Improve land use and water alignment
• Provide assistance to disadvantaged communities
• Encourage State focus on projects with multiple benefits
• Increase the use of recycled water
Achieve Co-Equal Goals for the Delta
• This action is directed towards State and federal agencies; however, consideration will
be afforded to eligible local or regional projects that also support achieving the co-equal
goals providing a more reliable water supply for California and to protect, restore, and
enhance the Delta ecosystem.
Protect and Restore Important Ecosystems
• Continue protecting and restoring the resiliency of our ecosystems to support fish and
wildlife populations, improve water quality, and restore natural system functions.
• Restore key mountain meadow habitat
• Manage headwaters for multiple benefits
• Protect key habitat of the Salton Sea through local partnership
• Restore coastal watersheds
• Continue restoration efforts in the Lake Tahoe Basin
• Continue restoration efforts in the Klamath Basin
• Water for wetlands and waterfowl
• Eliminate barriers to fish migration
• Assess fish passage at large dams
• Enhance water flows in stream systems statewide
Manage and Prepare for Dry Periods
• Effectively manage water resources through all hydrologic conditions to reduce impacts
of shortages and lessen costs of state response actions. Secure more reliable water
supplies and consequently improve drought preparedness and make California’s water
system more resilient.
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•
•

Revise operations to respond to extreme conditions
Encourage healthy soils

Expand Water Storage Capacity and Improve Groundwater Management
• Increase water storage for widespread public and environmental benefits, especially in
increasingly dry years and better manage our groundwater to reduce overdraft.
• Provide essential data to enable Sustainable Groundwater Management
• Support funding partnerships for storage projects
• Improve Sustainable Groundwater Management
• Support distributed groundwater storage
• Increase statewide groundwater recharge
• Accelerate clean-up of contaminated groundwater and prevent future contamination
Provide Safe Water for All Communities
• Provide all Californians the right to safe, clean, affordable and accessible water
adequate for human consumption, cooking, and sanitary purposes.
• Consolidate water quality programs
• Provide funding assistance for vulnerable communities
• Manage the supply status of community water systems
o

Additionally, as required by Water Code §10545, in areas that have nitrate, arsenic,
perchlorate, or hexavalent chromium contamination, consideration will be given to grant
proposals that included projects that help address the impacts caused by nitrate, arsenic,
perchlorate, or hexavalent chromium contamination, including projects that provide safe
drinking water to small disadvantaged communities.

Increase Flood Protection
• Collaboratively plan for integrated flood and water management systems, and implement
flood projects that protect public safety, increase water supply reliability, conserve
farmlands, and restore ecosystems.
• Improve access to emergency funds
• Better coordinate flood response operations
• Prioritize funding to reduce flood risk and improve flood response
• Encourage flood projects that plan for climate change and achieve multiple benefits
Increase Operational and Regulatory Efficiency
• This action is directed towards State and federal agencies; however, consideration will
be afforded to eligible local or regional projects that also support increased operational
of the State Water Project or Central Valley Project.
Identify Sustainable and Integrated Financing Opportunities
• This action is directed towards State agencies and the legislature.
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Mokelumne/Amador/Calaveras (MAC)
Integrated Regional Water Management Plan Update
Project Information Sheet
PLEASE SUBMIT COMPLETED FORMS BY AUGUST 6, 2018
Questions and completed forms should be directed to:
Rachel Gross
Woodard & Curran
415-321-3424
rgross@woodardcurran.com

Proposed Project and Responsible Agency Information
Project Title: Upper Mokelumne Erosion and Water Quality Assessment and Restoration Plan
Project Location: Upper Mokelumne River Watershed
Submitting Entity / Project Proponent: UMRWA
Other Participating Agencies (if applicable): USFS, BLM, Amador or Calaveras Counties
Contact Name for Project Proponent: Rob Alcott
Mailing Address for Project Proponent: PO box 383, Sea Ranch, CA 95497
Phone Number for Project Proponent: 707-888-1701
Email Address for Project Proponent: robalcott@aol.com
To the best of your knowledge, do you anticipate that your agency will adopt/approve the
2018 MAC IRWMP?
Yes
No
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Eligibility
In order to be considered for inclusion in the MAC Plan 2018 Update, the project must meet at
least one MAC Plan Goal, at least one Statewide Priority, and address at least two Resource
Management Strategies. If your project does not meet these minimum requirements it will not be
included in the MAC Plan 2018 Update.
MAC Plan Update Goals
1)

Does your project advance one or more of the MAC IRWM goals?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)

If yes, please indicate which goal and explain how.
Policy 1: Maintain and Improve Water Quality
Goal: Reduce sources of contaminants.
Description: Minimize man-made sediment runoff in watershed
Goal: Manage stormwater flows and transport of sediment and contaminants.
Description: Reduce and minimize man-made sediment runoff in the Mokelumne
watershed
Policy 2: Improve Water Supply Reliability and Ensure Long-Term Balance of Supply and
Demand
Goal: Ensure sufficient firm yield water supply.
Description: Volume at New York Reservoir utilized for downstream customers still on
raw water laterals. Watershed improvements will enhance water yield.
Goal: Maintain and improve water infrastructure reliability.
Description:
Goal: Promote water conservation, recycling and reuse for urban and agricultural uses.
Description:
Goal: Develop appropriate drought mitigation measures.
Description: .
Policy 3: Practice Resource Stewardship
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Goal: Identify opportunities to conserve, enhance and restore the region’s natural
resources.
Description: Enhance the watershed to improve water quality & wildlife
Goal: Minimize adverse effects on biological and cultural resources.
Description: Reduce and prevent erosion and sedimentation runoff from roads from
impacting aquatic wildlife
Goal: Identify opportunities for public access, open spaces, trails, and other
recreational benefits.
Description:
Policy 4 is not included here because it is more relevant to the MAC Plan than to individual
projects.
Policy 5 is incorporated in Questions 10 and 11 below.

Statewide Priorities
2)

Does your project advance one or more of the Statewide Priorities?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)

If yes, please indicate which priorities. Check all that apply. More information on
each priority is included on the last two pages of this form.
Make Conservation a California Way of Life
Increase Regional Self-Reliance and Integrated Water Management Across All Levels
of Government
Achieve Co-Equal Goals for the Delta
Protect and Restore Important Ecosystems
Manage and Prepare for Dry Periods
Expand Water Storage Capacity and Improve Groundwater Management
Provide Safe Water for All Communities
Increase Flood Protection
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Increase Operational and Regulatory Efficiency
Identify Sustainable and Integrated Financing Opportunities

Resource Management Strategies
3)

Does your project address two or more of the Resource Management Strategies?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)

If yes, please indicate which strategies. Check all that apply to your project.
Agricultural Water Use Efficiency

Matching Water Quality to Use

Urban Water Use Efficiency

Pollution Prevention

Flood Management

Salt and Salinity Management

Conveyance – Delta

Urban Stormwater Runoff Management

Conveyance – Regional/local

Agricultural Lands Stewardship

System Reoperation

Ecosystem Restoration

Water Transfers

Forest Management

Conjunctive Management &
Groundwater Storage
Desalination – Brackish and Sea
Water

Land Use Planning and Management
Recharge Area Protection
Sediment Management

Recycled Municipal Water

Watershed Management

Precipitation Enhancement

Economic Incentives

Surface Storage – CALFED

Outreach and Engagement

Surface Storage – Regional/local

Water and Culture

Drinking Water Treatment and
Distribution
Groundwater and Aquifer
Remediation

Water-Dependent Recreation
Other Strategies (Crop Idling for Water
Transfers, Dewvaporation or Atmospheric
Pressure Desalination, Fog Collection,
Irrigated Land Retirement, Rainfed
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Agriculture, Snow Fences, Waterbag

Transport/Storage Technology
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Project Description
4)

Project Description

Please provide a description of your project, including the project location (please provide GPS
coordinates if available), area and/or entities that will be affected by or will benefit from your
project, related water and environmental resources within the project boundaries, and any
potential obstacles to implementation. Attach extra pages if necessary. If feasible, please
attach a copy of all relevant project literature.
This goal of this project is to reduce sedimentation in watershed streams and other water bodies
and the associated adverse impacts to water quality and aquatic resources from by eliminating
or mitigating sources of erosion. The project would develop a three-phase program in the
380,000-acre Mokelumne River Watershed upstream of Pardee Reservoir. Gullies from road
and trail drainage (open and closed for use) and any other eroding surfaces that deliver
significant amounts of sediment to watershed streams will be the primary targets for this
program as they typically are the biggest contributors to water quality degradation and adverse
impacts on river aquatic resources.
The program would consist of six elements: (1) establish an inter-agency work group of federal
(e.g. USFS) state (e.g. F&W) and local (counties/water agencies) and interested stakeholders
e.g. ACCG) to serve as an advisory committee, (2) review existing literature, available ariel
photography and other sources of relevant information and develop an inventory and
assessment methodology, (3) conduct the inventory and assessment, (4) prepare
restoration/improvement strategies and plans, (5) set priorities and develop an implementation
and restoration action plan, and (6) seek partners and funding for implementation projects.
[This project is conceived in part based on the 2016 report Power Fire GRAIP Watershed Road
Assessment. The GRAIP (Geomorphic Road Analysis and Inventory Package) study, prepared
by the USFS Rocky Mountain Research Station (Boise, ID) for the USFS Amador Ranger
District, evaluated the 2004 Power Fire burn area, which affected 17,000 acres within the upper
Mokelumne watershed. The methodology and results of that 2016 study have guided the
conceptual development of this proposed project.]
5)

Readiness to Proceed

Please indicate your project’s readiness. In the text box, please provide more information on
timing, such as when design may be complete, when permits/environmental documentation may
be acquired, or when construction may begin.
Planning/Initial Study
Conceptual Design
In Design
Design Complete
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In Environmental Review
Environmental Review Complete
6)

Planning Horizon

Is the project expected to be completed by 2027?
Yes
No
7)

Technical Feasibility

Please list background information, studies, or other documentation (including author and year)
that detail the technical feasibility of the project.
This project is conceived in part based on the 2016 report Power Fire GRAIP Watershed Road
Assessment. The GRAIP (Geomorphic Road Analysis and Inventory Package) study, prepared
by the USFS Rocky Mountain Research Station (Boise, ID)
8)

Economic Feasibility and Project Costs

Please provide estimated project costs (capital, operations and maintenance, and replacement)
and estimated project life.
Capital (Planning and Engineering) Cost: $ $250,000
Annual O&M Costs: $
Replacement Costs, Description of Equipment to be Replaced, & Frequency of
Replacement (e.g., every 5 years):
Estimated Project Life (Years):
Cost Basis (if not 2018 dollars): 2015 Mokelumne Watershed Interregional Sustainability
Evaluation (MokeWISE) Program
What is the basis for your project costs? At what stage in the project were they developed? If a
cost estimate has been prepared, please provide.
This is an expansion of the USFS GRAIP Roads Assessment into uninventoried areas of the
North, Middle, & South Fork Mokelumne River watersheds. The estimated cost is an educated
guess.
Please describe the economic feasibility of the project. If an economic analysis (benefit/cost
analysis or cost-effectiveness analysis) of the project has been completed, please provide the
findings of that analysis and the reference (including author and year).
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9)

Financing

How will your project be financed? What are the funding sources for your project?
Grants and participating agency contributions.
10) Climate Change Adaptation
Does your project help adapt to climate change? E.g., how your project helps the region adapt
to identified climate change regional vulnerabilities; how your project may address changes to
the amount, intensity, timing, quality, and variability of runoff and recharge.
Yes
No
If yes, please explain how and the likelihood of the climate change adaptation benefits.
This study will help determine future direction in watershed soil erosion mitigation and it is not
anticipated to face obstacles for its implementation
11) Climate Change Mitigation
Does your project help mitigate against the effects of climate change? E.g., how your project
may reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions as compared to project alternatives; how your
project may reduce energy consumption, especially the energy embedded in water use; or if
your project includes renewable energy sources.
Yes
No
If yes, please explain how and the likelihood of the climate change mitigation benefits.
This project is partially in a wildfire area restoration area that will mitigate the negative effects of
soil erosion on the region’s surface water supply. Outside of the fire restoration area there is
increased wildfire and erosion potential occurring with climate change. Reducing erosion and
sedimentation will help adapt to effects of climate change. Restoration of meadows can
increase water yield and improve (lower) water temperature to counter temperature increases
due to climate change.
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More Information
12) Multi-entity Integration and Benefits
Is your project linked to or combined with another project or provide benefits to more than one
entity?
Yes
No
If yes, please describe the linked / integrated projects and other possible project participants.
Describe entities that benefit from the project and describe the benefits to each entity.
This project would coordinate with Amador County, Calaveras County, US Forest Service, and
BLM. The USFS has developed NEPA for some projects in the fire rehabilitation area. The BLM
has NEPA for some of their lands in the Mokelumne Watershed.
13) Disadvantaged Communities Benefits
Does your project provide specific benefits to critical DAC water issues? For the purposes of
Proposition 1 funding, a DAC is defined as “a community with a median household income
(MHI) less than 80% of the Statewide average.” If you are unsure if your project is located in a
DAC, please use the DWR mapping tool, located here: https://gis.water.ca.gov/app/dacs/.
Yes, my project provides benefits to DACs as defined by Prop 1
Yes, my project provides benefits to DACs using some other definition (please
indicate the definition you are using in the comment box below)
No
If yes, please identify the DAC benefits and explain the magnitude of each benefit.
This project would benefit the disadvantaged communities within the upper Mokelumne River
watershed: Pioneer, Pine Grove, Jackson, Sutter Creek, Ione, Amador City, and Drytown.

14) Native American Tribal Communities Benefits
Does your project provide specific benefits to critical water issues for Native American tribal
communities?
Yes
No
If yes, please identify the benefits and explain the magnitude of each benefit.
This project will benefit the Jackson Rancheria Band of Mi-Wuk Native Americans.
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15) Environmental Justice Concerns
Does your project have environmental justice concerns? Environmental Justice is defined by
State Law as: “the fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all people regardless of race,
color, sex national origin, or income with respect to the development, implementation and
enforcement of environmental laws, regulations, and policies.”
Yes
No
Please provide a rationale for your response.
Yes, this project provides fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all customers
and beneficial uses, including for aquatic wildlife. The focus on water quality and quantity
will provide safe, clean, affordable and accessible water adequate for human
consumption, cooking, and sanitary purposes
16) Best Project for Intended Purpose
Please indicate the score below that best reflects your project and provide a justification of how
you arrived at your score.
High: Project is the best possible alternative to meet the stated need from a social,
environmental, and economic perspective.
Medium: Other alternatives exist that may be preferable from a social, environmental,
and economic perspective.
Low: Other alternatives clearly exist that will be better to meet the intended need from
a social, environmental, and economic perspective.
Reducing erosion and sedimentation and increasing water yield provide protection of water
quality and supply needed for the health needs of people and wildlife dependent on the
Mokelumne Watershed for their livelihood. Maintaining and improving the high quality of
Mokelumne water also helps keep the cost of treating water to the lowest possible level.
The project will help protect and restore important ecosystems by restoring the resiliency of our
ecosystems to support fish and wildlife populations, improve water quality, and restore natural
system functions, restore key mountain meadow habitat, and manage headwaters for multiple
benefits.
.
17) Minimize Implementation Risk
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Please indicate the score below that best reflects your project and provide a justification of how
you arrived at your score.
High: Minimal implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such as
regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and low degree of controversy,
potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
Medium: Moderate implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such
as regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and moderate degree of
controversy, potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
Low: High implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such as
regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and high degree of controversy,
potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
There is minimal implementation risk in this program. Watershed improvements are not
controversial and have no institutional barriers given that it is widely accepted and endorsed that
watershed protection is effective throughout California. There is virtually no potential for a legal
challenge given that the participation by end users is voluntary, and there is no uncertainty
among project partners in implementing the projects included in the program. In light of climate
change, it is expected that this program will be seen as a proactive way to adapt to its effects.
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California Statewide Priorities
Make Conservation a Way of Life
• Building on current water conservation efforts and promoting the innovation of new
systems for increased water conservation.
• Expand agricultural and urban water conservation and efficiency to exceed SBX7-7
targets
• Provide funding for conservation and efficiency
• Increase water sector energy efficiency and greenhouse gas reduction capacity
• Promote local urban conservation ordinances and programs
Increase Regional Self-Reliance and Integrated Water Management Across All Levels of
Government
• Ensure water security at the local level, where individual government efforts integrate
into one combined regional commitment where the sum becomes greater than any
single piece.
• Support and expand funding for Integrated Water Management planning and projects
• Improve land use and water alignment
• Provide assistance to disadvantaged communities
• Encourage State focus on projects with multiple benefits
• Increase the use of recycled water
Achieve Co-Equal Goals for the Delta
• This action is directed towards State and federal agencies; however, consideration will
be afforded to eligible local or regional projects that also support achieving the co-equal
goals providing a more reliable water supply for California and to protect, restore, and
enhance the Delta ecosystem.
Protect and Restore Important Ecosystems
• Continue protecting and restoring the resiliency of our ecosystems to support fish and
wildlife populations, improve water quality, and restore natural system functions.
• Restore key mountain meadow habitat
• Manage headwaters for multiple benefits
• Protect key habitat of the Salton Sea through local partnership
• Restore coastal watersheds
• Continue restoration efforts in the Lake Tahoe Basin
• Continue restoration efforts in the Klamath Basin
• Water for wetlands and waterfowl
• Eliminate barriers to fish migration
• Assess fish passage at large dams
• Enhance water flows in stream systems statewide
Manage and Prepare for Dry Periods
• Effectively manage water resources through all hydrologic conditions to reduce impacts
of shortages and lessen costs of state response actions. Secure more reliable water
supplies and consequently improve drought preparedness and make California’s water
system more resilient.
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•
•

Revise operations to respond to extreme conditions
Encourage healthy soils

Expand Water Storage Capacity and Improve Groundwater Management
• Increase water storage for widespread public and environmental benefits, especially in
increasingly dry years and better manage our groundwater to reduce overdraft.
• Provide essential data to enable Sustainable Groundwater Management
• Support funding partnerships for storage projects
• Improve Sustainable Groundwater Management
• Support distributed groundwater storage
• Increase statewide groundwater recharge
• Accelerate clean-up of contaminated groundwater and prevent future contamination
Provide Safe Water for All Communities
• Provide all Californians the right to safe, clean, affordable and accessible water
adequate for human consumption, cooking, and sanitary purposes.
• Consolidate water quality programs
• Provide funding assistance for vulnerable communities
• Manage the supply status of community water systems
o

Additionally, as required by Water Code §10545, in areas that have nitrate, arsenic,
perchlorate, or hexavalent chromium contamination, consideration will be given to grant
proposals that included projects that help address the impacts caused by nitrate, arsenic,
perchlorate, or hexavalent chromium contamination, including projects that provide safe
drinking water to small disadvantaged communities.

Increase Flood Protection
• Collaboratively plan for integrated flood and water management systems, and implement
flood projects that protect public safety, increase water supply reliability, conserve
farmlands, and restore ecosystems.
• Improve access to emergency funds
• Better coordinate flood response operations
• Prioritize funding to reduce flood risk and improve flood response
• Encourage flood projects that plan for climate change and achieve multiple benefits
Increase Operational and Regulatory Efficiency
• This action is directed towards State and federal agencies; however, consideration will
be afforded to eligible local or regional projects that also support increased operational
of the State Water Project or Central Valley Project.
Identify Sustainable and Integrated Financing Opportunities
• This action is directed towards State agencies and the legislature.
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Mokelumne/Amador/Calaveras (MAC)
Integrated Regional Water Management Plan Update
Project Information Sheet
PLEASE SUBMIT COMPLETED FORMS BY AUGUST 6, 2018
Questions and completed forms should be directed to:
Rachel Gross
Woodard & Curran
415-321-3424
rgross@woodardcurran.com

Proposed Project and Responsible Agency Information
Project Title: South Fork Mokelumne River Watershed Restoration
Project Location: Calaveras County, Rail Road Flat & West Point Quads; Project borders the
South Fork Mokelumne River bounded by Sandy Gulch, Wilseyville, Rail Road Flat and
Glencoe.
Submitting Entity / Project Proponent: Submitted for the Mother Lode Field Office of BLM by
the Calaveras Amador Forestry Team.
Other Participating Agencies (if applicable): CAL FIRE, ‘Calaveras Healthy Impact Product
Solutions’ (CHIPS) of West Point, the ‘Amador Calaveras Consensus Group’, the ‘Calaveras
County Resource Conservation District’, the Sierra Nevada Conservancy and the communities
of Sandy Gulch, Wilseyville, Rail Road Flat and Glencoe.
Contact Name for Project Proponent: Pat McGreevy/Calaveras Amador Forestry Team
Mailing Address for Project Proponent: Box 52, Glencoe, CA 95232
Phone Number for Project Proponent: (209)293-2191
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Email Address for Project Proponent: mcgreevp@volcano.net
To the best of your knowledge, do you anticipate that your agency will adopt/approve the
2018 MAC IRWMP?
Yes
No
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Eligibility
In order to be considered for inclusion in the MAC Plan 2018 Update, the project must meet at
least one MAC Plan Goal, at least one Statewide Priority, and address at least two Resource
Management Strategies. If your project does not meet these minimum requirements it will not be
included in the MAC Plan 2018 Update.
MAC Plan Update Goals
1)

Does your project advance one or more of the MAC IRWM goals?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)

If yes, please indicate which goal and explain how.
Policy 1: Maintain and Improve Water Quality
Goal: Reduce sources of contaminants.
Description:
Goal: Manage stormwater flows and transport of sediment and contaminants.
Description: Erosion from native road surfaces and the delivery of sediment to streams and the
South Fork Mokelumne River has degraded water quality in the project area. This project will
divert runoff from three native surface roads that have become stream channels. Much of this
runoff is hydrologically connected to watercourses. Road runoff will be dispersed over the bank
at multiple points with filtering capacity to mimic the natural condition. Dispersing water will
significantly reduce erosion and recharge groundwater by watering downslope soil while
improving water quality and riparian areas. This prescription for mitigating long-term erosion and
sediment delivery to watercourses is needed because ditches and relief culverts are usually
blocked with debris from concentrated high energy flows and the chronic lack of maintenance.

Policy 2: Improve Water Supply Reliability and Ensure Long-Term Balance of Supply and
Demand
Goal: Ensure sufficient firm yield water supply.
Description:
Goal: Maintain and improve water infrastructure reliability.
Description:
Goal: Promote water conservation, recycling and reuse for urban and agricultural uses.
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Description:
Goal: Develop appropriate drought mitigation measures.
Description:
Policy 3: Practice Resource Stewardship
Goal: Identify opportunities to conserve, enhance and restore the region’s natural
resources.
Description:
The project will reduce soil erosion and sedimentation by both immediate and preventive
actions. The immediate actions are the restoration of deeply eroded Indian River Road (2.5
miles), Anita Mine Road (1 mile), and Dombi Road (0.5 miles) that act as stream channels
conveying runoff and sediment directly into the waterways and Mokelumne River. Corrective
drainage measures will include the installation of rolling dips, breaching the outside berms and
creating lead off drainage ditches at frequent intervals to disburse over downslope soil and
filtering vegetation. These immediate actions will reduce sediment load to the Mokelumne River
by establishing a stormwater conveyance system that will preserve the existing roadway while
minimizing erosion by reducing the velocity of stormwater runoff. Note that this drainage system
is maintenance free because it does not depend culverts requiring annual maintenance (but
receive none) to remove obstructive debris.
One stream crossing on Independence Gulch deserves special mention. It consists of two 48'
culverts that are 40' long. They were obstructed during the wet season of 2016/17 causing
significant degradation of Indian River Road. Drainage calculations indicate that this
watercourse crossing requires a single 10'-12' diameter culvert or an expensive bridge
installation. Considering the relatively low usage of this road, the best option is to remove the
two culverts and abundant debris and restore the channel to the original stream bed that will
allow fish passage.
The preventative action consists of restoroing the road system to provide access for forest
restoration and maintenance as well as access for emergency services. CAL FIRE classifies
the Mokelumne Watershed a very high fire threat. A catastrophic fire in the watershed and
resulting loss of ground cover and sediment load would have a negative impact on the capacity
of Pardee Reservoir that serves EBMUD's 1.4 domestic and industrial customers in the East
Bay as well as the residents and water purveyors in Calaveras and Amador Counties that
depend on the Mokelumne River for their water supply.

Goal: Minimize adverse effects on biological and cultural resources.
Description: The South Fork road system provides potential fire access in steep
terrain. Without functional road access, new access points would have to be established
during fire suppression operations, which would entail cutting new access routes through
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unknown and unstudied areas. Reestablishing an existing roadway for emergency fire
access limits potential adverse impacts of establishing new access points. These access
roads can be regulated via gates.
Goal: Identify opportunities for public access, open spaces, trails, and other
recreational benefits.
Description: Restoring the South Fork road system for vehicular traffic will provide
access to 900+ acres of public land which includes a restored mixed conifer forest for
hiking, bicycling and equestrian enthusiasts. These roads also provide access to the
South Fork Mokelumne River for fishing and swimming. When complete the South Fork
Mokelumne Project will provide the public with open space that continues to shrink as
private landowners restrict access and post their ‘No Trespassing’ signs.
Policy 4 is not included here because it is more relevant to the MAC Plan than to individual
projects.
Policy 5 is incorporated in Questions 10 and 11 below.

Statewide Priorities
2)

Does your project advance one or more of the Statewide Priorities?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)

If yes, please indicate which priorities. Check all that apply. More information on
each priority is included on the last two pages of this form.
Make Conservation a California Way of Life
Increase Regional Self-Reliance and Integrated Water Management Across All Levels
of Government
Achieve Co-Equal Goals for the Delta
Protect and Restore Important Ecosystems
Manage and Prepare for Dry Periods
Expand Water Storage Capacity and Improve Groundwater Management
Provide Safe Water for All Communities
Increase Flood Protection
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Increase Operational and Regulatory Efficiency
Identify Sustainable and Integrated Financing Opportunities
Resource Management Strategies
3)

Does your project address two or more of the Resource Management Strategies?
Yes
No (if No, the project is ineligible)

If yes, please indicate which strategies. Check all that apply to your project.
Agricultural Water Use Efficiency

Pollution Prevention

Urban Water Use Efficiency

Salt and Salinity Management

Flood Management

Urban Stormwater Runoff Management

Conveyance – Delta

Agricultural Lands Stewardship

Conveyance – Regional/local

Ecosystem Restoration

System Reoperation

Forest Management

Water Transfers

Land Use Planning and Management

Conjunctive Management &
Groundwater Storage
Desalination – Brackish and Sea
Water

Recharge Area Protection
Sediment Management
Watershed Management

Recycled Municipal Water

Economic Incentives

Precipitation Enhancement

Outreach and Engagement

Surface Storage – CALFED

Water and Culture

Surface Storage – Regional/local

Water-Dependent Recreation

Drinking Water Treatment and
Distribution
Groundwater and Aquifer
Remediation
Matching Water Quality to Use

Other Strategies (Crop Idling for Water
Transfers, Dewvaporation or Atmospheric
Pressure Desalination, Fog Collection,
Irrigated Land Retirement, Rainfed
Agriculture, Snow Fences, Waterbag
Transport/Storage Technology
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Project Description
4)

Project Description

Please provide a description of your project, including the project location (please provide GPS
coordinates if available), area and/or entities that will be affected by or will benefit from your
project, related water and environmental resources within the project boundaries, and any
potential obstacles to implementation. Attach extra pages if necessary. If feasible, please
attach a copy of all relevant project literature.
BACKGROUND. This project is in the HU12 South Fork Mokelumne River Watershed,
Calaveras County, on BLM land that is surrounded by the WUI communities of Sandy Gulch,
Wilseyville, Rail Road Flat, and Glencoe, collectively known as the Blue Mountain Communities
(Lat/Long 38.36541 -120.53278).
The elevation ranges from 2,000 to 2,800 feet. The riparian zones are populated with dense
Douglas-fir while the canyon walls are populated with Ponderosa Pine/live oak on the south
facing aspects and Douglas-fir on the north facing aspects. The watershed has not experienced
fire for 100 years. Various plots were logged in the 1960s and some 400 acres were converted
into ponderosa pine plantations, but never maintained. Today, they are in the process of natural
conversion to high fire hazard brush, over-stocked saplings and poor-quality timber with a fuel
load of 20-25 tons per acre- the recipe for catastrophic fire and a serious threat to the WUI
communities in the watershed. The project is in a Very High Hazard Severity Zone and the
Mean (min - max) Annual Probability of Fire between 2026-2050 is 0.54% (0.18% - 1.39%).
Regarding tree mortality, half of the project is in a ‘Tier One High Hazard Zone’.
The long-term goal of this landscape fuels reduction project is to enhance watershed health by
reducing the risk of fire ignition and spread, conserving water, minimizing erosion, protecting
water quality, and increasing forest resilience to drought and disease while sequestering and
storing greenhouse gases (GHGs). This project is driven by retired professionals from the
Calaveras Amador Forestry Team and by the community itself with support from BLM, CAL
FIRE, ‘Calaveras Healthy Impact Product Solutions’ (CHIPS) of West Point, the ‘Amador
Calaveras Consensus Group’, the ‘Calaveras County Resource Conservation District’ and the
Sierra Nevada Conservancy (SNC).
The South Fork Mokelumne River Watershed Restoration project has multiple phases. Phase I
was funded by SNC grant #885 and it delivered a Joint NEPA/CEQA on 912 acres of this BLM
watershed. Phase 2 is being funded from SNC Grant #1030 for the mastication of dense brush
on 217 of these acres starting after the 2018 fire season. The Phase 3 grant application is in
preparation (SNC #1067) and, if awarded, will complete forest restoration on the original 912acre footprint by reducing hazardous surface and ladder fuels on an additional 320 acres and
thinning the overstocked fir and pine stands on 278 acres. A Phase 4 application is also in
progress to expand the current footprint by annexing 687 acres including 37 private parcels, two
special district parcels (CCWD) and two more BLM parcels. If all goes to plan, we will have a
healthy forest resilient to stand replacing wildfire and beetle epidemics on ~1,600 acres of
watershed around 2023. The long-term vision is to apply this South Fork Model to the
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remaining ~13,000 acres in the BLM Mokelumne Community Forest of Amador and Calaveras
Counties.
HYDROLOGY. While the achievements and plans described above are laudable, they ignore
the degradation of water quality caused by erosion from native road surfaces and the delivery of
sediment to streams. Past grading of the roads has left an outside berm that keeps runoff
channeled on the rutted road and these roads have become sediment-laden stream channels
that are hydrologically connected to water courses. Road runoff needs to be dispersed over the
bank at multiple points to mimic natural conditions. Dispersing water over downslope soil at
frequent intervals will significantly reduce erosion, improve water quality, recharge groundwater
and sustain stream flow into the dry season to the benefit of the entire forest ecosystem,
neighbors depending on domestic wells and downstream users.
Water quality is further compromised by a half dozen culverts located at stream crossings. Due
to maintenance constraints, these culverts are usually blocked with debris from concentrated
high energy flows. The most precarious stream crossing is over Independence Gulch. It was
constructed from two 4’ x 40’ corrugated metal pipes (culverts). During the 2016/17 wet season,
one culvert was completely plugged and the other was uncoupled into two 20’ lengths. Half of
the road was washed away, and the remaining 500 to 1,000 cubic yards of road fill are likely to
wash completely through the Gulch and into the South Fork Mokelumne River in the coming wet
season(s).
The road erosion described above is not an isolated observation but is widespread in the Upper
Mokelumne Watershed where historic roads built by the miners, water purveyors and loggers
were simply abandoned without remediation for runoff erosion and stream siltation. The recent
study by Tom Black reminds us that roads are a, if not the, leading source of sedimentation in
the Sierra Nevada Mountains ((https://www.fs.fed.us/GRAIP/WatershedStudies.shtml).
The dilemma we face is that erosion from roads and culverts is a major source of stream
siltation. Yet, the SNC resists funding to mitigate erosion saying that this is road maintenance
which they will not fund. This is an ironic position since the SNC is distributing Prop 1 and 68
water bond money.
GOAL. To make the road system in the project hydrologically invisible by building a
maintenance free erosion control system that will disburse runoff over watershed soil and
minimize the delivery of silt directly into the tributaries of the South Fork Mokelumne River.
IMPLEMENTATION.
ROADS. Road assessment is in progress. Each road is walked to locate potential drain points
that would minimize the length of road contributing to high energy runoff down the long ruts or
stream channels. Proposed drainage features are located by GPS, flagged, and recorded by
structure type and the estimated time for construction. The drainage features will be constructed
by a D4 Caterpillar or similar equipment using materials in-place, and they include rolling dips,
cuts through berms, and lead-off ditches. The criteria for locating the erosion features includes
the interval distance between drain points, road grade and adequate downhill slope to assure
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that runoff drains away from the road and is not blocked by future sediment deposition.
Preliminary surveys indicate that 54 drainage structures will be needed, and this figure is used
in the estimated budget.
INDEPENDENCE GULCH. Watershed analyses indicate that this stream crossing on Indian
River Road requires a culvert that is 10’-12’ in diameter. It will be a challenge to transport and
install such a large pipe in our remote site. A second option is the installation of a prefabricated
arch bridge that can be assembled on site over concrete footings. This option is possible, but
very expensive and difficult to justify in view of the small amount of traffic.
A third option is to restore the native stream bed by removing the big breached culverts, channel
debris and road fill, and reshaping the banks to their natural state. This is the preferred option
because it is the least expensive and will reconnect the aquatic habitats above and below this
stream crossing. It is noteworthy that there are trout above and below this stream crossing and
that these populations have been isolated since the 1960s when the culverts were installed.
The downside to this option is that Indian River Road will no longer be a thoroughfare for
vehicular traffic. While inconvenient, forest restoration and maintenance can proceed via
access routes from the east and west ends of Indian River Road. However, hikers, bicyclists
and equestrians will be able to ford the natural stream. Should the BLM wants to upgrade
Indian River Road in the future, it could construct a bridge.
WATER & ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCES. The South Fork Mokelumne River Watershed
provides clean water to the East Bay Municipal Utility District’s 1.4 million customers and the
Bay-Delta Watershed for use by Central Valley agriculture and 25 million domestic users in
Southern California. Along the way, the Mokelumne generates electrical power, supports a vital
fishery and provides various forms of recreation.
OBSTACLES TO IMPLEMENTATION. None.
PROJECT LITERATURE. The South Fork Mokelumne River Watershed Project has received
two awards from the Sierra Nevada Conservancy:
http://www.sierranevada.ca.gov/our-board/board-meetings/2016JUNE/885.pdf
http://snc.ca.gov/other-assistance/applying-for-a-grant/june2018boardgrants/snc-1030.pdf
5)

Readiness to Proceed

Please indicate your project’s readiness. In the text box, please provide more information on
timing, such as when design may be complete, when permits/environmental documentation may
be acquired, or when construction may begin.
Planning/Initial Study
Conceptual Design
In Design
Design Complete
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In Environmental Review
Environmental Review Complete
6)

Planning Horizon

Is the project expected to be completed by 2027?
Yes
No
7)

Technical Feasibility

Please list background information, studies, or other documentation (including author and year)
that detail the technical feasibility of the project.
The project has been planned and implemented in 2016-2018 by a Geographic Information
Specialist [Pat McGreevy] and by a Registered Professional Forester/Certified Professional in
Erosion and Sediment Control [Jan Bray, RPF 2360, CPESC 1095] with support from the CAL
FIRE/TCU and reviews by various resource specialists in the BLM.
8)

Economic Feasibility and Project Costs

Please provide estimated project costs (capital, operations and maintenance, and replacement)
and estimated project life.
Capital Cost: $ $64,990
Annual O&M Costs: $ Minimal to none
Replacement Costs, Description of Equipment to be Replaced, & Frequency of
Replacement (e.g., every 5 years): Rolling dips will be installed along roads to provide
long-term road drainage with minimal maintenance. Two crossings will be hardened
with rock and the channel of Independence Gulch will be re-shaped to its natural
condition. This project requires no equipment.
Estimated Project Life (Years): 50
Cost Basis (if not 2018 dollars):
What is the basis for your project costs? At what stage in the project were they developed? If a
cost estimate has been prepared, please provide.
Project Costs were developed by field measurements by RPF Bray and retired USFS Road
Engineer Rich Farrington in the summer of 2018
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Estimated cost for erosion control structures on 3 SF Moke Roads
using D4 Dozer or equivalent equipment. Structure could be a rolling dip,
cut berm and/or lead off ditch.
Erosion¹
Est Cost²
Structure
Road/Gulch
Miles
Feet
Indian River
Anita Mine
Domby
Subtotal
1: Spacing (ft)=
2: Est Cost Each=

2.3
12,284
0.3
2,204
0.4
1,625
3
16,113
200-400 Use 300
$300

41
7
5
54

$12,284
$2,204
$1,625
$16,113

2 equipment mobilizations
Support vehicle, Operator, Fuel @ $300/day x 10 days
10 days On-site Engineering Tech
Subtotal

$2,000
$3,000
$8,000
$13,000

Independence Gl Remove debris/reshape watercourse
Various locations Four loads road base and trucking
Subtotal
Management 15%
Grand Total

$25,000
$2,400
$27,400
$8,477
$64,990

Please describe the economic feasibility of the project. If an economic analysis (benefit/cost
analysis or cost-effectiveness analysis) of the project has been completed, please provide the
findings of that analysis and the reference (including author and year).
The SNC has invested $574,000 into this project and is likely to invest more. An IRWMP match of
$64,990 is a good marriage. There is not economic analysis.

9)

Financing

How will your project be financed? What are the funding sources for your project?
The SF Mokelumne project is funded through grants without financing.
10) Climate Change Adaptation
Does your project help adapt to climate change? E.g., how your project helps the region adapt
to identified climate change regional vulnerabilities; how your project may address changes to
the amount, intensity, timing, quality, and variability of runoff and recharge.
Yes
No
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If yes, please explain how and the likelihood of the climate change adaptation benefits.
Currently, runoff in the project area is collected by the roads that act as stream channels and
convey it directly to the local waterways and Mokelumne River without ever wetting the down
slope soil of the watershed. The creation of rolling dips will move this road water over the bank
at frequent intervals and disperse it over watershed soil as nature has done in the past. Wetting
and storing water in the watershed landscape increases its availability to plants, animals and
man throughout the extended dry season related to global warming.
About 10 percent of the moisture found in the atmosphere is released by plants through
transpiration. A large pine tree can pump and evaporate 75 gallons of ground water per day.
Fuels reduction on the South Fork Mokelumne project will remove most of the brush and ladder
fuels and at least half of the trees leaving the water they currently use in the watershed ground.
The increased ground water available to the post-treatment stand will contribute substantially to
forest health through resilience to fire and beetle epidemics. Increased ground water is
expected to maintain the static water level in the domestic wells in the neighborhood which is a
serious problem during periods of drought. The increased ground water is also expected to
sustain water flow late into the dry season to the benefit of downstream users and wildlife.
11) Climate Change Mitigation
Does your project help mitigate against the effects of climate change? E.g., how your project
may reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions as compared to project alternatives; how your
project may reduce energy consumption, especially the energy embedded in water use; or if
your project includes renewable energy sources.
Yes
No
If yes, please explain how and the likelihood of the climate change mitigation benefits.
The South Fork Mokelumne River Watershed project will mitigate global warming by avoiding
GHG emissions from stand-leveling wildfire and pestilence, maximizing carbon storage and
sequestration through accelerated growth of the large diameter post-treatment stand,
sequestering carbon in replanted seedlings, storing carbon in lumber, and using small diameter
trees and slash as biomass.
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More Information
12) Multi-entity Integration and Benefits
Is your project linked to or combined with another project or provide benefits to more than one
entity?
Yes
No
If yes, please describe the linked / integrated projects and other possible project participants.
Describe entities that benefit from the project and describe the benefits to each entity.
The South Fork Mokelumne River Watershed Project integrates with the following strategic
plans designed to minimize the risk of catastrophic fire and insect epidemics:
• Glencoe Rich Gulch CWPP;
• CAL FIRE Tuolumne Calaveras PRE-FIRE PLAN;
• Calaveras Interagency Hazardous Fuels Reduction Collaborators;
• BLM Mokelumne Watershed Community Forest
The following partners contributed to concept development, planning and implementation:
• Parcel Owners in project area
• CAL FIRE
• CalAm Forestry Team
• BLM
• CHIPS
• Calaveras Interagency Hazardous Fuels Reduction Collaborators
• Amador/Calaveras Consensus Group
• Calaveras Board of Supervisors
The following are beneficiaries:
• Parcel Owners- Reduced risk of catastrophic fire; Maintenance of static water levels in
domestic wells during drought; Recreational opportunities;
• CAL FIRE- Landscape level hazardous fuel reduction increases the likelihood that first
responders will suppress a fire ignition before it spreads out of control; Project
integration with the strategic fire plan for Amador and Calaveras counties is crucial to the
suppression of megafires and the protection of life, infrastructure and industrial timber in
the upcountry;
• Water Purveyors- Increased yield of clean water with extended stream flow into the late
dry season;
• BLM- Increased capacity to manage its lands through community partnerships that
secure and manage State funds on its behalf;
• CHIPS- Jobs in forest restoration and the generation of biomass to produce
animal/landscape chips and power generation when their electrical plant comes online;
• Bottom Line: Project is a win-win for everybody!

.
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13) Disadvantaged Communities Benefits
Does your project provide specific benefits to critical DAC water issues? For the purposes of
Proposition 1 funding, a DAC is defined as “a community with a median household income
(MHI) less than 80% of the Statewide average.” If you are unsure if your project is located in a
DAC, please use the DWR mapping tool, located here: https://gis.water.ca.gov/app/dacs/.
Yes, my project provides benefits to DACs as defined by Prop 1
Yes, my project provides benefits to DACs using some other definition (please
indicate the definition you are using in the comment box below)
No
If yes, please identify the DAC benefits and explain the magnitude of each benefit.
The project will provide Mokelumne River access and recreation to the nearby communities of
Glencoe, Rail Road Flat, West Point, Wilseyville and other areas within Calaveras County and
beyond. According to the 2010 Census, they are all disadvantaged with Median Household
Incomes ranging from $31,366 - $35,329 compared to $60,992 for the State of California. The
unemployment rate hovers around 17%. More than 70% of the students at Rail Road Flat and
West Point Elementary Schools qualify for the school lunch program. This is an aging
population with a median age of 44 compared to the State median of 34. Finally, 25% of all
residents list themselves as disabled.
Residents of Calaveras County have limited access to park facilities. Recreational programs
are sparse and the common cry among teens is “There’s nothing to do”. Access to the
Mokelumne River to fish, swim, picnic, hike and float will be a major contribution to the quality of
life for the residents of Calaveras County and adjoining communities.

14) Native American Tribal Communities Benefits
Does your project provide specific benefits to critical water issues for Native American tribal
communities?
Yes
No
If yes, please identify the benefits and explain the magnitude of each benefit.
A tribe of the Northern Sierra Mi-Wuk lives just south of West Point. According to the 2010
Census, they number 215, about 5% of the community population.
15) Environmental Justice Concerns
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Does your project have environmental justice concerns? Environmental Justice is defined by
State Law as: “the fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all people regardless of race,
color, sex national origin, or income with respect to the development, implementation and
enforcement of environmental laws, regulations, and policies.”
Yes
No
Please provide a rationale for your response.
I have had the lead on this Project since its beginning in January 2016 and am unaware
of discrimination of any type. The predominate minority group in the Blue Mountain
Communities is the Mi-Wuk Tribe. A principle partner in the Project is CHIPS which was
formed 10 years ago with the intent of putting our unemployed to work in forest
restoration. CHIPS has provided job training and employment to the less fortunate with
special focus on the recruitment on the Mi-Wuk into the work force. To its credit, CHIPS
has extended its program to the Washoe Tribe in Alpine County. (Pat McGreevy)
16) Best Project for Intended Purpose
Please indicate the score below that best reflects your project and provide a justification of how
you arrived at your score.
High: Project is the best possible alternative to meet the stated need from a social,
environmental, and economic perspective.
Medium: Other alternatives exist that may be preferable from a social, environmental,
and economic perspective.
Low: Other alternatives clearly exist that will be better to meet the intended need from
a social, environmental, and economic perspective.
Social: Recent megafires have made our citizens realize that safety depends on
community efforts. In recent months, our Blue Mountain Communities have formed a
Neighborhood Watch with 71 participants. The South Fork Mokelumne Project is
prompting talk about the need for a Firewise Community and the creation of a Blue
Mountain Fire Safe Council. A recent survey has identified 41 parcel owners who want
their private properties annexed into the current Forest Health Project.
Environmental: The Project was prompted by the catastrophic Butte Fire of 2015 and
the devastating beetle epidemic of 2016/17. The forest health issues addressed in the
South Fork Mokelumne Project are designed to minimize these threats in the future.
Economic: The Project creates local jobs in forest restoration and provides biomass to
for the CHIPS Product Yard in Wilseyville that is on the perimeter of the project.
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Minimize Implementation Risk
Please indicate the score below that best reflects your project and provide a justification of how
you arrived at your score.
High: Minimal implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such as
regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and low degree of controversy,
potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
Medium: Moderate implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such
as regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and moderate degree of
controversy, potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
Low: High implementation risk due to documented institutional barriers such as
regulatory, environmental, or permitting obstacles, and high degree of controversy,
potential legal challenge, or potential partners’ uncertainty.
There is no opposition to the South Fork Project. The Project objectives were conceived
as a collaborative effort between diverse partners who are enthusiastic about current
progress.
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California Statewide Priorities
Make Conservation a Way of Life
• Building on current water conservation efforts and promoting the innovation of new
systems for increased water conservation.
• Expand agricultural and urban water conservation and efficiency to exceed SBX7-7
targets
• Provide funding for conservation and efficiency
• Increase water sector energy efficiency and greenhouse gas reduction capacity
• Promote local urban conservation ordinances and programs
Increase Regional Self-Reliance and Integrated Water Management Across All Levels of
Government
• Ensure water security at the local level, where individual government efforts integrate
into one combined regional commitment where the sum becomes greater than any
single piece.
• Support and expand funding for Integrated Water Management planning and projects
• Improve land use and water alignment
• Provide assistance to disadvantaged communities
• Encourage State focus on projects with multiple benefits
• Increase the use of recycled water
Achieve Co-Equal Goals for the Delta
• This action is directed towards State and federal agencies; however, consideration will
be afforded to eligible local or regional projects that also support achieving the co-equal
goals providing a more reliable water supply for California and to protect, restore, and
enhance the Delta ecosystem.
Protect and Restore Important Ecosystems
• Continue protecting and restoring the resiliency of our ecosystems to support fish and
wildlife populations, improve water quality, and restore natural system functions.
• Restore key mountain meadow habitat
• Manage headwaters for multiple benefits
• Protect key habitat of the Salton Sea through local partnership
• Restore coastal watersheds
• Continue restoration efforts in the Lake Tahoe Basin
• Continue restoration efforts in the Klamath Basin
• Water for wetlands and waterfowl
• Eliminate barriers to fish migration
• Assess fish passage at large dams
• Enhance water flows in stream systems statewide
Manage and Prepare for Dry Periods
• Effectively manage water resources through all hydrologic conditions to reduce impacts
of shortages and lessen costs of state response actions. Secure more reliable water
supplies and consequently improve drought preparedness and make California’s water
system more resilient.
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•
•

Revise operations to respond to extreme conditions
Encourage healthy soils

Expand Water Storage Capacity and Improve Groundwater Management
• Increase water storage for widespread public and environmental benefits, especially in
increasingly dry years and better manage our groundwater to reduce overdraft.
• Provide essential data to enable Sustainable Groundwater Management
• Support funding partnerships for storage projects
• Improve Sustainable Groundwater Management
• Support distributed groundwater storage
• Increase statewide groundwater recharge
• Accelerate clean-up of contaminated groundwater and prevent future contamination
Provide Safe Water for All Communities
• Provide all Californians the right to safe, clean, affordable and accessible water
adequate for human consumption, cooking, and sanitary purposes.
• Consolidate water quality programs
• Provide funding assistance for vulnerable communities
• Manage the supply status of community water systems
o

Additionally, as required by Water Code §10545, in areas that have nitrate, arsenic,
perchlorate, or hexavalent chromium contamination, consideration will be given to grant
proposals that included projects that help address the impacts caused by nitrate, arsenic,
perchlorate, or hexavalent chromium contamination, including projects that provide safe
drinking water to small disadvantaged communities.

Increase Flood Protection
• Collaboratively plan for integrated flood and water management systems, and implement
flood projects that protect public safety, increase water supply reliability, conserve
farmlands, and restore ecosystems.
• Improve access to emergency funds
• Better coordinate flood response operations
• Prioritize funding to reduce flood risk and improve flood response
• Encourage flood projects that plan for climate change and achieve multiple benefits
Increase Operational and Regulatory Efficiency
• This action is directed towards State and federal agencies; however, consideration will
be afforded to eligible local or regional projects that also support increased operational
of the State Water Project or Central Valley Project.
Identify Sustainable and Integrated Financing Opportunities
• This action is directed towards State agencies and the legislature.
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Mokelumne/Amador/Calaveras Integrated Regional Water Management Plan Update 2018

Appendix F: Project List and Associated Scores

September 2018

MAC IRWMP
Project Review Process Results

General Project Information

#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Entity
ARCD
AWA
AWA
AWA
AWA
AWA
AWA
AWA
AWA
AWA
AWA

12

AWA

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

AWA
AWA
AWA
AWA
AWA
AWA
AWA
AWA
AWA
AWA
AWA
AWA
AWA
AWA
AWA
AWA
AWA
AWA
AWA

32

CCWD

33

CCWD

34

CCWD

Project Name
Soil Health & Climate Resilient Agriculture Education Program
Groundwater Banking Conjunctive Use Study
Groundwater Capacity in Amador County
Amador Canal Water Conservation Project
PG&E Storage Recovery
Lower Bear River Reservoir Expansion Study
Surface Storage Feasibility Study
Lake Camanche Recycling Water Project
Amador Water Agency System Computer Modeling
Amador Water Agency Master Plan
Highway 88 Corridor Sewer Trunk Line Study
Camanche Area Regional Water Supply Project Phase II
(CARWSP II)
Ione WTP Planning Study
Upper-Lower Water System Reliability Intertie Project
Lake Camanche Transmission Main Project
Amador Water Agency Low Pressure Fire Flow Improvements
CAWP Fire Protection Project
CAWP Tanks Replacement and Consolidation Project
Floating Covers Replacement Project
Lake Camanche Water Service Replacement – Phase IV
Amador Water Agency Treated Water Supply Study
Community Leachfield Groundwater Nitrate Study
Martell Wastewater Lift Station Reduction Project
Regional Wastewater Treatment and Recycling Project
Lake Camanche Regional Wastewater System
Tanner WTP Rehabilitation and Efficiency Project
Water Storage Reoperation Study
SGMA Implementation for Amador County
Fishery Habitat Improvements
New York Ranch Reservoir Conservation and Management
MAC Conservation Program Implementation
Sheep Ranch Drinking Water Treatment & Distribution
Compliance Project
West Point Automated Meter Reading Project
West Point Water Treatment Plant Drinking Water Compliance
Project
Wilson Dam Meadow Restoration and Habitat Enhancement
Plan
Amador Household Water Efficiency Project
Mokelumne High Country Meadow Restoration
Riparian Noxious Weed Abatement Plan

35

CCWD

36
37
38

Foothill
Foothill
Foothill

39

Foothill Restoring the Upper Mokelumne's Anadromous Fish

40

Tier 1, Step 2
Screening

Tier 2, Step 2 Prioritization

Total
Goals
5
7
7
9
7
7
7
7
10
10
8

Total
Statewide
Priors.
1
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
9
9
7

Result
PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS

Total
RMS
3
14
14
14
10
10
10
14
25
25
13

Result
PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS

Econ.
Benefit
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
Medium
High
High
High

In Design

5

7

PASS

10

PASS

High

High

Conceptual Design
Planning/Initial Study
Design Complete
Conceptual Design
Conceptual Design
Conceptual Design
Conceptual Design
Design Complete
Planning/Initial Study
Planning/Initial Study
Planning/Initial Study
Conceptual Design
Conceptual Design
In Design
Planning/Initial Study
Planning/Initial Study
Planning/Initial Study
Planning/Initial Study
Planning/Initial Study

4
3
6
4
6
7
3
7
9
8
6
8
9
6
7
7
6
7
5

7
3
7
3
4
4
4
6
7
7
6
7
7
7
7
7
4
8
7

PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS

7
3
6
3
3
3
3
9
14
13
7
16
14
7
10
14
9
16
12

PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS

High
High
High
Medium
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High

Design Complete

3

3

PASS

3

PASS

Conceptual Design

4

2

PASS

2

Design Complete

3

1

PASS

3

Project Status
Planning/Initial Study
Planning/Initial Study
Planning/Initial Study
Planning/Initial Study
Planning/Initial Study
Planning/Initial Study
Planning/Initial Study
Conceptual Design
Planning/Initial Study
Planning/Initial Study
Planning/Initial Study

Climate
Climate
Change
Change
Adaptation Mitigation
Benefit
Benefit
Medium
High
High
Low
Medium
Low
High
Medium
High
Medium
High
High
High
Medium
High
Low
High
Medium
High
Medium
Medium
Low

DAC
Benefits
Low
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
High

Native
American
Tribal
Benefits
Low
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Low
Medium
Medium
Low

No EJ
Concerns
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High

Impl. Risk
High
High
High
High
Medium
Low
Medium
High
High
High
Medium

Best
Project for
Intended
Purpose
High
High
High
High
High
Medium
Medium
High
High
High
High

Result
Medium
High
High
High
High
High
High
Medium
High
High
High

Technical
Feasibility
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High

MultiAgency
Benefits
Low
High
High
Low
High
High
High
Low
High
High
High

High

High

Medium

Low

Low

High

Low

High

High

High

Medium

Medium
Medium
High
Medium
High
High
Medium
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High

High
Medium
High
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High

High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
Medium
High
High
High

High
High
Medium
High
High
High
High
Low
Low
Low
Low
High
Medium
High
High
High
High
Medium
High

Low
High
Low
High
High
High
High
High
Medium
High
Low
High
High
Medium
High
Medium
Medium
Medium
High

Low
Low
Medium
Low
Medium
High
Low
High
Low
Medium
High
Medium
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
High

Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
High
High
High
Medium
High
Medium
High
High
Medium
Medium
Low
Medium
Medium

Low
Medium
Low
Medium
Low
Low
Medium
Low
Medium
Medium
Low
Medium
Low
Medium
Medium
Medium
Low
Medium
Medium

High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High

High
Medium
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
Medium
High

High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High

Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
Medium
Medium
High

Medium

Medium

Medium

High

Low

High

Low

High

Low

High

High

High

Medium

PASS

High

Medium

Low

High

Low

Low

Medium

High

Low

High

High

High

Medium

PASS

High

Medium

Medium

High

Low

Medium

Low

High

High

High

High

High

Medium

Goals
RMS
Addressed Integrated
High
Medium
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High

Planning/Initial Study

5

3

PASS

3

PASS

High

High

Medium

High

Low

High

Low

High

Low

High

High

High

Medium

Conceptual Design
Planning/Initial Study
Planning/Initial Study
Planning/Initial Study
and Conceptual Design
Planning/Initial Study

6
8
3

3
4
1

PASS
PASS
PASS

3
9
6

PASS
PASS
PASS

High
High
High

High
High
Medium

Medium
High
High

High
High
High

Low
Medium
Medium

High
Medium
High

High
High
Low

Medium
Medium
Medium

Medium
Medium
Medium

High
High
High

High
High
High

High
High
High

High
High
High

4

1

PASS

6

PASS

Medium

Medium

High

High

High

Medium

Low

Medium

Medium

High

High

High

Medium

7

1

PASS

11

PASS

High

High

High

High

High

Medium

Medium

Medium

Medium

High

High

High

High

41

Jackson

Planning/Initial Study

2

3

PASS

3

PASS

Medium

Medium

Medium

High

Low

Low

Low

High

Low

High

High

High

Medium

42

UMRWA Hemlock Forest Restoration Water Yield Project Study

Environmental Review
Complete

5

3

PASS

3

PASS

High

High

Medium

High

High

High

Low

Medium

Medium

High

High

High

High

43

UMRWA

Planning/Initial Study

4

3

PASS

2

PASS

High

Medium

Low

High

High

Low

Low

High

Medium

High

High

High

Medium

Planning/Initial Study

4

3

PASS

6

PASS

High

Medium

High

High

High

Low

Low

Medium

Medium

High

High

High

Medium

Planning/Initial Study

4

3

PASS

6

PASS

Medium

Medium

High

High

High

Low

Low

Medium

Medium

High

High

High

Medium

5

4

PASS

10

PASS

High

High

High

High

High

Medium

Low

Medium

Medium

High

High

High

High

6

5

PASS

8

PASS

High

High

High

High

High

Medium

Medium

Medium

Medium

High

High

High

High

44
45
46
47

Foothill Upper Mokelumne Watershed Landowner Guide
Jackson Creek Sewer Line Relocation - Conceptual
Design/Feasibility Study

Tier 1, Step 1 Screening

MAC Region DAC Small Communities Water and WW Needs
Assessment
North Fork Mokelumne Watershed Erosion Control & Water
UMRWA
Quality Restoration Plan
North Fork Mokelumne Watershed Erosion Control & Water
UMRWA
Quality Restoration Project
Upper Mokelumne Erosion and Water Quality Assessment and
UMRWA
Restoration Plan
CAFT

South Fork Mokelumne River Watershed Program

Planning/Initial Study
and Conceptual Design
Environmental Review
Complete

CCWD
CCWD
Foothill
Foothill
Foothill

39

Foothill

Restoring the Upper Mokelumne's Anadromous Fish

40

Foothill

41

Jackson

42
43

UMRWA
UMRWA

44

UMRWA

45

UMRWA

Upper Mokelumne Watershed Landowner Guide
Jackson Creek Sewer Line Relocation - Conceptual
Design/Feasibility Study
Hemlock Forest Restoration Water Yield Project Study
MAC Region DAC Small Communities Water and WW Needs
North Fork Mokelumne Watershed Erosion Control & Water Quality
Restoration Plan
North Fork Mokelumne Watershed Erosion Control & Water Quality
Restoration Project
Upper Mokelumne Erosion and Water Quality Assessment and
Restoration Plan
South Fork Mokelumne River Watershed Program

46

UMRWA

47

CAFT




















































Design Complete




Design Complete



Planning/Initial Study
Conceptual Design
Planning/Initial Study
Planning/Initial Study
Planning/Initial Study and
Conceptual Design
Planning/Initial Study
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4
3
6
4
6
7
3
7
9
8
6
8
9
6
7
7
6
7
5

7
3
7
3
4
4
4
6
7
7
6
7
7
7
7
7
4
8
7
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1

5
6
8
3
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4
1
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1
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
9
9
7

x








5
7
7
9
7
7
7
7
10
10
8

x

















Identify Sustainable and
Integrated Financing
Opportunities























Increase Operational and
Regulatory Efficiency













Increase Flood Protection












Provide Safe Water for All
Communities


















Expand Water Storage Capacity
and Improve Groundwater
Management












Achieve Co-Equal Goals for the
Delta








x




TOTAL TOTAL
GOALS
SPs









Identify opportunities for public
access, open spaces, and other
appropriate recreational benefits
and avoid harm to existing or
planned recreational uses

Minimize adverse effects on
cultural resources






x
x




x








Planning/Initial Study






Conceptual Design
















Manage and Prepare for Dry
Periods

34
35
36
37
38




















Statewide Priorities (SPs)
Protect and Restore Important
Ecosystems

CCWD















Prepare for
Climate
Change
Increase Regional Self-Reliance
and Integrated Water
Management Across All Levels
of Government

CCWD

33

Conceptual Design
Planning/Initial Study
Design Complete
Conceptual Design
Conceptual Design
Conceptual Design
Conceptual Design
Design Complete
Planning/Initial Study
Planning/Initial Study
Planning/Initial Study
Conceptual Design
Conceptual Design
In Design
Planning/Initial Study
Planning/Initial Study
Planning/Initial Study
Planning/Initial Study
Planning/Initial Study
















Focus on
Areas of
Common
Ground &
Avoid
Prolonged
Conflict

Make Conservation a California
Way of Life

32

In Design



















Policy 5

Adapt to climate change
impacts

AWA
AWA
AWA
AWA
AWA
AWA
AWA
AWA
AWA
AWA
AWA
AWA
AWA
AWA
AWA
AWA
AWA
AWA
AWA





Policy 4

Mitigate against climate change
impacts

AWA

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

Planning/Initial Study
Planning/Initial Study
Planning/Initial Study
Planning/Initial Study
Planning/Initial Study
Planning/Initial Study
Planning/Initial Study
Conceptual Design
Planning/Initial Study
Planning/Initial Study
Planning/Initial Study

Identify opportunities to
conserve, enhance and restore
the region's natural resources

12

Soil Health & Climate Resilient Agriculture Education Program
Groundwater Banking Conjunctive Use Study
Groundwater Capacity in Amador County
Amador Canal Water Conservation Project
PG&E Storage Recovery
Lower Bear River Reservoir Expansion Study
Surface Storage Feasibility Study
Lake Camanche Recycling Water Project
Amador Water Agency System Computer Modeling
Amador Water Agency Master Plan
Highway 88 Corridor Sewer Trunk Line Study
Camanche Area Regional Water Supply Project Phase II
(CARWSP II)
Ione WTP Planning Study
Upper-Lower Water System Reliability Intertie Project
Lake Camanche Transmission Main Project
Amador Water Agency Low Pressure Fire Flow Improvements
CAWP Fire Protection Project
CAWP Tanks Replacement and Consolidation Project
Floating Covers Replacement Project
Lake Camanche Water Service Replacement – Phase IV
Amador Water Agency Treated Water Supply Study
Community Leachfield Groundwater Nitrate Study
Martell Wastewater Lift Station Reduction Project
Regional Wastewater Treatment and Recycling Project
Lake Camanche Regional Wastewater System
Tanner WTP Rehabilitation and Efficiency Project
Water Storage Reoperation Study
SGMA Implementation for Amador County
Fishery Habitat Improvements
New York Ranch Reservoir Conservation and Management
MAC Conservation Program Implementation
Sheep Ranch Drinking Water Treatment & Distribution Compliance
Project
West Point Automated Meter Reading Project
West Point Water Treatment Plant Drinking Water Compliance
Project
Wilson Dam Meadow Restoration and Habitat Enhancement Plan
Amador Household Water Efficiency Project
Mokelumne High Country Meadow Restoration
Riparian Noxious Weed Abatement Plan

Develop appropriate drought
mitigation measures

ARCD
AWA
AWA
AWA
AWA
AWA
AWA
AWA
AWA
AWA
AWA

Practice Resource Stewardship

Promote water conservation,
recycling, and reuse for urban
and agricultural uses

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Project Status

Improve Water Supply
Reliability & Ensure Longterm Balance of Supply and
Demand
Maintain and improve water
infrastructure reliability

Submitted by Project Name

Manage stormwater flows and
transport of sediment and
contaminants

Project
No.

Reduce sources of
contaminants

Maintain &
Improve WQ

Policies and Goals
Policy 3

Policy 2

Ensure sufficient firm yield water
supply

Policy 1

Prioritize projects that have the
best likelihood of being
completed in the planning
horizon

Tier 1 - Screening
Step 1 - Reflect Goals and Statewide Priorities







2

3





5
4

3
3



Environmental Review Complete
Planning/Initial Study



Planning/Initial Study















4

3

Planning/Initial Study















4

3

Planning/Initial Study and
Conceptual Design
Environmental Review Complete






















Red: Project proponent indicated that the project met that Goal or Statewide priority, but that the reviewers, based on the information provided by the project proponent, disagreed
Green: Project proponent did not indicate their project met the Goal or Statewide Priority, but that the reviewers, based on the information provided by the project proponent, thought that the project did meet that Goal or Statewide Priority






















5

4

6

5





















































































































































































































































































































































































































Waterbag Transport / Storage
Technology

Snow Fences

Rainfed Agriculture






Irrigated Land Retirement



Fog Collection




Dewvaporation or Atmospheric
Pressure Desalination




Crop Idling for Water Transfers



Water-Dependent Recreation




Water and Culture




Outreach and Engagement















Economic Incentives






Recharge Area Protection









Forest Management





Land Use Planning and
Management

Salt & Salinity Management







































Pollution Prevention

Matching Quality to Use










Drinking Water Treatment &
Distribution
Groundwater and Aquifer
Remediation

Surface Storage - Regional / local

Surface Storage - CALFED

Precipitation Enhancement

Recycled Municipal Water

Conjunctive Management &
Groundwater Storage
Desalination - Brackish and Sea
Water

Water Transfers

System Reoperation

Conveyance - Regional / local

Conveyance – Delta

Flood Management

































Watershed Management






Sediment Management

Planning/Initial Study
Planning/Initial Study
Planning/Initial Study
Planning/Initial Study
Planning/Initial Study
Planning/Initial Study
Planning/Initial Study
Conceptual Design
Planning/Initial Study
Planning/Initial Study
Planning/Initial Study
In Design
Conceptual Design
Planning/Initial Study
Design Complete
Conceptual Design
Conceptual Design
Conceptual Design
Conceptual Design
Design Complete
Planning/Initial Study
Planning/Initial Study
Planning/Initial Study
Conceptual Design
Conceptual Design
In Design
Planning/Initial Study
Planning/Initial Study
Planning/Initial Study
Planning/Initial Study
Planning/Initial Study
Design Complete
Conceptual Design
Design Complete
Planning/Initial Study
Conceptual Design
Planning/Initial Study
Planning/Initial Study
Planning/Initial Study and Conceptual Design
Planning/Initial Study
Planning/Initial Study
Environmental Review Complete
Planning/Initial Study
Planning/Initial Study
Planning/Initial Study
Planning/Initial Study and Conceptual Design
Environmental Review Complete

Ecosystem Restoration

Soil Health & Climate Resilient Agriculture Education Program
Groundwater Banking Conjunctive Use Study
Groundwater Capacity in Amador County
Amador Canal Water Conservation Project
PG&E Storage Recovery
Lower Bear River Reservoir Expansion Study
Surface Storage Feasibility Study
Lake Camanche Recycling Water Project
Amador Water Agency System Computer Modeling
Amador Water Agency Master Plan
Highway 88 Corridor Sewer Trunk Line Study
Camanche Area Regional Water Supply Project Phase II (CARWSP II)
Ione WTP Planning Study
Upper-Lower Water System Reliability Intertie Project
Lake Camanche Transmission Main Project
Amador Water Agency Low Pressure Fire Flow Improvements
CAWP Fire Protection Project
CAWP Tanks Replacement and Consolidation Project
Floating Covers Replacement Project
Lake Camanche Water Service Replacement – Phase IV
Amador Water Agency Treated Water Supply Study
Community Leachfield Groundwater Nitrate Study
Martell Wastewater Lift Station Reduction Project
Regional Wastewater Treatment and Recycling Project
Lake Camanche Regional Wastewater System
Tanner WTP Rehabilitation and Efficiency Project
Water Storage Reoperation Study
SGMA Implementation for Amador County
Fishery Habitat Improvements
New York Ranch Reservoir Conservation and Management
MAC Conservation Program Implementation
Sheep Ranch Drinking Water Treatment & Distribution Compliance Project
West Point Automated Meter Reading Project
West Point Water Treatment Plant Drinking Water Compliance Project
Wilson Dam Meadow Restoration and Habitat Enhancement Plan
Amador Household Water Efficiency Project
Mokelumne High Country Meadow Restoration
Riparian Noxious Weed Abatement Plan
Restoring the Upper Mokelumne's Anadromous Fish
Upper Mokelumne Watershed Landowner Guide
Jackson Creek Sewer Line Relocation - Conceptual Design/Feasibility Study
Hemlock Forest Restoration Water Yield Project Study
MAC Region DAC Small Communities Water and WW Needs Assessment
North Fork Mokelumne Watershed Erosion Control & Water Quality Restoration Plan
North Fork Mokelumne Watershed Erosion Control & Water Quality Restoration Project
Upper Mokelumne Erosion and Water Quality Assessment and Restoration Plan
South Fork Mokelumne River Watershed Program

Agricultural Lands Stewardship

ARCD
AWA
AWA
AWA
AWA
AWA
AWA
AWA
AWA
AWA
AWA
AWA
AWA
AWA
AWA
AWA
AWA
AWA
AWA
AWA
AWA
AWA
AWA
AWA
AWA
AWA
AWA
AWA
AWA
AWA
AWA
CCWD
CCWD
CCWD
CCWD
Foothill
Foothill
Foothill
Foothill
Foothill
Jackson
UMRWA
UMRWA
UMRWA
UMRWA
UMRWA
CAFT

Project Status

Urban Stormwater Runoff
Management

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47

Submitted by Project Name

Urban Water Use Efficiency

Project
No.

Agricultural Water Use Efficiency

Tier 1 - Screening
Step 2 - Resource Management Strategies Incorporated

TOTAL
RMS
3
14
14
14
10
10
10
14
25
25
13
10
7
3
6
3
3
3
3
9
14
13
7
16
14
7
10
14
9
16
12
3
2
3
3
3
9
6
6
11
3
3
2
6
6
10
8

Capital
Costs
$70,000
$200,000
$300,000
$250,000
$100,000
$200,000
$200,000
$14,000,000
$70,000
$250,000
$50,000
$6,500,000
$200,000
$75,000
$900,000
$2,000,000
$150,000
$2,500,000
$150,000
$495,000
$100,000
$100,000
$150,000
$100,000
$14,000,000
$10,000,000
$50,000
$100,000
$100,000
$35,000
$1,664,000
$4,000,000
$500,000
$1,250,000
$290,000
$695,000
$1,500,000
$25,000
$2,100,000
$50,000
$200,000
$0
$200,000
$225,000
$2,000,000
$250,000
$64,990

Overall
Result
Medium
High
High
High
High
High
High
Medium
High
High
High
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
Medium
Medium
High
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
High
High
High
Medium
High
Medium
High
Medium
Medium
Medium
High
High

Tier 2 - Evaluation
Step 1 - Apply Evaluation Criteria

Project Submitted
No. by
Project Name
1

ARCD

2

AWA

3

AWA

4

AWA

5

AWA

6

AWA

7

AWA

8

AWA

9

AWA

10

AWA

11

AWA

12

AWA

13

AWA

14

AWA

15

AWA

16

AWA

17

AWA

18

AWA

19

AWA

20

AWA

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47

AWA
AWA
AWA
AWA
AWA
AWA
AWA
AWA
AWA
AWA
AWA
CCWD
CCWD
CCWD
CCWD
Foothill
Foothill
Foothill
Foothill
Foothill
Jackson
UMRWA
UMRWA
UMRWA
UMRWA
UMRWA
CAFT

Soil Health & Climate Resilient Agriculture Education Program
Groundwater Banking Conjunctive Use Study
Groundwater Capacity in Amador County
Amador Canal Water Conservation Project
PG&E Storage Recovery
Lower Bear River Reservoir Expansion Study
Surface Storage Feasibility Study
Lake Camanche Recycling Water Project
Amador Water Agency System Computer Modeling
Amador Water Agency Master Plan
Highway 88 Corridor Sewer Trunk Line Study
Camanche Area Regional Water Supply Project Phase II (CARWSP II)
Ione WTP Planning Study
Upper-Lower Water System Reliability Intertie Project
Lake Camanche Transmission Main Project
Amador Water Agency Low Pressure Fire Flow Improvements
CAWP Fire Protection Project
CAWP Tanks Replacement and Consolidation Project
Floating Covers Replacement Project
Lake Camanche Water Service Replacement – Phase IV
Amador Water Agency Treated Water Supply Study
Community Leachfield Groundwater Nitrate Study
Martell Wastewater Lift Station Reduction Project
Regional Wastewater Treatment and Recycling Project
Lake Camanche Regional Wastewater System
Tanner WTP Rehabilitation and Efficiency Project
Water Storage Reoperation Study
SGMA Implementation for Amador County
Fishery Habitat Improvements
New York Ranch Reservoir Conservation and Management
MAC Conservation Program Implementation
Sheep Ranch Drinking Water Treatment & Distribution Compliance Project
West Point Automated Meter Reading Project
West Point Water Treatment Plant Drinking Water Compliance Project
Wilson Dam Meadow Restoration and Habitat Enhancement Plan
Amador Household Water Efficiency Project
Mokelumne High Country Meadow Restoration
Riparian Noxious Weed Abatement Plan
Restoring the Upper Mokelumne's Anadromous Fish
Upper Mokelumne Watershed Landowner Guide
Jackson Creek Sewer Line Relocation - Conceptual Design/Feasibility Study
Hemlock Forest Restoration Water Yield Project Study
MAC Region DAC Small Communities Water and WW Needs Assessment
North Fork Mokelumne Watershed Erosion Control & Water Quality Restoration Plan
North Fork Mokelumne Watershed Erosion Control & Water Quality Restoration Project
Upper Mokelumne Erosion and Water Quality Assessment and Restoration Plan
South Fork Mokelumne River Watershed Program

Project Status
Planning/Initial Study
Planning/Initial Study
Planning/Initial Study
Planning/Initial Study
Planning/Initial Study
Planning/Initial Study
Planning/Initial Study
Conceptual Design
Planning/Initial Study
Planning/Initial Study
Planning/Initial Study
In Design
Conceptual Design
Planning/Initial Study
Design Complete
Conceptual Design
Conceptual Design
Conceptual Design
Conceptual Design
Design Complete
Planning/Initial Study
Planning/Initial Study
Planning/Initial Study
Conceptual Design
Conceptual Design
In Design
Planning/Initial Study
Planning/Initial Study
Planning/Initial Study
Planning/Initial Study
Planning/Initial Study
Design Complete
Conceptual Design
Design Complete
Planning/Initial Study
Conceptual Design
Planning/Initial Study
Planning/Initial Study
Planning/Initial Study and Conceptual Design
Planning/Initial Study
Planning/Initial Study
Environmental Review Complete
Planning/Initial Study
Planning/Initial Study
Planning/Initial Study
Planning/Initial Study and Conceptual Design
Environmental Review Complete

Text Color Coding Key:
Purple: Project proponent checked a box but did not provide a rationale OR the project proponent did not check a box
Orange: Project reviewer disagreed with the project proponent’s score in that category and changed the score
Black: Project proponent checked the "yes" box and provided an explanation OR checked the "no" box

TOTAL TOTAL
GOALS RMS
5
7
7
9
7
7
7
7
10
10
8
5
4
3
6
4
6
7
3
7
9
8
6
8
9
6
7
7
6
7
5
3
4
3
5
6
8
3
4
7
2
5
4
4
4
5
6

3
14
14
14
10
10
10
14
25
25
13
10
7
3
6
3
3
3
3
9
14
13
7
16
14
7
10
14
9
16
12
3
2
3
3
3
9
6
6
11
3
3
2
6
6
10
8

Economic
Benefit

Goals
Addressed

RMS
Integrated

Technical
Feasibility

Climate
Change
Adaptation
Benefit

High
High
High
High
High
High
High
Medium
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
Medium
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
Medium
High
High
High
High
High
High
Medium
High
Medium
High
High
High
Medium
High
High

High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
Medium
Medium
High
Medium
High
High
Medium
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
Medium
Medium
Medium
High
High
High
Medium
Medium
High
Medium
High
Medium
Medium
Medium
High
High

Medium
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
Medium
High
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
Medium
Low
Medium
Medium
Medium
High
High
High
High
Medium
Medium
Low
High
High
High
High

High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
Medium
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High

Medium
High
Medium
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
Medium
Low
Low
High
Low
High
High
High
High
High
Medium
High
Low
High
High
Medium
High
Medium
Medium
Medium
High
High
Low
Medium
High
High
Medium
High
Medium
Medium
Low
High
Low
Low
Low
Medium
Medium

Climate
Change
Mitigation
Benefit

MultiAgency
Benefits

DAC
Benefits

Native
American
Tribal
Benefits

High
Low
Low
Medium
Medium
High
Medium
Low
Medium
Medium
Low
Low
Low
Low
Medium
Low
Medium
High
Low
High
Low
Medium
High
Medium
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
High
Low
Medium
Low
Low
High
High
Low
Low
Medium
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Medium

Low
High
High
Low
High
High
High
Low
High
High
High
Medium
High
High
Medium
High
High
High
High
Low
Low
Low
Low
High
Medium
High
High
High
High
Medium
High
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Medium
Medium
High
High
Low
High
High
High
High
High
High

Low
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
High
High
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
High
High
High
Medium
High
Medium
High
High
Medium
Medium
Low
Medium
Medium
High
High
High
High
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
High
Medium
High
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium

Low
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Low
Medium
Medium
Low
Low
Low
Medium
Low
Medium
Low
Low
Medium
Low
Medium
Medium
Low
Medium
Low
Medium
Medium
Medium
Low
Medium
Medium
Low
Low
High
Low
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Low
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium

Best Project
Minimize
for Intended Implementation
EJ Concerns
Purpose
Risk
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High

High
High
High
High
High
Medium
Medium
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High

High
High
High
High
Medium
Low
Medium
High
High
High
Medium
High
High
Medium
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
Medium
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High

Tier 2 - Evaluation
Step 2 - Prioritize Projects

Project
No. Submitted by
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
13
14
15

ARCD
AWA
AWA
AWA
AWA
AWA
AWA
AWA
AWA
AWA
AWA
AWA
AWA
AWA

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

AWA
AWA
AWA
AWA
AWA
AWA
AWA
AWA
AWA
AWA
AWA
AWA
AWA
AWA

30
31

AWA
AWA

32
33

CCWD
CCWD

34

CCWD

35
36
37
38

CCWD
Foothill
Foothill
Foothill

39
40

Foothill
Foothill

41

Jackson

42

UMRWA

43

UMRWA

44

UMRWA

45

UMRWA

46

UMRWA

47

CAFT

Project Name
Soil Health & Climate Resilient Agriculture Education
Program
Groundwater Banking Conjunctive Use Study
Groundwater Capacity in Amador County
Amador Canal Water Conservation Project
PG&E Storage Recovery
Lower Bear River Reservoir Expansion Study
Surface Storage Feasibility Study
Lake Camanche Recycling Water Project
Amador Water Agency System Computer Modeling
Amador Water Agency Master Plan
Highway 88 Corridor Sewer Trunk Line Study
Ione WTP Planning Study
Upper-Lower Water System Reliability Intertie Project
Lake Camanche Transmission Main Project
Amador Water Agency Low Pressure Fire Flow
Improvements
CAWP Fire Protection Project
CAWP Tanks Replacement and Consolidation Project
Floating Covers Replacement Project
Lake Camanche Water Service Replacement – Phase IV
Amador Water Agency Treated Water Supply Study
Community Leachfield Groundwater Nitrate Study
Martell Wastewater Lift Station Reduction Project
Regional Wastewater Treatment and Recycling Project
Lake Camanche Regional Wastewater System
Tanner WTP Rehabilitation and Efficiency Project
Water Storage Reoperation Study
SGMA Implementation for Amador County
Fishery Habitat Improvements
New York Ranch Reservoir Conservation and Management
MAC Conservation Program Implementation
Sheep Ranch Drinking Water Treatment & Distribution
Compliance Project
West Point Automated Meter Reading Project
West Point Water Treatment Plant Drinking Water
Compliance Project
Wilson Dam Meadow Restoration and Habitat
Enhancement Plan
Amador Household Water Efficiency Project
Mokelumne High Country Meadow Restoration
Riparian Noxious Weed Abatement Plan
Restoring the Upper Mokelumne's Anadromous Fish
Upper Mokelumne Watershed Landowner Guide
Jackson Creek Sewer Line Relocation - Conceptual
Design/Feasibility Study
Hemlock Forest Restoration Water Yield Project Study
MAC Region DAC Small Communities Water and WW
Needs Assessment
North Fork Mokelumne Watershed Erosion Control & Water
Quality Restoration Plan
North Fork Mokelumne Watershed Erosion Control & Water
Quality Restoration Project
Upper Mokelumne Erosion and Water Quality Assessment
and Restoration Plan
South Fork Mokelumne River Watershed Program

RESULT (3
HIGHS)

RESULT (5
HIGHS)

RESULT
(Recommended
Approach)

Planning/Initial Study
Planning/Initial Study
Planning/Initial Study
Planning/Initial Study
Planning/Initial Study
Planning/Initial Study
Planning/Initial Study
Conceptual Design
Planning/Initial Study
Planning/Initial Study
Planning/Initial Study
Conceptual Design
Planning/Initial Study
Design Complete

High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High

High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High

Medium
High
High
High
High
High
High
Medium
High
High
High
Medium
Medium
Medium

Conceptual Design
Conceptual Design
Conceptual Design
Conceptual Design
Design Complete
Planning/Initial Study
Planning/Initial Study
Planning/Initial Study
Conceptual Design
Conceptual Design
In Design
Planning/Initial Study
Planning/Initial Study
Planning/Initial Study

High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High

Medium
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High

Medium
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
Medium

Planning/Initial Study
Planning/Initial Study

High
High

High
High

Medium
High

Design Complete
Conceptual Design

High
High

Medium
Medium

Medium
Medium

Design Complete

High

High

Medium

Planning/Initial Study
Conceptual Design
Planning/Initial Study
Planning/Initial Study
Planning/Initial Study and
Conceptual Design
Planning/Initial Study

High
High
High
High

High
High
High
High

Medium
High
High
High

High
High

Medium
High

Medium
High

Planning/Initial Study
Environmental Review
Complete

High

Medium

Medium

High

High

High

Planning/Initial Study

High

High

Medium

Planning/Initial Study

High

High

Medium

Planning/Initial Study
Planning/Initial Study and
Conceptual Design
Environmental Review
Complete

High

Medium

Medium

High

High

High

High

High

High

Project Status

Mokelumne/Amador/Calaveras Integrated Regional Water Management Plan Update 2018

Appendix G: Project Type and Financing Summary

September 2018

Capital Cost

Annual O&M
Cost

Primary Funding Source(s) for
Capital Cost 1

Primary Funding Source(s)
for O&M Costs 1

$70,000

$180,000

Grants

Grants

Groundwater Project - Conjunctive Use

$200,000

$0

Grants and Loans

Not applicable

Groundwater Capacity in Amador County

Groundwater Project - Groundwater Supply Development

$300,000

$0

Grants and Loans

Not applicable

AWA

Amador Canal Water Conservation Project

Potable Water Supply Project - Conveyance Facilities

$250,000

$0

Grants and Loans

Not applicable

5

AWA

PG&E Storage Recovery

Potable Water Supply Project - Storage Facilities

$100,000

$0

Grants and Loans

Not applicable

6

AWA

Lower Bear River Reservoir Expansion Study

Potable Water Supply Project - Storage Facilities

$200,000

$0

Grants and Loans

Not applicable

7

AWA

Surface Storage Feasibility Study

Potable Water Supply Project - Storage Facilities

$200,000

$0

Grants and Loans

Not applicable

8

AWA

Lake Camanche Recycling Water Project

Recycled Water Project - Conveyance and Treatment Facilities

$14,000,000

$500,000

Grants and Loans

Rates

9

AWA

Amador Water Agency System Computer Modeling

Potable Water Supply Project - Conveyance Facilities and Storage
Operations

$70,000

$0

Grants and Loans

Not applicable

10

AWA

Amador Water Agency Master Plan

Potable Water Supply Project - Conveyance Facilities

$250,000

$0

Grants and Loans

Not applicable

11

AWA

Highway 88 Corridor Sewer Trunk Line Study

Wastewater Project - Conveyance Facilities

$50,000

$0

Grants and Loans

Not applicable

12

AWA

Camanche Area Regional Water Supply Project Phase II (CARWSP II)

Potable Water Supply Project - Treatment and Conveyance
Facilities

$6,500,000

$70,000

Grants and Loans

Rates

13

AWA

Ione WTP Planning Study

Potable Water Supply Project - Treatment Facilities

$200,000

$0

Grants and Loans

Not applicable

14

AWA

Upper-Lower Water System Reliability Intertie Project

Potable Water Supply Project - Conveyance Facilities

$75,000

$0

Grants and Loans

Not applicable

15

AWA

Lake Camanche Transmission Main Project

Potable Water Supply Project - Conveyance Facilities

$900,000

$4,000

Grants and Loans

Rates

16

AWA

Amador Water Agency Low Pressure Fire Flow Improvements

Potable Water Supply Project - Storage and Conveyance Facilities

$2,000,000

$50,000

Grants and Loans

Rates

17

AWA

CAWP Fire Protection Project

Potable Water Supply Project - Storage and Conveyance Facilities

$150,000

$0

Grants and Loans

Not applicable

18

AWA

CAWP Tanks Replacement and Consolidation Project

Potable Water Supply Project - Storage Facilities

$2,500,000

$25,000

Grants and Loans

Rates

19

AWA

Floating Covers Replacement Project

Potable Water Supply Project - Storage Facilities

$150,000

$2,000

Grants and Loans

Rates

20

AWA

Lake Camanche Water Service Replacement – Phase IV

Potable Water Supply Project - Conveyance Facilities

$495,000

$5,000

Grants and Loans

Rates

21

AWA

Amador Water Agency Treated Water Supply Study

Potable Water Supply Project - Storage and Conveyance Facilities

$100,000

$0

Grants and Loans

Not applicable

22

AWA

Community Leachfield Groundwater Nitrate Study

Groundwater Project - Groundwater Supply Development

$100,000

$0

Grants and Loans

Not applicable

23

AWA

Martell Wastewater Lift Station Reduction Project

Wastewater Project - Conveyance Facilities

$150,000

$0

Grants and Loans

Not applicable

24

AWA

Regional Wastewater Treatment and Recycling Project

Recycled Water Project - Conveyance and Treatment Facilities

$100,000

$0

Grants and Loans

Not applicable

25

AWA

Lake Camanche Regional Wastewater System

Wastewater Project - Conveyance Facilities

$14,000,000

$250,000

Grants and Loans

Rates

26

AWA

Tanner WTP Rehabilitation and Efficiency Project

Potable Water Supply Project - Treatment Facilities

$10,000,000

$350,000

Grants and Loans

Rates

27

AWA

Water Storage Reoperation Study

Potable Water Supply Project - Storage Facilities

$50,000

$0

Grants and Loans

Not applicable

28

AWA

SGMA Implementation for Amador County

Groundwater Project - Groundwater Supply Development

$100,000

$0

Grants and Loans

Not applicable

29

AWA

Fishery Habitat Improvements

Ecosystem Restoration and Protection Project - Restoration

$100,000

$0

Grants and Loans

Not applicable

Project
No.

Project Proponent

1

ARCD

Soil Health & Climate Resilient Agriculture Education Program

Conservation Project - Outreach and Education

2

AWA

Groundwater Banking Conjunctive Use Study

3

AWA

4

Project Name

Project Type

30

AWA

New York Ranch Reservoir Conservation and Management

Ecosystem Restoration and Protection Project - Land Conservation

$35,000

$0

Grants and Loans

Not applicable

31

AWA

MAC Conservation Program Implementation

Conservation - Economic Incentives and Outreach and Education

$1,664,000

$122,000

Grants and Loans

Rates

32

CCWD

Sheep Ranch Drinking Water Treatment & Distribution Compliance
Project

Potable Water Supply Project - Treatment Facilities

$4,000,000

$0

Grants

Not applicable

33

CCWD

West Point Automated Meter Reading Project

Potable Water Supply Project - Conveyance Facilities

$500,000

$0

Grants

Not applicable

34

CCWD

West Point Water Treatment Plant Drinking Water Compliance Project

Potable Water Supply Project - Treatment Facilities

$1,250,000

$10,000

35

CCWD

Wilson Dam Meadow Restoration and Habitat Enhancement Plan

Ecosystem Restoration and Protection Project - Restoration

$290,000

$0

36

Foothill

Amador Household Water Efficiency Project

Conservation - Economic Incentives and Outreach and Education

$695,000

$35,000

37

Foothill

Mokelumne High Country Meadow Restoration

Ecosystem Restoration and Protection Project - Restoration

$1,500,000

38

Foothill

Riparian Noxious Weed Abatement Plan

Ecosystem Restoration and Protection Project - Invasive Species
Removal

39

Foothill

Restoring the Upper Mokelumne's Anadromous Fish

Ecosystem Restoration and Protection Project - Restoration

40

Foothill

Upper Mokelumne Watershed Landowner Guide

Conservation Project - Outreach and Education and Urban Runoff
Management Project - Pollution Prevention

41

Jackson

Jackson Creek Sewer Line Relocation - Conceptual Design/Feasibility
Study

Wastewater Project - Conveyance Facilities

42

UMRWA

Hemlock Forest Restoration Water Yield Project Study

Ecosystem Restoration and Protection Project - Restoration

43

UMRWA

44

UMRWA

45

UMRWA

46

UMRWA

MAC Region DAC Small Communities Water and WW Needs
Assessment
North Fork Mokelumne Watershed Erosion Control & Water Quality
Restoration Plan
North Fork Mokelumne Watershed Erosion Control & Water Quality
Restoration Project
Upper Mokelumne Erosion and Water Quality Assessment and
Restoration Plan

47

CAFT

South Fork Mokelumne River Watershed Program

Customer Rates, Operations
Budgets
Customer Rates, Operations
Budgets
Grants, Foundation and Corporate
Funding

Grants, Foundation and Corporate
Funding

$0

Grants

Not applicable

$25,000

$0

Grants, RCD Funds

Not applicable

$2,100,000

$30,000

Grants, Foundation and Corporate
Funding

Grants, Foundation and Corporate
Funding

$50,000

$500

Grants, Foundation and Corporate
Funding, In-Kind Donations

Grants, Foundation and Corporate
Funding, In-Kind Donations

$200,000

$0

Grants

Not applicable

$0

$550,000

Not applicable

Grants and Private Capital
(previously secured)

Water and Wastewater Project - Conveyance, Storage, and
Treatment Facilities

$200,000

$0

Grants

Not applicable

Ecosystem Restoration and Protection Project - Restoration

$225,000

$0

Grants

Not applicable

Ecosystem Restoration and Protection Project - Restoration

$2,000,000

$0

Grants

Not applicable

Ecosystem Restoration and Protection Project - Restoration

$250,000

$0

Grants

Not applicable

Ecosystem Restoration and Protection Project - Restoration

$64,990

$0

Grants

Not applicable

Rates
Not applicable

1. The percent of total cost to be paid by each funding source will be determined as information becomes available, and the longevity and certainty of project-specific funding sources will be assessed moving forward and prior to project implementation. This information is provided at a
programmatic level in Table 4-3.

